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I. Background and Objectives 

The Office of International Training (S&T/IT), of the U.S. Agency for International 

Development, and the National Association for Foreign Student Affairs (NAFSA) 

have cooperated since 1972 to improve and enrich the experiences of students from 
developing nations gaining education and training in the United States. In 1984-85, 

S&T/IT and NAFSA entered into the first year of a five-year Cooperative •
 
Agreement, to he administered by the Steering Committee and staff of the NAFSA
 
Education for International Development (EID) Program. Since 1972, the primary
 
objectives of the liaison between S&T/IT and NAFSA have been: (1) to increase the
 
awareness of campus-based administrators and faculty of the need for relevant
 
academic programs for AID participants and other students from developing
 
countries studying in the United States; and (2) to provide increased access for the
 
student participants themselves to extra-curricular professional and community
 
programs which will assist either directly or indirectly in preparing them for their
 
roles in their home countries' development.
 

Activities to further these goals have included: research and analysis of students'
 
academic and professional needs; encouragement of projects designed to involve
 

foreign students more fully in U.S. campus and community life; production of
 
materials to assist faculty and administrators in better meeting the students' needs;
 
and fostering liaison among academic and professional associations to improve the
 

quality of the U.S. educational and training environment.
 

The success of these efforts is in large part due to NAFSA's established role as 
facilitator in the field of international education and exchange. NAFSA works to 

improve the experiences of foreign students in the United States by providing
 
materials and services to two groups: the students and the professionals who work
 
with them. Direct enrichment activities have reached thousands of students in
 
hundreds of campus amd community settings across the country. Publicaions and 

audiovisual materials have helped foreign and U.S. students better prepare for and 
enjoy their experiences in their chosen host countries. Lastly, NAFSA's role as a 
referral service ensures that the association can, directly or indirectly, assist 
students and educators needing advice or information about international travel, 

education, and employment. 
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Professionals in the field of international education and exchange gain more directly 
from NAFSA's activities and resources; profe.ssional development is a fundamental 
and longstanding associational priority. By ensuring.that individuals working with 
foreign students have access to accurate information, up-to-date resources, and 
seminars and workshops designed to help them improve their knowledge and skills, 
NAFSA believes it is making a significant contribution to the training of those in the 

field of international education in the United States and abroad. 

As this report will show, the Education for International Development Program 
reflects these NAFSA priorities, focusing on students from developing nations. The 
activities funded through the Agency for International Development have changed 
over the years, as S&T/IT's emphases have changed. For example, during the 1970's, 
the NAFSA/AID Liaison Committee focused much of its attention on supporting 
direct enrichment activities for foreign students. Another AID-furided activity, the 
Global Issues Project, disseminated information to promote awareness of hunger and 
population issues in the mid-1970s. The present administrative configuration of the 
AID-NAFSA relationship allows some aspects of these activities to continue and, in 
addition, provides the flexibility necessary to address changing priorities. 

IL Period of Agreement 

This annual report describes the activities of the Education for International 
Development Program carried out between July 1, 1934 and 3une 30, 1985. This was 
the first year of a five-year Cooperative Agreement, No. NEB-0071-A-00-4081-00. 

The succesful negotiation of a long-term agreement between NAFSA and AID has 
positively affected the activities of the program in at least two ways: 

1. The time spent in re-negotiating annual contract amendments with the staff of 
S&T/IT has been greatly reduced as a result of the five-year duration of the 
current agreement. The Manager of the EID Program is therefore able to attend 
more closely to formulating policy and direction for the program and to see 
that EID activities are carried out or schedule and within budget. 
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2. The EID Committee members are better able to commit EID resources to projects 

spanning longer periods of time than was previously possible. This allows 

for more follow-up activities to be planned, more meaningful data to be collected, 

and more substantial results to be obtained. 

Under the cooperative arrangement, the objectives of the program can be more 

effectively met. 

[IL Administrative Structure 

A. EID Program Steering Committee 

The Comittee is composed of four members, serving three-year terms, and a 

chairman, serving a two-year term and one year as past chair (Appendix A). 
These individuals are appointed by NAFSA's president. The Executive Vice 
President and the President of the association are also Committee members ex 
officio. The Committee plans, oversees, and promotes all EID activities in 
cooperation with NAFSA and S&T/IT staff members. Committee members 

review and select proposals for competitive grants, design meetings and 

seminars, and produce publications on topics in education for international 

development. The EID Committee met four times in 1984-85, with S&T/IT staff 

members present at two of these meetings. A brief summary of the four 

meetings follows: 

October 1984: Washington, D.C. 
-- Review and selection of preliminary proposals for EID grants and research 

awards 

-- Outline of projects to be conducted in 1984-35, including 1985 conference 

sessions 

-- Discussion of projects begun in 1983-84; planning for their continuation and 

completion 

-- Discussion with S&T/IT staff 
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January 1985: Miami, FL 

-- Restructuring of criteria and procedures for the competitive grant process; 

formulation of policies to take effect in 1935-86 

-- Planning for April Washington Seminar and May conference sessions 

-- Review of ongoing projects 

April 1985: Washington, D.C. 

- Review of seminar just held, planning for follow-up activities 
- Discussion, with S&T/IT staff members, of proposed 1985-86 budget and 

activities 

-- Final planning for 1985 Annual Conference workshop and sessions 

-- Reports on ongoing projects 

May 1985: Saltimore, MD 

- Review of conference sessions just held 

-- Reports on continuing projects 

-- Further planning for 1985-86 program year 

All meetings were minuted and copies of the minutes were submitted to S&T/!T 

upon completion. 

B. EID Program Staff 

The NAFSA Central Office provides administrative, programmatic, and support 
services for the activities under the Cooperative Agreement. For the first three 
months of the 1984-35 program year, this work was carried out by a Program 
Director (100%) and Program Assistant (100%). NAFSA's Administrative 

Director provided assistance in program development and planning, at 25% of her 
time. During the remaining nine months, a new staff structure was in place, 
with a Program Coordinator (100%) and Secretary/Assistant (100%) and with 
increased supervisory responsibilities assigned to the Administrative Director 
(25%) and NAFSA's Director of Special Projects (25%). Guidance was also 
provided throughouc the year by NAFSA's Executive Vice President, and other 
senior level staff members were involved in various aspects of programmatic 

activity. 
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3ob descriptions for the staff members directly involved indeveloping and 
administering projects under the Cooperative Agreement appear in Appendix B. 

IV. PRO3ECT REPORTS 

A. AID Participant Enrichment Activities 

Activities that directly involved and benefitted AID participants and other 

students from developing nations continued to constitute an important 
investment for the EID Program in 1984-85. These projects have been included 
in agreements between AID and NAFSA since 1973. Successful activities have: 
(1) encouraged fuller participation by foreign students and trainees in local U.S. 
communities during their term of study or training; (2) offered opportunities for 
AID participants to become involved with professional peers in the United 

States, with the potential for long-term, substantial cooperation; and (3) 
promoted/increased understanding on the part of U.S. citizens and the university 

community of the particular strengths and needs of the students and 
professionals from developing nations. 

I. Oregon Model Evaluation Budget: $5,000 Actual: $5,000 

Through an innovative program in Oregon entitled "Intercultural Dimensions 

in Educational Activities (IDEA)," foreign students made presentations to 
school and community groups and received a partial tuition waiver in 
exchange for this service. The program, begun in 1933, had the support of 
the Oregon State System of Higher Education and was administered by the 
Office of International Education of Oregon State University, with the 
cooperation of the University of Oregon, Southern Oregon State College, 
Portland State College, and Western Oregon State College. Twenty-two 
"exceptional and meritorius" foreign students participated during the 1983-34 

school year, making over 2,500 visits to schools and other organizations. In 
1934-85, 75 students were selected to provide 6000 hours of service, or visits. 
More than 2130 Oregon citizens benefitted from these presentations, and 
repeat visits brought this number to over 3500. 
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The EID grant of $5,000 supported a substantial evaluation of the IDEA 

Project, biilding upon data in the evaluation forms that had been collected 

from teachers since the program's inception. Funding was also provided for 
an April 1985 workshop held to inform interested educators and 

administrators throughout the United States of the results of this research 
and to foster additional interest in IDEA and similar activities. The workshop 

participants discussed the philosophical, practical, and financial. aspects of 

such programs. The agenda and summary of this one-day session appear in 
Appendix C. The conclusions reached by workshop participants were as 

follows: 

-- The IDEA program provides sufficient funding for talented students who 
would not otherwise be able to remain or enroll in Oregon universities; 

-,Many and varyang segments of Oregon communities take advantage of the 

program; 

-- Oregon elementary and, secondary school students develop a more positive 

attitude about other peoples and cultures as a result of the foreign 

student visits; and 
-- Future funding possibilities seem limited because IDEA does not fit 

readily into traditional educational classifications. 

As the materials in Appendix C describing the evaluation of IDEA illustrate, 

the students involved in the IDEA Project were seen as being well prepared, 

easy to understand, and at ease during presentations. In addition, 93% of the 

agencies and schools that had requested the students' services indicated that 

they would do so again. 

The evaluation supported AID's and NAFSA's long-held belief that foreign 

students can provide a real service to their U.S. host communities by acting. 

as educational and cultural resources. The students benefit as well: not only 

do they pay in-state rather than out-of-state tuition fees, but they also gain a 

greater understanding of U.S. culture from their increased interaction with 

U.S. citizens. 
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2. Competitive Grants Budget: $13,000 Actual: $19,511.93 

Since 1971, funding has been provided under the agreement between NAFSA
 

and AID to support campus- and community-based projects intended to
 
complement and enrich the experience of students from developing nations
 

during their term of study in the United States. In 1984-85, nine proposals
 
were chosen from forty applications, and the total commitment to these
 

grantees equaled $12,020. (The EID Committee, in consultation with the AID
 
Project Director, agreed to increase the budget for this activity based on the
 

number of promising proposals submitted.) The criteria developed by the EJD
 
Committee for use in 1984-85 were as follows.
 

A proposal was judged on the extent to which it:
 

- Complemented the educationalexperience of the student;
 
- Addressed a need or provided a service outside of what would generally be
 

considered the educational institution's responsibility to its foreign 

students;
 

- Involved the local community;
 
- Provided a-helpful model to other institutions;
 

-- Focused on developing world issues;
 

-- Involved AID participants;
 

-- Utilized exisitng campus/community resources; and
 

-- Proved innovative.
 

The Committee also took into consideration whether the preliminary proposal 
clearly stated its goals and objectives and the means to meet them; the 

objectives could realistically be accomplished; suppport was provided from 
other sources; and the project was financially viable. 

Following is a status report on the projects funded in 1984- 5. 
Approximately 65 AID-sponsored participants, and many other students from 

developing nations were actively involved. Additional funding and in-kind 
support of the projects totaled over $62,000, provided by volunteers, project 
coordinators, and educational institutions. The EID Committee and S&T/IT 

0 
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staff members encouraged this cost-sharing wherever appropriate, to 
increase the effectiveness of the small EID grants and to lay a foundation for 
continued institutional support of the projects, once the EID grant period had 
ended. The term of the grants was January I-December.31, 1935, and final 
reports were due within 30 days of project completion. Detailed information 
and final reports received to date appear in Appendix D. 

a. Colorado State University: "Professional Integration Workbook" 

- ,oject Coordinator: Martha Denney
 

Budget: $2,000
 

This workbook, entitled, GoinR Home: A Guide to Professional Integration, 
will complement the 1983 EID publication .which discussed the 
-professional aspects of the reentry process for students preparing to 
return home and continue their careers in their native countries. The 
workbook will enable the students to collect and organize information 
relevant to their own professional situations, within the theoretical 
framework provided by the Guide, and to determine what steps they can 
take in the United States that will ease their transition from the role of 

student or trainee to that of professional. (An outline of the publication 
appears in Appendix D.) The first draft of the workbook, which was 
developed and tested by an advisory board including foreign students (15
2'; -ponsored by AID), was completed in December 1985. 

The EID Committee plans to make full use of the workbook by including it 
in a packet of resource materials on professional integration. See section 
A. 3, "Professional Integration Projects," below, for further details. 

b. Indiana University: "INDEX Program." 

Project Coordinator: Kenneth Rogers
 

Budget: $1,250.
 

An extension has been granted by the EID Committee to the coordinators 

of the INDEX Program, which provides opportunities for foreign students 

http:I-December.31
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to serve as resources in the Indiana business community while gaining 
practical professional experience to complement their academic training. 
An outline of the objectives and activities of INDEX appears in Appendix 
D.2. The extension was requested to ensure continuity in the program. It 
had been necessary to appoint a new Coordinator of the program, Mrs. 
Carol Nelson, and to relocate the INDEX Program to its new Indianapolis 
location. Mrs. Nelson will continue to develop working relationships with 
Indiana businesses and universities and will work to increase the number 

of student site visits and short-term training experiences carried out 
under the aegis of the INDEX Program. It is expected that 25 AID
sponsored students will take part. 

NAFSA has requested that an interim report on these activities be 

submitted by April 30, 1986, and that the final programmatic and 
financial reports be available by November 30, 1986. Copies of these 
reports will be provided to S&T/IT staff members. 

c. 	 Michigan State University: "Development Advisory Team Training 

WXorkshop; ISU-DAT I." 

Project Coordinator: Dr. David Horner 

Budget: $2,500. 

The Development Advisory Team (OAT) Training Workshop, held in June 
1985 at Michigan State University, was designed to develop the capacities 
of multinational, cross-disciplinary development advisory teams to 
conduct project designs, implementation and evaluation assignments 
efficiently and effectively. Thirty-one workshop participants discussed 
the policies and procedures of major international donor agencies, 
including the U.S. Agency for International Development, as they relate 
to development project design and evaluation. In addition, the cultural 
dimensions of effective communication and management skills were 
explored, with the assistance of fourteen graduate students from 
developing nations who served as resource persons. This experience was 
intended to assist the students in preparing for productive professional 
work in development efforts in their home countries. 
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Evaluation of the CAT workshop showed that all participants found the 
program valuable in increasing their understanding of the concepts and 
processes involved in development assistance and the importance of the 
team approach to project planning-and implementation. The students who 
served as consultants reported that they gained considerable insight into 
the issues involved in 'wrking with expatriate advisers on development 
projects. Five of these students were AID participants. The workshop 
participants gave the program an overall rating of 7.3 on a 10-point scale. 
This workshop was adapted from the DAT workshops which have taken 
place at Iowa State University since 1930. (The EID Program provided 
major funding for the workshop held in January 1934 and for a replicaiton 
of the model at the University of Kentucky in January 1933. In addition, 
EID sponsored an evaluation of the Iowa State workshop held in January 
1983. Please see the EID Annual Reports, 1982-83 and 1983-84, for 

further information.) 

The MSU workshop included several alterations of the Iowa State model; 
for example, greater attention was paid to the environmental impact of 
the community development projects which had been designed and written 
up by the international graduate students. Also, the workshop schedule 
allowed for serious attention to the process of cultural transition and 
reentry, through the screenings of the "Going International" films 
produced by Copeland-Griggs, Inc. 

The final report of this project appears in Appendix D and provides 
detailed information regarding the objectives, procedures, and results of 
the first MSU DAT Workshop. Although the S&T/IT staff has indicated 
that AID will no longer be able to fund DAT replication activities, it is 
anticipated that Michigan State will be able to offer a second DAT session 
within the context of an overall MSU orientation plan for international 

work. 

d. University of Michigan: "Third World Women at the University of 
Miichigan: Personal and Professional Issues."
 
Program Coordinator: Kay T.C. Clifford Budget: $1,500
 



This seminar program provided a forum for thirteen women, pursuing a 
variety of academic interests, to discuss their experience!.. in undertaking 

programs of study in the United States and to prepare for their return to 
professional positions in their home countries. The fina! reort on the 

project appears in Appendix D.4 and is available to NAFSA members and 
others interested in setting up a similar program in other educational 

settings. The stated objectives of the project were: 

- To design a model workshop for female foreign graduate students from 

the Third World;
 

-To identify the critical life-tasks involved in the professional
 

development of Third World women students;
 

- To enable Third World women students to articulate their own
 

perceptions, experiences, and needs in terms of their personal and
 

professional development, using a cross-cultural perspective;
 

-- To enhance the ability of Third World women students to use 

effectively the academic and professional resources available to them 

in the United States; and 

-- To increase faculty awareness of the separate issues faced by Third 
World women students as they undertake graduate study in the United 

States.
 

As evaluations of the seminar series illustrate, these objectives were all 

met, and any necessary adjustments will be made in the 1936-87 program 

(to be funded by the CEW). 

International women graduate students at the University of Michigan 

found the seminar helpful and instructive regarding their experiences as 

graduate students and their acculturation to the United States. One of 

these students was sponsored by AID. The majority of participants felt 

that their understanding had deepened regarding the academic adviser's 
role at The University of Michigan and their role as advisees. Students 
were divided in opinion as to whether they had a more complete 

understanding of The University of Michigan academic administrative 

system. A majority of participants felt that they had learned more abdut 
alternatives for solving problems, campus resources, the graduate student 
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experience, American student attitudes, and varying departmental 
attitudes towards international students. Many students did not feel that 
they had learned any more about the relevancy of their U.S. education for 
employment in their home countries, or about their choices after the 
degree. Most participants felt that they achieved and increased 
understanding of the acculturation process on arrival in this country and 
about the reacculturation and reintegration process which they will 
experience upon their return home. 

The Center for Continuing Education for women staff and staff from 
other University units expressed an increased-understanding of difficulties 
facing graduate women students from other countries. Other Jiversity 
units are looking into ways to overcome some of these difficulties and to 
enhance the personal and profeisional development of this population
 
through unit activities. The University of Mlichigan has, therefore,
 
through individual units, begun to address some of the concerns of its
 
foreign female graduate students. 

.The community has benefitted through increased participation by female
 
foreign graduate student participation in community activities, sch.ol
 
visits, talks to prospective University of Michigan students and
 
participation in seminars and professional societies. 
 (See Appendix D.4
 
for additional evaluative comments.) This is one event in an ongoing
 
"Professional Development Program for International Women" sponsored
 
by the Center for Continuing Education of Women at the University. In 
addition, it is one of many activities pertaining to the professional aspects 
of the reentry process that the EID Committee is overseeing. These on
going programs are critical Lf the numerous issues involved in the reentry 
process are to be addressed effectively. 

e. North Carolina Zxtension Hc;remakers: "Adopt-A-Student Project" 
Project Coordinator: Julia P. Seibert 

Budget: $420. 

/ 
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In May 1935, seventeen foreign students, 3-5 of whom were AID 

participants took part in a program initiated by the North Carolina 
Extension Homemakers in 1981 to encourage interaction between the
 

students and members of rural communities in seven North Carolina
 
counties and on one Cherokee Indian Reservation. Participants chose
 

from among four week-long programs, each designed for a specific group: 
plan A, for-students of agriculture; B, for women; C, for sociology 

students; and D, for advanced students of home economics. Plans A and D 
involved a week-long visit to the U.S. community; all plans included 

professional experiences in the students' area of expertise, culture-sharing 

activities, homestays, and recreational programs. Over 1800 North 

Carolina residents took part in this program in 1985, and the "Adopt-A-
Student Project" has now been assured of a place in the North Carolina 

Extension Homemakers State B(udget, in large part due to the added 
publicity and broader community and student involvement made possible 

,y the EID grant. The.final report of this project appears as Appendix 

D.5. 

f. Northeastern Universtiy: "Practicality of Ladder-level Programs for 
Health Professional in the Middle East and Africa" 

Project Coordinators: Britta Karlsson, Associate Professor, \ledical 

Laboratory Science
 

Solveig Turner, Director, Center for International Higher Education
 

Documentation
 

Budget: $1,000
 

This project is designed to evaluate whether, and to what extent, a 

curriculum which provides training at the associate, bachelor's, master's, 
and doctoral levels can increase the relevance of the U.S. educational 

program to a health professional's role in his or her home country. Twu 

benefits of this flexible curriculum are expected: (1) the strengthening of 
the professional's ties to the home country, and (2) the establishment of a 

career path for the student at an appropriate level, while the health 

profession matures in his or her home country. 
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Through interviews and questionnaires, the project coordinators will 
gather information from past and current students, educators, 
administrators, and observers in the health professions. An effort will be 
made to involve all AID-sponsored participants enrolled in health 
programs at Northeastern. The project was begun in March 1985 and is 
scheduled to end in March 1987. (See Appendix D.6) 

The EID Committee feels that this information will assist professionals in 
U.S. colleges and universities to provide academic training at levels
 
appropriate to the needs of students from developing nations. 
 The The 
examination of the concept of "recurrent education," a program through 
which the student returns to a professional role in the developing home 
country during the period of education in the United States, will be an 
interesting component of the data and discussion. 

The results of the research project will be available to educators and 
administrators in health fields and, more broadly, in other areas which
 
professionals from developing nations study in substantial numbers in the
 
United States. 

Ohio University: "Women Across Cultures" 
Project Coordinators: Mlary Anne Flournoy, Assistant Director, Center for 
International Studies 

Budget: $1,300 

This project provided the forum for interaction and exchange of 
information between 24 international graduate students, most from 
developing countries, and the communities around the five regional 
campuses of Ohio University. One student was an AID-sponsored 
participant. The program fostered increase communication and 
understanding between the U.S. and foreign participants and provided a 
way for women of diverse backgrounds to identify with one another .and 
learn about different cultural values and norms. 



Stated objectives of the project were: 

1. To increas#, the knowledge and understanding of women's roles in 

developing nations among high school and university students, faculty 

and community members in the six Southeast Ohio locations in which 

Ohio University has campuses; 

2. 	To broaden the experience of 24 international women graduate 

students at Ohio University by providing opportunities to interact vith 

American students and faculty and community members with whom 

they would not normally come in contact; and 

3. To implement the 1985-86 thematic programming focus of the Center 

for International Studies, Women in Development, in Ohio University's 

regional campus communities. 

Six public panel presentations on "Women Across Cultures" were held' in 

Athens, Chillocothe, Ironton, Lancaster, Portsmouth, and Zanesville 

during the spring of 1985. Four international women spent the day in each 

of the regional campus communities meeting with high school students 

and/or university classes for informal discussion of women's economic, 

social, and political roles in other nations. Approximately 650 high school 

students participated in these sessions, as did 250 university students and 

faculty members. 

Four radio shows were aired in Athens and Lancaster. Local newspapers 

in each of the communities covered the programs. At the Belmont 

County campus, a special course on "Women Across Cultures" was 

offered, using the international women as resource persons. 

Approximately 150 community members participated in program 

offerings, and the radio shows reached many hundreds more. 

There continue to be spin-offs of the program. A panel on women's roles 

in developing nations was presented at the Women Studies Association 

regional meeting, organized by a faculty member at one of the Ohio 

University regional campuses. The Center for International Studies 

continues a thematic emphasis on the topic of women in development and 
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is seeking funding for continued activities of this sort. Finally, many of 
the international student participants have sought other avenues for 

community involvement. 

The project director felt that the stipends made available to students 

through the EMD grant enhanced the women's sense of commitment to the 

program and greatly facilitated the recruitment process. The final reporl 

on this project appears as Appendix D.7. 

h. 	Pittsburg State University: "Program Development for Area Internships" 

Project Coordinator: Dr. Tom S. Duangploy
 

Budget: $800. Awarded: $270.
 

Due to difficulties with staff turnover and unforeseen delays, this project 

was not completed during the 1984-85 program year. The EID 

Committee, staff members, and AID officers decided not to grant an 

extension to the project coordinators. 

The objectives of this project were to: 

- Begin development of area contacts which will subsequently provide 

internship experiences for international students; 

--	 Heighten awareness of Host Families, P.S.U. alumni, and business 

leaders to the need for internship and practical training opportunities 

for international students; 

-- Enhance classroom learning by providing an introduction and
 

orientation to area industries and commerce for international
 

students;
 

-Involve Host Family members and international students in a 

significant learning project; and 

-- ,lake the institution's commitment to international education isible. 

These goals were to be reached through a survey of local businesses and 

industry, on-site visits for students and advisers, and increased 

communication between university personnel and local business 
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representatives. The EID Committee members have supported other 

programs of this type, to assist foreign students in enhancing their U.S. 

academic experiences and to increase the participation of the U.S. 

private sector in the international education and training process. 

A report appears in Appendix D.3, describing the obstacles Dr. Duangploy 

and other staff members encountered in beginning the Pittsburg project. 

This information will be used to assist other international educators who 

are interested in setting up internships for foreign students in local 

business and industry settings, and will provide the EID Committee with 

further insight into the potential difficulties inherent in implementing 

internship programs. 

Purdue University: "African Food Crisis Seminar Series" 

Project Coordinator: Dr. James Collom, Associate Director, International 

Programs in Agriculture 

Ann Oyer, Participant Training Coordinator, International Programs in 

Agriculture 

Budget: $1,200 Awarded: 0. 

The coordinators of this project experienced difficuities with staff 

turnover and delays during the grant period. A report is due shortly 

describing these difficulties and outlining the project as developed thus 

far; if a formal extension is requested in that repoert the EID Committee 

and AID officers will review the available information to determine 

whether an extension is warranted. 

The general objective of this seminar series was to enhance the training 

experience of AID-sponsored students at Purdue University. Specific 

objectives were: 

1. To enhance students' understanding of the relationship between 

agricultural developments in Africa and U.S. response to those
 

developments;
 



2. To enhance students' opportunity to interact with Purdue faculty 

members and a wide range of Indiana citizens; 

3. To provide the community members with information regarding the 

African food crisis; and 

4. To provide a forum for discussion of the food crisis and the U.S. 

response to it. 

Six seminars were to take place throughout Indiana between April and 
December 1985. Additional activities were designated to supplement the 

seminars, such as visits to U.S. homes by the foreign students and 

orientation sessions to inform the students about the communities in 

which the seminars were held. There exists substantial interest in this 

project on the part of students, faculty members, and community 

members who have been contacted and involved thus far. The need for 

such a program is also acknowledged. Whether or not an extension is 

requested from the EID Program, the coordinators of this project plan to 

carry out their activities with funding from other sources (as yet 

undetermined). 

As 	with the Pittsburg State University project, the difficulties that arose 

during the Indiana grant period are of interest to the EID Committee and 

other international educators with an interest in providing enrichment 

activities for foreign students and AID-sponsored participants. With this 

information the EID Program staff will be better able to advise future 

grantees of potential obstacles in the implementation of similar projects. 

j. 	 Northeastern University: "Towards More Relevance for Health 

Professionals Returning Home" 

Project Coordinators: Sally Heym, Director, International Student Office 

Britta Karlsson, Associate Professor, College of Pharmacy and Allied 

Health Professions 

Budget: $2,500 

This project, funded in 1933-84, took place between March 1934 and 

September 1935 and had the following objectives: (1) to provide extra
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curricular activities to enhance the academic experience of foreign 
students in the health sciences and (2) to develop resource materials to 
assist faculty members in their work with these students. Funding was 
made available to 23 foreign students, allowing them to join professional 
associations and subscribe to journals in their fields of expertise. This 
enhanced the students' abilities to prepare for their future professsional 

roles in their home countries. In addition, U.S. students who participated 
in program events (e.g., lectures) gained information about medicine and 

the health professions in developing nations. 

Materials developmd for faculty members and advisers included: 

references on the development of health care systems in other nations, a 
listing on international pharmaceutical and medical supply companies, and 
guidelines for students preparing to work in developing countries. These 
mater'ials will be available to all faculty and students in the College, 

through the Office of the Dean of Student Affairs, the Graduate Office, 
and various related academic departments. (See Appedix D.9) 

The coordinators of this project found that students and faculty members 
in the College of Pharmacy and Allied Health Professions were generally 
unaware of, and unconcerned about, the issues involved in professional 
integration for foreign students. This is precisely the situation that EID 
Committee and staff members are working to improve through model 
programs such as this one, where the increas., communication between 

academic departments, and the greater understanding of the foreign 
students' professional needs, are expected to lead to added attention to 
these concerns within Northeastern University. 

As the above descriptions in( ., the EID Program is supporting 

activities designed to broaden aid enhance the academic experience of 
AID participants and other students from developing nations. Each year 

the EID committee and staff members clarify the grant criteria and 
revise the application forms so that EID's stated goals are reflected in 

each of the campus- and community-based projects funded. In addition, 
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the procedures for committee review of proposals and publicity of funded 

projects have been made more consistent and efficient each year.- It is 

hoped that difficulties regarding staff turnover and delays faced by 
project coordinators will be alleviated in future grant cycles, due to these 

changes, and it is assumed that the quality of proposals submitted to EID 
will improve accordingly. 

A report completed in 1985-86 will assist the EID Committee in approving 
its tracking, evaluation, and follow-up procedures. Copies of this report 

have been submitted to S&T/IT. The grant program continues to advance 

the goals of the Cooperative Agreement substantially, giving S&T/IT 

much positive exposure across the United States and affecting many 

thousands of individuals, foreign students and U.S. citizens alike. 

3. Professional Integration Projects 

In 1984-8 , the EID Program supported two new activities focusing on the 

professional aspects of the foreign student's return to the home country. 

These activities were: (1) preliminary funding for production of a videotape 

entitled "Professional Integration: For A Smooth Passage Home"; and (2) a 

grant to the Office of International Programs of Colorado State University 
for development of a student workbook (see Section IV A.2, above). These 

initiatives were designed to present, in new formats, the issues discussed in 
Professional Integration: A Guide for Students From the Developing World, 

published with S&T/IT funding in 1983. 

The importance of assisting foreign students in gaining adequate preparation 

for their return to professional positions at home has become increasingly 

evident to individuals involved in all aspects of the training process: 

representatives of U.S. and other national governments, sponsors, program 
agency representatives, faculty members, foreign student advisers, and, 

above all, foreign students themselves. 

The videotape, which is now available on loan to NAFSA members and other 

professionals in the field of international education, presents in dramatic 
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form the experience of one foreign student as he prepares to return to an 
established career in his home country after study and training in the United 

States. It discusses steps that foreign students can take to ease this 

transition, such as: 

- Maintaining relationships with peers and colleagues in the United 

States;
 

- Maintaining contact with the U.S. educational or training institution; 
- Staying informed of developments in their fields of expertise, by 

subscribing to journals and joining international professional 

associations; 

- Contributing to the transfer of skills and knowledge through research 

and publication; 

- Considering how best to approach colleagues and supervisors in the 
home country so as to ensure acceptance of the knowledge and skills 

gained in the United States; and 
- Keeping in mind the need to develop their own professional competence 

through additional education or training. 

The script was developed through close collaboration among EID staff and 

committee members, U.S. AID officers, the filmmaker, and selected 

consultants with an interest and expertise in the tepic of professional 

integration. These reviewers, whose names appear in Appendix E, ensured 

that the topics first discussed in the 1933 Guide were presented clearly in an 
educational and interesting manner (See Appendix E for a copy of the script). 

Funding for the videotape totaled $3,000 in 1984-35, with an additional 
$25,000 subsequently committed in 1985-96. The NAFSA Cooperative Grants 
Program (COOP) also contributed $5,000, made possible through COOP's 
agreement with the Student Support Services Division, Bureau of Educational 

and Cultural Affairs, U.S. Information Agency. In 1986-87, additional funds 
will be requested so that the production may be transferred into 3/4", Beta, 

and VHS formats, as well as into a 16mm format for presentation to larger 
audiences. Further information regarding publicity and distribution of the 
videotape will be relayed to U.S. AID as it is developed; the EID Committee 
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is anticipating great interest in the presentation on the part of practitioners 

in international education and training. 

In 1985-86 and 1986-87, the EID Committee and staff members will begin 

developing a model workshop to utilize the Guide videotape, and student 

workbook in a comprehensive fashion. This "Professional Integration 

Package" will be a valuable tool for campus-based professionals, 

representatives of sponsoring agencies, and other individuals offering 

workshops on reentry and the professional aspects of the student's return 

home. Leader's materials will also be provided. NAFSA members will assist 

EID 	in designing this package, which will then be widely publicized and 

distributed to NAFSAns and other international educators in the United 

States and abroad. 

A description of a successful series of programs on professional integration, 

held 	at Iowa State University, appears in Appendix E. It is this sort of 

project that the EID Committee will work to publicize and support in the 

next 	several years. (Also see Section IV. A.2, "Grants," above; the seminar 

series at the University of Michigan also provided a forum for women from 

developing nations to discuss their professional concerns.) 

4. 	 Brochure on the Role of the International Students Office 

Budget: $3,000 

The EID Committee and staff members have worked over the past several 

years to produce a brochure outlining the services and resources available 

through the International Students Office on a U.S. college or university 

campus. Several drafts have been produced -- Irom mid- 1984 to mid- 19!5 -

but it was felt that they did not adequately meet the objectives set out by 

S&T/IT in the original request. The most recent draft apppears in Appendix 

F, with the working title of "A Resource on Campus: the International 

Students Office." The purpose of the brochure is to provide AID participants 

and other foreign students with basic information regarding the facilities that 

will be available to them through the International Students Office during (I 
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their term of study or training in the United States. Optimally, the brochure 

will be distributed to the students before their departure from home; for this 

reason, the publication will be written in simple, clear English and will be 

produced in a lightweight format. Members of the EID Committee will 

investigate the possibility of translating the brochure into Spanish to enhance 

its 4ffectiveness. Funding for this translation, if feasible, will be requested 

in EID's 1986-87 proposal to S&T/IT. 

Presently, EID staff members are simplifying the English level of the current 

draft. They will then consult the AID project director to determine what 

changes should be made in the content of the brochure. When the reviewers 

are satisfied, EID staff will work with the NAFSA information Services staff 

members to have the publication produced. 

B. Academic and Institutional Support 

Professionals in U.S. college and university settings, committed to educating and 

training students from developing nations, must continually examine the 

relationship between the U.5. educational experience and the anticipated 

professional role of the returned student in his or her home country. NAFSA is in 

an excellent position to provide information and support to these individuals, as a 

result of its active nationwide network of educational institutions of all kinds. 

Two EID projects designed to provide this support were initiated in 1983-84, and 

1984-85 saw their continuation and development. These projects were: (1) A 

handbook to assist academic advisers in working with graduate students from 

developing countries, and (2) formal principles to improve the coordination and 

interaction among sponsors, program agencies, academic and training institutions, 

and sponsored students. In addition, a research award was made to a Ph.D. 

candidate investigating a topic in international education relevant to the work of 

NAFSA and AID, and the EID Committee pursued collaboration with the NAFSA 

Field Service on a manual for foreign student advisers concer,.ing health care for 

foreign students. 
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-Manual for Academic Advisers of Graduate Students from the Developing 

World 

Budget: $4,000 

In conjunction with the American Association for the Advancement of 
Science (AAAS), NAFSA produced an academic advisers' manual for science 

faculty in 1982-83. The booklet proved successful and was well received by 
university faculty, prompting AAAS to send an extensive publicity mailing to 

its membership in 1984-85, well after the original distribution effort was 

completed, This collaboration enabled NAFSA and AID to reach an audience 

of vital importance to the work of the EID Program: the faculty members in 
the best position to increase the curricular relevance of the students' 

academic programs. The EID Program is one of the very few NAFSA bodies 
with the capability to reach faculty members and work directly with them to 

improve the academic experience of graduate students from developing 

nations. 

The success of the science manual encouraged the .Committee to consider 

publishing a series of curriculum-specific manuals. The first of these was 

produced in the 1983-84 contract: Academic Advising in Agriculture for 

Graduate Students Irom Developing Countries. NAFSA had originally 

proposed that an additional handbook be produced for engineering advisers. 

After receiving comments from S&T/IT and reviewers of the agricultural 
handbook, however, it was determined that a generic handbok, applicable to 

academic advisers in any discipline, would be a more economical use of 

limited time and resources. The agricultural handbook was used as the basis 

for the general publication, and additional material was gathered and 

reviewed by EID Committee and staff members during the 1984-85 program 
year. The publication, entitled Academic Advising for Graduate Students 

from Developing Nations, is scheduled to be completed during summer 1936, 

at which time it will be publicized through the NAFSA membership network 

as well as other professional associations serving faculty members and 

advisers on U.S. college and university campuses. The final draft of the 

publication appears as Appendix G. 
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2. Principles for the Administration of Sponsored Student Programs 

Budget: $4,000 

At the 1932 NAFSA/AID Washington Seminar entitled "Responsibilities of 
Sponsoring Agencies and U.S. Higher Educational Institutions to the 
Sponsored Foreign Student," a specific recommendation was made to produce 
a document which would set forth a series of principles for the administration 

of sponsored student program,s. 

The Principles examine a number of issues affecting sponsored students from 
the perspective of (1) the sponsoring organization and (2) the training 
institition. Issues discussed include: (1) program definition - the philosophy 
behind sponsored programs, e.g. the development goals of the country; (2) 
admisssions - accountability on both the sending and the receiving ends; (3) 
English language training; and (4) program monitoring, personal counseling, 

financial and billing procedures, academic reporting. 

The Principles publication was produced by the NAFSA Advisory Group on 
Sponsored Students and monitored by the EID Steering Committee. The 
advisory group met twice in 1983-84 to plan and write the Principles, which 
were broadly distributed in draft form during 1934-85. Comments were 
invited from those who read the publication, and it was revised accordingly. 

The final publication of the Principles was delayed until the EID Workshop on 
Students Sponsored by Agencies, held in Baltimore in May 1935, immediately 
preceding.the NAFSA National Conference. At this workshop there was 
major discussion of the P:.inciples by 30 representatives of major program 
agencies, foreign embassies, U.S. government agencies, and educational 
institutions. This meeting brought the EID Program considerable exposure 
and appreciation, because many NAFSA members are seeking ways in which 
to strengthen their relationship with the sponsoring and program agencies 
with which they work. 
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The workshop participants made valuable suggestions regarding the 

Principles, and the revised publication was completed in March 1986 (see 
Appendix H). Wide distribution, begun immediately, will continue through the 

1936-87 program year, during which the EID Committee proposes to conduct 
two or more training sessions to assist campus-based administrators and 

advisers in conducting programs for sponsored students, according to the 
Principles. The participants in these sessions will be drawn from institutions 

hosting substantial members of AID-sponsored students. 

3. Research Award 

In addition to the Competitive Grants awarded by the EID Committee (see 
"Participant Enrichment," above), one research award of $350 was made to 

Diana Digna Gonzalez, College of Education, Pennsylvania State Unversity, 

to assist her in the final stages of her Ph.D. dissertation on "The Venezuelan 
National Scholarship Program: Examining the Implementation of a Social-
Education Policy." (An abstract appears in Appendix I.) The dissertation is 

due to be completed in 3uly 1986. 

Although modest in size, the assistance reinforced the importance of and 

need for research in international education as it relates to the developing 
world student. The researcher was requested to acknowledge the EID award 

(and AID) and to provide NAFSA with two copies of her paper. As in previous 

years, the availiblity of these papers is being publicized, and they will be lent 

on request to any interested individual. 

In future program years, the EID Committee plans to award more substantial 

research grants, which will increase the number and quality of proposals 

received. This change will, in turn, produce a greater volume of research on 

topics of central interest to NAFSA and AID. As was the case with its 
involvement with faculty members, EID's support of research efforts is 
recognized as one of its strengths within NAFSA. It is a critically important 

contribution to the field of education for international development. 
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4. Health Care Manual Budget: $3,000 

In 1984-35 NAFSA's Field Service Steering Committee, under a grant from 

the 	United States Information Agency, Bureau of Educational and Cultural 

Affairs, planned to oversee two projects regarding health care issues for 

foreign students: (1) a seminar in Washington, D.C., designed to stimulate 

discussion of the issue, and (2) a manual for foreign student advisers to assist 

them in becoming more aware of, and sensitive to, the health concerns of the 

students with whom they work. The EID Committee agreed to provide partial 

funding for this manual; a draft outline appears in Appendix 3. 

The seminar, which took place in 3uly 1935, proved extremely successful in 

focusing attention on this important topic. The meeting resulted in 

recommendations for action as well as the formation of a task force including 

representatives of NAFSA and of the American College Health Association 

(ACHA). This group plans to meet twice in 1986. 

The plans for the manual changed as a result of the seminar; it was decided 

that the book could serve campus health care providers as well as foreign 

student advisers, and should include, in addition to the information appearing 

in Appendix 3, the following: 

1. 	 Epidemiological and cultural information on a number of countries sending 

large numbers of students to the United States; 

2. 	 A summary of research that has been conducted into the topic of health 

care for foreign students; 

3. 	 Descriptions of model programs to improve the delivery of health care 

services to foreign students; and 

4. 	 A bibliography. 

While the EID Committee agreed that these additions would strengthen the 

publication, it was felt that a new proposal, including a revised budget and 

timeline, was needed from the Field Service Steering Committee before 

funding for the manual could be guaranteed. With the approval of the S&T/IT 

Project Director, in October 1985 the EID Committee withdrew its financial 

support of this project until an updated proposal is received. At 
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that time, the EID Committee will determine the level of support it will 
request from S&T/IT. 

Regardless of the level of funding finally determined, the EID Committee 
members are eager to cooperate with the Field Service Steering Committee 

on a topic of such interest and relevance to S&T/IT and international 

educators throughout the United-States. 

C. Liaison with Academic and Professional Associations 

A significant aspect of the NAFSA-AID relationship has been the 
communication established between faculty members, professional associations, 

government representations, business and industry interests, university 
consortia, and NAFSA's own constituency. The value of these liaison activities 
is underscored by the increasing interest and participation of academicians and 
other professionals in EID Program activities. The training experiences of AID 
participants can be greatly enhanced through communication of their needs to 
the various academic and professional groups that are integral to the U.S. 
training experience. EID interprets and publicizes the goals of the Office of 
International Training in these relationships and in most instances, such as the 
Washington Seminars, the Office of International Training is directly involved in 
the process. These activities are very mt :h focused on AID policy and 
programs and on stregthening the academic community's effective cooperation 

with AID objectives. 

The ElD Program continued to build these important connections in 1984-85 by 
participating in an orientation session for AID Miission Training Officers, 
conducting a Washington Seminar, and engaging in interorganizational liaison 

activities described below. 

1. ',ashington Seminar Budget: $14,000 Actual: $10,920.33 

In 1984-35 the EID Committee conducted another in a four-year series of 

seminars held in Washington, D.C. to focus attention on topics in education 

http:10,920.33
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for international development and to increase dialogue among professionals in 
various sectors of U.S. society.. In April 1985 the seminar participants 

discussed "Strategies for Professional Integration: Strengthening Foreign 

Student/Private Sector Interaction." The full report of the meeting, 

including suggestions for increasing opportunities for this interaction appears 
as Appendix K. 

This topic, of growing importance to AID as well as other organizations 

promoting and conducting international education activities, provided 

seminar participants with the opportunity to discuss successful programs 

linking foreign students and professionals in U.S. business and industry. It 

also brought the activities and priorities of NAFSA and S&T/IT to the 

attention of an audience committed to expanding and improving these 

programs. 

EID attention to the involvement of the U.S. private sector in international 
education and training will continue in later program years as one of the 

program's central priorities. 

2. Orientation Session for AID Mission Officers 

In late May 1935, S&T/IT conducted an extensive orientation session for 24 

AID officers representing 22 African countries, Indonesia, and Yemen. A 

representative of the Indian government also participated. Most of these 

officers had primary responsibility for overseeing the selection and 

preparation of individuals from their countries planning to undertake 

educational and/or training programs in the United States. 

The EID Committee, through the Program Coordinator, was very pleased to 

have the opportunity to provide the AID officers with information and 

materials describing the work of NAFSA and the EID Program. Because the 

orientation session immediately preceded the NAFSA Annual Conference in 
Baltimore, MD (see section IV.D, below), it also served to facilitate the 

officers' participation in that conference. 
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EID Committee and staff members look forward to working with S&T/IT in 

this capacity whenever the opportunity arises. The Mlission Training Officers 

are the first people to have extensive contact with AID-sponsored student 

and professionals, and if the officers are able to address questions of cultural 

transition, curricular relevance, involvement in the U.S. community, 
practical training, and professional integration, the AID participants will 

begin their stay in the United States better prepared for the experience. 

3. Interorganizational Liaison Budget: $1,360 Actual: $730.11 

In 1984-85, liaison with other organizations and professional associations was 
carried out primarily by the EID Program Coordinator, with the dual purposes 

of: (1) publicizing the goals of S&T/IT and the activities of the EID Program 

to others involved in international education and development; and (2) 
building relationships which may lead to collaboration between NAFSA and 

groups with similar objectives and priorities. 

EID Program staff members were involved in meetings and other activities 

sponsored by: Meridian House International, the Society for International 
Development (SID), the National Committee for World Food Day, the 

American Association of University Professors (AAUP), Food Day, 

AMIDEAST, the Biennial International Development Council, and the 
American Association of Collegiate Registrars and Admisions Officers 

(AACRAO). In addition, publicity mailings were carrried out in cooperation 

with the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS), the 

American Association fo State Colleges and Universities (AASCU), and the 

National Association of State Universities and Land Grant Colleges 

(NASULGC). 

D. EID Participation in NAFSA Activities 

The activities of the EID Program reach thousands of international educators 

through NAFSA publications, meetings, and conferences. The extensive 

contribution made by approximately 500 volunteers on NAFSA committees, task 
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forces, and in other leadership roles CnsL'r.:. .-. t t'.e jectives of S:T/IT, as 

realized in EID publications, seminars, and other activities, are communicated 

.to administrators, faculty members, and foreign students at colleges and 

universities throughout the United States. The EID Program has long worked to 

strengthen this network, through support of the following activities. 

1. Fall Leadership Meeting Budget: $5,750 Actual: $5,750 

Since 1980, the NAFSA-AID contract has provided partial funding to support 

the Annual Fall Leadership Meeting of the Association. The purposes of this 

meeting are: (1) to convene the Association's leadership, including national 

interest sections, commissions, regional leadership and the Board of 

Directors; (2) to evaluate the progress of programs conducted with USIA and 

AID funding and other activities; (3) to determine how effectively the 

NAFSA membership is meeting the needs of international students; and (4) 

to plan for future activities. The Fall Leadership Meeting, held in the 

Washington, DC area, is a convenient vehicle for a very efficient and high

level dissemination of S&T/IT and EID program objectives. 

In October 1984, the Fall Leadership M,,Ieeting coincided with a meeting of 

the EID Committee, which enabled Committee members, S&T/IT officers, 

and NAFSA leaders to discuss common objectives and coordinate planning 

for the 1934-85 program year. The Committee plans to hold Lts fall meeting 

in conjunction with the Fall Leadership Meeting in the future, to encourage 

this communication. 

100 individuals participated in the 1984 meeting. The United States 

Information Agency contributed $6,500 to the costs of their travel and per 

diem expenses, while other financial support totaled $24,825. In-kind 

contributions of time and honoraria totaled $33,100. 

The schedule for the October 1984 leadership meeting and a list of the 1934

85 NAFSA Governance groups appear in Appendix L. 

vk
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2. Regional Council Training Budget: $1,000 Actual: $1,000 

Each year NAFSA convenes the elected regional and sectional leaders in 

Washington, DC to acquaint them with national issues and priorities in 

international educational exchange and to discuss their reponsibilities as 

leaders of the twelve NAFSA regions during the coming year. These issues 
are then transmitted to the membership for discussion and action within the 

twelve regions and five professional sections. This assures appropriate 

understanding of, and attention to, EID and AID programs and policies in 

regional conferences and workshops during the program year. 

The Regional Council training held on March 20-22, 1985, involved 34 

participants. Dona Wolf, Director of the Office of International Training, 

addressed the group on issues related to AID participant training. 

The United States Information Agency contributed $1,000 toward the cost of 
the training session. Other financial support totaled $13,263, and in-kind 

support from participants, institutions, and resource people totaled $9,960. 
The agenda of the training session and list of participants appear in 

Attachment M. 

3. Annual Conference Budget:- NAFSA 

The 1985 NAFSA Annual Conference, addressing "International Educational 

Exchanges: Policy and Process," was held in Baltimore, Maryland and 

involved a greater number of participants, approximately 2,1 ?0, than any 

previous national conference. This development was due in part to the 

location, which enabled many government representatives and foreign 
dignitaries based in Washington, DC to attend all or part of the meeting. In 

addition, NAFSA leaders have worked for several years to improve the scope 

and quality of conference program sessions, while addressing varying 

professional needs of newcomers to the field of international educational 

exchange, experts with a long-term commitment to these activities, and the 
many educators whose experience lies between those two extremes. The 
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conference program and daily bulletins, which appear in Appendix N, attest 
to the diversity of the conference sessions. 

S&T/IT officers enjoyed an active role in Baltimore, participating formally 

in eleven sessions and informally in many more. In addition, fourteen 

Training Officers from African USAID Missions took part in an EID

sponsored workshop and other sessions of professional personal interest 

during .ie four-day conference. M. Peter McPherson, Administrator of AID, 
addressed a plenary meeting of NAFSA members and dignitaries from other 

nations at the Foreign Visitors Luncheon. 

The EID Committee welcomed this opportunity to publicize the work 

conducted under the NAFSA-AID contract and to discuss with NAFSA 
members ways in which the EID Program could better address their concerns 

regarding the education and training of students from developing nations. 

4. Information Services Budget: NAFSA 

Through use of the NAFSA Newsletter, regional and national conferences, 

and publicity mailings, the Information Services staff assisted the &ID 

Committee and staff members in informing NAFSA members and other 

international educators of the information and materials available through 

the EID Program. This information included: descriptions of upcoming EID 

activities; the announcement of grant criteria and application deadlines; 

release of new publications; publicity regarding EID audiovisual materials; 

and descriptions of successful model programs and research funded by the 
NAFSA-AID contract. Selected Newsletter articles appear in Appendix 0. 

In addition, the EID Program benefitted from the publication of a brochure 

entitled Funding Opportunities from the National Association for Foreign 

Student Affairs, which describes each of the four funding bodies within the 
association (EID, COOP, Field Service, and K-i 2), their varying criteria, and 

application procedures. The distribution of this brochure has improved the 

quality of proposals submitted to all of these groups and has assisted the 

A)O
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prospective applicant in determining which funding body would be the most 
likey to review, discuss, and ultimately fund his or her proposal for student

involvement programming or research. 

This brochure was published, without EID funding, in May 1935. A copy 
appears in Appendix 0. Funding for a second printing of the publication in 
1936 has been allocated from the 1985-86 EID budget, along with 
appropriate contributions from all NAFSA grant budgets. 

V. Recommendations 

The EID Program serves the needs of foreign students and professionals in 
international education in ways which complement but do not duplicate the efforts 
of other NAFSA programs. In addition, no other national organization offers the 
nationwide networ'k of professionals committed to improving the U.S. experience of 
students from other nations. The objectives of the NAFSA-AID Cooperative 
Agreement, as well as the projects designed to fulfill those goals, illustrate the 
valuable contribution made by the program to the field of international education 

and training. 

It is recommended that the opportunity afforded by the five-year agreement for 
greater programmatic depth and continuity be fully utilized. The five areas in 
which the EID Program continues to make substantial contributions are: 

1. Professional Integration 

2. Technology Transfer through International Education 

3. Private Sector Involvement in International Education 
4. Administration of Sponsored Student Programs 

5. The Foreign Student as a Resource. 

The EID Committee and staff members recommend that projects focusing on these 
topics be continued and strengthened. The following activities addressing these 
issues are scheduled to take place during 1935-36 and 1936-87: 
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A. 	Professional Integration: 

1. 	 Completion and broad distribution of the videotape; evaluation of its use and 
usefulness
 

2. 	 Completion, publication, and distribution of the student workbook 

3. 	 Reprinting of the Professional Integration Guide 

4. 	 Development of workshop leader's materials 
5. 	 Training for professionals with responsibility for conducting reentry
 

workshops
 

6. 	 Call for proposals in programming and/or research related to reentry 
7. 	 NAFSA Conference sessions 

B. 	Technolo.y Transfer: 

1. 	 Call for proposals in.programming and/or research 
2. 	 Continued distribution of publications and other materials addressing the 

relevance of U.S. education and/or training to students from developing 

nations 

C. 	 Private Sector Involvement: 
1. 	 NAFSA Conference sessions 

2. 	 Call for proposals in programming and/or research 

3. 	 Continued distribution of 1985 workshop report 
4. 	 Inclusion of business/industry representatives in future EID seminars 

D. 	Administration of Sponsored Student Programs 
1. 	 Broad distribution of the Principles 

2. 	 Training sessions to-assist administrators and educators in implementing the 

guidelines 

3. 	 NAFSA conference sessions 

4. 	 Roundtable sessions for sponsors and programming agencies in the
 

Washington, DC area
 

E. 	The Foreign Student as a Resource 

1. 	 Call for proposals in programming and/or research 

2. 	 NAFSA conference sessions 
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3. Publicity about successful projects to the NAFSA membership 

4. Development of model progra.-ii descriptions 

5. Brochure on the conribution of foreign students as resources 

The full support of S&T/IT in the strengthening of EID's efforts in these areas has 

been essential and its future support will enable the program to continue to build 

on these successful activities. 

Finally, it is recommended that EID approve increased funding for substantial 

research into topics related to the education and/or training of students and 

professionals from developing nations. This research is critical to the improvement 

of the services offered and to the adjustment and success of the students 

themselves. Involvement in, and support of, research activities provides one of 

S&T/IT's strongest links to faculty members on U.S. campuses: an audience whose 

work is central to the academic success of AID-sponsored participants and other 

students. 

V1. Conclusion 

The membership of the National Association for Foreign Student Affairs, now 

including over 5300 campus- and community-based professionals and volunteers, 

has become more committed to addressing important policy and programmatic 

issues in the education of students from other nations. These issues have ranged 

from the reform of U.S. immigration regulations to the improvement of the 

visibility of international activities on U.S. campuses, from implementing the new 

Central American initiatives to increasing the opportunities for foreign students to 

become involved in U.S. community activities. The association plays an important 

role in supporting these members, by providing training sessions, seminars, 

materials and publications, and liaison with governmental agencies and private 

organizations across the country. Approximately 90% of all foreign students in the 

United States are on a college or university campus which is represented in the 

NAFSA membership, and therefore these services have the potential for significant 4 
positive influence on their U.5. experience. 
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The Education for International Development Program sponsors activities which 

dovetail well with those sponsored by other associational bodies, while also bringing 
attention to important issues not addressed elsewhere. For example, NAFSA's Self 

Study Program has encouraged institutional .representatives to conduct examination 
and evaluation of the international educational services available on their 

campuses. The EID Program will coordinate the use of its Principles for the 
Administration of Sponsored Student Programs, described above, with these self
study efforts already underway. This process will broaden NAFSA's effective reach 

by including in its activities sponsors, program agencies, and campus offices 
administering sponsored student programs, and S&T/IT's objectives will be served 

more effectively by including this dimension as well. 

Publications and seminars sponsored by the EID Program continue to earn attention 

and respect within the NAFSA membership and in the broader field of international 
education, and the goals of the NAFSA-AID agreement are recognized as important 
to the improvement of the U.S. experience of students from developing nations. 
The program utilizes the NAFSA regional and sectional networks fully, ensuring 

that a diverse constituency takes part in discussions of issues such as technology 
transfer, practical training, community involvement, and professional reentry 

challenges faced by these students, and professionals. 

The EID Committee and staff members are looking forward to continuing EID's 
work in these and other areas of concern to AID and NAFSA. It is strongly felt 
that the activities made possible by the Cooperative Agreement constitute a real 

and valuable contribution to the field of international education. 

3q4
 



VII. EID Program Budget Summary 

Cooperative Agreement No. NEB-0071-A-00-4081-00 

July 1, 1984 - June 30, 1985* 

A. PROGRAM EXPENSES 

1. Oregon Model Evaluation 

This evaluation project reviewed the effects 

of an innovative program, the IDEA Project, 
conducted by Oregon institutions of higher 

education to grant partial tuition waivers 

to selected foreign students who provided 

educational services to Oregon citizens in 

schools, communities, and businesses. 

EID funding supported surveys of those in the 

community who had used the service, collection 

of data, publication of a report, including 
narrative and graphic information, and a work

shop designed to inform educators in other states 
positive effects of the program. 

2. Competitive Grants & Research 

EID administered a competitive grant program 

for campus- and community-based activities for 
the purpose of providing non-formal educational 

experiences for students from the developing 
world. Each proposal was weighed according to 

cost effectiveness, educational value, the degree 

to which the project complemented educational 

objectives, the level of involvement of the local 

community, innovation, and the number of AID 
participants included in the activity. Grants were 

given in the amounts of $500 to $2,000. 
*Same as on itemized budget 

1984-85 1983-84 

5,000 . -0

13,000 13,500 
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1984-85 19S3-84
 

Also, in recognition of the need for continued 

research in international education, EID offered 

awards of $500 for new research in issues affecting 

the training of students from the developing 

world. The awards were made on a competitive basis 

to individuals working on Masters' or Ph.D. degrees 

in appropriate subject areas. Each recipient was 

required to acknowledge the award in the paper and 
to provide EID with two copies of the work. The
 

availability of the research is publicized in the
 
NAFSA Newsletter and copies of the reports are
 

distributed on request.
 

3. Professional Integration 13,000 

Funding was provided for the pre-production 

costs of the videotape of professional 

integration. These included extensive research 

into the topic; several script revisions; and
 
consultation with S&T/IT officers, EID Committee
 

members, an advisory panel, and NAFSA staff.
 

A second year of funding will cover production
 

and post-production expenses. 

In addition, funding has been allocated for a 

reprinting of the 1933 publication, Professional
 
Integration: A Guide for Students from the
 

Developing World, which has been received very
 

well by educators. The EID Committee members
 

will focus on publicizing and distributing the guide
 

widely upon completion of the videotape, which
 

complements the text.
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19S 4-85 19S3-84
 

3,000
4. Health Manual 

The EID Committee has requested that a new 

proposal be submitted by the NAFSA Field 

Service Steering Committee, which plans 

to publish a manual for foreign student
 

advisers and campus health care providers.
 

1984 to assist in
EID has agreed in 3une 


this project, but several additions have been
 

The manual will
proposed since that time. 

discuss cross-cultural issues facing foreign
 

students in need of health care, epidemiological
 

profiles of selected countries sending large
 

numbers of foreign students to the United States,
 

The publication will bebibliographic references. 
Upon receipt of

in a looseleaf, three-ring format. 

an updated proposal, the EID Committee will discuss
 

with S&T/IT the possibility of providing partial
 

funding for this project in 1986-87.
 

14,000 22,039
5. Washington Seminar 

This program is an on-going series of seminars
 

established to provide substantive interaction
 

between university faculty and administrators,
 

professional organizations, and S&T/IT. The
 

concerns affecting
seminars focus on issues and 

students from the developing world. In 1984-85
 

the Seminar on "Strategies for Professional
 

Integration: Strengthening Private Sector
 

Involvement" produced a working paper which 

gives guidance to those making decisions and 

implementing programs in this particular area
 

Expenses included transportation and
of concern. 
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193l4-: 5 1983-84 

per diem for participants, seminar materials,
 

and production of the working paper.
 

6. Interorganizational Liaison 1,360 2,000 

A significant aspect of the NAFSA agreement
 

with AID during the past several years
 

has been the communicatiore established with
 

faculty members, professional associations,
 

university consortia, private organizations
 

and NAFSA's own membership. Recognizing the
 

value of these liaison activities, EID further
 

extended the dialogue between S&T/IT and the wider
 

academic community, including those involved
 

at the university and professional association
 

level. Funding was allocated for EID Committee
 

and staff members to attend conferences and
 

participate in other activities sponsored by
 

these organizations.
 

7. Fail'Leadership Meeting, 5,750 

National Association for
 
Foreign Student Affairs
 

Partial funding was utilized to permit the
 

Association's leadership, including sections,
 

commissions and Board of Directors, to meet,
 

evaluate progress of EID and other programs,
 

and plan for future Association activities.
 

Expenses included partial transportation
 

arid per diem expenses for participants.
 

The Field Service, Cooperative Grants program,
 

and the NAFSA general budget provided approximately
 

82% of this expense.
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1984-85 1983-84 

8. Regional Council Training, 

National Association for 
Foreign Student Affairs 

1,000 1,000 

Partial support was used to bring 

together incoming regional chairs-elect, 
sectional chairs-elect and NAFSA officers 

for training activities, substantive 

programming and interaction leading to 

better planning and communication with regard 
to all of NAFSA's contracts and grants, including 

EID, for the coming year's activities. The 

greatest portion of the costs of the:briefing 

were borne by the Field Service Program, with 

support from the NAFSA general budget and 

the Cooperative Grants Program. Expenses included 

transportation and per diem expenses of participants. 

B. ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES 70,650 96,687 

The NAFSA office provides support services 

for the EID Program, including preparation 

for committee meetings, development of 

materials and publicity, submission of EID 

proposals and reports, etc. In addition, the 

staff is directly responsible for the administration 

and development of program activities. In 1984-85, 

expenses included: salaries benfits for 2.25 
full time staff members: Administrative Director 
(25%), Director of Special Projects (25%), Program 

Coordinator (100%), and Program Secretary (75%); 

part-time clerical and editorial assistance, 

rA 
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1934-35 1933-24
 

printing, copying, postage, telephone, film 

distribution, supplies, and equipment rental. 

C. 	 SUBTOTAL '126,760 197,976 

0. 	 OVERHEAD at 42% 53,240 S3,643 

(3 1% in 198344) 

E. 	TOTAL 180,000 256,619 
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ITEI-:ED BUCET SUM MPA!.Y
 
Cooperative Agreement No. N'EB-0071 -A-00-4021-00
 

July 1, 19S4 - June 30, 1925*
 

1934-35 1933-34 	 1923-419%94-S5 3 o 

ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS 	 70,650 96,637 

A. 	 Salaries & Wages 48,500 56,375 
I. 	 Administrative
 

Director (25%)
 
2. 	Director of Special
 

Projects (25%)
 
3. 	 Program Coordinator (100%) 
4. 	Secretary (75%) 
5. 	Part-time clerical and
 

editorial assistance
 

B. 	 Benefits at 17% 7,275 2,531 
(15% in 1933-84) 

C. 	 Equipment & Materials 3,025 4,656 
1. 	Postage Meter 
2. 	Word Processor 
3. 	 NAFSA Newsletter:
 

10 subscriptions for S&T/IT staff
 

D. 	 Other Direct Costs 6,350 11,625 
1. Postage 2,000 
2. 	Telephone 2,500 
3. 	Xeroxing 1,700 
4. Films & 650
 

Miscellaneous Costs
 

E. 	 Travel for EID 59000 159000* 
Committee members,
 
NAFSA officers, and
 
staff members
 

II. 	 PRlOGRAM COSTS 56,110 1Ol, Z? 

A. 	 EID Program Activities 49,360 4 ,539 
l. 	Cregon Morel
 

Evaluation 5 0
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1934-85 1983- 4 194-35 19,3-84 

2. Competitive Grants 
& Research 13,000 

3. Professional 
Integration 13,000 

4. Health Manual 3,000 
5. Washington 

Seminar 14,000 
6. Interorganizational 

Liaison 1,360 

B. NAFSA General 
Activities 6,750 6,750 

1. NAFSA Leadership 
Meeting 5,750 

2. NAFSA Regional 
Council Training 1,000 

III. 	 SUBTOTAL 126,760 197,976 
Overhead at 4296 53,240 58,643 
(31% in 1983-84) 

IV. TOTAL 	 180,000 256,619 

*1983-84 activities were carried out under contract NO. AID/SOD/PDC - C - 0021, for 
the period April 1, 1983 - June 30, 1984 (includes a 3-month extension). These figures
reflect budgeted, not actual, amounts. A financial report will be submitted to S&T/IT
and to the AID Contract Management Office under separate cover. 

**In 19,3-34, this budget covered expenses for promotional mailings, publication of a 
descriptive brochure, and travel of staff and committee members to NAFSA regional 
conferences where EID-sponsored sessions took place. 

JO
 



NAFSA EDUCATION FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
 

COMMITTEE MEMBERS
 

1984- 1985
 

John Van de Water (Jack) - Chairman Ex-Officio 
Director
 
Office of International Education John F. Reichard
 
Oregon State University Executive Vice President
 
Corvallis, OR 97331 NAFSA
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Members 
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Tom Carroll Marvin Baron
 
Coordinator Marvireor
 
Center for Advanced Study of Deputy Director
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307iaBe e Unav t 
 University of California
Michigan State University 2299 Piedmont Avenue 
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Assistant Director
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Martin Limbird Washington, D.C. 20009
 
(202) 462-4814
Director 


Office of International Educational Archer Brown
 
Services Administrative Director
 
Iowa State University
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(515) 294-1120 Director of Special Projects
 

Robert Mashburn Linda Catling-Johnson
 
Coordinator Secretary
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(202)447-7476
 

Piedad Robertson
 
Vice President for
 
Educational Affairs
 

Miami Dade Community College
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Miami, FL 33176
 
(305) 347-2020
 



TITLE: NAFSA Administrative Director (25%)
 

PURPOSE: 	 To oversee the administration and program development of
 
the NAFSA agreement with the Office of International Training,

U.S. Agency for International Development.
 

RESPONSIBILITIES
 

I. Support and assist the Coordinator of the Education for International
 
Development (EID) Program in:
 

A. 	Contract negotiations
 
B. 	Development of projects
 
C. 	Development of budget
 
D. 	Preparation of reports

E. 	Coordination with other NAFSA contract and grant activities
 

II. Integrate the EID Program with the NAFSA Membership
 

A. 	Consult on the selection of Committee members
 
B. 	Involvement of NAFSA members in EID projects

C. 	Liaison with the NAFSA Committees, Commissions, and Board
 

of Directors
 
D. 	General liaison with organizations outside of NAFSA
 

11. Report to the Executive Vice President on EID activities
 



TITLE: Director of Special Projects
 

In 1984-85, the Director of Special Projects provided supervisory
 
support for the activities of the Education for International
 
Development Program at 25% of her time. She assisted the Program
 
Coordinator in communication with S&T/IT staff members, production
 
of the brochure on the role of the international students office,
 
arrangements for the 1985 Washington Seminar, and other EID projects.
 

The Director's primary responsibility is to oversee the activities
 
of NAFSA's 40th Anniversary Fund, the K-12 Program, and the U.S.-China
 
Education Clearinghouse. The latter two projects are funded by the
 
United States Information Agency.
 



NAFSA JOB DESCRIPTION
 

TITLE: 	 Coordinator, Education for International Development (EID)
 
Program (100% time)
 

PURPOSE: 	 To coordinate the activities of the NAFSA Cooperative Agreement
 
with the Office of International Training (OIT) of the U.S.
 
Agency for International Development (AID). The coordinator
 
serves as primary point of contact for EID Committee members,
 
the staff of OIT/AID, NAFSA members and NAFSA staff concerning
 
EID issues and activities.
 

RESPONSIBILITIES:
 

I. 	 Preparation and submission of reports to AID in cooperation with
 
EID Program Committee members and NAFSA's Administrative Director:
 

A. Annual 	proposal, outlining new projects and budgets
 

B. 	Occasional interim reports on the progress of EID activities
 

C. Annual 	program reports upon completion of projects
 

II. 	 Administration of approved grant projects
 

A. Oversee the progress of funded projects through regular contact
 
with project directors
 

B. Provide administrative guidelines and program assistance as
 
necessary
 

C. 	Supervise project budgets
 

III. 	 Administration of Cooperative Agreement budget
 

A. Supervise overall costs, with NAFSA's Administrative Director
 
(direct and indirect costs, salaries, printing, etc.)
 

B. Prepare and submit financial reports to AID, in consultation
 
with NAFSA's Finance Director
 

IV. 	 Regular contact with Project Manager, OIT/AID
 

V. 	 Communication with EID Committee members
 

A. Report 	regularly on the status of EID projects
 

B.. 	Schedule Committee meetings and formulate agenda, in consulta
tion with Conmittee Chairman
 

VI. 	 Development of rublicity materials
 

A. Update 	annui1 descriptive brochure
 

B. 	Write and submit articles for the NAFSA Newsletter
 

C. Supervise and coordinate distribution of all publications
 

(cont'd)
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and reports resulting from EID activities
 

VII. 	 Representation and liaison with other agencies involved in
 
related program areas (Society for International Development,
 
World Food Day, sponsoring agencies, etc.)
 

VIII. 	 Supervision of Secretary/Assistant
 

IX. 	 Regular consultation with NAFSA Administrative Director
 

X. 	 Dissemination of information on topics and resources related to
 
international development and global issues to NAFSA membership
 
and others
 

XI. 	 General staff responsibilities
 

A. Respond to inquiries about NAFSA and the EID Program
 

B. Participate in regional and national NAFSA conferences
 

7/85 pw
 



TITLE: Secretary, Education for International Development (EID) Program (75y)
 

PURPOSE: To support the Coordinator of the EID Program
 

RESPONSIBILITIES
 

I. Direct support to the EID Coordinator
 

A. Produce correspondence, reports, and drafts of EID publications

B. Process requests for information about EID activities
 
C. Oversee requests for EID audiovisual materials
 
D. Assist in distribution of newly released publications
 
E. Assist in assembling materials for meetins and seminars
 
F. Oversee logistical arrangements for meetings
 
G. Maintain files of resources concerning international
 

development issues
 
H. Maintain chronological correspondence files
 

II. Additional projects
 

A. Conduct research into past activities of the EID Program
 
B. Oversee other projects, as assigned by the Coordinator
 



Oregon Model Program
 
Evaluation Workshop
 

The Oregon State System of Higher Education has initiated a program whereby selected foreign students pay in-state tuition in 
exchange for providing 80 hours of approved educational/cultural service to the state. Oregon universities have been 
collecting data and evaluating the program's impact on the schools, foreign students, and the community. We invite you to 
attend this workshop to share our information, ask auestions and learn how to take advantage of such a program. 

WHEN: APRIL 26 and 27, 1985 

WHERE:- OregonState UniutmltvComWIh, Oreon.' 

GOALS: Provide evaluative Iutormauun concenmg the effectiveness of using foreign students as a resource in primary, 
secondary, community college, and university classes. 

Discuss the effectiveness of the Oregon program with participants. 

Analyze evaluation dian that have been collected. 

Examine ways and means of applying the (OnegonProgram in other institutional settings. 

Discuss funding problems and opportunities related to similar programs. 

Discuss thepotentlal of a nationwide program using AID students in a similar program. 

Discus theimpact of such a program on participating students. 

Discus the financiail impact on-thetparticipatin g institutions. 

Discus the realand potential impacton the community at large. 

COST: NO COST-This workshop is funded by the National Association for Foreign Student Affairs, Education for 
International Development Committee, in cooperation with the Agency for International Development. 

Local room and board arrangements will be available at reasonable rates. 
Please pass this announcement on to interested colleagues. 

PRELIMINARY REGISTRATION. FORM 

The Oregon ,tcdet Program Evaluation Workshop 

NAME . PHONE 

INSTITUTIONAL AFFLIATION 

ADDRESS 

I will attend th? following- sessions. 

FRIDAY: - social hour dinner 

3ATURDAY: - morning sessions lunch - afternoon sessions 

have a special Interest in learning more about 

OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION, OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY, Corvallis, Oregon 97331) 



OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY
 
AGENDA OF OREGON MODEL EVALUATION WORKSHOP
 

April 27
 

SATURDAY:
 
9:00 	 Opening Session, Memorial Union
 

Judy Sult, Jack Vm de Water
 
Background of the Oregon Model including history, needs assessment,
 
networking, and guidelines. 

10:00 	 Break
 

10:15 	 Ev oluation Summary
 
Judy Sult, Peter Briggs
 
Summary of evaluative data including program evaluations from agencies 
and foreign students. 

11:15 	 Education.Panel
 
Moderator; Judy Sult. Panel Members; Jan Deardorff, Vera Harding, Patsy
 
Jones
 
Panel members will discuss the impact of the presentations on children
 
in the classroom, how foreign tudent visits enhance existing curricula,
 
and innovative techniques for using foreign students as a resource.
 

12:15 Lunch
 

1:30 	 Higher Education Panel
 
Moderator; Jack Van de Water. Panel Members; Peter Briggs,
 
Raouf Cherif, Claudia Valencia, md Judy Sult 
Pmel members will discuss the impact of the program on recruitment and 
retention of qualified foreign students, the benefits to the state 
institutions, and the adminis:rative impact for the sponsoring office. 

2:30 	 Variations on the Model 
Moderator; Judy Sult. Panel Members; Karim Hamdy, Peter Briggs, Yukiko 
Tomiddkoro, and Jack Van de Water. 
Pmel members will discuss current legislation, AID Proposal, programs
 
in other states, and business involvement.
 

3:30 Small Group Sessions
 
Peter 	Briggs; Patti Casidy; Judy Sult
 
Oregon State University will present a centralized program administered
 
from the Office of International Education. The University of Oregon
 
will discuss joint administration with the International Office and the
 
local school districts. Patti Cassidy from Reed College will discuss
 
private institutional programming. Each will present the nuts and bolts
 
of the program.
 

4:30 -	 Summary Session and Workshop Evaluation 

5:00 -	Reception
 



Oeon 
Internatiooal Education Universi y Corvallis, Oregon 97331 USA (5O) M-0M 

May, 1985
 
OREGON MODEL WORKSHOP SUNMARY
 

The Oregon Model Evaluation Workshop was held April 26 and 27, 1985 at 

Oregon State University. The purpose of the workshop was to evaluate the 

effectiveness of using uuiversity foreign students as a resource for the 

Oregon residents In exchange for students receiving in-state rather than 

out-of-state tuition. 

The 	workshop reached the following conclusions:
 

.1. The program provides sufficient funding for students who would 
otherwise not be able to remain or enroll in Oregon universities. 

2. 	Many segments of the community take advantage of the program. 

3. 	Oregon students develop a more positive attitude about other 
people in the world as a result of the foreign student visits. 

4. 	Adequate administrative support is imperative for a successful 
progr an. 

5. 	Funding possibilities are limited because the program does not fit
 
into traditional classifications. 

1HPACT ON STUDENTS 

The tuition reduction has provided the opportunity for students who 

have encountered unexpected financial difficulties to continue their 

studies in Oregon. Students have come to Oregon from their home countries 

because of the tuition reduction. In addition to the financial impact, 

students testified that they have gained greater appreciation of their own 

cultures through their experiences in the classrooms. They also gained 

insight into the American educational system and enjoyed the opportunity to 

meet people outside the university setting.
 

AID students who volunteered to participate in the Oregon State program 

reported that they enjoyed the experience, but it was difficult 

to allocate sufficient time for their education while making presentations. 



Students expressed concern that if AID institutes a selection policy 

based on a program such an the Oregon Model, the selection process might 

1.'icome politicized. Students otherwise qualified for AID sponsorship could 

be denied access to the program.
 

These students recommended compensation for AID students who do 

participate in an educational service progrm. For example,tuition money 

saved by AID might be used for the participating AID students' research 

fund and/or for providing a more comprehensive orientation program that 

would help them prepare for their'educational service. 

COHNK TY IMPACT 

Community members were in wholehearted areement that the foreign 

student visits benefit Oregon residents. A teacher from a rural area had 

the strongest argument for the progrim. When she began teaching there six 

years ago the students would call each other disparaging names. The 

teacher said the racist name-calling has been greatly reduces since the 

foreign student presentations to the school and community. At this
 

particular school the IDEA students make presentations in the afternoon, go 

home with a student, and return in the evening for a potluck, then make 

presentations to the parents and community members. The teacher feels the 

entire community has benefitted from the program.
 

Another program with widespread implications is the media review 

project. IDEA students review material from their country or region which 

is used in the classroom. They fill out a questionnaire addressing the 

accuracy of the material; changes which have occurred relevant to 

the material presented; identifying the strong points of the material. 

When a teacher requests the media material the completed questionnaire is 

included with the packet. Teachers limited to outdated or stereotypical 

material have the complered questionnaire as a supplement. 



A community college representative uses IDEA students once a week-in 

her Spanish conversation clases. She has found the students useful because 

they talk to small groups of students; they explain their own culture and 

current issues; and they are reliable. This teacher has been participating 

in the IDEA program since its inception and finds the program invaluable. 

The teacher pponted out that it is important for the classroom teacher to 

use other class sessions to prepare her own students before the IDEA 

student comes. Preparation would include introducing vocabulary relevant 

to the topic, and presenting background material. (see attached questionnaire) 

STATISTICAL OVERVIEW 

Statistics from the Oregon State IDEA program show that while about
 

50Z of the requ-..sts were made by k-12 schools, requests were also made by a 

variety of other organizations. Civic organizations, higher educational 

institutions, and special projects accounted for the remaining requests.
 

The statistics also indicate that once an agency has a foreign student 

presentation, that aency is more likely to make a repeated request. The 

number of repeat requests, as well as the evaluations, indicate a high 

level of satisfaction for the program by the community. 

Special projects have been developed to reach many sectors of 

community. Services are provided to such community agencies as the 

hospitals, low enforcement agencies, and social service agencies. Services 

include translations of material, emergency translations, and multi-cultural 

eareness workshops. Students also provide input in cultural awareness 

programs sponsored by Crossroads International, a community service group. 

Both the University of Oregon and Oregon State University have made 

inroads in the business community. The students have helped with 

translations, provided travel information and reviewed promotion materials. 

/' 
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the workshop devoted considerable time to the question of
 

administration. The progra at both Oregon State University and
 

University of Oregon demand a considerable investment of time to coordinate 

student hours. The U of 0 estimates that initiating a program for 36 

students ha required about 10 -15 hours per week of a foreign student 

advisors time; 15 hours a week of - a weeka GTF posit .on; and 20 25 hours 


of the Educational Service District placement per. on. 

Similar conclusions have been reached at OSU. Thirty students have 

required about 30 hours per week of the IDEA coordinator; 20 hours per
 

week of clerical support; 9 hours per week of IDEA student support. 

Although the required FTE initially seems proportionately large in 

comparison to the number of students on the program, the proportion of FTE 

to Oregonians who receive cultural enrichment is small. Assuming 20 

Oregonians were present the first time each of the 72 agencies made a 

request, over 2130 Oregonians gained from the program. Most agencies 

requested between 2 and 5 visits aid some requested between 6 aid 15. If 

am averae of 4 visits were made to the 72 agencies, at least 8520 

Oregonians have been recipients of cultural services. The visits have 

improved community relations with the university as well as community 

exposure to foreign students. (see evaluation summary) 

Surprisingly, most teachers and organizational leaders are not eager 

to make use of the foreign student resource. It is a new concept which 

requires educating the public which is being served. Requests for 

students will not be forthcoming without the time invested to inform the 

public that the program is available and how it can be utilized. 



The following elements are considered crucial to develop a successful 

program at both institutions: 

Coordination - The most time consumiag aspect of the progran is 

coordinating the 80 hours and monitoring the students. Initially it 

requires about one and one-half hours per qency contact. In some 

instances the students have standing projpcts which only require initial 

contact with the user organization. More c'ommonly, students make 

presentations to different classrooms or orgmizations each time they go 

out. There must be a method to ensure prompt contact between schools and 

foreign students. (see agency application) 

Students are monitored to ensure they are providing sufficient
 

program hours; their presentations are well prepared; they are 

maintaining adequste progress toward their degree. (see evaluations) 

Participant Training - Participating students are instructed in 

effective methods for making media presentations; speaking in front of 

groups; making the most effective use of artifacts; having realistic 

expectation of American classrooms; meeting the commitments of the 

program. (see participant handbook) 

Teacher Training - Foreign students cm enhance and broaden almost my 

-curriculum. However, teachers are hesitant to invite a stranger into their 

classroom aid teachers are often reluctant to study an unfamiliar region or 

country. The purposes of the training sessions are to introduce teachers 

to the concept of using foreign students to add a new dimension to the
 

curriculum; to introduce some of the foreign students in order for the
 

teacher to evaluate their ability to communicate in English; aid to see a 

sample presentation. (see teacher handbook) 

Outreach - The public has to be convinced that foreign students are a 

valuable resource. There is a tendency for community organizations, 



businesses and civic groups to shy away frov inviting foreign student's. The 

coordinator makes presentations and mailings about using foreign students 

M a resource. (see brochure) 

Developing Materials - The program requires raterial for application; 

training; and evaluation. Much of the materi.al has been developed aid can 

be adapted for future use.
 

VARIATIONS ON THE MODKL 

The OSU Project Coordinator deals in all phases of the IDEA program. 

The coordinator works with a committee to select students; develops 

participant and teacher training workshops; makes contacts with businesses, 

local community aencies, service orgmizations, and churches; develops 

handout material; and coordinates contact between the IDEA students and the 

user agencies. 

The U of 0 differs from OSU in that the Education Service District 

(the ESD is similar to a district resource center in other states) handles 

all school pl acement. The foreign student advisor oversees the program and 

makes student participation selection. The U of 0 program has generally 

been limited to the k-12 sector and some businesses.
 

Funding 

There is a funding dilemma for administrative expenses for the IDEA 

program. Foreign students receive the tuition from the program throvgh the 

State System of Higher Education. The recipients of the the cultural 

service are the community members, especially the k-12 sector. 

Unfortunately, most funding agencies fund programs exclusively at the 

community, the k-12 or the university sector. Public financial support for 

ed,,tcational programs is equally restrictive. The workshop came to no 

conclusions about future funding for the administration of the program. 

http:materi.al


Initial evaluations of the workshop indicate that it wa 

informative and stimulating. The progrm benefits foreign students, the 

community md the university. The success of the progran requires 

muffiecient administrative funding which in difficult to obtain. 

Judy Suit
 
IDEA Project Coordinator 



&VALIUALVU U IAKI
 

The purposes of the following charts are to demonstrate the 
nature of the agencies which requested IDEA visits (Chart 1); the 
distribution of IDEA (Chart 2); to summarize the effectiveness of the 
program as portrayed by the student and project coordinator 
evaluations (Chart 3); and to summarize how the IDEA students 
evaluated agency participation in the program. 

The information was gathered between January and December, 1984 
through the Oregon State University IDEA program. The number of 
students each term varied from between 26 and 30. 

CHART # 1
 

Chart #1 indicates the type of agency which requested an IDEA
 
student from January to December 1984. The information was compiled
 
from the "Agency Request Forms" which agencies submitted when
 
requesting an IDEA presentation. Each elementary, middle and high 
school was counted as one agency; each department at the community
 
college was counted as one agency; each department or college at OSU 
was counted as one agency; community organizations were all counted 
individually, as were special. projects. 

Although the major thrua t of the IDEA program was directed toward
 
the K-12 sector, 51% of the iser agencies were outside the school
 
arena. These agencies include community colleges, Oregon State 
University, community organizations, businesses, and churches.
 
Agencies requesting IDEA sttdents more than doubled between 1983 and
 
1984.
 

In the k-12 sector the elementary school requests outnumbered the
 
middle and high school requests by three times. However, there are
 
significantly more elementary than middle or high schools. Within 
approximately a 30 mile radius there are 28 elementary schools, 7 
middle schools, and 6 high schools. (There are also combination 
elementary - middle, and elementary - secondary schools. For our 
purpuse combination schools were categorized according to the level of 
the largest student population.) 

Community organizations include service organizations such as 
Rotary, Scouting groups, and religious organizations. IDEA 
presentations vary from making luncheon presentations of a few minutes 
to day long cultural workshops. 

Special projects are usually projects for which the student is 
expected to provide an on-going service. These projects do not
 
require a presentation per se, but they do require the expertise of
 
the IDEA student. For example, IDEA students review and update media 
material; students have gathered international recipes to publish a 
cookbook to raise funds for cultural kits; students have been called 
upon to counsel high school and elementary students from their region 
who have had trouble adjusting to life in the United States; 
businesses have asked for translators; and community agencies such as 
the hospital, have requested cultural workshops and emergency translators 
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CHART # 2
 

that is,
Chart #2 denotes the distribution of the IDEA visits, 

agency requested a presentation. For example,

the number of times an 


visit, 14 requested
7 requested only one
of the 30 elementary schools, 

nine visits.
 

two to five visits, and 9 requested six to 


once an agency has had
 
evidence supports the hypothesis that
The 


an IDEA visit that agency is likely to request another visit. Seventy

of the agencies requested more than one visit. Thirty
eight percent 


agencies requested between 6 and 15 visits.
 
five per cent of the 


number of presentations (or student
 
These numbers represent the 


The actual presentation may have 
visits) requested by the agency. 

request. In 
to full day depending on the agency

lasted from 1 hour a 
required to make presentations to more 

many cases the students were 


group agency visit. For example, a high school visit may

than one per 

One rural
presentation.class visits giving the sameinclude several 
to school to give 3 presentations
IDEA students come the
district has 


of the school
visit homes 
to different classes during the day, 


in the evening for a potluck and make a 
child-ren, then return 


f)r the community.
presentation 

s 	 45 minute class sessions. Most 
IDEA pres.ntation are geared for 

agencies 
requests refer to the description distributed 	 to schools and 


include specific
of each term. Presentationsat the beginning 

from the IDEA application.the IDEA student submittedactivities 

about economic or political

project,; include discussions
Those 


specific cultural traditions; artwork; cooking; or music.
 
conditions; 


challenges to 
Each of the students is also prepared to discuss 

of the country; thebackgroundcultural/historicaltraditions; a general 
and the educational system.


role of the family; 
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Chart #3 indicates how well the IDEA person and the project 
coordinator were evaluated by the agency. Each time a student makes a 
presentation s/he gives the agency person an evaluation form. It is 
up to the agency to fill in the form and send it to the Office of 
International Education. 

Teachers helped to develop the evaluation form in order to be 
able to let the IDEA students know which areas were important for
 
their presentation to be considered a success.
 

These performance evaluations are based on the actual 
presentation. The high scores in every area suggests the agencies
 
were highly satisfied with the quality of the student presentations.
 
These figures are consistent with the chart #2 which shows the
 
distribution of IDEA presentations. Not only did the agencies
 
indicate they would recommend the student for a similar program, the
 
agencies also used the students or the program repeatedly.
 

The high evaluations for the project coordinator suggest the 
importance for having someone who is familiar with the students and 
wlo can he easily reached by the.agencies. 

Chart #4 measures how well the agency was evaluated by the IDEA 
student. This option provides the IDEA student an opportunity to give
 
feedback to the project coordinator about the experience. In 
evaluations in which the student was rated 3 or less for "was well 
;repared", the agency was frequently rated low for "clear objectives". 
These figures suggest that students will be better able to prepare if
 
teachers are clear in stating their objectives. 

During debriefing sessions students express frustration when 
teachers are vague. Although teachers.may think they are helping the 
student by not making specific requests it difficult for the IDEA 
students to know what the teacher has in mind without specific 
guidelines. 

In general, the gency evaluations were also high and reflect. 
satisfaction from the IDEA students' perspectives in making 
presentations. 



CHART #3
 

IDEA STUDENT &
 
PROJECT COORDINATOR EVALUATION
 

SCALE OF 1 (LOW) - 5 (HIGH)
 

STUDENT 1 2 3 4 5 

WAS WELL PREFARED 1 2 5 32 153 

WAS AT EASE 1 1 12 32 147 

WAS EASILY UNDERSTOOD 5 10 38 136 
WOULD BE RECOMMENDED AGAIN 1 1 7 20 121 

PROJECT COORDINATOR 

WAS EASY TO REACH 5 13 105 
FOUND AN APPROPRIATE STUDENT 1 1 7 15 100 



CHART #4 

AGENCY EVALUATION FORM 
SCALE OF 1 (LOW) - 5 (HIGH) 

TOTAL OF 127 RESPONSES 1 2 3 4 5 N/A 

TRANSPORTATION PROVIDED 
AS ARRANGED 

1 3 6 114 3 

CLEAR OBJECTIVE .1 5 9 19 92 1 

AUDIENCE WAS PREPARED 1. 9 31 83 3 

AUDIENCE WAS POLITE 8 26 91 2 

RECOMMEND OTHERVISITS 2 20 96 9 



IDEA LIST
 
WINTER 1985
 

The following IDEA students from OSU are prepared to visit classes and 
civic organizations beginning January 8, 1985. There have already been 
many requests to have atudent visits during winter term so make your 
requests soon as possible. You may request a student by completing the
 
enclosed agency request form or by calling Judy Sult or Valerie Palmer-
Rosenberg at 754-3006.
 

YUMI FURMUKMA JAPAN
 
Yumi performs the traditional Japanese tea ceremony and a traditional 
Japanese dance. Yumi also shares her knowledge about her country by 
tutoring others in the Japanese language. 

MOHAM AD SHABBIR BANGLADESH 
Shabbir has slides and artifacts from Bangladesh he shares. He talks 
about the recent history and revolution of his country in reference to 
the pat events of the Indo-Bangladesh sub-continent. He also covers 
the geography, natural resources, government, and economy of Bangla
desh . He supplements his slide show with discussions about Bangladeshi 
life, culture and food. (slides) 

HYU SOO (REGINA) KDI KOREA 
Regina demonstrates her knowledge about "Madup" the traditional 
ornamental knot. (A craft similar to Macrame). She also tells Korean 
folkstories and demonstrates Korean cooking. 

STALE SOLBERG NORWAY 
Stale presents information on Norwegian nature with special emphais 
on the west coast (fjords, mountains and the ocean). He also talks 
about the respect Norwegians have for their environment. Stale 

,discusses the obligatory Norwegian military service using military 
recruiting information and slides from his own experience. (slides) 

JACQUELINE YAP SINGAPORE 
Jackie talks about the culture of Singapore using a slide show format. 
During her talk, she focuses on the primary and secondary educational 
system. She also has batik prints and a national costume to share. 

RAKIN ABOUTORABI IaN 
Ramin talks about the similarities and differences between Arab and 
Persian cultures. He also shows slides and presents hand-made 
artifacts from Iran. (slides) 



WEN YIK (KEN) HOW MALAYSIA 
Ken gives a travel guide introduction to the geography of Southeast 
Asian countries (ASEAN) and the distictions of ASEAN members. He 
focuses on the people, economies, and political life.
 
Ken is developing a presentation about Malaysian primitive cultures
 
focusing on their way of life through hunting, marriage and other
 
traditions. He also discusses Chinese cultures in Malaysia.
 

JUAN LEE SINGAPOm 
Jean talks about the multi-racial background of Singapore; the problems 
of different races and cultures living together. She teaches how to 
make different types of national food dishes brought about by its 
diverse background. (slides)
 

ROOT CHUNDE PADETSUK THAILAND
 
Root talks about culture in Thailand focusing on the Royal Family, 
martial arts, elephants and the lives of people from differing socio
economic backgrounds. Root also demonstrates traditions! Thai games 
and dances. (slides) 

ALIREZA IOGBADDOAPOUR IRAN 
Alireza demonstrates Iranian gazes and talks about dances and holidays 
cel~tbrated in Iran. He also di,;cusses daily life in Iran. 

RAOUF CHER TUNISIA
 
Raouf discusses the history #.nd problems of modern Tunisia in North
 
Africa. He has slides depicting tourist areas, historic sites, and
 
ethnic groups. (slides)
 

ISABELIA CHAUVOT FRANCE 
Isabelle talks about the history of France from the Roman to present 
days, She emphasizes the significance of Jeanne of Arc and her. home town 
of Orleans. She can also help with language classes. (slides) 

9D ALSAIDI JORDAN 
Emad grew up as a Palestinian refugee in Jordan. He discusses the 
history and importance of Palestine from pre-Christian times to the
 
present. He also has an excellent knowledge of the Moslem religion and 
the Koran. (slides) 

SANMIA ZAFAR PAKISTAN
 
Sarina discuss'c the role of women and the challenges presented to the 
traditional woman when she comes to the west. She can describe 
cultural aspects of life including religion and various customs 
prevalent in Pakistan. Samina has artifacts, recipes, and stories to 
share.
 

GARY CHAN BONG KONG 
Gary talks about problems of living and family life in densely i..ulated 
Hong Kong. He also addresses concerns of Hong Kong's return to Mainland 
China. Gary teaches origami and demonstrates chinese writing.(video 
tape 13 minutes). 



CLAUDIA VALENIA COLOHBIA
 
Claudia addresses the changing roles of women and the challenges to 
traditions in Colombia. Claudia can share her experiences as a student 
in Italy and compare the cultures of Latin America, Italy, and the 
United States. She speaks fluent Italian as well as English and 
Spanish. (slides - Colombia and Italy) 

SATTA WIDYARATNE SRI LAMA
 
Satys teaches batik to one class each term. The class time required is 
5 - 8 hours, with a total cost of approximately $20. He will be 
available to visit other classes to share his batiks and diccuss the 
importance of batiks to. the Sri Lankan culture. He explains the 
changes in Sri Lanka which have come about due to foreign and 
technological influences. 

TINO VILLMAYOR PHILIPPINES
 
Tino discusses about the problems of development, the changing roles
 
of women, qriculture in the Philippines, and the unique relationship
 
between the Philippines and thu United States. Tino is also prepared
 
to do cooking, and his wife can accompany him to demonstrate her
 
national dress. (slides)
 

MARGRET REYINSDOTTIR ICELAND
 
Margret has slides and cultural objects to share. She shows many of the
 
natural wonders of Iceland including the glaciers, volcanos, and
 
geysers. She has traveled in many parts of Europe and is fluent in
 
German. Margret is studying food science and can compare food and
 
nutrition between Iceland and the United States.
 

YOUNICKTU RYU KOREA
 
Ryu discusses the economic and business life in Korea. He can work
 
with Model United Nation programs and classes discussing international
 
trades and general Korean culture.
 

RONLY LI HONG LONG/CHINA
 
Ronly has a very varied background. She was raised for many years in
 
mainland China and several years in Hong.Kong. She has a vast
 
knowledge of drama in Chinese theater and. describes the meaning of
 
customs and facial makeup ad traditional dusic and art. Ronly also
 
discusses the different religions in China. She his samples of Chinese 
painting and other cultural items. 

FERNANDO NUNOZ CHILE
 
Fernando discusses saricultural production in Chile and the policies of
 
development and land reform. He has a large selection of slides which
 
show various parts of Chile. (slides and video).
 

THELMA ARISTKLA-*CKI(MON PANAMA 
Thelma gives the historic background of the Panama area from pre-
Spanish to present day. She discusses the Panama Canal, and the 
current activities in Panama. She can show many of the folkarts, 
dances,. and music of her culture. She also has recipes to share. 

/ 



PAULINA RUIZ CHILE
 
Puulins discusses the history and georgraphy of Chile including the
 
Indian civilization, colonial period, the relationship between the
 
Indians and the Spaniards, and the civil wars. (slides)
 

ONG-IN SHIN rhIA, 
Ong-In has a very good understanding of the weaknesses and strengthsof 
Korea. He also talks about thehistory, Korean alphabet and the Korean 
War. He uses transparancies, artifacts, clothing, and pictures to help 
describe his culture. 

JUAN GOMEZ COLOMBIA
 
Juan points out that Colombia is a diverse country with more than-drugs
 
to export. He describes each of the seven distinct regions
 
characterized by the music, ethnic conformation, slang, mannerisms and
 
topogr aphy.
 

B1S1 AMOO NIGRIA
 
Bisi discusses the tribal marks, customs, and f mily life of the Yorubu
 
tribe. She has been a home economics teacher in Nigeria and can teach
 
many of the Nigerian homemaking skills including cooking, sewing and
 
"African Women Hair care". She is p'epared to give information on
 
Nigeria's economy and various life sty 'es. She has slides, photographs,
 
post cards, and articles from Nigeria.
 

AIKO SHINADA JAPAN 
Aiko plays the Japanese instrument called a Koto. She: also talks about 
the Japanese culture and the changes Ln traditions. 

RUBEN TORO COLOMBIA
 
Ruben has recordings of Colombian music. He discusses development and
 
education in Colombia. His major is aquaculture and he can discuss
 
research and uses of squaculture. Ruben has several Colombian recipes
 
of dishes he is prepared to teach students to prepare.
 



STATE SYSTEM (.)F /-IGHEREDL'CATION 

k'J 
INTERNATIONAL CULTURAL SERVICE PROGRAM
 

BENEFITS FOR FOREIGN STUDENTS AND
 
APPLICATION PROCEDURES
 

Foreign students who are admissible to the State Svstem colleges or universities indicated below are eligible to apply
for an exception to the Oregon residency requirement which will allow them to pay the same amount of tuition as do 
Oregon students. These exccptions are very limited in number and are made on the basis of financial need and ability 
to perform cultural service. Students accepted into the program pay resident tuition of approximately $1300 per year 
as an undergraduate and S2000 as a graduate. This amounts to a savings of approximately $2600 for undergraduate
students and S1200 for graduate students each academic year they are in the program. In return, students who receive 
this privilege must provide a minimum of 80 hours of cultural service in the State of Oregon during each academic 
year they are in the program ian academic year is nine months). 
BACKGROU.VD. The program was started in the belief that we must strive to understand better the other peoples
with whom we share this world. Students from other lands who attend Oregon colleges are a valuable source of 
knowledze about other cultures and other customs. This program provides an enriching experience for Oregon students 
and citizens while assisting a limited number of students From other lands who may not otherwise be able to attend 
public colleges and univrsities in Oreiron. 
C1'LT'RAL SER ICE. .isted belvw are examples of cultural service that can be performed to meet the 80 hours 
service requirements: 

" speaking or givinz demonstrations about his or her culture, government, and heritage to students in Oregon 
schools or citizens in various organizations 

" tutoring students studying his or her language 
" assisting teachers in Oregon schools with programs about or involving his or her country 
* translating educational materials from one language to another 

SELECTION. The program strives to maintain a broad cultural and national representation. Selection is based on 
financial need and a student's abilit' to provide cultural service. Applicants must have an excellent command of spoken 
English. This is a small program wvith only a limited number of students accepted each year. Residency exceptions 
are for one year. but can be continued for additional years if the eligibility requirements outlined below are maintained. 
Residency exceptions can be made to help students obtain one degree Only. 

ELIGIBILITY .I.VD RE.VEW1 1L. 

I. 	Applicants must be admitted or admissible to their choice of the colleges and universities as listed. 
2. 	 Applicants must not he U.S. citizens or permanent residents in the United States nor be eligible to receive U.S. 

federal financial assistance. 
3. 	 Participants must complete a full course olfstudies each term. Undergraduates must carry a minimum of 12 credit 

hours each term. and graduate students must carry at least 9 credit hours. 
4. 	 Participants must maintain satisfactorv progress toward a degree. 
5. 	 Students each term must maintain a 2.5 grade point average fbr undergraduates. 3.0 for graduate students. 
6. 	 Participants must complete their cultural service commitments each quarter. This normally requires 27 hours of 

service per quarter, or about 3 hours a week. 
APPLICATION. Interested students should send completed application and have two letters of recommendation (written
in English) testifying to the applicant's spoken English skills and ability to perform the required service sent to the 
school of their choice as listed below,. 

Foreign Student Adviser Foreign Student Adviser 
Office of International Education Office of International Services 
Oregon State University University of Oregon 	 Not current& in this 
Corvallis, OR 97331 Eugene. OR 97403 	 prograrnbutfor other

Dircto Foeig StdenAdisepinogramtor orter
 
Director Foreign Student Adviser information write:
 
Office of International Dean of Students Office
 

Student Sernices Western Oregon State College Foreign Student Adviser 
Portland State University Monmouth, OR 97361 Office of Admissions 
Portland. OR 97207 Eastern Oregon State College 

Foreign Student Adviser 	 La Grande. OR 97850 
For Student Office 	 International Student Services 
SOhen Oregon State College 	 Oregon Institute of Technology 
Ashland, OR 97520 	 Klamath Falls. OR 97601 
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Financial aid for foreign students:
 
the Oregon model
 

hese are difficult days for 
those of us interested in 
assisting financially needy 
students, maintaining a cul-
turally diverse student body,

and promoting programs for Americans 
to learn about other countries and cul-
tures. Our budgets are shrinking, non-
resident tuition rates are increasing, and 
more and more signs of parochial at'-
tudes are evident in many aspects of 
society. At a time when it is clear ,:,, us 
that Americans need more opr'-,tuni-
ties to learn about other countries and 
cultures we are often frustrated by our 
inability to provide these opportwities. 
We are frequently involved in counsel-
ing foreign students who can no longer 
afford our colleges and universities. We 
lament the changing composition ofour 
foreign student population that results 
from economic barr'iers and wish we ha 
a greater ability to respond to the aca
demically qualified but financially needy
students from other countries. At the 
same time, we need to encourage our 
colleagues to utilize our foreign stu-
dents as an educational resource; and 
to use them effectively at all levels togive Americans a better understnding"of international matters. u t198nn 

The Oregon State SysLen cf Higher
Education (OSSHE) has been eceptive 
to enrolling foreign students. It devel-
oped a Foreign Student Scbolarship 
program to encourage financially needy 
students from other countries. In 1978-
79, this scholarship program provided 
over one million dollars of tuition assis-
tance to foreign students. Siuce tha high 
point, however, the poor financial health 
of the state has produced a 335 percent 
decline in tuition assistance and a. 54 
percent increase in non-resident tuition 
rates.' Clearly, a better idea was needed 

'In19243. resident urderraduate suwdents am 
chaged SI J56.00 for mstnwtcon and mos-,uWident 
undersnaduama ane chaed $3961.00. Tb per
cmemaAl 6p m m we baed u a 
sada. Omau.m ma an sldy low. 

by Jal Vai de watr 

if the OSSHE was to strengthen its abil-
ity to attract high quality students from 
around the world and maintain its 'ep-
utation as a state supportive of.inter-
national education. Proponents of inter-
national programs and services in Ore-
gon were as committed as ever, but, in 
a declining budget situation, legislators 
and budget analysts gave ahigher prior-
ity to domestic students and programs 
than to "giving away scarce resources 
to foreigners." A scholarship program 
i,-r foreign students is not competitive 
in the struggle for declining resources. 
In the political arena, there is no pay-
off. No voting constituency is served, 
It is from this negative framework that 
we developed a new concept. A pro-

posal was drafted that addressed the 
biggest problems we were facing. The 
new proposal assists foreign students 
dependent upon financial aid; it assures 
interaction with Americans needing to 
know more about other countries and 
cultures; it provides for accountability 
to tK; taxpayers; it creates a new edu
c.dional resource-in the process. 

The proposal is based upon a very 
simple but radically different premise: 
the State of Oregon will enroll foreign
students at in-state tuition if those stu
dents demonstrate financial need and 
the ability to provide an educational ser
vice to the state. This proposal has been 
debated, refined, and is now approved. 

(Continued on page 106) 

NAFSA announces
 
opa on o th e 

1983 Directory 
NAFSA Directorof 

Institutions and individuals 
in International Educa-
tional Exchange, published
in February, has just been

distributed to NAFSA's current 4,500
members. The Directory is a compre-
hensive resource listing over 7,000 insti-
tutions and individuals involved in the 
administration of international educa-
tional exchange, including most private 
sector organizations working in the 
international exchanges field, leaders of 

community efforts on behalff ses s 
dents, embassy cultural affairs officers,
and many overseas organizations. The 
Directory is an invaluable resource link-
ing the international education com-
munity. 

The publication contains names, titles, 
addresses, a cross reference telephone 

and alphabetic index, professional sec

tional affiliations, and foreign student 
enrollment statistics compiled from up
to-date information supplied by mem
bers of NAFSA on their 1982/83 data
ollection forms, as well as from other 
very current supplemental resources. 
The publication also includes, for easy 
reference, a government agency page, 
a NAFSA Central Staff list, the text of 
the NAFSA Constitution, an interna
tional education acronym page, and a 
regional map. 

Copislof the 1983 NAFSA Directory 
are available through the Publications
Desk at the NAFSA Central Office.
 
NAFSA members may purchase addi
tional copies of the Directory at the 
reduced rate of $15.00; the regular price 

to nonmembers of the association is 
$20.00 (plus postage and handling). 



IDI. program taps
 
:cultural resources
 
By RICHARD BROWNING 
ofithe Baroetler 
Their t lues
curled from the corners of their mouths In
 

concent n as the seventh and elgth graders of Alpine

onto a piece of white cloth.Elementary Sdol traced a traditional Sri Lankan swan design 

Their guest teacher, Satyajt Widyalatne, 20,an OSU fresh-.man Inpre-dvtl engineering, moved from desk to desk helping
the children with their artwork and fielding questions about his 

homeland of Sri Lanka.
 

What religion do they have? "Sixty-seven percent of the
population are Buddhists," Satya (Sah-Ufh) answered. 

Satya will instruct children at Alpine school, located near 


Monroe, in the art of batik (wain and dying of cloth) and the
customs and culture of Sri Lamk. Hlis teaching is part of the 
,Intercultural Dimension InEd ucaioa Activitie (EDA)"., 
torOlectatOSUwhiIsinnitsfirusern,mo pat.4., rey

1he made the first ofhsthree t eewvst@to Uine ', 

scheduled for this term. 
He began his hour and one-hal with the older childrenal 

teching them the traditional Sri Lankan greeting - later in the 
afternoon he taught third and fourth graders.

"Ayubowan (Ah you bow one)," he said. "Can you say that?"
The clm repeated the greeting, placing their hands, palmstogether, in front of theirchest as Satya did. It m-4an "may you 
live long," he explained.

"This (the IDEA program) isa great opportunity for me to 
introduce Sri Lanka to Americans," Satya had said earlier. 

The program is designed to tap the intercultural resources of
foreign students at OSU by arranging for them to teach such 
classes as art, cooking, language, music and social studies tokindergarten through 12th graders in the Willamette Valley. 

After evaluating applications and screening students, JudySuit, from the OSU Office of InternaUonal Education and IDEA 
project coordinator, has more than a dozen foreign students 
available this term. 

To be eligible for the program, foreign students must be
proficient in English. Additionally, the program requires the
foreign student to posess the skill and desire to clearly present 
some aspect of their native culture toschool children. 

Students who want to apply for a tuition waiver for their
ervices must be full-time OSU students and maintain a 2.5 

g.p.a. (3.0forgraduatestudents) whilecontributing27hoursper
term for one school year to the program. They must also show 
financial need. Most of the foreign students are volunteers, Suit
said. 

Local schools have expressed tremendous interest in the 
program, Suit said. She is pleased with the response.

"Mr. (Rob) Folker (principal at Alpine) told me they would 
change their entire schedule to accomodate this student," Suit 

.
 

.--..
 

b Ven U ekev
Satyajit Wldyartne,an OSU freshman from Sri Lanka, shows Alpine school principal Rob Folker a tradiitlonal Batik fromhis country while the class of seventh and eighth graders work en Batiks of their own. 
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said. 
Folker was elated to have Satya at the school. 
"This is one of the best things they could do," Folker said, "to 

expose young kids to different cultures." 
Many of the children have no idea what people from other 

cultures are like, he added. "They (the children) think
everybody is just like them." 

"You can tell them and tell them about (other cultures), but
until they meet someone from that culture they really can't 
understand it, " Folker said. The children do get some idea from
televison, he added, but that isn't always agood representation.

"How big is 'Siree Lana," one of the children asked,
mispronouncing the name of the country. 

"Sri Lanka is a beautiful island country about the size of
 
Virginia" Satya said with a smile, and "its culture is 2,500 years
old," he added. 

Sri Lanka, formerly Ceylon, is an island republic in the Indian
Ocean, 20 miles off the tip of India. It has an area of 25,332 sq.
mi.andapopulationoverl4million. 

Satya then displayed some intricate batik wal hangings and a 
batik shirtand dress. 

"No two batiks with the same elephant and rider scene are 
alike," he said. "And I will prove it to you," he added. 

Satya said he wants to teach more than batik and a few 
customs. "I want to teach the children thatSri Lankans are very
friendly, open minded people." 



WHO'S AFRAID OF FOREIGN STUDENTS?
 

by
 
JUDY SULT
 

Using foreign students in the classroom is a natural way to
 

internationalize the curriculum, yet educators who make such a suggestion are
 

often met with a barrier of resistance. Educators must recognize (and admit)
 

that some teachers are resistant because they are afraid to invite the foreign
 

student into the classroom. Then educators must address and alleviate those
 

fears.
 
Drawing on my experience as coordinator of an Oregon program utilizing
 

university foreign students as K-12 resources, I will outline some of the fears
 

expressed by teachers and how we overcame them. The International Cultural
 

Service Program (formerly called the IDEA program) grants in-state tuition,
 

rather than out- of-state tuition to foreign students who can provide 80 hours
 

of cultural/ educational service to the state of Oregon. As coordinator of this
 

program at Oregon State University I have arranged over 2,500 student visits in
 

the last two years. We now have 30 students in the program at OSU and about 100
 

students statewide.
 
What then are the fears that teachers have expressed? The first major fear
 

-- fear of the unknown --is twofold. The teacher may not be well versed in the
 

country or region of the world from-which the student comes. And teachers are
 

frequently afraid to admit that this is a weak area in their training. The
 

other part of this fear deals with interactions between the foreign student,
 

American students, and the teacher. Many teachers have little or no experience
 

interacting with foreigners. Typical questions posed by teachers include: Will
 
How will my students respond to a foreigner?
the foreign student be understood? 


How do I talk to a foreign student? Can I count on the student to be on time
 

and to be prepared? Does the visiting student know how to address the age
 

groups in my class?
 
The second major fear deals with the teacher's perception of what the job
 

of teaching entails. Typical questions that arise here include: How much
 
Will the time with the visitor be "lost"?
preparation time is required of me? 


Is it necessary to develop a new unit or curriculum for the visit to have
 
"meaning"?
 

MECHANICS OF THE OREGON PROGRAM
 
(DEALING WITH THE FEARS)
 

First of all, teachers must realize that it is not necessary for the
 

teacher to be an expert on the subject the foreign student addresses. The
 

a resource for both the students and teachers. However, the
foreign student is 

teachers must be specific about what is expected in the presentation so the
 

foreign student is able to prepare. The teacher should also know how to ask
 

questions of the foreign student.
 
To deal with the fears about interacting, teachers must be convinced they
 

are working with a quality program. At OSU we invest considerable time and
 

effort informing teachers about the program through mailings, brochures, phone
 

calls and teacher training workshops. Because teachers have opportunities to
 

interact with the students at the workshops, they realize that the students are
 

easy to understand and well prepared to make presentations. When teachers know
 

what to expect they gain Confidence in the program and request students. Of the
 



teachers who made requests in 1983-84, 78% requested additional visits with
 
other foreign students.
 

Our program emphasizes that foreign students can be used to enhance
 
existing curricula. Teachers are encouraged to invite foreign students to offer
 
a new perspective on any subject, but we also make specific suggestions.
 

SPECIFIC SUGGESTIONS
 

Several themes and concepts woven throughout the primary and secondary
 

curricula lend themselves to presentations by foreign students. Below are
 
suggestions for utilizing foreign students which have proven successful in
 
Oregon.
 

Themes and concepts such as population, equality, hunger,interdependence,
 

the impact of technology, colonialism, and multi-cultural awareness seem too
 
abstract for many intermediate or high school students. Yet, a foreign student
 

who has grown up in Singapore with four offical languages and a multi-ethnic
 
society can open the students' eyes to the meaning of mult-cultural awareness.
 
A student from the Philippines can give a unique view of colonialism, as can
 
students from newly independent countries in Africa. Listening to a perspective
 

on equality from a student from a Moslem country helps students realize that
 
there are no absolutes in the real world. Questions about population and hunger
 
are viewed differently by the son of subsistance farmers than by theoretical
 
textbook authors.
 

A creative way of holding the students' attention (especially in junior
 

high) when discussing other regions of the world is to discuss rites of passage,
 

dating -- or the lack of dating-- and marriage.
 
Many teachers have had foreign students come in to discuss current events.
 

The foreign students usually comment on recent uprisings, an assassination,
 
invasion, or other event. A less conventional, and sometimes more effective,
 

use of foreign students is to ask them to discuss how they think the U.S. media
 

presents events occurring in their country or region of the world. Another
 

useful exercise is to discuss how other countries report those events.
 
Comparing perceptions of historical events is valuable for teachers and
 

students. Discovering how students in different parts of the world define and
 

learn about colonialism, World War II, The Moslem invasion of Europe, and other
 

historical events can provide new insights.
 

SUMMARY
 

The examples given here have concentrated on a well organized program-using
 

university foreign students as a resource. Many of these examples can apply to
 

high school exchange students, refugees, or other foreign nationals in your
 

community. Educators can become the impetus for international understanding and
 

interaction. Our students learn from us. If we are afraid to talk to a
 

foreigner, or if we have little regard for their opinions and perceptions, we
 

will pass our attitudes along to our youth. By encouraging communication and
 

interaction between peoples of the world we begin to break down the barriers of
 

resistance and prejudice.
 



TEACHER HANDBOOK
 

USING UNIVERSITY FOREIGN STUDENTS AS A RESOURCE
 
Bring 
 the world into your classroom 
through Inter-cultural
Dimensions in Educational Activities (IDEA)*, 
a cost effective,
field tested, imaginative program.
selected The IDEA program provides
foreign students as resources to enhance existing curricula. 
After these students are screened for their
communicate in ability to
English,


educational presentations.
they make a variety of cultural-
Evaluations 
 by teachers have
consistently reflected well prepared, high quality presentations.
In the 
 1983-84 academic year these university foreign
made over 2,000 presentations in Oregon K-12 

students
 
classes.
they are obligated to provide 80 

Because
 
service hours of cultural/education
per academic year, 
the IDEA students are 
 a reliable
 
resource.
 

This handbook has been developed to answer your 
questions
and provide guidelines for integrating an IDEA student into 
 your
curriculum plans.
 

*The 
DEA program ,s available through the Office 
./ 

of International 
 Education at Oregon State University, University of 
Oregon,
Southern Orecon State College, Portland State University, and Western
Oregon State College. The program is also known as the 
 International'Communit, Services Program.
 

Developed by Judy Sult, IDEA Coordinator, Oregon State University
Printed and Distributed W 0Oreo= 0artmnt of Edwation 
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__WSM TH OEG STUDENT HEP E 

The IDEA program:
 
is cost effective - there is no cost to the school district
 

to include the foreign students as a resource.
 

)supplements existing curriculum - IDEA students broaden the
 
existing curriculum by adding international dimensions.
 

)breaks down stereotypes and ethnocentric views - foreign
students bring a human element often missing from other
 
curriculum materials.
 

Iscreens the university foreign student - students are
 
screened for their reliability, diverse regional representation,
 
ability to communicate in English, and cultural experiences
 
representation.
 

)coordinates your requests - a match is made between your

request and students who are available to make presentations.
 

HOW CAN I FIND TIME FOR AN IDEA VISIT?
 

The IDEA program has been designed to fit into your existing

curricula. You do not need to be be studying a foreign country to
 
take advantage of the program. Nor do you need a broad knowledge

about the student's native country. The IDEA visit adds new per
spectives for you and your students.
 

.----IDEA -students usually prepare a 50 minute program including

time for questions. For most students a 50 minute time slot is
 
the minimum amount of time needed to begin to explore an aspect

of their culture. Try to imagine if you were in a foreign country

trying to explain an aspect of American culture. You may decide
 
you want the student to return for additional presentations if
 
your-.curriculum is designed to accommodate more than one visit. 
Students may also come as a group for panel discussions. 

HOWN USE A FOREIGN ITKIDENT M A RESOURCE? 

Recent studi" have indicated that students gain a greater
 
appreciation of their own culture when they are exposed to other 
cultures. IDEA students have developed presentations which demon
strate a particular area of their culture, for example, cooking,
ecolojy, handcrafts, art, music, or politics. In addition, each 
student is expected to be able to address areas such as family
life, the roles of women, changing traditions, and the general
history of their country. IDEA students are prepared to direct 
these general discussions to the appropriate age level. They
have also helped evaluate curriculum materials about the.r
 
country and made translations of materials.
 



HOW HAVE TEACHERS UTILIZED THE IDEA STUDENTS IN THE PAST? 

ELEMENTARY presentations have included:
 
comparing community services, 
family life,
games children play, 
 music, handcrafts,
stories from other lands, a day in the life of
 
a child of the same age, and languages.


frA
 
DDLE AND SECONDARY presentations have included:
 

In SOCIAL STUDIES classes IDEA students discuss current events 
and talk about their
history of their changing traditions.
 

In READING classes myths, legends, and folk
tales are compared. IDEA students share their

written and oral traditions.
 

In SCIENCE classes 
IDEA students show how
other countries allocate resources and provide
 
energy sources.
 

Foreign and English LANGUAGE classes use IDEA
students as tutors and have them explain their
 
culture.
 

In GLOBAL EDUCATION classes topics 
such as
 energy, hunger, population, the'Third World
 are enrichd hearing the
by IDEA student's
 
perspective.
 

In HOME ECONOMICS classes the IDEA 
students
 may prepare 
food and share knowledge

customs revolving around food. They 

of
 
also
discuss 
how nutritional requirements are


in their region of the world. 
met
 

FAMILY 
LIVING courses are an opportunity for
students 
 to talk about courtship, marriage
customs, family relationships, and the roles of
 women in their country.
 



.WKINDS-0F
OUESTIONS AZD [ IDE STUDENTS? 
GENERAL QUESTIONS: 

What are the roles of women 
and are they

changing?
 

Are there minority groups in your country and
 
what are the programs and problems related to
 
minorities in the country?
 

What are the roles of each of the family mem
bers? How are extended family members involved
 
with the nuclear family? Are the roles of
 
family members changing?
 

How does the educational system compare to the
 
U.S. educational system? What would students
 
in your country study at the same age as the
 
class hearing the presentation?
 

How does your country meet the nutritional
 
needs of the people?
 

How are the social needs such as medical care,

unemployment, and poverty met in your country?
 
What are the predominate art forms? In art
 
supported by the government?
 

SOCIAL STUDIES CLASSES
 

What are your views in relation to these
 
social concerns: population, the roles of
 
women, changing traditions, education
 
possibilities, problems of technological

deveolpment, health and social cares?
 

How Ooes your country view the same historical
 
events as those being studied by the class?
 

What are your country's major agricultural and

industrial products? What are 
the major

imports and exports? Who makes decisions about
 
production? Does your country import products

from the U.S. (or from Oregon)? Does the U.S.
 
import products from your country?
 

Now are current issues covered by the media in
 
your country? What is the role of the press?
 

How does religion influence your culture?
 

What is your country's historic experience
 
with colonialism?
 

,A
 



LANGUAGE CLASSES
 

Nov does English compare to your native
 
language?
 

What In the most difficult aspect of learning
Et.1rlish?
 

Now many languages are spoken in your country? 

How. do people know which language to speak in
 
multi-lingual countries?
 

What are some traditional stories?
 

How are traditional stories passed from one
 
generation to another: oral traditions, plays,
 
poetry, other forms?
 

What are examples of myths and legends?
 

Who are some major authors from your country 
and what are their books? 

WHAT DO I DO BEFORE THE FOREIGN STUDENT VISITS? 

Tell the IDEA students the specific topic you
 
want discussed. Specifying family life, envi
ronment, religion, political systems, educa
tion, and so forth provides a focus for the
 
students' preparation.
 

Have necessary audio visual equipment

available and a display table where students 
can show artifacts and cultural items. 

Be sure that transportation has been arranged 
for the students. If the students provide

their own transportation arrange for them to 
be met at the office. Arrange for students to
 
set up a display without interruptions.
 

The foreign students are not teachers and 
should not be expected to make more than three
 
presentations per day. Be considerate of the 
student" and do not plan more than two classes 
in a row. 

Plan to stay in the room so you can discipline 
disruptive and inattentive students'. 
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HOW O I PREPARE MY STuDENTS FOR AN IDEA VXSIT?
 

Since the IDEA students spend a great deal of time preparing
for the presentation 
for your class it is important for your
stuents to have some preparation before the visit. 
The following
guidelines will enhance the visit for both your students and
IDEA students. the
THe preparation may take a little as 15 minutes
or 
as much as a class period depending on the objectives of 
 the

visit.
 

Explain to 
your students that a 
guest from
another 
country will discuss the subject 
you
are teaching. Remind the students to treat the
visitor with the 
respect accorded other
 
guests.
 

Show the location of the foreign 
country in
relation to the United States.
 

Have students discuss 
 how surrounding
countries may influence the trade, 
 language,
economics or political system of the country.
 

Identify the purpose of the visit.
 

Have your students prepare questions for the
 
visitin student.
 

it 
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DEBRIEFING YOUR CLASS
 

Debriefing your class will help you to assess the impact the

visit has had on your students. After several visits by foreign

students you 
may note a change in attitude and. an increased
 
awareness on the part of your students.
 

Your students may respond 
to the following suggested

questions in small groups, individually on paper, or as a class.
It is important that your students have a chance to share 
their
 responses with others in the class. 
These exercises may take as
little as 15 minutes or as long as a class period..
 

What did you learn that was different from
 
what you expected?
 

Was the foreign student different from what
 
you expected: How?
 

Did the visit make the material you are
 
studying more interesting? Why or why not?
 

Did the visit from the foreign student intro
duce you to a new way of looking at things 
even if you do not share.those views?
 

Do you think you would feel more 
comfortable
 
meeting other people from this country now
 
than you would have before the visit?
 

A/ 

I D 
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'lOWDo IARRA. ZF8. A FORLEGN- STUDENT VSTPhone 
the Office 
of International Education 
at any
following universities: of the 

Oregon State IllVersityPortland State University 	 University of Oregon
Western Oregon State University
Southern Oregon State University
 
Provide the fQlo2wing information to the contact person:
 

The grade and academic level of your students.
 
Your particular needs and objectives for thevisit. 
What topics will most interest your students.
 
How much-background information your students
will have.
 
How long the formal presentation should be.
 
How long the question and answer period should
be.
 
What audio-visual equipment may be needed.
 
The date and time you want the visitor.
 
How many students will attend.the presentation
and the number of presentations requested.mnportation details: Most Participatingrequesting 	 universitiesschool to provide 	 requirequently call 	 the transportation.upon parents 	 Teachersas well as principals and studentchers to drive the student to and 	from the university.
 

SUOARY OECLI'S
 
..Determine 
 when you'.want an XDEA studezat visit 

.. Call the insttuton to arrane. a visit,,' 
-.
Arrange transpoftation
 

..Prepare your class, 
.. Znjoy the IA* ivisit 

.Debrief'your class'
 
-- Send a thank you to the student 

*q
 



HANDBOOK FOR IDEA STUDENTS
 

Oregon State University 
Office of International Education
AdSAl00 
Corvallis, Oregon 97331 

WELCOME TO THE IDEA PROGRAM
 
Welcome to Intercultural Dimensions in Educational Activities (IDEA)! You each have a unique contribution tomake toward the education of Oregonians about other peoples and cultures. The Office of International Education 

(OIE) appreciates the time and energy you have expended to develop a project to bring better understanding about 
your country and region of the world. 

Your experiences with the IDEA program should be positive ones. If for any reason you encounter difficulties 
please come to discuss the matter with the IDEA coordinator. 

You will be interested to note that the IDEA project is a model project for other institutions in other parts of the
United States. You will be the pioneers for inter-cultural communication using the concept of the IDEA program. Inthe 
course of your visits it will be important for you to be evaluated by the person who has requested your visit. Yourevaluations will probably reinforce the decision to have you on the program. If your evaluations are low the IDEA
coordinator will discuss ways to improve your presentation. The evaluations will be used to promote the program
and give evidence that :t isindeed a worthwhile venture for both the IDEA students and the students in the classroom. 

Each student is an ambassador who rep resents all foreign students as well os the home country and the IDEA program. As you explain cultural aspects of your country you may discover a greater pride and sense of belonging.
You may also discover you want to add new prolects and expand upon the ones you have already developed. Wehope you will use this opportunity to grow both as an individual and as a member of the IDEA program. We wish 
you luck and pleasant experiences. 



TERMS OF AGREEMENT
 
As an IDEA student you must agree to the following terms to be accepted on the IDEA program. Be sure you

understand each of the terms before you accept the waiver. 
" Undergraduates must complete 12 units per term with both a term and OSU cumulative grade point average of

2.5. Graduates are responsible for 9 units with a cumulative and term Grade Point Average (GPA) of 3.0.
" You must arrange to have a 3 hour block of time between 8 am and 3 pm one day a week available to makepresentations. (You may block out 3 hours on a schedule request form from the Registrar's office before you

register. 
" Good evaluations are an important factor for continued student participation on the program: You are responsiblefor taking evaluations to the presentation for the contact person to fill out. (You may bring them back or ask theteacher to send them). You receive a copy of each completed evaluation from the agency. You must also fill outan evaluation after each presentation. The evoluation forms are used to help improve the presentations.
" You are required to check the calendar and your mailbox in the office for messages at least 3 times per week. Thecalendar will show you when you are scheduled to go on a presentation. You must initial the date and time ofyour presentation on the calendar. The initial lets us know you are aware of the scheduled presentation. There willbe acopy of the agency request inthe your mailbox with the details of your scheduled visit. After the presentationyou will find completed evaluations from the school in your mailbox. General notices will be posted for you to

read. 
* 	Finding transportation isthe major problem for agencies so it isessential for you to be on time for the presentations.

Students are picked up infront of the administration building. Try to be 5-10 minutes early. 
RENEWABILITY
 

Awards are 
 made term by term, but they can be continued for the completion of one degree if all therequirements are maintained. You will be asked to sign an intent to renew at the end of each term. If there are new program requirements they will be included inthe intent letter. 
REMOVAL 

The IDEA program isa team effort which requires you to interact and cooperate with the Office of InternationalEducation and with other IDEA students. Students accepted to participate in the program are expected to be highlymotivated, and well disciplined. In addition- to the time and grade commitment the students are responsible forhaving a positive attitude and helping the program run efficiently. You must be sure to read notices, find out whenyou are going on a presentation, help in the office to get information out to the agencies and help on special
projects.

Failure to meet or maintain any of the above term. of 	agreement isgrounds for dismissal. Problems can bealleviated if you discuss poor evaluations, low midterm grades, or other concerns with the IDEA coordinator as they 
come up. 

THE MECHANICS OF THE PROGRAM 
" Submit a detailed outline of your presentation with the number of slides you w;!i use, the major points you will 

make and the method of presentation. 
" Submit your class schedule to the office with all hours for classes and labs clearly marked out. 
" Come to the office 3 times aweek and check the calendar to find out when you are scheduled to go out for a visit. 
" Initial the calendar so we know you have seen your scheduled visit. 
" Check your mailbox for a copy of the agency request or other information. (see appendex).

" Take two evaluation forms; one for the agency contact person to fill out (1)and one for you to fill out 12). 
 (See
appendex)
 

" Make the presentation and give the evaluation form (1)to the agency contact person. 
" Fill out and submit your evaluation form.(2) 

2 



WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT ON YOUR VISIT 
A major consideration in your selection for the program was the project outline you submitted. In addition to 

"your" project, you will be expected to discuss an overview of the history of your country, family life, changes in 
traditions, and general cultural information. You will not be asked to talk about anything about which you are 
uncomfortable. If there is an area you feel is difficult for you to discuss, you should talk it over with the IDEA 
coordinator. 

You will be asked to make presentations to elementary and secondary schools; community college and university 
classes; civic organizations; businesses; and church groups. Below isan overview of what these organizations might 
expect. You will know before you make your presentation the kind of group you will be addressing. 

SCHOOLS 

Schools are usually less formal inthe United States than inmany countries. Students may come and go inand out 
of the classroom during your presentation. This isnot meant as disrespect toward you by the student or the teacher. 
The student may have a special class which requires he/she leave during your visit. Elementary students ask many 
questions and some of them may seem quite silly. It is a good idea to ask the students to wait until you have finished 
your presentation before you accept questions. (More about the presentation is in another section.) 

CIVIC ORGANIZATIONS 

Many times community organizations will invite you to their meetings. Sometimes you will be requested to make a 
presentation. At other times you will just be a guest. Examples of community organizations are business or service 
clubs for adults, or organizations for young people such as a scout group. The time you will have for your 
presentation will vary from a few minutes to an hour or more. Be sure that you understand the time expectations 
before you arrive at the meeting place. 

CHURCH GROUPS 
Many church groups are interested in other cultures and religions. They often ask you to make a cultural 

presentation inthe evening or on the weekends. Sometimes they invite you to a dinner and do not expect any kind of 
presentation from you. The church leaders should not try to convert you to their way of thinking or to their religion. If 
they do try to convert you or if they are less than polite about your views please let the IDEA coordinator know. If 
you do not want to make presentations at churches please tell the IDEA coordinator at the beginning of the term. 

HELPFUL HINTS 

BEFORE THE PRESENTATION DAY 

Borrow a tape recorder and practice your presentation before you go out. It will help you to find out how long 
your presentation will actually take and it will help you to hear ifyou are speaking clearly. After you feel cumfortable 
about making your presentation, practice it with a friend using your slides and artifacts just as you would for a class. 
Limit the sample presentation to 45 minutes. 

ON THE DAY OF THE PRESENTATION 

" You may leave yo" books and backpacks inthe OIE until after your presentation. 

" Have a 3 x 5 card with the major points you want to make. 

" Have your slides arranged in a carousel before you leave for your presentation. 

" Be five minutes early to meet your transportation. 
" Introduce yourself when you approach the car. 

" Return the map and slide equipment as soon as you are done using them.3 



GENERAL PRESENTATIONS 
The following are suggestions from experienced IDEA students. Read them carefully and use what suggestions fit into 

your presentation. You may want to change your presentation as you become more skilled. Let us know what works for 
you so we can pass along suggestions to other IDEA students. 

BEGINNING YOUR PRESENTATION 
Start by saying hello in your language. Younger children will be anxious to imitate what you are saying. Include 

traditional customs such as bowing. Asking students if they know where your country islocated and similar questions will 
allow students to feel actively involved inyour presentation.

Abrief introduction of yourself ishelpful. Include something about your field of study and a little bit about your own 
ersonal background such as how old you are and how many there are in your family. Write your name on the 

olackboard inyour own language as students are very curious about language differences. 

DURING THE PRESENTATION 

Remember to SMILE!1!! 
Voice-Be Enthusiastic! Avoid extremes when you talk. If you are too excited or nervous you will be difficult to 
understand. If you speak in a monotone students will find it difficult to keep alert. Ask your audience if they can

understand you after you have talked for a few minutes. (You will not have to ask this once you have given several
 
presentations).
 
Hand Gestures-Use hand gestures and move around a little bit. It iseasier for your audience to maintain interest if
 
you look and act interested!
 
Eye Contact-Look directly at your audience and try to make eye contact with people inall parts of the room. Mos;

people tend to look in just one area, so be alert to everyone. Ifyour audience begins to look bored or restless ask
 
them questions. Be careful not to go into too much detail.
 
Comparison-It is often easier for students to visualize what you are talking about if you give them concrete
 
examples that compare something of your country with an aspect of theirs. For example, ifyou are talking about the
 
size of your country, compare the area with the size of Oregon or the United States. Drawing on the blackboard to
 
show relative size, or some other visual representation ishelpful. Comparing traditions and rituals isalso effective 
for example, holiday, marriage, and birthday celebrations.
 
Sharing-Money, national dress, handcrafts and art objects are of inierest to your audience. If they are delicate
 
protect them by putting them in plastic before you pass them around. If you have pictures mount them on Poster
 
board (available in the OSU bookstore) and cover them with plastic. It is sometimes difficult to hold the younger

students' concentration and these visual items will help keep their interest and stimulate more questions.
 
Projects-When you are teaching a class how to make a craft, walk around the classroom to see if everyone

understands the instructions and isable to follow them. Sometimes, students will not understand but they may be too
 
shy to ask questions.
 
Questions-If you have a highly organized presentation explain to the audience that you will answer questions at

the end-especially with younger children or they will never let you finish. If you are talking about many different
 
topics, you may chose to have the audience ask questions after each section so they do not forget the questions they
 
had about aparticular topic.
 

CONCLUSION OF PRESENTATION 
" Review the major points you want the audience to remember. 
* As your alloted time draws to aclose tell the audience you will only be able to take two or three more auestions. 
" Thank the audience for their attention. 
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SPECIAL PROJECTS
 

POLITICAL/SOCIAL ISSUES 

You will make your point only if your audience listens to you. Inflammatory language may well isolate your 

audience. The audience may be confused about present situations because they do not understand the historical 

issue. In this case, give them a brief introduction'on the history, but try to be as objective as 
backaround to an 

possible. Be aware of the difference bethveen fact and opinion in your presentation. Sometimes people will ask you
 

for your opinion and you do have the right to give you opinion but you must let people know it isyour opinion. It is
 

good to explain how you arrived at your concludion and who are some others who share your 6pinion.
 

If possible give the other side of the controversy-this may very well strengthen your own side.
 

COOKING 

BEFORE THE VISIT 

Try your recipe exactly as you submit it to the IDEA coordinator before it issent to the teachers. When trying 

your recipe at home ask someone to write down exactly what you are doing so you will be assured of including 

each step on the written paper you send the IDEA coordinator.
 

Even though you may be demonstrating a recipe in a class of 30 people plan the recipe for between 4-8
 

servings or enough so that everyone has an opportunity to taste it. 

It should not take more than about 30 minutes to complete the recipe. Make a note if the teacher is to prepare 

certain items ahead of time, such as cooking rice or slicing ingredients. 

Have a copy of the recipe on file in the office so it can be sent to the teacher. He/she will purchase ingredients. 

List local stores where you have found specialty items and the approximate cost of the recipe for the number of 

servings you will prepare. 
Write the cooking method on a small piece of cardboard for you to read during the demonstration. Fold it in half 

so you can set itup infront of you while preparing for the class. 

DURING THE DEMONSTRATION 

Tell the students about the food you will prepare. Explain if it isan everyday item or eaten on special occassions. 

Explain if it is typical of the general population or if it isonly eaten by certain groups or in specific regions of the 
are taboos 

explain how the food would be served and eaten in you c6untry. If there 
country. Demonstrate or 
relating to the food explain what those taboos are. Include the economic, religious or social importance of the food 

inyour country.
 
Explain each step of the recipe preparation as you do them.
 

Wash your hands infront of the class and wear an apron during your demonstration. 

Ask the instructor if there are special rules for you to observe in the kitchen. If you are not sure about the use of 

:ertain equipment or gadgets, ask for help. 
Let everyone see what you are doing. Sometimes it isdifficult for the students to see the ingredients so show them 

the packages and boxes of ingredients as well as portions of the dish as you make it. It issometimes helpful to turn 

the pot or pan a little bit towards the audience so that they can see how the recipe looks. Tell them the names of the 

ingredients as you add them. 
Taste the food using a teaspoon and wash it as often as it isused. 

you go along so you can leave the kitch clean and 
Ask the teacher to assign a student to help clean up as 


organized.
 

Remember, you want to finish the recipe so everyone has achance to try it. 

5. 



SLIDE PRESENTATIONS 

Make a blank slide for the beginning and end of the slide presentation. Make the blank by inserting a thin piece 

of cardboard in an empty frame. This will avoid the bright white screen which can ruin the mood you have been 

trying to project. 
Consider softly playing a music tape for background-be sure to let me know ahead of time ifyou will need a 

tape recorder at the presentation. 
Organize your slides by eographic area, historic perspective, or subject, but let your audience know so they 

will know what to look for an3 what to expect. 
Sunsets inthe middle of a slide show often give the feeling the presentation isover and your audience may begin 

to lose interest. However, a sunset can be effective if it indicates you are moving from one region to another or the 

historic time iscoming to an end and you are moving to a more modern time. 

When using a sequence of slides on the same subject arrange them with adistant shot followed by a closer shot. 

It isnot necessary to make acomment on every slide-for example, if you show aseries of slides about a city tell 
This allows the audience to make observations and the 

the audience "the next several slides show scenes from --. " 
program will flow more smoothly. 

After securing the slides inthe tray (which should be done before you leave for your presentation), run your slides 

to make sure they are put inthe tray inthe correct manner. An upside down slide, or even a wrong side of aslide will 

distract your audience and create a state of chaos while attempting to fix the problem. Slide trays can be checked 

out from the OIE. 
Familiarize yourself with the machine you are working with and be able to react quickly incase of an emergency. 

Even a slide stuck in the viewing compartment can be easily removed if you know how, You may check out the 

projector from the OIE for home pre-viewing. owrof for you. You need to be responsible for making your
Never assume that everything is taken care 

arrangements inregard to slide carousels and placement of slides. 

If yo6 use the same slide program put them in the order you want then run a felt tip pen from the left hand corner 

ito the right hand corner so you know if the slides are insequence and inthe correct direction. 

SUMMARY 

The IDEA program isonly as good as the participants. You are members of a multi-cultural team with a uniaue 

opportunity to hel'p educate Oregonians about the world beyond the local borders. If you have any questions fee 

free to call upon the IDEA coordinator and other members of the tem. 

GOOD LUCK AND ENJOY! 
r' 



National Association for Foreign Student Affairs
 
Education for International Development Program
 

Proposal for Competitive Grant
 

TITLE: 	 Workbook to accompany Professional Integration: A Guide for Students
 
from the Developing World.
 

SUMMARY 	DESCRIPTION:
 
This project would support the development of a companion workbook for the
 

NAFSA publication Professional Integration: A Guide for Students from the
 
Develooing World. It would be used by students individually or,ideally, in
 
conjunction with one or more predeparture seminars on reentry and professional
 
integration.
 

PROJECT COORDINATOR:
 
Martha Denney, Coordinator of International Training Programs
 
Office of International Training Programs
 
314 Aylesworth Hall, NE
 
Colorado State University
 
Fort Collins, Colorado 80523
 

INSTITUTION: Colorado State University, Fort Collins, Colorado 80523
 

ADDRESS: (See above)
 

TELEPHONE: (303) 491-7892
 

TOTAL STUDENT POPULATION: 18,094
 

FOREIGN 	STUDENT POPULATION: 703 (including researchers, nondegree technical trainees)
 

A.I.D. PARTICIPANT POPULATION: 114
 

PROPOSED BEGINNING DATE FOR THE PROJECT: March 1, 1985
 

PROPOSED CONCLUDING DATE FOR PROJECT: April 30, 1986
 

NUMBER OF FOREIGN STUDENTS TO BE INVOLVED: 15-20 USAID/USDS sponsored students
 
for initial pilot testing. Additional
 
students later on.
 

NUMBER OF OTHERS TO BE INVOLVED: Approximately 20 from C.S.U., community of
 
Fort Collins and other campuses for development
 
phase of the project.
 

They will be faculty, staff, community people
 
and administrators from C.S.U. and other campuses.
 



NEEDS AND OBJECTIVES:
 

Needs: The need for the successful professional integration of students
 

from the developing countries has been recognized and emphasized by the U.S.
 

Agency for International Development (USAID) as evidenced by the support it
 

offered the National Association for Foreign Student Affairs (NAFSA) Education
 

for International Development Committee for the development and publication of
 
A Guide for Students from the
the book entitled Professional Integration: 


Developing World (1983., Hood and Schieffer, Editors).
 
framework
While the book Professional Inteqration provides an intellectual 


they begin the process of reentry into their home cultures,
to assist students as 

actually find the time to take the initiative
it seems doubtful that many will 


to begin collecting and organizing the information and resources needed prior
 

to their return home.
 

to support the development
Objectives: The objective of this proposal is 


of a workbook for students to complement the book Professional Integration.
 
in conjunction with
It wnud be appropriate for use by individual students, or 


a seminar or series of seminars on reentry and professional integration.
 

Uniqueness: A workbook of the sort to be developed has not been done before
 

and 	it would provide the focal point for the design and implementation of a
 

predeparture orientation program heretofore not done on the Colorado State University
 

(CSU) campus.
 

Student Participation: (Addressed in Project Activity and Procedure section.)
 

Benefits: The benefits of the development and use of the workbook on
 
They would, among other things:
professional integration are potentially numerous. 


1. 	Promote on orderly transition process to help students
 

bridge the gap between a U.S. education and the anticipated
 

home country experience.
 

2. 	Strengthen C.S.U.'s capability to offer appropriate programs
 

for students from developing countries by institutionalizing
 
a predeparture orientation program.
 

3. 	Enhance the student's U.S. educational experience by offering
 

a framework through which they can consider the process of
 

knowledge transfer upon return home.
 

4. 	Encourage the students to explore their campus and community for
 

potential resources prior to their departure.
 

5. 	Increase the satisfaction a student feels with his/her education
 

at C.S.U. and thus promote further educational exchange between
 

the 	university and his/her home country.
 

Institutional Support: The Director of International Programs at Colorado
 

State University has recently given the Office of International Training Programs
 
needs of sponsored foreign students, both
the 	responsibility to meet the special 


The 	Director of
degree and nondegree... including those sponsored by U.S.A.I.D. 


International Training Programs (OITP), recognizing the need for reentry and
 
the 	development of
professional integration orientation, has lent his support to 


the 	wrkbook and will serve on the campus advisory board.
 



PROJECT ACTIVITY AND PROCEDURES:
 

Procedures and Techniques: The workbook will be based on the book edited
 
by Hood and Schieffer, however an advisory board, including students, will be
 
formed to assist in the development of the materials.
 

Activities: A tentative outline of the workbook follows:
 

Chapter: 1. Introduction: Reentry and'Professional Integration
 
What are they?
 
Dimensions
 

2. Alumni: Who are they and hw can they help?
 
Resources on campus
 
Resources inyour home country
 
Your responsibilities as an alumni
 

3. The Scientist or Scholar Interacts: Communication and
 
Interpersonal 	Relations in the Developing Countries
 

Isolation
 
Communication
 
Duality of Linkaqes
 
Mechanisms of Interaction
 
Creating Opportunities for Professional Interaction
 
Your responsibilities to make it happen
 

4. The Professional Integration of Women
 
Special Problems
 
The Professional Environment
 
Tokenism, Marginality and Individual Advancement
 
Professional Roles
 

5. Research and Publication
 
The need for research in developing countries
 
Research- the process
 
Publication-the product
 
Resource List
 

6. Developing a Resource Library
 
Why it is important
 
Library Information Resources
 
Your role in collecting materials
 

7. Continuing Education for the Returned Professional
 
Lifelong Learning- Exploring Attitudes
 
Models
 
Practical Suggestions and Resources
 

8. Reentry
 
Personal and Social Readjustment
 
Professional Integration
 

9. Conclusion and Personal Notes
 



INDIANA UNIVERSITY 	 OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL SERVICES 
Student Services 306 
Bloomington, Indiana 47405 '(812) 335-9086 I ', - r ' '- *" 

e-ILTelex 

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS 

No. 272279 
Cable Address: INDVERS 
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' 
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27 November 1985 
0EC-5 

Ms. Peggy A. Willens 
Coordinator, Education for 
International Development Program 
NAFSA 
1860 19th St., N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20009 

Dear Peggy: 

In the twelve months since receiving notification from the COOP Committee
 
that our request for partial funding for administration of the INDEX Program
 
in 1985 had been turned down, repeated efforts have. been made both to secure
 
the needed funding from alternative sources and to devise a viable alternative
 
to employing a half-time INDEX Coordinator, which was the original modus
 
operandi for the Program.. It now appears that it should be possible to
 
operate the Program satisfactorily in the year(s) ahead without incurring the
 
high cost of employing an additional staff person to coordinate INDEX.
 
Following is a proposal as to how, with your approval or that of the EID
 
Committee, we would like to proceed for the remainder of the 1984-85 grant
 
cycle and beyond.
 

But first, some pertinent background for your consideration:
 

(1) The INDEX resource-locator mechanism, though almost totally inactive over
 
the past 10 months since the Program's Coordinator had to be let go for
 
lack of salary money, remains intact. In other words, the decision of
 
the COOP Committee not to provide the funding requested to support of the
 
Coordinator position in 1985 and our subsequent lack of success in
 
securing replacement funds from other sources necessitated temporary
 
suspension of student site-visits and most of the promotional activity
 
that had been contemplated for the first six months of 1985. A
 
"caretaker" administrative arrangement was put in place with the
 
Coordinator of the International Center on te IU Bloomington Campus,
 
Carol King, assuming Program management responsibilities pending the
 
outcome of negotiations/solicitations for a better administrative
 
arrangement (with the necessary funding) on the University's Indianapolis
 
Campus. (The venue/location of IUPUI had been considered optimal for
 
INDEX since the Program's inception).
 

(2) Data collection to enhance the Program's capacity to respond to requests
 
or inquiries from businesses, public agencies, etc. continued in the
 
Spring of 1985, with 16 Indiana institutions completing questionaires and
 
furnishing student resource rosters to Carol King as INDEX Coordinator ad
 
interim. Efforts to secure financial support (from local Rotary Clubs a--s
 
well as from various business groups) went forward during the same period
 
and, in April, a second application for a COOP grant was submitted. In
 



addition, informal discussions looking to the relocation of the INDEX
 
Program to IUPUI took place in the context of Campus International
 
Affairs Committee deliberations relative both to the augmentation of
 
institutional services to foreign students and scholars, and to the
 
expansion of campus/community outreach activities in the international
 
programs area.
 

(3) The advent of summer brought good news and bad news. for INDEX. *The bad
 
news was that the COOP Committee again declined to fund the Program. The
 
good news was *that preliminary approval had in the meantime been given by
 
the IUPUI Administration to the addition of a full-time professional
 
staff position to the Campus Office of International Student Services
 
(OISS) and that OISS would be provided more spacious quarters in FY
 
1985-86. Clearance to fill the new staff position, which carries with it
 
student programming and counseling responsibilities, was obtained in
 
August, and the search/screening process was initiated in early 
September. At the invitation of the Associate Dean who directs the 
Office, Dr. Burdellis Carter, I participated in the interviewing of five 
of the over forty applicants for the position in late September. Mrs. 
Carol Nelson of Indianapolis was shortly thereafter offered the position, 
accepted, and came on board in mid-October. An extraordinarily versatile 
individual with significant international experience and a host of 
potentially valuable contacts in the Greater Indianapolis area, we think 
Mrs. Nelson is ideally-equipped to coordinate the INDEX Program as PFrt 
of a larger OISS endeavor to provide off-campus enrichment/practical 
training experiences for the over 300 foreign students currently 
attending IUPUI. 

(4) Given the circumstances described in (1), (2), and (3) above, we have
 
refrained from expending the greater part of the $1200 EID grant for
 
1984-85. Our primary reason for withholding the EID funds for the time
 
being has been the expectation that it would be possible to relocate and
 
reactivate INDEX at IUPUI sometime later this year. That time has
 
finally come.
 

What we would now like to do, if you and/or the EID Committee approve, is
 
request an extension of the EID grant administration period until December 31,
 
1986 so that the remaining (unexpended) funds can be utilized to partially
 
cover certain Program administration expenses over the next 12 months. This
 
office would thus relinquish responsibility for the day-to-day operation of
 
the program to Mrs. Nelson, who would carry it out under the supervision of
 
Dean Carter. I would continue to serve as an adviser to the Program as well
 
as an ex-officio member of the INDEX Steering Committee. Dr. Thomas Sargent,
 
Executive Director of ICIP would continue to Chair that Committee and to
 
ensure that the Consortium, as the "holding company" for the Program, meets
 
its responsibilities in terms of receiving and overseeing the expenditure of
 
grant funds in accordance with the grantor's requirements as well as its own
 
accounting rules.
 

Please let me know whether the grant administration period can be
 
extended and, if so, for how long. It would also be helpful to know if we
 
need to furnish you a plan and/or addition justification to support our
 
request for an extension of the EID grant.
 

Sincerely,
 

'en h A. Rogers 
Associate Dean A nirprtnr 



NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR FOREIGN STUDENT AFFAIRS
 

Education for International Development Program
 

Proposal for Competitive Grant
 

Please complete the following cover sheet to your final proposal. Use the
 
attached questions as the format for describing your project, repeating each
 
question as the heading for your response. Proposals should be typed and
 
no longer than six (6)pages. The Proposed Budget Form should be completed
 
carefully and attached to your proposal.
 

TITLE OF PROJECT: INDEX (Indiana Business/Public Administration International 
Student Exchange 

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION: (50 words or less) INDEX'facilitates interaction between foreign 
students attending Indiana institutions and professions in business and public service 
establishments throughout the State, providing the former with educational enrichment/ 
practical training experiences and the latter with information about, insights into, 
and contacts in countries with which they wish to develop trade relationships or from 
which they seek to attract investment. 

PROJECT COORDINATOR: Indiana Consortium for International Programs
 

INSTITUTION OR ORGANIZATION*: ICIP
 
North Quadrangle 112, Ball State University
 

ADDRESS: Muncie, Indiana 47306
 

TELEPHONE: (317) 285-1042
 

TOTAL STUDENT POPULATION AT THE INSTITUTION: 32,715
 

FOREIGN STUDENT POPULATION: 2,23i (6,862 total number of foreign students in Indiana)
 

A.I.D. PARTICIPANT POPULATION: 50
 

PROPOSED BEGINNING DATE FOR PROJECT: January 1, 1985
 

PROPOSED CONCLUDING DATE FOR PROJECT: December 31, 1985
 

NUMBER OF FOREIGN STUDENTS TO BE INVOLVED: To date nearly 200 are involved
 
--Students sponsored by A.I.D.: 25 at I.U. Bloomington
 

NUMBER OF OTHERS TO BE INVOLVED:
 
(Please indicate whether they are U.S. students, faculty, community
 
members, etc.)
 

14 member steering committee: U.S. faculty and business people
 

* Please attach descriptive material on the institution or organization applying for 

the grant. Please specify the relationship between that office and the International
 
Student Office on campus, if applicable.
 



INDEX PROPOSAL
 

OBJECTIVES AND NEEDS
 

(1) The objectives of the INDEX Program are: (a) increase the international
 
outlook and awareness of firms and public agencies in Indiana; (b) help
 
bring the academic and business communities into mutually productive
 
collaboration; (c) promote utilization of the specific knowledge, experi
ence, language and cultural insights of foreign students in the operation
 
of local establishments; and (d) further international education exchange
 
through positive interaction between foreign students and Americans,
 
especially those working in business, government, and the professions.
 

(2) 	The need for the Program was established through a questionnaire survey
 
of 2,000 businesses and service organizations in Indiana that are in
volved in aspects of international trade. The response not only clearly
 
confirmed the need for a program such as INDEX, but also indicated cer
tain specific interest areas.
 

(3) 	INDEX is innovative in that it attempts to draw upon the presence of
 
foreign students on the scene to create tangible benefits for interested
 
individual students, as well as for the companies, and public agencies
 
involved. It is a Program with long term objectives, based on the
 
premise that professional contacts made here and now will be nurtured to
 
fruition in the future when students return home to become important
 
buyers, governmental officials, etc. Contacts established by INDEX be
tween students and companies have the potecit!al at taking on a life of
 
their own--to the benefit of both.
 

(4) 	The Project is completing its first year of operation. To date it'has
 
been based at and has served primarily students of IU Bloomington. The
 
project differs from others in that it is to become a statewide activity
 
involving students from all ICIP member institutions as soon as possible.
 
Efforts to extend the program beyond IUB began in earnest in August 1984.
 

(5) 	INDEX is appropriately based at Indiana University since approximately
 
40% of all foreign students in the State of Indiana study at IU. Almost
 
20% of the University's foreign enrollment is in the School of Business.
 

(6) 	All foreign students attending I.U. have been sent a letter stating the
 
purpose of the INDEX Program. This letter was accompanied by an appli

cation form inviting student participation in the Program. Also a
 
questionnaire was disseminated to gauge student interest. The 8% return
 
rate .as positive from all, including AID-sponsored students.
 

ANTICIPATED BENEFITS RESULTING FROM INDEX:
 

(7) 	Students participating to date have benefited by making contact with
 
organizations in their specific area of career interest and acquiring
 
more refined knowledge of the operations of particular enterprises or
 



establishments. Their sense of worth has been heightened in being able
 
to answer questions as well as offer cultural insights, advice and in
formation to U.S. managers. Some students have also served as transla
tors and interpreters--gaining additional, useful practical experience.
 

The institution benefits in that its foreign students are provided op
portunities for personal contact with leaders and practitioners in
 
business, government, and the professions. This is directly beneficial
 
to the institution since the Program meets needs that are seldom met in
 
the classroom (formal study) situation. In complementing the academic
 
curriculum, the INDEX maximizes the benefits of study in a U.S. insti
tution.
 

The community benefits directly since its contact with the students
 
through representatives of local businesses etc., enables it to become
 
more aware of the business and cultural climate and opportunities of the
 
students' home countries.
 

(8) 	Evidence of organizational support is apparent. The Indiana District
 
Export Council and the International Trade Administration of the U.S.
 
Department of Commerce have actively supported and faciLitated Program

activities. For example, the D.E.C. mailed INDEX questionnaires to 2,000
 
companies, and its President is an INDEX Steering Committee member.
 
Rotary International is seeking ways to be of assistance to INDEX at the
 
local Club level. A senior staff member of Kiwanis International is
 
aiding the Steering Committee in developing strategies for obtaining
 
additional financial support, etc.
 

PROJECT ACTIVITY AND PROCEDURES
 

(9) The procedures used to implement the project: Contact by letter and
 
phone has resulted in a large pool of company and student profiles. From
 
this list a projected calendar is created. The Coordinator establishes a
 
visit date, advertises the visit to students and arranges transportation,
 
and briefs students prior to visits to familiarize them with the company
 
or public agency. Faculty with expertise can be used to acclimatize the
 
students of the specific area of company or agency involvement.
 

(10) Activities planned for the project are primarily group visits to companies
 
and public service organizations.
 

(11) 	See attachment
 

(12) 	Materials developed include a business brochure, a student information
 
sheet/resume form, and an information package created for cooperating
 
campuses.
 

?ERSONNEL AND ADMINISTRATION
 

,13) jee attached outline of OIS Responsibilities. INDEX is administered
 
through our International Center, which is the venue for programming
 
designed to facilitate foreign students' orientation/adjustment to the
 
U.S. 	campus/community environment, educational enrichment, etc.
 

C)
 



(14) Apart from the information on the Coordinator's resume, Mr. Harman is
 

involved in international affairs and communication.
 

(15) See'attached list of Steering Committee Members.
 

State selection process for committee.
 

Will meet quarterly in 1985.
 

(16) Criteria for selection of participants:
 

All foreign and American students interested in international affairs.
 

Criteria: InteTest on the part of student in making contact with Indiana

business, good communication skills in English, academic record and
 
recommendations from faculty. Visits are coordinated to complement needs
 
of businesses and interests of students.
 

EVALUATION AND ADAPTATION
 

(17) To evaluate the value of INDEX, questionnaires are completed by students
 
after visit. Recently, in order to evaluate the success of INDEX to
 
date, questionnaires have been sent to all students and organizations.

The final report will be prepared by the Coordinator with the assistance
 
of the Steering Committee.
 

(18) Publicity for the INDEX Program has been an ongoing process. 
Considerable
 
assistance has been given by the Vice President for University Relations
 
at Indiana University through Ms. Nancy Greene, Director of Communica
tions/IU News Bureau. 
Apart from numerous local and statewide newspaper
 
articles on INDEX, several radio spots have been prepared and broadcast
 
throughout the state. 
Contact is made with the local newspaper of the
 
visit site. In this way we attempt to promote each visit to the com
munity being visited.
 

(19) INDEX can serve as a working model by virtue of the lessons learned in
 
implementing it during the pilot year. 
The necessity of discovering
 
company or agency needs. How those needs can best be met by INDEX and

the foreign students. The need for informing companies about INDEX
 
activities.
 

CONTINUATION
 

(20) We are hopeful that further funding will be made available to INDEX by
 
local and state sources;
 

(21) See memorandum from Dr. Alan McNabb, (Director, Career & Placement
 
Support Services) dated November 14, 1984.
 

BUDGET
 

(22) Budget is completed.
 

q



(23) 	The INDEX Program has been established on a smaller than originally pro
jected budget of grant funds, which led to the contribution of consider
ably more institutional support than had been earlier contemplated. On
 
the basis of almost 10 months of operational experience, we can now
 
project Program costs with more precision. We have indicated fundraising
 
for the second year of operation beyond NAFSA Coop and EID funding at
 
$17,845. Our plan is to submit a strategy paper to our Steering Com
mittee with a request that they play a major role in the fundraising

effort. Several of the committee members are Indiana business leaders,
 
some are professors, and nearly all are well-acquainted with various
 
companies in the business sector of the state. As you will see from the
 
budget summary, we anticipate the EID funding would cover most of the
 
telephone expenses of the second year. IU in-kind support will cover
 
most of the secretarial costs and some supplies and expenses, as well as
 
the professional staff time of the Director and Assistant Director of
 
International Services (four hours from each for each month of operation).
 
The Coordinator of the International Center also supports the INDEX
 
Program with her time somewhat more sporadically. Beyond the figures

provided in the budget summary, and above, we would add only that outside
 
funding will be most critical in supporting the travel expenses of the
 
Coordinator and the student groups who make visits. Staff time is pro
vided free by other international service offices of participating
 
schools in Indiana. Occasionally, too, they are able to provide some
 
transportation; however, if this were to be a requirement of the program,
 
we believe it would negatively effect participation from other Indiana
 
campus students.
 



NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR FOREIGN STUDENT AFFAIRS
 

Education for International Development Program
 

Proposal for Competitive Grant
 

BUDGET SUMMARY
 

Funds requested from: NAFSA EID Program Other Sources (amount/sourcE
 

I. Administrative Expenses:
 
Postage 0 $ 250
 
Telephone $1,250 $ 250
 
Secretarial 0 $3,750
 
Material and Supplies 0 $2.400
 
(list on separate sheet)
 

TOTAL Administrative Expenses: $1,250 


II. Participant Expenses:
 
(Please specify their 
nature and cost per 
participant) 

Steering Committee 

Student transportation 
Coordinator travel 
lunches, overnight 

0 

0 
0 
0 

$ 600 
$3,000 
$ 755 
$1,500 

TOTAL Participant Expenses: 0 $5,855 

Ill. Evaluation & Follow-up 
Expenses: (Please specify 
nature and amount) 

0 
0 

$ 225 

TOTAL Evaluation & Follow-up 0
 
Expenses: 


IV.OTHER:
 
(Please specify nature
 
and amount)
 

General brochure 0 $ 500
 

Student brochure 0 $1,000
 
Coordinator salary 0 $17,845
 

TOTAL Other Expenses: 0 

*TOTAL AMOUNT REQUESTED * 1,250 

$6,650
 

$ 225
 

$19,345
 

32,075
 



FINAL REPORT
 

MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
 

DEVELOPMENT ADVISORY TEAM TRAINING WORKSHOP
 
MSU-DAT
 

Kellogg Biological Station
 
Gull Lake, Michigan
 

JUNE 11-15, 1985
 

Prepared by MSU-DAT Project Coordinators
 

Dr. Vincent Bralts, Assistant Professor, Agriculture Engineering
 

Dr. Tom Carroll, Coordinator, Center for the Advanced Study of
 
International Development
 

Dr. David Horner, Director, Office for. International Students
 
and Scholars
 

Ms. Ilelba Lacey, Administrative Assistant, Zimbabwe Project
 

Mr. Segbedzi Norgbey, Graduate Student
 

For the Sponsors:
 

Center for the Advanced Study of International Development
 

Institute for International Agriculture
 

International Studies and Programs
 

Kellogg Biological Station
 

National Association for Foreign Student Affairs
 

September, 1985
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR FOREIGN STUDENT AFFAIRS
 

EDUCATION FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
 

Final Report for Competitive Grant
 

TITLE OF PROJECT: Michigan Fate University Development Advisory
 

Team Training Workshop (MSU-DAT I)
 

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION:
 

The workshop was designed to develop the capacities of
 
multinational, cross-disciplinary develor-nent advisory teams to
 
conduct project designs, implementation and evaluation
 
assignments in an efficient and effective 
manner. It was also
 
designed to provide a greater understanding of the policies and
 
procedures of major international donor agencies as they relate
 
to development project design and evaluation. Cultural
 
dimensions of effective communications ar.d management skills
 
transference were explored. To facilitate Lhe latter, graduate

students from developing countries were included in the workshop
 
to serve as resource perrxns.
 

PROJECT COORDINATORS:
 

Dr. David Homer, Director, Office of International Students and
 
Scholars;
 

Dr. Vincent Bralts, Assistant. Professor, Agricultural
 
Engineering;
 

Dr. Tom Carroll, Coc.'dirjtor, Center for-Advanced Study *.f
 
Internationr.l Development;
 

Ms. Melba Lacey, Administrative Assistant, Zimbabwe Project;
 

Mr. Segbedzi Norgbey, Graduate Student.
 

INSTITUTION OR ORGANIZATION: Michigan State University
 

ADDRESS: 109 Center for International Programs, Michigan State
 
University, East Lansing, MI. 4882 4
 

TELEPHONE: (517) 353-1720
 

TOTAL STUDENT POPULATION AT THE INSTITUTION: 40,000
 

FOREIGN STUDENT POPULATION: 1,900
 

A.I.D. PARTICIPANT POPULATION: 100
 



A.I.D. PAPTICIPANT POPULATION: 100
 

BEGINNING DATE FOR PROJECT: 
 January 1, 1985
 

CONCLUDING DATE FOR PROJECT: 
 June 15, 1985
 

NUMBER OF FOREIGN STUDENTS INVOLVED: 14 total including 5 students
 
sponsored by A.I.D.
 

NUMBER OF OTHERS INVOLVED: 16 MSU faculty
 
6 U.S. graduate students
 
3 MSU staff
 
4 North Carolina A & T University
 
1 Faculty Notre Dame University
 
1 private individual
 

45 TOTAL
 

OBJECTIVES AND NEEDS:
 

1. What were the objectives of the project?
 

A. To develop the capacity of multinational, cross-disciplinary

deve±opment advisory teams to conduct project 
 design, iplementation

and Lvaluation assignments in an efficient :nd effective manner.
 

B. To 
 review the policies and procedures of major international donor
 
agencies (including USAID) as they 
 relate to development project

design, implementation and evaluation.
 

C. To develop the 
dimension of 

capacity 
effective 

of parti2ipanLs 
communicatior 

so appreciate the cultural 
and management skills 

transference. 

D. To assist developing world students participating in DAT to prepare

for nroductive professional work in development efforts in their home
 
countries.
 

2. What evidence was there of the need 
for such a project?
 

The academic and research programs in Michigan State
 
University have a strong international focus. Historically, a
 
number of University faculty, staff and students have been
 
involved to varying 'extents in international development
 
projects a,d programs.
 

However, given the numbers of faculty members with
 
international experience who have either retired in recent years
 
or expect to retire in the near 
future, MSU will need to motivate
 
and train new faculty to the cross-cultural and
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cross-disciplinary nature of international development work on
 
order to maintain a high level of participation in international
 
development projects. Exposure to these issues before
 
commencement of overseas assignments would, to a large extent,
 
place the international development assignments in a more
 
realistic perspective, reduce frustration among consultants, and
 
facilitate the development processes.
 

3. How was this project innovative? 

Hichigar. State University made some adaptations to the
 
innovative format developed at Iowa State University for DAT
 
workshops. First, the DAT workshop was held off-campus at the
 
Kellogg Siological Station near Battle Creek, Michigan, about 75
 
m:.les frcn East Lansing. This setting facilitated greater 
immersion in the topics and processes of the workshop at meals
 
and sessirons throughout tle day. This worked out well, though
 
it was more costly than meetin on campus.
 

Second, the workshop was compressed into four days running
 
from Tuesday afternoon to Saturday noon in order to maximize
 
participation by reducing time away from the regular work needs
 
of faculty, z'aff and grauuate students. Some participants felt,
 
however, that the workshop was too intensive and that the
 
allotted time should be eypanded.
 

Third, like ISU, MSU selected international graduate
 
students with extensive work experience in their home countries
 
to serve as host country professionals and resource perscns at
 
the workshop. These selected students prepared written scenarios
 
which were included in the manual and used by the country teams
 
in designing specific community development projects. The 
written format greatly facilitated the teams getting qui2kly into 
the design of the project. 

Fourth, following the presentations on environmental impact
 
assessment, each team also prepared an EIA for their community
 
development project.
 

Fifth, the Going International films series added
 
considerable content and material for discussion on 
now to cope
 
with culture shock.
 

4. Had the proposed project been conducted on your campus
 
previously or in other locations? If so, what major differences
 
distinguished this project from others?
 

MSU-DAT . was modeled after Iowa State University's DAT
 
program with the modifications listed above in #3. The basic
 
objective, corttent, and group processes used at ISU 
were
 
retained.
 



5. How was this project appropriate in your institutional setting?
 

See the response to question ;2 above.
 

6. What steps were taken to determine foreign student interest
 
in the project and to assure AID-sponsored student participation?
 

To facilitate foreign students interest in the project, a nuiber of
 
steps were taken including:
 

A. The DAT workshop was widely publicized through the bul-etins of the
 
Center for Advanced Studies of International Developrent and the Office
 
of international Students and Scholars Newsletter.
 

B. Brochures were widely circulated to departments on campus.
 

C. A:D and other sponsored students were specifically invited to attend
 
information sessions through letters (appendix A ) and telephone
calls. Modest stipends were awarded to students who developed case
 
studies for the event. 

7. What were the benefits resulting from this project -- to the
 
foreign student participant, the institution, and the community?
 

The few very well qualified students who were selected to
 
attend 
 MSJ-DAT I found the workshop (from the evaluation
 
reports) intellectually stimulating and rewarding. They iso
 
had the oportunity to meet personnel from the World Bank and
 
AID. The f.reign student participants also reported that -hey

gained con.siderable insight into some 
of the issues involved in
 
working with expatriate consultants in the development process.
 

MSU faculty and their departments benefited through their 
exposure .
 an integrated approach to training for international
 
developmen: work. Units interested in training faculty for
 
international work can now evaluate the appropriateness of the
 
DAT formaz for MSU's future needs.
 

3. What institutional and/or organizational support was there
 
for the project?
 

Financial and administrative support for the workshop 
came
 
fro the ZolLege of Agriculture and Natural Resources and 
The 'nsvituJte for International Agriculture, the Dean of 
Internaticnal Studies and Progrars, the Center for Advanced 
Study of "ternational Development and the Kellogg Biological
 
Station. 7T4e financial contributions of these institutiors
 
within the entire expenditure budget can be found in the budget
 
report (appendix 8). Participants also paid $100.00
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registration fee. The registration fee was waiver for selected
 

foreign graduate students.
 

PROJECT ACTIVITY AND PROCEDURES:
 

9. What procedures and techniques were used to implement the project?
 

The project was implemented in a workshop format involving
 
six teams of five or six participants including at least two
 
international students on each team. Each team assumed the name of
 
the nation represented by the host country national on the team:
 
India, Senegal, indonesia, Kenya, Nepal, and Jamaica.
 

Educational techniques utilized during the workshop
 
included presentations by faculty and staff, films, video
 
tapes, and slide-tapes, team-building exercise discussions and
 
individual diagnostic instruments.
 

10. What activities were carried out during the project?
 

Please be as specific as possible.
 

Tuesday, June 11
 

The workshop started with a reception and introductory
 
program sessions at the Crossroads Cafeteria at the
 
International Center. This event was open to interested faculty,
 
staff, administrators, and graduate students to pique their
 
interest in future opportunities for participation in a DAT
 
workshop.
 

The early sessions of the workshop focused on "The
 
Overseas Assignment" and were moderated by Dr. David Horner,
 
Office of International Students and Scholars. Part I of the
 
Going International film series was shown followed by a
 
presentation on "Communicating Across Language Barriers" by Professor
 
Scotton of the Department of Linguistics and Languages.
 
Participants were then transported by vans to Kellogg Biological
 
Station. Part II of the Going International film series was
 
shown during the evening session.
 

Wednesday, June 12
 

The morning session was devoted to presentations on the
 
policies and project programming processes of USAID and the
 
World Bank by Dr. Dale Harpstead of BIFAD, Ms. Siegrid Blobel of
 
the World 3ank, and Dr. Kim Wilson of MSU.
 

The order of the remainder of the day was changed from
 
the program. Part III of the Going International film series
 
was shown, followed by team discussions of the films. The
 
remaining afternoon session and the evening session included
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presentations, filas, and team exercises focusing on
 
"Development Advisory Teams: Group Dynamics and Productivity,"
 
led by Professor Tom Carroll, Center for Advanced Study of
 
International Development.
 

Thursday, June 13
 

There were four sessions involving lectures and team
 
discussions during the morning and afternoon: "Communication
 
and Community Development" by Mr. Kwadwo Anokwa, Lecturer, Dept.
 
of Journalism, University of Ghana, and MSU graduate student;
 
"Farming Systems Research/Extension (FSR/E) by Dr. Mary Andrews,
 
International Extension Office, CES; "Women and the Development
 
Process" by Dr. Rita Gallin of the WID Office; and
 
"Intercultural Communication" by Dr. Larry Sarbaugh, Professor
 
Emeritus, Departmen: of Communication. Dr. Ev Everson,
 
Department of Crop and Soil Sciences, gave a luncheon talk 
on
 
"Consulting for International Development Agencies". During the
 
evening each team designed a community development project based
 
on the scenario prepared by its host country national.
 

Friday, June 14
 

In the first session each team reported on the design of its
 
community development project. The remainder of the morning
 
session was devoted to environmental and social impact
 
assessment with presentations by Professor Vincent Bralts,
 
Department of Agricultural Engineering, Professor Daniel
 
Bronstein and Mr. Segbedzi Norgbey of the Department of Resource
 
Development, and Professor William Derman, Department of
 
Anthropology. Dr. Herbert Whittier, former project director of
 
an MSU/USAID institution-building project in Nepal gave a
 
luncheon presentation on the "Real World of Project
 
Implementation". He was joined in the discussion that followed
 
by two other MSU faculty member and a graduate student from
 
Nepal who had been involved in the pioject.
 

At the the beginning of the afternoon session, Dr. Ron
 
Rossmiller, Department. of Civil Engineering at Iowa State
 
University, introduced the rules and process for the "Rural Road
 
Construction Exercise". Team planning occupied the balance of
 
the afternoon session and completing the ten time periods filled
 
the evening session and much of the session the following
 
morning. 

Saturday, June 15
 

Three of the six teems completed the 30-kilometer, laterite
 
road within the zen time periods allotted for play. Dr.
 
Rossmiller led a session on the game debriefing, and Professor
 
Jay Artis of the Department of Sociology led a session on
 
evaluating the DAT workshop. Following lunch, participants
 
returned to MSU in vans.
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11. Please include the project calendar, includi,.- dates
 
and places of all major events.
 

A detailed program of the workshop events wz 
 :oc.
-..
ok place

June 11-15, 1985, is included in Appendix C. 
Mee-rgs with
 
sponsors of the workshop took 
 place in November ".:-; regular

planning meetings started in January 1985. 
 A fin. meeting with
 
the sponsors concerning the evaluation of MSU DA. 
_ and the
 
feasibility and desirability of holding future :---
 --rkshops

took place in September 1985.
 

12. Were any materials or products developed for *_;e 
 in the
 
project? If so, please describe.
 

An extensive reference manual of approximate:y3 pages

derived from 
the ISU DAT VI manual and containiz -'.-erous
 
articles and materials on the 
 various topics of :-e workshop was
 
produced for use by the participants. The table contents
 
for the manual is included as Appendix D.
 

Three video tapes in 3/4" U-matic.format were :- uced;

"Criteria for Success of International Developre-- -rects" by

Professor George Axinn, Department of Resource -'-ent (24

minutes); "Environmental Impact Assessment" by Pr:D'r Daniel

Bronstein, Department of Resource Development (; ,Zr.es); and
 
"Interdisciplinary Research [and 
 Technical AssiJ:---*_-" by

Professor Glenn Johnson, Department of Agriculture- Ecneimics
 
(12 minutes).
 

13. How was the project publicized: while in pr-.r,-s and upon

completion, 
 at the project site, regionally and a-'^ally.
 

A copy of the brochure used to advertise th- -'.rkshop

primarily on campus is included 
as Appendix E. er,
v.e 

brochures were 
mailed to the Midwest Universitie -:.scr-tium for

International Activities 
 (MUCIA) institutions an: -- event was
:e 

widely publicized 
via the "CASID Current". A spe:--- ir'ritation
 
was extended to North Carolina A & T (MSU's Memrr-a: -
of
 
Understanding partner insitution) and 
a four per_.:
participated in the event. 
 If future M1SU-DAT wor.:-.:ps are
 
presented they will likely be 
more heavily public'_:e: beyond MSU,

particularly among the MUCIA institutions.
 

PERSONNEL AND ADMINISTRATION:
 

14. Please describe the operations of your inter-£-. stident 
office (including objectives, staff, etc.) and ho -.nis Project

fits into the general priorities of the office.
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The Office of International Students and Scholars serves the 
approximately 1400 graduate and 500 undergraduate foreign 
students enrolled at MSU. The professional counseling staff of 
4.5 FTE provide quality support service to students, faculty and
 
unversity administration. A major effort of the office is the
 
sponsored student program which provides services to sponsors of
 
foreign students. The director was involved in promoting,
 
planning and implementing DAT.
 

DAT was important in meeting the office's objectives of
 
encouraging and providing educational opportunities for students.
 
The process of recruiting foreign students as resources for the
 
workshop provided opportunities to discuss the principles and
 
issues behind DAT with a large number of students.
 

15. Please identify the names and positions of project
 
coordinator(s) and assistants, listing specific qualifications of
 
each as relevant to this project.
 

The workshop was coordinated jointly by Dr. Tom Carroll,
 
Coordinator of the Center for Advanced Study of International
 
Development; Dr. David Homer, Director of the Office of
 
International Students and Scholars and 
 Dr. Vince Bralts,
 
Assistant Professor of Agricultural Engineering. Melba Lacey of
 
The Institute of International Agriculture and Segbedzi Norgbey,
 
a graduate student served as administrative support staff and
 
graduate assistant respzctively on the planning committee. Drs.
 
Carroll, Horner, and Bralts attended DAT VI at Iowa State
 
University in January, 1984. Mr. Norgbey conducted DAT workshops

in Ghana, where the concept was first implemented, for three years,
 

All five members of the planning committee have had
 
previous experience planning and coordinating workshops in their
 
respective work situations. The planning committee met for
 
about 1 1/2 hours every week from January 1985. Other meetings
 
were scheduled as necessary.
 

16. What advisory group(s) governed this project? What was its
 
composition and how was it selected? How often did it meet?
 

A specific advisory group was not identified for this
 
project. However, consultations with the Director and Assistant
 
Director of The Institute of International Agriculture were held
 
in developing program and identifying resource people. Members
 
of the coordinating group met with DAT organizers at Iowa StaLe
 
University. MSU faculty members were consulted and used to 
present concepts and develop exercises related to their academic 
discipi ines. 

17. What were the criteria for selection of participants and who
 
made the selection? How were participants recruited and
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selected?
 

Participants were recruited on a campus-wide basis through
 
announcements in newsletters, the brochure, Deans' meeting, and
 
individual contacts. 

Workshop participants were selected by the coordinating
 
committed based upon the applicant's interest and potential for
 
involvement in an international development profect. A balance
 
between faculty, administrators, and graduate students was
 
maintained. Participants fr.m North Carolina Agricultural and
 
Technical University, MSU's partner university urder Title XII, 
were
 
recruited and participated. 

EVALUATION & ADAPTATION:
 

18. What evaluation procedures were used? How were students
 
involved? Who participated in the evaluation process? Attach
 
sample student evaluation 	 f.:rm. 

The DAT workshop was evaluated at the last session using the
 
"nominal group technique." Each participant was asked to fill
 
out an individual questir. aire. The individual questionnaire 
and the listing of the res.;cnses for each questi:n by tne 34 
respondents are included as Appendice.s F and G respectively.
 

The responses on the i:=ividua. questionnaires were
 
unanimous in concluding ;?._: the workshop had been a valuable 
experience. The cross-cultural content and tea: exercises were
 
most often mentioned as .i_-r._hns of the works-p. There was 
also unaminous agreement the 7anual and audi.'-visual 
materials were very helpf1-. in increasing the participants' 
understanding of the conce.:=s presented. Responcents felt that 
both the sessions, partizuiarly the team exercises, and the 
supporting materials helped so achieve the four objectives of the 
workshop. Although most re:-=ondents did not men.ion any 
hindrances, several menti:-,e' that the workshop ti-e constraints 
may have somewhat hindered a:hieving workshop objectives. 

With resp2;it to mak_-i' recommendations about changes in the 
format of the future workS:.:s, about half of th*.e respondents 
made suggestions best sumarized in the comment ".-re group 
activities, more time for 	pr.cessing group interaction, less
 

- .
lectures--let the content ise from the process". There was much 
less consensus about which specific topics should be given more 
or less attention. There was strong consensus :.at the project
planning exercise (supplie: :, uran Synergisti:s, :nc.), the 
community development proje:t design exercise , aEc the rural 
road construction exercise all contributed effec:i','ely in 
fostering the team approach to planning. 

Although there were a few 	 specific comments about the 
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lighting in the main conference rToem, most respondents felt that
 
the facilities of the Kellogg Biological Station provided an
 
excellent setting for the works':.. In the general comments 
section, many noted that it was a well-organized 4orkshop,
 
thcuzh perhaps a bit too intensi-;e in that respondents needed a 
lit~te more time to relax, reflec:, read the manual, and enjoy
 
the scenery.
 

The team evaluations reflecte. *he individual responses.

The average team score for the oerall evaluation of the
 
workshop was 7.8 on 10-point scale. Four teams cited the rural
 
road construction exercise and the community deve Dpment design
 
proj ect as the two best sessions :f the workshop. A summary of
 
the responses to the team questic:rraire is included as Appendix H.
 
Ulote: Students were involved in the evaluation process 
both as individual respondents a-. as members of the teams
 
preparing team responses.}
 

19. One of the purposes of the E£dcation for International
 
Development Competitive Grants is to provide models for
 
adaptations in other areas; please indicate how tihis project 
wil, were as such a model. 

The DAT workshop format that was first developed at lowa 
State University has now been replicated at the University of
 
Ken ucky and Michigan State University, each with its own focus 
and special adaptations, while reying on the use of
 
international graduate students Es important resources for the 
workshop. The experience and fcr:a. of MSU DAT I is available 
for use in planning future DAT workshops at MSU and at other
 
univ:ersities. 

CONTINUATION: 

20. What indication exists that the project will be continued, 
now that the Education for Interra:ional Development grant period 
has ended? 

The consensus of a meeting wi.:- the MSU sponsoring units
 
(Institute for International Agr-:.ure, international Studies 
and Programs, Kellogg Biological S:ation) was that a second
 
session probably would be offered W.thin the context of an 
overall orientation plan for international work at MSU.
 

BUDGE'T: 

A complete financial statemenr. with sources of funds and an
 
expenditure breakdown can be four.: .- appendix B. 
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Appendix A
 

MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY 
International Studies and Programs 

EAST LANSING • MICHIGAN 424-1035 

TRlephone 61571 353.1720 

Office of Ilnemanonai Students and Scholars 

109 Center for Inro-aaonal Programs 
Telex 310 251 0737 

NiSU INT PRO ELSG 

April 1, 1985 

Dear International Student/Scholar:
 

We are pleased to announce the first Development Advisory Team (DAT)

Wokuhop a: Michigan State University to be held at the Kellogg Biological

Station near Battle Creek from June 11-15, 1985. Participants will 
include XSU faculty and staff who are 
interested in international
 
developmen:. The main objectives of the workshop are 
spelled out in the
 
brochure enclosed for your perusal.
 

To provide a "reality factor" in testing team decisions against 
developing country preferences, traditions, and values, the workshop has 
been designed to include international students & scholars from developing 
countries. These people will serve in the role of host co'rntry
professionals to provide a realistic perspective on the issues which will 
constitute the subject matter of deliberations at the 4-day workshop. To
 
facilitase this role, we encourage those of you who have had considerable
 
work experience in your respective home countries to apply to participate 
in the workshop.. If selected the $100.00 registration fee will be waived 
and a mocest stipend may be available. 

Appl2Zation forms are available from the Office of International 
Students and Scholars, 109 International Center. Completed applications 
should ke returned by Monday, April 29. 

ore
For -- information on the workshop, you are invited to an
 
informational session scheduled for Monday, April 8, 1985 in Room 204, 
International Center at 3:30 p.m. 
We believe that participating in the
 
DAT ;Worksnop will be a rewarding experience for you.
 

Sincerely,
 

Segbedzi i=. ,~e David D. HIornerGraduate Asaistant Director
 

DDH:mjc
 
Enclosure
 

.WSV 'san Affirmogu. Anon Eauai Opm~undu, InsauvI~an 0 



Appendix B
 

MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
 
DEVELOPMENT ADVISORY TFM WORKSHOP
 

.x.enditure Report August 30. 1985
 

IN-',CCME SOURCE 


Rezistration fees* 

NASSA Grant** 

M-S'Agricultural Experimen: Station (KBS)

!'S: Center for Advanced S:udv 


of International Develo:=ent
 
MS.'J International Studies & Programs 

MS- Institute of Interna:zional Agriculture 


TOTALS 


V ENDITURES 


Room anidBoard 

.7o-aConsultant 

Ad"i=ional Consultants 

Graduate Assistant 

Hos: Country Nationals 

Su:plies and Materials 

-7.=rsportation 


Reception 


TOTALS 


PROJECTED 


$4,000.00 

2,500.00 

5,000.00 

1,000.00 


1,000.00 

1,000.00 


$14,500.00 


PROJECTED 


$7,340.00 

1,000.00 


0.00 

2,200.00 

300.00 


2,000.00 

800.00 

500.00 


$14,140.00 


REC'D TO DATE
 

$3,200.00
 
2,500.00
 
5,000.00
 
1,402.58
 

1,000.00
 
1,195.98
 

$14,298.56
 

EXPENDED TO DATE
 

$7,200.00
 
897.58
 

1,337.95
 
2,200.00
 

300.00
 
1,787.83
 

241.20
 
334.00
 

$14,298.56
 

*Additional registration fees forthcoming from two sponsoring agencies
 
**Second half of NAFSA f'ding forthcoming
 

http:14,298.56
http:1,787.83
http:2,200.00
http:1,337.95
http:7,200.00
http:14,298.56
http:1,195.98
http:1,000.00
http:1,402.58
http:5,000.00
http:2,500.00
http:3,200.00
http:14,140.00
http:2,000.00
http:2,200.00
http:1,000.00
http:7,340.00
http:14,500.00
http:1,000.00
http:1,000.00
http:1,000.00
http:5,000.00
http:2,500.00
http:4,000.00


MSUI /I T I ScIlIC II 

TUESDAY 
June ii 

WEDNESDAY 
June 12 

THURSDAY 
Juiic 13 

FRIDAY 
June 14 

SATURDAY 
June 15 

7:15 
10:00 

7:15-Brcakfast 
8:30-iitcrnalionai Dcvelop-

ment Agencies 
Dale I iapsicad 
Siegrid Blobel 

7:15-Breakfast 
8:30-Communica(ion and 

Community Dcv. 
Kwzdwo Anokwa 

7:1 5-Breakfast 
8:30-Teams report on 

community dev. proj. 

7: 15-Breakfast 
8:30-RRCE play resum'es 

10:00 -
010:30 COFFEE/TEA BREAK 

10:30 -
Noon 

10:30-The AID Program-
ring Process -. 

Kim A. Wilson 
S11:30-Discussion 

I0:30-Session continued 
I1:00-Farming Systems

Rcscarch/Extension 
Mary Andrcws 

10:30-Session continued 
I 1:15-Social Impact Assess

mont 
Bill Drman 

I1:00-RRCE Conclusion 

Noon_ 
_ LUNCII BREAK 

1:30-
3:00 

1:30-Index of Project 1:30-Role of.Wonien in the 
Seriousness (video) Dcv.c!oprncnt Process 
CUorge Axinn Rita Gallin 

1:50-Devclopmncnt Advisoryl 
Teams: Group Dynamics 
Jay Aris 
Tom Carroll 

1:00-Rural Road Construction 
Exercise (RRCE) 
Ron Rossniller 

1:30-RRCE Team Planning 

12:45-Depart kBS 

3:00 - TEA AND PUNCiI BREAK 

3:30 -
5:00 3:00-Opening Reception

3:30-Introduction to DAT I3:45-Goinghiteniational: 
3:30-Session continued 3:30-Intercultural Commun 

ication
Larry Sarbaugh 

4:30-RRCE Team Plan 
Submitted 

Bridging the Cultural Gap 
4 :15-Communicating across 

Language Barricrs 
Carol Myers Scolton 

6:00 -
8:00 

5:00-Depart hISU 

7 :00-Dinner 

5:00-Wine/Cheese Social 

6:00-Dinner 

5:00-Social I four (cash bar) 

6:00-Dinner 6:00-Dinner 

Evening 8:00-Introduction to DAT 
8:30-GoingInteniational: 

1anagingtlhe Overseas 
Assignment 

8:00-Goinghitentational: 7:30-Team Exercise 
Beyotul Clitture Shoc-
Welcome Ilonte, Stranger 

7:00-RRCE play resumes 



Rev. 
DEVELOPMENT ADVISORY TEAM
 

• 	TRAINING WORKSHOP
 

MSU DAT I
 

Michigan State University
 

Kellogg Biological Station
 

June 11-15, 1985
 

PROGRAM
 

Tuesday, June 11
 

3:00 	Opening Reception, Spartan Room, 117C Crossroads Cafeteria 

3:30 	 Introduction to DAT I 

The Overseas Assignment .[Horner] [2.1] 

>:45 Videotape: Going international (Part I): Bridging the Cultural GaD 
L2.3]

Challenges of interacting with people from different cultures 
Need for cross-cultural skills to become more effective in
 

foreign situations 

4:15 	 Communicating across 
Language Barriers [2.7]
Prof. Carol M. Scotton, Department of Linguistics and Languages 

5:00 	 Depart by vans for Kellogg Biological Station (KBS)
 

6:30 	 Arrive KBS
 

7:00 	 Dinner
 

8:00 	 Introduction to DAT Participants, Program, and Logistics 

8:30 	Videotape: Going international (Part II): Managing the Overseas
 
Assign-en-
 [2.4]
 

Specific 	proolemns Americans might have doing business in such 
countries as Japan, Saudi Arbia, England, India, and Mexico 

Cultural taboos and accepted standards of business behavior are 
explained 6,. foreign nationals of the host countries

Strategies for improving personal performance in foreign
situations 

9:00 Discussion
 

Later Social Hour (cash bar)
 



Wednesday, June 12
 

7:15 Breakfast
 

8:30 International Development Agencies
 

USAID Development Strategy 
 [3.1]
Prof. Dale Harpstead, Department of Crop and Soil Sciences (on leave 
with BIFAD, Washington, D.C.)
 

Basic needs strategy 
Allocation of U.S. foreign aid by type, country, and sector
 
Private sector initiative
 
Special mission of BIFAD
 
Bilateral vs. multilateral assistance 
Opportunities for faculty involvement with AID projects 

World Bank Development Strategy [3.2] 
Ms. Siegrid Blobel, World Bank, Washington, D.C. 

Role in development assistance 
Lending for food security, health, education, and infrastructure
 

development 
Relation to IMF 
Opportunities for faculty ihvolvement with World Bank projects 

10:00 Break (coffee and tea)
 

10:30 The AID Project Programming Process 	 C3.3]
 
Prof. Kim Wilson, Department of Animal Science and the Institute of 
International Agriculture 

Spectrum 	 and cycle of principal stages in project programming 
Development strategy
 
Assessment (constraint analysis) 
Project design 
Contractor procurement 
Impl ementati on 
Evaluation 

Role of universities
 
Why are we involved?
 
Expectations of AID and host country officials
 

11:30 Discussion
 

12:00 Lunch
 

1:30 	 Index of Project S.riousness (videotape) [3.7] 
Prof. George Axinn, Department of Resource Development (on leave) 

Project seriousness
 
Personnel seriousness
 
International supporting (foreign) agency seriousness
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Wednesday (continued)
 

1:50 	Development Advisory Teams: Group Dynamics and Productivity [4.1]
 
Prof. Jay Artis, Department of Sociology
 
Prof. Tom Carroll, CASID
 
Mr. Segbedzi Norgbey, Department of Resource Development 

Team exercise: "The Project Planning Situation" [4.2) 
Synergistic Decision Making 

The Interpersonal Skills [4.3] 
Film: The Grid Approach to Conflict Resolution 

[Blake and Mouton] 
The Task Skills 

Videotape: Interdisciplinary Research [Johnson] 
The Rational Skills [4.4] 

3:00 Break (tea and punch)
 

3:30 Session continued
 

5:00 Wine-and-Cheese. Social Hour 

6:00 Dinner 
7:30 Videotape: Going International (Part III): Beyond Cul~ure Shock 

[2.5] 
Experts explain the psychological phases of the p-o:ess of 

adjustment for families or individuals moving abroad 
Expatriate families discuss their experiences in :vercoming 
culture shock 

Needs of spouses and children in the foreign setting 

8:00 Film: Going International (Part IV): Welcome Home, Strancer 

Unexpected problems encountered after returning home 
Families share how they overcame the difficulties of 

into both the workplace and the community 

[2.6] 

"reentry" 

8:15 Discussion 

Later Social Hour (cash bar) 

'I
 



Thursday, 	June 13
 

7:15 	Breakfast
 

8:30 	 Communication and Community Development: Some Conceptual and
 
Methodological Considerations 
 [5.1)


Mr. Kwadwo Anokwa, Department of Journalism, University of Ghana,

and Department of Telecommunication, MSU
 

Introduction to communication and community development
 
Case studies
 
Strategies for planned change
 

10:00 Break (coffee and tea)
 

10:30 Session continued
 
11:00 	Farming Systems Research/Extension (FSR/E) [6.1]


Dr. Mary Andrews, International Extension Office, Cooperative
 
Extension Service
 

FSR/E as an alternative approach to agricultural development
Philosophical rationale 
Practical implementation issues 
Outlook and future applications 

12:00 Lunch (followed by luncheon speaker to be announced)
 

1:30 	 Women and the Development Process 
 [6.4]

Prof. 	Rita Gallin, College of Nursing and WID Office.
 

AID policy on women in development
 
Rationale
 
Policy issues for different sectors 
Project design with a WID perspective
 

3:00 	 Break (tea and punch)
 

3:30 	 Intercultural Communication 
Dr. Larry Sarbaugh, Professor 

Cultural perspectives
 
Code systems
 
World view
 
Normative 	 patterns 

[2.11)

Emeritus, Department of Communication 

5:00 

5:00 

7:30 

Later 

Perceived relation and intent 

Social Hour (cash bar) 

Dinner 

Team Exercise: Design a Community Development Project 

Social Hour (cash bar) 

£7.2) 

K
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Friday, June 14
 

7:15 Breakfast
 

8:30 Teams report on design of comunity development projects
 

9:10 Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) 	 [8.1]
 

Introduction to EIA
 
Prof. Vincent Bralts, Department of Agricultural Engineering
 

Overview 	of EIA (viJeotaoe) 
Prof. Daniel Bronstein, Department of Resource Development
 

Developing-country Perspective on EIA 
Mr. Segbedzi Norgbey, Department of Resource Development
 

10:00 Break (coffee and tea)
 

10:30 	 Session continued
 

Team exercise: EIA for rural development project in Sudan '[8.3]
 

11:15 	 Social Impact Assessment (SIA)
 
Prof. Bill Derman, Department of Anthropology [8.6]
 

Access to resources and opportunities
 
Employment
 
Rural displacement, migration, and urbanization
 
Changes in power and participation

Case study: Gambia River Basin Project in The Gambia, Senegal,
 

and Guinea
 

12:00 Lunch
 

1:00 	 Rural Road Construction Exercise (RRCE) 

Prof. Ron Rossmiller, Department of Civil 

University
 

Briefing on game rules
 

1:30 RRCE Team Planning
 

3:00 Tea 	 and punch available 

4:30 RRQ'E Team Plan Submitted; Play Begins
 

RRCE play 	recesses at approximately 5:30 

6:00 Dinner
 

[9.1]
 
Engineering, Iowa State
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Friday (continued)
 

7:00 	RRCE play resumes
 

RRCE play recesses at approximately 9:30
 

9:30 Social Hour (cash bar)
 

Saturday, 	June 15
 

7:15 Breakfast
 

8:30 RRCE play resumes
 

10:00 Coffee and tea available
 

11:00 RRCE Conclusion and Debriefing
 
Prof. Ron Rossmiller 

11:30 DAT Evaluation 
 [10.1] 
Prof. Jay 	Artis, Department of Sociology
 

12:00 Lunch
 

12:45 Depart by vans from KBS
 

2:15 Arrive back at IISU
 

({
 



Apperdix D 

DEVELOPMENT ADVISORY TEAM
 

TRAINING WORKSHOP
 

MSU DAT I
 

Michigan State University 
Kellogg Biological Station 

June 11-15, 1985 

WORKSHOP MANUAL: 


Index
 
Table of Contents
 
Preface
 
List of Participants
 
Work Groups
 
MSU DAT I Schedule 

1. INTRODUCTION
 

1.1 Workshop Objectives
 
1.2 Outline of Program
 
1.3 Program
 

TABLE OF CONTENTS
 

1.4 "The Foreign Student as a Counterpart in International Development

Team Training of United States Faculty" (Limbird)
 

2. THE OVERSEAS ASSIGNMENT
 

2.1 Section Outline: The Overseas Assignment [Horner]
 
2.2 Going International Film Series [Copeland Griggs Productions]
 
2.3 Part I: Bridging the Cultural Gap
 
2.4 Part II: Managing the Overseas Assignment
 
2.5 Part III: Beyond Culture Shock
 
2.6 Part IV: Welcome Home, Stranger
 
2.7 Session Outline: Communicating across Language Barriers [Scotton]

2.8 Session: Sensitizing oneself to work in a developing country
 
2.9 "A Conspiracy of Courtesy" [Ascroft]

2.10 "Body Ritual among the Nacirema" ,[Miner]
 
2.11 Session Outline: Intercultural Communication [Sarbaugh]
 
2.12 . Questionnaire related to intercultural communication 

3. INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCIES: 
 USAID AND WORLD BANK
 

3.1 Session Outline: USAID Development Strategy [Harpstead]

3.2 Session Outline: World Bank Develooment Strategy [Blobel]
 
3.3 Session Outline: The AID Programming Process [Wilson]

3.4 "How Foreign Aid Works" [Butterfield]

3.5 "Design & Evaluation of AID-Assisted Projects" [USAID]
 



3.6 "Social Soundness Analysis" 
 [AID Handbook]

3.7 "Index 	of Project Seriousness" [Axinn]

3.8 "Contracting for Professional and Technical 
Services with the
 

Agency for International Development" [USAID]
 

4. DEVELOPMENT 	ADVISORY TEAMS: 
 GROUP DYNAMICS AND PRODUCTIVITY
 

4.1 	 Session Outline: Development Advisory Teams: Group Dynamics and
 
Productivity [Artis, Carroll, Norgbey]


4.2 Team Exercise: "The Project Planning Situation" [Human

Synergistics, Inc.]
 

4.3 Synergistic Decision Making: The Interpersonal Skills
 
4.3.1 Groupthink and Intergroup Conflicts
 
4.3.2 60 Ways to Kill an Idea
 
4.3.3 "The Making of a Group" [Cooper]

4.3.4 Individual Exercise: T-P Leadership Style Profile Sheet
 
4.3.5 Individual Exercise: Thomas-Kilman Conflict Mode Instrument

4.3.6 	 "Dealing with Information That Potentially Creates Conflict"
 

[Tait]

4.4 Synergistic Decision Making: The Rational 
Skills
 
4.4.1 Check List for New Ideas
 
4.4.2 "How to Get a Good 
Idea" [Lose]

4.4.3 The Nominal Group Process "
 
4.4.4 How Feasible Are They?

4.4.5 Force-Field Analysis
 
4.4.6 SWOT Analysis Worksheet [Cooper]

.4.4.7 Understanding Cause and Effect
 
4.4.8 Check Against Evaluative Criteria
 
4.4.9 Decision-making Concerns
 

5. COMMUNICATION AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
 

5.1 Session Outline: Communication and Community Development: Some

Conceptual 
and Methodological Considerations [Anokwa]
 

5.2 Project Profiles
 
5.3 "Social Power and Development" [Tait]

5.4 Power Structure Analysis [Tait]

5.5 "Identifying the Community Power Actors: 
 A Guide for Change Agents


[Tait, Bokemeier, and Bohlen]

Action:
5.6 	 "Sccial The Process in Community and Area Development"
 

[Beal and Hobbs]

5.7 "Adoption and Diffusion of Innovations" [Korsching]

5.8 "Local 
Needs and the Planning Prc:ess for Rural Service Delivery"
 

[VanSant]
 

6. FARMING SYSTEMS RESEARCH/EXTENSION
 

ROLE OF WOMEN IN THE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
 

6.1 Session Outline: Faming Systems Research/Extension [Andrews]
6.2 
 "Farming Systems 	Research and Development" [Hildebrand and Waugh]

6.3 "Research, Extension, and FSR/E: 
 An FSR/E Discussion Document
 

(Swisher)

6.4 Session Outline: Women and the Development Process [Gallin, R.]

A A.I.D. Policy Paper: "Women in Development" 
 \
 



6.6 	 "The Nemow Case: Executive Summary" [Palmer]

6.7 	 "Bureaucracy and Rural Women: Illustrations from Malawi"
 

[Hi rschmann]
6.8 	 "AID Documents: Politics and Procedure" [Staudt]

6.9 	 Questions for Panelists: WID Panel
 

7. TEAM 	EXERCISE: DESIGN A COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
 

7.1 'Implementing a Developmental Project in a Local Community of a 
Developing Nation" [Lee and Tait]


7.2 	Community Development Project Exercise
 
Team 1 India Cooperatives

Team 2 Senegal Sheep Production
 
Team 3 Indonesia Transmigration.
 
Team 4 Kenya Fuelwood Development

Team 5 	 Nepal Drinking Water Supply
Team 6 	 Jamaica Land Use Change
 

P. IMPACT ASSESSMENT
 

8.1 	 Session Outline: Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) [Bralts,
 
Bronstein, Norgbey]


8.2 	 Overheads
 
8.3 	 Envirormental Concern (including team exercise)

a.4 	 International Association for Impact Assessment

8.5 	 "NEPA: Environmental Innocence Abroad" [Carpenter and Matthews]

8.6 Session Outline: Social Impact Assessment (SIA) [Derman]
 

9. TEAM 	 EXERCISE: PLAN AND MANAGE A RURAL ROAD CONSTRUCTION PROJECT 

9.1 Session Activity: Rural Road Construction Exercise [Rossmiller]
 

10. DAT 	WORKSHOP EVALUATION
 

OTHER WORKSHOP FORMATS
 

10.1 Session Outline: DAT Evaluation [Artis]
10.2 Other Workshop Formats
 
10.2.1 
 Oregon 	State University: Office of International Agriculture

10.2.2 
 University of Maryland, College Park: International
 

Development Management Workshop

10.2.3 Texas A &M University: Title XII Strengthening Grant Program
10.2.4 	 :higan State University: Graduate School of Business
 

Admini stration 
I n 0 	 n~fYAT. M 



Evaluation Questions for DAT I 

i. Was this workshop a valuable experience fur you? Why or why not? 

2. Were the materials of use in understanding the concepts presented? 

3.ThL workshop had four overall objectiyes [you can refer to these in your 
workshop manudli. Which workshop activites were most useful in 
achieving these objectives? Why were they especially useful? 

What workshop activites, if any, were ahindrance in achieving the above 
objective? Why were they ahindrance? 

4. If you were in charge of designing the next DAT workshop, what changes
would make, if any, in the order of the topics? in adding or subtracting 
topics? in the use of materials? in the presentations? in any other 
aspects of the workshop? 



Evaluation questions for DAT 1, page 2 

5.Whet workshop activities were most effective in fosteriing the team 
approach? What made them particularly effective? 

6. Any comments on the adequacy of the arrangements for conducting the 
workshop [announcements, meeting facilities, equipment, housing, and so 
on]? 

7.Any general comments? 



-Question 1. Was this workshop a valuable experience for you? Why or why not?
 

Responses:
 

i 	 Yes. It provided both a refresher plus an update on new methods of

promoting an understanding of the major objectives. It provided an

opportunity to more closely observe procedures for running workshops. 
 it
 
provided a feeling of reintegration with the academic corrJnunity.


2. 	 Yes. Learning and making professional connections.
 
3. 	 Yes. Considerable amount of new material and ideas to retain.
 
4. 	 Yes. Contributed to exposure to international development work. Group


dynamics, team work. 
Also broaden experience in annual areas of
 
international concerns and studies and cross-cultural differ-nces.
 

5. 	 Made me aware and appreciate another country's culture. 
Work with teams
 
and got the feel of team dynamics in planning and implemer.ti-g.


6. 	 Yes, never done anything like it. I gained some confidence and learned
 
about some of my own shortcomings in a pretty painless way.


7. 	 Yas. 
 I believe this workshop was that effective in establisLment of
 
confidence in my judgement in answering questions of possiblc employment

alternatives and in a chance to meet other influential people.


8. 	 Yes. It elaborated on several concepts I was intersted in, with regard tc
 
international development.
 

9. 	 This workshop was a very valuable experience. We got a lot of information

that we didn't know before either in this country or overseas, and w et 
people with their own behavior and attitude. 

10. 
 Yes. I could learn some new material and the opportunity to know people.

11. 
 This 	workshop has been very valuable in a way I had the opportunity to
 

learn concepts in team building and what attitude should one 
has in
 
working in teams.
 

12. 	 Yes. It provided me 
with 	a greater insight into my own srenhs/weak-.esses
 
as a person, increased my awareness of group dynamics/interaction an:
 
enhanced my appreciation for people from other cultures and improved ,v

cross-cultural communication and understanding ability.


13. 
 Yes. 	The workshop provided some valuable information on cross-di'sciplinary

and cross-culture. It also provided an opportunity for interaction "i
 
other individuals from the US and other countries.
 

14. 
 I found the workshop a valuable experience. It was culturally and
 
intellectually rewarding.


15. 	 The workshop was a very useful experience. The presentations were ra-er
 
practical, the films and slides were very educational. I gc. into
 
discussions with individuals with experience and I learned alot from :*em.
 

16. 
 Definitely, in some ways it was a good review and integration of
 
material. 
 In other ways, it brought new insights and skills.
 

17. 	 Yes. Good opportunity to interact with people, find out what people -ere
 
doing. Team building exercises were very useful, some 
of the concepts

presented in the lectures 
were familiar.
 

.18. It helped me 
strengthen my ability to organize and participate effectiv:ely
 
in projecct planning.
 

19. 	 Yes. Meeting and communicating with persons in development situations.
 
Better understanding agencies involved in development, ie USAID, World
 
Bank. Better understanding project organizational procedures.


20. 	 Yes. Learned to plan and work together, especially the Read-Buildin rame. 
21. 	 Yes. Experience of working as 
a team was most helpful. DeL:iefing :he
 

experience was also a learning process.

22. 	 Definitely! Some observation made about my own experiences were 
reinforced
 

and better understood.
 
23. 	 Yes. Taught group interaction--how to work together--what involved in
 

overseas development projects useful for uninitiated.
 
24. 
 The workshop was a valuable experience beecause it employed the unic-ueness
 

of team work.
 



.Question 1.
 

25. Yes, the content was good as well as 
the group experience, although to a
 
26. 

lesser extent than the content.
Yes, it was a valuable experience: 
 In group planning, program assessment,
 
27. 

human 	relation, extension and education.
Yes the workshop has been valuable experience

was 	 -or me. This because, this
the first time I ever had such an experie:-e
28. 	 in team work.
Yes Familiarity with MSU professionals and knz;ledge of USAID consultant's
 
role.
29. 
 Yes! It was an appropriate workshop for me to attend to as 
I have interest
in working with people in groups in an-, countr- or interrnational
 
assignments.
30. 
 This conference was an excellent opportunity to gain experience in group
process! It was very encouraging to 
see the i=provements in planning and
increased clarity of reasoning coming from the group as a whole.
31. 	 Yes. 
 It provided an excellent opportunity to spend concentrated time
thinking, learning and interacting with colleagues about developing
priorities, especianly planning.
32. 	 Yes. 
 Established concept that had dispersed in my international
development thinking. 
Provided new insight in developoment work. 
Gave me
a foundation in the AID Project development process.
33. 
 It provided an opportunity to see how 'Develo:=ent Set' works, and to
appreciate the problems and reasons 
of their s=:le of working when they
are overseas. 
 It also provided an opportuni-; to interract with differnt
country backgrounds.


34. Yes. 
"These workshops gave me a wide idea abcu: planification,
organization, execution and control of rural development.project, and
permit me 
to know about the different situazic-ns in social and economic
affairs especially in third world.
 



'Question 2 -
Were 	the materials of use in understanding the concepts presented?
 

1. 	 Materials were generally quite good, but there wasn't much time to

carefully read all the materials during the workshop.
 

2. 	 Yes.
 
3. 	 For the most part, yes.
 
4. 	 Yes, especially films.
 
5. 	 Yes, but could be more elaborate and realistic.
 
6. 	 Yes.
 
7. 	 Yes, very much so.
 
8. 	 Yes.
 
9. 	 Yes, chey were.
 
10. 	 Yes. 
However I couldn't read all the material before the planning


activity for time problems.

1'. 
 Project design. Team building process and management..
12. 
 Some of the films were useful although not specifically appropriate to 
the
context, ie International Businesses Abroad. 
I would like to have


participated in many more group exercises, especially simulation-type

situation as I feel they are most beneficial to promote self-awareness and

cross-cultural communication and understanding.


13. 
 The materials provided different concepts which will be of value to
individuals who are considering accepting an overseas assignment. The
 case studies on the different countries provided valuable information.

14. 	 The readings and related materials were instructive and informative.
15. 	 Yes, very useful. E.g. the 
films, overheads, e.g. the intercultural
 

communication overheads and the FSR slide show.

16. 	 Yes, it would have been good to 
spend some time reading and usieng the
 

handouts to elaborate discussion.
 
17. 	 Yes.
 
18. 	 Yes.
 
19. 	 Though I haven't had an opportunity to 
read 	most of them yet, it appears


as if they correspond well with the workshop topics, and are varied in
 
their opinion and scope.
 

20. 	 Yes.
 
21. 	 Yes. 
 Materials not referenced in the workshop may or may not get read
 

though.
 
22. 	 The going international video was quite insightful as was 
the road
building, overall quite good. 
The reading are more for reference I 

assv te. 
23. 	 Yes, need more 
time 	to digest. 
Not enough time for all materials
 

presented.
 
24. 	 Yes.
 
25. 	 Yes.
 
26. 
 The material were of emmense use in understanding the concepts presented.
27. 	 The most important materials were 
the handouts and the films and video
tapes. 
These were very helpful in understanding all the concepts


presented during the workshop.

28. 	 Yes. The materials will be used beyond the finish of the 
course.
 
29. 	 Very well presented.

30. 
 The materials included aopper to be useful--however, due to the very
condensed format, including each evening, there 
was very little
 

opporu:nity to read or digest the additional readings.
 
31. 	 Yes.
 
32. 	 The materials were 
of course overwhelming but excellent and complementary
 

to understanding concepts.
 
33. 	 Reasonably well designed.

34. 
 As spanish speaker I didn't have problems with the concepts. But I didn't
 

understand the game very well.
 



-Question 3. The workshop had four overall objectives (you can referr to these
in your workshop manual). Which workshop activities were most
useful in achieving these objectives? Why were 
they especially
 
useful?
 

I. 	 The films were 
good 	in getting general principles across, buc would ha-.e
been 	better if they had used more 
"development" or academic t'.:e
situations instead of business.
 
2. 	 Films, lectures, and readings were all useful.
3. 
 The 	team building exercises, increasing team interraction as the workshop
proceeded. Achieving consensus and relative success 
on the outcome is an
important reinforcement of team interaction/dynamics.
4. 	 a. Team activities - Project design and games - The experience gottenfrom directly working and interaccting is more than 	lectures.
 

Presentations and films. 
(no comment?)
5. 
 To develop the capacity of participants to appreciate cultural dimension
of communication. 
To review policies and procedures of donor agencies.

6. 	 AID stuff boring.

7. 
 The 	lectures presented by tho,-e USAID and World Bank experts was very
effectrive in answering objectives. 
The game and the two minor group
activities also greatly built awareness or group productivity and
 

efficiency.

8. 	 One and two  working with people from different cultures and disciplines
was 	useful. 
Three and four*-
 team 	building exercises were useful.
9. 
 Communicating and community development, international development
agencies, and impact assessment were 
most 	useful in achieving these
objectives. 
 Rural road construction is especially useful.
10. 
 The planning activity because in that moment we pulled in practice


everything we 

11. 	

learned during the workshop.

The four overall objectives: (awareness of understanding in cross culzural
relations, project design, team building, and project implementation) have
been achieved in fact through the combination of project design and team
 
building process.


12. 
 Workshop Objective: Related to community development projects and rural
road 	construction exercise 
- extremely useful. AID policies - partiali!effective, lack of critical analysis re: 
AID objectives/policies, 
too much
acceptance of AID impact as 
+. Community development and rural road
construction exercise extremely useful in development project design/
implementation /evaluation 
- hope to participate in workshop to 
further
develop these areas of expertise.

13. 	 Objectives one 
and three were very useful, because they provided the
necessary information which will broaden an individual insight in
 

international assignment.

14. 
 The lectures on communication and development, AID, Road Construction
Project--These segments were very well organized and presented. 
The
subject matter examined was relevant to my academic and professional
 

interests.
 
15. 	 1. Presentations for objects one and two. 
 The gave the necessary
information on 
the subject. 2. Films - for object three. 
 3. Exercises
and presentations for objective four.
16. 	 The team building exercises were excellent but other than the road
building, lacked sufficient time for the complexity that could have been
addressed. 
Needed more development as exercises.
17. 
 All sessions that enclouded team activities, discussion. The rural road
exercise would have been especially useful if we had had more 
time 	to
process it as 
a group. 
 To focus on team interaction and cross cultural


interaction. 
'e were too rushed!
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18. Rural road development. Case studies  selected projects. The
encompassed a wide range of skills that 
are necessary in project planning

and analysis.
 

19. 1'o comment
 
20. 
 The films were very useful for "cultural shock" problems. There was not
enough on AID t o do project design nor implementation. 
Objective four


had only very limited applications and/or sessions.
 
21. Objective one - Working as 
a team on project planning, design,
implemenation and evaluation was the focus of the 
team experiencces. Our
team processedx the experience a lot and this was helpful. 
Objective


two - the informational sessions were helpful.
22. Objective one 
 was probably met most completely.. Objective two, in


regards AID somewhat less so for World Bank. 
Objective three was very

interesting because of the films.
23. Learning experience of working together. 
What involved in development
teams activities. 
 Policies and proceedings of the donors probably not
fully appreciated. 
Too littla time for interaction.
 

24. T especially enjoyed the team activity. 
This workshop in my opinion cut

acrossed each of the'four objectives.


25. 
 Videos and films were very good for objective three. They related to my

experience.


2F. 
 (coup dynamics, communication and community development. 
Farming system

research, impact assessment and team exercise 
- road building.
27. -o most important activities: 
the video tapes and the road exercise. The
first one was useful because one could easily 
see what happens in
practice. 
The second one was useful because it was more practical.
28. 1. 
Multi and cross disciplinary is 
a key to the seminar. 2. USAID
ianding is key/presentation could be 
more professional. 3. 4.
Yes.

Yes, keep including interantional students in DATs.

The first objective was of most interest, although I enfited from all the
 
objectives being stated.
 

30. The most useful activities were the 
first group exercise ranking the 20
items plus the Road Building wsas superb draiing on group skills, concepts

learned in the session, and project planning emphasis.
31. Setting up teams early. 
Team interazzion in various settings 
- learing towork together. 
Many speakers remained for most or all of the workshop 
-allowed for good interaction. 
The rzad building game - application and
"stretching" of team concept. 
 Films on cross culture were good.
32. 
 The group interaction sessions because they permitted pirticipants to
vhare viewpoints. 
 Help me to rethink assumption and share others
 
insights.


33. 
 Naration of experiences of experienced people gave a good understanding of
real life. Specially the films and ":ideos. 
 Participants of AID and World
 
Bank representatives was 
also helpful.
34. The four objectives were achieved and. :hev "wereuseful because right now I 
can apply that knowledge in my countr. 



question 3a: 
 What workshop activities, if any, were a hindrance in achieving

the above objective? Why were 
they 	a hindrance?
 

1. 
 A possible hindrance might be information overload, not enough free time
to discuss important points made during a session-- i.e. 
the WID talk was
good, and important, but like real life. 
sort 	of ignored after it was
completed--a discussion group with DA 
 participants sharing experiences
could have enhanced this area. 

-. Time pressure! We got tired out.
 -. Objective one - the constraints of time prevented going into depth on
preparing for and being able to plan and design projects.
 
. None.
 

-. No comment.
 
-. No'comment.
 
-
 I don't thing the project had any hindrances.
 

-. No comment.
 
-. None.
 

. No comment. 
:i. No comment. 
:Z. AID/World Bank speakers didn't really reflect reality of ag's impact onLDC's ass 
they represent non-objective view of these organizations'


activities.
 
:3. No comment.
 

The discussions/activities 
on Segments 6, 7 and 8 were hurriedly
presented--they are important issues and should have received more
attention and better treatment.
 
:3. OK.
 
li. 	 The AID model dev. was too abstract--should have followed the Nepal
project as an example--you had the resources!

"7. 
Sessions that had "lectures only" didn't give people an opportunity to
practice skills, apply concepts.

1S. No comment.
 
1z. No zomment.
 
:3. No comment.
 
:1. Change in format was a minor inconvenience.
 --. 
Session 5.1 Anokwa- was not organized well enough, his lecture left me
wondering what had gone on--needed an overhead or handout. 
The WID
interview was 
not followed up with a group analysis.

:3 .None.
 

None.
 
:5. 
 Most team activities were too constrained by time.
 

None.
 
..No comment.
 

1. Lectures were 
too numerous at the beginning of the seminar. 
Many 	team
and group processes weere explained in handouts, 
 time 	could better be
spent in doing exercizes than in listening to 
lectures. People can read
on their own time. 
 Seminar time should capitalize on group interaction.
 
:?. 	 None.
 
7-. 
The only hindrance--relatively major--was the need to hurry through the
readings leaving little opportyunity to incorporate them in the knowledge
gained during the workshop. 
 They will however be read soon after.
 

Nonone.
 
None, all were 
relevant.
 

.. I do 	not think there was much of a probiem.
 
No comment.
 



Question 4: 
If you were in charge of designing the next DAT workshop, what
 
changes would you make, if any, in the order of the topics? in
 
adding or subtracting topics? in the use of materials? in the
 
presentations? in any other aspects of the workshop?
 

1. 	 See =3 above. Plus allow greater free time or even a couple of hours off
 
one afternoon for people to walk about and decompress.
 

2. 	 Add more time to relax.
 
3. 	 Sequence is fine. My major change would be to have 
a session that would
 

provide everyone with a methodology (eg. GANNT, CPM, PERT) that could be
 
used in planning or implementation of RRCT. Exposure to three possible

methods would allow selection. In general, one or more sessions that
 
provide a"tool" to be used later, is/are needed eg. creative problem
 
solving, etc.
 

4. 	 Have more 
actual team work and less presentations. This would be best
 
achieved with at least one more day.
 

5. 	 No co.ment.
 
6. 	 Get rid of the AID stuff.
 
7. 
 I would emphasize less the inter-cultural relations sessions but only if a
 

section must be cut.
 
8. 	 Give more time flexibility to accommodate questions, discussions after
 

sessions.
 
9. 	 Impact assessment.
 
10. 	 I could observe during some experts' lectures that some people were
 

sleeping. 
The cause may be the place is not totally adequate or maybe a
 
better motivation techniques. Also is necesary to give time for reading
 
the material.
 

11. 	 Economic analysis of project. 
Case 	studies.
 
12. 	 More group dynamics at beginning to better acquaint participants.

13. 	 Provide for more 
interaction between the participants. More leisure time
 

after 6 p.m.
 
14. 	 We musc cut down some of the topics--need for sharper form and substance.
 
15. 	 1. Add: the teams would have an exercise on writing a 10-15 page project


proposal. This would be an assignment outside formal meeting periods.

2. A':oid too much theory in presentations but rather emphasis on
 
experiences, general formats or principles and visual aids.
 

16. 	 Add group process early and continuously. Actually design or critique

project using social and environmental impact asseessmefit, WID,

cross-cultural management insights etc. 
 The films were good--glad you
 
brought them in.
 

17. 	 More group activities, more 
time 	for processing group interaction, less
 
lectures--let the content arise from the process. 
 The order was fine, it
 
was good to intersperse the cross cultural activities throughout the
 
workshop. More free time! People need time 
to relax, enjoy. No luncheon
 
speakers with this tight a schedule.
 

18. 	 Give 
some 	of the guests some more time to answer questions. Increase
 
length of workshop by two more days to enable participants to be
 
adequately prepared for all sessions.
 

19. 	 No co=nment.
 
20. 	 Less on group dynamics, more on AID and donor countries project design.

21. 	 More free time to develop the personal relationships, eliminate some of
 

the cross-cultural information as separate events 
and incorporate the
 
concepts in the team building experiences.
 

22. 	 More social impact discussion. The designing a project was good.

23. 	 Order of topics ok - wotling together emphasis in multi-national group of
 

gredtest value. Objective of preparing teams and do PP, Project Design,

implementation and evaluation probably less 
realized. Too few more senior
 
US professionals for this.
 



24. 	 The schedule was packed with workshop activities. As an out of state
 
person, I would have appreciated an opportunity to see some of MSU and the
 
state.
 

25. 	 1. MORE TIME! 2. sper.J some time discussing project design and planning
 
instead of jumping right into it with team exercises.
 

26. 	 Increase time allotment for each program except the rural road team work.
 
Provide inportant recommended books for sale.
 

27. 	 I would add more team work challenging exercises--which will involve
 
effectively each membeer of the workshop.
 

28. 	 1. Fewer topics actually attemtped to cover in sessions (still ok to give
 
handouts and provide iesources). 2. More attention to international
 
participant involvement in presentations. 3. Do not show video tapes of
 
"Talking Heads"! That is an insult to human intelligence. Utilize live
 
interaction in groups only. 4. More profesional presentations. Refined
 
use of overhead and audio-visual materials.
 

29. 	 Possibly make little longer and little more relaxing pime.
 
30. There must be one 	extra day to permit a less hurried pace, not folding
 

activities to be cut -3o short to permit adequate group feedback and
 
allowing for reading in the evenings during the week.
 

31. 	 Drop or update management grid film - outdated as possibly "too
 
Americanized." Expand on "index of seriousness" concept - there was no
 
application of it to Leal world. An example would help.
 

32. 	 More time for discussions which for me were the highlight of the
 
workshop. Perhap: in one or two places could have been spent in group
 
sports a good way to build team spirit.
 

33. I feel some input 	from developing country participant on how they and
 
general public like farmers or rur.l people expect and have their
 
observations.
 

34. 	 More films.
 



.Question 5: What workshop activities were most effective in fostering the team
 
approach? what made them particularly effective?
 

1. 	 The road building exercise was excellent for it summarized and allowed
 
practice at principles of workshop. Also the other exercise
 
team/individual approaches to program design.
 

2. 	 The lectures on teamwork and-management style, and the road construction
 
exercise.
 

3. 	 Planning, design exercises.
 
4. 	 The road construction exercise. The p:oject design.
 
5. 	 The road construction game gave us an understanding of what can happen
 

overseas as well as getting us to work harmoniously as a team.
 
6. 	 Obviously, the RRCE was extremely important. But the previous night's
 

work--on the individual DC was excellent as well, oddly enough, for our
 
team, the Project Planning exercise war a little more stressful for the
 
group than the RRCE.
 

7. 	 Road building game. Planning project situation.
 
8. 	 Team building exercises and group assignments. The nature of difference
 

exercises.
 
9. 	 Rural road construction project and design a community develop project
 

were most effective in fostering the team approach. Especially we are as
 
an individual and as a team.
 

10. 	 Activities like to make decisions together and social time relationship.
 
11. 	 Road building exercises-in a way it did make people in the team too appil.
 

their knowledge in team building, team dynamics.
 
12. 	 Project/group activities involved in planning and participating in an
 

exercise. Group cooperation and interaction necessary to fulfill
 
obj'ective.
 

13. 	 Road bulding project.
 
14. 	 The road construction project and the discussion on individual CD
 

projects.
 
15. 	 The simulation exercise. The exercise where teams had to make a
 

presentation to the general group.
 
16. 	 Road building - the involvement - enough detail to create enthusiasm and 

investment. 
17. 	 Team project planning exercise (4.2), rural road and community development
 

exercise (a more specific project would have been helpful). All needed
 
more time to process the group dynamics that occurred i6 the team.
 

18. 	 Project appraisals, issue discussions, rural roads. Involved everyone.
 
Provided a good forum for exchange of ideas.
 

19. 	 Saeing the film on conflict resolution prior to RRCE.
 
20, 	 The road building game was most effective. We felt some competitive
 

spirit with other teams and tried to work together to "win."
 
21. 	 Team exercises and "later."
 
22. 	 Road building.
 
23, 	 Building the bridge--being put under time pressure in competitive
 

atmosphere.
 
24. 	 The group projects.
 
25. 	 Team approach was best facilitated by the presentations people brought to
 

the exercises, i.e. most people are committed to cooperation.
 
26. 	 Group dynamics and productivirv, team exercise; design a community
 

development project, and pLan and manage a rural road construction
 
project.
 

27. 	 Teamwork exercises. They wete particularly effective because it was more
 
practical.
 



Question 5: (cont)
 

28. 	 The group exercises. Ranking and road building actually experienced
 
instead of just hearing. 2. Accumulation of reference materials-
excellent.
 

29. 	 Team building and team work in developing rural road was one of the most
 
involving activities that we participated and it was of great inportance

in terms of learning group dynamics and being able to be part of it.
 

30. 	 The 20 step activity and the road building as previously mentioned.
 
31. 	 See #3.
 
32. 	 See response to Question #3.
 
33. 	 The road building exercise.
 
34. 	 No comment.
 



.Question 6: Any comments on the adequacy of the arrangements for conducting the

workshop (announcements, meeting facilities, equipment, housing,
 
and so on)?
 

I. 	 Excellent. 
More soap in bathrooms in accommodatins. Lights over beds for
 
reading.


2. 	 All very good. 
Perhaps more expensive than neccesary. People who are
really interested in DAT would come 
if the workshop was held at KBS 
or
 
Shaw 	Hall at MSU.
 

3. 
 Very 	good except group johns, small towels and soap are 
chintzy.
4. 	 Quite good. 
Good mix of disciplines and countries (international
 
component).
 

5. 	 No comment.
 
6. 	 MORE BEERS
 
i. 	 I was very pleased with all arrangements.
 
8. 	 Arrangements were good.
 
9. 	 Excellent organized.

10. 	 In this sense everything was okay. With exceptions of the room
 

conferences is not mainly adequate.
 
11. 	 No comment.
 
12. 	 Should noc allow roommates to choose each other. 
House people to live
with 	others representing different cultures. 
 What 	happened was two North
Americans 
together in a room and two from 3rd World together. Ins'ead,
 

switch!
 
13. 	 None.
 
14. 	 Must make provision for some relaxation after meals. Breaks.
 
15. 	 Fine.
 
16. 	 Great facilities, good food!
 
17. 	 Excellent facilities.
 
18. 	 No comment.
 
19. 	 Excellent--especially considering the intensity of the program.

20. 	 Would have liked one free evening to relax.

21. 	 Gord facility--a shame we didn't get to make greater use of the grounds.

22. 	 No comment.
 
23. 	 Infrastructure good.

24. 	 A telephone in the dorm room would have been nice. 
 By the way, does MSU
 

plan to place TV sets in the dorm rooms?

25. 
 The lecture hall is too isolated from the external envikonment. The place


needs windows.
 
26. 
 There was adequate arrangements for conducting the workshop in all the
 

above. 
27. 
 I think there is a need of having mcre time for the workshop, in order for
the participants to have more time 
to go through all the materials
 

provided during the workshop.

28. 	 1. Less structured session time--more informal sessions. 
 2. Planned
 group recreation (volleyball, etc.) 3. 
Better lighting in auditorium.
 
29. 	 Yes.
 
30. 	 Facilities were a pleasure except (sorry) the overhead lighting in the


conference room is TERRIBLE. 
ALL GLARE, and shadow, no light.
31. 	 Excellent arrangements, service, good preparation and continuity on part

of the planning committee.
 

32. 	 Everything was excellent. 
 -

33. 	 Very good.
 
34. 	 No comment.
 



Question 7: 
Any general to-mients?
 

1. 	 Excellent!
2. 
 It was fun to meet so many people with common interests. Workshop was too
rushed! For all the time I had to enjoy being at KBS, you might as 
well
have 	held it at the MSU union building.

that's sad. 	

I hardly noticed the scenery, and
Can you arrange a van or two to 
leave later to go back?

3. 	 No cozment.

4. 
 The workshop was very intensive--a little more 
time 	could have resulted in
more 	input in areas such as 
group reports.
5. 
 Possible extension of workshop days so 
that work could be done during
regular day hours rather than late night hours, since the project assigned
where interested and therefore tend to have you going at 
it as long as
 

possible (nights).
6. 
 . little too hectic throughout - pace was ok for one or two days, but a
bit on the high side for a constant 4-day period.
7. 
 I would suggest that another workshop be scheduled each year with a
complementary theme"
 
8. 	 No comment.
 
9. 	 No comment.

10. 	 Congratulations for the workshop, really gave me a new thing to learn.
learned from each people of the team.
 
11. 	 No comment.
 
12. 
 Group sports activities would have been compatible with goals 
ie
volleyball, baseball?
 
13. 
 The workshop provided valuable information, for any individual considering


a short or 
long 	term assignment.

14. 
 Overall, a well-organized workshop. 
A brilliant team of
organizers--respectful of the views of participants. 
Congrats!

15. 	 It was a job well done. OK
16. 
 Good 	planning and preparation for the workshop. 
Everything was 
ready on


time!

17. 	 Great workshop. 
 Structure more opportunites for international students to
give 	their perspective on the 
team interactions and group processes.
could learn a lot from their observations. 

W1e
 

18. 	 No co7-ent.
 
19. 	 At first I thought that a little more 
free 	time to peruse the readings
would have been nice, but in the final analysis keeping things at a rapid
pace maintained a high degree of "full" involvement and perpetual interest
in the activities. 
 I am pleased and impressed with the planning and
operation of the workshop.
20. 
 Overall, the conference was well planned, well organized but a bit lengthy
(constant overruns by speakers). The conference- was well worth attending.

21. 	 No co-ment.
 
22. 	 No coazent.

23. 
 Worth doing again--look at format and objectives more closely. 
More 	focus
need 	to accomplish more specific objectives.

24. 

25. 	

None--an exciting experience!!

Time pressure and the attitude of leaders about team exercises generally
led us to 
take 	the whole business too seriously. 
A more relaxed attitude
would be conducive to learning. 
People will upon leaving be un:er time
pressure at home, too, 
and so they will not be able 
to absorb the
uncovered material in the notebook!
26. 
 I hope there will be some means of according recognition to participants
in the DAT programs because it is an 
intense academically and practical

experience.
 

I 



Question 7: (cont).
 

27. 	 The workshop in general is really valuable, especially because it involved
 
different people--ie students, faculty, international organizations stuff
 
(eg AID & W3), international and local students.
 

23. 	 I feel very fortunate to have participated. Please plan for more people
 
in the future.
 

29. 	 Good job!
 
30. 	 The organizers and speakers did a very very good job and I would rocommend
 

DAT to others.
 
31. 	 Allowing faculty/students/international specialists participation was a
 

KEY factor.
 
32. 	 I suggest that MSU have DAT on an annual basis at the same level of
 

participants. Forty participants is a critical max.
 
33. 	 No comment.
 
34. 	 The film shows "the American cultural shock" it would be better if that
 

film is oriented in a general way: undevelopment third world student
 
cultural shock.
 

_I{
 



Appendix H
 

Date: IOth July, 1985 

To: DAT I Planning Committee 

From: Jay Artis 

Subject: Preliminary Report on the Team Evaluations of the PAT I 
Workshop 

Attached is a summary of the DAT 1 team's [Senegal, India, Indonesia, etc.] 
responses to the DAT I Team Evaluation Questionnaire. 



DAT I team evaluation1.We would like to have the team's evaluation of the overall quality of theworkshop. If 10 equals the ideal quality workshop and Iequals thelowest quality workshop, what number would you assign to this 
workshop? 

Rue. - 7.83Team workshop quality evaluation 

2.Now we would like to have the team's evaluation of each of the sectionsof the workshop as compared to the team's overall evaluation of theof the workshop, again on a scale of Ito 10. 

flyerage 

The Overseas Assignment-. 

International Development Agencies 

7.5
 
6.0

Development Advisory Teams 6.8
Community Development Projects 8.2'
Capital Development Projects 8.8 

3. Now assume that your team is going to be responsible for organizing andpresenting a DAT training workshop, what changes, if any would you
make? 
 Feel free to make any suggestions that you can agree upon as a 
team. 

Provide an opportunity for intercultrual roomates
 
More simulation models
 
Films on agriculture and rural development
 
More time for reading and discussion
More opportunity to review and discuss workshop topics within the 
team
 
Mere project planning and design activities
 
More opportunity to discuss group dynamics 

Assume that the time allocated to the workshop you are planning is thesame as that allocated to this workshop. To which sessions would you.Allnr-Afr -,,--,fi ; 3r ,. k - .... ,-.-M 



DAT I team evaluation, page 2 

More time: 

Road buildiing eHercise - three teams
 
Community development project - two teams
 
Social impact analysis - two teams
 
All eHercises 
More time for interaction, especially with the inlernitional 
participants 
Substitute an agricultural project for the road building project
Social soundness analysis 
RID stuff 
Sleep! 
Leisure, e.g., for a walk by the lake 
Information about non-U. S.international developmcit agencies
Presentations, e.g., women in development
Integrating community development with agrict;turc 
Evaluation 

Less time: 

Movies and discussion of movies - two teams
 
Women in development
 
Forming systems
 
Communication networks
 
Some of the speakers [no names giveni
 
International development agencies
 
Managerial grid
 

5. Inyour team's opinion, what were the two best sessions in the workshop? 
Why were they the best? 

Road building - four teams 
Two best sessions: 

Community development projec'! - four 
teams 

Twenty point management exercise 
Farming systems 
Environmental impact analysis

Reasons:
 



MSU DAT I PERSONNEL:
 
PARTICIPANTS, PRESENTERS, AND COORDINATING COMMITTEE
 

PARTICIPANTS
 

NAME 


Andrews, Mary 

Artis, Jay 

Bittenbender, H.C. 

Fienup, Darrell 

Fischer, James 

Gayle, Godfrey 

Gold, Michael 

Isleib, Donald R. 

Lyons, Daniel 

Mather, Edward 

Mpanya, Mutombo 

Purcell, Arthur 

Robbins, Richard 

Sargent, Steve 


DEPARTMENT 


Coop. Extension 

Sociology 

Horticulture 

Ag Economics 

Ag Exp Station 

NCA&T 

Forestry 

Inst Intl Ag 

NCA&T 

Lg Anml Clinic Sci 

Univ of Notre Dame 

NCA&T 

NCA&T 

Ag Engineering/Hort 


Schillhorn Van Veen, T. Vet Med/Lg Anml Clin 

Steele, Roger 

Whittier, Herb 

Wilson, Kim A. 

Barrett, Robert 

Colley, Barry 

Hall, Douglas 

Nikkel, Steven 

Radtke, Nancy 

Wallace, Sally 

Akor, Alex 

Anokwa, Kwadzo 

Castillo, Floridalma 

Chiruvolu, Padmaja 

Chota, Evelyne 

Diop, Mamadou 

Dunkley, Dorothy 

Husaini, Syed 

Joshi, Nanda 

Latino, Maria 

Lumnangkun, Augustine 

Mwangi, Albert 

Ngategize, Peter 

Bielstein. Janet 

Lacey, Melba 

Roberzs, H. Paul 


Ag & Ext Education 

Family Practice 

IIA/Animal Sci 

Horticulture 

Ag & Ext Education 

Animal Science 

Ag Economics 

Coop Extension 

Ag Engineering 

Ag & Ext Education 

Journalism 

Ag Economics 

Telecommunications 

Ag Economics 

Animal Science 

Res Development 

Res Development 

Animal Science 

Ag Economics 

Forestry 

Forestry 

Ag Economics 

Non-MSU 

IIA 

IIA 


RANK
 

Faculty
 
Faculty
 
Faculty
 
Faculty
 
Faculty
 
Faculty
 
Faculty
 
Faculty
 
Faculty
 
Faculty
 
Faculty
 
Faculty
 
Faculty
 
Faculty
 
Faculty
 
Faculty
 
Faculty
 
Faculty
 
Graduate Student
 
Graduate Student
 
Graduate Student
 
Graduate Student
 
Graduate Student
 
Graduate Student
 
Intl Grad Student
 
Intl Grad Student
 
Intl Grad Student
 
Intl Grad Student
 
Intl Grad Student
 
Intl Grad Student
 
Intl Grad Student
 
Intl Grad Student
 
Intl Grad Student
 
Intl Grad Student
 
Intl Grad Student
 
Intl Grad Student
 
Intl Grad Student
 
Private Consulting
 
Staff
 
Staff
 



PRESENTERS
 

Blobel, Siegrid 

Harpstead, Dale 

Rossmiller, Ron 

Andrews, Mary* 

Artis, Jay* 

Derman, William 

Everson, Everett 

Gallin, Rita 

Sarbaugh, Larry 

Scotton, Carol M. 

Whittier, Herb* 

Wilson, Kim A.* 

Anokwa, Kwadzo* 

Axinn, George** 

Jbhnson, Glenn** 

Bronstein, Daniel** 


World Bank 

BIFAD 

Iowa State 

Coop. Extension 

Sociology 

Anthropology 


Staff
 
Staff
 
Faculty
 
Faculty
 
Faculty
 
Faculty
 

Crop & Soil Science Faculty
 
Nursing/Women in Dev. Faculty
 
Communications Faculty Emeritus
 
Linguistics/Languages Faculty
 
Family Practice 

IIA/Animal Sci 

Journalism 

Resource Development 

Ag Economics 

Resource Development 


*Full time participants as well as presenters
 
**videotaped presentation
 

COORDINATING COMMITTEE
 

Bralts, Vincent 

Carroll, Tom W. 

Norgbey, Segbedzi 

Horner, David 

Lacey, Melba 


Ag Engineering 

Social Sci/CASID 

Res Development 

ISSO 

IIA 


Faculty
 
Faculty
 
Intl Grad Student
 
Faculty
 
Faculty
 
Faculty
 

Faculty
 
Facul'y
 
Intl Srad Student
 
Staff
 
Staff
 



THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 
CENTER FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION OF WOMEN 

70 ltI TInimER ST rilllo\r: Ar\ 313lI 

.k..\R14). MI -t8LO-,Io0s -6')3--08 

January 31. 1986 .. , 

Ms. Peggy A. Willens .
 
Coordinator
 
Education for International Development Program
 

Dear Ms. Willens,
 

We enclose the final report for the project, "Third World Women at the
 
University of Michigan: Personal and Professional Issues". The ten session
 
seminar over the fall term, 1985, was considered a success, beneficial, and
 
informative by participants, discussion leaders and observers.
 

CEW intends to offer a more specifically focused seminar next year (fall 1986).
 
Taking into consideration participants comments regarding program content and
 
speakers the topic outline will be modified to reflect students' stated
 
priorities. Participants felt that the forum atmosphere contributed greatly
 
to their discussion comfort and should be replicated at other colleges and
 
universities with a large foreign women student population.
 

If you should have any questions, or require any further information
 
regarding the project, please contact Kay Clifford, Project Coordinator, CEW.
 

We look forward to hearing from you regarding the program and welcome any
 
suggestions you may have.
 

Slcerely,
 

VivianRogers\
 

Director,
 
Center for Continuing Education of Women
 

Kay r. C. Cliffovid:
 
Project Coordinator
 
Professional Development Program for International Women
 

enc.
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR FOREIGN STUDENT AFFAIRS 

EDUCATION FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 

Final Report for Competitive Grant 

Please complete the following cover sheet to your final report. Use the 
attached questions as the format for describing your project, repeating each 
question as the heading for your response. The Budget Summary should be 

completed carefully and attached to your report. This report is due in the 
NAFSA Office by January 31, 1986. 

TITLE OF PROJECT: 	 Third World Women at The Univernity of 
Michigan: Personal and Professional Issues. 

SUMMARY DESC(IPTION: (50 words or less)
 

PROJECT COORDINATOR: Kay T. C. Clifford 

INSTITUTION OR ORGANIZATION: 	 Center for Continuing Education 
of Women 
The University of Michigan 

ADDRESS: 350 S. Thayer, Ann Arbor, MI 48104-1608
 

TELEPHONE: (313) 763-7080 

TOTAL STUDENT POPULATION AT THE INSTITUTION: 1984 figures 

FOREIGN STUDENT POPULATION: 2,366)female population 501 

A.I.D. PARTICIPANT 	 POPULATION: 1 

BEGINNING DATE FOR 	 PROJECT: January, 1985 

CONCLUDING DATE FOR PROJECT: 	 January, 1986 



NUMBEI OF FOREIGN STUDENTS INVOLVED: 12 
-Students sponsored by A.I.D.: 1 

13
 

U-4 FACULTl 3 
DIECT INVOLVEMENT U-M STAFF 3 
COMMUNITY MEMBERS 1 

T 

NUMBER OF OTHERS INVOLVED: 
(Please indicate whether they are U.S. students, faculty,
 
cowmaity members, etc) 

1. Jon Heise 5. Prof. Hemalata Dandebar
 
2. Sandy Gregerman 6. Prof. Stuart Y. McDongal 
3. Ann Larimore 7." Ann Munster 
4. Vivian Rogers 

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION:
 
"Paving The Way" a 10 week seminar/forum for International Women Graduate 
Students from The Third World was designed to address personal and 
professional issues relevant to their experience at The University of 
Michigan and to their goals as students and future professionals in their 
home countries. 



EDUCATION FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 

FINANCIAL STATEMENT 

Funds requested from: NAFSA EID Program Other Sources of Cash and 
In-Kind Support (amount/source) 

I. Administrative Expenses: 

Postage 
Telephone 
Secretarial 
Material and Supplies 

79.16 
15.00 

113.05 
175.00 CEW 

TOTAL 	ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES: $207.21 $175.00
 

II. 	Participant Expenses:
 

(Please specify their
 
nature and cost per 
participant)
 

books 32.50
 
coursepacks 188040
 

TOTAL PARTICIPANT EXPENSES: $220.90
 

III. 	 Evaluation & Follow-up
 

Expenses: (Please Specify
 
nature and amount)
 

final report $100.00
 

TOTAL EVALUATION & FOLLOW-UP
 
EXPENSES: $100.00
 



IV. OTHER 

(Please specify nature
 
and amount)
 

coordinator's salary $1000 363.79
 

TOTAL OTHER EXPENSES: 110!U00.00 $363.79 

TOTAL AMOUNT REQUESTED $1528.11 $538.79 

NOTE: The Education for International Development Program is unable to 
provide funds for institutional overhead expenses, refreshments (e.g. coffee 
breaks), entertainment, international travel, and nonexpendable items such as 
furniture or office equipment.
 

http:110!U00.00


Project Purpose 

1. 

To provide international women graduate students from the Third World at the
 
University of Mf:!higan with a seminar/forum designed to explore issues of 

personal and professional interest in their roles as students at the 
University of Michigan and as professionals when they return to their home 
countries. 

PROJECT SUMMARY 

The project provided 12 women graduate students from the Third World with a 
ten session seminar/forum using readings, resource people, and discussion to 
arrive at issues affecting their personal and academic acculturation in this 
country aud issues regarding the reintegration process upon their return to 
their home countries, and to develop appropriate coping skills. 

PROJECT OBJECTIVES 

A. 	To design a model workshop for female foreign graduate students from the
 

Third World; 
B. 	To identify the critical life-tasks involved in the professional
 

development of Third World women students;
 
C. 	To enable Third World women students to articulate their own perceptionS, 

experiences and needs in terms of their personal and professional 
development, using a cross-cultural perspective; 

D. 	To enhance the ability of Third World women students to use effectively
 
the 	academic and professional resources available to them in the United 
States;
 

E. 	To increase faculty awareness of the separate issues faced by Third World
 
women students as they undertake graduate study in the United States.
 

EVIDENCE OF PROJECT NEED 

2. 
The 1980 Wellesley College Conference on International Women Students was
 
premised on the realization that the adjustment tasks of male and female
 
foreign students differ.
 

It is generally known that the needs of international women differ from
 
thoce of their male counterparts. International women, especially Third
 
World women, face dramatically different problems and opportunities. It
 
.s felt that few professionals in the field of international education
 

possess an understanding of the role these women play in their countries'
 
development. This understanding is essential in assisting women to
 
receive counseling in this country. 

International Women Students:
 
Perspectives for the 80s. Ed. by
 
Leslie Row and Steve Sjoberg;

Rnat~nn. l 9R1. n. I. 
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Similarly the NASA book Professional Integration: A Guide for Students from 
the Developing World (1984) acknowledges the "significant differences between
 
women's professional environments and those of their male counterparts that
 
can be traced to gender" (p.47).
 

A group of foreign women students at The University of Michigan expressed a 
need for a forum to explore their personal and professional needs as students 
and as future professionals in their home countries. Areas of special 
interest included academic and personal counseling, general administrative and 
academic structures, rights of foreign students, personal and academic 
acculturation and reintegration upon return to the home country. 

Most services offered to foreign students on American campuses are oriented 
towards the male majority. The tasks involved in cross-cultural adjustment 
differ by gender in the same way that the developmental life-tasks of women 
and men differ across societies and within a society. Moat research on
 
foreign students does not take into account the different adjustment tasks of
 
men and women. 

Third World women, acculturated into their own societies' sets of roles and
 
expectations for women, encounter a rapidly changing world for women when they 
come to the United Scates. Changes have been particularly rapid at 
universities, and new family and professional patterns have emerged for 
well-educated American women. All this may bewilder and tantalize the foreign 
woman.
 

In order to fully utilize her time in the United States and to deal 
effectively with her own culture when she returns home, the foreign woman must 
learn to integrate several sets of roles and behaviors. The forum/seminar 
offers the support, guidance, and validation necessary for Third World women 
to undertake this task.
 

INNOVATIVE ASPECTS OF PROJECT
 

3. 
This project was innovative in that issues germane to Third World women
 
graduate students at American universities would be identified and addressed.
 
Through discussion, participants attempted to isolate issues relevant to their
 
sojurn here as students and to those they would face on their return home. In
 
order to do this, it was necessary to separate out issues specific to foreign
 
students and those common also for American women students. It was also 
innovative in that foreign women themselves would have an opportunity to 
express their opinions and to choose issues directly relevant to their own 
experieiices. 

SIMILAR PROJECTS
 

4. 
The 1980 International Women Students Conference, co-sponsored by the New 
England Region of NAFSA and Wellesley College, outlined the major issues 
facing female foreign students. NAFSA's Taskforce on Women International has 
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continued to address the issues of both international women students and women 
professionals in the field of international education. In addition, the NAFSA 
funded projects "Women in Development: A Workshop for International Women 
Students, "American University, Mary Ann Hood, addressed roles of U.S. 
educated women in the development processes of their home countries and the 
"Adjustment Workshop for International Women," Northern Illinois University,
Sandra Basgall and Sharon Howard, was a project designed to assist 
international women in their Initial acculturation. However, there have been 
few projects focusing on the specific needs of Third World Women graduate 
students. In addition, and more importantly, the series of life tasks 
involved In the home-leaving, acculturation integration as student, then 
re-entry and reintegration, have not been addressed in their entirety as 
developmental stages. This seminar presented a broad perspective encompassing
all the stages. 

APPROPRIIATNESS OF SETTING 

3. 
The development and implementation of a seminar for female foreign students 
fits directly into the mission of the Center for Continuing Education of Women
 
(CEW). The goals of the Center are four-fold: 
a. To help women enter and stay in the minstream of higher education and 
professional preparation, to help them make use of their education through
personal and professional development. 
b. To help the University institutional barriers to equity in education and 
employment; to make issues of equity for women clear and of higher
 
institutional priority. 
c. To monitor changing issues for women in education and employment and to do 
research and disseminate findings on these issues. 
d. To train students and professionals in areas relevant to the Center 
mission and expertise. 

The seminar for foreign graduate women from the Third World addresses issues 
directly applicable to goals a, b, and c, of the Center mission. 

Since its founding in 1964, the Center has offered its services to women both
 
at the university and in the community. In 1983, 1,017 women received
 
counseling at CEW for the first time on issues related to education ane
 
professional development, in 1984 1,049 first-time participants received this
 
type of counseling (CEW 1964-84: A Report) (Participant Data-1984).
 

In January 1984 CEW began a special program for wives of foreign students with
 
the help of a Cooperative Projects Grant from NAFSA. This program has been
 
continued with funding from a local donor. In January 1985 the name of the
 
program was changed to the Professional Development Program for International 
Women to reflect the addition of the seminar for international women graduate 
students from the Third World. The Professional Development Program for 
International Women includes short-term workshops, information counseling, the 
internship program and the graduate women seminar for Third World Women. The 
Program and the half-time coordinator are funded through June 1987, by which 
time it is hoped additional funding will be secured. 
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FEMALE FOREIGN STUDENT INTEREST 

6. 
Foreign student interest in the project was substantiated by meeting with five
 
groups of women students to determine level of interest and priorities. One
 
group had already been meeting on their own for some time; another group was 
foreign female graduate students awarded Barbour Scholarships, which is 
University of Michigan Financial Grant for "Oriental Women" based on 
departmental recommendation. Three groups were women in the same housing 
areas. The major issues raised by these groups were those of academic 
counseling and the academic culture and. expectations; acculturation, both 
personal and academic; and reentry/reintegration. 

All female foreign students from the Third World were sent a letter describing
 
the program and inviting participation. A computer search was required for
 
the mailing and labels were obtained from this search. To ensure all AID
 
funded students were invited, the Central AID office was asked to
 
provide names which were*against The University of Michigan computer 
printout, Each applicant was interviewed, and each applicant provided a 
curriculum vita.
 

BENEFITS RESULTING FROM PROJECT 

7. 
The female foreign student participation benefited from the seminar in
 
enhanced ability to fully utilize academic, personal, and professional 
resources both on and off the University of Michigan campus. She also 
acquired an increased understanding of administrative and academic systems, of
 
expectations from students and of students at the University of Michigan, and
 
of ways to assert individual personal and professional goals. Many
 
participants also expressed an increased understanding of each others'
 
cuitures and world views and of possible avenues to enhance reentry and
 
reintegration into their home cultures.
 

Center for Continuing Education for Women staff and staff from other 
University units expressed an increased understanding of difficulties facing 
graduate women students from other countries. Other university units are 
looking into ways to overcome some of these difficulties and to enhance the 
perso-sl and professional development of this population through unit 
activities. The University of Michigan has, therefore, through individual 
unitst begun to address some of the concerns of its foreign female graduate 
students. 

The community has benefited through increased participation by female foreign
 
graduate student participation in community activities, school visits, talks
 
to prospective University of Michigan students and participation in seminars
 
and professional societies.
 

*checked
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INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT FOR THE PROJECT 

8. 
CEW has funding commitments for the salary of a half-tige coordinator through 
June 1987. CEW is now searching to secure future finding. 

CEW supplies secretarial assistance to the program (in-kind support), and 
consultation with other members of staff and the Director of tha Women in 
Science Program. Other units such as the International Center offer staff 
time for consultation, publicity, and information resources. Two volunteer 
organizations International Neighbors, and Volunteers for International 
Hospitality Program., provide expertise, publicity, information, and advice 
for the program.
 

PROJECT ACTIVITIES AND PROCEDURES 

PROCEDURES AND TECHNIQUES USED TO IMPLEMENT TE PROJECT 

9. 
PROCEDURES AND TECHNIQUES 

The project involved the design, development, implementation, and evaluation 
of a model seminar for female foreign graduate students from the Third World. 
The seminar was ten sessions long, each session lasting for an hour and a half 
to two hours. The main issues covered were social and academic acculturation, 
advisers' and students' roles and relationships, the general experience of 
graduate students, graduate students' roles in the development of their home 
countries and reentry and reintegration. 

10. 
ACTIVITIES 

The main intention of the seminar was to promote lively and open discussion of 
issues. There were three invited speakers, an American woman graduate student 
who had written an article about the graduate student experience, the faculty 
Director of the Program in Comparative Literature, who is an advisor to 
foreign students, and a faculty member from the. College of Architecture and 
Urban Planning who teachers a course on Third World Women and Development.
 
Participants provided information on comparative resources from their own
 
countries and feedback regarding priority issues for discussion and opinions
 
on readings.
 

11. 
PROJECT CALENDAR 

A. Design and Development of Workshop January to August
 
i. Design syllabus January to May 
.2. Finalize selection of readings
 

and produce coursepack June to August
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3. Arrange for speakers June to August
 
B. Outreach to Third World Women Students January to May
 

1. Mailing to 244 women Marcb
 
2. Selection of participants may 
3. Interviews April
 
4. lenotification mailing August 

C. Implementation of seminar September to November
 
D. Evaluation of seminar November and December
 

12.
 
MATERIALS DEVELOPED
 

A session outline and calendar giving topics, readings and speakers was 
produced along with coursepacks. A bibliography of related readings and
 
research is underway. However, little relevant research is available. An
 
ERIC search revealed no citations and an ISS search revealed only one, a 
dissertation. Search is ongoing. Readings were based on general issues in
 
many instances due to the dearth of material.
 

13.
 
PUBLICITY
 

The project was publicized through regular CEW, University of Michigan, and
 
Ann Arbor Community channels. Articles are now being developed for U-M, CEW
 
newsletter and national publication.
 

PERSON14EL AND ADMINISTRATION
 

14.
 
RELATIONSIP BETWEEN CEW AND THE INTERNATIONAL STUDENT OFFICE:
 

Although CEW has no information institutional relationship "*ith the
 
International Student Office, the Director of the International Center is a
 
member of the Advisory Committee for the Professional Development Program for
 
Intezvational Women and a close relationship now exists between the Program
 
Coordinator and the foreign student advisers at the Interaatonal Center. CEW
 
supports International Center programs for spouses and women studtnts with
 
some financial support and some in kind support, for example, ptilicity.
 
Currently, advisers at the International Center and the Program Coordinator at
 
CEW are working jointly on several programs.
 

15. 
PROJECT COORDINATOR
 

The current coordinator for the Professional Development Program for
 
Inte.rnational Women has been coordinating the program since January 1985. Her
 
thirteen years of experience living and working in South East Asia and East
 
and West Africa were invaluable for promoting free discussion of many
 
sensitive issues covered in seminar sessions. Her familiarity with the
 
University of Michigan was also helpful when discussing administrative and
 
academic procedures and the graduate experience.
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16.
 
ADVISORY COMMITTEE
 

The 	Advisory Committee for the Professional Development for International 
Women assaued overall advisory responsibility for this project. Members of 
the advisory committee represent CEW, the U-M faculty, the International 
Center, International Neighbors, Volunteers for International Hospitality 
programs, women foreign students, and the business community. The advisory 
committee meets four times a year to discuss and approve the overall direction 
of the Program. 

17.
 
CEITERIA FOR SELECTION OF THE PARTICIPANTS: 

A. 	 Female 
B. 	 Enrolled in graduate or professional program 
C. 	F or J visa holder 
D. 	From the Third World (all regions of the world except Canada,
 

Europe, Australia, and New Zealand)
 
E. 	Already in the United States for at least six months.
 

All Third World Women in graduate and professional programs received an 
initial mailing which included a description of the program and an invitation 
to participate. Interested students were interviewed and were requested to 
bring curriculum vitaes or a brief autobiography. Participants were 
eventuoaly self-selected on the basis of commitment to the program and time 
availability. 

EVALUATION AND ADAPTATION 

18.
 
EVALUATION PROCEDURE
 

All participants were asked to fill out and return evaluation forms. Eight 
participants returned the completed forms. Sample evaluation forms are 
attached. For a summary of the evaluation comments see Appendix A. For a 
complete print out of evaluation comments see Appendix B. 

In addition, at the beginning of each session, participants were given time to
 
discuss the previous session. Comments from these discussions have been
 
incorporated into the Coordinator's notes.
 

19.
 
MODEL FOR ADAPTATION IN OTHER AREAS
 

The 	revised syllabus and coursepack will be available to other universities on 
request. The major organizational requirement would be institutional 
endorsement of student involvement and the availability of a qualified 
workshop leader. Some of the more basic areas of the syllabus, for example, 
acculturation, both academic and social, reentry, and networking, are 
sufficiently general to be used for male foreign students and for mixed groups. 
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CONTINUATION
 

The geminar wiil be offered next year as an integral part of CEW's 
Professional Development Program for International Women. 

21.
 
OTHER COMMENTS
 

Although students felt pressed for time, loyalty and commitment were high and 
attendance was regular. Participants felt the seminar was valuable and should 
be offered regularly. Changes in priority issues topics are discussed in the 
Coordinator's comments in the sumary section of Appendix A. 
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22. 
BUDGET 

FINANCIAL REPORT 

1. Project Coordinator's Salary 

2. Office Supplies 

3. Mailing Labels 
4. 	 Mailings Initial bulk mailing 244 

Reminder Letters 
5. Production of Coursepacks 	 20 packs 
6. Books 

7. Telephone 
8. 	Production of Final Report 


Total: 


In-Kind Contributions
 

1. Clerical Assistance (25 hours x $7.00/hr.) 
2. Consultation with CEW staff (25 hours x $12.00/hr.) 

3. Consultation with CEW director (10 hours x $18.00/hr.) 
4. Space (12 months x $50.00/mo.) 

5. 	 t--M payment of salary benefits 

Total: 

Volunteer Time
 

1. Advisory Committee (6 members z 4 hours each) 
2. Student Volunteer Advice (3 members x 5 hours each) 


Total: 


$1,000.00
 
113.05
 
61.00
 
14.64
 
3.52 

188.40
 
32.50
 
15.00
 

100.00
 
$1,528.11
 

* 175.00 
300.00
 
180.00 
600.00
 
363.79
 

*1,618.79
 

24 hours 
15 hours
 
39 hours
 

http:1,618.79
http:1,528.11
http:1,000.00


TkNTH%-iT i ii 

.' -48O+l(108 


DATE 


1. Sept. 6 


II. Sept. 13 


II. Sept. 20 


IV. Sept. 27 


V. Oct. 4 


,'I. Oct. 11 


L.. Oct. 18 


T H E U N IV E.RS ITY O F M IC H I GA N 

CENTER FOR CON"INUING EDUCATION OF WOMEN 

TFLF'H,',.f. APLA 313 

7 -o.ui or 1)h3.13i3PAVING THE WAY SESSION OUTLINE 


READINGS
PROGRAM 


International Activities at the
Introduction 

University of Michigan, pub. Inte!
 
national Center, 1-M 1985.
 
"Dynamics of Cross-Cultural Adjust
 

ment: from pre-arrival to re-ent:r
 
from Learning Across Cultures, NA
 

"The Graduate Experience" Rackham
Graduate School, Speaker, 

Ann Munster, graduate student Reports, Spring 1985, pp. 1 and 8
 

The Role of the Foreign Student it
and author, "The Graduate 

the Process of Development, PP. 1.
Experience", Rackham Reports 

25 and 29- 35, NAFSA 1983.
Spring, 1985. 


Gr-duate Advisors, Speaker, "Communication and Problem-olviLn
 

Prof. Stuart Y. McDougal, Across Cultures" Felipe Korzenn:,
 
Learning Across Cultures pp. 104.-
Assoc. Prof. English Lang. 


and Lit., Director, Prog. 115.
 

in Comp. Lit., LSA. 	 "Cross-cultural counseling", Horn
 
Vandersluis et al., Learninr. Acro
 

Cultures, pp. 30-50. NAFSA 1981
 

"The Classroom Climate: A Chilly
Acculturation, Social and 

One for Women?" Project on the SL
Academit. 

and Education of Women, Assoc. oF
 

Amer. Colleges, 1818 Street, N..
 
Washington, D.C. 20009 pp. 1-22.
 

Needs of Foreign Students from DE
 

eloping Nations at U. S. ColleeE
 
Universities, NAFSA 1981, pp. 6-2
 

and pp. 131-133.
 
The Relevance of U.S. Education t
International Graduate 

Students from Developing CountriE
Women Students in Development. 

NAFSA 1980. pp. 7 - 34.
 

"The Professional Integration of
 

Women" pp. 47- 69 Professional
 
Integration: A Guide for Student!
 

The Developing World, NAFSA 1983
 

The Double Burden Dilemma of
 

Educated Women in Developing
 
Countries. Speaker, Professor
 
Hemalata Dandekar, Asst. Prof.
 
Urban Planning, Coll. of Arch.
 
and Urban Plan., and Adjunct Asst.
 
Research Scientist, Center for
 
Research on Economic Development, 
College of LSA. 

"Alumni Networking" pp. 5-2.- andReentrv/Reintegration/Reacculturation 

Career Entry levels, networking, "Continuing Education for t . r)
 



:ge 2 

r. Oct. 25 Long Term Goals and Role 
Modeling (Mentoring) 
"Old Girl" Networks 
Women's Professional Assoc. 
and Groups. 

X. Nov. 1 End of the Decade of International 
Women: A Report. 

X. Nov. 8 Final Session: 
Points of Consensus, 
Recommendations. 

Returned Professional" pp. 12'.-
Professional Integration: A Guidt 
for Students from the Developi_ 
World, NAAFSA 1983. 
"The Scientist or Scholar Interal 
pp. 25-46 Professional Interatic-
A Guide for Students from the 
Developing World. NAFSA 1983. 
"The Need for Female Role Models 
Education" Toni Antonnucci,S;.racu. 
University. Unpub. Paper.
 

"Intercultural Reentry: Conceptual 
ization and Directions for Future 
Research." Judith N. Martin, ln re' 
national Journal of Intercultural 
Relations, Vol. 8, pp. 115-134, 1
 



THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 

CENTER FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION OF WOMEN 

TE].PHONE: Ai., 13
3oTp to 

.@LW iOTH810- "PAVING THE WAY" INTERNATIONAL GRADUATE WOMEN -64-65i5 or -63-1353 
STUDENT SEMINAR. 

OCTOBER, 1985
PARTICIPANT LIST: 

9|
 

ADDRESS 	 TELEPHONE COUNTRY OF ORIGI
NAME 


A2 	 662-2327
1. 	Mercedes Nino-Murcia P.O. BOX 4312 06 Columbia
 

(Romance Linguistics)
 

2207 	Hubbard #8 A2 05 996-4402 Sudan
2. 	Afaf B. H. Omer 

(Sociology)
 

277-7439 Argentina
3. 	Noemi Mirkin 3996 Cornell, Dearborn Hts. 

764-5267
(PhysIcs) 


805 	E. Huron #6 A2 04 761-8408 Mexico
4. 	Lourdes Sanchez Solis 

(Remote Sensing - School of Nat. Resources)
 

1586 	Murfin Apt. /8A2 05 662-5219 Mexico
5. 	Marisela Velez 

(Biophysics)
 

403 	Church St. A2 04 663-8416 Taiwan, R.O.C,
LinYu-Yun 

(Population Planning)
 

2364 	Bishop St. #15 A2 05 761-6202 India
7. 	Kalpana Misra 

(Political Science)
 

8. 	Lu, Zxy-Yanu 606 Catherine St. A2 04 769-8576 Taiwan, RKO.C.
 

(Nursing)
 

9. 	Haekyoung Lee 1704 Mclntrye Dr. A2 05 996-0244 Korea
 

(Theatre and Drama)
 

10. 	Mar-Lama A. Deen 1675 University Terrace. 663-4890 Sierra Leone
 

( Population Planning) #1227
 

323 	East William Suite 59 662-9386 Ecuador
11. 	 Lola P. Murillo 

(Architecture) A2 48104
 

208 	Chapin St. A2 04 665-5702 S. Korea
12. 	 Heong Dug Park 

(Near Eastern Studies)
 

1795 	David Court A2 05 665-3184 Ghana
13. 	 Araba K. Intisiful 

(Chemical Engineering, Industrial Technology)
 

OBSERVERS
 

Sandy Gregerman, Student Services Associate, Foreign Student Adviser, School of NIatural
 

Resources.
 
Ann Munster, Graduate Student.
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PPEN)IX A
 



THIRD WORLD WOMEN AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN: PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL 

SUMMARY OF EVALUATIONS 

International women graduate students at The University of Michigan found the 
seminar helpful and instructive regarding their experienced as graduate 

students and their acculturation to the United States. The majority of 

participants felt that their understanding had deepened regarding the academic 
adviser's role at The University of Michigan and their role as advisee. 
Students were divided in opinion as to whether they had a more complete 
understanding of The University of Michigan academic administrative system. A
 
majority of participants felt that they had learned more about alternatives to
 

pursue to solve problems, campus resources, the graduate student experience,
 
American student attitudes, and varying departmental attitudes towards
 
international students. Many students did not feel that they had learned any
 

more about relevancy issues of a U.S. Education for employment in their home 
countries, or about their choices after the degree. Most participants felt
 

that they achieved an increased understanding of the acculturation process on
 

arrival in this country and about .he reacculturation and reintegration
 
process which they will experience upon their return home.
 

The speaker most students found especially helpful was Professor Hemalata
 

Dandebar's talk on "The Double Burden Dilemma of Educated Women in Developing
 

Countries." Students appreciate the broad perspective on issues concerning
 

professional/educated women. Other particularly helpful sessions were those
 

on Alumni Networking, the Graduate Experience, International Women Graduate
 
Students in Development, and Graduate Advisers. Important readings were "The
 

Classroom Climate: A Chilly One for Women" and "The Professional Integration
 
of Women."
 

There were some issues and concerns that students felt were either not 
adequately covered or that they would like to have discussed in more detail. 

The "reentry" problem was felt to be of major importance and students
 
expressed a need for more airing of anxieties and more coping strategies.
 
They expressed a desire to seek solutions to the many problems aired during
 
discussions. Students expressed an interest in hearing about international
 
students' "legal rights" in terms of having time off (for example, maternity
 
leave, extended sick leave) what academic status rights they have, working
 
rights and so on.
 

Participants on the whole enjoyed the group discussions finding them:
 "therapeutic," "informative," "immensely helpful," "important," "very
 
interesting and supportive," as part of the seminar experience. However,
 
almost all students felt that digressions should be severely curtailed,
 
personal experiences should be kept to a minimum, and more detailed structure
 
for each discussion should be set up in advance of each session.
 

The speakers were, on the whole, rated quite highly.
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EVALUATION SUMMARIES
 

READINGS
 

Readings receiving the highest ratings were: (3.5 and above) 

1. 	 "Dynamics and Cross-Cultural Adjustment: from pre-arrival to re-entry"
 
fro& Learning Across Cultures published by NAFSA.
 

2. 	 "The Graduate Experience" by Anne Munster, from Rackham Reports, Spring 
1985, pp. 1 and 8.
 

3. 	"Cross-Cultural Counseling" from Learning Across Cultures pp. 30-50 NAFSA.
 
4. 	"The Classroom Climate: A Chilly One for Women?-" from Project on the
 

Status and Education of Women. pp. 1-22.
 
.5. "The Professional Integration of Women" pp. 47-69 from Professional 

Integration: A Guide for Students from the Developing World. NAFSA 
6. 	 "Al m i Networking" pp. 5-24 from Professional Integration: A Guide for
 

Students from the Developing World. NAFSA
 
7. 	 "Continuing Education for the Returned Professional" pp. 124-134 from 

ftofeasional Integration: A Guide for Students from the Developing
 
World. NAFSA
 

8. "wSerculturalReentry: Conceptualization and Directions for Future
 
Research." From International Journal of Intercultural Relations, Vol. 8,
 
pp. 115-134.
 

Readiugs receiving moderate ratings were: (2.5 to 3.5)
 

1. 	 International Activities at The University of Michigan pub. by the 
International Center, University of Michigan 1985. 

2. 	 "Cormmnication and Problem-Solving Across Cultures," from Learning Across 
Cultures pp. 30-50 NAFSA 1981.
 

3. Needs of Foreign Students from Developing Nations at U.S. Colleges and
 
Universities. pp. 6-20 and 131-133. NAFSA 1981.
 

4. Relevance of U.S. Education to Students from Developing Countries. pp.
 
7-34 XAFSA 1980.
 

5. 	"The Scientist or Scholar Interacts" pp. 25-46 from Professional
 
Integration: A Guide for Students from the Developing World, pp. 25-46
 
NAFSA.
 

Reading receiving a low rating was: (1 to 2.5) 

1. 	The Role of the Foreign Student in the Process of Development, pp. 12-25
 
and 29-35. NAFSA 1983.
 

EVALUATION SUMMARY
 

SEMINAR CONTENT
 

Opinion of the seminar content was mixed. 

One person felt there should be more readings and a speaker to discuss the
 
administrative system at The University of Michigan. One participant
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expressed a desire to discuss reintegration issues in more detail. Another
 

student wanted more attention paid to students in the Humanities and Social
 

Sciences in the session on International Graduate Women in Development. Two
 
Two participants
participants felt that the readings were just about right. 


felt that there were too many readings for the amount of time they could spend
 

Two people thought that several of the readings were far too
for the seminar. 

academic in style and desired summaries instead. 

OVERALL 

All students expressed some degree of satisfaction with the seminar. Most
 

respondents to the evaluation expressed a desire to learn more about
 

university systems, both administrative and academic, and how they function.
 

In addition, most students sought understanding of the academic career ladders
 

and the tenure system as many plan to become academics themselves and wish to
 

use this information to compare U.S. systems with those in their own countries.
 

Other areas of general consensus included the desire for a more detailed
 

syllabus of discussion issues, more structured sessions, and less description
 

of personal experiences. All participants felt that they had benefited from
 

the seminar especially as regards the sharing of emperiences.
 

EVALUATION SUMMARY
 

COORDINATOR'S COMMENTS*
 

The most valuable outcomes of the seminar were the satisfaction with the group
 

experience and the issues raised, and the priorities given to those issues.
 

It will now be possible to focus the next seminar on issues that international
 

women graduate students themselves feel to be of greatest importance. Some of
 

the issues raised may be problematic to explore as data may not be available',
 

for example, the foreign student graduate experience, and other issues will be
 

problematic because of scope, for example university and academic
 

administrative structures, but these may be discussed in general outline. For
 

the next seminar, participants will be asked to describe their graduate
 

student experience on paper.
 

Another valuable outcome was the identification of issues specific to foreign
 

women graduate students. As has been stated before, little is known about
 
In 1954/55
this population except that their numbers are steadily growing. 


women foreign students constituted 23.2Z of all foreign students; iu 1983/84,
 

29.6% (Open Doors 1983/84). Little is known about what fields they choose;
 

how many complete their degree programs; what propurtion are married; or how
 

many return to their home countries. For this group four were married, two
 
One woman was divorced with one child. The
with children, and one pregnant. 


Married women and single women had different views of their
rest were single. 

graduate experiences. In many ways, this particular group were pioneering and
 

Two of the married women's husbands had followed them over here. One

unique. 

woman was repeating all her Ph.D. course work as her work from her country and
 

*based on evaluations, discussions, and individual talks with participants.
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had not been accepted. One of the women had left her good position of ten
 
years standing in a bank in her home country to pursue her degree. Most of
 
the women were in the sciences; but some were pioneering in other fields. One
 
Korean student was working on the history of Korean Theatre. I note these
 
details to show how life stages affect the Issues discussed. 

For example, married students were most concerned about their rights as
 
students under certain circumstances. If a foreign woman graduate student ie 
pregnant and is due to take her preliminaries sometime near the end of her 
pregnancy, what options are available to her? What are tae regulations 
regarding extended sick leave after a major operation? For example, if the 
student is also a research assistant or teaching assistant, will her place be 
kept for her? Foreign female graduate students with children who were also 
research assistants were concerned about their relationships with their peers 
and their sponsors as they were unable to spend the long hours (often 
overtime) that their peers could spend at the research. Many students, 
married and single, felt that their dissertation committees were not as 
interested or as committed to their sponsors as they were unabie to spend the 
long hours (often overtime) that their peers could spend at the research. 
Many atudents, married and single, felt that their dissertation committees 
were not as interested or as committed to their studies as they were to
 
American students because the foreign women graduate students were leaving the 

country. Many students. expressed anxiety that their course work was not of 
equal standard to that of American students and felt that they had no basis of 
comparison. Many women felt they were "second class" citizens "as students 
and that they were ignored by mentors and not included in the often all male 
"after hours" get together where ideas were tossed about and contacts and 
relationships were formed. Many students felt that they were isolated and 
that they had few coping strategies for the internal politics of particular 
iepartments. Students felt that they were discriminated against by male 
foreign students, especially by those from their own countries. Finally, all
 
the international women graduate students felt that there was little or no
 
funding available to foreign women students to study in this country. In
 
future seminars, these issues will be discussed and coping strategies will,
 
hopefully, be formed. 



SEMINAR/FORUM EVALUATION, 8 responses
 

1. HAS THIS SEMINAR BEEN HELPFUL TO YOU IN THINKING ABOUT YOUR 
EXPERIENCE AS A GRADUATE STUDENT AND YOUR ACCULTURATION UPON 
ARRIVAL IN THE UNITED STATES; ELABORATE IF YOU CARE TO DO SO. 

VERY 4 SOMEWHAT 4 NOT AT ALL 0 NONE OF THE ABOVE 0
 

It came rather late as I will finish soon but I think it will be
 
of benefit for others in the future.
 

Since most of the members in the group have been in the U.S.A. 
for some time, I do not value acculturation to be a very 
important topic. However, the seminar well covered 
reacculturation and reintegration. I think those topics were 
very helpful, and the preparation in this area is going to make a 
difference for me. 

2. WAS THERE ANY ONE SESSION, OR READING, OR SPEAKER, THAT 
SEERED PARTICULARLY HELPFUL TO YOU? 

a. I found Professor Dandekar's talk quite helpful in the sense 
that it helped me to see areas in which compromises might have to 
be made by as woman as she furthers her education and career. It 
makes a lot of difference to know the kind of problems that one 
can face and knowing what she really wants, how to go about it
 
with a knowledge of the odds against her.
 

b. Yes. Professor Hemalata Dandekar's talk on Oct. 11. Also
 
"Alumni Networking" seems like a very good idea.
 

c. There were three such sessions 1) the graduate experience, 2) 
the double burden dilemma of educated women in developing 
countries, and 3) alumni networking.
 

d. Reading of "The Classroom Climate: A Chilly One for Women?" 
and "The Professional integration of Women."
 

e. International Graduate Women Students in Development" and 
"Graduate Advisors".
 

f. ! liked Hemalata Dandekar's presentation because of the broad 
perspective it gives to issues concerning professional/educated
 
women. Anne Munster's study was interesting because of the
 
information it provided about what's going on in other fields in
 
the university. The Graduate Advisor was interesting as a
 
curiosity, but has nothing to do with my experience.
 

g. In terms of acculturation sections, I believe it should be
 
more organized in order to come up with some themes and
 
suggestions for newcomers. If there is just a focus on past
 
experience, there are endless things to discuss.
 

3. WERE THERE ISSUES OR CONCERNS IMPORTANT TO YOU IN THIS 
PROCESS THAT WERE NOT DISCUSSED WHICH YOU FEEL WOULD HAVE BEEN 



HELPFUL? PLEASE ELABORATE.
 

a. I think almost everything was covered.
 

b. I think we should have devoted more time to the "re-entry"
problem. This is an issue where there is a lot of anxiety on our 
part. A crucial issue. We need time to air those anxities and
 
learn from each other how to cope with them. Maybe we should
 
have a speaker who went through the experience.
 

C. No. 

d. I think we basically touched most of the issues that foreign 
women graduate students are concerned about. 

e. We talked alot about "Problems". It will be nice to discuss
 
the solutions to the problems.
 

f. I think that the issue of legal rights of students would be
 
interesting to discuss. It came up in one of the talks and I
 
think it would be very interesting. At least in scientific
 
research that we depend so much on our advisors, I would like to
 
know what sort of rights we have: can we take some time off ( for 
having a baby for example) without pay and do they have to take
 
us back after it? Can they kick us out for working only the
 
hours we're getting paid for and not the hours they expect us to
 
work? . . .etc.
 

4. IN GENERAL, I FELT THE GROUP EXPENCE WAS... 

a. Good. The mixture of people who have almost completed their
 
courses and people who are starting was very helpful. The views
 
of people acquired through personal experiences with their
 
advisors and through their education and professional advancement
 
were informative. The group has a good representation of the
 
different parts of the world and the sharing of every individual
 
experience was learning in itself.
 

b. Very good. The Alumni networking has already begun with this
 
group. In future, discussion should be channelled more to
 
general issues than to personal experiences. There was this
 
tendency in most of the discussions.
 

c. Therapeutic! It is very hard to deal with "the graduate 
experience" in a foreign countr ° all by oneself. It is lonely

and it is very difficult to find constructive solutions.
 
Being part of a group like this was really therapeutic. It made
 
me realize I am not alone in this quest. But, most of all, it
 
made me aware of the varieties of experiences we've had. Some
 
good, some bad. I've learned from all of them as each of us
 
shared them around the table...
 

d. fmmensely helpful in that it helped solidify, reinforce or
 
clarify my own experiences since I am at the point of finishing
 
up my program and just beginning to think about entering the job
 



market back home. Terms like alumni networking, reentry, etc., 
are beginning to take on a very relevant and important
 
connotation for me. This seminar is most well timed for me 
bacause in the past few months as my peers in political science ( 
who are at the same stage as me) are becoming more and more 
concerned about placement etc. I have realised that from now on
 
our orientation begins to diverge. They can talk to each other
 
and their professors about their hopes and expectations for the
 
next few years and everybody else being in the same boat can
 
understand. My situation is very different and aside from making
 
a few polite and sympathetic noises they cannot really make any
 
suggestions or offer any advice. In this context I had started
 
to feel very isolated and this seminar has made me realise that
 
my position is not so unique after all and that knowledge itself
 
gives me some strength and support.
 

e. Important. It helped me to find that I am not the only
 
person that has some problems. I feel more self-confident. And
 
I am glad to share the different experiences.
 

f. Very interesting and supportive. Even if it didn't solve any 
particular problem, the simple fact of sharing experiences and 
understanding the similar problems we've had in adapting 
ourseives to a new culture has been very helpful. 

SPEAKER EVALUATIONS
 

Speaker One: Anne Munster, author of "The Graduate Experience".
 

a. She did not cover much of what happens to students from the
 
less developed countries. The presentation was, however,
 
relevant.
 

b. Very productive session.
 

c. I am glad we had her as a speaker, because I found her
 
article was not saying much about foreign students.
 

d. is there any survey to show the difference of "the Graduate
 
Experience" that were expressed before and after graduation?
 

e. The study was interesting and it provided us an opportunity
 
of getting a more global idea of what is going on at the
 
university.
 

Speaker Two: Professor Stuart Y. McDougal, Director, Program in
 
Comparative Literature.
 

a. Good - An example of an adviser that all of us would like to
 
have. Unfortunately not all advisers, I'm sure, are like him in
 
their outlook and what they actually do.
 
Tie gave a good idea of what is expected of an adviser and somehow
 
what advisers expect from students.
 



It would be interesting to talk to someone else who is rated as a
 
poor adviser to see what he/she will say and compare.
 

b. He was very diplomatic and tended to be very careful as to
 
what he said without committing himself.
 

c. It was interesting to hear his point of view, although not
 
very representative of the "real world".
 

d. I didn't get too much out of his presentation. It merely 
reinforced what I knew already about the 'ideal' characteristics 
of an adviser. It would be more helpful I thing to get an 
administrator who is in charge of assigning advisers, to 
students, because when we communicate over grievances to him he
 
should be in a position to do something about it. (It may only 
be a general directive to the faculty telling them what are the 
general concerns of foreign students as distinct from American
 
students.)
 

e. I don't think he was in a position where he could talk
 
candidly about advising.
 

f. It's a good chance to let everybody speak out their problems.
 
What's the most serious problem in the 'whole' advising system?
 
What's the problem that American students face? If the problems
 
are similar to those of the foreign students, the "whole system" 
will be the target for solution.
 

g. Interesting, but I don't think he represented the majority of 
the professors around here who act as advisers. 

Speaker Three: Professor Hemalata Dandekar, "The Double Burden
 
Dilemma of Educated Women in Developing Countries".
 

a. Good. - Knows her subject and even though the talk was mainly 
on Indian Women it showed that the problems were basically the
 
same throughout the world.
 

b. I was very impressed with her presentation. I was, however, 
disappointed to find out that she would not continue lecturing 
about women in development at her school. 

c. I did not agree with all the issues she presented. But it 
was a unique opportunity to hear about her work. This is a woman 
who has devoted a lot of time and thought to the dilemma of 
educated women in developing countries.
 

d. Interesting and informative.
 

e. She dealt with the subject matters that we all can easily
 
identify with. She organized her time weil. I think she can be 
a good role model for professional women. 

f. It's an interesting topic. But I am looking for the possible 



solutions to the dilemma, if we could have more discussions about
 
the alternatives to solving the dilemma it would be nicer.
 

g. I think she brought up very interesting problems. Although
 
she centered on the situation in India, some things apply to
 
other countries. Besides, one of the important points stressed
 
with this is that the situation in each country will be very
 
different depending on its recent situation, history, culture,
 
etc. But the talk had the attraction of highlighting some points
 
that are interesting to focus on and to think about, knowing that
 
the results and analyses will be different. I also think that 
her "advice" to realize where you stand and what you want is very 
important. In order to realize something it's important to set 
our goals and know our limitations. I missed some more
 
discussion on how having a family affects your life and work.
 

EVALUATION OF READINGS: l(poor) 2(adequate) 3(fair) 4(good) 

5(excellent)
 

Session 1: 

IA. International Activities at the University of Michigan
 
published by the International Center, U-M 1985.
 

Rating: 6 responses. Total score 18 out of a possible 30.
 
Average 3 fair.
 

Comments:
 

a. It is a good publication which should be made available at
 
the International Center.
 

b. The title of the brochure is totally unrelated to its
 
content.
 

c. It has interesting information, but it's very general and it
 
does not tell where to extend the information you want.
 

lB. Dynamics of Cross-Cultural Adjustment: from pre-arrival to
 
re-entry. from Learning Across Cultures published by NAFSA.
 
Rating: 6 responses. Total score 23 out of a possible 30.
 

Average 3.8 good
 

Comments:
 

a. Very useful in identifying the problems, so helps to think
 
about what is going on. As happens with other lectures, they're
 
like 'recipe books'. They're useful but whether or not they're
 
effectively helpful depends on the "human atmosphere" that you
 
find either here or on the return to help you turn all this
 
analysis into reality.
 

Session II.
 



2A. "The Graduate Experience" by Anne Munster, from Rackham 
Reports, Spring 1985, pp. 1 and 8. 

Rating: 7 responses. Total score 27 out of a possible 35.
 
Average 3.8 good
 

Comments:
 

a. There should be more focus on foreign students from other 
less developed countries.
 

b. The only thing it lacked was any reference to the problems .of 
foreign students. However, Ann did explain that the reason for
 
that was that the ones she asked were not forthcoming.
 

c. 'Meetingwith Ann Munster was much more helpful and
 
interesting than reading the article. She was candid and the
 
discussion was focused upon foreign graduate students unlike the
 
article.
 

d. It was a very complete study dealing with many different 
aspects of graduate life. Supportive, although it only
 
represented the side of the "winner" the ones that have already 
or alraost "made it". 

e. Add more comments or information about international 
students
 

2B. The Role of the Foreign Student in the Process of
 
Development pp. 12-25 and 29-35.
 

Rating 5 responses. Total score 11 out of a possible 25.
 
Average 2.2 adequate.
 

Comments:
 

a. The recommendations are unbelievable! But, let's not laugh. 

b. Patronizing approach.
 

c. I found it contradictory and too patronizing. I don't 
completely agree with the idea that the U. S. is the guide for 
the developing world. It can help, but it is definitely not the 
only model possible. Actually, it depends on what you define as 
development. In my opinion, the U. S. is an underdeveloped 
country in many aspects. It is not a 'terrible' article. In 
some points it does consider that feedback from foreign students 
could help the U. S. 

Session 3.
 

3A. "Communication and Problem-Solving Across Cultures", from 
Learning Across Cultures.
 



Rating 6 responses. Total score of 20 out of a possible 30.
 

Average 3.3 fair.
 

Comments:
 

a. It gives overall description of problems to be faced from
 
learning across cultures and good suggestions on how to go about
 
solving them.
 

b. Didn't understand it very well.
 

c. Similar comments to 1B.
 

3B. "Cross-Cultural Counseling" from Learning Across Cultures,
 
pp. 30-50.
 

Rating 4 responses. Total score of 15 out of a possible 20.
 
Average 3.7 good.
 

Comments:
 

a. Very Helpful.
 

b. Superficial.
 

c. Similar comments to lB.
 

Session 4.
 

4A. "The Classroom Climate: A Chilly One for Women?"
 
from Project on the Status and Education of Women. pp. 1-22.
 

Rating 6 responses. Total score of 26 out of a possible 30.
 
Average 4.3 good.
 

Comments:
 

a. Contains good recommendations to help change the atmosphere
 
for women in the classroom. Good on the whole I think for people
 
who have experienced it to learn how to handle it and for those
 
who have not to note it not be upset when they are faced with
 
those situations.
 

b. It was surprising that the actual classroom climate is not so
 
much different in America as other developing countries. The
 
article mado me realize insidious inequalities some of which I
 
have taken tor granted.
 

c. Excellent! Very useful in identifying what is going on and
 
feeling that you're not alone.
 



4B. Needs of Foreign Students from Developing Nations at U. S. 
Colleges and Universities. 

Rating 4 responses. Total score of 12 6ut of a possible 20.
 
Average 3 fair.
 

Comments:
 

a. The way it is written, reporting the results of such and such
 
studies does not make it very interesting. It has useful
 
information, but quoting so many studies instead of summarizing
 
them and waking more general points is not too convenient. It is
 
interesting but I don't think it provided me with any exciting
 
information.
 

Session 5.
 

5A. The Relevance of U. S. Education to Students from
 
Developigg Countries. pp. 7 - 34.
 

Rating 7 responses. Total score of 20 out of a possible 30.
 
Average 2.85 adequate to fair.
 

Comments:
 

a. It was not very objective in its anaiysis.
 

b. I thought it was very contradictory. Some points are good, 
some are very "patronizing". I think it does not state clearly 
the contradiction that we commented on once in the group - U. S. 
role in helping other countries but at the same time wanting to 
dominate. 

5B. "The Professional Integration of Women" pp. 47-69 from
 
Professional Integration: A Guide for Students from the
 
Deveioping World.
 

Rating 8 responses. Total score of 34.5 out of a possible 40.
 
Average 4.3 good.
 

Comments:
 

a. It clearly outlines the situations in which most foreign
 
professional women will be.
 

b. I found it very interesting and pointing out the important
 
aspects one needs to be aware of.
 

Session 6: no readings.
 

Session 7.
 

7A. "Alumni \Ietworking" pp. 5-24 from Professional Integration:
 



A Guide for Students from the Developing World.
 

Rating 6 responses. Total score of 26 out of a possible 30.
 
Average 4.3 good.
 

Comments:
 

a. It is an excellent reading and is strongly recommended.
 

b. I found good advice.
 

7B. "Continuing Education for the Returned Professional" pp.
 
124-134 from Professional Integration: A Guide for Students
 
from the Developing World.
 

Rating 7 responses. Total score of 27 out of a possible 35.
 

Average 3.8 good.
 

Comments:
 

a. This article is also recommended because it helps students to
 
be aware of the strategies of how to become memhers of
 
professional associations to network with after they leave.
 

b. I only read it briefly but I have the impression that it does
 
bring out good points.
 

Session 8.
 

8A. "The Scientist or Scholar Interacts" pp. 25-46 from
 
Professional Integration: A Guide for Students from the
 
Developing World.
 

Rating 2 responses. Total score of 6 out of a possible 10.
 
Average 3 adequate.
 

Comments:
 

a. It brings out interesting points about scientific research.
 
It is like a strategic manual of things you should do outside
 
your field to be successful. It Louched some interesting points.
 

8B. "The Need for Female Role Models in Education" Toni 
Antonnucci, Syracuse University. Unpublished paper.
 

Rating 7 responses. Total score of 28 out of a possible 35.
 

Average 4 good.
 

Comments:
 

a. From what you read in class I found it interesting and good 
to start discussion of individual personal experience. I'm sure 
that everybody's experience and search for models is somewhat 



different.
 

Session 9. No readings.
 

Session 10.
 

IOA. "Intercultural Reentry: Conceptualization and Directions
 
for Future Research." from International Journal of
 
Intercultural Relations, Vol. 8, pp. 115-134.
 

Rating 4 responses. Total score of 16 out of a possible 20.
 
Average 4 good.
 

Comments:
 

a. Very good article. We should have read a few more on this
 
topic.
 

b. A nice study. Although I'm not thinking about my return,
 
this article brings some interesting points to keep in mind.
 

WHAT IS YOUR OPINION OF THE SEMINAR CONTENT: For example, were 
the readings about right, too little, too much? Were the topics
 
chosen relevant? Were there topics unaddressed that you would
 
care to explore?
 

a. The content of the seminar was good on the average. I feel
 
there should be more materials and at least a speaker to explain
 
the administrative system here.
 

b. The content is interesting. It would be nice to discuss more
 
detail about what self-expectation that women have to face in
 
their current societies.
 

c. The amount of reading materials were right even though those
 
articles by NAFSA did not seem to be realistic.
 

d. The seminar was very rewarding on the whole because I became 
aware of the fact that the experiences I have had so far are 
shared by other women like me. I think the readings were a bit 
too much even though most of them were quite interesting - but 
there was not enough time to read all because of other 
responsibilities in our programs. The topics were quite relevant 
but there was a tendency for digression most of the time from the 
topics to personal experiences. The topics discussed on Oct. 4
 
and Oct. 11 could be intensified.
 

e. I liked the content of the seminar. The readings were just 
about right and the topics well chosen. With regard to the 
session on International Graduate Women Students in Development I 
felt the reading focused almost exclusively on the relevance of 
U. S. education to students who are in the sciences, engineering, 
etc. I realise that this is the more important aspect of 



development as far as the Third World is concerned, however, in
 
addition to that I would like a more general reading which would
 
address the needs of women in the humanities and social sciences.
 

f. The readings were about right, maybe a little too many for 
the amount of time I could put in the course, The content of the 
readings was interesting, but in general they were very academic 
studies and I think that their real value for us was to trigger 
discussion on what our own experiences had been in the different
 
aspects treated. That's what I appreciated more about the
 
course. Not so much the results of such and such, but how each
 
one of us has in practice dealt with all that and how we have 
faced and solved our problems. That was much more realistic and 
supportive than the readings that are just rational analyses of a
 
human situation.
 
One thing I would have liked to know from the beginning when I 
first arrived, is how the University is organized. Starting from 
the very basics: what departments there are, what general 
facilities, what is tenure, what is an assistant professor, how 
professors get money for their research, etc. In science it is 
very important to know about the status of the professor you're 
interested in working with, for example, and universities in 
other countries can be very different from this in their 
professors [in terms of] categories and funding sources, for 
example. It is easy to get some general inf:rmation from the 
beginning ( where things are located, organizations on campus), 
but it's not until you find a friendly professor that you find 
out more about the "power" structure of the University, the 
decision-making groups (what are the regents, how are they 
elected, who and how decides about tenure)? Answers to that type 
of questions I think would have helped my in the beginning to 
feel more comfortable in such a big university as this one. At 
least to understand what's going on around us. Besides, aspects 
as the tenure status of a professor can be very important to know 
before you decide to work with someone. If he/she does not have 
tenure you might find that he/she is leaving before you finish 
your project! The other interest in knowing more detail how 
Universities work here is that many of us I'm sure are going to
 
go back to work at Universities [in our home countries], so we
 
would like to know as much as possible about the details of how 
Universities here are run. I think this would be an interesting
 
point to talk about: How universities work in other parts of the
 
world. I'm sure all of us could talk a little bit at least about
 
how the universities are organized in our countries.
 

g. Most of the readings I skimmed through. I thought they were
 
very good and relevant. I wish I had more time to read them
 
carefully.
 

PRESENTER On a scale of 1 to 5 rate the presenter. 5-excellent, 
4-very good, 3-good, 2-adequate, 1-poor.
 

ORGANIZATION OF MATERIAL 3.8 DISCUSSION MODERATOR 4
 

CHOICE OF SPEAKERS 3.7 MATERIAL CLEARLY PRESENTED 3.3
 



Other comments:
 

a. Taking into consideration that this is the first time this 
seminar has been organized, the readings were adequate. It would 
have been very helpful to have had the readings clearly organized 
and have pointed out well in advance what was to be discussed. 
Sometimes, apart when there were speakers, it was not easy to
 
know beforehand exactly what was to be discussed. Fortunately
 
most of us had experiences to share.
 

b. Generally you have been doing excellent job, Kay. But there
 
were some times when we were carried away by irrelevant issues.
 
If you make the list of things to be discussed in one session and
 
let the group know about it at the beginning, then we can cover
 
basic issues for each session in a more organized way.
 

c. The sessions were frank and lively. The atmosphere was 
comfortable enough to make even the most shy among us speak up. 
the seminar had just the right blend of academic seriousness and
 
informality which allowed us to relax while we discussed issues
 
which are/were of predominant concern for all of us.
 
Just once in a while some of the comments would begin to get a 
trifle repetitive - problems of "accents" and "dates". I would 
prefer having them brought up on one session (like we did at the 
first or second one) and then moving on to other things otherwise 
the arguments just seem to be getting circular. 

d. Kay Clifford did an excellentjob in this workshop. In
 
organizing ic she was aware of each and every issue faced by
 
women of developing countries who come to the U. S. in search of
 
new experiencen and learning opportunities.
 
She drew from her own experience, as a woman, as a student, as a
 
foreigner herself (in Africa and Malaysia), as a mother.
 
Her contributions were very enriching.
 

e. I think you did a wonderful job in leading the discussions
 
and making everybody feel comfortable in the group.
 

PERSONAL EVALUATION Do you feel you have benefited in any way 
from this seminar? If so, please elaborate; if not, also please
 
elaborate.
 

a. Yes. It's helpful to share different experiences.
 

b. Yes. I feel 1 have benefited in that I now know some of the 
problems that I might have as a student here and how to go about 
solving them. It has given me an idea of the resources 
available, even if they may not all be readily available and
 
finally it has shown me what to expect back home and not be too 
overwhelmed or disappointed by problems that will come my way in 
the process of reacculturation and reintegration.
 

c. I believe I have benefited from this seminar in a sense that 



I could elaborate my feelings and unsaid thoughts as a foreign
 
woman student. I also have benefited from hearing other people's
 
opinions and feelings, which made me realize that I am not alone.
 
It was nice chance for me to prepare myself for the future.
 

d. Yes. I benefited from the seminar because there were a lot
 
of things that were revealed from discussions that I could not
 
have known about, had I not attended the seminar.
 

e. T do think I have benefited from this seminar. It has made 
me analyse my own experiences as a foreign graduate student and 
put 	 them in a general and broader perspective. It has helped me 
professionally because I will be advising undergrad and grad
 
students in a year or two and after this seminar, I feel I have a 
fairly good sense of the different needs and perspectives of
 
students and consequently I believe I'll do a better job of it 
than I would have done otherwise.
 

f. 	I have benefited from this seminar in many ways:
 
a.) I met a group of women who are going through the same
 

"adventure".- the same pitfalls. The same dreams and 
expectations.
 

b.) I met a group of intelligent and articulate women who
 
showed me the world is big but it is small. From all over the
 
world we came, with different languages and backgrounds, but all
 
carrying on our shoulders the responsibilities and perils of
 
being women.
 

g. I feel that T have benefited from the seminar. Although some
 
people com'lained that it was too personal, I think, as I have
 
said above, that that was exactly what I most appreciated, at
 
least for a course of this length. If we were to continue, I
 
would definitely think about changing its character.
 
I also feel that we didn't talk enough about the return to our
 
countries.
 

h. 	 Yes. Emotional support from group discussion. Sharing 
experience through group discussion. Identifying the issues
 
related to female professionals.
 

If your understanding of any of the following areas has deepened
 

please circle yes, if it has not please circle no.
 

The 	U-M academic administration system yes 4 no 4
 

The 	adviser's role yes 6 no 1
 

Your role as student with the adviser yes 6 no 2
 

Do you feel you are aware of alt- yes 6 no 2
 
ernatives to pursue if you have
 
a problem?
 

Do you feel you have an increased yes 7 no I
 



understanding of campus resources should
 
you need help or support in some way?
 

')o you have an increased under
standing of acculturation yes 6 no 2 

reacculturation yes 6 no 2 

reintegration yes 7 no 1 

Relevancy issues regarding your yes 3 no 4
 
education in this country
 

Role modeling yes 6 no 2
 

The graduate student experience yes 7 no 0
 

American student attitudes yes 5 no 3
 

Varying departmental attitudes yes 6 no 1
 

Your choices after the degree yes 3 no 5
 

BIOGRAPHICAL SUGGESTIONS;
 

Please write down subject, author or title, or all three if 
you know them, of books, articles, magazines, or other reference
 
material you think would be valuable for this seminar.
 

a. An still thinking and looking will promptly forward my 
suggestions as soon as I come up with something,
 

SUMMARY OF EVALUATIONS
 



LETTERS, EVALUATIONS, OTHER. MATERIALS 
USED IN 1985 SEMINAR 



---------- --------------------- ------------- 

Center for Continuing Education of Women 

350 South Thayer, Ann Arbor, M 48104-1608 Area 313; 764-6555 

International t'omen

Professional Development Program for 


April, 1985
 
Dear Graduate Student, 

As part of the Professional Development Program for 
International Women, the
 

Center for Continuing Education of Women is offering a seminar 
for graduate
 

The seminar will meet for ten sessions
 women students from the Third World. 

The seminar will provide


heginning September 6 and ending November 8, this fall. 


a forum for personal and professional issues affecting international 
women
 

to allow a more complete understandingand will produce materialgraduate students to the U-M to
 
of the developmental stages experienced by this population 

coming 


study.
 

1985.
12 students and the enrollment period ends May 30,

Space is .l:.mited to 

If you are interested in being a participant 
in this seminar, please complete
 

to CEW and you will
this letter and return it 
the short form on the bottom of 


then receive an application form. 

1:00 pm. The topics will
 
The seminar will meet weekly on Fridays from 11:30 

to 

schoolan individual to graduate

include: influences and experiences directing 
individual has before arrival and the comparison with
 

abroad, the expectations an 


the reality after settling in, acculturation, 
changes in self-image, expectations
 

of employment upon return to the home country, 
exploration of 
the status of women
 

with graduate level degrees in the home country, 
a discussion of networking as a
 

job hunting strategy both here and in the home country, role models and mentoring
 

in the home country and a final session.
 

of writings of individual experiences,
waich will be a collectionAn anthology, 

two copies will be given to each student. Some reading is
 
will be compiled and 


addition, a bibliography of sources used will als:c 
required for each session. In 

be compiled and distributed.
 

For further information please contact me between 
This noncredit seminar is free. 


10:00 and 12:00 am, Monday through Friday.
 

Sincerely,
 

Kay Clifford'
 

Program Associate -------------------


FIELD OF STUDY
 
NAME 


TELEPHONE
 
ADDRESS 


DEGREE EXPECTED WHEN 
COUNTRY OF ORIGI__N 

VISA STATUS_LENGTH OF TIME AT U-M 

4/17/85 



Center for Continuing Education of Women 

350 South Thayer, Ann Arbor 48109 Area 313; 764-6555 

July 9, 1985
 

Dear
 

Thank you for your interest in "Paving the Way", a workshop/seminar for graduate
 
women students from the Third World.
 

In lieu of an application form, I would appreciate your sending me a one page
 

autobiography; if hand written, two pages would be sufficient.
 

I would also like to meet with you for half an hour before the workshop begins.
 

Appointments can be made with the reception desk during the month of August.
 

Please send the brief autobiography before August 23.
 

All meetings will be in the Center's Conference Room and will take place on
 

Fridays from 12 noon until 1:30 pm. The first class will be Friday, September 6,
 

1985, and the last class will: be Friday, November 8, 1985. If this meeting
 
time is impossible for you, please notify me as soon as possible.
 

You may include whatever you think most important in your brief autobiography.
 

The following ideas might be worth thinking about. The influences, experiences
 
and information leading you to graduate school at an American University;
 

the process of decision making leading you to your choice of field; your
 

expectations of type of employment (if any) upon completion of the degree.
 

I am on vacation the last week in the month of July, however, messages may be
 

left with reception and I will answer upon my return.
 

I hope you are having an enjoyable summer. I look forward to receiving your
 

brief autobiographies and to seeing you in August for an half an hour interview.
 

Yours sincerely,
 

Kay T. C. Clifford
 

KC/kt
 



i e 	 u11ivrslL 01 Mic1igall 

Center for Continuing Education of Women 

350 South Thayer, Ann Arbor 48109 Area 313, 764-6555 

Perspective:
 

The 	developmental life-tasks of women and men differ both within a society
 

and 	across societies. The tasks involved, therefore, in cross-cultural
 

adjustment differ, too, by gender. Most services offered to foreign students
 

on American campuses are oriented towards the male majority, and the separate
 

needs of the female minority become invisible in the process.
 

International women, especially Third World women, face dramatically different
 

problems and opportunities. It is felt that few professionals in the field
 

of international education possess an understanding of the role these women
 

play in their countries' development. This understanding is essential in
 

assisting women to receive appropriate educational guidance and counseling
 

in this country.
 
International Women Students:
 
Perspectives for the 80s.
 

Third World women arrive in the U.S. with a thoroughly acculturated set of
 

roles, behaviors and expectations. To enter American society and to function
 

within the culture in the U.S. and at the U-M, new roles, behaviours, and
 

expectations must be learned.
 

fully utilize the
To work effectively within one's own culture, and to 


experience gained here in the U.S., women must integrate both sets of roles,
 

behaviors, and expectations.
 

I WOULD APPRECIATE YOUR HELP IN IDENTIFYING THE SEPARATE SETS OF ROLES,
 

BEHAVIORS, AND EXPECTATIONS.
 

in the professional development
1. 	What are the critical life tasks involved 


of Third World Women students?
 

2. 	What perceptions, experiences and needs should be articulated to help
 

integrate the two cultures in terms of women's issues?
 

3. 	What information would be valuable to help women students make the most
 

of their experience here at the U-?
 

faculty working with international women
4. 	What information would be useful to 


students; and what information would women graduate students like faculty
 

to have?
 

women graduate students' by priority.5. list of ILeeds of Third World 

THANK YOU VERY NIUCH. I HOPE THIS LIST ISN'T TOO DAUNTING. I LOOK FORWARD TO 

MEETING WITH YOU IN THE FUTURE. KAY CLIFFORD CEW 764-6555 

2/26/85
 



II. L I F E J O U R N E Y OF PROFESS IONAL D E E 1, 0 PVP H E N T _ _ _ 

a st Present Future 

lome Country U-M Ann Arbor, Hl U1ited Stales Home Country 

Flementary, Secondary, University Graduate Studies Higher Degree Future Employment 

training, beginning
,.inployment 

of career 

florae Country cultural values Own values incorporated with 

perceived American values 

Merged own values reevaluated 
with home country values based 

on American experience. 

Women's Issues in Home Country Women's Issues in U. S. Comparison of emphasis and 

status and progress 

Ixpectations/Accomplishments Expectations/Accomplishments Expectations/Reality 

World View/Perspective Enlarged World View/Perspective Reevaluated World View/Perspectiv 

Friends, Family, Ties Isolation, new friends, independence, 

Professional grouth and development, 

Friends, Family, Ties, dependence 

Job search, different vision, 

coping and surviving, coping and surviving. 

locts: Education and Employment Focus: Graduate Studies, acculturating, 

Upgrade qualifications for return to 

Home Country. 

Focus: Using what you have learnc 

reaculturating, employment, role 

model for young women, achieving 

perceived status, what else? 

Focus: Women in My Country Focus: Women in the U. S. and Women 

in my country. 

Focus; What is worth bringing bac 

to.support Women in my country? 



Center for Continuing Education of Women 

350 	 South Thayer, Ann Arbor 48109 Area 313; 764-6555 

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM FOR INTERNATIONAL WOMEN 1985 

"PAVING THE 	 WAY" 

A 1985 Workshop/Seminar for graduate women students from the Third 
World.
 

to provide a forum for personal and
OBJECTIVE: 	 The Workshop/Seminar is 


professional issues affecting women graduate students from
 

the Third World.
 

OUTCOMES: 	 A more complete understanding of the developmental stages
 

experienced by women graduate students from developing nations
 

to study. Little research has been
who come to the United States 


issues affecting these individuals.
done on 


An anthology containing each student's interpretation of her u-.M 

personal development for use by incoming students, student advisers,
 

faculty members, academic advisers, other U-M staff and community
 

groups.
 

.Increased understanding of these particular issues by 
U-H faculty and
 

staff.
 

A bibliography of sources used during the seminar.
 

Time Frame 	 September, 4 sessions, October, 4 sessions, November 2 sessions.
 

A. 	 Autobiography. A description of the influences, experiences and 
informaLion
 

leading the individual to graduate school at the U-M;
 

this graduate

B. 	Vision. A discussion of the process of decision making leading to 


this country and future expectations.
school iin 

C. 	Arrival, expectations, reality. A summary of the individual's expectations regardi
 

before arrival and
 course work, living conditions, behavior of Americans, etc, 


a period of time.
conclusions 	arrived at after living here for 


Most individuals acculturate in 6
 
D. 	 6 months survival, adjustment, new view. 


months, an attempt to identify steps in this acculturation process 
will be made.
 

I different? A
 
E. 	Acculturation, the insidious process, how have I changed, how am 


has changed 	 attitudes and
description 	 of the realization that the individual 

behaviours.
 

Women in my 	country, how many with graduate degrees? Status, job expectations,
F. 

where do I fit in? 
 General discussion.
 

G. 	 My development and my counLry's development process.
 

Comparison with U.S. (iln
H. 	 Career ladders and networks for women in my country. 


the U. S. model be used. U-M alumni networks abroad..
 

I. 	Role Model or no. How can I be most effective? flow cmn1 achteve '. 1r ," t,'r'



2 

Final Session. Summing up. Bibliography compilation. Anthology editing.
J. 


Each session will be of 1 1/2 hours duration.
 



THE UNIVERSITY O'F MICHIGAN 
CENTER FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION OF WOMEN 

S)t TH THK.%'EH TElEPHONE: lutEA 313 

ARBOR 48104.1608 -6+6555 or -63-1353 

PAVING THE WAY: SESSION I INTRODUCTIONS 

INFORMATION TO HELP YOU INTRODUCE YOUR COLLEAGUE:
 

NAME FIELD ASPIRATIONS
 

MARITAL STATUS CHILDREN COUNTRY OF ORIGIN
 

AREA INTEREST FREE TIME? 
 SUMMER OCCUPATION OR FIELD WORE
 

WHERE IN DEGREE AGENDA WHAT LIKE BEST ABOUT U-M, A2
MOTIVATION FOR FIELD CHOICE 

WHAT WOULD LIKE TO DO MOST FAMILY BACKGROUND WHAT LIKE LEAST ABOUT U-M, A2
 

4 LITTLE KNOWN FACTS ABOUT COLLEAGUE
 

9/85
 



THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 
CENTER FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION OF WOMEN
 

WOMEN IN SCIENCE PROGRAM
 

350 S ,11rH I-HAYrR TrL IHC,.i AKF.k 313 
A.-N AHo,. MI 48109 764.23M2 
lucied it thecurnir ot N Unversiv and S Thaveri "PAVING THE WAY" 

SPEAKER EVALUATIONS OCTOBER, 1985
 
9 

Speaker One: Anne Munster, 'author of "The Graduate Experience".
 

Speaker Two: Professor Stuart Y. McDougal, Director, Program in Comparative Literature.
 

Speaker Three: 	Professor Hemalata Dandekar, "The Double Burden Dilemma of Educated Women
 

in Developing Countries".
 

Please use other side or additional paper as needed. 	 \
 



OF MICHIGANTHE UNIVERSITY 
CENTER FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION OF WOMEN 

TEI.EPHONE: AaEA 313 
0 41 ni THATh ADVISER "6 .bi or -63-13i3

PAVING THE WAY: SESSION III: THE ACADEMIC.3L%AxIoIH 4I041608 

QUESTIONS FOR PROFESSOR STUART Y. MCDOUGAL: 

1. How are academic advisers chosen at the 	U-M, or do they volunteer?
 

If it is different for each department, how 	are advisers chosen 
for your department


2. 


3. 	Do advisers have any training sessions for advising?
 

4. 	What exactly is the adviser's role?
 

5. 	What does the adviser expect of students?
 

6. 	What do you think students expect of advisers?
 

have more difficulty communicating with
7. 	In your opinion, do you think advisers 

women students? than American students?foreign students? foreign 

8. 	Do you think advising foreign students is more time-consuming than advising 

Amer icins? 

9. Are advisers allocated work time for advising purposes?
 

How much time would you say you spent each week for advising?
10. 


11. 	 What is one of your greatest gripes about advising? 

In order for maximum potential for the advising session for both adviser 
and
 

12. 
you 	make for the student to follow?student, what recommendations would 

a student wanted to change advisers, what is the procedure and how easy/difficu
13. 	 If 

is it?
 

to the
 
14. 	 If a National Association of Foreign Student Affairs Adviser 

were to come 

Do you think your colleagues would

U-M 	 for a training session, would you come? 

be interested?
 

an
 
What 	referrals do you do if the problems that arise during the course of 


15. 	 Examples: personal
interview are out of the scope of your role 	as aAviser? 


problems, financial problems, etc.?
 



IN 1:"It S' I T Y (,) IF 1, I C. II I (,Ix ,III ' 	 II N 

CENTER F()R (ONTIN'ING ICIA)HO(II()N OF WOMIEN 

lM)i.X 	 "PAVING THE WAY" OCTOBER, 1985 -fit , -,,'Ir\sUH 

SEMINAR/F)RUM EVALUATION AT HALFWAY POINT.
 

HAS THIS SEMINAR BEEN HELPFUL TO YOU IN THINKING ABOUT YOUR EXPERIENCE AS 
A GRADUATE


1. 

ELABORATE
STUDENT AND YOUR ACCULTURATION UPON ARRIVAL IN THE UNITED STATES: 

IF YOU CARE TO DO SO.
 

_ _ NONE OF 'fTiE 20\'.".NOT AT ALL
VERY 	 SOMEWHAT 


WAS THERE ANY ONE SESSION, OR READING, OR SPEAKER, THAT SEEMED PARTICULARLY 
HELPFLL


2. 

TO YOU?
 

3. WvERE THERE ISSUES OR CONCERNS IMPORTANT TO YOU IN THIS PROCESS THIAT WERE ::OT 

PLEASE ELABORATE.
DISCUSSED WHICH YOU FEEL WOULD HAVE BEEN HELPFUL? 


4. IN GENERAL, I FELT THE GROUP EXPERIENCE WAS..._ 

0'
 



THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 
(ENTER FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION OF WOMEN 

WOMEN IN SCIENCE PROGRAM 

Tiit tNi 13ri# Awi%. 
14(0 q',iir4 T 

14.2382 
ANN Aiip, ,I 48104 

"PAVING THE WAY"Notated 3t the ,,rnr w, N Un, r'tv and S rheri 

SPEAKER EVALUATIONS OCTOBER, 1985
 

"The Graduate Experience".
Speaker One: Anne Munster, 'author of 


peaker Two: Professor Stuart Y. McDougal, Director, Program in Comparative Literature.
 

"The Double Burden Dilemma of Educated w'omenSpeaker Three: -Professor Hemalata Dandekar, 

in Developing Countries".
 

P a _CL.2other side or additional paper as needed. 



T II E IIN I V E R S I T Y OF Ml 1 C IIi G A N 

CENTE R)1 CONTINI Ii)I'(ArI()N ()1:'NG 	 W)MEN 

"PAVING THE WAY" 

OCTOBER, 1985
 

HALFWAY POINT EVALUATION
 

Evaluation of Readinigs 1(poor) 2(adequate) 3(fair) 4(good) 5(excellent)
 

Session I
 

JA. 	 International Activities at the University of Michigan. pub. International Center, IS
 

Rating Comments:
 

lB. 	 "Dynamics of Cross-Cultural Adjustment: from pre-arrival to re-entry." from Learnir
 
Across Cultures.
 

2A. 	 "The Graduate Experience" from Rackham Reports, Spring 1985, ppl 1 and 8
 

Rating Comments:
 

2B. 	The Role of the Foreign Student in the Process of Development, pp. 12-25 and 29-35.
 

Rating Comments:
 

3A. 	 "Comnunication and Problem-Solving Across Cultures" from Learning Across Cultures.
 

Rating__ Comments :
 

3B. 	 "Cross-cultural counseling", from Learning Across Cultures, pp.30-50. 

Rating Comments: 



4A. 	 "The Classroom Climate: A Chilly One for Women?" from Project on the Status and
 

Education of Women. pp 1-22.
 

Rating Comments:
 

Needs of Foreign Students from Developing Nations at U.S. Colleges and Universities
4B. 


Rating Comments:
 

5A. The Relevance of U.S. Education to Students from Developing Countries. pp. 7-34.
 

Rating Comments:
 

pp. 	47-69 from Professional Intergration:
5B. 	 "The Professional Intergration of Women" 

A Guide for Students from The Developing World.
 

Rating__ Comments:
 

7A. 	 "Alumni Networking" pp. 5-24
 

Rating Comments:
 

7B. 	 "Continuing Education for the Returned Professional" pp 124-134. from Professionz
 

Intergration: A Guide for Students from the-Developing World.
 

Rating Comments:
 

8A. " The Scientist or Scholar Interacts" pp. 25-46. 

Rating__ Comments: 



8B. 	 "The Need for Female Role Models in Education" Toni Antonnucci, Syracuse University.
 
Unpublished Paper.
 

Rating__ Comments:
 

10A. 	 "Intercultural Reentr: Conceptualization and Directions for Future Research." fror
 

International Journal of Intercultural Relations, Vol. 8, pp 115-134.
 

Rating_ Comments:
 



The University of Michigan 
Center for Continuing Education o Women 

350 South Thayer, Ann Arbor, MI 48104-1608 Area 313-763-7080 

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM FOR INTERNATIONAL WOMEN: PAVING THE WAY 

FINAL EVALUATION: 

WHAT IS YOUR OPINION OF THE SEMINAR CONTENT? For example, were the readings 

Were the topics chosen relevant? Were
about right, too little , too much. 


there topics unadressed that you would care to explore?
 

5 rate the presenter. 5-excellent 4-very good
PRESENTER: On a scale of 1 to 


3-good 2-adequate 1-poor 

ORGANIZATION OF MATERIAL DISCUSSION MODERATOR 

CHOICE Of SPEAKERS MATERIAL CLEARLY PRESENTED 

Other Comments:
 

please turn over
 



PERSONAL EVALUATION
 

Do you feel you have benefitted in any way from this seminar?
 
If so, please elaborate; if not, also please elaborate.
 

If your understanding of any of the following areas has deepened please circle
 

yes, if it has not please circle no.
 

The U-M academic administration system 


The adviser's role 


Your role as student with the adviser 


Do you feel you are aware of alternatives
 
to pursue if you have a problem? 


Do you feel you have an increased
 
understanding of campus resources should
 
you need help or support in some way? 


Do you have an increased understanding
 
of acculturation 


reacculturation 


reintegration 


relevancy issues regarding your
 
education on this country 


role modeling 


the graduate student experience 


American student attitudes 


varying departmental attitudes 


Your choices after the degree 


yes no 

yes no 

yes no 

yes no 

yes no 

yes no 

yes no 

yes no 

yes no 

yes no 

yes no 

yes no 

yes no 

yes no 



PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM FOR INTERNATIONAL WOMEN: PAVING THE WAY 1985
 

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL SUGGESTIONS:
 

Please write down subject, author or title, or all three if you know them,
 
of books, articles, magazines., or other reference material you think would
 
be valuable for this seminar.
 



629 B Daniels St. 
Raleigh, N.C. 27605 
Aug. 5, 1985 

,s. Peggy A. "illerns 
Coordinator E.I.D. Program 
Education for International Development  8 
DTAFSA .
1860 19th St. N.I.
 
Ufashington, D. C. 20009
 

Dear ! s. Willens:
 

Enclosed is the official report on the N.C.E.H. Adopt-a-Student
 
project, bills to justify expenses reported, and the first report which
 
I wrote before getting the official questions. In the first report
 
I had included all the problems we had encountered from the first
 
program to date. Some of these are a result of attitudes persisting
 
in our.locality and might not be relevant outside the conservative
 
South; others were a result of trying to bridge cultures and sometimes
 
a lack of awareness of the way the other fellow feels, for example
 
a Moslem's reaction to an interminable rural grace before meals. I
 
included the first report behind the bills in case the project does
 
inspire someone else to adapt, our mistakes might be helpful. I have
 
also included.in Addenda Support Material the following: students'
 
evaluations of the program, county project coordinators' evaluati.,ns,
 
the agenda for each county giving events platned, newspaper artic .es,
 
and pertinent correspondence all of which either clarifies the va:,iety
 
among the programs or supports the evaluation as "the best year y.-t".
 
I have segregated each part so that an individual interested onl1, in
 
the official report can ignore the rest or one interested in
 
referring to any one part for clarification, for example theagend'a
 
for each county to see how programs differ, pan easily find'What
 
he Wants. 

I handled the budget report as you suggested with parallel
 
accounting of amounts requested and actual expenses and added a note
 
a-t the end that I had consulted. you on wh-t to do. 

are
I truly appreciate the grant and NAFSAS' interest in what ,"re 
trjing to accomplish. Also the grant interest gave us much .vider 
publicity than 1.e could have accomplished Within our own organization. 

Sincerely,
 

([rs.) Julia P. Seibert 
N.C.Z.H. Coordinator for the Adopt-.-2tudent
 

Project
 

http:included.in


(1) observing farming or their major interesft, -) being cuIural
 
"ambassadors", and (3) enjoying tourist or recreational activities,
 

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR FOREIGN STUDENT AFFAIRS 

EDUCATION FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 

Final Regort for Competitive Grant 

Please complete the following cover sheet to your finil report. Use the attached
 
questions as the format for describing your project, repeating each question as the
 
heading for your response.. The Budget Summary should be completed carefully and
 
attached to your report. This report is due in the NAFSA Office by January 31, 1986.
 

TITLE OF PROJECT: The Adopt-A.-Student Project of the North 
Carolina Extension Homemakers
 

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION: (5O words or less) International students of agri
culture, women interested in Extension type home economics education,
 
and graduate students of sociology spend eight days in rural counties
 

PROJECT COORDINATOR: (cont. above.)
Mrs. Julia P. Seibert, Coordinator for the N.C.E.H. Adopt-a-

Pro ject
 

INSTITUTION OR ORGANIZATION: 
The North Carolina Extension Homemakers
 

ADDRESS 
(new one of Julia Seibert) 629 3 Daniels St., Raleigh, N.C. 27605
 

TELEPHONE: 
(919) 821-3609
 

TOTAL STUDENT POPULATION AT THE INSTITUTION: (of N.C. State, the major
supplier of students , 23,602 of whom 3433 are in agriculture)
 
Eleven other institutions participate in publicizing the program.
 

FOREIGN STUDENT POPULATION: at N.C. State : 842 of whom 192 are 
in agriculture
 

A.I.D. PARTICIPANT POPULATION: 20 in agriculture at N.C.. State 

BEGXNNING DATE FOR PROJECT: ;I'ay 12, 1985 

CONCLUDING DATE FOR PROJECT: ,Iay 20, 1985 

NUMBER OF FOREIGN STUDENTS INVOLVED: 21 applied and accepted; 17 carrie 
through-Students sponsored by A.I.D.: Of the 17, 8 were AID, FA0, or Fullbrigh
recipients. The 4 Nigerians were sponsored by their own goverment,

I think.
 
NUMBER OF OTHERS INVOLVED:
 

(Please indicate whether they are U.S. students, faculty, community members, 
etc.) A total of 1861 rural people including 678 -- tension 

Homemakers and 1183 others including Extension nersonnel, Public 
Health personnel, public education officials, school children, 
farmers , and the general nublic ,I-o came to culture sharinz events.
12 International Student Aavisors, tvio gr-duate advisors, 2nd S2RVAZ 
'I 1n hr 



B ECTI S AND NEEDS 

1. 	 What were the objectives of the project?
 
(a) To provide an opportunity for rural communities whose lifestyle
 

inhibits travel to meet people from all parts of the world so
 
that community members will become less afraid of "others" ,
 
eventually recognize the essential oneness of the human family,
 
and not be as easily manipulated as in the past by politicians
 
who use the fear of other cultures as a vote-getting device.
 

(b) To provide an opportunity for international students of 
agriculture (Plan A), women in any major interested in the 
home economics type education provided by Extension *(Plan B), 
graduate students of sociology (Plan C), and professional 
home economics educators (Plan D) to experience eight days 
in a rural environment observing agriculture, home economics 
education or administration, or rural institutions from a 
sociological point of view; participating in rural family 
and community life; and being ambassadors of their culture. 
(Two new plansC and D which differs from B in its intensive
 
professional orientation, were successfully added im 1985.)
 

(c) To help international students to realize the strengths of
 
family oriented rural America, a culture much closer to their
 
own, as compared with urban academic America or the
 
distortion of American domestic life seen on television.
 

2. 	 What evidence was there of the need for such a project?
 
(a) The fear of "others who will undermine our values" is reflected
 

in the voting and filibustering record of the senators sent
 
to Washington by predominantly rural North Caiolilians.
 
Meeting attractive articulate representatives of ther cultures
 
helps to lessen this aear paranoia in voters.
 

(b) Of the students who 1ave taken part in our prograi over half
 
had never been invited into an American home with the exceptioLz
 
of that of their graduate adviser.
 

3. 	How was this project innovative?
 
(a) It opens the rural community to international sttdents.
 
(b) It provides an opportunity to observe farming as locally
 

practiced, or Extension type home economics education, or
 
rural institutions from a sociologists point of view, or
 
the functioning of Ex-tension and Public Health from a professiona
 
point of view of those returning to their countr-.es to institute
 
programs to raise the quality of life of rural women.
 

(c) The use of highly verbal mature cultural "ambassadors"
 
reaches out to the rural adult population; so many cross
cultural programs target youth.
 

4. 	 Had the proposed project been conducted on your campus previously 
or in other locations? 
"ithin the ExTtension Homemakers nationally, North Carolina 
originated the program. The idea for the program grew out of 
the Coordinator's experiences as a SERVAS host and traveller. 
It differs from SERVAS in that it reaches out to those with 
limited international experience and raises the international 
maturity level by slow steps. A community gets no more "differencell 
than it is able to cope with : for example, I would not send 
:'oslem into a community un.:illi-.g to. respect his religious 
dietary restrictions or who might try "to save" him. 

5. 	 How,.r was this project appropriate in your institutional setting? 

http:countr-.es


In the Extension Homemakers there are nine areas of interest

each of which has a program. The objective of the International
 
Committee is " to cr.eate a better understanding, good will,

and friendship between women of this country and people of 
other couniries of the world."
 

What steps were taken to determine foreign student interest in
 
the project and to insure AID sponsored student participation?

In 1981 when I was faced With the problem of how to interest
 
students in spending time in rural areas, I consulted Don Roberts,

the International Student Adviser at N.C.State.University, the
 
land grant university affiliated with Agricultural Extension,

to get his ideas on how to solve the-problem. He suggested

that the target group be students of agriculture since most
 
of them had rural backgrounds. He asked a pannel of graduate

students of agriculture to suggest a program that would be of
 
interest to them. Out of the suggestions grew the three part

program : one third professional experiences in their area of
 
specialization; one 
third their part as cultub'al "ambassadors";

and one third homestays and recreational activities. As new

professional plans ( sociology and professional home economics)

were added, the students who applied were asked to suggest what
 
would be of professional interest to them. 
The three candidates
 
for Plan D, professional home economics, without consulting

each other requested three areas of concern : teaching nutritior
 
and food preservation, home sanitation, and population control
 
The latter necessitated involving Public Health also. 
 The

sociology program may involve any institution in the community

depending on the student's area of specialization. Now that

twelve institations are recruiting, the amount of exposure the
 
program gets in each derends on the institution. In 1985 in
 
two institutions academic graduate advisors recommended plans

A and D as- a week long field trip unavailable any other way.

Some international student advisers seek out students and
 
encourage them; 
some send a letter to the target population;
 
some simply post the information on the bulletin board.
 
Because of their maturity and interest in projecting their

culture, students who have competed for fellowships or grants

such as AID are becoming more frequent applicants; they are
 
highly motivated to become involved in promoting international
 
understanding. 1'7e intezriew and brief all who apply and try

to find a place for any who are really interested often placing
 
a less mature less verbally able student in a county .witha
 
a more mature grant student, many of whom have had previous

experience in speaking before an audience.
 

,'Ihat were the benefits resulting from this project -- to the
 
foreign student participant, the institution, and the community?

The foreign students get a broader understanding of American
 
life and often feel more comfortable in the United States.

(See student evaluations and the letter to the newspaper written
 
by James Ellis (of the Black community of South Africa. These
 
are included in the Addenda Support Laterial.) The Extension
 
Homemakers gain the attention of a broader spectrum of the
 
community than is attracted by their usual home economics emphasis.

The community members through direct contact and idea exchange

with representatives of other cultures hopefully grow in
 
acceptance of "others" as 
"real people too," with varying but 
valid approaches to life.
 

That institutional and/or organi-ational support *'as there for

the project?
 



Although only eight counties participated in 1985, between 
1982 and 1985 thirty-one of the one hundred counties in North 
Carolina have participated; some strongly isolationist counties 
probably never will participate because-they consider the program
 
an approach to "race mixing," an argument against the program 
openly voiced during its struggle to be accepted in 1982. The
 
project is now considered and reported to the National Extension
 
Homemakers Council as a major state project. Finally, enough
 
:Homemaker leaders in the state have been involved in the project
 
to vote organizational funding for 1986, a trend which will
 
probably continue from one year to the next. Other institutions
 
besides Extension have become actively involved; the major ones
 
are Public Health professionals involved in implementing Plans
 
C and D, the Public Schools department, Rotary, Lions, and other
 
private groups. Also after I spoke about the program at the
 
1.C. NAFSA Conference in February, six universities other then 
those already active became interested in publicizing the program 
to their students.. We are now assured of an.adequate supply 
of students. N.C SERVAS voted to provide housing for the interviev 

PROJECT ACTIVITY JUD PROQDURS 

9. W1hat procedures and techniques were used to implement the project?
 
International student advisers and a few faculty members who
 
see the professional relevance of the programs publicize the
 
programs, recruit students, and provide a place for intiviewing
and briefing when the Coordinator comes. The Agricultural 
Extension Chairman of each comunty pazrticipating in Plan A 
completes an agricultural analysis of the cointy. The Home
 
Economics Agent and the County International Chairman provide*
 
the analysis appropriate to the three other plans if the
 
county is involved in one or more of these.; jome counties ask
 
for Plan D but will accipt Plan B if no applicants are available
 
for the more professional approach to home economics. The
 
Homemaker leaders also supply other informa-ion on the county
 
recreational and social activities, any tourist sites, and
 
Chamber of Commerce brochures where possible to attract students
 
to their county. The professional and social analyses.are
 
duplicated by the program Coordinator and placed in booklets
 
to besent to participating international student advisers
 
to be studied by their students. Each adviser gets in his
 
analysis booklet only those programs appropziate to his target
 
population; for example, N.C. State gets agriculture; UNC-

Chapel Hill gets sociology and Plan B for women, and ECU gets
 
Plans B and D. Some counties want both agriculture and women
 
in either B or D; during the professional part the students go
 
seperate ways but during culture sharing and recreation they
 
are together. During the period that studerts are examining
 
county analyses in terms of their professional interests, the
 
Extension Homemakers hold county meetings on entertaining
 
internationals for all who will have direct contact with students. 
A smaller hard-working International Committee under the guidance 
of the Home Economics Extension Agent recruits homestay families 
and makes general plans for the culture-sharing events, all 
meals, transportation, and recreational activities. In early
 
April the Project Coordinator travels bo each university, t.lks
 
with students about their professional and other interests to
 
help the county tailor their activities to the specific student
 
guests, briefs the students on rural differences ",0hich they ,oay 
encounter such as the saying of a very long a-race before meals
 
which is upsetting to some non-Christians, and prepares the
 

VA 



10. 


11. 


12. 


students for their culture-sharing programs by clarifying the
 
audience interests. Students who still are interested fill
 
out an application form which clarifies the interest of each
 
and is a commitment to their part of the program. Students
 
list their first and second choice of counties. This gives the
 
Coordinator leeway in case a first choice county is unwilling
 
to honor religious dietary restrictions or similar lack of
 
international sensitivity or a student in a field, such as
 
food science which necessitates a county having food processing
 
plants, applies at a later date. When all students have been
 
interviewed, the Coordinator assigns each a county. :.Tf she has
 
any fear that a first choice county might not be willing to
 
totally accept a student, she phones-the Home Economics Extensior
 
Agent and sounds her out. Occasionally it is necessary to give
 
a student his second choice because he would not have been
 
comfortable in choice one. Student placement is the most
 
critical part for the success of the program. In May the
 
students take part in the program. After the students return
 
to their respective colleges, the students, the County Project
 
Coordinator, and the homestay host families evaluate the experiences
 
each from his own point of view.. After all evaluations have
 
been returned, the Coordinator compiles this feed back into a
 
report.
 

What activities were carried out during the project? Please 
be as specific as possible. 
Each county's program falls within the equation : one third 
professional, one third culture sharing, and one third recreational 
or tourist type activities and homestays which provide for in 
depth idea and value exchange. One reason that the program has 
been rated "excellent" by most students is that each county 
tries to tailor each program to the interests of the students. 
In the Addenda Support Material are copies of all county 
programs sent to me. These illustrate how each program is 
tailored to the interests of I:he student guests. 

Please include the project calendar, including dates and places
 
of all major events.
 
The dates were May 12 to 20. The counties involved were Brunswick
 
and Columbus in the Southeast; Martin in the Northeast; Cabarrus,
 
Catawba, and Richmond in the 8outh,vest; and Buncombe and the
 
Cherokee Indian Reservation in the !.est. For specific places
 
and events within each county, see each county's program in


V
the Addenda Support Material. 


"Tere any materials or products developed for use in the project?
 
If so, please describe.
 
The materials developed are practical ones to implement the
 
program: a Prosnectus for each Plan A,B, C, and D, each of
 
which smells out objectives and what is expected of all invrolved
 
in the program; a County Agricultural Analysis form for Plan
 
A for students of agriculture, a one page invitation for each
 
plan to be given to international student target groups to
 
interest them in studying the county analysis booklets;
 
application forms for each program both for students and for
 
Participating counties; steps in implementing the program for
 
participating counties; tips on entertaining international
 
guests; a booklet of international vegetarian main dishes
 
to be used by any county entertaining a Hindu or other religious
 
vegetarian; and evaluation forms for international students,
 
for the County Project Coordinator, and for the homesty fmilie-s.
 

'Liv 



13. 
 How was the project publicized-: while in progress and upon
completion, at the project site, regionally, and nationally?
Each county had azticles in the local newspapers before the
students arrived inviting the public to the culture sharing
events. 
During the program, newspapers covered the culture
sharizigprograms; 
some also covered the professional part of
the program .
 Samples of newspaper articles are 
included
in the Addenda Support raterial. 
Also two counties in which
the County Extension Chairman has a regular weekly radio
program gave up part of his time to a discussion o57 the AdoptEL-Student Program and to interviews of the student participants.
Regionally the program is discussed at the training meeting
for the County Internatioal Chairmen and many counties reporton their program to the Extension Homemakers state newspaper.
The invitation for the Coordinator to speak at the N.C. NAFSA
Conference publicized the program before all the student internatio
advisers in the state. On the national level of the ExtensionHomemakers, the 
state E.Ho pr-esident reports on the project atthe National Extension Homemakers Council as one of the state'smajor projects. 
In 1984 Ms. Nancy Leidenfrost, the Adviser
to the National International Chairman of the Extension Homemakers,
heard of the program from the state report and an't asked the
Coordinator to explain the program in steps that could be
followed by other states; this analysis was included in the packetof ideas for suggested international programs given to each
state international chairman. Ms. Leidenfrost is in the U.S.Department of Agriculture in. Washigton. D.C. My applying forthis grant was a chance for national aiwreness among international
student advisers.
 

ERLONLT TATO
 
L4. 
 Please describe the operation of your international iudent office..
This question is not applicable since ihe Extension Homemakers
originated and did most of the coordinatibn of the project.
 
.5. 
Please identify the names and positions of project coordinators
and assistants, listing specific qualifications of each relevant
to this project.


(a) Mrs. Julia P. Seibert, Coordinator for the N.C.E.H. Adopt
a-Student Project

Qualifications: Aformer Chairman of the English Department
of a small woman's college in Boston, Massachusetts, 1 served
as 
the individual who met with international students for
orientation to a new culture and who was available when they
needed to think through problems or adjustments; theofficial
doccurent part was handled by the Dean of Students.
retirement I inchose to work with the Extension Homemakers on
their international committee because I feel that .promoting
ihternational understanding is very important in today's
world. 
Having been a faculty member and administrator and
also an Extension Homemaker, I became a bridge between groups
who do not always speak the 
same language. For nine years
in Massachusetts (summer moonlighting) I was an active member
on all levels of planning of Europea, Language Institute,
a now defunct international ew-change program for high school
youth. For the past -tw.elve years I have been aSiR'TAS hostand traveler; I was N.C. Arec 
Reresentative for eight years,and served on the SERVAS National Board for four years (the
maximum period. It w-as SERVAS that megave the ide. forthe program. 


Q 



(b) Don Roberts, International Student Adviser at N.C.State
 
University, in spite of a heavy paper load and an ever
growing international student population, recognized the

value of the program and helped shape it to meet the needs
 
of his atudent population. Don also promotes the program

in his university and at state meetings of international
 
student advisers : it was his idea that I speak at the
 
1985 N.C. NAFSA Conference to publicize the program statewide.
 

(c) The international student advisers of other institutions
 
just recruit students, provide a place for interviewing,

and provide feedback on student reactions to the pr&ogram.


(d) County program coordinators come to the program with little
 
qualificatiuns beyond the desire to promote international

understanding; they are, however, very willing to reach out
 
to any source that will help them to grow in international
 
understanding. 
They are provided with Brigham Young University

"Culturegrams" and the U.S. State Department "Background

Notes" for each culture that they will entertain. They are
 
also given "Tips on Entertaining International Guests"
 
which explains generally what to do and what not to do so
 
that the guest will feel comfortable. The Coordinator
 
gives practical education and emotional support throughout

their participation. A few Extension Agents have served in

the Peace Corps with its intensive training in cross cultura
 
endeavcrs; they help immensely in preparing a county for
 
its experience..
 

16. What .advisory groups) governed tlis project? What was its
composition and how was it selected? 
How often did it meet?

In the planning stag3 we sought irput from international 
graduate students who had served earlier on a graup seeking

ways of making the NCSU agricultural program more useful to
 
internationals, one of their suggestions was that they would

like to observe American agriculture as practiced locally and
would like to meet and exchange ideas with American farmers.
 
It was"implementing this suggestion that shaped the professional

part of Plan A. We also sought input from the Brunswick County

Extension Advisory Board and a pannel of interested Extension

Agonts to get their feedback on practical implementation of
 
the professional part of the program. 
Because of distance,

these groups never met together. The input was coordinated
 
by Julia Seibert and Don Roberts, International Student
 
Adviser at N.C.S.U. and the ideas were incorporated into a

Prospectus . The Prospectus was reviewed by the N.C.E.H.

Consultant for the International Program, Mrs. Elmer Lagg.

After her approval and enthusiastic suppor't of the Prospectu

it was submitted to the State Board of Agricultural Extensic
 
in North Carolina (the four top Extension people in the stat
 
in 1981 when Dr. Blalock was State Extension Chairman.)

After their approval conditional on a few minor changes,

the Coordinator, then State International Chairman, had
 
to defend the program before the North Carolina Extension

Homemakers State Board to be considered as the state 
internationa
 
project for 1982; it faced conservative protest but passed

by a few votes and was granted funding. Since the progran

vas instituted in 1982, it has been reinstated annually by

the North Carolina Extension Homemakers State Board as a
 
valuable project; in 1986 in large part because of NAFEA
 
funding for 1985, it has been assured of a place in the

Extension Homemakers' State Budget. Don Roberts nd I meet 
at least tw'ice a year to discuss innovations. The student's
evaluations annually act as 
 a review of the project1 also. 



17. 	 What were the criteria for selection of participants and who
 
made the selection? How were participants recruited and
 
selected?
 
The criteria for selecting student participants are (1) interest

in some fart of the professional program, and (2) willingness

and verbal ability in English to share culture before both
 
large and small groups, The latter becomes evident in the
 
interview and briefing period. The project Coordinator makes
 
the selection. International student advisers also contribute
 
to the selection process by encouraging studentsjwhom they

feel will make good ambassadors, to apply; mature students,
 
often grant recipients, are so targeted. At least two
 
university graduate academic advisors have decided that if
 
possible (We are not able to accommodate families with children,

and many Ph.D. candidates have their children with them.)
 
their Ph.D. candidates should have this experience as a professior

field trip; their students are preparing for Extension type

administration or education in their own countries. 
Again

these students are mature highly verbal people. The nature
 
of the program contributes to the selection process; people

who are afraid of the public speaking committment drop out
 
on their own during the briefig and committment process.

Occasionally one-who is very interested professionally but
 
feels insecure about public speaking in English can be accepted

if he can be placed in a county with a superior ambassador;

the less verbal can bring slides, music by tape or record,oro
 
artifacts and remain relatively quiet.
 

.
The recruiting process differs fromptastitution Some internatior 
student advisers, like Don Robe rts and Sharon Richards, go
out of their way t. locate Like ly applicamts and to encourage
them to apply. Some mail out -.he invitation supplied by the
 
Coordinator to all in the target population with the added
 
note, "If this program interests you, come to the office for
 
more information.4 Some simply post the invitation on the
 
bulletin board. -7'ord of mouth recommendation by students 
from previous years is one of the best methods. It was one
 
of last year's students who convinced his graduate advisor
 
of the professional value .of the agricultural program; this
 
year that advisor recruited. Word of mouth also helps in the
 
screening process since students who have been "ambassadors"
 
make it very clear that if one does not like speaking before
 
groups, 	the program is not the place for that one. 
 The natural 
selection process is turning up very good ambassadors who 
plan their programs and supplement them with visual and auditory 
aids. 

;'ALUATTON ._,JDADAPTAT!0N 

"That evaluation procedures were used? How w,,,ere students 
involved? *rho participated in the evaluation process?
Attach sample student evaluation forms.
Students, e'ch county project coordinator, and homestay
families complete evaluation forms, each from his ovrn point
of view. The student evaluations and county coordinator 
evaluations are in the Addenda Support matsrial assembled 
according to Plan. The evaluations are su nmarized into a 
project renort; each international student adviser "who sunlied:
students, the I.C.".H. State Consultant for inter.national, 
the N.C.Z.H. State President as Board renr -entz.tive, mid
the State Interna-tional Chairmzn receive a cony of the 
report, 
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20. 


'.i. 


One of the purposes of the Education for International
Development Competitive Grants is to provide models for
adaptation in other areas; please indicate how this project

will serve as a model.
 
There is no question about the need for programs which spree

international understanding among rural adults; there are M
exchange programs for youth, but these have little effect or

the majority of adults in the community. Most intercultura"
exchange programs for adults, like Friendship Force, necessitate
travel money and do not reach out to 
the total community.

A packet of all forms developed for Adopt-a-Student and the
 process analysis developed for the United States Department

of Agriculture requested by Ms. Leidenfrost will be supplie
to any state or even a county requesting a packet. The

initiative must have the full support of someone in Extension
willing to launch the program because the bulk of the program
is handled by Extension. 
It might be possible for an internationa

student adviser to push a similar program if he "sells" the
 
idea to his state's Extension Service.
 

What indication exists that the project will be continued,
now that the Education for International Development grant

period has ended?
 
Counties on their evaluations demanded that the program be
continued. Enough Homemaker state leaders have been exposed

to the program between 1982 and 1985 that the NCEH Board votedto include funding for the program in the 1986 budget based
 on the 1985 budget. 
Best of all, a county coordinator of the 
program for three years volunteered to crordinate the orogramwhile the Coordinator for the past four years is out of thecountry at two international conferences in 1986 : the Internatior
SERVAS Conference and the Associated Country WJomen of the ';orld.
This means that the program is no longer dependent on one
 
senior citizen.
 

Other Comments : 
The program is extremely cost effective. The student in
traveling by bus from his campus to the hiost countly and
back spends no more than $45.00 for an eight day cross cultural

experience. 
His housing, food, local transportation, andrecreation are provided by Extension Homemakers who feel morethan compensated for any effort and exnense involved by the
Opportunity to have indepth contact with one 
or more
individuals from other cultures. 
The international student
advisers who do cooperate feel that making this opportunity
available to their students is part of their professional service

The Extension Agents also feel that sharing their professional

expertise is part of their job; Most feel that the experience
is Professionally stimulating. 
Also graduate students whounderstand the potential of service to their countries ascultural "ambassadors" are 
a wonderful resource for internaticna!
understanding : one that has been neglected.

In one letter ",ls. Peg~j Willens asked that the finalreport include any problems encountered. Before receivingthe form, I had written a report including the problems ..eencountered during the four -years of the orogr,m =fnd the 
ways :ie worked around these problems. For Tnyone considriladapting the program to his area, i have included this, firstreport following support rudtetthe bills which tie -.uU-_s'.This might help someone else to to profit from our ;' a 17'D 
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Whe Ado-pt-a-Student Project of the North Carolina Extension Homemakers 

Mrs. Julia P. Seibert, NCEH State Coordinator for the
Lubmitted by , 


I ject
 

New address: 629 B Daniels St., Raleigh, N.C. 27605
 

The 1985 North Carolina Extension Homemakers' Adopt-a-Student
 

Tproject took place May 12-20 during the academic break between spring
 

This was its fourth year. The purposes of
semester and summer school. 


the project have been to provide an opportunity for rural counties to
 

ow in international interest and understanding by hosting mature highly
 

erbal international students and for the students, who will become
 

eaders in their own countries, to gain greater insight into the values,
 

attitudes, and lifestyles of rural Americans than is possible during
 

cademic life and to have hands-on experience in the practical application
 

of some aspect of their academic specialization. The initial project in
 

1982, Plan A, was fDr graduate students of agriculture or agricultural
 

xtension education. In this plan students spent one third of their
 

sit with Extension agents mid farmers seeing how American Extension
 

farmers in the student"i area of specialization, one third being
elps 
Itural "ambassadors", and cne third experiencing homestays aid recreational 

As time has Iassed, we have been gettingor tourist-type activities. 

more graduate students being trained for Agricultural Extension administration
 

of local agents. Most have been Extension
br college level training 


agents on the county or district level for several years 1 they find
 
. he oppotunity to work with and exchange ideas with their American
 

They make excellent "ambassadors"
bounterparts a week-long field trip. 


bince they are accustomed to speaking before groups and to adapting
 

In 1983 Plan B for international
 .hein material to different audiences. 


The only criteria for selection were that
 omen students was added. 


the student be willing and verbally able to be a cultural 
"ambassador"
 

bf her country and that she be interested in some aspect of the 
homemaker

ye education provided for rural women by home economics Extension.
 

agents; the student might be in any major and be an undergraduate or
 

We learned that graduate women were more able
 graduate student. 


bassadors; for this reason we place a more mature international
 

n the same county with a very enthusiastic but 
less able "ambassador."
 

In 1984 at the request of one university's graduate sociology
 

department we tried to launch Plan C for graduate students of 
socio!ogTyj;
 

ince there were only six international students in the department and
 



Bach had his own plans for the academic break, Plan C had no applicants
 

then. -1n Plan C the student in his interview explains what institutions
 

ae would like to visit. Extension sets up appointments with professionals
 

Ln these institutions so that the student has the chance to find out
 

from the professionals what the institution's specific aims are, how
 

Lt carries out these aims, and what-problems face the institution.
 

ie then has a chance to observe the institution in action. For.example
 

family planning education in the student's country might have the aim
 

of population control whereas ir North Carolina the aim might be spacing
 

The student also experiences
of childrenfor healthier mothers and children. 


rural family life in different ethnic backgrounds and on different economic
 

levels. He, in addition, has the opportunity to become a part of a rural
 

community which is'a society normally closed to "outsiders" - even "cit,

folk" in the same state. Because of the interest of UNC-Chapel Hill
 

in promoting the program among individual graduate students of sociology in
 

1985, Plan C was launched very satisfactorily for a Ph.D. candidate from
 

South Africa, a member of the Black community. In Addenda Support Material
 

see the following , the program evaluation by James Ellis, his letter
 

to the paper thanking Cabarrus Coun'tf, and the cover letter and project
 

evaluation of Doris Rogers, Cabarrus County Home Economics Extens'.on 

Agent;. Through the Adcpt-a-Student program, changes take place iiL 

rural attitudes : counties grow in the ability to see people as human

beings, forgetting a difference of race, religion, or political or 

economic beliefs. James dispersed local psychological "apartheid" which
 

As one homestay host wrote on the evaluation, "After
had existed. 

that he wasn't white."
Tames had been with us a few minutes, I was unaware 


Also in 1985 a new program, Plan D for professional home economics
 

educators, was added because of the applcations of three students who
 

applied fTr Plan B but who were studying home economics professionally
ad 

to return to their third world countries to educate paraprofessionals
 

to work in rural areas providing training in nutrition, basic family
 

kill parasites ), and population
8anitation (even boiling water to 


control. Since we try to tailor our professional experiences to the

student's needs, a quick phone conference with twvo dedicated home economics
 

Extension agents resulted in an upgrading of Plan B, which is mostly
 

skill sharing, to the professionalAattained in Plan A for graduate
 

The shift was for emphasis on a more professitvrn'
Etudents of agriculture. 


programs and means of changing people from less satisfactoi
approach to 


of the students' areas of
Since in the United States t.vo
ehavior. 


Interest, sanitation education and population control education, 
are
 

tandled primarily by the Public Health Department, Extension met with
 

http:Extens'.on


interested Public Health professionals to plan time for the students
 

to exchange ideas with professionals and time to observe the professionals
 

in action trying to change unwise practices such as having children too
 

se together for the health of mother and child. Both the student's
 

ani professionals involved felt that Plan D has solid educational value.
 

Plans B, C, and D have the same general format as Plan A : one 

third professional experiences, one third homestays and tourist or recreationa 

activities, and one third the student's commitment as cultural "ambassadors." 

1985 showed strong growth in the number of institutions interested 

in promoting the program. Some gave only bulletin board spaces however, 

a student who would study bulletin boards for such an opportunity had 

the chance to learn about the program. Two new universities became 

very actively involved in seeking out students who would,profit from 

the prograw. Adopt-a-Student began with one affiliated university, 
.C.State, which isthe institution most closely associated with Extension
 

in North Carolina. In 1985 twelve institutions promoted the program 

distributed as follows : two state universities with many graduate students 

of agricultiure (N.C. StLte in Raleigh and N.C.A.&T in Greensboro); 
o state universities Ath strong departments in professional home
 

onomics - the source )f the state's home economics agents ( UNC-G
 
Greensboro and ECU in Greenville) ; tvio universities interested in
 

the program for students of sociology (UNC-ChMpel Hill and Appalachian 

tate University in Boone); five private colleges with large female 

nrollments for Plan B (Guilford in Greensboro, Meredith in Raleigh, 
aint Iary's in Raleigh, Salem College in Winston-Salem, and Queens 

ollege in Charlotte), and Charlotte International House which reaches 

ut to the over 2000 internationals in the city. The reasons for the 

Increased interest among international student advisers in promoting 

the program were that the program originator, who is now serving as 

3tate coordinator for the program, because of the national NAFSA grant 

vas invited to speak briefly about the program at the N.C. NAFSA Conference 

InRaleigh in February. Also two NAFSA leaders, Don Roberts of N.C. 

'tate and Lucy Wright of ECU, whose students had been involved in earlier 

rograms, openly endorsed the program. Giving endorsement to the program 

)y the grant may have been the most important result of the NAFSA national 

Krant. The program is now known statewide by those able to bring it 

the 	attention of international students.
 

lord of mouth endorsement by students who had participated earlier
 

Sproviding ver high quality cultural "ambassador." Students from
 

eveloving countries, especially ones who have competed for grant funding,
 



recognize the program as a means of helping people to understand the
 

reality of life in their country. Many African students have run into
 

the misconception that the majority oftheir countirymen are running around
 

in loin cloths. They counter that with their earlier ideas of Americans
 

ddrived from western movies. (See newspaper article on the culture

sharing in Brunswick County.) In the Addenda Support Material, note 

the high evaluation of this year's students given by Extension agents. 

The consensus was that 1985 was the best year so far. We have gone from 

the brave student willing to try out a new program to those who really 

wantto communicate culture and who plan their programs with slides or
 

pictures, local clothing, artifacts, tapes of music, and sometimes food
 

demonstrations (very popular with the Homemaker audience.)
 

Eight counties hosted seventeen students from the following countries:, 

China (Mainland) - 2, Ghana - 1, France - 1, Indonesia - 1, Jamaica -1, 
- 1,Japan - 2, Nepal - 2, Nigeria - 4, Peru - 1, South Africa (Black) 

and Tanzania - 1. Twenty-one students applied, were briefed, chose a 

county, and committed themselves. In the last week three dropped out. 

Getting the students to understand the importance of keeping a commitment 

is one of the problems we have faced each year. Usually it is the young 

lose their nerveundergraduate women who have applied for Plan B who 

about going to live in strangers, homes . This year three graduate 

males did not meet their commitment.. Having a student not appear after 

has gone to a great deal of effort to make plans specificallya county 

for him undermines much of the positive international feeling that the
 

program is trying to promote. We lose participating counties through 

negative experience..
 

The students who did arrive were distributed among programs as
 

of agriculture 7, Plan B for internationalfollows: Plan A for students 

6, Plan C for graduate students of sociology - 1, Plan D.for
women 

professional home economics educators -'3. 

Although only eight counties were involved, the students gave 

programs before or interacted on a social or professional level with 

others,1861 rural North Carolinians : 678 Extension Homemakers and 1183 

either professionally active in the program or general community members.
 

Although the Extension Homemakers organize and promote the program,
 

it has become a countY -Wide activity with other forms of community
 

outreach like Public Health, the county schools, and organizaticns
 

like Rotary, interested in cooperating. If the State Project Coordinatol
 

is going to do a thorough job in preparing rural counties for their
 

can manage in one
specific guests, eight counties are about all she 


ccuntieseason. Ten at one time uould be .::imum unless briefed could 



1985 

h2%ve Each county
brief others. This is a bottleneck th,'t we to face. 

needs a lot of briefing and repeated encouragement. So far thirty-one 

of the one hundred counties in North C-rolina have been involved. In 

the outreach emphasis was on involving more educational institutions
 

o be able to meet the number of students requested. In 1986 the outreach
 

will be to seek means of interesting some of the sixty-nine counties
 

who have shown no interest or even fear of "foreigners". In rural
 

North Carolina there is a strong fear of "difference" which the program
 

is trying to counteract. One idea for outreach in 1986 is to ask all
 

participating counties to invite neighboring county home economics
 

agents and county international chairmen to the main culture-sharing
 

event so that these ladies may become interested. Enthusiasm of the
 

host county is contagious. Mleeting the student guests may lessen any
 

fear. The biggest barrier to the spread of the program in the state
 

is in relation to the homestay part. Many a Homemaker would enjoy hosting
 

an international but fears what the neighbors would think if the guest
 

was non-white or non-Christian. County coordinators any first year
 

have trouble recruiting homestay families.
 

Besides tbe problems of a few students failing to meet their'commitment
 

by pulling out at the last minute end the rural fear of "difference",
 

we have had a I ew other problems during the four years. One is the 

occasional unwillingness to honor the dietary restrictions of religions
 

other than Christian; some seem to have an inability to walk in another's
 

shoes. Countias are thoroughly briefed on international hosting in
 

general, any courtesies due the specific guests, and the courtesy any
 

Since Baptists, the major denomination,
host should show to a guest. 


in rural N.C., have strong church induced feelings against 
drinking
 

alcohol, we approach the matter of religious dietary restrictions by
 

pointing out that a hostess of another denomination without such feelings
 

would not serve wine with a meal if any guest had religious feelings
 

against alcohol. The retort is, " He is coming to see how we live. 

Why should we change?" Once we had to reassign a student from the
 

county most professionally useful to him because that attitude 
prevailed.
 

Now we ask a student to make two choices of county. Then before his
 

placement is finalized, the coordinator calls the county of first
 

choice to sound out attitudes toward the placement. If the coordinator
 

senses any hesitation, she switches the student to his second choice
 

if that county is enthusiastic-about hosting him. Perhaps the most
 

success of the program is extreme care in
important element in the 


placement on the part of the coordinator.
 

Another problem which we did not realize the first year is that
 



many students need a web of security or they may become fearful -

even older male Ph.D. candidates. We have taken several steps to
 
lessen this fear. After all placements are finalized, the student
 
receives a mailing giving him the county of placement; the name, address
 
and phone number of his county contact; travel instructions by bus or
 
car depending on means of transportation he has chosen, a nametag
 
bearing the project logo with the information that whoever mee.ts him
 
will be wearing a similar name tag; and the State Coordinator's name,
 

address, and phone number in case there"questions that he has thought
 
of after the interview. Also the host county coordinator writes a letter
 
of welcome anC,- nentions who will meet him when he arrives. When young
 
women are expected, the first homestay hostess phones each to give the
 
student the security that she already knows someone. We also tr-y to 
place tw'1o students from the same university in a county so that they 
can travel together and be psychologically supportive of each other. 

Every year a few students fail to fill in their evaluations even
 
though they have committed themselves to do so; these evaluations
 
are very important since they are feedback on the county as host.
 
Occasionally a county may need extra help in sensitivity. It is
 

probably the hectic pace of summer school that causes the student
 
to put off or forget the evaluation. In the few cases the State 
Coordinator asks the Znternational Student Adviser if he has received
 
negative feedback; each adviser makes it a point of asking how the 

program went. Most students return enthusiastic. Negative comments 
we have we have received are that the pace was so hectic that the 
student returned to college exhausted. The ,,oordinator then suggests 

to the county to be alert to signs of fatigue and reduce activity if 

the student seems tired.. We have found that students var greatly 

in their ability to absorb many new experiences; what would fatigue 

one would exhilarate another. 
One of the problems that accounts for only thirty-one of one 

hundred counties is that Plan A takes not only commitment but also 
enthusiasm on the part of both agricultural and home economics agents,
 

of the county international chairman, Pnd of a large group of Extensior 

Homemakers who are willing to expend considerable effort to mace the 

intercultural exchange a success. if only one of these feels negative, 

the county can not participate. We have had agricultural agents with 

Peace Corns experience who have tried "to sell" th- progr-m to their 

,counties but who have run into apathy or even resentment on the part 

the -of :"You are us to open our homes to forsi-nersKomemz=ers asking 



On the other hand we have had agricultural agents with negative
 

experiences during military service overseas who have flatly refused 

to participate. We found a way around that problem. When the home 

economics agents, the county international chairman, and many Homemakers 

are eafer to participate, such a county may elect Plan B, C, or D no 

of which needs involvement of.the agricultural agents. Cabarrusone 


County which helped pilot Plan B in 1983 and Plan C in 1985 is such
 

a county. 

How to get the program to spread beyond, North Carolina is a major 

There have been several abortive attempts of other states.problem. 


Adedicated driving coordinator who can work around problems is needed
 

to keep a pilot program going. The International Student Adviser at
 

the University of South Carolina, having read about North Carolina's
 

program in 1984, wanted to launch a similar program in South Carolina.
 

His institution is primarily liberal arts; had he been from Clemson,
 

where he would have had campustheir main agricultural university. 


access to South Carolina Extension, he might have been able to get
 

At the 1984 national
He asked North Carolina's help.
cooperation. 


of the Etensioli Homemakers the N.C. Goordinator for the
convent Lon 

project met with the South Carolina delegation "to sell" the program
 

and to link state Extension Homemaker leaders with the eager International
 

Student Adviser, their source for internationals. Even with.the
 

promise of a packet of all the material worked out for the project
 

and encouragement they were not willing to try-- not even one small
 

In 1983 because our state won a national Homemakers
pilot project. 


award for the program in 1982 I was asked to present the project 
as
 

their training session
 a model.to all state international chairmen at 


Most of the incoming
at theExtension Homemakers National Convention. 


chairmen felt that the program, even with the supportive 
material
 

handle.
which I supplied in packets, was more than they felt able 

to 

Two state international chairmen, Nebraska and "Wisconsin,
asked for
 

I met with them and they left enthusiastic..
additional briefing. 


That is the last I have heard. The program is icund; most of the
 

"bugs" have been ,'orkedout of it; and it benefitP,students 
and rural
 

There
 
adults who need to be involved in international interaction. 


is an International Farm Youth Exchange; however, this has 
little
 

effect on the majority of the community members. :iy dream is that
 

sprea-. zor the imnediats
 some day the program will spread as APS has 


uninvolved North Carolinians.
future .7e !,!ill keen plugging away at 

I feel strongly that Adopt-a-Student 1985 has been the best program 



so far for the following reasons , We have doubled universities involired 

in recruiting students. Student applicants have been of very high
 

quality and have made an effort, sometimes by borrowing from fellow
 

nationals, to enrich their culture-sharing programs by visual and
 

auditory materials. Seventeen students had experience that enriched
 

their understanding of American life in a way that no academic program
 

These students spoke before or interacted with 678.Homemakers
could do. 


and 1183 others for a total of 1861 rural people who gained insight
 

into other cultures and who extended a welcome to internationals who
 

often feel the absence of family keernly on holidays. Other institutions,
 

like Public Health, have joined Extension in implementing the program.
 

State Extension Homemaker leaders have agreed to include postage, phone
 

expenses, and recruiting travel funding for 'the program in the 1986
 

budget. Best of all, since the coordinator from the beginning of the
 

program has to be out of the United States on other international
 

leadership during the critical period for the 1986 program, a Homemaker
 

leader who has been active in the program for three years volunteered
 

of age with
to coordinate in 1986; this means that the program has come 


a life of its own and is not dependent on a single individual.
 

To support my evaluation I have included in the Addenda Support
 

Platerial the following: the students' evaluations and the county
 

These, I feel, are the most important ones
coordinators' evaluations. 

There are over a hundred host
for an over all view of the program. 


family evaluations, but they have limited perception and are rather
 

The major use for them is to provide for the state
monotonous. 


coordinator insight into attitudes toward international guests 
of the
 

Also included are the agenda
Homemakers at large in a specific county. 


which I received; not all counties honored my request that ! be 
sent
 

a
 
a copy of their agenda. The Cherokee .Indians, I know, don't have 


;.ritten agenda; they play each day by evaluation of immediate 
circumstance:
 

The agendas included show how each county's program is tailored to 
the
 

interests of the student participants. Some correspondence, especially
 

from Extension Agents, contributes information and attitudes 
not
 

found elsewhere. Newspaper articles throw light on the program. The
 

the June 10 issue of The Concord Tribune , in 'which

heartfelt letter to 


James Ellis of South Africa thanks the citizens of Cabarrus 
County,
 

communicates the value and quality of the Adopt-a-Student program 
better
 

than -anythingelse that has been written about 
it.
 

NCH
 
Reoort submitted by £rs. Julia P. Seibert, Coordinator 

for the 


AdoLt)-_tudent project Signature: - (9 
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Northeastern University
 
360 Huntington Avenue. Boston, Masuachusetts 02115 

L College of Pharmacy and Allied Health Professions L 
Medical Laboratory Science Program 
617-437-3664 

SV-2OU84 

November 19, 1984
 

Coordinator
 
Attention: Peggy A. Willens
 
Education for International Development
 
National Association for Foreign Student Affairs
 
1860 19th Street, N.W.
 
Washington, DC 02009
 

Dear Ms. Willens:
 

Thank you for your letter of October 18 relative to our
 
proposal with the now revised Grant "Practicality of
 
Ladder Level Programs for Health Professionals in the
 
Middle East and Africa."
 

Enclosed you will find the copy of the grant proposal with
 
a revised budget of $1,000.00, the amount which you indicated
 
that the committee would consider funding.
 

Thank you for your consideration.
 

Sincerely,
 

/ * / 
L L..L 

' / 

Britta L. Karlsson Solveig Turner, M.A. 
MS, M.T. (ASCP), CLS (NCA) Director 
Associac_ Professor Center for International Higher 
Medical Laboratory Science Education Documentation 

Richard McNeil, Jr. 
Associate Director
 
Office of Sponsored Programs
 

cc: 	Vice President Weiss 
Dean Schumacher 
Dr. Davis A 

http:1,000.00


NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR FOREIGN STUDENT AFFAIRS
 

Education for International Development Program
 

Proposal for Competitive Grant
 

Please complete the following cover sheet to your final proposal. Use the
 
attached questions as the format for describing your project, repeating each
 
question as the heading for your response. Proposals should be typed and
 
no longer than six (6)pages. The Proposed Budget Form should be completed
 
carefully and attached to your proposal.
 

TITLE OF PROJECT:Practicality of Ladder Level Programs for Health Professionals
 
in the Middle East and Africa
 

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION: (50 words or less) To evaluate how a ladder curriculum, which
 
incorporates associate, baccalaureate, master's and doctoral programs can serve
 
as a model for providing relevant education for internationals planning to return
 
home. Such an approach would allow theindividual to strengthen his ties with the
 
home country and to establish a career ladder.
 

PROJECT COORDINATOR: Britta Karlsson, Associate Professor, Medical Laboratory
 
Science and Solveig Turner, Director9 CIHED
 

NSTITUTION ORNortheastern 
 University
 

.AJDRESS: 360 Huntington Avenue, Bostdn,MA 02115
 

TELEPHONE: (617) 437-3664 or 437-2770
 

TOTAL STUDENT POPULATION AT THE INSTITUTION: 39,691 degree candidates (Fall 1983) 

FOREIGN STUDENT POPULATION: 1,867 (Fall 1983)
 

A.I.D. PARTICIPANT POPULATION: (ESatimate, 12)
 

PROPOSED BEGINNING DATE FOR PROJECT: March 1985
 

PROPOSED CONCLUDING DATE FOR PROJECT: March 1987
 

NUMBER OF FOREIGN STUDENTS TO BE INVOLVED: See below
 

--Students sponsored Lw A.I.D.:
 
Attempt to involve all A.I.D. sponsored students
 

NUMBER OF OTHERS TO BE INVOLVED:
 
(Please indicate whether they are U.S. students, faculty, community
 
members, etc.)


All N international health professions majors; all international educators and
 
health professionals from target areas visiting the Boston area under the auspices
 
of the National Council for International Visitors as well as individual university
 
visitors; American faculty and students at Northeastern with relevant work experieunc,
 

in target countries.
 
Please attach descriptive material on the institution or organization applying for
 
the grant. Please specify the relationship between that office and the International
 
Student Office on campus, if applicable. ,k
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Of the enrolled international students 23 
are at varying educational
 
levels of the Medical Laboc.-tory Science Programs.
 

6. WHAT STEPS HAVE BEEN TAKEN, OR WILL BE TAKEN, TO DETERMINE FOREIGN
 
STUDENT INTEREST IN THE PROJECT AND TO ASSURE A.I.D.-SPONSORED STUDENT
 
PARTICIPATION?
 

At this time, the International Student Office is in 
the process of
 
identifying all A.I.D. sponsored students at Northeastern University.
 

Through on-going programs, organized in cooperation with the ISO,the

topic of return and reentry has become one of great interest among

currently enrol.ed internationals. It is hoped that this survey will
 
be able to build on some of this interest.
 

7. WHAT ARE THE ANTICIPATED BENEFITS RESULTING FROM SUCH A PROJECT 

TO THE STUDENT PARTICIPANT, THE INSTITUTION AND THE COMMUNITY?
 

IE is hoped that an evaluation of the benefits of the ladder concept
would benefit: (a) the foreign student by showing that it is in his 
own

interest to maintain close contact with the job market and 
professional

developments at home, if possible, by 
recurrent education, i.e. comple
tion of one degree, followed by job experience at home before embarking

on 
a higher degree, thus growing professionally with the development of
 
his profession in the home country; 
(b) the university by enabling

faculty to assess their roles- in 
the development of their profession

in other countries and thus sensitize them to 
the needs of different
 
cultures;(c) sponsoring organisations or agencies by alerting them to
 
the possibility of averting brain.drain by applying the concept of
 
ladder programs.
 

8. WHAT EVIDENCE IS THERE OF INSTITUTIONAL OR ORGANISATIONAL SUPPORT
 
OR THE PROJECT?
 

The College of Pharmacy and Allied Health Professions and the Office of

the Provost responsible for research have given verbal encouragement to

embark on these investigations. The investigators will be using already

allocated research time for this project. The Provost's Office has stressed
 
the importance of the study and recommended that the investigators seek

outside funding. The research time for the study 
is within the professional

research time available to the faculty member and the project also is within
 
the overall responsibilities of 
the Director of CIHED. The International
 
Student Office is supporting the project by identifying students and
 
advertising the study.
 

PROJECT ACTIVITY AND PROCEDURES
 

-IO. WHAT PROCEDURES AND TECHNIQUES WILL BE USED TO IMPLEMENT THE PROJECT?
 
Over a two-year period we would prepare to meet with international foreign

educators and students from the Middle East and Africa 
to explore the
 
concept of 
recurrent education, which allows the professional to return
 

http:enrol.ed
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the United States and to prepare the student for returning home. The
 

activities of the LSO-staff focus primarily on orientation, immigra

tion advising, persdnl counseling and providing a variety of social and
 

cultural activities for students.
 

The ISO office has assisted in the preparation of this proposal by pro

viding information about the number of international students and will
 

aid in the identification of students in the major fields concerned.
 

14. NAMES AND POSITIONS OF PROJECT COORDINATOR(S)
 

Britta Karlsson, Associate Professor of Medical Laboratory Science has
 

25 years of experience in Medical Laboratory Science education in the U.S.
 

Her research and professional activities have lately included methods of
 

evaluating and comparing professional credentials, comparisons of Medical
 

Laboratory Sciencb Programs in some 25 or more foreign countries, and re

entry issues.
 

Solveig Turner, Director and Foreign Credentials Evaluator, Center for
 

International Higher Education Documentation. As Director of CIHED she
 

is continually concerned with the relevance and the applicability of
 
education in one country to that of another.
 

15. WHAT ADVISORY GROUP WILL GOVERN THIS PROJECT?
 

Representatives from the International Student Office, International Coop,
 

Health Professions Faculty and the Provost's Office.
 

16. WHAT ARE THE CRITERIA FOR SELECTION OF PARTICIPANTS?
 

Interview all educators and administrators and allied health personnel
 

by the National Council for International
from target areas referred to us 


Visitors in response to our request. Student participants will be those
 

international students enrolled in the health professions at Northeastern
 
receiving the cooperation of
University with special emphasis placed on 


AID students.
 

EVALUATION AND ADAPTION
 

17. WHAT EVALUATION PROCEDURES ARE PLANNED?
 

by professional
Our questionnaires and final report will be commented on 


education and appropriate health professions personnel.
 

18. WHAT ARE THE PLANS FOR PUBLICITY?
 

The project will be announced by mailings to Ministries of Health and to
 

the National Office of the National Council for Tnternational Visitors
 

the NCIV. It will also be announced in
and the local Boston office of 


the Newsletter of the International Student Office and individual students
 

will be contacted by mail to participate in the study.
 

The completed report will be distributed to all national ministries and/or
 

Medical'Laboratory Science Associations in the target areas. It will also
 

be included in the CIHED Newsletter which reaches ministries of education
 

and documentation centers worldwide and will be presented at NAFSA con

ferences.
 



NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR FOREIGN STUDENT AFFAIRS
 

Education for International Development Program 

Proposal for Competitive Grant
 

BUDGET SUMMARY
 

Funds 	requested from: NAFSA EID Program Other Sources (amount/sourc
 

I. Administrative Expenses: 150.00
 
Postage
 
Telephone 100.00
 
Secretarial 300.00
 
Material and Supplies 150.00
 
(list 	on separate sheet) *
 
* i.e. pr-inting costs, envelopes, etc.. 

$ 700.00TOTAL 	Administrative Expenses: 


II. Participant Expenses:
 
(Please specify their
 
nature and cost per
 
participant)
 

None 
TOTAL Participant Expenses: None 

III. 	 Evaluation & Follow-up
 
Expenses: (Please specify
 
nature and amount)
 
Consulting fees
 

for evaluation of quest.onnaires
 

TOTAL 	Evaluation & Follow-up
 
Expenses: 200.00
 

IV. OTHER: 
(Please specify nature
 
and amount)
 

Computer time 100.00 M_5_ U _U 

,Researchers time** 
bringe benefits for researchers @ 14% 730.10. 
Overhead for Total Contributions @ 50.9% 3585.96 

TOTAL Other Expenses: 100.00 
*TOTAL AMOUNT REQUESTED $ 1000.00 1O, 531.Of 

** Equivalent of 3 weeks time for each. 



ESTIMATED MAILING COSTS
 

TOTALS
 

Initial Mailing of Questionnaire
 
to Ministries of Health in 
Sixty-

Five Countries in Africa and 
the
 
Middle East @ $1.20 
 78.00
 

Nailing of an Abstract or Summary

of the Report to These Same Sixty-

Five Countries @ $0.40 
 26.00
 

Miscellaneous Correspondence 46.00
 

Sum Total $150.00
 



OHIO VALLEY INTERNATIONAL OOUNOIL 
MARY ANNE FLOURNOY, DIREOTOR 

Obio University 
Center for InternationalStudies 
Atbens, Obio 45701-2979 
(614) 594-6098 

November 7, 1985
 

Peggy A. Willens, Coordinator 
Education for International Development Program 
NAFSA - -. 

1860 19th St., N.W.. 
Washington, D.C. 20009 NOv 2 
Dear Ms. Willens:
 

Enclosed please find the final report for the Women Across Cultures Program.
 
We were extremely pleased with the results and are planning to do another
 
series of programs this spring in the regional campus communities using
 
a similar format.
 

We are grateful to the NAFSA Education for International Development Program
 
for their support. We plan to highlight the program at a presentation
 
on "Internationalizing Rural/Small Communities at the NAFSA annual meeting
 
in San Antonio.
 

Sincerely,
 

.7/ 

Mary-Anne Flournoy,
 
Assistant Director
 
Center for International Studies
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR FOREIGN STUDENT AFFAIRS 

EDUCATION FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 

Final Report for Competitive Grant 

Please complete the following cover sheet to your final report. Use the attached
 
questions as the format for describing your project, repeating each question as the
 
heading for your response. The Budget Summary should be completed carefully and
 
attached to your report. This report is due in the NAFSA Office by January 31, 1986.
 

TITLE OF PROJECT: Women Across Cultures 

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION: (50 words or less) Women Across Cultures provided a forum in 
which Third World women studying at Ohio University discussed economic, social and
 
political roles of women in their respective countries with high school and university
 
PROJECT COORDINATOR: students, faculty and community members in six locations in 

Southeast Ohio in which Ohio University has campuses.
 
!MaryAnne Flournoy
 
INSTITUTION OR ORGANIZATION: Ohio University 

ADDRESS: Center for International Studies 
Ohio University
 
Athens, Ohio 45701
 

TELEPHONE: (614) 594-6098 

TOTAL STUDENT POPULATION AT THE INSTITUTION: 13,432 

FOREIGN STUDENT POPULATION: 1394 

A.I.D. PARTICIPANT POPULATION: 12 

BEGINNING DATE FOR PROJECT: 1/15/85 

CONCLUDING DATE FOR PROJECT: 7/31/85 

NUMBER OF FOREIGN STUDENTS INVOLVED: 23 
--Students sponsored by A.I.D.: 1
 

NU.BER OF OTHERS INVOLVED:
 
(Please indicate whether they are U.S. students, faculty, community members,
 
etc.) International student advisors - 3
 

Advisory Committees, Ohio Valley International Council - 25 
High School students (U.S.) - approx. 650 
Community members - 150 

rj~~i,~rvfc nrl fnriiiltv nt 0.11. regional camniises - -S0 (Irnd.vitp 'tn



MIX,4 ACRUSS CULl URh±S 

A Urine. to'Onio University from National AsociaLion lor 
Foreign Student Aftairs 

EJucaLion tor Interrcicxial Uevelopment 
Final Report, July jJ, 19:d 

ina iomen Across Cultures Program, a competitive grant to Ohio 
University irom iWSA, under the Education for International Deveiopaun-t 
Program, completed its activities on July 1, I Fa5. 'Irr. program conS±sL!, 
oL ddy-iong programs in sib Southeastern Ono communities ana one luncn-on 
prorjim in Athens. i'ese programs 'locused on t- role of lrnir;J worLd .,o,.=n 
in the family, tre economic sphere, education and politics. le ms oL tour 
womn Lravelea to the communities in which Ohio University operaLes 

•rigional 	 campuses. They engaged in a variety of activities, including 
visiciri local iigh schools, talking to regiorial campus ciis.es drid riuio 
interviews. Each program except one included a panel ditcussion for 
int.aresred community meoears. In each area special ellorts wene ud- co 
include various women's groups such as League of eomen Voters, Aferican 
Association o University ioman, usiness and Professiornl Vomnn. In orit
cuas. the progra3m was co-sponsored by the local Arts Council xid iicludud in 
.irc exhiuit about and by local women. Loual arr4ngeinLs wer iucilit4,uo 
oy the Ohio Valley International Council (OVIC) Advisory Co,,nitte.s. uVIC, 
L11_ couIMnity outreach arm of the Center for International Studies ac ulio 
University, functions through a series of advisory cotimnittees in -!cti ol 
the regional campus communities. its purpose Is to increase the Knov;±.Le.Jg 
and unUerstanding of world cultures and global issues throughout soucrieist 
Onio. Director of the Women Across Cultures and Director oz uie Otio 
Valley International Council is Nary Anne Flournoy. 

UbJECIIVES AND NLDS 

1. AfL were Lth objectives of the project? 

a. o increase tne knowledge and understanding of"women's roles in cne 
"'Inirci worla" among hign school and university studentz, iaculy anf 
coumnunity mambers in the sLx Southeast Ohio locations in whicn Ohio 
Uni versi ty has campuses. 

b. io broaden tim- txpariu.ce of 24 inLernatiotil women gr-du. c
students at Ohio University by providing opportunities to InCeLacC with 
American students and faculty and community mLmoers wicn whom thty wouiu 
not normlly come in contact. 

c. '1o implient he l1.5 -db theiirt-c prograining focus o. ctie .. c;nL'r 
for Inrernational Studies, Women in Development, in Ohio University's 
regional campus communities. 

http:txpariu.ce
http:Knov;�.Le.Jg


2. ra t evidence was there of the need lor such a pro.ecct' 

.ck of knowledge about other cultures, especially ULose in Lkk 
so-c'illed developing or £Third world is particularly acute in Ln 153 iot' d 

rural/smll town communities of Soutneast, Onio. Uhio University/Athens 
provides a unique intrnation'al resource wiLhin Lhe region witn its 
population of 140U0 internatinal students irom more than 8J countries. 
However, only rarely do these students interact with persons beyond tn,_, 
Ariens campus. Ine international students return to their countries tiving 
limited exposure to Awrican ilte 	and. the residents ol' Zouchi-akSc Qcio i,iss 
an incomparable opportunity to learn from their internatioril visicoL'6. 

in addition, the past decade has seen increased attention Lo woi. nls 
issues turougnout toe world as a result of tMe designation by Lth, Uniuzd 
Nations of 1915--o5 as the Decade of Women. l setemed p-rcizul~rly 
appropriate to assess women's roles in a global perspective in the 
culudnaLing year ol the Decade. 

j. How is - project innovative? 

As 1ar as we =now there is no other current projeLt locusin on 
woman's roles across cultures using international students as resourc-s. 

ide project connected toreign students to groups norwaJlly Laitoucflre_ by 
their presence such as business and.professional women's groups, r-gior1:il 
campus classes, regional high sctol classes. The project LooK piece in i 
largely rural area which covers a 	wide geographic span., 6ecause uL1 
presenue of' the international students in twe conmunities wis a uruque 
occurrence, the program attracted 	local media attention. 

4. ld he roosed project been conducted on your campus '.OL.L or. in 
other locations? 

During Wouen's History week in February, 1984, a pinel o1" 
sLud .nLS.international women spoke to a small audience of Ohio University 

In ictozwr, 19d4, Phi Delta Kappa 	 education nonorary sponsorea u pixrl on 
"Ina- Imaict of Education on Women" for members and guests. 

Lt so, ... mjor dillerences distinguisuad the prujacL irom OUtkaSc 

£i iomen Across Cultures program 	was widely advertised in cua six 
such is Lhe League of ,oizen Vour-vs,cominunities and local conEficy groups 

American Association of Universaity Women, Ironton Arts Council and 
1-Urting's U-partment Store co-sponsored the public 1yanel discu-sioij Witr 

the Ohio Valley International Council. The women toreign students spenl a 
day in each community interacting both iorm-lly and infornuily ith 6iri 
scriool students, regional campus students, older woien returning to sciiooi, 
regiorul campus Ltculty and other interested connunity majefmers. All Uhe 
programs tooK place outside the Ohio University/Athens campus. 

/
 



. ow Was Lne proposead projecu appropriate in your insCiLuLo1.i s.LL± II, , 

Ohio University, througn the Ohio Valley nternation3l Council, is 
coninicted to assist in the development o an intormed puuiic oy stl-,rinr iLs 
resourues 3nd experiences throughout its &erviceregion stret hind Iro , 
beont County to Ihis projecl Co pgroupsironton. he)pd WuixLe UWrOULCJUL 
tne region more aware of the university as a resouroe tor interna toni~l 
undersLading. Because of its regionul c3wpus system wiLei cmpuzus in Live 
cotimunities plus the main campus in Athens, Lne University serves ;i w, 
&aograpnical region. 

In iddicion, the thematic focus for programing tor 1964-& in u,-! 
(!ncer for internmtional Studies is Women in Developmenc. TMe WOLDel Acrosj 
Cultures programs were the centerpiece o.L tr- 1985 programs. ltkX 16 1 
newly ormed network o persons interesced in 4omen in WVeiupweni and tri 
active women's Studies program as well as un Airican *oien' s Unitoit. ifi-
Unio Valley International Council is coordina ing Women in UepvelupuienL 
prog&'auming 1tr r1 Center. 

o. k'-n sueps were taken to determine 10reiura student intre.L ill Lli 
project and to ssure Ai psored suden aricipa ion? 

Lurie Freedmui, International Studies griduaLe assistriU issirlej to 
work with tne Ohio Valley lnternational Council on the Womwn in UevelopitenL 
programuing, approached the Arican Wodnls Union and numrous inuiiduai 
xoreigp women students. 1heijr response was universally eri husiasti_. lte 
O'lice of international Student and Pcuity Services :ilso solicited 
ieedback irom a--number of students. The one AIL-sponsored womun Lsud-rC 
zrom botswiar agreed to e a participant All,tri oin the prograM. oen 
contacted initially seemed eager to be heard. 

7. W W~Le bene'i cs resul cing from t t.is PLOJeCt-- C n Se ttn o r 
studettpar ticipant, the institution, .17d thicUnnni Lyt 

th rioz 
inCreased their interaction with Americans. ihe women explored issues o. 
contcrn to tiemselves with American women and men. They iedrne-d dbuuL tL 

a. Foreign stuaent participants kci wider exposure to ret .1il 

ocnr's cultures as well as more about American cultur. mhesessLorIs 
hekppd UL women students think tfL'ough and oetter deal witf issues Lak.y 
will iace wnen going home as western--ducated women. in acidiLion, 
iriendships Were ioellkd wagicaco Linued beyond the pro6r'aM. Ill eVrL'Ji 

instdnces wnere rias been an exchange of visits bacx and torth. iie 
students were albo happy to earn 5U.UO for their prici..ptioh. 

b. ihe insticuri. served its international education mission wicnli, 
Uiu region. Media coverage and word o moun Zeea~acK provided positive Ph 
for the University. the University was able Lo provide au positive; 
'_ducCtional experience tor some of its intrrationdl studuiltS ,iAcI Ce,±0o:Ai 
campus studens and zacuicy. 

'V
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c. fthe couunity gained an insight into Woen'S roldGs Irom 4 =roS6 
cultural perspecLive. Tiey had an opportunity tor persoruli ilL- raCLiulI 
wiLn internaLion.il scuderics from the university. 

3. rut institutional and/or organizational support was cb.ri_ for thik 
0rjes t
 

Ili Cdnwer for International Studies provided secrretrizl asiSL1J0-n 
.ina administrantive support for the project through tre. time OL Mary hiklf-e 
F lournoy as Director and uwo half-time graduate assistjnLs. 1kia O.LiLc- 0. 
ilnctrnntioral Studert and Faculty Services provided assistanca in cnoosins 
participants. The Advisory Committees oI the Ohic Valley lnLcrrilriOf-i 
Cuncil organized the sessions in each of their comunities, provid,:4- i. 
and nospitality for tre visitors and arranged for pubLicity. heion.l 
cimpuses of Ohio University provided t'ilicies and aided in te pUlicty. 
tn Vice President for Regional fiigher Education provided money co cov-.r 
the costs oz transportation for the project. Various campus proiessors 
were cooperative in releasing their students tor the day of tP prograin. 

uJ Ll AClIVIIY AM PRCCEDUREb 

9. 1a,_ procdJures and L-ckviiques were used to impiejienc thu pr0.j .L: 

lia OUhio Valley Internatibnal Council has acvisory coimiLt s in :.Ach 
at Wd six couuuni itLs in whi h Ohio University his a Campus. Ites-; 

comiitLes mec wita tke project director during winter, 19 t, to PLiln 
cLivities in their individual settings.. Te advisory com±Ew=s uiuda 

contact with local organizations sucn as Rotary, Kiwanis, busine;j .rid 
Proiessional iomen's Orguaization, League ol women Voters and uu.uricn 

nssociation of University Women to co-sponsor the Women Across CIuUlurs 
program. In on. community the local Arts Council assumed a prilury 
co-sponsoring role, in another a local departmen store. 'In t-cn C11a Jtili 
University regional campus itselt played a major role. 

iya advisory comittee members scheduled visirs to appropri. t

unversity classes and to local nigh schools. Media personnel on un
conmittees arranged publicity. The local commnittees also s'cured - SaL& 
for mne painel discussion, arranged local nospiraliJty and a io:.ii iuoicnALOV. 

Uturie Freedmln, graduate assistant, coordinated recruit-fbrlL o 
foreign women students with _the-assiscance of the 01iice o1 Ini-nuiotill 
Studenc and Faculty Services and area studies faculty at urio UniversiLy. 
Dilrubi Haskiin, 6raduate assistant to UVIC during spring qurter, l , 
coordnate transportation logistics and. ianintained communica tion WiLu 

participants and collated evaluations. 

10. Activities 

a. Six panel presentations on Women Across Cultures were held in 

Chillicothe, Ironton, Lancaster, Portsmouth and Zanesville during the 
spring of 1985. International women graduate students at Ohio University 
discussed social, political and economic roles of women in their countries. 
Either the Project Director or a local moderator facilitated the 
discussions. 

http:internaLion.il


b. Four women spent the day in each of the regional campus 
communities meeting with high scnool students and/or university classes for 
informal discussions of women's issues. 

c. Four radio snows were airea in Athens and Lancaster. Local
 
newspapers puolishea articles about tne events.
 

d. At Belmont County a special course on women Across Cultures was
 
offered. (syllaous attached) The international students acted as resource 
persons for the course and visited the campus one by one rather than in a 
group. Students from Japan, Colombia and Bangladesh provided insights on 
women's roles in their particular countries. 

e. Time was set aside in each community for tne international 
visitors to see and learn something aDout the area they were visiting.
 

11. Project calendar
 

December 14, 1984 - Planning with OVIC Advisory Committee, Belmont 
County. 

January 30, 1985 - Planning with OVIC Advisory Committee, ironton. 
Feoruary 6, 1985 - Letters sent to prospective international student 

participants. Interviews then tooK place througn the last week in 
Feoruary. 

February 8, 1985 - Planning with OVIC Advisory Committee , Zanesville. 
February 28, 1985 - First planning meeting with internationa± student 

participants.
 
March 4, 1985 - Planning with OVIC Advisory Committee, Lancaster.

March 8, 1985 - Planning with OVIC Advisory Committee, Chillicotne.
March 18, 1985 - radio show in Athens.
 
March 25, 1985 - radio show in Athens.
 

April 3, 1985 - second planning meeting with international 
partici' :s. 

A 1985 - planning meeting with Athens Women's NetworK. 
Api'. , 1985 - Bangladesn student to Belmont County. 
April 18, 1985 - Women Across Cultures, Zanesville. 

Panel presentation by students from Sweden, Nigeria, Argentina and 
Indonesia to OU-Zanesville faculty, students and two hign school classes. 
Tour of Zanesville and dinner with student leaders and university 
administration. Reception co-nosted by Zanesville Rotary Club and OUZ 
Student Association with small group interaction between international 
students and guests.
 

April 25, 1985 - Women Across Cultures, Lancaster. 
Presentations to high school Emerging Nations, Asian Nations and World 
History classes. Presentations to OU-Lancaster classes on Arab-Israel 
Dispute, U.S. in World Affairs and Women in Politics. Tour of Lancaster 
and dinner at the farm of OUL Advisory Committee memoer. Panel discussion 
with students from Botswana, People's Republic of China, Indonesia and west 
Bank. 

Colombian student to women Across Cultures class in
 
Belmont County.
 



May 1, 1985 - Women Across Cultures, Portsmouth. Presentations to 
talented ana gifted students at two nign scnools. Noon panel discussion by 
studencs from Brazil, Philippines, Rwanda and Nigeria sponsored by
Lvbrting's Department Store for working women. Afternoon panel discussion
 
for students and faculty from Ohio University and Shawnee State Community 
College.
 

May 7, 1985 - Women Across Cultures, Ironton. Luncn and 
presentations to four World History classes at Ironton Hign School. lour 
of Ironton. Potluck supper hosted by American Association of University 
Women. Panel presentation with students from People's Republic of China, 
Colombia, and Indonesia at Lawrence County Library. Art exhibit by and 
about local women organized by Ironton Arts Council. 

May 8, 1985 - Women Across Cultures panel discussion by students from 
Kenya, Rwanda and Argentina for the Athens Women's Network, a group of 
business and professional women. 

May 14, 1985 - Japanese student to women Across Cultures class in 
Belmont County.


May 16, 1985 - Ctillicotne Women Across Cultures. Presentations to 
World History classes at Chillicothe High School, luncn and classes at the
 
vocational scnool, Worla Cultures classes at -e middle school and an 
elementary school. Tour of Chillicotne Indian Mounas, dinner with Culturai 
Affairs Committee of Ohio University - Chillicothe, consisting of faculty. 
and students. Panel discussion witn students from Brazil, Poland, Nigeria, 
Australia and Indonesia. 

June 4, 1985 - Participant evaluation. 
June - July, 1985 - Evaluation by Advisory Committees, writing of 

report, writing of article for OHIO VALLEY INTERNATIONAL, newsletter of
 
Center for International Studies. 

12. No materials were developed for this project. 

13. Publicity
 

Flyers were designed and sent to community members in each locale, 
inviting them to participate in tne program. Posters were displayed on 
each one of the regional campuses. Radio spot announcements ana four 
programs (two in Athens and two in Lancaster) reached a wide audience. 
Articies appeared in local newspapers in the community following the panel 
discussions and in one case beforehand. The Project Director will give a 
presentation at NAFSA Region VI on innovative ways of involving foreign 
students with the community, at which the Women Across Cultures program 
will be highlighted. She has submitted a similar proposal for the 198o 
NAFSA Annual Meeting. Sie is preparing an article for the NAFSA 
Newsletter. 



PERSONNEL AND ADMINISTRATION 

14. Operations of international student office 

The Office of International Student and Faculty Services proviaes
support services for international students and faculty at Onio University.
It provides progiamming for internacional students and spouses, support
for international student organizations and the Athens Friends of
International Students, a community group providing hospitality for 
international students. The office supports programs to increase the 
Knowledge and understanding of other cultures on campus and in the 
community in order to provide a receptive atmosphere for the foreign
student at Ohio University. 1he Office is directed by Dr. Alan Boyd who is 
assisted by two advisers, two clerical staff and various student employees.
Dr. Boyd is on the Advisory Committee of the Ohio Valley International 
Council.
 

International Student and Faculty Services is supportive of 
programming in the regional campuses which involves foreign students but it 
is not a nign priority for them. However, one of tne prime missions of the
 
Ohio Valley International Council is to provide resources ')r international 
programming in the region - especially the regional campus communities. 
There is an extremely cordial worKing relationship oetween zne Center for
 
International Studies and tne Office of International Student ana Faculty
Services. International Student and Faculty Services provided nelp in 
recruiting students for the Women Across Cultures program. 

15. Project coordinator and assistants.
 

MARY ANNE FLkJURNOY, Project Director, is Director of the Ohio Valley
International Council and Assistant Director of the Center for 
International Studies. For the past five years she has oeen engaged in 
designing and implementing programs for public scnools, community and 
university groups which draw upon foreign students as educational 
resources. OVIC has received national recognition for its worx in this 
area. Ms. Flournoy has made presentations at Region VI and national NAFSA 
meetings, the Global Education Assembly, and the National Council for 
Social Studies. A paper on the Cultural Awareness Project in une 
elementary schools of the region was presented at tne Latin American 
Studies Association meeting in Mexico City in 1985 and nas now been 
published in TEACHING ABOUT LATIN AMERICA; Curriculum Projects for Grades 
6-12, under the auspices of twe Consortium of Latin American Studies
 
Programs at lane University. She has also recently puolisned "Omar, You
Have Changea My World" in GLOBAL EDUCATION AND INTERNATIONAL EXCH-ANGE,
Intercom 106 published by Global Perspectives in Education, Inc., 1985,
with support of the United States Information Agency. She currently
coordinates the Women in Development programming for the Center for 
International Studies. 



LAUIE FREEDWIAN, graduate assistant in International Aftairs, assistea 
the director in fall and winter. iMs. Freedman coordinated recruiting. She
collected materials related to Women in Development for tne Center for 
International Stuaies as well as making local arrangements and puolicizing 
severa± programs on tnis tneme. 

DILRUBA HASHIM, graduate assistant in International Affairs, assisted 
te director in the spring. She coordinated transportation and scneduling.
She also participated in the program as a resource person for tre women 
Across Cultures class in Belmont County. 

16. Advisory groups
 

The Advisory Committees for the Ohio Valley International Council 
coordinated local arrangements and publicity for the Women Across Cultures 
programs. They were assisted by the offices of the respective deans of the 
regional campuses. The OVIC Advisory Committees were appointed by tne 
regional campus deans of Ohio University and the Associate Provost ior 
International Programs. Each committee includes a community member witn 
international interests, a media representative and a faculty memoer on he 
campus. The six committees met individually with the Project Director in
winter, 1985, to plan their community's participation. Tney provided
evaluation of the programs at .their conclusion as well as soliciting
feedback from the local nign schools. Tne groups met individually within 
their communities several times to carry out the necessary tasks related to 
the project.
 

17. Criteria for selection of participants
 

Criteria for selection of tre women participants included interest in 
participanting, ease with Englisn, articulateness on the topic of women's 
roles in their country and balanced geograpnic distribution between Asia,
Africa, Latin America and tne Middle East. There were specific requests 
from two of tre communities for someone from Sweden ana Japan. Aitnough
the emphasis was on the role of women in the Thira World, we found tnat 
adding one woman from the so-called Developed World provided a liveiier
 
discussion in whicn snarper contrasts could be drawn. A list of foreign
 
student participants is appended.
 

Recruitment was done througn the area studies programs at Ohio 
University, international student organizations and the Office of 
Intenational Student and Faculty Services. Selection was made via 
interviews with the project director and her assistant. 24 persons were 
selected. Two of these did not participate because of illness and an 
intervening class project. Therefore, te two alternates were able to 
participate. More than 90 students were contacted by letter in February,
1985. About 40 of those indicated an interest in participating.

Some could not adjust their schedules to meet the demands of the
program,others upon further inquiry decided that they did not wisn to give 
up the necessary time. The 23 who did participate were excellent 
representatives of their countries and articulate spokeswomen for women's 
roles. The woman power in the room when the group met was electric. 



EVALUATION iD ADAPTATION 

18. Evaluation procedures
 

Each program was evaluated by the student participants, faculty 
members whose classes they visited and the advisory committees of tne Ohio 
Valley International Council. Foreign students met witn tne Project
 
Director immediately following each program to give oral evaluation and
 
each one filled out the attached evaluation form. A final evaluation 
session.wi h all participants was held on June 4, 1985.
 

In addition the Advisory Committees solicited feedback from teachers
 
of classes visited by the international students and evaluated the panel
 
discussions as well as the total program. 

The project received no negative feedback from any source. The
 
students universally agreed that they had benefitted from the experience as
 
a unique opportunity to exchange ideas with women of other communities.
 
They thought that interaction witn women and men and/or girls/boys and
 
exchange of information about their culture was the most beneficial part of 
the program. Assessment of the most responsive group varied, depenaing on
 
locale. All agreed, however, that contact with a number of different
 
groups, altnougn tiring, was very stimulating. The one exception was te
 
Chillicothe program which included too many activities, despite the Project
 
Director's firm insistence on a reasonable scnedule.
 

The only problems encountered had to do with scheduling. Tne
 
Zanesville program had too few activities and should have involves tne
 
students going to the high school instead of relying on students to come 
into the campus after school. The Chillicotne program includea four
 
schools. The women were exhausted by the time of the panel discussion.
 
Although each local committee met with the Project Director and agreed upon
 
a plan, the group sometimes found a different program when they arrived Qn
 
site. Another series of similar programs will not encounter these
 
difficulties. Each Advisory Committee was aware of how they might improve
 
tne next time around.
 

Suggestions for topics for future programs came from botn student
 
participants and community members. They included social and political
 
issues, art and literature, basic geograpny, international foods. Some
 
suggested that a concerted effort should have been made to get the men to
 
attend. Anotner proposed a series of programs on lives of children.
 

All participants were eager to participate in further programs of this 
nature and indicated a preference for ones that were relatively informal 
and allowed for a maximum of interaction. 

Teachers in the nigh schools were overwhelmingly enthusiastic and OVIC
 
has already received requests for similar programs in the coming year.
 
Several regional campus classes have requested international visitors.
 

19. Adaptation in other areas
 

The project is easily duplicated in an area with sufficient female 
foreign student population. The key is preplanning with te international 
students at ease with what is expected of them. The project can also serve 
as a model for involving groups outside the university with foreign 
students. By choosing a theme with wide appeal and contacting any 
community group which might be interested in the topic, we reacned a wide 
audience. Tne idea of a day-long series of activities provided for maximum 
use of resources and efficiency of transportation. In a rural area tnis is 
crucial. 



The topic of women's roles seems especially pertinent. We drew women 
from every walk of life: university professors, teachers, high school . 
stucents, women returning to school after a long absence from the classroom 
and/or job market, senior citizens. There was a warmth in tre excnange and 
a true curiosity. Most of the groups were reluctant to let tneir visitors 
leave and begin Ue long drive home. It is a topic that provides easy
identification, not just academic curiosity. That is the best basis for 
this kind of exchange. 

CONTINUATION 

20. The Center for international Studies continues its emphasis on 
Women in Development through 1986 and is currently involved in a fund 
raising effort to ensure a permanent base for such efforts. The Ohio 
Valley International Council maintains a resource banK of international 
students willing to interact with schools and community groups on a variety
of topics. This program will continue indefinitely. The Advisory
Committees of OVIC will continue to plan international programs for their 
areas. In addition, OVIC and the Office of International Student and 
Faculty Services is submitting a NAFSA Coop proposal to involve regional 
campus students and international students in a program on International 
Terrorism.
 

The Project Director, one of the OVIC Advisory Committee memoers, one 
of the Women Across Cultures participants, and three other international 
women will present a panel on women's roles at the Midwest meeting of the 
Women's Studies Association in October. This panel is a direct outgrowth 
of the Women Across Cultures program.
 

21. The program was a success by any measure. Having a stipend to 
offer the international students for their participation was crucial. They
felt a real sense of commitment and a justification for giving up a day of 
study or classes. Recruitment was a much easier task tnan it would have 
been otherwise.
 



PARTICIPANTS IN UE WOMEN ACROSS CULTURES PROGRAM 

Maura Afonso - Brazil 
Patricia Ardila - Columbia 
Eva Axelsson - Sweden 
Joy Chin - Australia 
Martha Dambe - Botswana (AID - sponsored) 
Susanna Darmstater - Indonesia 
Rosemary Effiong - Nigeria 
Yarnelly Gani - Indonesia 
Comfort de Gosnie - Nigeria 
Esperanza Granados - Colombia 
Guaaaiupe Guerrero - Argentina 
Dilruba Hasnim - Bangladesh 
Corry Hendrowarsito - Indonesia 
Comfort Kalu - Nigeria 
Zongtang Li - People's Republic of China 
Chisato Moroashi - Japan 
Pelagie Muaraoayite - Rwanda 
Ari Mwachofi - Kenya 
Nuri Soeseno - Indonesia
 
Ewa Stawecka - Poland 
Evelyn Yu - Philippines 
Mei-Wa Zhai - People's Republic of China 
Munira Zurub - West BanK, Palestine 



EDUCATION FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 

FINANCIAL STATEMENT 

Funds requested from: NAFSA EID Program 	 Other Sources of Cash and 
In-Kind Support (amount/source) 

I. Administrative Expenses: 

Postage 	 n0.00 (Ohio University) 
Telephone 25.00 University) 
Secretarial 220.00 (40 hrs. @5.50/hr.) 
Material and Supplies 75.00 (Ohio University) 

Graduate Assistant (1/2 time,Winter & Spring /575.00

Time of Coordinator (1/8, Winter & Spring). 1290.00
 

S mTOTAL ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES: 29 	 2085.00 

Ii. Participant Expenses: 

(Please specify their 
nature and cost per 
participant) 

Honoraria for 2 extra programs 
(6 x @25/ea) 150.00 (time donated by for 

Honoraria for foreign students students) 
(24 students x 50/student) 1200.00 ______V1%_____ 

Panel moderators (6 ! $50/ea) 300.00 (time donatea 
Meals and travel 11042.00 (Oh;i 14.00 u 

TOTAL PARTICIPANT EXPENSES: 1200.00 	 492.00 

II. Evaluation & Follow-up 

Expenses: (Please Specify
 
nature and amount)
 

TOTAL EVALUATION & FOLLOW-UP 
EXPENSES: 0 0 

'V
 

http:11042.00


IV. OTHER: 

(Please specify nature
 
and amount)
 

TOTAL OTHER EXPENSES: 0 0 

TOTAL AMOUNT REQUESTED $120.96 3577.00 

NOTE: The Education for International Development Program is unable to provide funds for 
institutional overhead expenses, refreshments (e.g. coffee breaks), entertainment, international 
travel, and nonexpendable items such as furniture or office equipment. 



Office of the Treasurer and Controiler, Scott Quadrangle, Ohio University, Athens, Ohio 45701 

National Association for Foreign November 4. 1985
 
Student Affairs 
 223-072-4110-1
 
1860 19th Street, N.W. Final Invoice
 
Washington, D.C. 20009
 

"Women Across Cultures" - Financial Report 

Honoraria 

amg 

01,200.00 

Re-nditures 

$1,200.00 

Postage 100.00 90.96 

Total $1,300.00 $1,290.96 

Advance Received - Ck. 10515 650.00 

Total Due Ohio University 8 640.96 
munasuz=z
 

Copies of detailed expenditures are attached for your

information.
 



Details of Expenditures 

Date Description Reference Amount 

04/30/85 Metered Mail Charge J 04300 0 41.80 
05/14/85 Dilruba Hishim Ck. 823572 50.00 
05/14/85 Patricia Ardila Ck. 823573 50.00 
05/14/85 Eva Axelason Ck. 823574 50.00 
05/14/85 Guedalupe Guerrero Ck. 823575 50.00 
05/14/85 Nuri Soeseno Ck. 823576 50.00 
05/14/85 Rosemary Effiong Ck. 823577 50.00 
05/14/85 Munira Zurub Ck. 823578 50.00 
05/14/85 Martha Dambe Ck. 823579 50.00 
05/14/85 Yarnelly Gani Ck. 823580 50.00 
05/14/85 Zong Fang Li Ck. 823581 50.00 
05/14/85 Evelyn Yu Ck. 825092 50.00 
05/14/85 Comfort Do Goshie Ck. 823093 50.00 
05/14/85 Pedagie Mutarabayir Ck. 823094 50.00 
05/14/85 Maura Afonso Ck. 825095 50.00 
05/14/85 Esperanza Granadoa Ck. 824096 50.00 
05/31/85 Payroll 100.00 
05/31/85 Payroll .50 
05/31/85 Metered Mail Charge J 05300 37.35 
06/30/85 Metered Mail Charge J 06300 8.61 
07/31/85 Metered Mail Charge J 07300 2.98 
08/31/85 Metered Mail Charge J 08300 .22 
09/09/85 Remove W/C FY 84/85 J 09573 (.50) 
10/31/85 Corr Req. 14205 350.00 

$1,290.96 
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OHIO VALLEY INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL 
MARY ANNE FLOURNOY, DIRECTOR 

Ohio University 
Center for InternationalStudies 
Athens, Ohio 45701-2979 
(614) 594-6098 __ 

-

. 

-

Dear 

Your name has been suggested to participate in a program

entitled Women Across Cultures sponsored by the Ohio Valley
 
International Council in Ohio University's regional campus
 
communities in spring, 1985. Groups of four international
 
women will spend one day in each community meeting with high
 
school students and participating in a panel discussion about
 
women's roles in their respective countries. By means of
 
a grant from the National Association for Foreign Student
 
Affairs participants will be paid $50.00 per day. Transportation
 
to and from the regional campuses will be provided.
 

If you are interested in participating in the Women Across
 
Cultures Program, please contact Mary Anne Flournoy or Laurie
 
Friedman at the Center for International Studies (Burson House,
 
202) or phone 594-6098. We look forward to hearing from you.
 

Sincerely,
 

Mary Anne Flournoy, Director
 
Ohio Valley International Council
 

MAF/pls
 

i
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WMEN ACROSS CULTURES 

1. 	Inyour country what role do women play in the family?
 

2. 	What economic activities do women participate in?
 

3. 	 What educational opportunities are available to women? What impact
will your education in the United States have on your status when 
your return to your country? 

4. 	 Are there any limits to women's political participation? 

5. 	 Is there a feminist movement? 

6. 	 What adaptations have you had to make to American culture? 

iii 



OHIO UNIVERSITY BELMONT
 

SPRING QUARTER, 1985
 

HISTORY 498C - CONCERNS OF INTERNATIONAL WOMEN
 
2 Credit Hours 

There will be speakers from four different countries. Dates and speakers are
 
as follows:
 

April 9th From Bangladesh, whose capital is Dacca, will be Dilruba
 
Hashim
 

April 23 From Colombia, whose capital is Bogota, will be Patricia
 
Ardila
 

May 8 
 From Kenya, whose capital is Nairobi, will be Arn 
 Mwachofi.
 

May 14 
 From Japan, whose capital is Tokyo, will be Chisato Morohashi. 
Class will meet Tuesdays. There will be two sessions to choosemay attend whichever from each day. Youone is more convenient for you. One will meet from 3:00-5:00p.m. and the other will meet in the evening from 7:30-903 p.m.
 
The program is 
 being sponsored in conjunction with the International Studentsat Ohio University and assistance is being 

Program 
Qticpate given in permitting the students toin the program with one of the staff members from0uncil, Mary Anne Flournoy, in conjunction with NAFSA' 

the Ohio Valley 
designed to offer an a grant. The program isexperience for those women involved in the return toprograms at the academicBelmont Campus, especially those whonon-traditional student, individuals who by and 

are in the classification of the
large are thenot traditional.school student but have re-entered the college 

age high 
employment, or after number 

program alter marriage, aftera of years delay in enrolling college programs.course is designed to be informative where we 
The

will explaincountries involved. We will 
the culture of the variousbe especially emphasizingcountries; the role of women in thoseand their difficulties, their particular circumstanceshave had that they themselvesto overcome in acquiring a. college education, and in most instances, travelingfrom one country to another,. specifically the United States, andUniversity in Athens in particular Ohioto procure advanced degrees. They will indicate a numbertaboos that have been of theplaced in front of them; difficulties of religion, economics,in some instances social andclass standing, where women are looked at with particulardisdain for having returned to the educational program. 

Page I 
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The assignment that will be required of students enrolled is to completethree to a paper fromfive pages in length, describing the host country involved,ramifications, some of its culturaland in particular emphasizing the differences that apparentlyr* gnized after are easilyhaving heard the various speakers describeral resource texts their host country.will be available for you todifferences and problems. I am hoping that it 
use in describing these Idnds of 

those will be an experience that will enlightenwho are in attendence and offer those four women whoAfrica, Asia, are coming from bothand Latin America an oppomunity to interact with otherthe United States in a non-threatening situation, where it 
adult women of

is an academic operation, butthe program is itself designed to be in part a social setting as well. 
You do not have to attend both sessions but only one or the other. The papers will bedue by the end of the quarter. A format for the papers will be passed out at the firstclass session and further explanaiton of your responsibilities in performing will be givenupon request. By and large I wou;d like the reports typewritten and written alongformat that would explain a 
during the various 

a number of points that will be brought up in the discussionsspeakers' engagements.
further details about the program please contact 

For interested parties who would likeMichael McTeague, or Phyllis Wells atOhio University 614/695-1720. 
The fee for the course is the normal academic rate, and that wouldhour, or a total of $96 be $48 per creditfor the two-hour course. For those of11-20 hours, the course can be taken as 

you who are taking
part of your comprehensive fee. 

Once again, anyone interested in further information should contact the individuals
above. 
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You ARE INVITED To:
 

NWomen Actor Culturs" 
LAWRENCE CoiNY BRIGGS LIBRARY-IRONTON, OHIO 

MAY 7, 1985 7:00 PM, 

ME I-WA ZHAI, PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CH!NA; ESPERANZA GRANADOS, 

COLUMBIA; EVELINE LANG, AUSTRALIA; AND CORRY HENDROWARSITO,
 

INDONESIA; WILL COtMENT ON THE ROLE OF WOMEN INTHEIR
 

RESPECTIVE CULTURES AND THEIR EXPERIENCES AS WOMEN IN A
 

FOREIGN CULTURE (U.S.). THE WOMEN ARE GRADUATE STUDENTS AT
 

OHIO UNIVERSITY, ATHENS,
 

L LOCAL ART- Woman On The Mezzanine" 
ON DISPLAY AT THE LIBRARY MAY 6-13, 1985 

SPONSOREDB: IRONTON CHAPTER OF THE \t4TERNA/OA/ 

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITYE'
 

WOMEN; IRONTON COUNCIL FOR THE ARTS; ,(
 

& IRONTON CHAPTER OF THE OHIO VALLEY ,-

INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL,
 

WITH SUPPORT FROM: THE NATIONAL 

ASSOCIATION FOR FOREIGN STUDENT
 

AFFAIRS Gf'FSA)% 

"BRING AFRIEND!" 

'A 7EN \oA," ' V 



OHIO UNIVERSITY -LANCASTER 
1570 GRA1NVILLE PIKE 

LANCASTER, OHIO 4313-! 097 

April 10, 198:%.
 

Dear Ohio University - Lancaster Friend: 

On Tuesday, April 23, at 7:30 p.m. four international scholars from
 
the Athens campus will be speaking on "Women Across Cultures." These
 
scholars come from the People's Republic of China, Indonecia, the
 
West Bank, and Botswana. We hope you will be able to attend to hear
 
their interesting comments on cultural similarities and differences.
 

Grants from the Agency for International Development and the National 
Association f=r Foreign Student Affairs made this program possible.
Mary Anne Fiournoy, Director of the Ohio Valley International Council, 
is coordinating the.programi. The students will be speaking at area hig.
schools and Ohio University - Lancaster classes during the afternoon 
.nd early evening. The general public is invited to hear their pre
sentation at 7:30 p.m. in the art gallery on the tcp floor of Brasee
 
,Hall.
 

There is no charge for the program. We hcpe you will join us.
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THE ZANESVILLE TIMES RECORDER 
Thursday, April 18, T985 

Forum
 
At OUZ
 
Today
 
The Ohio .Valley Interna

tional Council at Ohio 
University-ZanesvUll will
boot four international adult 
students fro.m Ohio 

•Universlty-Athens today.
They will speak on the role -t 
women in develbping coun
tries in an open fonz-u from 
12:45 to,2 p.m. in Room 134 of 
ElsonHall.
 

The students are Eva Ax
elsson of Sweden, Rosemary 
Efflong of Nigeria,
Guadalupe Guerrero of 
Argentina and Nu.i Seoseno 
of Indonesia. 

The opan forum will prvide
the public an opportunity to 
encounter multi-cultural 
perspectives on current 
Issues. 

After a tour of the cinpus
and Zanesville, the students 
will be honored at an evening
recWption. . 

The OUZ.student senate 
assisted the Ohio Valley In
ternational Council at OUZ in 
organizing the program. 
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OHIO UNIVERSITY SOUTHERN CAMPUS 
1701 	SOUTH SEVENTH STREET 

IRONTON, OHIO 45638 C V Z 

May 2, 1985
 

Ms. Mary Anne Flournoy, Director 	 I% r 
Ohio Valley International Council
 
Center for International Studies
 
Ohio University
 
Athens, Ohio 45701-2979
 

Dear Mary Anne:
 

The Women across Cultures visit to Portsmouth yeserday was a great
 
success from start to finish, and it was certainly my pleasure to
 
escort the panel you sent. Comfort de Goshie, Pelagie Mutarabayire,
 
Evelyn Yu, and Maria Afonso are all very interesting women. They
 
acquitted themselves beautifully in three very different settings.
 

They spoke to about 40 high school honor students from Portsmouth and
 
East High Schools in the morning, and then spoke at an open luncheon
 
at Marting's attended by working women. The day ended with a pre
sentation at Shawnee State Community College to Shawnee State and
 
Ohio University students--at least 60 attended.
 

I tried to ensure that they saw some of the town and learned a bit
 
about its history. I hope they enjoyed their day as much as everyone
 
in Portsmouth enjoyed having them visit.
 

Sincerely,
 

Catherine H. Horr, Ph.D.
 
Director of Continuing Educatioi
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(Comthzied fromPage 2) 
country awoman lives. 
should wake up early and wait on 

herfamly.When thedaughter gets 
a husband, she should wiat on him. 
And, when the husband dies, the 
widow should wait on her son," Zhal 
said. "That reflects the idea thatt 
womenshould always be listening to 
men. 

"Things are beginning to change
in China, but not completely. In the 
cities, if a man and a wife who both 
work, the man would cook and do the 
dishes and the wife would take care 
of the children and help them with 
their assignments from school. But, 
in the country, a woman's role is still 
to wait on men and her parents-in.law ,"Zhai said. 

Mrs. Zhal said standards for a 
ife and husband, though the 

pnaring of household chores and 
responsibilitiesre becoming more 
equitable, are not chaning as rapidly
inthe eyes of Chinese men. 

"If a husband and a wife both
 
work, I think it's only fair for them 

to share in the work of the home, but
 
that's not always looked upon as 

good.
 

"If a man has a wife who works
 
hard and does a lot of the housework,

other men tell him he's lucky to have 
such a good wife. But, if the man 
helps and does the housework, his 
friends tell him he Is heppecked,". 
she said. - " 

Both China and Indonesia4 the .7 
women said, have strict family 
planning laws. 

In China, where the nation is 
struggling to control the population 
which is now at more than 2 billion 
people, couples are allowed to have 
one child. 
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Shawnee 

Portsmouth, Ohio 


April 29, 1985

7 

W omen's 


discussed 
Women's roles inother coun-


tries will be the topic of a 
free panel presentation by four 
international women graduate 

students on Wednesday, May 1, 

Massie Hall Auditorium at 2 p.m. 

Shawnee State and Ohio U. stu-

dents, faculty, and staff are 

invited to hear Comfort de 

Goshie of Nigeria, Pelagie 

Mutarabayire of Rwanda. 

Suzanna Darmstater of Indo-

nesia, and Beatriz Cordoba of 

Argentina.
Alg four women study at 

hlo University n Athens. 


Their visit to Portsmouth, 

part of the Women Across Cul-

tures program, Isfunded by a 

grant from the Office of Inter-

national Training, Agency for 

International Oevelopment, to 

the Nationul Association for 

Foreign Student Affairs. Their 

visit to Portsmouth is cospon-

sored by the Ohio Valley Inter-

national Council (Ohio U. 

Athens), Ohio University Ports-

mouth, Shawnee State Community
 
College, and Marting's.
 

The International women's 

panel will also speak at a noon 

luncheon at Marting's. Reserva
tions for the $2.50 luncheon
 
may be made by calling Jane
 
Leslie by April 29: 354-4511.
 

The student voice at 4awnee State 
Volume 1, Issue 20 \April 29, 1985
 

Women's Role .s 
In Cultures coudmadww Pagr I 

Ironton Chapter of the OhioAired...,May 7 ,Valley International Council. 

said Susan Keeney. coordi'fromIRONTON.-Women nator for the sponsors.China; Colombia, Austria 
The speakers are: Mci-Wa

and Indonesia will be speak-
Zhai. People's Republic of 

ers here 7 p.m. May'7 during 
the presentation of "Women China, a former teacher of 
the reeetcrsCultures at the Law- English at Sichnan Foreign 
rence County Briggs Library.. Language Institute. recently 

a teacher of Chinese lan. 
The four graduate stu-

guage at OU, and presently
dents at Ohio University will ' discuss the roleofwmn

:~S~~ h oeof women in ~ completing her doctorate in 
their respective cultures and 'Educational Administration; 

-their experiences as foreign Esperanza Grandados, 

women in the United States. former school teacher in 

Their appearance here is Colombia. now pursuing a 
sponsored by Ironton Chap- Master's degree in English 

ter of the American Associa- and American literature;. 
tion of University Women. Eveline Lang, formerly a 
lrontop Council of Arts and translator-interpreter in Vi
•Aiutlnued On Paw 2 enna. Austria and now pur

suing a Ph.D. in Interperson
nel Communications and Phi
losophy; Corry Hendrowarsi
to. Indonesia. a PH.D. candi
date in Chemical Engineer
ing.
Also, in conjunction with
the theme on women, local 

art, "Woman On The Mezz
anine," ison display at the
 
library May 6-13. •
 

The funds for the Women 
Across Cultures Program are 
made possible through a
 
grant from the Office of
 
International Training Agen
cy for International Develop
ment to the National Assc 
ation for Foreign Student
 
Affairs.
 

HAVE YOU HUGGED
 
YOUR KID TODAY
 

"., 



WHOM Incorporated
1660 COLUMBUS-LANCASTER ROAD, N.W, LANCASTER, OHIO 43130 (614) 653-4373 (614) 837-9561 

May 3, 1985
 

Ms. Mary Ann Flournoy
 
Ohio Valley International Council
 
Ohio University
 
Center for International Studies
 
Athens, Ohio 45701-2979
 

Dear Mary Ann:
 

Just a quick note to let you know how much I enjoyed
 
the recent visit by the International students. The
 
four ladies provided fascinating information about
 
their homes.
 

The interviews I did with Esther and Minerva were
 
very interesting. I plan to air them on Sunday, May
 
26th. If you would like a copy of the tape, please
 
let me know.
 

Please, thank them again for me.
 

Sincerely,
 

Cathy Fitzpatri
 
News D rector
 

CF:kjs
 

OhosStereo Country., 



Office of International Student Advisor * 134 Russ Hall 0 Pittsburg. Kansas 66762
316/231-7000, Ext. 4260 

March 24, 1986
 

Ms. Peggy A. Willens, Coordinator
 
Education for International Development Program
 
NAFSA
 
1860 19th Street N.W.
 
Washington, D.C. 20009
 

Dear Ms. .illens:
 

On behalf of Pittsburg State University and the International c7tudent
 
Office, I would like to thank you for the financial support and infor
mation that the Education for International Development Program provided
 
us during the past year. Even though, the project was not comDleted as
 
planned, we felt that the students participating in the program exper
ienced some real life of the industries and new technology during the tour
 
of targeted industries in Kansas and Missouri.
 

It is worth mentioning that the only part that we did not do is the survey 
which is a very time consuming project. The project should have been 2om
pleted as planned if I had 12 months rather than 5 months to run the nro
ject. This is due to the fact that I was transferred to *work in the 
president's office during the early part of the pro-ject and did c: resume 
the duty as the project coordinator until August 20, _085. -. iime,hat 

there were only 5 months left to do the project which made it imcssil.e
 
to get everything done as originally olanned.
 

It would be greatly appreciated if you could reimburse us ',lL2. as in
dicated on the last part of the financial statement.
 

Sincerely,
 

Tom S. Duangplo , Coordinator
 

International Student Advisement
 

TD:md 
Enclosure: Final report including a simary of financial retnor7 

Financial report prepared by PSU Business Office
 
Brochure
 

NOTE: No further funding was awarded, in accordance with a February1986
 
discussion between Dr. Duangploy and the EID Program Manager.
 

P. Willens
 



NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR FOREIGN STUDENT AFFAIRS 

EDUCATION FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 

Final Report for Competitive Grant 

Please complete the following cover sheet to your final report. Use the attached
 
questions as the format for describing your project, repeating each question as the
 
heading for your response. The Budget Summary should be completed carefully and
 
attached to your report. This report is due in the NAFSA Office by January 31, 1986.
 

TITLE OF PROJECT: Program Development for Area internships 

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION: (50 words or less)Pittsburg State University Is inter
national students have put internship opportunities number one in a list of
 
priority program requests. The university is located in close proximity to significant
 

PROJECT COORDINATOR: internship possibilities that this expressed need will be 
part of the international student program plamninr.
 

Dr. Tom S. Duangploy, Coordinator of International Student Advisement
 
INSTITUTION OR ORGANIZATION: 

Pittsburg State University
 

ADDRESS: 
1701 South Broadway, Pittsburg, Kansas 66762
 

TELEPHONE: 
(316) 231-7000, ext. 4263 

TOTAL STUDENT POPULATION AT THE INSTITUTION: 5139 

FOREIGN STUDENT POPULATION: 182 

A.I.D. PARTICIPANT POPULATION: 15 

BEGINNING DATE FOR PROJECT: January 1, 1985 

CONCLUDING DATE FOR PROJECT: January 31, 10Z6 

NUMBER. OF FOREIGN STUDENTS INVOLVED: 28
 
-- Students sponsored by A.I.D.: 6
 

NUMBER OF OTHERS INVOLVED:
 
(Please indicate whether they are U.S. students, faculty, community members,
 
etc.) two COUSEC members, bwo faculty members, cne -ra(dua-,e -- uen:
 

assistant
 



OBJECTIVES AND NEEDS
 

1. 	 What were the objectives of the project?
 

a. Began development of area contacts which would subsequently provide
 
internship experiences for international students.
 

b. Heightened awareness of Host Families, P.S.U. alumni, and business
 
leaders to the need for internship and practical training opportun
ities for ihternational students.
 

c. Enhanced classroom learning by providing an introduction and orienta
tion to area industries and commerce for international students.
 

d. Involved Host Family members and international students in a signifi
cant learning project.
 

e. Made the institutional commitment to international education visible.
 

2. 	 What evidence was there of the need for such a project?
 

The Pittsburg State University international students from developing
 
countries had identified and expressed a special need that would be
 
addressed by this project. To simply enroll those students, have them
 
attend classes, and eventually award degrees was not a well-rounded edu
cation sufficient for those individuals to take back to their country.
 
The missing element was for them to have an internship during or at the
 
conclusion of their degree program that would permit them some practical
 
experience in their selected career. This practical ecoerience via an
 
internship in a selected business or industry would strengthen considerably
 
the student's total educational experience and would subseauently assure
 
that the students, upon their return home, would make a greater ccntribu
tion to the development of their home countries.
 

3. 	 How was this project innovative?
 

This project was innovative because it not only identified practical
 
training sites but also because it involved alumni and host families
 
in the 	program.
 

4. 	 Had the proposed project been conducted on your campus previously or in
 
other locations? If so, what major differences distinguished this
 
project from others?
 

No, we 	have not done it on our campus.
 

5. 	 How was this project appropriate in your institutional setting?
 

Pittsburg State University is located in a small town: .,ob availability
 
is very limited because most of the employers are not willing to hire
 
anyone 	on a short term basis. It is even more difficult for international
 
students to compete with American students in a free Job market.
 



6. 


7. 


8. 


9. 


10. 


11. 


PROJECT ACTIVITY AND PROCEDURES
 

What steps were taken to determine foreign student interest in the
 
project and to assure AID-sponsored student participation?
 

International students expressed the need for practical training and
 
Chinese students helped to develop this proposal.
 

What were the benefits resulting from this project--to the foreign
 
student participant, the institution, and the community?
 

International students will get practical training experience that they
 
need. Pittsburg State University will fulfill its commitment of high
 
quality and diverse education. Participating firms and industries will
 
have the opportunity to learn about international students, explore in
ternational trade possibility and information needed for that purpose.
 

What institutional and/or organizational support was there for the
 
project?
 

Pittsburg State University has always been interested in international
 
students and international education. International students, faculty
 
and administrators have been involved in the development of the project.
 
The University President is committed to improve educational experience
 
for international students.
 

What procedures and techniques were used to implement the project?
 

1) Student involvement - an advisory committee of students in technology
 
and business area majors to advise and select participants with
 
International Student Advisor.
 

2) Survey: A) modification of Limbird survey for potential area sites,
 

B) evaluation survey of participants and businesses.
 

3) On-site visits for students and advisor.
 

4) Developing brochures.
 

What activities were carried out during the project? Please be as
 
specific as possible.
 

Student involvement
 
On-site visits
 
eveloping brochures
 

Please include the project calendar, including dates and places of all
 
major events.
 

Project caiendar:
 

,I/t
 



September 10, 1985 Student participants were selected.
 
November 20, 1985 Brochures were developed
 
January 22, 1986 A tour of targeted industries was conducted in
 

Coffeyville, KS; Joplin and Carthage, Missouri
 

12. 	 Were any materials or products developed for use in the project? If so,
 

please 	describe.
 

aterials: Brochures
 

13. 	 How was the project publicized: while in progress and upon completion,
 
at the project site, regionally and nationally?
 

The plans for publicity included the faculty newsletter, the international
 
student newsletter and appropriate local media releases at the time of
 
the development of the survey and prior to the tour.
 

PERSONNEL AND AEINISTRATION
 

14. 	 Please describe the operations of your international student office
 
(including objectives, staff, etc.) and how this project fit into the
 
general priorities of the office.
 

The Office of International Student Advisor is the unit responsible for
 
organizing and directing services to enable foreign students to function
 
successfully at Pittsburg State University. These services include
 
advisory and counseling services and the mandated and technical functions
 
to comply with U.S. Immigration and other government regulations. The
 
staff this year is composed of a full-time International Student Advisor,
 
and part-time clerical help. The unit is housed in the P.S.U. Counseling
 
Center 	and office space and meeting rooms space is available for small
 
group work. The advisor, and the institution as a whole, is a NAFSA
 
member. The office has the responsibility for issuing 1-20's for all
 
segments of the university; the office performs an intermediary role for
 
both the institution and the students and serves as a channel of communi
cation 	for students and outside agencies. The International Student
 
Advisor provides leadership in planning, coordinating and implementing
 
programs initiated by COMSEC, the International Club and other programs
 
for foreign students, such as the orientation programs at the beginning
 
of each semester, registration in the academic program, and routine
 
checking of all credentials. The Office of International Student Advisor
 
takes initiative in establishing relationships with the community,
 
explaining the needs of foreign students to identify resources represented
 
by the 	students, exploring and making use of the willingness of the
 
community to benefit from the students' cultures.
 

15. 	 Please identify the names and positions of project coordinator(s) and
 
assistants, listing specific qualifications of each as relevent to this
 
project.
 

The name of the project coordinator %,rill be Dr. Tom Duangploy, Coordinator
 
of International Student Advisement.
 



16. 	 What advisory group(s) governed this project? What was i's composition
 
and how was it selected? How often did it meet?
 

An advisory group consisting of the President, Vice President, the past
 
President of the International Student group, representatives of the
 
international student organizations, the International Student Advisor,
 
and a representative of the School of Thchnology will govern this project.
 
It is selected by position, not person. The group will meet weekly
 
during the term of the project.
 

17. 	 What were the criteria for selection of participants and who made the
 
selection? How were participants recruited and selected?
 

The criteria for the selection of participants will be decided by the
 
advisory group and the advisory group will make the selection. The par
ticipants, all international students, will be advised of an opportunity
 
to compete for places in the tour group, a preference ,ill be given to
 
those students in technology or business who are most nearly ready for
 
placement.
 

EVALUATION AND ADAPTATION
 

18. 	 What evaluation procedures were used? How were students involved?
 
Who participated in the evaluation process? Attached sample student
 
evaluation form.
 

This project was not complete due to the fact that we had the problem
 
of personnel turziover in the International Student Office and Dr. Tom S.
 
Duangploy did not resume the duty as the project coordinator until
 
August 	20, 1985 which had about five months left to do the project.
 

Since this project was neither carried out according to the original
 
schedule nor complete, the evaluation and adaptation could not be done
 
as planned. However, we felt that student participants had the oppor
tunity 	to be exposed to the real industrial life and new technolcj
 
during 	the tour of targeted industries in Kansas and Missouri -)n
 
January 22, 1986.
 

19. 	 One of the purposes of the Education for International Development
 
Competitive Grants is to provide models for adaptation in other areas;
 
please indicate how this project will serve as such a model.
 

It is the belief of the Office of International Student Advisor at
 
Pittsburg State University that the work release program is a cooperative
 
educational experience that will give international students valuable
 
experience, not only in industry and business within this counry, but a 
much closer introduction to the culture and values of the country. I
 
will held them prepare and gain experience from employment in 
technical, managerial and supervisory positions, and it will .elm -hem 



see the real world of work, to develop an appreciation for the impor
tance of their theory and knowledge. While the on-campus international
 
student is generally involved only with people in academic fields, a
 
work program provides students an opportunity to broaden their human
 
relations experience in this country by meeting a variety of people in
 
conjunction with their training. Thus, they have an opDortunity to 
discuss problems and experiences with experienced personnel in their
 
career 	area and the students gain not only an appreciation of the busi
ness and industry, but their perceptions are valuable to those persons
 
in our 	country as an aid to helping them gain appreciation to other
 
cultures.
 

CONTINUATION
 

20. 	 What indication exists that the project will be continued, now that the
 
Education for International Development grant period has ended?
 

Pittsburg State University hopes that this project can be continued
 
after the first year by making telephone contacts with other possible
 
employers and by using development funds to fund the Lour.
 

21. 	 Other Comments.
 

BUDGET
 

22. 	 Complete the financial statement shreet on the next page, including a
 
detailed budget breakdown of funds received from NAFSA and indicating
 
in as much detail as possible the amounts and sources of other funding
 
received.
 



,Program Development 
Facts For 


Area
Internsh.,s 
Although a degree is essential, functional skills 

are more important than mastery of any specific 
academic discipline. Merely to enroll students, 
have them attend classes and eventually award 
degrees does not provide the type of comprehen-
sive educational experience international 
students would like to take back to their coun
tries. 

Major additional experiences are needed 
through internships at the conclusion of their 
degree programs that will provide hands on prac
tical experience in their selected career fields. 
These practical internship experiences in 
selected businesses or Industries strengthen con-
siderably the students' total educational ex-
periences and will help them make greater con-
tributions to the future development of their home 
countries. 

Benefits To 
SponsorlEmployer 

An internship for an international student pro-
vides benefits and opportunities for the employer* 
or sponsor, as well as the student. For the 
employer, providing an internship:" Opens doors to new International contacts and 

resources.
" Allows emr.'loyers to discuss potential world 

markets In their own offices. 
* 	Provides new market Insights and perspectives 

or export opportunities that are best obtained 
from a knowledgeable international student 
intern. 

" Offers the opportunity for direct contact with 
another culture and for learning the methods of 
doing business that are unique to specific 
countries. 

• Allows employers and co-workers to gain oer
spectives that may differ from their own, often 
stimulating ideas and creative thinking. 

a Provides opportunities to know a prospective 
employee or a trade ambassador from the coun
try where you may have operations in the future. 

* 	Gives employers the chance to meet students 
who will one day become future leaders in 
government, industry, education or private 
enterprise who may be in the position to be in
fluential in buying products or services. 

Benefits ToStudent Interns 
International students come to this country to 

absorb and learn as much as possible during their 
brief stay. Most are quite eager to participate in 
internships because they: 
* Give the intern exposure to practical, technical 

and managerial experiences. 
9 Increase the students' chances for professional 

advancement later in their home countries. 
e Offer opportunities to learn how to apply

theories and techniques learned during their 
studies. 

9 Give the students the chance to see new equip
ment and technology in use. 

0. Offer the chance to identify prospective
business partners. 

How To Sponsor 

A Student Intern 
Complete an internship "offer" form, specify

ing the qualifications for the job and the job
description. Indicate your preference of the coun. 
try or region which your student intern comes 
from, and specify how long and when you would 
like to employ the student. The U.S. Immigration 
and Naturalization Service (INS) authorizes 
students to work in internships for periods of 6 to 
12 months following graduation. 



4ost To The Sponsor 
Costs of internships are entirely up to the in

dividual sponsor. It is expected, however, that the 
sponsor would provide a stipend comparable to 
others undergoing similar training, or funding 
minimum maintenance for the students.I 

Facts About 
Pittsburg State 

Pittsburg State University is a multi-purpose 
state university with undergraduate and graduate 
programs in Arts and Sciences, Business and 
Economics, Technology and Applied Science, and 
Education. The University academic and activity 
programs are designed to enrich and improve 
students, the region and the state. Pittsburg State 
also emphasizes the national and international 
cultural heritage of the United States to en
courage the development of important "world 
,ommunlty" perspectives for all of its students. 

Because our nation is moving from a national to 
i world economy, and increased political and 
conomic interdependence is experienced among 
ations, Pittsburg State considers its interna
ional program to be an important part of its 

overall mission. The University is dedicated to the 
cooperative search for new knowledge and new 
methods for dealing with complex world problems 
and to advance the quality of live for the benefit of 
all. 

Our international students come from many 
parts of the world, Including Europe, Asia, Africa, 
the Middle East, Latin America and South 
America. 
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•DUCATION FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 

FINANCIAL STATEMENT 

Funds requested from: NAFSA EID Program 	 Other Sources of Cash and 
In-Kind Support (amount/source) 

1. Administrative Expenses: 

Postage
 
Telephone
 
Secretarial
 
Material and Supplies
 

TOTAL ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES: --	 -0-

II. Participant Expenses: 

(Please specify their
 
nature and cost per
 
participant)
 

Participant meals on
 
trin 75.10
 

University Car Pool-

Vans -for Trip 137.43
 

TOTAL PARTICIPANT EXPENSES: 	 212.53 

111. Evaluation & Follow-up 

Expenses: (Please Specify
 
nature and amount)
 

_____ ____ ____-0-	 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

TOTAL EVALUATION & FOLLOW-UP 
EXPENSES: ..0- -_



IV. OTHER: 

(Please specify nature 
and amount) 

Brochure Printing 200.O0 i g5 -on 

Pro-iect Administrator 1304-0 

TOTAL 	OTHER EXPENSES: 200.0 

TOTAL 	AMOUNT REQUESTED 412.53 1439.03 

NOTE: The Education for International Development Program is unable to provide funds for 
institutional overhead expenses, refreshments (e.g. coffee breaks), entertainment, international 
travel, and nonexpendable items such as furniture or office equipment. 

NOTE: 	 $270 was advanced by NAFSA. $412.53 was expended, leaving 
$142.53 unreimbursed at this time. Request reimbursement 
for that amount. 
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TOWARDS MORE RELEVANCE FOR HEALTH PROFESSIONALS
 
RETURNING HOME
 

A Report for the National Association
 
for Foreign Student Affairs
 

Education for International Development Program
 

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION: This project was designed to improve

the documentation available regarding resources useful to
 
prepare international health professionals educated in the
 
United States 	for their respective roles in their home
 
countries. Students in the College of Pharmacy and Allied
 
Health Professionas had funding for opportunities to
 
participate in activities related to their needs and where
 
known to the needs of their countries.
 

PROJECT COORDINATORS: Sally M. Heym, Director of the
 
International Student Office and Britta Karlsson, Associate
 
Professor, College of Pharmacy and Allied Health Professions.
 

INSTITUTION: 	 Northeastern University
 
360 Huntington Avenue
 
Boston, Ma. 02115
 

TELEPHONE: 	 Dean Heym (617) 437-2318
 
Professor Karlsson (617) 437-3664
 

TOTAL STUDENT 	POPULATION FALL 1984: 41,729
 

Foreign Student Population: 1870
 
AID participant population: 10-20
 

BEGINNING DATE FOR PROJECT: March 1984
 

CONCLUDING DATE FOR PROJECT: September 1985
 

NUMBER OF FOREIGN STUDENTS INVOLVED: 41
 

Students sponsored by AID: unknown
 

NUMBER OF OTHERS INVOLVED: 60 estimate
 

1. The entire faculty and staff of the College of Pharmacy

and Allied Health were asked to complete a questionnaire and
 
invited to attend receptions and special lectures. The 1984
 
faculty and staff totaled 129. Eleven (11) of these answered
 
a questionnaire.
 

Two faculty presented lectures on "Herbal Medicines" and
 
"Health Record Administration in a Developing Nation." In
 



addition, four faculty were involved as advisors to student
 
professional organizations.
 

2. Several representatives from the International Student

Office, the International Placement Office, and the Center

for Cooperative Education attended receptions or programs

discussing re-entry issues. 
 The number involved here is
about 10. Including support staff 
may bring the number to
 
20.
 

3. U.S. stu1ents within and international students outside
 
the College who-attended special orientations or lectures
 
such as "Herbal Medicines," "Experiences of a Medical
 
Technologist Working in Nepal," and "Priorities for Health

Professionals in Health Care in Developing Nations." Total
 
number about 20.
 

4. A government official from Indonesia, 
a former Assistant
 
Manager of Inter-Med Dooley Foundation in Nepal and a

supervisor of a laboratory at 
a local health clinic. Total
 
number 3.
 

OBJECTIVES AND NEEDS
 

1. What were the objectives of the project?
 

The objectives of the project were twofold. 
The first was to

provide relevant extra-currricular experiences that would

better prepare a health professional for returning to the

home country than can be provided in the usual professional

education in the United States. 
 The second objective was to
develop a list of needs and 
resources that would enable the

faculty in the College of Pharmacy and Alllied Health to
better advise the students in their preparations to work in
 
their home countries.
 

2. What evidence was 
there of the need for such a project?
 

There are differences in technology in the health professions

in the U.S. and developing countries and the role of the

practicing health professional in developing countries is

generally broader. Having international students recognize

the differences and providing them the opportunity to learn

applicable skills should be of assistance in bridging the gap

in practice that they will experience upon returning home.

In the duration of the grant, it 
was also learned that
 
educational, requirements for licensing or certification
 
differ considerably from those in the U.S., i.e., 
a medical

laboratorian in Portugal and the Ivory Coast needs a

background in Pharmacy as 
well as the Medical Techonology

training.
 



3. 	How-was this project innovative?
 

.This was the first attempt to formalize an activity that has
 
been done on an AD HOC basis in the past. It was hoped that
 
we would provide a list of country specific needs in the

specific health professions. Though we were unable to
 
provide definitive listings for each discipline, we did
 
prepare the following resource lists which we anticipate to
 
be of value to faculty as they guide and counsel
 
internationals:
 

a. Report on professional development needs as
 
perceived by foreign students, faculty and staff
 
(see Appendix A)


b. 	Selected culture and education related references
 
(1985) (see Appendix B)
 

c. 
Selected references for international health care
 
development (1985) (see Appendix C)


d. 	International company literature (see Appendix D)
 
e. 	Selected references on herbal medicines
 

(see Appendix E)

f. 	A resource list for visits, special projects and
 

speakers (see Appendix F)
 
g. 
Suggested guidelines for electives for international
 

students in the health professions (see Appendix G)
 

Other innovative factors were involving faculty in the

solicitation of information for students across the college.

Crossing departmental lines is not an easy feat in 
our
 
instituti.on, but in this case some Medical Technology

professors got acquainted with students and their needs in
 
Pharmacy and vice versa.
 

4. 	Had the proposed project been conducted on your campus

previously or in other locations? If so, what major

differences distinguished this project from others?
 

This had been done for a much smaller number of students on
 
an informal basis. 
 Faculty really had to struggle to get

funding from limited departmental budgets or from end-of-the
 
year funds held by senior administrators.
 

5. How was this project appropriate to your institutional
 
setting?
 

The College administers five undergraduate and six graduate
 
programs in the health professions and Boston is a major

medical center. It was thus appropriate to explore

professional development opportunities for international
 
students at this college.
 

http:instituti.on


6. What steps were taken to determine foreign student
 
interest in the project and to assure AID-sponsored student
 
participation?
 

All students were mailed questionnaires and invitations to

participate in the grant and attend special activities
 
arranged to discuss issues related to practice in developing

countries. 
 Faculty were asked to make announcements
 
regarding the special activities of the grant. Three

graduate assistants made personal telephone calls to students
 
in an attempt to encourage student participation.
 

The effort necessary to assure moderate participation by

international students in general 
was so overwhelming,that

the specific AID involvement was lost. The coordinators

perceive a strong lack of awareness among internationals to

address the issue of returning home.
 

7. What were the benefits resulting from this project 
- to 
the foreign student participant, the institution, and the 
community? 

Twenty-three students obtained some financial assistance from
 
the grant. An additional 18 international students
 
participated in some other activities of the grant e.g.,

completed a questionnaire or attended a lecture. 
Of the 25

who answered the questionnaire only 6 had made some inquiry

into practice at home. 
Three others, however, expected to
 
inquire about practice in their country during a planned

visit home. It is hoped that the questionnaire and the

activities stimulated other students to do the same.
 

We did see an increase of interest among internationals in

joining professional societies. 
 Since these organizations

provide journals, and updated'scientific knowledge in the
 
field, it is hoped that graduates will see the value of
 
becoming corresponding members when returning to their home
 
countries and continuing to obtain journals. These could

provide an opportunity to remain current 
in the field, as

well as maintaining contact with colleagues in the U. S.
 

Faculty have lists of workshops and programs available for

future groups of foreign students. They also have lists of

books on 
health care, herbal medicines, related professional

organizations, and articles on cross-cultural learning.

Hopefully, faculty will continue using these items in the
 
classroom with their foreign students.
 

International 
Students were encouraged to join professional

societies, attend professional meetings and visit
 
manufacturing plants or health-care clinics. 
 These kind of

activities allow interaction with U.S. health professionals

at the community level. One government official from
 
Indonesia met with a group of students which had 
a good
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representation of U.S. as well as international students.
 
This was one instance where a government official was
 
acquainted with the effort of U. S. educators to assist
 
students with the issues of returning home. At the same time
 
U.S. students were made aware of the needs of developing
 
countries.
 

8. What institutional and/or organizational support was
 
there for the project?
 

The Dean and faculty of the College of Pharmacy and Allied
 
Health Professions and the staff of the International Student
 
Office were supportive of the concept and primarily involved
 
in the implementation of the grant. The Office of Sponsored

Programs was very cooperative in setting up of a budget and
 
assisting the ISO with the distribution of the funds. The
 
Dean of the College paid for refreshments at receptions and
 
meetings from the College budget! He also allowed
 
correspondence to be sent to students under his 
name.
 

The ISO assisted in the preparation of the proposal for the
 
grant and the final report. It also assisted in identifying

students, publicizing the program, and the overwhelming task
 
of maintaining the bookkeeping. The ISO was fortunate to
 
have employed a full-time Programs Coordinator in the Fall
 
1984 who was able to assist in facilitating programming

related to the grant and to promote it as well. Both the
 
Programs Coordinator and the Director of the ISO served on
 
the advisory board for the duration of the grant. ISO also
 
provided considerable secretarial services. The ISO prepared
 
a questionnaire for evoking the initial student responses on
 
issues of re-entry. (Appendix H)
 

PROJECT ACTIVITY AND PROCEDURES.
 

9-11. What procedures and techniques were used to implement

the project? What activities were carried out during the
 
oroject? Please include the project calendar, including dates
 
and places of all major events.
 

In an attempt to develop student and faculty awareness about
 
the issue of relevance and the availability of funds for the
 
grant, the following activities were planned:
 

2/23/84 At a reception for new international students
 
in the College of Pharmacy and Allied Health Programs, the
 
availability of the funds was made known. 
 A list of resource
 
persons was made and distributed. (Appendix I)
 

Spring 1984 - Students were asked to complete
 
questionnaire. (appendix J)
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Summer 1984 - A graduate student worked to identify
 
names of foreign alumni, visitors, and faculty. She also
 
reviewed NAFSA publications for appropriateness for
 
distribution to students and faculty. She -ontacted students
 
and faculty regarding the surveys which had been mailed to
 
them. (see Appendices J and K)
 

9/14/84 At the Fall meeting of the College Faculty, a
 
graduate student and a faculty member spoke about the grant,

announced the 10/9/84 meeting and distributed questionnaires

(Appendix K) and two NAFSA Publications: "Professional
 
Integration: A guide for Students from the Developing

World" and "Graduate Students from Developing Countries in
 
U.S. Science Departments"
 

Fall 1984 - A Graduate student assisted with the
 
distribution and collection of questionnaires at
 
registration; arrangement of program activities which were
 
designed based on the responses to the questionnaires; and
 
communication regarding the grant availability and the
 
activities related to stimulating interest.
 

10/9/84 At the Dean's reception for International
 
Students (Appendix L) an announcement of the grant was made.
 
A request for completion of student/staff questionnaire

(Appendices J and K) was made. Announcement was also made of
 
11/9 activity. Only 4 students and 12 staff attended.
 

11/9/85 "Will you fit when you go back Home?" Video
 
was not shown due to technical difficulties. (see Appendix

M) A lively discussion around the subject and stimulated by

the attached questionnaire. (see Appendix H) There was no
 
attempt to show the video as it was felt the subject matter
 
had been adequately covered and the video was perhaps more
 
appropriate to stimulate faculty and staff discussion. It
 
had been shown at a regular staff and faculty meeting

organized for interested parties by the ISO. The two
 
re-entry books were distributed as well as items in Appendix
 
I and J.
 

12/4/85 A mailing went out to likely candidates (MSL

and Pharmacy students) regarding parasitology workshops.

Only one student could attend because it was exam period. A
 
158 page workshop notebook was made available to interested
 
students. (see Appendix N)
 

2/20/85 The Dean's letter was sent to the international
 
students regarding the grant opportunity including an
 
application to apply for funds and announcement of the
 
3/4/85 meeting. (See Appendix 0)
 

3/4/85 "Experiences of a Medical Technologist in Nepal"

lecture (8 attended)
 



3/21/85 A second letter was sent by the Dean again
 
inviting students to apply for grants. This mailing also
 
included a list of suggested electives for internationals
 
and an invitation to attend a series of three lectures on
 
(Appendices P and Q).
 

4/8/85 "Priorities for Health Professionals in Health
 
Care in Developing Nations" (30 people attended)
 

4/25/85 "Traditional Medicines in Developing Countries"
 
(4 people attended)
 

5/2/85 "Basic Health Records for Health Care
 
Professionals" (6 students attended)
 

4/20/85 Visit to Brookside Health Clinic (only two
 
students attended)
 

Winter, Spring, and Summer 1985 - The graduate student
 
assisted in the preparation for and notification of
 
activities. An extensive telephone campaign was embarked
 
on to stimulate students to avail themselves of the grant.
 

12. Were any materials or products developed for use in the
 
project? If so, please 'tiscribe. (see question 3 and
 
Appendices A and G)
 

13. How was the project publicized: while in progress and
 
upon completion, at the project site, regionally and
 
nationally?
 

a The initial publicity to the university community
 
from the Office of Sponsored Programs which oversees
 
all grants stated that the EID grant was for $185,000
 
instead of $2500. Both the International Student
 
Office and the College oF Pharmacy received a lot of
 
requests for funding from foreign students as a
 
result of this error.
 

* 	1984 and 1985 NAFSA Regional Conference sessions.
 
e 	Flyers, campus newspapers, mailings to students, and
 

workshops were used to promote information about the
 
grant.
 

* 	Also publicized in the ISO annual report distributed
 
to top administrators.
 

PERSONNEL AND ADMINISTRATION
 

14. Please describe the operations of your international
 
student office (including objectives, staff, etc.) and how
 
this project fit into the general priorities of the office.
 

The objectives of the Northeastern University International
 
Student Office are to assist the foreign student in his
 



arrival, adjustment, and stay in the U.S. and to prepare the
 
student for returning home. The primary activities of the
 
ISO staff are legal and paralegal advising, orientation and
 
other social and cultural programs, and counseling and
 
advising on financial, personal, and academic related
 
matters. 
 This project fitted very well with the objectives,
 
activities and capabilities of the ISO.
 

15. Please identify the names and positions of project
 
coordinator(s) and assistants, listing specific

qualifications of each as relevant to this project.
 

COORDINATORS: 	 Sally M. Heym, Assistant Dean and Director of
 
the International Student Office.
 

Britta L. Karlsson, M.S., M.T. (ASCP), C.L.S.,
 
Associate Professor Medical Laboratory Science
 
Program and Coordinator of International
 
Activities in the College of Pharmacy and
 
Allied Health Professionals.
 

Glenn P. Gabbard, International Programs
 
Coordinator in the International Student
 
Office.
 

GRADUATE Maria Olivera, Azores - MLS/B.S. and now a
 
ASSISTANTS; 
 graduate student in Business Administration
 

Humberto Viera, Venezuela - Graduate Student
 
in Medical Laboratory Science.
 

Walid Awad-Khouri, Lebanon - Graduate Student
 
in Medical Laboratory Science.
 

16. What advisory group(s) governed this project? What was
 
its composition and how was it selected? How often did it
 
meet?
 

The advisory group consisted of the project coordinators,
 
one additional representative from the ISO and one from the
 
Office of the Dean of Student Affairs in the College of
 
Pharmacy and Allied Health Programs. The appointments were
 
made by the Director of the ISO and the Dean of the College.
 

s 	Glenn P. Gabbard, International Programs Coordinator
 
in the International Student Office.
 

e 	Ellen R. Gorman, Advisor to Sponsored students and
 
Graduate Students in the International Student
 
Office.
 

e 	Steve Tierney, Advisor in the Student Affairs Office
 
in the College of Pharmacy and Allied Health.
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The group met on a monthly basis.
 

17. What were the criteria for selection of participants and
 
who made the selection? How were participants .recruited and
 
selected?
 

Full-time enrolled nonimmigrant students were eligible to
 
apply for and receive financial benefits from the grant.

Other students including Americans attended lectures,
 
orientation sessions, and re-entry workshops. Participants
 
were recruited with a great amount of effort through

mailings, questionnaires, flyers, special program

presentations and extensive telephone efforts.
 

EVALUATION AND ADAPTATION
 

18. What evaluation procedures were used? How were students
 
involved? Who participated in the evaluation process?

Attach sample student evaluation form.
 

Although it was part of the initial proposal, there has been
 
no formal evaluation of this project. The coordinators were
 
pleased with the information developed (see Appendices A-G).

They are also confident that students who received grants and
 
joined professional organizations will profit in small aad
 
large ways. The exposure that the grant gave the individual
 
offices and students involved is certainly beneficial to some
 
degree in creating awareness of professional needs of foreign

students, etc., and the university's efforts to meet those
 
needs. On the negative side, the coordinators learned that
 
the bookkeeping and recording procedures, necessary to
 
document and keep track of the students were extremely detail
 
oriented and time consuming. They would not undertake such a
 
task again without considerable funding to permit hiring

additional staff to monitor the project.
 

19. One of the purposes of the Education for International
 
Development Competitive Grants is to provide models for
 
adaptation in other community or campus set'ings. Please
 
indicate how this project will serve as such as model.
 

There is no reason why this project cannot be easily

duplicated in other urban settings similar to metropolitan

Boston and it would also work well in a smaller college towh
 
where there were hospitals and clinics. The resource
 
materials developed as a result of this grant are available
 
and adaptable for these professionals in other settings.
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CONTINUATION
 

20. What indication exists that the project will be
 
continued, now that the Education for International
 
Development grant period has ended?
 

Duplicate copies of the summary of the surveys and resource
 
lists will be made available to the directors of each
 
program; one for a permanent file and one for loan. Each
 
faculty and staff member will receive a notice as to the
 
availability of these documents and will have the opportunity

to borrow and copy them. All current students in the college
 
will receive a letter indicating that pertinent resource
 
materials are available at the Office of the Dean of Student
 
Affairs for undergraduate students and the Graduate Office
 
for graduate students.
 

Copies of the "Graduate Students from Developing Countries in
 
U.S. Science Department", "Professional Integration: A Guide
 
for Students from the Developing World" and "Tissue and Blood
 
Parasite Manual" not used during grant period will be
 
distributed to appropriate students. One of each will be
 
kept in a library for ready reference for international
 
students.
 

Some form of yearly activity relating to health professions
 
in developing countries is recommended and is likely to occur
 
during World Health Week or in conjunction with an
 
orientation session.
 

21. Other Comments
 

A. Communication Difficulties
 

A tremendous amount of energy was expended to inform all
 
international students inthe College via mail, class
 
announcements and telephone calls about activities and the
 
availability of the grant. In spite of the effort to reach
 
students, the response was limited. Only 43 of the 86-100+
 
students participated in any activity related to the grant
 
(Eighty-six (86) is the number of international students
 
identified as enrolled in the College about mid-point of the
 
grant period.) Only twenty-three (23) students requested
 
funds from the grant.
 

Communication via mail or telephone was a real problem as
 
current, accurate addresses are difficult to come by at any

particular time. Undeliverable mail based on the mailings

from updated lists was on the order of 12-18%.
 

B. Student Unawareness of Re-Entry Issues
 

Previous experience by the Coordinator has been that students
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are not concerned about re-entry issues in general. This may

in part be due to a feeling of "I know my culture" and "I
 
will know my profession when I graduate so I should therefore
 
have no problems in integrating into professional life at
 
home." The limited survey in conjunction with the grant
 
indicates that few students think about obtaining information
 
about the profession at home. Of particular importance to
 
students in the health professions fields is the fact that
 
professional requirements for practice in the U.S. and the
 
home country differ. Having obtained appropriate credentials
 
in the U.S. does not guarantee an opportunitty for practice
 
at home. We uncovered two such situations i.e. for a Medical
 
Laboratory Science major in Portugal and Pharmacy major in
 
Japan. In the health fields it thus becomes important for an
 
Individual to investigate early on in the educational process
 
how the U.S. education wouTd'WDly in the home country.
 
Awareness of this problem by both students and faculty would
 
be of great importance.
 

The most effective person to articulate the problems involved
 
in re-entry, we believe, are persons who have experienced
 
re-entry since they can stimulate other students and relate
 
incidences. A-questionnaire used by counselors trained in
 
re-entry issues can also be valuable as stimulation for
 
discussion and to heighten awareness among internationals.
 

C. Faculty and Staff Unawareness of Re-Entry Issues
 

Based on.our experience with attempting to obtain suggestions
 
for this project, there was limited awareness. Only eight

faculty and 5 staff answered the questionnaire. Nonetheless,
 
two faculty indicated that they currently incorporate
 
comparative studies of health care systems in courses.
 
A counselor in the Office of the Dean for Student Affairs
 
indicated that he specifically addresses the issue of
 
professional requirements at home when counseling students.
 
On individual basis, students did consult with some faculty
 
about ideas for participation in the grant and they did
 
receive some responses. Because of limited faculty response
 
to the questionnaire we feel that-'uil'ding faculty awareness
 
s'ould be a high prioFTty.
 

Since both students and faculty are very busy, the right
 
place for professional development issues for the
 
international students can perhaps best be done by
 
integrating these into courses i.e. by stimulating
 
comparative studies or special topics studies on re-entry

issues, or by stimulating students to attend lectures
 
relating to world health issues. Some faculty are already
 
incorporating comparative studies of health care systems or
 
cross-cultural aspects of health care or requiring students
 
to select continuing education seminars which include world
 
health issues.
 



We have also learned recently that one faculty member, Robert
 
F. Raffauf, has just completed a book: Plant Screening, a
 
Field Test Manual, which he expects to be p-ublished by ti
 
TnstTtio Wcotechnics. The manual will be useful for
 
pharmacists in developing nations who wish to screen local
 
plants for medicinal purposes.
 

Other faculty are also involved with work excharives and even
 
clinical experiences for both U.S. and internationals abroad.
 

A side benefit from having faculty involved is the potential
 
for stimulating American students to look at world issues.
 
We saw this when the U.S. audience outnumbered internationals
 
at the lecture on "Priorities for Health Professionals in
 
Health Care in a Developing Nation." Most of the American
 
students were there to obtain information for a report. The
 
result was several excellent reports and we believe an
 
awareness that we (Americans and Internationals) can learn
 
from one another.
 

D. Conclusion
 

If the process of re-entry is eased by the theory of students
 
being "forewarned is forearmed" it would appear that much
 
more needs to be done. This grant, we trust, however, did
 
make a contribution to that end in the College of Pharmacy
 
and Allied Health at Northeastern University.
 



----

EDUCATION FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 

FINANCIAL STATEMENT 

Funds obtained from: NAFSA EID Program 	 Other Sources of Cash and 
In-Kind Support (amount/source) 

[. Administrative Expenses: 

$ 58.42Postage 

Telephone 

Secretarial 726.33
 
Material and Supplies 400.30
 

TOTAL ADMINISTRATIVE EXPEI 'SES: $1, 185.05 

[I. Participant Expenses: (AWARDS) 

(Please specify their 
nature and cost per
 
participant) 

$1,311.41 

$1, 311.41FOTAL PARTICIPANT EXPENSES: 

III. Evaluation & Follow-up 

Expenses: (Please Specify
 
nature and amount)
 

TOTAL EVALUATION & FOLLOW-UP
 
EXPENSES:
 

.<¢\
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IV. OTHER: 

(Please specify nature 
and amount) 

TOTAL OTHER EXPENSES: 

TOTAL AMOUNT EXPENDED $2,496.46 

NOTE: The Education for International Development Program is unable to provide funds for 
institutional overhead expenses, refreshments (e.g. coffee breaks), entertainment, international
travel, and nonexpendable items such as furniture or office equipment. 
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NAME/DEGREE/MAJOR 


Khalife, Walid 


B.S. - Med. Lab. Science 


Kompancaril, Mathew 


PhD. - Biomedical Science 

Kouyate, Tenin 

M.S. - Med. Lab. Science 


Krstic, Ivana 


Pharnacy 


Mohammed, Enayeh 


M.S. -
Med. Lab. Science 


Nikkhoury-Toussi, Hamid 


PhD. - Pharmacy 


Pourshadi, Majid 


PhD. - Biomedical Science 


Romero, Blanca 

A.S. Lab. Science 


Smith, Leonard 

B.S. Lab. Science 


Swaen, Ivi M. 

B.S. - Health Record Admin. 

Leung, Mun-Fai 


B.S. -
Med. Lab. Science 


COUNTRY/VISA 


Lebanon 


F-I 


India 


F-I 


Ivory Coast 


F-I 


W. Germany 


F-i 


Syria 


F-i 


Iran 


F-i
 

Iran 


F-i
 

Venezuela 

F-I 


Bermuda 

F-I 


Aruba 

F-i 


Hong Kong 


F-i
 

AWARDS 

$ 27.00 

55.00 


27.00 


27.00 


25.00 


22.50 


27.00 


15.00 


30.00 


30.00 


80.00 


27.00 


60.00 


60.00 


FOR 
 TOTAL
 
ASMT* 
 $ 27.00
 
Tissue and Blood Parasite Manual ($13)
 

Amer. Assoc. for Clinical Chemistry 82.00
 

ASMT*
 

ASMT* 
 27.00
 
.Tissue and Blood Parasite Manual ($13)
 

Mass Society of Hospital Pharmacist 47.50
 
Amer. Pharmaceutical Assoc.
 

ASMT* 
 42.00
 
MAMT meeting attendance
 

N.E. Journal of Medicine subscription 30.00
 

Immunology Today subscription 
 30.00
 

ASMT* corresponding membership 
 80.00
 
Tissue and Blood Parasite Manual ($13)
 

ASMT* 
 27.00
 
Tissue and Blood Parasite Manual ($13)
 

4-year membership to Amer. Medical 
 60.00
 
Record Assoc.
 
ASMT Registration 
 60.00
 

TOTAL $1,311.41
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NAME/DELW/AJOR COUNTPY/VISA AWA=F, FOR TOTAL 

Abdel-Ghaffar, Abdou 
PhD. - Biomedical Science 

Egypt 
F-I 

$ 27.00 
63.00 

ASMT student membership 
Amer. Society for Microbiology 
Membership 

$ 90.00 

Al-Achi, Antoine 
PhD. - Biomedical Science 

Syria 
F-I 

105.60 Academy of pharmeceutical 
meeting attendance 

Science 105.60 

Al-Ked.n, Riad 
M.S. - Med. Lab. Science 

Syria 
F-I 

27.00 ASMT* 
Tissue and Blood Parasite Manual ($13) 

27.00 

Awad Khouri, Walid 
M.S. - Med. Lab. Science 

Lebanon 
F-1 

27.00 
16.00 
24.95 

ASMT* 
Annual Meeting attendance 
Book "Hematology Beyond the Microscope" 
Tissue and Blood Parasite Manual ($13) 

67.95 

Baba, Shettima 
B.S. - Med. Lab. Science 

Nigeria 
F-1 

27.00 ASMT* 
Tissue and Blood Parasite Manual ($13) 

27.00 

Bdiwi, Zaher 
M.S. - Med. Lab. Science 

Saudi Arabia 80.00 
79.55 

ASMT* corresponding membership 
Professional Publication 

159.55 

Coelho, Maria 
A.S. - Medical Technology 

Portugal 
F-1 

27.00 ASMT* 
Tissue and Blood Parasite Manual ($13) 

27.00 

El-Charif, Amal 
B.S. - Health Records Admin. 

Lebanon 40.00 
12.00 

Professional Publications 
Nov; England Record Conference attandance 

52.00 

Ham, Rosa 
M.S. - Hospital Pharmacy 

Honduras 80.00 Ame'-. Journal of Hospital Pharmacy 80.00 

Haraharan, Shankar 
PhD. - Biomedical Science 

India 
F-1 

55.81 Society of Nuclear Science membership 55.81 

Keung, Chi Fung 
B.S. - Pharmacy 

Hong Kong 
F-1 

80.00 Professional Conference attendance 80.00 

Khalife, rhada 
B.S. - Medical Technology 

Lebanon 
F-1 

27.00 ASMT* 
Tissue and Blood Parasite Manual ($13) 

27.00 



APPENDIX A
 

NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
 
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
 

REPORT ON PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT NEEDS AS PERCEIVED
 
BY FOREIGN STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF
 

B. Karlsson and S. Heym
 
1986
 

REPORT ON SURVEYS
 

A. Student Survey
 

Twenty-five (25) internationals* responded to the
 
attached questionnaire (Appendix J) constituting

approximately 29% of the total international student
 
enrollment in the College of Pharmacy and Allied Health'
 
Professions at Northeastern University at mid-point of the
 
grant. These students represent fourteen (14) countries from
 
Africa, Asia, Europe, and South America. Of the twenty-five

(25) students answering the questionnaire, fourteen (14) were
 
medical laboratory science majors, ten (10) pharmacy majors

and one (4)a health records administration major. Nine (9)
 
were graduate students and sixteen (16) were undergraduate
 
students.
 

df the total twenty-five (25) students only six (6)had
 
contacted the Ministry of Health or Education or a health

professional at home or otherwise inquired about practice in
 
their home country. All six (6)had well defined goals.

Three (3)others planned to investigate opportunities and
 
requirements for practice when returning home for a visit in
 
the near future.
 

Eighteen (18) individuals indicated in at least'a
 
general way what their professional goals were. Among these
 
eighteen (18), eight (8)were quite specific indicating their
 
professional goals of teaching at a university, holding a
 
management position in a clinic or hospital, owning and
 
operating a pharmacy or laboratory or entering the
 
manufacture of medicines. It is noteworthy that the one
 
person indicated that she planned to become a manager of a

clinic or hospital had volunteered in a hospital laboratory

during her sumer vacation after the freshman year, and later
 

*Includes two students who recently became permanent
 
residents.
 



made contact with an international organization planning a
 
kidney dialysis service in her home country. She is
 
currently completing a Master's in Business Administration in
 
preparation for a position as an administrator in a clinic or
 
hospital.
 

Of the three (3)graduate students with goals of
 
teaching at a university level two have been teaching
 
assistants. Two of the three presented research papers
 
at national meetings (reprint costs in the case of one and
 
registration fees inthe case of the other were funded by
 
this grant). Another student of these three (3)was
 
responsible for conducting a parasitology workshop and
 
preparing the "Blood and Tissue Parasite" reference
 
distributed by this grant.
 

Of the twenty-five (25) students only eight (8)
 
indicated that they had talked to a faculty member about
 
their plans for further study or practice back home. Seven
 
(7)of these eight (8)were among the eighteen (18) who
 
indicated what their goals were.
 

Nine (9)of the twenty-five (25) internationals
 
indicated suggestions for extracurricular activities or other
 
aids in preparation for returning home. The suggestions
 
were:
 

1. obtaining books or journals,
 
2; preparing slides for teaching purposes,
 
3. 	broader exposure to other health care fields,
 
4. participation in seminars on problems of
 

developing nations,
 
5. 	lectures on current developments in medical
 

fields,
 
6. more extensive work in parasitology (stressing
 

the study of parasites common in developing
 
nations),
 

7. learning how to prepare media for bacteriol
ogical analysis,
 

8. 	becoming aware of resources for the differing
 
names of medications in the homte country,
 

9. 	more exposure to the manufacture of medicines,
 
10. 	 taking EMT or CPR courses (one student had done
 

this),
 
11. 	 shadowing a manager at a health clinic,
 
12. 	 attending professional meetings and exhibits i.e.
 

to obtain information on new instrumentation and
 
vendors selling supplies,
 

13. 	 guidance regarding further studies i.e. medical
 
school and graduate school (Medical Lahoratory

Science regularly does this during an orientation
 
course. Other students were invited and came.)
 

14. more flexibility in adjusting to specific needs
 



of foreign students,
 
15. 	 more need for work oriented experience since
 

practice with instruments is very important
 
(This request was by a graduate student who had
 
completed clinical requirements as an
 
undergraduate at another institution in the
 
U.S., had worked at home and saw the need for
 
more practical experience.). Another person
 
indicated that the co-op* work experience, an
 
integral part of the undergraduate health
 
professions programs at Northeastern University,
 
is a very beneficial experience for internationals
 
as they obtain a realistic view of the practice of
 
the profession.
 

B. 	 Faculty and Staff Survey
 

The faculty and staff response was not large. Only
 
fourteen responded to the questionnaire designed for this
 
group. Nine were faculty in the college, five held
 
administrative positions within and outside the college.
 
(See Appendix K). One must add that several faculty were
 
helpful in communicating to students information about the
 
grant and ideas for projects and activities.
 

Of those persons responding, two were administrators
 
outside the College and both of them were already very
 
involved with international issues. One is the director of
 
the Center for Cooperative Education and is thus responsible
 
for placement of all students for the alternating periods of
 
work that are a part of the Northeastern University
 
undergraduate programs. The other is assistant director of
 
the International Placement Service. Both offered valuable
 
advice. Of particular note is a list of international or
 
multinational companies and agencies that employ health
 
professionals. (Appendix D). It will be of particular value
 
to graduates from the college.
 

Three of the nine faculty indicated that they aIready
 
incorporate comparative aspects of specific relevance to
 
students from other countries. Only three of those answering
 
the questionnaire indicated international contacts in four
 
countried in professions relating to the students major. We
 
know that this is only a fraction of the countries that
 
faculty contacts abroad represents.
 

*Co-op, or cooperative education is a system of education
 
which integrates periods of work for pay in a field of study
 
with periods of study at the University.
 



Recommendations and comments made by the respondents from the
 
faculty and staff group in addition to those mentioned by the
 
students included:
 

1. 	Updating of alumni contact list
 
2. 	Setting up a peer support system
 
3. 	Developing specific orientation programs
 
4. 	Offering counseling resources
 
5. 	Offering professional contacts in Boston area
 
6. 	Preparing a list of international companies (was
 

done)
 
7. 	Assisting with job placement
 
8. 	Developing a course on international health
 
9. 	Grant too small to allow students to go home (the
 

ideal way to learn more of what is expected when
 
returning home)
 

C'. "Discussion Stimulator" for Re-entry Issues
 

A questionnaire (Appendix H) was used at the 11/9/84
 
meeting on "Returning Home." Four students completed the
 
form. Obviously this low number has no statistical
 
significance, but we feel the following anecdotes have some
 
value.
 

Two 	students had been in the U.S. two months and one
 
year respectively and had not returned home in that period of
 
time. Both of them did have some work experience at home and
 
did, therefore, have ideas of useful activities that would
 
prepare them for work at home.
 

The other two students had visited home; one only on
 
vacations, and the other for 13 months after obtaining an
 
associate degree. He worked as a medical laboratory
 
technician during the year he was at home. His career goals
 
were specific and his list of suggestions of how to prepare
 
for going home included:
 

1. 	learning more about instruments used here,
 
2. 	learning to do independenc research,
 
3. 	getting to know professionals in Computer Science,
 

Medical Laboratory Science, research who will
 
become contacts when returning home.
 



If one can draw any conclusions from such limited data,
 
one might say:
 

1. Work experience at home clarifies career goals and
 
identifies specific needs for the students.
 

2. Returning internationals experience multitudes of
 
changes on personal, comqunity, national and professional
 
levels
 



SELECTED CULTURE ANDEDUCATION RELATED REFERENCES (1985i
 

THE FUTURE AS AN ACADEMIC DISCIPLINE
 

Elsevier Scientific Publishing Company 	 North Holland Publishing Co.
 
Excerpta Medica 	 P.O. Box 211
 

Amsterdam
 

NEEDS OF FOREIGN STUDENTS FROM DEVELOPING
 
NATIONS AT U.S-. COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
 

Motoko Y. Lee Nat'l Assoc. for Foreign Student Affairs 'NAFSA
 
Mokhtar Abd-Ella Washington, D.C. 1860 19th St., NW
 
Linda A. Burks April 1981 Washington, D.C.
 

20009
 
Edited by Dunnett, S.C.
 

.GRADUATE STUDENTS FROM DEVELOPING 	 Nat'l Assoc. for Foreign Student
 
COUNTRIES.IN U.S. SCIENCE DEPARTME1NTS 	 Affairs and the American Assoc.
 

for the Advancement of Science
 
Washington, D.C.
 
1983
 

LEARNING ACROSS CULTURES Nat'l Assoc. for Foreign Student
 
Intercultural Communication and Affairs
 
International Educational Exchange Washington, D.C.
 

1981
 

HIGHER EDUCATION INASIA AND THE UNITED STATES Insti.tute on Higher Education for
 
A Cross-Cultural Dialogue 809 United Nations Plaza
 
Council on Higher Education for Asia and New York, NY 10017
 
United Stat es, NYC, 1972
 

OCCASIONAL PAPERS IN INTERCULTURAL LEARNING NO.1 AFS International/Intercultur,
 
Improving Intercultural Learning Through the Programs, Inc.
 
Orientation of Sojourners 313 E. 43rd St.
 
Grove, C.L. New York, NY 10017
 
AFS International/Intercultural Programs, Inc.
 
Nyr, June 1982
 

I
 

http:COUNTRIES.IN


OCCASIONAL PAPERS IN INTERCULTURAL LEARNING NO.2
 
Two Doctoral Dissertations Concerning the
 
International Exchange of Secondary Students:
 
Review and Critiques
 
Grove, C.L.
 
Hansel, B.
 
AFS International/Intercultural Programs, Inc.
 
NYC, Nov. 1982
 

OCCASIONAL PAPERS IN INTERCULTURAL LEARNING NO. 3
 
An Assessment of Organized Youth Mobility in Europe
 
Ruffino, R.
 
AFS International/Intercultural Programs, Inc.
 
NYC, March 1983
 

OCCASIONAL PAPERS IN INTERCULTURAL LEARNING NO. 4
 
Using a Western Learning Model inAsia: A Case Study
 
Smart, R.
 
AFS International/Intercultural Programs, Inc.
 
NYC, June 1983
 

OCCASIONAL PAPERS IN INTERCULTURAL LEARNING NO. 5
 
Cultural Adjustment Difficulties of Japanese
 
Adolescents Sojourning in the*U.S.A.
 
Hartung, E.A,
 
AFS International/Intrcultural Programs, Inc.
 
NYC, Nov. 1983
 

OCCASIONAL PAPERS IN INTERCULTURAL LEARNING NO.
 
Meeting Styles for Intercultural Groups
 
Olsson, M..
 
AFS International/Intercultural Programs, Inc.
 
NYC, Feb. 1985
 

PROFESSIONAL INTEGRATION: A GUIDE FOR STUDENTS FROM THE NAFSA
 
FROM THE DEVELOPING WORLD 1860 19th St., NW
 
Hood, M.G. Washington, D.C.
 
Shieffer, K.J. 20009
 
Editors
 
National Association for Foreign Student Affairs
 
Education for International Development
 
Washington, D.C. 1983
 

SCIENCE INDICATORS 1980 Superintendent of Documents
 
National Science Board 1981 U.So.Government Printing Office
 
U.S. Government Printing Office Washington, D.C. 20402
 
Washington, D.C. 1981
 



SELECT REFERENCES FOR INTERNATIONAL HEALTH CARE DEVELOPIIENT (1985) B. Karlsson
 

ACTION PROGRAMS FOR 

DEVELOPING ALLIED HEALTH EDUCATORS 

tober, 1977 


ATLAS OF DIAGNOSTIC MICROBIOLOGY 

September 1968 

By: Schneierson, M.D. S.S.
 

Director of Microbiology
 
The Mount Sinai Hospital
 
New York
 

CHINA MEDICINE AS WE SAW IT 

1974 

By: Quinn, J.R. Ph.D., Editor 


A CROSS-CULTURAL METHOD OF PREPARING 

NURSES TO FUNCTION AS TEACHERS 

1973/1974 

By: DeSantis, L.A., B.S.N., M.S.N.E. 

A publicatiorr from Project HOPE. 


COMMONHEALTH 

assachusetts Department of Public Health 


1974 etc. 

THE STATE LABORATORY INSTITUTE 

By: Russo, P.K.
 

Address: The W.K. Kellog Foundation
 
400 North Avenue
 
Battle Creek, Michigan 49816
 

Address: Abbott Laboratories
 
North Chicago, Illinois
 

Address: 	U.S. Department of Health,
 
Education, and Welfare
 
Public Health Service
 
National Institut'es of
 
*4ealth.
 
9000 Rockbille Pike, MD 2020!
 

Address: 	Project HOPE
 
The Department of Informatior
 
Services
 
The People-to-People Health
 
Foundation, Inc.
 
2233 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W.
 
.Washington, D.C. 20007
 

Address: Massachusetts Department
 
of Public Health Office of
 
Education, 600 Washington St.
 
Boston, MA 02111
 

Contains articles relating to the development and the role of a state department
 
of public 	health.
 

DEVELOPMENT OF AN INDIAN-OPERATED HEALTH 

SYSTEM THROUGH THE PROCESS OF INTERIM MANAGEMENT 

3Y A NON-LOCAL ORGANIZATION 

3y: Hudson, J.I., M.D. and Kauffman, G.E., III 

1974 

Publication from Project HOPE 


FRONTIER NURSING SERVICE 

JUARTERLY BULLETIN 

1974 

.ontains anecdotal information about health care
 
tvelopment in a rural area.
 
ublished 	by the Frontier Nursing Service, Inc.
 

Address: Project HOPE
 
The Department of Information
 
Services
 
The People-to-People Health
 
Foundation, Inc.
 
2233 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W.
 
Washington, D.C. 20007
 

Address: 	 The Frontier Nursing Service,
 
Inc.
 
Lexington, KY. 40507
 



HEALTH CARE FOR THE COMMUNITY 

1963 

Selected papers of 

Grant, J.B, M.D., M.P.H.
 
Edited by Conrad Seipp
 

THE HEALTH CENTER DOCTOR IN INDIA 

1967 

By Takulta, H. S., Taylor, C.E., 

Sangal, S.P., Alter J. D.
 

PUBLIC HEALTH PLANNING IN THE USSR 

1976 

By: Zhuk, A.P. 


HEALTH MANPOWER DEVELOPMENT 

1968-1979 

A Selection of WHO Publications 1968-1979 

World Health Organization 


HEALTH CARE IN SCANDINAVIA 

1975 

Geographic Health Studies Program 

John E. Fogarty International Center 

for Advanced Study in the Health Sciences 


HEALTH MANPOWER IN THE CHANGING 

AUSTRALIAN HEALTH SERVICES SCENE 

Rbemer, R. M.D and Roemer, M.I. M.D. 

Approximately 1973
 

HEALTH MANPOWER POLICIES INTHE 

BELGIAN HEALTH CARE SYSTEM 

By: Roemer, J.D. and Roemer, M.I, M.D. 

1976 


Address: Published by
 
The John Hopkins Press
 
Baltimore, Md.
 

Address: Published by
 
The John Hopkins Press
 
Baltimore, Md.
 

Address: U.S. Department of
 
Health, Education,
 
and Welfare
 
Public Health Service 
National Institutes of
 
Health
 

Address: 	WHO
 
Distribution and Sales
 
1211 Geneva 27
 
Switzerland
 

Address: 	 U.S. Department of
 
Health, Education, and
 
Welfare Public Health
 
Service
 
National Institutes of
 
Health
 

Address: 	 National Technical
 
Information Service
 
Springfield, VA 22151
 

Address: 	 U.S. Department of
 
Health, Education, and
 
Welfare
 
Public Health Service
 
Health Resources
 
Administration
 
Bureau of Health Manpowe,

Division 	of Medicine
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HEALTH MANPOWER POLICY UNDER 

NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE -

THE CANADIAN EXPERIENCE 


By: Roemer, R., J.D. and Roemer, J.I., M.D. 


HEALTH MANPOWER IN THE 

SOCIALIST HEALTH CARE SYSTEM OF POLAND 

1977 

By: Roemer, J.I., M.D. and Roetner, J.D. 


HEALTH MANPOWER IN FOUR COUNTRIES 

1974 

By: Roemer, R, Roemer, M.I. 

School of Public Health 

University of California 

Los Angeles, CA/ 


HEALTH ORGANIZATIONS OF THE UNITED STATES,. 

CANADA AND INTERNATIONALLY 

1974 

Wasserman, P., Managing Editor
 
Giesecke, J., Associate Editor
 
A Directory of Voluntary Associations, Professional
 
Societies and Other Groups Concerned with Health
 
and Related Fields.
 

AN INTRODUCTIO NTO THE PROFESSION OF MEDICAL 

TECHNOLOGY 

1971 

By: Williams, M.R., M.A., M.T. (ASCP) 


MANUAL OF BASIC TECHNIQUES FOR A
 
HEALTH LABORATORY
 
World Health Organization, 1980
 

MEDICINE IN THE GHETTO 

1969 

Norman, J.C., M.D., Editor 


3 

Address: 


Address: U.S. Department 
Health, Education and 
Welfare 
Public Health Service 
Health Resources 
Administration 
Bureau of Health Manpowe 
Division of Medicine 

Address: U.S. Department of 

Address: 


Address: 


Health, Education, and
 
Welfare
 
Public Health Service
 
Health Resources
 
Administration
 
Bureau of Health Manpower
 
DiviSion 	of Medicine
 

U.S. Department of
 
Health, Education, and
 
Welfare
 
Public Health Service,
 
Health Resources
 
Administration
 
Bureau of Health Manpower
 
9000 Rockville Pike,
 
Bethesda, Maryland
 

McGrath Publishing Company
 
821 Fifteenth.Street
 
N.W. - Washington, D.C.
 

Lea & Febiger
 
Publisher
 
Washington Square
 
Philadelphia, PA 19106
 

Address: 	Appleton-Century-Crofts
 
Educational Division
 
Meredith Corporation
 
440 Park Avenue South
 
New York, New York 10016
 



WIDE NEIGHBORHOODS 

1952 

Breckinridge, M. 


WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION
 
Publications
 
Catalogue 1947-1979
 
Supplement 1980-1983
 
Second Edition
 

MEDICINE 	AND PUBLIC HEALTH IN THE 

PEOPEE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA 

Quinn, J. R., Ph.D., Editor 

1972 

A Publication of the Geographic Health
 
Studies Program 


MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY INTERNATIONAL 
International Association of 
Medical Laboratory Technology
A journal published by the IAMLT 

HEALTH EDUCATION QUARTERLY 
Society for Public Health Education 
A Journal published by the S. P..H. E. 

WORLD HEALTH DAY RESOURCE DIRECTORY 

American Association for World Health, 1985 

- provides names of contact persons over 


70 agencies or professional societies 

relating 	to health 

A MEDICAL LABORATORY MANUAL FOR 

TROPICAL COUNTRIES 

Tropical Health Technology 

1985 


Address: 	 Harper & Row
 
Publishers
 
New York,Evanston,
 
and London
 

Address: 	John E. Fogarty
 
International Center
 
fo Advanced Study in
 
in the Health Sciences
 

U.S. Department of
 
Health, Education, and
 
Welfare
 
Public Health Service
 
National Institutes of
 
Health.
 

Address: American Assciation for
 
World Health
 
2121 Virginia Avenue
 
Washington, D.C. 20037
 

Address: 	Tropical Health Technology
 
14 Bevills Close
 
Doddington
 
Cambridgeshire
 
PE 15 OTT,
 
U.K.
 

IS THERE A DOCTOR IN THE ZOO 
David Taylor 
Bantam 
Describes resourcefulness in usingwhAt i< availahla when resoujrces 4 V; 



INTERNATIONAL COMPANY LITERATURE
 

PHARMACY AND ALLIED HEALTH FIELDS
 

Career Resource Library
 

International Placement Office
 

ABBOTT LABORATORIES
 

14 th St. & Sheridan Rd.
 

North Chicago, IL 60064
 

Charles A. Baker - Vice President, International Opera:ions
 

Pharmaceutical & laboratory products
 

Emp: 31,000 (312)937-6100
 

Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Bolivia, Brazil, Canada,
 
Chile, Colombia, Denmark, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Egypt, El
 
Salvador, England, France, Germany, Greece, Guatemala, Hong Kong,
 
India, Indonesia, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Kenya, Lebanon, Malaysia,
 
Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Nicaragua, Nigeria, Pakistan,
 
Panama, Peru, Philippines, Portugal, Singapore, South Africa, Spain:
 
Switzerland, Thailand, Turkey, Uruguay, Venezuela, Zaire, Zambia.
 

AMERICAN HOSPITAL SUPPLY CORP.
 

One American Plaza
 

Evanston, IL 60201
 

J. George Harris, Foreign Operations
 

Hospital & chemical supplies, laboratory supplies
 

Emp: 22,000 (312)866-4000
 

Australia, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, England, France, Germany,
 
Japan, Korea, Mexico, New Zealand, Netherlands, Philip~ines, South
 
Africa, Sweeden, Switzerland.
 

CORNING INTERNATIONAL CORP.
 

Houghton Park
 

P.O. Box 2000
 

Corning, NY 14831
 

Kay T. Hall, Personnel Director
 

Emp: 29,400 (617)974-9000
 

Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, England, France,
 
Germany, India, Italy, Japan, Jordan, Korea, Mexico, Netherlands,
 
Philippines, Singapore, Switzerland, Venezuela.
 

A 



DOX CHEMICAL CO.
 

2030 Dow Center
 

Midland, MI 48640
 

Keith R. McKennon, Personnel Director
 

Chemicals, plastics, fibers, pharmaceuticals
 

Emp: 55,900 (517)636-1000
 

Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Costa Rica,
 
Chile, Colombia, Denmark, Ecuador, England, El Salvador, France,
 
Germany, Guatemala, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Iran, Israel, Ital1
 
Ivory Coast, JapanKorea, Liberia, Libya, Luxembourg, Malaysia, Mex
ico, Morocco, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Panama, Peru, Por

tugal, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, Swit
zerland, Taiwan, Thailand, Trinidad & Tobago, Venezuela.
 

EASTMAN KODAK CO.
 

343 State St.
 

Rochester, NY 14650
 

David W. Hunt, Foreign Operations
 

Emp: 136,400 (716)724-4000
 

Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Co
lonbia, Denmark, Egypt, Emirates, England, Finland, France, Germany
 
Greece, Hong Kong, Iran, India, Israel, Italy, Japan, Kenya, Leba
non, Malaysia, Mexico, New Zealand, Norway, Pakistan, Peru, Portu
gal, Singapore, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Taiwan,
 
Tanzania, Thailand, Uganda, Uruguay, Venezuela, Zambia.
 

HEWLETT PACKARD COMPANY
 

300 Hanover Street
 

Palo Alto, California 94304
 

Richard C. Alberding - Senior Vice President, International
 

Franco, Mariotti - Vice President, Europe
 

William P. Doolitle, Foreign Operations
 

Emp: 60,000 (415)857-1501
 

Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Chi
na, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cyprus, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Ecuador,
 
Egypt, Emirates, El Salvador, England, Finland, France, G,rmany,
 
Greece, Guatemala, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Iraq, Ireland, Is
rael, Italy, Japan, Jordan, Kenya, Korea, Kuwait, Lebanon, Malaysia
 
Malta, Mexico, Morocco, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Oman,
 
Panama, Pakistan, Peru, Philippines, Poland, Portugal, Qatar, Ro



mania, Saudi Arabia, Scotland, Singapore, South Africa, Spain, Sweden,
 
Switzerland, Syria, Taiwan, Thailand, Trinidad & Tobago, Tunisia, Turkey,
 
Uruguay, USSR, Venezuela, Zaire, Zimbabwe.-


INSTRUMENTATION LABS, INC.
 

113 Hartwell Ave.
 

Lexington, MA 02173
 

Anthony Fiorillo, V.P. International
 

MILLIPORE CORP.
 

Ashley Rd.
 

Bedford, MA 01730
 

John G. Mulvany, President
 

Emp: 1,210 (617)275-9205
 

Australia, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Denmark, England, Finland, France, Ger
many, Italy, Japan, Mexico, Norway, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland.
 

ORION RESEARCH INC.
 

840 Memorial Drive
 

Cambridge, MA 02139
 

Anderson Kurtz - Vice President Personnel
 

Tel. (617)864-5400
 

Puerto Rico, Switzerland, Hong Kong.
 

PERKIN-ELMER CORP.
 

Main Ave.
 

Norwalk, CT 06856
 

Eugene F. Gross, Personnel Director
 

Emp: 121,300 (203)762-1000
 

Australia, Austria, Brazil, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany,
 
Hong Kong, Italy, Japan, Jordan, Netherlands, Norway, Peru, Singapore,
 
South Africa, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland.
 

SMITHKLINE CORP,
 

P.O. Box 7929
 

Philadelphia, Pa 19101
 

Peter Hickman, Personnel Director
 



Pharmaceuticals, diagnostic instruments & equipment, laboratory services.
 

Emp: 2,700 (215)854-4000
 

Argentina, Australia, Bangladesh, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, China, Denmark,
 
England, France, Germany, Greece, Hong Kong, India, Iran, Ireland, Italy,
 
Japan, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Nigeria, Norway, Pakistan, Peru,
 
Philippines, Portugal, Singapore, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland,
 
Venezuela.
 



SELECT REFERENCES ON HERBAL MEDICINE (1985)
 

R. RAFFAUF, Ph.D.
 

DRUG PLANS OF AFRICA 

Githens, T.S. 

Univ. Pennsylvania Press, 1948 


MATERIA MEDICA OF THE AYMARA (Bolivia) 

Le Barre, W.
 
Reprint from Webbia 15, 47-94 (1959) 


MEDICINAL PLANTS OF BULGARIA 

Bilkocoop. Sofia, No date 


MEDICINAL PLANTS OF BURMA

Maw, H. 

applied Res. Inst. Union of Burma 


SOME MEDICINAL PLANTS OF BRAZIL 

Author and Publisher Unknown 


TOXIC AND MEDICINAL PLANTS & VETETAL
 
SUBSTANCES ( BRAZIL) 

Hoehne, F.C. 

Graphicars, S. Paulo-Rio, 1939 

In Portuguese 


GUIDE TO MEDICINAL AND POISONOUS PLANTS 

OF QUEENSLAND (AUSTRALIA) 

Webb, L.J 

Bull. #232 

C.S.I.R.O., Melbourne, 1948
 

MEDICINAL PLANTS OF ARID ZONES 

U.N.E.S.C.O., 1960 


AMERICAN MEDICINAL PLANTS OF 

COMMERICAL IMPORTANCE
 
Misc. Pub. U.S.D.A. No. 77, 1930 


MEDICINAL OR USEFUL PLANTS OF 

THE BELGIAN CONGO 

De WlTTeman, E. 

Libraire Falk & Sons, Brussels, 1938 

In French
 

CHINESE HERBS 

Keys, J.D. 

Chas. E. Tuttle, 1976 


THE POISONOUS AND MEDICINAL PLANTS 
OF CENTRAL EUROPE 
essner 0. nd, Edition, Univ. Hidelberg 
n ermdn Press, 1I 

SINHALESE MATERIA MEDICA (Ceylon)
Attygalle, J. 
M.D. Gunasena & Co., Ltd. Colombo 


DICTIONARY OF BRAZILIAN MEDICINAL
 
PLANTS.
 
Penna, M.
 
Livraria Kosmos, Rio de Janeiro,

1946. In Portuguese.
 

INDIGENOUS MEDICINAL PLANTS OF
 
THE BELGIAN CONSO
 
Staner, P. and Boutique, R.
 

Librairie Falk & Sons, Brussels,
 
1937. In French
 

MEDICINAL & AROMATIC PLANTS OF
 
ALGERIA
 
Fourment and Roques

Govt. of Algeria, Bulletin No. 61
 
1941
 
In French
 

CHINESE HERBAL MEDICINE
 
Li, C.P.
 
H.E.W./P.H.S # (NIH) 75-732, 1974
 
Supt. Doc., Wash. D.C.
 

FLORA MEDICINAL DE COLOMBIA
 
H.Garcia Barriga
 
Vols. I - III
 
Inst. Naturales Bogota, 1974-5
 

CHINESE-TIBETAN PHARMACOLOGY AND

PRESCRIPTIONS
 
Hdbotter, F.
 
Karl F. Haug Press, Ulm, 1957
 
In German
 

TREATISE ON THE MEDICINAL PLANTS OF
 
CHINA
 
Roi, Jacques (S.J.)
 
Encyclopaedia of Biology Vol. 47
 
Ed. n. Lechevalier, Paris, 1955
 
In French
 

HERBAL PHARMACOLOGY IN THE PEOPLE'S
 
REPUBLIC OF CHINA. at.Aa :Sci
 

ash 197
 
MEDICINAL PLANTS OF CHINA and the
 
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PEN*TSAO KANG*MU
 
Mosig, A. and Schramm, G.
 
Folk & Health Press, Berlin, 1955
 
In Germane
 

OFFICIAL PLANTS OF EAST AFRICA
 
Baldrati, I.
 
Center for Colonial Studies, Univ. of
 
Florence, 1946 
 . 
In Italian
 

1952 



1912 

NATIVE AFRICAN MEDICINE (LIBERIA) 

Harley, George W. 

Harvard U. Press, 1941 

In Microfilm 


BOTANY, CHEMISTRY & PHARMACODYNAMICS 

OF INDOCHINESE VERIFUGE DRUGS


Tuoc, N.B. 

Jouve, Paris, 1953 

In French
 

MEDICINAL PLANTS OF INDIA AND PAKISTAN
Dastur, J.F.
 
0.8.Tr o
D.B. Taraporevala Sons. & Co. Ltd.
 
Bombay (Date ??) 


Sos. &Auckland 


MEDICINAL, EGNOMIC & USEFUL PLANTS 

OF INDIA 


Das, S.K.
 
Gupta Press, Calcutta, Date (?) 

MEDICINAL & TOXIC PLANTS OFMOROCCO 

Charnot, A.

Arch.Scient. du Protectorat Franc.

Memoires in Natural Science of 

Morocco, Rabat, London, Paris, 

1945. In French.


•a. 


MEDICINAL PLAIITS OF MEXICO 

artinez, M. 

4th Edition, Botas, 1959 

In Spanish 


BIBLIOGRAPHY OF MEXICAN MATERIA MEDICA
Guerra, F. 

Mexican Medical Press, Mexico, 1950
In Spanish 


MALAY VILLAGE MEDICINE 

Burkill, I.H. and Haniff, M.
The Gardens Bulletin, Straits 

Settlements, Vol. 
6, Part 2, 

1930 


PHARMACOPOEA OF MADAGASCAR

Pernet, R. and Meyer, G. 

Insttitute for Scientific Research,

Tananarive, 1957 

In French 


MEDICAL BOOK OF MALAYAN MEDICINE 

Inche Ismail, Munshi 

The Gardens Bulletin, Straits 

Settlements, Vol. 
6, Part 3, 1930 


MEDICINAL PLANTS OF THE INDIAN 

TRIBES OF NEVADA 

Train, P. et al 

A.R.S./u.S.D.A., 1941-1.957 


MEDICINAL PLANTS OF THE NETHERLANDS
 
INDIES
 
Kloppenburg, J.
 
Semarang (Java), Van Dorp & Co., 


MEDICINAL PLANTS IN NIGERIA
 
Oliver, B.
 
Nigerian Coll. 
Arts, Sd. & Technol.
 
Ibadan, 1960
 

NEW ZEALAND MEDICINAL PLANTS
Brooker, S.G. & Cooper, R.C.
 

War Memorial Museum, 1961
 
AFRICAN POISONOUS PLANTS AND
 
MEDICINES OF NORTHERN RHODESIA
 
Gilges, W.
 
Rhodes-Livingstone Museum,
 

Livingstone, 1945
 
MEDICINAL PLANTS OF NORTH CAROLINA
Jacobs, M L. and Burlage, H.M.
 

15

1958
 
FOLK REMEDIES OF THE LOW COUNTRY
 
(S.Carolina
 
Morton, J.F.
M etan, MiaiF97
 
E.a. Seeman, Miami, 1974
 
OUR MEDICINAL PLANTS (Switzerland)
 
Fisher, E.
 
Albert Mueller, Zurich, 1941
 
In German
 

VEGETABLE DRUGS OF TAIWAN
 
Kan, Wei-song'

Taiwan Forestry Res. Inst. Taipeh,
 

1963

Part 1. In Chinese
 

TRADITIONAL SENEGALESE PHARMACOPEA
 
Kerharo, J. and Adam, J.G.
 
Vigot, Paris, 1974
 
InFrench
 

GUIDE TO MED. PLANTS OF APPALACHIA
 
Krochmal, A. et al
 
U.S.D.A. Forest Service Res. Paper
 
NE-138
 

U.S.D.A., 1969
 
TIBEIAN HEALING ARTS
 
Burang, T.
 
Origo Press, Zurich, 1957
 

German
 
GUIDE TO THE MED. PLANTS OF THE
 
U.S. 

Krochmal,15 . A. and Krochmal. C.A  -
• . 



MEDICINAL (and other) USES OF 

COMPOSITAE 

BY INDIANS OF THE U.S. and 

CANADA 


Melvin Shemluck, J. Ethnopharm. 5, 

303-358 (1982) Reprint. 

ca. 
130 Refs. to N. Amer. Indian 

Med. Plants therein. 


PHYTOCHEMISTRY & MEDICINAL PLANTS OF 

THE LANDS OF THE PACIFIC 

National Center for Scientific
Research Paris, 1966 

In French 


MEDICINAL PLANTS OF THE PHILIPPINES 

Quisumbing, E. 


Bureau of Printing, Manila, 1951 

MEDICINAL & AROMATIC PLANTS OF CUBA 


Roig, J.T

Universidad.Th de Oriente, Santiago, Cuba
1953 

In5 


INDIGENOUS MEDICINES OF THE CONGO 

De Wildeman, E. 


In French
Libraire Falk & Sons, Brussels, 1935
 

PHARMACEUTICAL CONDITIONS & DRUG SUPPLY 

in the CONFEDERACY 


Franke, N.H.

Amer. Inst. Hist. Pharm., Madison, 1955 


MEDICINAL, POISONOUS & AROMATIC PLANTS 

OF CUBA 

Roig y Mesa, J.T.

Ministry of Agriculture, Havana, 1945
Parts I, IICHOPRA

Parts I, II 


InSpanish

MEDICINAL PLANTS & VEGETABLS OF HAITI 


Pierre-Noel, A.V. 

State Printing Office, Port-au-Prince 

1959, 1960 


Vls. I ,II (In French) 


HAWAIIAN PLANTS OF MEDICINAL VALUE 

Chana,A. (Transula.) 

Chas. E. Tuttle, Rutland, Vt.
Reprint of 1922 Edn.COSanUPEVLT----


GUIDE TO THE INDEGENOUS DRUGS (INDIA) 

B.K. Paul & Co., Calcutta, 1936
 

STUDIES IN MEDICINAL CHEMISTRY &
 
GALENICAL PHARMACY at the
 
UNIVERSITY OF PARIS
 
Janot, M. -M and Paris, R.
 
Vigot Bros., Paris, 1958
 
In French
 
Includes: Med. Plants of French
 
West and Equatorial Afric .
 

MEDICINAL PLANTS OF HAITI
 
A Mimeographed copy 0f-tes made in
 
Haiti by the Redemptrist Fathers
Date not available
 
In French
 

MEDICINAL PLANTS OF EAST & S.E. ASiA

Lily M. Perry
 
M.I.T. Press, 1980
 
INDIGENOUS DRUGS OF INDIA
 
Chopra, 	R.N.
 

Ar Pr s ,C l u t ,1 3
The Art Press, Calcutta, 1933

RVE FWR N________
 
PLANTS
REVIEW OF WORK ON INDIAN MEDICINAL
 

Chopra, R.N. & Chopra, I.C.
 
Indian Council Med. Res. Delhi, 1952
 
INDIAN MEDICINAL PLANTS
Kirtikar, K.R. & Basu, B.D.
 
Vols. I-IV
 
Lalit Mohan Basu, Allahabad, 1933
 

TERIA ME
INDIAN MA DICA
 

Popular Book Depot, Bombay

Vol. II, I
 

GLOSSARYetOFalINDIAN MEDICINAL PLANTS
 
C.S.I.R. New Delhi 1956
 

INDIGENOUS DRUGS OF INDIA
 

Chopra et al
 
U.N. Dhur & Sons, Calcutta, 1958
 
MEDICINAL PLANTS OF MADAGASCAR
 
Pernet, R.
 
Institue of Science, Madagascar, 1959
 
In French
 
MEDICINAL AND TOXIC PLANTS OF IVORY
 
COAST and UPPERVOLTA
Kerharo, J. and Bouquet, A.
 
Vigot Freres, Paris, 1950
 



HERBS IN UKRANIAN MEDICINE
 
Ossadcha-Janata, N.
 
N.Y. Bot. Garden, 1952
 

FOLK REMEDIES OF NORTHERN VENEZUELA
 
Morton, J.F.
 
From: Quart. J. Crude Drug Res.
 

13, 97 (1975)
 

MEDICINAL PLANTS OF VENEZUELA
 
REVIEW, FACULTY OF PHARMACY, CENTRAL
 
UNIVERSITY, CARACAS
 
Vols. 1-5, 1960-1961
 

MEDICINAL & ECONOMIC PLANTS OF
 
VENEZUELA
 
A1 bornoz, A.R.
 
Parts 1 - 5
 
Fac. Pharm. Central University Venezuela
 
Caracas,
 



APPENDIX F
 

NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
 
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
 

RESOURCES FOR PLANNING ACTIVITIES RELATING TO

RELEVANCE OF U. S. EDUCATION FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
 

B. Karlsson and S. Heym
 
1986
 

GENERAL COMMENTS:
 

If one presumes that being "forewarned is being forearmed,"

then exposing students to the concept of-re-entry and
discussing relevance or non-relevance of U.S. education while
international health professions students are still in the

U.S., should have some merit. The advise we give based on
 
our previous and present experience fall into two
 
categories-


I. StiMulate internationals to think about the
 
potential problems they may face upon returning home


II.Having identified what these potential problems are,

make suggestions to the students what they can still

do while students to better prepare them for work
 
back home.
 

I. STIMULATING STUDENTS TO THINK ABOUT RE-ENTRY
 

Persons having experienced re-entry are often the best to
stimulate students to think about re-entry issues. 
 You find'
 
them among the following groups of people:
 

A. International students who have come to the U.S.

for further education after having worked at home
 
following education abroad.


B. Returned U.S. students, faculty or other
 
professionals who have returned from working abroad
 
(e.g. Peace Cops, Project Hope or sabbatical
 
activities).
 

C. Public health officials, faculty or professionals

who are here as visitors, quest lecturers or
 
students in short term public health or management

courses. Their responsibilities at home have often
 
given them a broad perspective of needs in 
a
 
developing country.
 

II. FINDING RESOURCES FOR ACTIVITIES TO MAKE THE U.S.
 



EDUCATION MORE RELEVANT.
 

A. 	Encouraging students to identify what their

professional roles will be back home and what
 
education they need to function as professionals.


B. Stimulating faculty and advisors to incorporate

relevant activities in courses or professional

activities, for example, looking at international
 
health issues, stimulating comparative studies,

directing special projects relevant to the student's
 
future, arranging visits to small health clinics
 
with limited facilities or public health

departments to get a better overview of health
 
issues, arranging for internationals to get special

skills in parasite identification, or isolation of

active components of medicinal plants.


C. Advising students to identify their support system

when they return home e.g. contacts made through

alumni and professional organizations. Professional
 
literature obtained from these organizations can be
 
valuable.
 

RESOURCES
 

The following are the resources which we prepared during the
 
grant period:
 

o 	 'Report on professional development needs as
perceived by foreign students, faculty and staff 

o 
Selected Culture and education related references
 
o 
Selected references for international health care
 

development
 
o 	International Company list
 
o 	Selected references on herbal medicines
 
o 
Suggested guidelines for electives for international
 

students in the health professions
 

(See Appendices A-E, G)
 

In addition, we recommend obtaining a copy of the World
Health Day Resource Director . It contains 44 pages-
referennes (names, addresses, telephone numbers, discription

of functions of organizations, and resources 
available) to
organizations involved with international health or issues in
the health professions (:.e. the Pan American Health

Organization, the Agency for International Development, the
Peace Corps, the American Medical Record Association...).

The 	address is:
 

American Association for World Health
 
2121 Virginia Ave., N.W.
 
Washington, D.C. 20037
 



Northeastern University 
360 Huntington Avenue, Boston, Massachusetts 02115 

College of Pharmacy and Allied Heall ProfessionsMedical Laboratory Science Program
 
617-437.3664
 

COLLEGE OF PHARMACY AND ALLIED HEALTH PROFESSIONS
 
NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
 

"BIT OF ADVICE"

SUGGESTED ELECTIVES AND ACTIVITIES FOR INTERNATIONALS
 
AND STUDENTS PREPARING TO WORK IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
 

I. Students who come from other cultures may find it difficult to adjust
to the American ways of doing certain things. 
 In preparation for
international students to work in Coop positions the Department of
Cooperative Education offers Course MCOP 1220 Working in the United
 
States.
 

II.The student who returns home or goes away to work in another country
will find some differences in professional practice. Ifyou as a
student are iware of what these difference are, you will probably

find it easier to adjust to that environment.
 

Generally speaking the role of the health professional working ina
developing nation is broader than the role of a specific health
professional working in the United States. 
 On occasions a health
professional may be the only health practitioner in
a particular

location at a particular time. Knowledge of basic skills learned
by other health profissionals may be of particular value. 
 You may
thus wish to consider courses such as:
 

- Public Health or Epidemiology 
- Nutrition 
- Pharmacology Courses, i.e. Drugs - their Uses andActions

(for non-Pharmacy and non-Respiratory Therapy majors)
 
- Medicine from the Earth
 
- Foundations of Medical Laboratory Science (for non-Medical
 
Laboratory Science majors)
 

- Basics of Medical Terminology
 
- Health Record Science I
 
- Emergency Medical Technology courses
 
- Introduction to Patient Care
 
- Introduction to Respiratory Care
 
- Foundations of Medical 
Science
 
- Directed Studies
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Other areas for study that have been suggested by those having worked
 
abroad are:
 

- Education
 
- Management
 
- Economics
 
- Courses that deal with being an agent for change

-
Courses that deal with water supply and water conservation,


(i.e. Water, Water)
 

At all times you must of course keep inmind what the specific
requirements are for your major. 
Course selection should always be
done in consultation with your advisor. 
ifyour curriculum is such

that it allows only a few electives, there may be opportunities at
workshops or special lectures to gain insight into areas that you
otherwise do not have time to study. 
 Watch for announcements on
bulletin boards and especially the one outside 203 Mugar.
 

Ifwe can be of assistance do not hesitate to contact:
 
-
Britta L. Karlsson, MS, Associate Professor, Medical
 

Laboratory Science
 
-
Robert Raffauf, PhD, Professor, Pharmacology, Medical Chemistry


and Chemistry
 
- Judith Weilerstein, MPH, Associate Professor, Health Record
 

Administration
 
- Mary Watson, EdD, 
 Associate Professor, Respiratory Therapy

-
Robert Schatz, PhD, Associate Professor, Toxicology
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NORThEASTERN UN IVERS 'YN 
INTERNATO(IAL STUDENT OFFICE 

Colegje of Pharmacy and Allied Health Programs 

Telephone # 

1. 	Wy did you come to tt;e United States to study,?
 

2. 	W.at are your career plans after graduation? Have you done arzything
 
about your career besides study?
 

3. 	How long have you been studying in the U.S.?
 

4. 	Have you been home for a vacation or an extekided period?

How long? When?
 

5. 	Did you have any changes or things that surprised you when you
 
were ham? Be specific. Brothers and sisters growing up?
 
New roads, buildings? Friends? Government?
 



6. 	Have you done any work inyour field at home or any job hunting?
 
Please describe. Did you see any differences or similarities
 
Inworking at borne or Job hunting?
 

7. 	Do you think you might have difficulties working at home?
 
Finding a job?
 

8. 	Can you think o;, some things that you -.
ight like to do/to know
 
before you go home to help you inyour Job hunting or to help
 
you inyour work?
 

Plea!,e return this questionnaire to Britta Karlsson before you leave
 
today'. Thank you.
 



NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
 
ADVISORS FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
 

COLLEGE OF PHARMACY AND ALLIEu HEALTH PROFESSIONS
 

Office of Student Affairs - College of Pharmacy and Allied Health Professions
 
206 Mugar 437-3320
 
Professor Palumbo Assistant to the Dean
 
Dr. Tierney Assistant to the Dean
 
Ms. Norman Secretary
 

Graduate School of Allied Health Professions
 
110 Mugar 437-3211
 
Dr. Neumeyer Director
 
Ms. Konis Administrative Assistant
 

International Student Office
 
270 Holmes 437-2310
 
Dean Heym Director
 
Mr. Enderlin Assistant Director
 
Ms. Gorman International Programs Coordinator
 
Ms. Broderick Counsellor
 
Ms. Diaz Foreign Student Advisor
 
Ms. Verrochi Staff Assistant
 
Ms. Castino Receptionist
 

English Language Center
 
Bi Boston YMCA 437-2455
 
Dean Kreuger Director
 
Mr. Sather Associate Director
 
Ms. Siegel Counsellor Advisor
 
Ms. Mayerson Staff Assistant
 
Ms. Difilippo. Coordinator of English
 
Mr. Elliot Coordinator of English
 
Mr. Garfinkle Coordinator of English
 
Ms. Lander Coordinator of English
 
Mr. Ryan Coordinator of English
 
Ms. Sadow Coordinator of English
 
Ms. Swartz Coordinator of English
 

International Placement Service
 
133 Nightingale 437-2428
 
Dean Austin Director
 
Ms. Gutierrez Acting Assistant Director
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Office of Freshman Affairs
 
203 Ell 437-4389 
Dean Bajdek Director 
Dean Franks Associate Director 
Miss MacDonald Assistant to the Director 
Ms. Williams Assistant to the Director 
Ms. Garnett Staff Assistant 
Ms; Shanit Graduate Counselling Assistant 

International Cooperative Education
 
502 Stearns 437-4221
 
Professor Vozzella Director
 
Ms. Vernor International Student Advisor
 
Ms. Ishikawa International Student Advisor
 
Ms. Nachman Exchange Program Counsellor
 
Ms. Kelly International Cooperative Education Counsellor
 

English Language Center
 
B1 Boston YMCA
 
Dr. Hall Project Director
 
Ms. Jalali Secretary
 
Ms. Dormoy Trilingual Secretary
 

Cooperative Education
 
210 Stearns 437-3400
 
Dean Pratt Director
 
Mrs. Porter Coordinator for Allied Health Professions Majors
 

Ms. Mann Counsellor for Allied Health Professions Majors
 
Professor Deforge Coordinator for Pharmacy Majors
 
Professor Goldberg Director of Pharmacy Externship Program
 

Center for International Higher Education Documentation
 
202 Dodge 437-2770
 
Mrs. Turner Director
 
Mrs. Williamson Research Associate
 
Ms. Boyer Secretary
 

Counselling and Testing
 
302 Ell 437-2142
 
Dr. Pendleton Director
 
Mr. Fischi Counsellor
 
Mr. Tucker Career Counsellor
 
Dr. Hanson Counsellor
 
Dr. Jenkins Counsellor
 
Ms. Dineen Counsellor
 
Mr. Pakstis Counsellor
 
Dr. Lottridge Counsellor
 

Office of Multi-Cultural Student Affairs Office of International Affa 

310 Ell 437-2134 B Boston YMCA 437-8570 
Dean Latham Dean Viola 



ATTENTIOlN: I!TERIAT IO.AL S 

THE COLLEE OF PHARf"ACY AND ALLIED HEALTH PROFESSIO!S ANID Ir'TER.'ATIO.?AL 

STUDEIT OFFICE 

1934-195 

The Colleqe and the ISO have received a small qrant for a oroject
 
entitled "Toward 'lore Relevance for Health Professionals Returnina i.ome". The
 
puraose of the irant is to identify and ,then .ossible Drovide extra
 
curriculum activities that will be helpful for health professionals who
 
plan to return to their native countries.
 

The first steps are:
 

1. to identify international students ,jho are interested in Darticipatinq
 
in the project.


2. for the international student to specify Perceived needs.
 

Those interested should complete the attached form and return to
 
Professor Dritta Karlsson, 1edical Laboratory Science Pronram in 20:1
 
'uqar, !ortheastern University. Telenhone inquiries can be directed
 
to Professor Karlsson at 437-3564,.
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IDE;4TIFICATION; OF MTEREST Id PARTICIPAT±ING i(THE TOiARD :1ORE RELEVANCE 
FOR HEALTH PROFESSIO.ALS RETORI:G HOM1E" P0RJECT 

1984-1905
 

Today's Date
 

_Name_ 


Local Address
 

Local Telephone [umber
 
Home Address
 

Xome Telephone Number
 

Ye-ar f Graduation
 

Major at Northeastern University
 

When do you anticipate returning to your home country?
 

.Jhat do you anticipate your professional role to be when you return to
 
your home country? (Be as specific as you can).
 



pHave you contacted any representative in Government aiencies or 
professional
 

better insight about your professional role

organizations in order to get a 

when returning home?
 

_ oYes _ 

Ifyour answer is yes, name the person(s), the agencies, and summarize
 

any comments or recommendations made.
 

Ifyou have discussed your future plans with any 
faculty me iber, indicate,
 

ind recommendations.
 
likewise, the individual's name and summarize 

any comments 


From your knowledge at this time, are there any extra curricular experiences
 

which you have identified as potentially beneficial for you in
 
as a health professional?
preparation for your return to your horfle country 


Please, list and elaborate!!!!
 

3
 



Dear Colleague:
 

!1e are pleased to advise you that the College and the
International Student Office have received a
for a small grant
project entitled "Toward ,lUore Relevance for Health
Professionals Returning Home". 
 The purpose of the grant
is to identify and, when possible, provide extra curriculum
activities that will be helpful for health professionals who
plan to return to their home countries.
 
Inimplementing the grant, we have determined that we need to
do the following:
 

1. to identify international students who are interested
 
in participating in the project;


2. to have the international students specify whf~h of
their professional needs are not being met by our
 
course offerings;
 

3. to identify faculty and staff who are interested in
participating in the project;
 
4. "to have faculty and staff assist us 
in identifying
the professional needs of our international students; and

5. to have faculty specify hqw we can assist students in
making their education in our College more relevant
to them in their home countries.
 

;.Is.
ilaria Oliviera, a 1984 'ledical Laboratory Science graduate,
will contact you regarding this project. 
In the meantime, we
would greatly appreciate it ifyou would complete the attached
questionnaire. 
1-e look forward to your continued participation
in this exciting project.
 

Sincerely 
yours,
 

Sally N.- Heym 
- Britta L. Karlsson
 



SURVEY FOR THE "TOWARD t*ORE RELEVANCE FOR HEALTH PROFESSIONALS RETURNING
 
HOOIE" PROJECT
 

1984-1985
 

Today's Date
 

iHame
 

Office Address
 

Office Telephone Number
 

Position at Northeastern University
 

1. 	')hat courses do you teach?
 

2. 	Inwhat other way do you interact with international students?
 

3. 	Do you have international students inyour classes? yes no
 
4 

4. 	If so, are you able to incorporate in your courses any comparative

aspects of specific relevance to students from other countries?
 

yes _ Explain. 

no Explain.
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5. Do you have international and/or professional contacts that may be of
 
value as contacts for international students? Yes No
 

In the chart below, indicate the disciplines andhome countries of
 
these contacts.
 

Profession or Discipline Country
 

[Health Record AdministrationL
 

Denltal Hygiene
 

:1edical Laboratory Science
 

.Pharmacy
 

Physician Assistant
 

Respiratory Therapy
 

iToxicology
 

6. Would you share the names and addresses with us? Yes No
 

(List the names and address on the back of this form)
 
Comments:
 

7. 1Jould you share the names and addresses with a student from the
 
specific country if he contacted you? yes 
 ___o
 

Comments:
 

3. Can you identify any special needs for international students that can
 
be addressed by funds provided for this grant? Please elaborate!
 



3
 

9. What resources do you suggest such as organizations, programs, conferences,

laboratory tours, visits, projects, seminars, reading lists, etc. from
 
which international students would benefit. 
 Please specify addresses and
 
dates, etc.
 

10. W-ould you like to continue to participate in this project?
 

Yes No
 

If so, please indicate in what capacity.
 



f o% College of Pharmacy 
Allied Health Professions 

IN TIONAL STUDENT OFFICE nui 

SEPTEIBER 14, 1%4 

DEAR STUDENTS A COLLEAGUES: 

WE ARE PLEASED TO ADVISE YOU THAT THE COLLEGE AND THE [NTERNATIONAL
 

STUDENr OFFICE HAVE RECEIVED A SMALL GRANT FOR A PROJECT ENTITE
 
"IMARD rQRE REEVANCE MR HEALTH PROFESSIONALS REURNING HONE."
 

THE PURPOSE OF THE GRANT IS TO IDENTIFY AND, WHEN POSSIBLE,
 
PRCVIDE E<TRA CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES THAT WILL BE HELF-1L FOR HE.A3LTH
 
PROFESSIONALS WHO PLAN TO RETURN TO THEIR HOME COUNTRIES,
 

WE WANT TO INVITE YOU TO JOIN US ON TJESDAY, OCTOBE 9TH =RoM 
3:30 TO 6:00 P.M, INTHE FROST LOME FOR A RECEPTION WHERE
 
WE CAt EXPLAIN MORE TO YOU ABOUT OUR PROJECT,
 

DATE: TUESDAY, OCTBER 9TH 
TIE: 3:30 TO 6:00 
LOCATION: FROST LOULIGE - E (FIRST FLOOR) 

WE LOOK FOARD TO SEEING YOU THERE!! A 



COLLEGE OF PHARMACY AND ALLIED HEALTH PROFESSION:
 

AND
 

THE INTERNATIONAL STUDENT OFFICE. 

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT RECEPTION 

OCTOBER 9, 1984
 

AGENDA
 

3:30-4:00 pm. SOCIALIZING 

4:00-4:15 pm. WHO IS WHO ON THE STAFF - Dean Gerald Schumacher 

4:15-4:20 pm. FUNDS AVAILABLE EXTRA CURRICULAR - Prof. Britta Karlsson 
PROJECTS FROM SPECIAL GRANT 

4:20-5:30 pm. GETTING TO KNOW YOU - Dean Sally Heym 
- Mr. Glenn Gabbard 
- Dr. Humberto Viera 

5:30-6:00 pm. SOCIALIZING 

NOTE: 
 RESERVE 2:00-4:00 pm. FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 1984 FOR A WORKSHOP
 
ON RELEVANT ISSUES. 
 IT WILL BE HELD IN THE CLIFFORD LOUNGE
 
(1st floor of Churchill Hall).
 

J
 



INTERNATIONAL
 

PHA& 	 AMl HEMsTH STUDENTS
 

WILL YOU FIT IN
 
WHEN YOU GO BACK HOME ?
 

IF YWRE NOT SURE 

come to 
A DISCUSSION & VIDEO PRESENTATION
 

"RETURNING HOME"
 
with free international food
 

Friday Nov. 9
 
2:00pm - 4:30pm
 

* 	 Clifford Lounge

CHURCHILL
 

,j Y'l-E --	 EALiN ml,iE'CCF RiAR, C & 	 & THE IO Vw-I A GRW FRCM NA /
. N . ( k 



------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Due to the illness o'Cone of the instructors, the "Parasites in Blood and Tissue"
 
Workshop originally scheduled for October 26 and November 2, 1984 has been rescheduled
 

for December 7 and December 14, 1984.
 

December 7, 1984 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. / December 14, 1984 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Northeastern University, Boston Campus, Mugar Building, Room 13 

"Parasites in Blood and Tissue" 

This program is designed to provide medical laboratory personnel an opportunity to aqcuire

the fundamental clinical features and diagnostic procedures in the most common 
parasite

infestations in blood and tissues of humans in tropical countries and the United States.
 

The program will be 2 days, consisting of lectures and laboratory exercises on the epideni
iology, clinical features, and laboratory methods of Medical Parasitology. Emphasis will
 
he on the life cycles, mode of transmission, clinical manifestations, laboratory diagnostic
 
and prevention.
 

Each day will be divided in two major sessions: 3 hours of lectures and 3 hours of labora
tory exercises of parasites found in blood and tissue. 
 Unknown material and a brief final
 
evaluation will be given.
 

Humberto Viera, M.D. Anibal Sousa, M.D. University of Zulia, Maracaibo, Venezuela
 
Fee $50.00 (617)437-3664. Enrollment limited to 30.
 

Medical Laboratory Science 
 REGISTRATION FORM
 
Professional Development Offerings
 

Name: 
 Title:
 

Affiliation: 
 Telephone:
 

Address:
 

City State Zip Code
 

December 7, December 14, 1984
 
"Parasites in Blood and Tissue"
 
IFee $50.00
 
Northeastern University - Boston Campus
 

Make check payable to Northeastern University and send to:
 
Medical Laboratory Science Program
 
206 Mugar, Northeastern University, Boston, MA 02115
 



NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
 

COLLEGE 	OF PHARMACY AND ALLIED HEALTH PROFESSIONS
 

TO: 	 International Students in the College of Pharmacy and Allied
 
Health
 

FROM: 	 Gerald Schumacher, Dean, College of Pharmacy and Allied Health
 
Professions
 

DATE: 	 February 20, 1985
 

RE: 	 Special Grants for Relevant Extra Curricular Activifies for
 
International Students in the Health Professicns
 

Faculty 	and staff members of this College and the International Studen1t
 
Office successfully obtained a grant entitled "Toward More Relevance for
 
Internationals Preparing to Work as Health Professionals in Home Countries."
 
Through 	this grant, money is available for extra-curr-:cular activities that
 
are related to students' professional goals. PossiblE activities may include:
 

(1) ATTENDANCE AT PROFESSIONAL MEETINGS: Money may be used to pay for
 
registration and/or incidental expenses related to attendance
 
at variousprofessionally related meetings. Examples of meet
ings may include

---Massachusetts Student Association for Medical Tpchnnlogy (April)
 
---.merican Association of Resporitor, Therapy (April).
 
---American Dental Hvgiie Association (April)
 
---Americar Socicty. (ifPharmacology (August) 
---Boston Society of Toxicology (June)
 

(2) MEMBERSHIP IN A PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION.
 

(3) PURCHASE OF PROFESSIONAL DOCUMENTS, including internationally
oriented documents, e.g., World Health Association materials
 

(4) ATTENDANCE AT INTERNATIONAL/PROFESSIONAL FORUMS. For example,
 
Coolidge Center for Environmental Issues, visits to pharma
ceutical firms or laboratories.
 

An application form is attached. Deadline for application is July 1, 1985.
 

Completed applications should be submitted to:
 

Professor ABritta Karlsson, 206 Mugar.
 

Questions regarding the program may be directed to Professor Karlsson at
 
437-3664; Dr. Steven Tierney, 437-3320; Dean Sally Heym, 437-2310.
 

I would 	also like to invite you to a special presentation concerning
 
Medical Technology in Developing Nations entitled "Experiences of a Medical
 
Technologist in Nepal" by Cathy Riley, a medical technologist at New England

Deaconess Hopital and former administrator with the Inter-Med Dooley Foundatio
 
in Nepal. The Presentation will be on MONDAY, MARCH 4, 12:00-1:00 p.m.
 
in 134 MU. I would also encourage all of you to attend a special 
Tnte--nafinal Health Series jointly sponsored by our College and the In
+av-n~+-!1 o, Office in Aoril and May.... " 




.4#thesterr.'Jrivrsity
Appl ication '% for it,.rnitional Grant 

"Toward Relevance for In:ernatiu-nV",: Preparing to Work as 
International it; in hor, E Countries" 

Name: Date: 

Local Address: street Pome Country: 

city__state_____ ____
city state z i c.od-

NO Identifying #: 

Local Telephone #: 

Request for funds fr:,m Grant totalling: (Maximum $80/pe 

Attach bill, registration form or .rder fo-m. Indicate to whom the check 
should be addressed. 

Write a brief stateent of the reeson you are requesting the grant. 

Signature:
 

Grants will be processed on a first come, first serve basis. Funds are 
limitted. Applicat'ions should be submitted to Professor Karlsson
 
before June 1, 19:35.
 



rV0'HEASTERN UNIVERS '.Y
 

COLLEGE OF PHAiIJCY AND ALLi1) 1.LTH PW)FESSIONS
 

TO: International Studei,.; in the College of PhaI'ncy and Allied Health 

FROM: Gerald Schummcher, :.-r, College of Plr.tacy .-.nd Allied llea.-.i/ 

Professions "?0& 

DATE: 	 March 2i, 1985
 

RE: 	 Special Grants for Rlerant Extra Cu7.iiular Aitivlties for 

International Stuc-n;s In the Health ?rofeJsicrs 

You are reminded of the %pccia' grant erti.tld "Tcwrc More Relevance for 

Internationals Preparing t. Work a Health frofess.ona'.; in Home Countries," 

obtained by faculty and ;i iff firom the Co2,..ige of 'Tharnjc.- and Allied Health 

Professions and the Intn.-ratior.l Student 'f ice. ThroLgi, this grant, 

money is available for -ctra-ciwzcular aett:fitie; that 3!*., relted to 

student's protessiqnal ,)als.
 

There are some tuinds rmining ind we encn,;rage vyu tc .,piak with ;ur faculty 

tor whi.:-i you It.y rect-e tartial or wholeand advisors about speiJ.l evo!i:s 
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EVHO PRODUCTIONS, INC. CLIENT: NAFSA 
JOB NO: NAFSA #542
 
TITLE: "Professional Integration
 
for a Smooth Passage Home"
 
DESCRIPTION: SHOOTING SCRIPT
 
DATE: 10/16/85
 

OPENING 

DREAM SEQUENCE,
 
INT. LARGE, DESERTED BUILDING HALLWAY
 
DANIEL IS WALKING DOWN A LONG CORRIDOR.
 
AN EERIE VOICE IS CALLING TO HIM:
 

EERIE VOICE: (SYNTHESIZED)
 
Daniel...I'm in here...Daniel...Come in
 
here.. .Daniel...
 

THE CORRIDOR IS VERY FOGGY, SHAFTS OF LIGHT STREAM THROUGH
 
WINDOWS.
 
HE WALKS INTO A LARGE ROOM. THERE IS A COMPUTER ON A DESK. A
 
VEIL OF SMOKE IS COMING FROM BEHIND THE COMPUTER WHICH EXUDES A
 
BRIGHT GREEN COLOR.
 

DANIEL APPROACHES THE COMPUTER. A CHAIR ROLLS UP TO THE DESK.
 
DANIEL SITS DOWN.
 

EERIE VOICE:
 
Give it up, Daniel. You won't succeed.
 

DANIEL SYNC:
 
I won't fail! I won't!
 

EERIE VOICE:
 
You can't do it! You can't! (Evil laugh)
 
Hahahahahaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa...
 

OTHER VOICES CHIME IN WITH LAUGHTER...oA CROWD LAUGHING
 
(SYNTHESIZED).
 

CUT TO:
 



EVKO PRODUCTIONS, INC. 

INT. COMPUTER ROOM AT AMERICAN UNIVERSITY.
 
CAMERA PULLS BACK TO REVEAL DANIEL SLUMPED IN FRONT OF A
 
TERMINAL, IN AN EXHAUSTED SLEEP.
 
A GROUP OF STUDENTS COME IN, LAUGHING, TALKING.
 
HE STIRS, WAKES UP, LOOKS AROUND, REALIZES HE'S IN THE COMPUTER
 
ROOM.
 
A STUDENT SAYS, "Well, good morning!"
 
DANIEL LOOKS AT HIS WATCH, "Hi", HURRIEDLY GATHERS HIS BOOKS AND
 
LEAVES.
 

DISSOLVE TO:
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EVKO PRXTJIC5 E (HILL AND KNOWLTON) 

TIGHT SHOT OF A GLASS OF WATER. A HAND DROPS TWO ALKA SELTZER
 
INTO THE WATER...CAMERA FOLLOWS HANDS AS THEY GO TO TEMPLES AND
 
RUB...CAMERA PULLS BACK TO REVEAL DANIEL SITTING AT COMPUTER IN
 
OFFICE...
 
SUDDENLY, A HAND APPEARS AND TAPS HIM ON THE SHOULDER.
 
HE TURNS WITH A START.
 

GREG SYNC:
 
Hey! What's the matter?
 
Ready for lunch?
 

DANIEL SYNC:
 
Sure... sure...
 
Yeah, let's go.
 

GREG SYNC:
 
(PEERS AT DANIEL, A LITTLE CONCERNED) If you don't
 
mind my saying, you look teLible.
 

I think you're working too hard.
 
Maybe you should take a break.
 
Go to the beach or something.
 

DANIEL SYNC:
 
(TESTY) You know I don't have time for that!
 

GREG SYNC:
 
Okay, okay...just a suggestion.
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DANIEL IS PUTTING ON HIS JACKET.
 

DANIEL SYNC:
 
Look, I'm sorry...but you know-that I go home in a
 
few weeks and I still have a lot of work to
 
finish.
 

GREG SYNC:
 
But your internship is officially over. You're
 
free to play!
 

DANIEL SYNC:
 

You're wrong. I'm not free...
 

THEY START FOR THE DOOR.
 

GREG SYNC:
 
You're only one person. You can't expect to take
 
the whole university home with you.
 

DANIEL SYNC:
 
Really? Well, tell them! (OPENS THE DOOR TO
 
LEAVE) It's my job! It's my responsibility to
 
bring back every bit of information...(GOES INTO
 
HALLWAY) every kind of skill...everything!
 

GREG SYNC:
 
(FOLLOWS) Tell who?
 

DISSOLVE TO:
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EVHO PUMTIGLESURANT 
THEY ARE SITTING AT A TABLE,..EATING. 

GREG SYNC:
 
Look, I don't know exactly what's bothering you,
 
but I have a feeling it has to do with going back
 
home, right?
 

DANIEL IS PICKING AT HIS FOOD, NODS.
 

Want to talk about it?
 

DANIEL SYNC:
 
No.
 

GREG SYNC:
 
Maybe you should talk to a counselor.
 

DANIEL SYNC:
 
I don't need a psychiatrist.
 

GREG SYNC:
 
I mean someone in the international office, like
 
the foreign student advisor or a faculty member.
 

You're under a lot of stress and it seems to be
 
work-related. I'm sure you're not the first
 
person to feel this way.
 

Look, you're my friend and I'm concerned because
 
you're not your normal, confidentself.
 

I think you should talk to a professional, someone
 
who can give you some guidance.
 

DANIEL:
 
I don't know. (FRUSTRATED) I feel like I'm a
 
failure. I'm not prepared to go home now. For
 
the first time in my life, I don't know how to
 
prepare for what comes next. Do you understand
 
what I mean?
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GREG SYNC:
 
No, I don't. Y= have a job to go back to, I'm
 
looking for one. Your future is in good shape.
 

DANIEL SYNC:
 
You don't understand. When I go home I feel I
 
need to be able to make a difference. I want to
 
be able to use my skills and knowledge and I want
 
to take this computer technology back with me!
 
I'm expected to do this, it's my duty, it's my

job.
 

GREG SYNC:
 
You've got to be realistic, my friend.
 

DANIEL SYNC:
 
That's my reality.
 

GREG SYNC:
 
Well then, what you need is a miracle.
 

DISSOLVE TO:
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EVKO PFIWICIERSITY 
DANIEL IS WALKING DOWN STAIRS.
 
PROFESSOR ANDERSON WALKS OUT THE DOOR, SEES DANIEL:
 

PROF. ANDERSON SYNC:
 
Daniel! (CATCHES UP WITH DANIEL) I want to talk
 
to you. Do you have a minute?
 

DANIEL SYNC:
 
Sure, Professor Anderson.
 

PROF. ANDERSON SYNC:
 
I just wanted to say that your analysis on
 
international banking is excellent. Your insight
 
in this field will be a real asset to your
 
country.
 

I think you should have the paper published.
 

DANIEL SYNC:
 
I don't know. I've never done anything like that
 
before.
 

PROF. ANDERSON SYNC:
 
You could publish it through the school or I could
 
recommend some other professional journals. In
 
either case I want to use it as a reference for
 
future classes.
 

DANIEL SYNC:
 
(BEAMING) Thank you, Professor Anderson! That's a
 
real compliment!
 

PROF. ANDERSON SYNC:
 
I would also like to work with you on a joint
 
article. I have an idea of presenting a paper
 
from two points of view: the student's of a
 
developing country and the American professor's.
 
How does that sound?
 

DANIEL SYNC: 
Incredible! This ia a miracle! 
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 PROF. ANDERSON SYNC:
 

Glad to help in any way I can. I think you're
 
very talented and you're certainly an attribute to
 
your government.
 

DANIEL SYNC:
 
(BACK TO DEPRESSED REALITY) Right.
 

PROF. ANDERSON SYNC:
 
Wait a second. Why the mood change?
 

DANIEL SYNC:
 
(TROUBLED) It's hard to explain.
 

PROF. ANDERSON SYNC:
 
I have time.
 

DANIEL SYNC:
 
I don't want to bother you with...with..
 

PROF. ANDERSON SYNC:
 
With what? That's why I'm here. I'm not only
 
your professor, I am a friend and a colleague. If
 
you have problems with school or something, I'm
 
here to help.
 

Is it a personal problem? A girlfriend?
 

DANIEL SYNC:
 
No, nothing like that.
 

PROF. ANDERSON SYNC:
 
Look, if it has something to do with sch,
 
your career, I'm here to help.
 

DANIEL SYNC:
 
But I'm not sure what it is.
 

PROF. ANDERSON SYNC:
 
Best thing to do is talk about it. I know that
 
some people feel that it's not good to talk about
 
problems and keep everything bottled inside...
 

PROF. ANDERSON AND DANIEL BEGIN WALKING, TALKING...
 

DISSOLVE TO:
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EVKO PMOCD TIKWECE.
 
DANIEL IS SITTING ACROSS FROM A FOREIGN STUDENT ADVISOR.
 
CAMERA IS TIGHT ON NAMEPLATE ON DESK TO SHOW THAT PERSON BEHIND
 
DESK IS A FOREIGN STUDENT ADVISOR.
 

DANIEL SYNC:
 
Professor Anderson suggested that I talk to
 
someone in the international office and since you
 
are the foreign student advisor...well, that's why
 
I'm here...to talk.
 

FSA SYNC:
 
I'm glad you came to see me. What's the problem?
 

DANIEL SYNC:
 
(TENTATIVE) I'm worried about things...IL'm
 
nervous and tense...I'm not ready to go home yet.
 

FSA SYNC:
 
Can you explain some of your anxieties?
 

DANIEL SYNC:
 
Well, I feel like I've just gotten used to living
 
here--I finally know how to get around town, I
 
know the campus, and I'm comfortable with the
 
customs here.
 

It will be very different when I return home.
 
I'll have to get to know my own country again.
 
That sounds strange, doesn't it?
 

I'm afraid that when I get back to my job I won't
 
be the expert that everyone expects me to be.
 

It's hard to explain. I'll have to go through all
 
sorts of changes again, and I'm not sure what to
 
expect...I'm frightened.
 

FSA SYNC:
 
Will you have a job when you return home?
 

DANIEL SYNC:
 
Oh, yes, of course! My government sent me here to
 
further my career training.
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FSA SYNC:
 
Have you kept in touch with your colleagues
 
at home?
 

DAVID SYNC:
 
At first I did. I wrote home almost everyday when
 
I first arrived, but I had to quit. I had a very
 
demanding schedule.
 

FSA SYNC:
 
How did you get along with your colleagues and
 
supervisors at work?
 

DANIEL SYNC:
 
No problem except...I want to make sure that I
 
have lived up to their expectations. They sent me
 
off like a great hero. I don't want to disappoint
 
anybody.
 

FSA SYNC:
 
And?
 

DANIEL SYNC:
 
(GLUM) My time is up and I have nothing to take
 
back with me.
 

FSA SYNC:
 
I think I'm beginning to understand what you're
 
feeling. I've seen many students from many
 
countries...with various backgrounds and cultures
 
experience the same fears, the problems, the
 
depressions.
 

DANIEL SYNC:
 
Others have had these same fears?
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FSA SYNC:
 

Yes. It's not a unique feeling.
 

Everyone realizes at some point--sometimes at the
 
end of their term, many times when they're already
 
home--that making the transition from the academic
 
world to a career isn't easy.
 

Foreign students have a harder time because they
 
have to switch back from a new culture back to
 
their own culture.
 

In addition to the cultural transition, they must
 
embark on a career and in cases like yours,
 
continue an established career.
 

It's natural to be afraid of possible negative
 
repercussions upon your return. Suddenly, the
 
educational term or internship is over and you
 
have a chance to evaluate things.
 

You begin to prepare to make it useful to your
 
work back home but fear of the unknown and
 
anticipation begin to build.
 

It's a complicated process and creates a great
 
deal of anxiety for most students.
 

DANIEL SYNC:
 
You mean, I'm normal?
 

FSA SYNC:
 
(LAUGHS) Very much so. Have you attended any of
 
our worshops on making the transition as a
 
professional when you return home? We call that
 
process, "professional integration". There's a
 
book on the subject. (PICKS BOOK FRnM A BOOKCASE
 
NEXT TO DESK) Here it is...you shou±d read it.
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CAMERA HOLDS ON CU...GIVES AUDIENCE ENOUGH TIME TO READ TITLE...
 

DANIEL SYNC:
 

I haven't heard of it.
 

FSA SYNC:
 
The book emphasizes a pattern of unpreparedness
 
that foreign students experience when they return
 
to their home country. And many, not all, mind
 
you, but many simply lose contact with their
 
learning institution, other alumni, their
 
professors, everything and everyone.
 

Some students go through a state of depression and
 
feel that their time was wasted on an education
 
that that they feel can only be implemented in the
 
United States.
 

DANIEL SYNC:
 
Failure?
 

FSA SYNC:
 
Fear of failure and poor preparation.
 

DANIEL SYNC:
 
I know that feeling. I've worked so 
where I am and if I fail now I'll be 
my family, my friends, my country. 

hard to get 
a disgrace to 

FSA SYNC: 
(LOOKING THROUGH DANIEL'S FILE) You have an
 
excellent academic background. You've managed to
 
make the difficult transition from your country to
 
the United States, and now you can make the
 
transition back just as well.
 

DANIEL SYNC:
 
How?
 

FSA SYNC:
 
Well, there are several things you can do to
 
prepare yourself for the return home.
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DANIEL SYNC:
 
But I only have a few weeks before I leave!
 

FSA SYNC:
 
Still, there are steps that can be taken to
 
develop and maintain a link between your home
 
situation andyour experience here.
 

DISSOLVE TO:
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MONTAGE OF DANIEL TALKING TO PROFESSORS AND STUDENTS, WRITING 
THEIR ADDRESS, PHONE NUMBER, ETC. 

FSA VO:
 
Start networking with all professors, student
 
advisors, other students. Get everyone's address
 
and phone number in order to start a
 
correspondence file. Give out your own address to
 
friends and professors--encourage them to visit
 
your country.
 

LOOKING AT A MAP
 
With so many people having the opportUnity to
 
travel, you're certain to be contacted by friends
 
and colleagues who may be passing through your
 
area.
 

It's a good way to keep up with news here in the
 
States and there may be opportunities to have that
 
person present workshops for your office or
 
consult with your organization.
 

CUT TO:
 

MONTAGE OF DANIEL FILLING OUT SUBSCRIPTION FORMS, SHOPPING AT
 
BOOKSTORES, IN THE LIBRARY LOOKING THROUGH JOURNALS AND TECHNICAL
 
PUBLICATIONS...
 

FSA VO:
 
But that's just the beginning. Information is
 
knowledge and one way to find information about
 
your profession is to take out subscriptions in
 
trade and professional magazines.
 

Subscribe to journals and stay in touch with
 
various departments at this and other universities
 
to obtain papers, abstracts, and other material
 
that isn't readily available through subscription.
 

DISSOLVE TO:
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PROF. ANDERSON IS SITTING AT A COMPUTER TERMINAL, CALLING UP
 

INFORMATION...
 
DANIEL ENTERS WITH A KNAPSACK SLUNG OVER HIS SHOULDER.
 
PROF. ANDERSON POINTS TO THE SCREEN.
 
DANIEL TAKES OUT A NOTEPAD, STARTS TAKING NOTES.
 

FSA VO:
 
Faculty members like Professor Anderson can help
 
you keep in touch with non-published information
 
He knows all the organizations and professional
 
associations in your field.
 

PROF. ANDERSON SYNC:
 
A very important rssociation that you should join
 
is the Academy of International Business.
 
(POINTS TOWARD BRIEFCASE WHILE TYPING) I have
 
something for you...
 

DANIEL RICKS UP "PROFESSIONAL INTEGRATION HANDBOOK"...
 

DANIEL SYNC:
 

Yes, I know this book.
 

PROF. ANDERSON SYNC:
 
It has a lot of useful information regarding your
 
transition from here to your job.
 

PROF. ANDERSON CONTINUES TO TALK AS HE TYPES:
 

Great! This was my last copy.
 
Professional networking is very important,
 
especially for someone in your field.
 
Associations are a great resource for 
information...provide an important support 
network. 

I'll print out a hard copy for you.
 

CUT TO:
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PRUi. ANDERSON SYNC:
 
Many professional organizations have an
 
international division for overseas subscriptions.
 
Your student rates are in effect for two or three
 
additional years at a substantial savings.
 

"Update and follow-up" are key words. I can help
 
you with that. A lot of information comes across
 
my desk every day and I read every bit of it. 

try to disseminate pertinent information to my
 
former students as a means of keeping them
 
updated. It's up to ysa to follow up.
 

I have a personal stake in the success of my
 
students, because they become my professional
 
colleagues. Your success is my success.
 

Sol Anything else?
 

AS DANIEL STARTS TO SAY SOMETHING, PROF. ANDERSON INTERRUPTS:
 

Let's go for a walk. I need some exercise and
 
fresh air.
 

DISSOLVE TO:
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PROF. ANDERSON AND DANIEL HAVE BOUGHT ICE CREAM FROM A VENDOR,
 
CONTINUE TO WALK SLOWLY...
 

DANIEL SYNC:
 
I've learned so much over the past two weeks. 

can't believe I didn't know about this before I
 
came over.
 

PROF. ANDERSON SYNC:
 
Well, we're all learning more about it, I suppose.
 
Transition as a professional has been an
 
afterthought with faculty and sponsors and
 
consequently, students.
 
But we're spreading the word through various
 
publications and seminars.
 

It's beginning to work, because we are relying on
 
people like you to provide information to new
 
students coming here to study. As a matter of
 
fact, I hope that you will consider giving
 
workshops and seminars to people in your office
 
and your university...draw upon your special
 
skills to share your knowledge and experience.
 

DANIEL SYNC:
 
I w to teach people back home. I see that as a
 
primary responsibility in my job.
 

PROF. ANDERSON SYNC:
 
That's good, but remember not to let your
 
enthusiasm betray your good intentions.
 

DANIEL SYNC:
 
I don't understand.
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 PROF. ANDERSON SYNC:
 
Don't try to push all of your newly acquired
 
knowledge on people who are used to working in a
 
different way.
 

Especially when you received an educational
 
opportunity that most of your co-workers have not
 
received. No one likes to be told that their
 
habits are old fashioned and wrong.
 

Be aware that some of your ideas will take time to
 
adjust to and that "change" is a slow process.
 
Don't force your ideas on others since this kind
 
of situation may cause a great deal of tension.
 

Be humble, patient. Take one step at a time until
 
you feel confident that your ideas and suggestions
 
will be accepted and most importantly,
 
implemented.
 

DANIEL VO:
 
Yes, I'll remember that.
 

THEY WALK SILENTLY FOR A FEW SECONDS, THEN DANIEL BLURTS OUT:
 

There's something that still bothers me.
 

I can't stop thinking that my education here has
 
depended, to a large degree, on state-of-the-art
 
technology. In fact, computer technology seems to
 
be an essential part of banking in the United
 
States.
 

But I can't take my computer back with me and I
 
know that the same technology does not exist in my
 
country. Even if we get the same system, it will
 
be outdated.
 

What do I do?
 

PROF. ANDERSON SYNC:
 
Oh, but you can take it with you!
 

DANIEL VO:
 
(SURPRISED) What?
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You carry it with you wherever you go. 

DANI±L, STILL PUZZLED. 

(POINTS TO HIS HEAD) It's all up here. Computers
 
aren't the solution to all problems. It's your
 
ability to solve problems creatively. Y=u have an
 
edge because you have knowledge of the
 
technology.
 

Computers are tools that help you solve problems
 
but sometimes they create problems too.
 

DANIEL SYNC:
 
I've never thought of it that way before.
 

I guess I've been worried about the wrong things.
 
If you knew my nightmares! Monster computers out
 
to get me!
 

PROF. ANDERSON SYNC:
 
(LAUGHS) Well sometimes we're our own worst enemy.
 

Just rely on your own good judgement,, not a stack
 
of silicon chips.
 

Besides, I would like to know how you solve
 
professional problems when you go home.
 

DANIEL SYNC:
 
We worked out some interesting theories last
 
semester. I'm looking forward to applying some
 
ideas when I return to my job.
 

PROF. ANDERSON SYNC:
 
Your problems and solutions could serve as models
 
for my classes. I'll be checking on your
 
activities.
 

DANIEL SYNC:
 
How?
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 PROF. ANDERSON SYNC:
 
There's a good chance that I will be traveling to
 
your country in a few months as a consultant for
 
the World Bank. I hope to meet with my former
 
students and international colleagues to discuss
 
their work.
 

We can both benefit from this sort of
 
communication: you will stay in contact with your
 
colleagues in the United States, and I will be
 
able to further my own study and research through
 
your work and your experiences.
 

DANIEL SYNC:
 
Hey, that's great! Do you think you might have
 
time to give a workshop on professional
 
integration to students in my country?
 

PROF. ANDERSON SYNC:
 
No, I'd rather watch you run a session for
 
students who are planning to study overseas.
 

DANIEL SYNC:
 
Remember what you said about a joint effort? You
 
know, writing an article together?
 

PROF. ANDERSON SYNC:
 
Yes, and I still mean it.
 

DANIEL SYNC:
 
Maybe we could give a workshop together...two
 
points of view. You could discuss a topic from
 
the theoretical point of view, and I could add the
 
dimension of my experience in a developing
 
country.
 

PROF. ANDERSON SYNC:
 
I like it...yes, I like it very much...
 

DANIEL SYNC:
 
What a relief! I feel that a great burden has
 
been lifted from my shoulders.
 

PROF. ANDERSON SYNC:
 
You're ready to go home now. You're prepared for
 
that passage home.
 

You mentioned nightmares. You know, I had a
 
student once who had horrible nightmares...
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IN THE BACKGROUND WHILE DANIEL AND PROFESSOR ANDERSON ARE WALKING
 
AND TALKING...MOVING MEN ARE UNLOADING A VAN. THERE IS A
 
COMPUTER TERMINAL ON A COMPUTER TROLLEY.
 
AS DANIEL AND PROFESSOR ANDERSON PASS THE COMPUTER, THE TROLLEY
 
STARTS TO ROLL BECAUSE IT IS ON A SLIGHT INCLINE AND BEGINS TO
 
MOVE TOWARD THEM.
 
DANIEL NOTICES THE COMPUTER FOLLOWING HIM OUT THE CORNER OF HIS
 
EYE, DOES A DOUBLE TAKE.
 
A MOVER QUICKLY RETRIEVES THE COMPUTER, EXCUSES HIMSELF.
 
PROFESSOR ANDERSON DOESN'T NOTICES, BUT CONTINUES TO WALK AS HE'S
 
TALKING ABOUT DANIEL'S TRANSITION BACK TO HIS COUNTRY, ETC.
 
DANIEL KIND OF SHAKES HIS HEAD...DEJA VU...SAYS TO HIMSELF, "NO,
 
NO IT'S NOT TRUE"...THEN CATCHES UP WITH PROF2SSOR ANDERSON AND
 
THEY CONTINUE TO WALK.
 

ROLL CREDITS.
 

FADE TO BLACK.
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"Professional counterparts" 
enjoy associations 

Two-thirds of the Professional Inte
gration (P) participants also are partic
ipating in another project coordinated 

by one of the FSAs who facilitated the 
• PI series. The "Professional Counter

parts Project" matches female foreign 
""students and spouses of students with 

central Iowa women who share similar 
occupational experiences. The purpose
of the program is to establish a relation
ship of mutual professional benefit. uti
lizing career or occupation as the com
mon denominator. For some. the meet
ing is a special one-time opportunity. 
For others, mutual interests will stim

.2 ulate the continuation of the profes
sional relationship and lead to con'e
spondence once the foreign professional 
leaves the university. 

International women gather for a discussion at one of the "professional integra- The following pairings are some inter
tion" 	meetings at Iowa State University. esting ones which have taken place: the 

city finance director has invited a senior 
executive officer with the Zambia-World 
Bank Project to spend an afternoon at 
city hall; apharmacist from Costa RicaProfessional integration for 
has visited a laboratory technician at the 

womnen series at Iowa State local medical center and, sparked by a 
new interest arising out of their discus
sions, has enrolled in achemistry course 

by Julie Kyilonen Rose and Jane Edwards at the university: an agricultural exten
sion worker from Thailand has spent a 
day with the area extension agronomist 

series of monthly programs. tation meeting last fall and attendance in Des Moines: and a Nigerian seed 
based on Professional Integra- at succeeding sessions held constant at physiologist has met with a seed phys

,M iion:A Guide for Studentsfrom 15-16 per sestion p iologist at Pioneer Hi-Bred Interna

the Developing World (NAFSA. 1983 Programs have taken place on net-	 new 
working, computerized information- enthusiasm for her studies and work. 

edited by Mary Ann G. Hood and Kevin 
Tie and energy for traditional crossgathering and library resources for

J. Schiefer. began during 1984-85. and 
will continue to run during the summer research. the role of women in various cultural exchanges are scarce for stu
and the 1985-86 academic year at Iowa countries, such as Sudan. and personal dents and professionals, but the 
State University. Called ".Professional and professional career development. "Professional Counterparts Project" is 
Integration for Women." the series cen- Sessions on effective writing, effective successful because: I) The program is 
ters on the premise that there are skills speaking. a review and follow-up ses-	 7he ini 
and knowledge which foreign students sion on the related learning activiries. tial matching is completed. the respon

need to obtain in addition to their field involvement in professional associa- sibility moves to the participants. 2)The 
ofstudy in order to be successful profes- tions, and how to publish also took place program is mutually beneficial for U.S. 
sionals in their home countries, later in the semester. and foreign participants. 3) The time 

Ninety invitations were sent to women Sessions were presented by faculty, aorigntias .3 Thel 
staff and communit% people identified com tc t is e t o ther c o eb%likclyto be interested in p.articipating in contact is expected-otherN, conm e 


such a proram. as well as to student by department heads and other knoI- tt"j work
mutual decision. 4) The lanuage 

,potiCs identilied by Friends of Forcign ede:ble contact,, in variou, campus is universal and does not require other
 
\Vi' es l'nelish Conversation Program offices. The positive eff'ects of this col

as- having worked in profes- laboration are yet to he seen. but facultyc
leaders 
sonal positions in their home countries, involved in the presentations say, the, Organization strategies were 
Selections were made to have a balance are excited about the program and that successful 
oflnationalities aid to provide for a mix it is one of the best in which the. have 
of field, of sLty. Where a large number participated. Those attending are con- The letter of invitation ent to the 

of ornen were ,iudving in the same cerned that there be no great time lap,,es potential participants encouraged them 
lield, more womien of different nation- bet ween programs and already tch to come and find out more bout the 

alites were ,elected for involvetnent. questions have been asked as 'What progr im. The planning coin n ttee 
A.ent v-,, women attcnded the orien- next.' What happens alfter we go homile." included two forciun student ad i er . 
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two foreign student women, the coor-
dinator of the Women's Center, and the 
director of the YWCA. The two foreign
student women and the two FSAs signed 
!he invitation letter. 

Enclosed with the invitation was a list 
of suggested session topics and a par-
ticipant profile sheet. The recipients were 
asked to look over the information prior
to the orientation meeting and to mark 
their preferences. During the orienta-
tion/information meeting, the FSA 
explained the central theme and why the 
program was being offered initially only
for women (itwas believed that women 
in developing countries face more chal-
lenges than men in integrating profes-
sionally,and one of the FSAs felt more 
comfortable working with thewomen 
first time). The suggested topics were 
described in more detail and terms such 
as "networking," "tokenism," and 
"culture shock" explained. The group
then voted on the topics they would like 
to see presented in the series. Based on 
information gathered from the partici-
pant profile sheets, the group decided 
that Saturday afternoon from 1-3 p.m. 
was the best meeting time because 
spouses could care for children more 
easily on that day, as opposed to Sunday
afternoons or weekday evenings. 

To assist participants in forming a net-
work, a get-acquainted questionnaire 
utilizing participant profile information 
helped participants learn what type of 
professional positions other partici-
pants had held. who had been previ-
ously involved in professional associa-
tions. and what others' career aspira-
tions might be. 

Each month, participants receive 
information bulletins about other pro-
grams, short courses, and conferences 
taking place on campus or in the vicinity
which would be relevant to topics dis-
cussed in the series. For example,
"Women's Week 1984" included ses-
sions on women in non-traditional pro-
fessions and contrasts between me 'i and 
women in verbal and nonverbal com-
munication. Several women from the 
series attended these sessions. Thoseof 
the group who were interested were 
invited to attend a potluck dinner and 
program meeting of the American Asso-
ciation of University Women. Three from 
the group attended to hear a fourth 
membe-r present the program. 

Courses offered by various depart-
ments, such as practical application of 
educational principles in developing
countries, fundamentals of public 
speaking, business and professional
speaking, and professional writing are 
also noted in the monthly bulletins, 
Cogent articles that reinforce or enhance
information presented in the sessions 
are also copied and distributed to par-
ticipants. As a part of each session, 
"homework" is assigned-exercises to 
personalize the information for each 
participant and also to prepare her psy-
chologically with skills for re-entry.

For example, the questionnaire for 
"The Role of Women in Sudan" asks 
the following questions: 1) What is con
sidered to be a "successful" woman in 
your culture? 2) What position does the 
highest ranking woman in your institu
tion/organization/company hold? 3) At 
what levels are women found below the 
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highest ranking woman? 4) Where would 
you fit in this hierarchy? 5) Are there 
any professional women's groups or 
other types of women's groups/organi
zations in your country'? If yes, please
list here and tell what their focus of con
cern is. 6) Do women in your country
organize themselves voluntarily in order 
to accomplish certain goals or carry out 
projects? If so. explain the type of proj
ect which such a voluntary group would 
be organized to accomplish. 7) Are you 
awarc of any restrictions regarding
women's work in your country? Any 
pay restrictions? Only certain types of 
%ork for women? Please explain in detail. 

To respond to the question "What 
next." exercises to connect the series 
participants with alumni and other 
professional networks are being pre
pared and were distributed prior to the 
close of school. A formal structure will 
be established to assist participants in 
maintaining contact with the networks 
they have established. 

Positive comments 
"[Women]mustacknowledgethatthey
 

m nowe gethey 
may be eamples [to others], whether 
they wish to be or not. These respon
sibilities., present challenges which, 
f faced carefully and creatively, offer 

women opportunities to make signifi
cant changes in their societies."-para-
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phrased from Professional Integration._-_...._" -. " . . .., . 
p. 65. -

Awareness is being raised and skills -. ' ""____ 
developed as evidenced by comments 
from those who attended: "I am happy . 

Sto have been able to participate. I have ..... 
learned a lot. I hope to establish a group . 
or network like this when I return home." 

Julie Kvlhmen Rose and Jane Edwards
 
are proAgram coordinators in the Inter- .
 
"nationalEdu'ational Services Office,~ ..'.
 
iowa State University. Ames, Iowa.
 

(L.zft to right) Charles Keith, World Vision: Meshesha Mengesha.foreign student: 

and Tom Nielsen. Edmonds Community College president. 
VOL UN TE R ! 

The comprehensive guide Money raised for Ethiopia
 
to voluntary service in at Edmonds Community College
 
the U.S. and abroad 

1985-1986 Edition International students at Edmonds clothing, and medical care for people
Community College, Lynnwood. Wash- suffering from the famine in Ethiopia. 

Council on International ington. including five students from World Vision is a nonprofit Christian 
EducationalExchange Ethiopia. presented adonation of $1.168 humanitarian organization which has 

Comntnission on Voluntary to the World Vision organization to help worked for 33 years throughout the 
Service and Action in the crisis in Ethiopia. world. Last year. World Vision provided 

Marjorie Cohen The money was raised at the students' care for nearly two million people inWritten by international night dinner in March. Africa. 
Attendance numbered almost 400 peo- The donation was presented by 
pie from the campus and the community Edmonds Community College Presi-

A book about helping for the event, which was hosted by the dentTom Nielsenand Ethiopian student 
others. VOLUNTEER! 140 international students from 35 Meshesha Mengesha to Charles Keith. 
provides guidelines on countries who attend Edmonds Coin- regional director for World Vision. Roy 
becoming a volunteer and munity College. Ghazimorad is director of the Edmonds 

Funds will be used to provide food, international student program.detailed descriptions of 175 

voluntary service programs.
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A RESOURCE ON CAMPUS: The International Students Office
 

Ai you prepare for study in the United States, many questions will
 

come to mind. You will need to learn about U.S. customs and values,
 

academic requirements at the college or university you will be attend

ing, and the services that you will find inyour U.S. community for
 

health care, banking, shopping, and social activities. You will have
 

some information before you leave for the United States, but most of
 

the important questions can only be answered once you have arrived
 

on a U.S. campus.
 

This brochure describes one source of information at most colleges and
 

universities admitting students from other countries: the International
 

Students Office. (On some campuses, this office will have another
 

name: the Foreign Students Office, the Office of International Educa

tional Services, or the International Center, for example. This
 

brochure will use "International Students Office," and most of the
 

services described here will be available to you on your campus, no
 

matter what the name of the office is.)
 

The purpose of the International Students Office is to assist you during
 

your term of study in the United States, so you should visit the office
 

when you have a question. This brochure will help you use the Inter

national Students Office effectively, by describing how the staff of
 

that office can assist you. Remember, though, that you will be respon

sible for collecting the information you need by reading the school
 

newspaper, looking at recent announcements on bulletin boards around
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campus,.talking with classmates and school personnel, and obtaining
 

helpful publications.
 

The person in the International Students Office with whom you will have
 

the most direct contact will be the foreign student adviser (FSA).
 

The duties of FSAs vary from one campus to another, but most advisers
 

are responsible for providing assistance on immigration matters,
 

coordinating all campus and community services available to foreign
 

students, and serving as 
a liaison between foreign students and other
 

groups on campus and in the community.
 

Foreign student advisers are willing to discuss any matters with the
 

students who come to see them 
-- even very personal issues or problems.
 

All discussions with advisers are strictly confidential, and if the
 

FSA is unable to provide you with the assistance you need, he or she
 

will be able to refer you to the correct office or person and give you
 

some guidance on how best to present your concerns to that person.
 

In order for the adviser to provide the most effective assistance, it
 

is important that you contact him or her when you first become aware
 

that a problem might be developing rather than when it has become
 

extremely serious.
 

Foreign student advisers will help with all immigration matter -- visa
 

problems, transfers to other schools, extensions of stay, travel outside
 

the United States, employment permission -- and will assist you in con

tacting the local Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) office
 

if that should be necessary. Questions you have about academic proce

dures, expectations, and requirements can be discussed with the FSA,
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who can help you understand the differences between the U.S. educational
 

system and that of your home country and who can also bring these dif

ferences to the attention of your professors, if that is appropriate.
 

The adviser can also tell you about community activities that will
 

introduce you to U.S. lifestyles and customs and help you to meet
 

Americans off campus.
 

For all these reasons, the Internatioual Students Office will be an
 

important resource for you throughout your stay in the United States.
 

You should contact the foreign student adviser, or another staff member
 

of the International Students Office, ifyou have questions about any
 

of the issues outlined below.
 

UPON YOUR ARRIVAL ON CAMPUS
 

Housing 0 Temporary Housing, if your permanent housing has not
 

yet been arranged.
 

Enrollment 0 The steps required before you can register for classes,
 

such as visiting the health center, checkingyour English
 

language competency with the English as a Second Language
 

Office, purchasing health and accident insurance if 
re

quired, and completing forms or records to be kept on
 

file at the International Students Office.
 

0 Special immigration problems or concerns at the time of
 

enrollment.
 

0 Whatever personal assistance you might need to complete
 

the registration process.
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Academic Goals 0 Your educational objectives'and any questions you
 
and Status
 

might have regarding course requirements.
 

0 How to meet and work with your academic adviser.
 

o How to follow the recommendations of the English as 

a Second Language Office foryour English program
 

and academic load during your first term of study.
 

Campus Services 0 Orientation sessions on thevfunctions of the Inter
and Activities
 

national Students Office, the functions and services
 

of community organizations, the role of the academic
 

adviser, the special features of U.S. higher education
 

(credits, hours, etc.), the most important issues you
 

you will face during your first term on campus, and the
 

registration process.
 

Community 0 Involvement in activities by community organizations
 
Services and
 
Activities to help you (and your family) settle in to the U.S.
 

community.
 

Personal 0 Health services available to you on and off campus.
 
Concerns
 

DURING YOUR TERM OF STUDY
 

Academic Goals 0 Special enrollment needs (in case you need additional
 
and Status
 

English language training, for example).
 

0 
 Your academic progress.
 

o Counseling, if your grades are low or ifyou are con

sidering enrolling for less than the required course
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load.
 

0 Your relationship with your sponsor, ifappropriate.
 

The FSA will work with the institution, department, or
 

academic:adviser to provide regular progress reports
 

to the sponsoring agency.
 

Campus Services o 
How to participate innationality clubs, international
 
and Activities
 

clubs, and institutional and departmental activities,
 

when your academic standing is firmly established.
 

0 How to use the athletic facilities and participate in
 

sports programs on and off campus.
 

Community 0 Opportunities offered by the community for you to
 
Services and
 
Ativities share your knowledge of your native country and culture,
 

such as speaking at schools, churches, and civic group
 

or organizational meetings.
 

O 
 Opportunities to visit industrial plants, museums,
 

historical sites, farms, etc., and attend cultural
 

and recreational events.
 

Personal 0 How to use the campus counseling or mental health
 
Concerns

center, if appropriate.
 

o Any special assistance you might need incase of a
 

medical emergency.
 

0 Any changes inyour tuition or living expenses.
 

o Local and national sources of financial aid: scholar

ships, assistantships, grants, and employment opportunities,
 

if necessary.
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0 	Any problems you might have concerning your financial
 

situation. (The adviser can work with the financial
 

aid office to assist you.)
 

o 
Your legal rights and responsibilities.
 

" Any legal difficulties you might face (this could
 

include help in obtaining legal counsel).
 

Immigration 0 	 Immigration policies and requirements concerning exten

sion of stay permits, visas, passports, work permission,
 

etc.
 

o 
 1-20 forms, which you will need ifyou are planning a
 

vacation abroad.
 

PREPARING FOR YOUR 	RETURN HOME
 

Academic Goals 0 The final stages of your academic programs, such as
 
and Status
 

arranging for special short-term extensions, if neces

sary.
 

o 	Pre-departure arrangements required by your sponsor and
 

the U.S. government, if apllicable.
 

Campus Services 0 Pre-departure seminars on campus or provided by special
 
and ACtIvities
 

groups.
 

o 	 Confirming your records, including your home address,
 

so that the International Students Office will be able
 

to maintain contact with you.
 

o 	Names and addresses of school alumni inyour home country
 

or region. (This may be done through the alumni office.)
 

0 How to register with the alumni office before you leave
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for home.
 

Personal 0 Any financial difficulties you might be facing as you
 
Concerns
 

prepare for departure.
 

" 
Travel and shipping of household goods and personal
 

belongings.
 

" 
Discussion of your U.S. educational experience, to assist
 

you in evaluating your academic and personal progress.
 

0 Your future professional plans and personal expectations.
 

Immigration Final requirements regarding your sailing permit, for

warding address, tax regulations, and immigration status.
 

Early in your stay in the United States, it is important that you visit the
 

International Students Office on your college or university campus, 
introduce
 

yourself to the foreign student adviser and other staff members, and become
 

familiar with the services and publications available there for you to use.
 

Whenever you have a question and are unsure how to find the information
 

you need, the International Students Office staff will be able to answer
 

your question or direct you to the person who can. Remember that you will
 

have the primary responsibility for obtaining whatever information you
 

need, but there are many people and resources ready to assist you throughout
 

your stay in the United States.
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The National Association for Foreign Student Affairs (NAFSA) is a nonprofit membership 
association that provides training, information, and other educational services to 
professionals in the field of international educational exchange. Its 5000 members - from 
every state in the United States and more than fifty other countries - make it the largest 

professional membership association concerned with the advancement of effective 
international educational exchange in the world. 

Since NAFSA's founding in 1948, its members have become increasingly influential in 
communicating the important emphases and objectives related to the education of foreign 

students in the United States. Transfer of skills and knowledge, the implications of 
economic interdependence, and the long-term political and economic ties with developing 

countries are of considerable concern to NAFSAns and others in the field of international 

education. 

NAFSA's Education for International Developmenr program, in particular, seeks to expand 
the awareness of campus-based administrators and faculty of the need for relevant 
academic programs and support services for students from developing countries studying 
in the United States. It also encourages increased access for the students to professional, 
extracurricular, and community programs that will assist in preparing them for their role 

in their home countries' development. 

Academic Advisin. for Graduate Students from Developing Countries was developed by 
the Education for International Development Committee as part of a series of handbooks 

designed to assist faculty advisers of foreign students. The handbook has adapted 
material from three earlier NAFSA publications: A Guide for the Education of Foreign 
Students, NAFSA 1975; Graduate Students from Developing Countries in U.S. Science 
Departments, AAAS and NAFSA 19S3; and Academic Advising in Agriculture for 

Graduate Students From Developing Countries, NAFSA 1984. The publication was made 
possible under the terms of a grant from the U.S. Agency for International Development. 

Academic Advising for Graduate Students from Developing Countries is a direct response 
to a recent stud.y that concluded that foreign students considered their academic 
advisers to be the key person in their educational programs in the U.S. (Motoko Lee, 
NAFSA 19S1). The handbook also reflects the perception of professionals involved in 
foreign student support services and activities that the academic adviser's role can thee 



most critical in the foreign student's experience at a U.S. institution. In fact, the 
adviser's recommendations often determine the success or failure of a foreign studentA's 
total educational progran. 

At the present time there are more thafn 340,000 foreign students enrolled in U.S. 
colleges and universities (figures I and 2), and it is anticipated that U.S. institutions will 
continue to recruit more foreign students in the future due to the decline of U.S. student 
enrollment and new government initiatives to encourage foreign student enrollment. Even 
more significant, a substantial number of graduate degrees are awarded to international 
students every year; for example, 15.4% of all U.S. research doctorates were awarded to 

international students in 1983-84 (National Research Council). 
Given this context, it is hoped that the handbook will provide the framework for an 
effective advising process by contributing practical, useful information to assist the 
adviser in enhancing the students' educational experience in the United States. A 
successful experience in the advising process contributes to the transfer of knowledge and 
technology apropriate to the disparate educational needs of the developing countries from 

A
which the vast majority of foreign students come. 
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1. Planning and Selection 

Before the admissions process begins, the following points should be considered: 

Q I. Does the academic program permit the student to learn about subjects that 

are relevant to the needs of developing nations? 

/ 2. Why does the department want students from other countries? 

2 3. 	 What are the strengths and weaknesses of the academic department? 

4. Do the strengths meet the sponsor's/applicant's educational and career goals? 
4 	 5. Does the department have a quota (required percentage) for foreign students? 

Is it open or closed? 

Planning and selection are critical to the development of a successful experience for the 
foreign student committed to participation in the development of his society or country. 

It is a time when the sponsor* prepares carefully and thoroughly for the support of a 
scholarship program and for meeting the needs- of students selected for the program. In 
addition, this is the time to ensure that the university and its representatives are aware of 
and committed to their responsibilities in accepting and enrolling students from abroad. 

In the planning stage, the department should: 

(11 Advise sponsors of the department's ability and willingness to work with the 

special needs or programs of sponsors.) 
(24 Advise sponsors of institutional policies and procedures. 

(31 Explore the feasibility of giving special consideration to certain sponsoring 

agencies because of their development objectives in order to increase the 

institution's contribution to development of other countries. l.,'I
(41 Encourage indi. idual faculty rnembers traveling abroad to meet former 

students, improve communication, and possibly encourage further exchanges. 

* In the context of this handbook, the sponsor is seen as the agency or individual (private, 

institutional or governmental) responsible for all or part of the student's expenses, 

including travel, tuition, fees, and room and board. In some instances the sponsor may be 
only a source of funds. IJsually the sponsor has a specific objective related to the 

development of the individual student and his country. 



The sponsor is generally involved in the selection process and may assume some 
responsibility for job placement when the student returns home. Sponsorship may involve 
the combined efforts of an agency, institution, government, and individual who share costs 
and responsibilities. Although the description of functions at this stage appears to place 

the burden on the student for seeking sponsorship opportunities, it is frequently the 
sponsor who seeks out and identifies students according to established criteria or program 

objectives. 

Selection is the process by which sponsors identify qualified candidates. This process 
takes place before and is distinctly separate from the admissions process through which 

colleges and universities choose their students. Careful planning and selection are 
essential to the success of the mutual efforts of the s cnsor and institution and the 

effective use of funds and resources. 

Pre-Adrni sion 

This is the stage at which the foreign student -and the sponsor examine specific program 
requirements and their implementation. In the case of the sponsored student, the 

groundwork is established for the working relationship that will exist between the 
sponsor(s) and the student during the period of sponsorship and even beyond, if some 
further commitment is a part of the sponsorship contract or agreement. 

At this stage, the educational institution should identify the specific resources or services 
that will be provided by each representative of the institution, while also making decisions 
on how a variety of efforts are to be coordinated for the maximum benefit of the student, 

the institution, and the home country. 

The academic department at this stage: 

."\lay respond to preliminary inquiries from prospective students, with copies of 
.the correspondence to the admissions office and the foreign student office, or 

may refer students to those offices for reply. 
2.May advise students to take achievement and aptitude tests required in the 

admissions process.
.'
 

3. Advises on availability of departmental assistantships or fellowships. 

4 'May work with foreign student office and with sponsors to design and publicize 

special programs. 

5. 'ay respond to queries from students referred from the admissions office or 



foreign student office. 

Admission
 

-11"Admission" referring to the procedure whereby 
 colleges and universities choose their
 

students, should not be confused with "selection", a distinct pre-admission phase.
 

The following procedures are important for the department to follow in this stage of the
 
educational process. The department should consult with the admissions office, foreign
 

student office and/or English as a Second Language office, as appropriate, in evaluating
 

the application and in reaching a decision.
 

Academic qualifications of the student should be based on the following:
 

l.'An awareness that the program the student wants is offered or can be arranged.
 

2. 	An assessment of the level and quality of the student's preparation, through 

interpretation of: 

a. The academic record. 

b. Achievement and aptitude test scores. 

c. An interview report, if available, 

d. Letters of recommendation.
 

3SAn assessment of the student's maturity and motivation.
 

Many foreign applicants have highly specific academic and training goals that relate to 

the special skills that they are being sponsored to acquire. These specific goals need to be 
understood from the beginning of the admissions process. Careful examination of the 

applicant's degree and work objective can help ensure the appropriate training. 

The evaluation of foreign academic credentials requires special expertise. Experience is 

needed to maintain consistent standards and to place students at the appropriate levels. 

Foreign credentials evaluations should be conducted by a trained admissions professional. 

Organizations such as NAFSA and the American Association of Collegiate Registrars and 
Admissions Officers (AACI.AO) can also provide assistance. 

Standardized exams, such as the Graduate Record Examination, are prepared with U.S. 

students in mind. Though the quantitative results may indicate much about the applicant's 

ability, the results of the qualitative sections are less dependable for applicants from 

other cultures. Standardized exams are not reliable as sole indicators of academic 
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potential; results should be used with caution and in combination with all other available 
credentials. References from former students of the department and other professionals 

employed in the applicant's region should be requested if possible. 

Flexibility should be encouraged with regard to the use of standardized examinations as 

they are expensive and difficult to schedule in certain developing countries. 

English Language Proficiency 6 
The degree to which the student can uncaon in the language of instruction is obviously *6 
crucial(f his or her academic success or failure. Questions to consider are: 

1.1low is English language proficiency determined? 

Z. 	Has the department found it difficult to determine the level of language 

preparation of incoming foreign students? 

3. \ Has the department considered a qualified admission followed by language testing 

during orientation? 

The Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) is often used to determine the level of 

English preparation. This test measures only reading and listening comprehension, not 
speaking or writing ability. A Test of Spoken English (TSE) can be requested through the 

Educational Testing Service; however, it is relatively expensive. If 	 the applicant is 

applying for a teaching assistantship, special care should be taken and a personal 

interview are often more reliable than standardized test results. Many colleges and 

universities use a qualified admission: Non-native speakers testedare after arriving on 

campus to determine if additional language work may be required. Foreign students may 

require several months to overcome initial language difficulties. 

Finances 

&A determining factor in the admissions process is the student's financial situation. 

How is the applicant's financial support determined?
 

Is the support provided by the sponsor adequate? Is the schedule of payments
 

feasible and realistic? \Vill funds be tranferred reliably?
 

\Vhat specific elements of the program are covered by the support? Does coverage
 



include research costs, field trips, special equipment and professional meetings? 

By law, most colleges and universities must require the applicant to document financial 

support through bank statements and notarized affidavits for the first academic year. 
However, due to 'rapidly changing economic conditions, civil disorders, and/or 

bureaucratic inefficiencies in some countries, a number of universities require an advance 

payment of tuition before issuing visa documents. The foreign student adviser can provide 

the academic adviser with information in this area and can generally be considered an 
important source of information on standards and guidelines for foreign student finances. 

Policy and Practice in the Administration of Foreign Student Finances: Guideline Series 
7, available through NAFSA, is an excellent resource for both the department and the 

admissions office. 

II. Communication with the Student Prior to Arrival 
During this stage, from the time of the student's initial inquiry until his or her departure 

for the United States, there are important preparations to be made by the student, the 
sponsor, and supporting parties on the campus and in the community. This should take 

place prior to the student's arrival on campus. It is a time to make sure that the student 
knows what to expect and that there will be a sufficient introduction to academic and 

community life. 

Foreign applicants may require notification several months in advance of departure in 
order to acquire a visa, obtain currency exchange approval, make travel arrangements, 

and receive pre-departure orientation. The academic department should encourage early 
admission decisions to avoid last-minute telegrams, late arrivals, and frustrating delays 

in initiating programs. 

Coordination and communication between the academic department, the admissions office 
and the foreign student adviser's office are essential in providing appropriate pre-arrival 

information to the new student. At this stage the anxiety level of the student may be 
very high. An information packet should include formal notification of admission; special 

advice on the timing of arrival (such as advice to arrive in time to take a special English 
or other course if needed); housing information; notice of financial support or an 

assistantship, if such a decision has been made; the name, address and phone number of 

the student's academic adviser, if known; the name of the campus forign student adviser; 

and any other pertinent information. In addition, before departing for the United States, 



foreign students should be advised to obtain information about home country employment 
opportunities to prepare for their eventual return. 

Notification 

Although notification of admission concludes the admission process, it is very important 
to all of the educational stages that follow. It is at this stage that all offices or 

departments of the institution affected by the admission decision are advised of the final 
outcome. Notification signals preparation for the services that will be provided during 
the student's stay at the institution. In the notification stage, the student or sponsor is 
advised of the conditions of acceptance and informed of the specific steps that are to be 

taken to complete the process of admission. 

The 	academic department: 

l eceives a copy of the letter of admission and, if appropriate, a recommendation 

for placement level. 

2'Establishes a file for the student. 

The university admissions office: 

I'Sends a letter of admission to the student or sponsor, which includes: 

a. 	 Status of admission - Unconditional or Conditional, Provisional or Final. 

Conditional admission might involve such requirements as additional English 

language training, tests to be taken upon arrival, or a reduced program. 
Provisional admission might require a student to submit evidence that he or 

she has successfully completed the previous phase of his education. 

b. 	 An arrival date on campus in time for the foreign student orientation program 

(this information may be sent by the foreign student office). 

c. 	 Reference to further information coming from the foreign student office and 

the appropriate university housing office. 

2.Assues 	a Certificate of Eligibility, Form 1-20 or IAP-66, (may be issued by foreign 

student office or the sponsor) to the student or to the sponsoring agency. In 

preparing this document, the institution certifies that the student is: 

a. 	 Academically eligible. 

b. 	 Adequately funded. 

c. Proficient in English or has the opportunity to gain proficiency. 
3"Notifies all appropriate offices or sponsors of student's admission. These include 

but 	are not limited to: 
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a. 	 Foreign student office/ 

b. 	 Housing office (undergraduate, graduate, family, as appropriate) 

c. 	 Business office. This includes a statement from the sponsor agreeing to 

accept billing for tuition, fees, etc. 

d. Academic department or adviser
 

e Sponsor, if appropriate
 

f. English as a Second Language office. 

Orientation to U.S. Higher Education System 

In many cases foreign students need an explanation of how a U.S. college or university is
 
organized. They can benefit frorn an explanation of the academic support services
 

available and the ways bureaucratic obstacles can be overcome. In addition, academic
 
regulation prC-taining to changing majors, fulfilling requirements, and the like should be
 

reviewed.
 

Coordination with the campus foreign student adviser can ensure 
that these areas receive 
adequate attention. The adviser may want to be certain that new foreign students 

"-participate in the department orientation for all new students, or provide a special 

orientation for new foreign students, or both. 

Special attention is needed for foreign students receiving graduate teaching
 

assistantships. Foreign Teaching Assistants in U.S. Universities, NAFSA 1984, is a good
 

reference for faculty members. It describes prograins for the improvement of language
 
skills for foreign teaching assistants and the progress in addressing the attitudinal
 

problms involved. 

Orientation to Campus and Community 

Studies indicate that foreign students who are well integrated into the campus and 
community are more successful academically as well as socially. It is important that the
 

institution, generally through the foreign student office, provide information to new
 
students on student services; community resources; medical and financial services;
 

housing and other practical matters.
 

Selection of Advisers 
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Careful attention to assigning new foreign students to faculty advisers is extremely 

important, as a foreign student's academic success is closely linked to contact with an 

understanding, knowledgeable, and energetic academic adviser. The most constructive 

action that a departmental chair can take is to encourage faculty members with these 

qualifications to advise foreign students in the department, particularly those faculty who 
have worked, conducted research or been assigned to projects in developing countries. 

Most foreign students welcome requests for information about their home country. The 

adviser can help U.S. students acquire an international perspective and a better 

understanding of U.S. policies by developing a system for planned interaction between 

U.S. and foreign students in the department. 

I1. Initial Campus Contact with StudentA, 
Advisers often need to initiate discussion of goals and objectives with new foreign 
students prior to their initial registration or .enrollment. Discrepancies may exist 
between the student's goals and the sponsor's goals. The adviser will benefit from an 
explanation of the student's academic background, prior professional experience, and 
home country and culture. The student should be encouraged to express any personal 

concerns regarding his/her transition to the new environment. The initial meeting should 
enable the adviser to: 

1.'Review the objectives of the student in order to arrange a total program that will 

be relevant to the student's commitment to development in his/her home country. 

2.Advise the student of opportunities for a teaching or research assistantship, 
-2 fellowship or other forms of aid, where applicable. 

3' Explain reILlirements for maintaining or renewing current financial support. 
4. Direct for:ign students and, especially, foreign teaching assistants to the English 

as a Second Language Mffice for interviews and consultation on language needs. 

5. Explain provisions or conditions of admission. 

IV. Term of Study 

!-s :1s t-,.- loncrst st2 ,,' in the e': erienir 2r t.e student in the United States. It 
;r'.2ii ~~ .. .; . arlior stages h ,ve enabled the student to adjust, 
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to a profitable academic life, augmented by participation in the social and cultural life of 
the community. Throughout this stage, the academic department or institution provides a 
variety of professional opportunities and experiences on and off campus. During this 
time, the cc.mrnunity program provides opportunities for the student to participate in 
social and cultural activities to the extent that he or she is interested and available. 
Meanwhile, the sponsor demonstrates a continuous interest in the welfare and progress of 

the student. 

rDuring this stage the foreign student office provides support to the student, maintaining 

liaison with the English as a Second Language office, the academic department, 

community organizations, and the sponsor in order to maximize the student's benefit from 
the academic program and from participation in community activities. These cooperative 
efforts include the beginning of the student's evaluation of the program and preparation 

for return home. 

Throughout the term of study the academic department and adviser should: 
i Review the student's progress at the end of each term. 

2.Advise the student on program adjustments warranted by academic progress and 
by opportunities to engage in studies relevant to personal and professional needs. 

3. Consult with foreign student office and sponsor (if appropriate) concerning a 

student in academic difficulty. 

4.Encourage the student to attend or deliver papers at professional meetings. 

5.Provide opportunities for field experiences where appropriate. 

6?.Promote student-faculty relationships through departmental, professional,. and 
social activities (departmental club membership, local societies, etc.). 

7..Attempt to "integrate" the student into the department. Study space and 
research faci'ities may be provided, for example. 

3',Promrote interaction whenever possible between the student and former students 

from the same country. 

V. Nuts and Bolts of Advising 

Cross-Cultural Considerations 

A few generalizations about foreign students, although stereotypical, may illustrate some 
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of the differences in attitudes and values between Americans and foreign students in an 

academic setting./ 

1. 	 Communication: Because many foreign students unaccustorred to approachingvare 

their academic advisers with problems or questions, the adviser must take the 

initiative, at least in the first 	year, and help students overcome initial restraints in 

communication. 

2. 	 Bargaining: )tudents from some countries accept bargaining for grades as a routine 
practice. Early discussion, individually and/or collectively, of the U.S. custom on 

this point can prevent misunderstandings between faculty members and foreign 

students. 

3. 	 Rote Learning and the need for introductory courses: The academic adviser may 
encounter students who look down upon U.S. introductory graduate courses as 

something "they have had" at home. In many cases, their contact with such courses 
will have been purely formalistic and their learning by rote. Therefore, they may be 

unable to solve problems in specific subjects, not only on the level of graduate 

courses, but even on the undetiraduate level. Unless there is concrete evidence 

that incoming foreign graduate students are capable of carrying a full workload, 
they should be strongly advised to take a very basic load during the first year, even 
enrolling in undergraduate courses if necessary. This ensures that they are able to 
keep 	up with their work and can develop the practical problem-solving skills they 

may 	lack. 

4. 	 Preference for theory: \Vost foreign students will have expel ic.nced a diflerent 

approach to education and, although they are usually very well qualified in the 
formal aspects of their disciplines, they may lack experience in problem-solving or 
laboratory work. They will, in many cases, also express a preference for the 
theoretical aspects of a subject rather than experimental work. This preference is 
rooted both in the values that they have been taught and in the content of their 
education. \lany foreign graduate students will therefore try to concentrate on 

theoretical studies and resist learning technical or manual skills that they consider 

beneath their ability and position. The academic adviser should explain why these 

skills are important and how chey will be of value upon returning home. The adviser 
should do everything possible to see that the students acquire practical experience. 

5. 	 Premature specialization: %lany foreign students will have already "specialized" in a 

narrow subfield by the time they arrive. If they have not, they will often wish to 
acquire a narrow specialization in the United States and may resist taking courses 
outside this speciality in order to finish sooner or gain greater "depth". In addition, 



foreign students may be psychologically accustomed to being on a "higher" (i.e., 
moro specialized) level. However, it is even more important for a foreign graduate 
student than for an American student to have a broadly-based education. A narrow 
specialization may reduce a student's ability to apply the basic or applied research 
to problems that arise. The academic adviser, therefore, should stress the value to 
foreign students of becoming acquainted with a broad variety of areas within the 

particular discipline or perhaps even outside it. 

Sponsored Student Programs 
AA primary objective of many sponsored student programs is to contribute to a nation's 

economic and social development plan. The individual student becomes one instrument of 
that development process, insofar as he or she achieves the educational or training 
objectives outlined in the program plan. When students are selected, the sponsor makes 

them aware of what is expected from them both during training and upon its completion. 
The program rationale should be clearly stated. Policies, guidelines, regulations, and 
procedures should be developed to encourage and facilitate the student's completing the 
academic degree or the specialized t z ining and returning home to undertake his/her role 
in the home country development program as quickly as possible. Although sponsored 
student programs can range in duration from a few weeks to several years, they are all 
characterized by an underlying long-range program and a specific educational objective 
for which the education or training is funded. NAFSA hds produced Principles for the 

Administration of Sponsored Student Programs (19Vt to assist in bringing about better 
communication among all parties involved in this process. 

Practical Training 

-A comprehensive study completed in 1981 of the needs of students from developing 
countries studying in the United States revealed that practical training experience was 
the need least satisfied by U.S. educational programs. 

Practical training can be both academic and professional/vocational. A graduate research
 

assistantship is an example of a practical exoerience in an 
 acadrnic setting that
 
integrates theory and practice. In each practical training situation, whether at the
 
university or in private business, the combination of "doing" with prior, concurrent, and
 
possibly future classroom learning results in a truly comprehensive education for the
 

student. WVhen possible, summer job opportunities should be sought either in the United
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States or in the home country. 

Practical training is a valuable and integral part of the total educational experience and 

should not be considered an educational luxury or an "add-on" even though it may involve 

additional time and expense. It is essential that practical training be arranged in 
accordance with the legal requirements that currently govern students holding the F-I, M

1, and J-1 Visa classifications. Guidance on federal immigration regulations can usually be 

obtained from the office of the foreign student adviser on campus. NAFSA's Faculty 

Member's Guide to U.S. Immijration Law is recommended as a starting reference. 

Field Research and Thesis Advising 

The choice of a topic for research should reflect the needs and facilities of the student's 

home country, as well as the traditional considerations. It is important that the choice of 
courses, the work as a research assistant, and the research topic all take into account, 
what research can be done by the graduate upon returning to the home country. Field 

work in a developing country should be encouraged, provided that funds are available and 
adequate supervision can be arranged. Such field investigations might be incorporated 

into a joint program combining research done both in the United States and in the home 
country. Advisers should be alert for research opportunities connected with international 

organizations and programs in their field. 

VI. Beyond the Nuts and Bolts - Towards Enrichment 

The student's academic track in the department should be complemented, if at all 

possible, with exposure to relevant disciplines and professional contacts as well as the 
broader campus community. Such involvement outside of the student's acadm(ib.j 

departmeyt, while important, should not, of course, be provided at the expense of 

acadern performance or progress. 

Complementary Education: A graduate student from a developing country will most likely 

have a variety of roles and responsibilities upon returning home. Experience indicates 
that these students will be given important positions as managers and administrators. The 

acadenmic adviser can be of great assistance to loreign students by encouraging them to 

broaden their education through contacts with appropriate faculty menbers or by 



informing then of other organized programs or courses at the university. Affiliation 

with professional associations is important to the future professional support network of 

the student. 

Foreign Student Interacion on Campus and in the Community: \any foreign students 

complete their U.S. education with only a narrow base of experience from which to 

evaluate the United States. Advisers should encourage interaction among foreign 

students, U.S. students, and the local community. Through coordination with the campus 

foreign student adviser, the academic adviser can help inforn the foreign student about 

social clubs, educational activities, and opportunities to be involved with campus and 

community groups. This will help the student acquire a broader understanding of 

American culture and values. 

VII. Preparing for Return 

By this time, the student has attained all academic objectives or has made arrangements 

to complete any unfulfilled requirements. No effo:'t has been made to outline here the 
detailed content of a pre-departure orientation program or seminar, but student 

participation in a well-organized program of this kind is an important part of this stage. 

The reaction of the student to the realization that the program in the United States is 

coming to an end may range from a feeling of great anticipation and expectation to one of 

depression and concern for the future. The student needs to become aware of problems 

which may be associated with return and needs to learn to cope with those problems in 

order to lessen "reverse culture shock . Early efforts made by the foreign student office, 

academic department, and community support groups to prepare the student for return 

can be very important here. Support from the sponsor can be particularly helpful in 

relation to the professional role of the returning student. Jareful preparation by all 

supporting parties is necessary to make this stage a satisfying, productive one. 

The department should work with the foreign student at this stage to: 

I. Confirm that the student has completed the program and is eligible for a degree. 

2. Assist the student in subscribing to professional journals and in acquiring related 

professional materials. 

3. ,ake arrangements to forward departmental publications to the student. 



4. Assist in graduation and departure arrangements. 
5. Assist the student, if appropriate, in obtaining relevant work experience and/or 

practical training in the United States before returning home. 
6. Refer the student to the foreign student adviser's office for information on 

organized re-entry/transition programs. 

7. Refer the student to the alumni office for information about former students 
currently employed in the home country. 

8. Request information from the sponsor and/or program agency regarding returned 
student professionals, 

The academic adviser is the critical link in the professional integration of the graduate
 
after his or her return home. The concerned adviser can help the student develop and
 
maintain professional contacts upon his/her return and 
 thereby ease a process which can
 
be difficult and frustrating.
 

Professional Integration 

Professional transition to the home country is facilitated when: 
l. 	Students receive, while in the United States, some complementary education to 

prepare them for the environment to which they are to return; 
2. Assistance is provided in their search for a position back home; and 
3. Efforts are made by the academic adviser to maintain contact with students after 

they leave. 

A recent NAFSA publication, Professional Integration: A Guide for Students from the 
Developing World, 19S3, is an excellent source of information for the student and adviser 
on the resources, opportunities, and problems inherent in' the process of transition from an 
academic education in the United States to a professional career in the home country. 
The information is geared specifically to the following issues: 

I. Conscious planning for return to home country. 
2. 	Maintaining contact with home country peers and professional colleagues while in 

the United States. 
3. Maintaining contact with the U.S. institution after return. 
4. Establishing contact with professional peers in the horme countr). 
5. Contributing to the transfer of science and knowledge to the horme country 

through research and publication. 
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6. (:ontinuing education and professional growth after return home. 

7. Providing resources to others who will go abroad to study. 

Job Search
 

The process of seeking a position at home should be initiated while the student is in 

graduate school,if not before. Doing so is usually much more arduous in a developing 

country, where bureaucratic restrictions and delays are common and the sense of urgency 
is often absent. The personal contacts between the department's faculty members and 

professionals in developing countries should be utilized in this regard. (Note: some 
sponsored students may already have positions waiting for them.) 

Post-Educational Contact 

Former students will benefit from continued contact with their academic advisers. Given 

the relatively limited professional interaction upon return to the home country, students 

may come to rely on their advisers as one of their very few channels to the worldwide 

professional community. They may be handicapped by a lack of current journals and 

reports, the absence of collegiate and professional visitors, and the difficulties in 

attending conferences. Bilateral programs of the U.S. Agency for International 

Development, the U.S. Information Agency, and other U.S. government agencies may be 
able o assist in maintaining such contacts. Some professional societies have special 

membership rates and services for foreign members. 

\any faculty members and advisers have the opportunity to travel and are urged to visit 

former students and arrange to lecture in developing countries. To further this contact 

and expand professional exchange, some societies and universities have established lecture 

bureaus which try to match requests for lectures with members of "he profession who are 

traveling on sabbatical leave or attending seminars in developing countries. 

Follow-up, Evaluation and Continuing Education 

, Follow-up, evaluation, and opportunities for continuing education are difficult for U.S. 

academEc advisers to effect, even though there is unanimous agreement that these are 

valuable and necessary steps. Whatever is accomplished at this stage should be integrated 

with the earlier stages 'a improve the selection, training, and out-of-class experience of 

the student. This stage should provide for the bridging of any educational gaps and for the 

updating of technical knowledge appropriate to the state of development in the student's 



home country. Both efforts should help the student to function in increasingly responsible 
positions as opportunities permit. 
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Introduction 

The foreign student who seeks his or her educational 
program in the United States with the sLipport of' a 
governlent agency, fbundation, or private body isone 
of an increasing number of sponsored StLdents in our 
colleges and universities. More than 20 percent of all 
foreign students in the United States fiall in this 
catego,'r, and there arc many' others who ha'e impor-
tant components of' sponsorship in their financial 
arrngemcnts. 

There are special relationships andiresponsibilitics 
which are an importanlt element of'any sponsored pro-
gram and the\, wammat careful attention. The purlpose 
of this statement of principles is: (1) to define each 
element of the network administering the sponsored 
student program; (2) to describe the roles and primary
responsibilities of' the vaijous parner's in that network'; 
and (3) to develop acceptance of commonly shared 
principles fi the administraio)n oIf sponsored student 
programs. The many partncrs in sponsored student 
programs include freign government oflicials, U.S. 
gop'eI'meieInt per.sonnel, i'cpi'csentativcs of' sending

mrganizations, the staff Of program agencics, filcultN' 
members and administrators at U.S. institutions, and 
1he sponsoicd students themselves. ThesC principles 
:stablish broad guidelines fbr all involved. Acceptance 
.)f the pIinciples should fiacilitatc and strengthen com-
ilunication and working relationships among the part-r's and should contiibute to the accomplishment ofntcmaional development goals thirough quality educa-

tional ti'ing goas 

The primar, objective of most sponsorcd student pro-

grnams is to fturthcr a nation's economic plan and con-

tribute to its educational resouirces. The individual 

student becomes one instr'urnent of' that dcvelopmcnt 

process insofar as he or she achieves the educational or 

training objectives outlined in the p i'ogrmplan. When 
a student is selected, the sponsoir makes him or her 
aware of the program goals and the spo )nsoi"s cxpecta-
tions both during the educatio )al oi' training program 
and upon its completion. Policies, guidelines, regula
tions, and plI' cCduIrcs should be developCd to en
courage and fiacilitate the student's completing the 
academic degree or the specialized training and r'etuin-
ilg h1mC to use the acquieIC education as quickly as 
possible. 
'lheie are some scholarship programs based more on the 

student's merit than on the fbrmiation cof an integral 
part of a specific development plan. A f'ew of these do 
not require a particular plan ofStLdy, but all are charac-
teized by the sponsors expectatiom that the studclt 

will return his or her home country upon comple
tion of the progral.
 
Sponsored student programs can rangc in duration
 
fiom a f 'w weeks to several 'ears, but the%' are all
 
charactcized b' an underlving long-range program and
 
aspecific educational objective fbr which the education
 
o," training is flunded. An indi\idual program represents
 
an important commitment of financial resources for the
 
sponsor and of time, human rcsou,'ccs, and pe'sonal

aspirations tbr the student. The roles of' the sponsor,
 
the program agency, the educational and training insti
tution, and the individual student must be understood
 
as parts of an intricatc network of responsibilit , for
 
achieving program objectives. As these principles are ap
plied, all pa'ties have one oven'iding goal: to support
 
the educational experience of' the sponsoi'ed student.
 
The commiment, flexibility, and sensitivity ofall part
ners are necessiary if this common goal is to be met.
 

Sponsor 

A sponso is an organization, invstifition, U.S. govie
mnt or provides
ti reign govemrnment fohicl 

primary funding and/or management f'r fbreign
 
students in cducational and training programs in the
 
Unitcd States. Oftien the nst visible sponsor is a
 
foreign government, which rmay establish an office inl its
 
embassy to handle the administration of students study
ing in the United States. The office is attached to the
education or cultural oMlice or, in some cases, to the cmbassv's technical asistance 
or 	science department. The
U.S. gover'nment is an active sponsor of a nunber of 
programs such as the All) Participant Training Progrm
and the USIA Fulbright Program. In man\y cases, the 
U.S. government funds the program, but the fbreignl 
government isactivelh n'olVcd in fbrinulating the pro
gram and selecting the participants. Other sponsors in
clide organizations such as the World Bank, UNESCO, 
UNDP, international development banks, private na
tional as well as multinational corpotations, interna
tional and national church bodies, and servicC clubs. 

Sponsor: Role and Respnibility 
0 	Provides adequate primar' f'tnding fbr the spon

soicd student to co' established costs and to allow
 
fbi' contingencies.
 

e 	 Dclines the objective, nature, and timetable of an 
appropriate educational progran, on a cooperative 
basis with the program agency. 

0 	 Elstablishes guidl'ines and procedures fbr the selec
tion of students and communicates this inlbmation 
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in writing to applicants, selected students, program 
agencies, and educational institutions. 

" Assists students in identifiing individual academic, 
vocational, and career objectives. 

* 	 I)cincs the student's rcsponsibility. to the sponsor 
during and upon completion of the study or training, 

* 	 Provides a clear statement of policy regarding the 
sponsor's responsibility li)r dependents of the 
student. 

" Either directly or through a contracted program 
agency, assures that, before departure for the United 
States, the student is infbmicd regarding his or her 
financial entitlements and responsibilities, program 
arrangements, and the institution he or she will 
attend. 

" Administers the program directly or contracts with a 
program agcYl' to senc as its agent. In either case, 
gathe.rs adequate infirnation on academic, research, 
and training programs fr its own use and the use of 
the indiiduals who arc sponsored. 

SES S that a stdt has access to appropriateout
orethat por stoadu ontarrivli the Uiteoientation 	prior to and Upon arrival intile United


States. At minimum, provides written inftimiation 
covering policy and administrative matters with 
regard to the student's program and assists in 
preparing for the jou,rncy to the United States. It is 
strongly recommended that the stutdcnt have access 
to a briefing session while in the home country. 

" 	 Either directly or through a contracted program 

agency, works with the student to assure that 

courses are appropriate to the desired program. 

Consults directly with faculty advisers as needed.
 

* 	 Provides adequate health and accident insurance or 

agrees to cover medical costs by an alternative agree-

ment. Fhe tcrnis and ,aibilit of'suhiv provi-
sion or agreement areclearly outlined to the student 

and the program agency, 

" Arranges fr timcly tmnsfir of funds to the agency, 


university, and/or student, 

* 	 Evaluates program cflectivcncss, conducts follow-up 


study on utilization of U.S. education and training, 

and, as needed, makes adjustments in progra
design. 

If the sponsor administc-s the program directly, the 
responsibilities listed under "Program Agency" also 
apply to the sponsor. 

Sp nsored Student 
Sponsored 	 students w\,ill differ according to their spon-

educational objectives arc determiined in discussion 
with the sponsor and take into consideration ,;,c in
tcrests and abilities of the student and the dcvelopment 
and manpower planning needs of the sponsor. If English 
is not the native language of the student, a languagc 
training program might be part of the program plan. 
The student's progrcss is monitored by the sponsor or 
contracted program agcyc through program reports
and periodic contacts with th, U.S. institution. 
Agreed-upon expenditures are paid by the sponsor 
direct, to the stuIdcnt, the receiving institution, or 
the program agency which administers the ftnds. 

Student: Role and Respmsibility 
* 	 Understands and agrees to the mutually defined pro

gran and training objectives. 

* 	 Assunes responsibilit o pirrequesting the sponsor 
and/or 	program agency to provide further infbra

matters whi are not suficientl a
fled, e.g. application requirements, documentation 
for admission, legal paperwork, personal budget,and filmily 	management. 

Caes out the responsibilities which are outlined by 
the sponsor, program agency, and educational and 
training institution before and aftcr arrival in the 
Unired States. 

* 	 Assumes rcsponsibility fbr enrolling in courses 
which arc appropriate tibr the program designated bythe sponsor 	and maintains contact with sponsor orprogram agency to discus course registration.
 

Secks prior approval from the sponsor or pogram
 
agency before making changes in program and/or

educational or training objectives, and provides rc
quircd infornmation a.s agreed under the terms of
 
sponsorship.
 
Agrees to meet language proficiec requirements of
 
the university fur admission.
 

0 	 Makes the neC.S- :y cultural adaptations to cfic
tively complete the academic program in the United 
States. 

* 	 lturns to his or her homc country at the comple
tion of the educational program to contribute to the 
development of that country. 

Progrm Agency 

Aprogram agency isan organization which operates 
under contract with a sponsor to pertfor specific ad
ministrative tasks and student services related to the 

sors' specific objectives and programs. The student's education or training program. In most cases, the pro
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gram agency manages the student program fbr the 
sponsor. 

There is a long history of established program agencies 
in 	the United States. They include the African Amei-
can Institute, AMIDEAST, the Institute of Inter-

national Education, and LASPAU, among others. In 
recent years, new agencies such as Partners tr Inter-
national Education and Training (PIET) have bccn 
formed. There arc, as wvell, private groups such1 as 
Arthur D. Little which have administered sponsored 
programs. Regional institutional consortia such as the 

ltlitheastem Consortium for Intenational Dcvclop-
ment (SECID) and the Midwest Universities Consor-
itum for International Activities (MUCIA) have also 

been active in programming. In recent years, individual 
institutions, particularly some of the large land-grant 
universities, have contracted to serve as program agcn-
cics in addition to providing education and training. 

Charcteristically, a program agency is located in the 
country or region where the education or training is 
taking place. Program agencies fircqucntly represent 
more than one sponsor. Program objectives and agency 
services may, therefore, differ from student to student. 

.rogram Agency: Role and Respmwblity 
" 	 Maintains direct contact with the sponsor, the stu-

dent, and the educational or training institution, 

" 	 Clearly defines its role and respoonsibilitics at the 
earliest stages ofinvolvemcnt with the sponsor, stu-
dent, and educational institution, 

* 	 Provides intimation to the sponsor and sending 
organization on all components of programs of 
study. 

* 	 Compiles and provides complete information to in-
stitutions on the educational background of the stu-
dent (including English language proticiency). 

* 	 Arranges placement of the student in an appropriate 
academic or specialized training program; seeks tui-
tin assistance where necessary. 

* 	 Provides complete infomlation about financial en
titlements and responsibilities to the student and 
about financial tcrns of the award to the receiving 
institution. This iniormation includes details regard-
ing the process fbr disbursing funds to the institti-
tion, agreed-upon expenditures to be paid by the 
program agency, and allowances fbr the student and 
accompanying dependents. 

* 	 Communicates with the student as early as possible 
prior to anival, gi\ing complete infomation regard-
ing the institution, financial costs, orientation, 
registration, program arrangcments, etc. 

* 	 Clearly states the role of the sponsor regarding
 
dependents.
 

* 	 Anangcs tir English language training and program
 
and cultural orientation as agrecd upon by the
 
sponsor.
 

e Assists student in planning course rcgstration as
 
needed. Secks advice from faculty adviser as
 
necessary.
 

0 Issucs or monitors visa documents. When responsi
ble lbr issuing visa documents, maintains control of
 
the student's vi.sa for the duration of the educational 
or training program. 

* 	 Administers all or some of the financial aspects of
 
the program such as tuition, living allowance, in
surance, special research allowances, travel, fees tor
 
field trips, etc.
 

* 	 Bxcqucsts student program reports from U.S. institu
tions, interpcts the intonnation, and, when need

cd, takes appropriate action to discuss academic 
problems with the student. (These reports arc often 
submitted on special fbmis which contbrm to in
dividual sponsor requirements.) 

a Maintains academic progress reports and finaicial 
records for the sponsor. 

9 Designate,; a contact person for liaison with the 
educational institution. 

a Serves as contact tor emergency requests and 
decisions. 

9 Servcs as a point of contact for all communications 
between student, ilstitution, and sponsor, in
eluding those concering program modifications. 

9 	 Travels to U.S. educational institutions to visit 
students and monitor progfrcss ofl their studies, to 
stay informcd of cousc olU'i;ngs, to reinforce agency 

links with administrative and academic personnel, 
and to negotiate placements and financial aid. 

Educational and Training
Institution 

Institutions that educate and train foreign students in 
the United States range from public and private colleges 
and universities to U.S. government agencies, such as 
the Bureau of the Census, to corporate programs such 
as Arthur 1). Little and Citibank. In addition to pro

riding corrsework and training, many organizations; 
and institutions enter directly into contractual relation

ships witlh sponsors and servc as both trainer and pro
gramming agent. The inStitutional representative 
responsible fbr the administration ofthe sponsored stu
dent program should be thoroughly familiar with the 
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administrativc ammgements and details of the particular 
program and should work closel, with the program 
agency and/or sponsor to ensurc that the specific pro-
gram objectives arc met. Whatever the arrangement, it 
is essential that the educational or training institutionC
provide for frequent internal communication among its 
tIculItv, advisers, and programmers and establish clear 
procedures for communication with the representativ'esof the Sponsor-o,"p,ogua agency. 

Educationaland TrainingInstitution: 
Role andResponsibility 

" Pro\'ides program agency with conect procedure fbr 
admissio n process; pro\'ides updated inftormation on 
academ1ic departments. 

" Demonstrates capacity to provide the appromiatc 
program and tuition assistance for the student as re-
quested by the sponsor mnd prognam agency. 

" Maintains staff competent to interpret credentials 
and ensure that ncccssar , prerequisites arc ,net. 

" Admits a student according to institutional acccp-
tancc criteria. 
1Designatcs an institutional contact (such as the 
firCign student adviser or academic dean). Assigns 
an academic adviser. Establislcs a corn iunication 

network within the institution to assurc the 
broadest understanding of program objectiv'es and 
procedures. 

• 	 Informs the sponsor or program agency of all pro

gan costs: i.e., tuition, living sllorancos, inid 	 tiding institution'ssuanc , payment sched alespecial programns, and researchand p~rocosts, 
cedues. (Fstimates must be ; reaistic as possible.)c 	 rC.Esiae 1Lt1C.-raltcaspsbe)o 	 Facilitates the student's adjusmcnt to 	 the institu

tion and the community by means of orientation 
programs and other special services. 

* 	 Maintains institutional support services suflicicnt to
advise students on mattms such as housing", ir1migation regulations, and insurance, with rctimnl 
to 	the program agency. 

• 	 Makes programs and resources available to assist the 
student in improving English language proficincny. 

. . 
0 Provides student prog-Css reports as required by the 

sponsor or program agency. 
0 Consults with the proga m agency in advance re

garding any modification in content or duntion of 
the studcnt's progrnm. 

0 	 Applies institutional standards of acceptable per
forinance to the student nearing complction of his 
or her program. 

These lhnciplesfrrthe Admintish'tion ofStxnisoird Student Pvprums were
developed by an advisory committee comprising representatives of the many
international educational agencies addressed in this document. Over 100 
individuals assisted NAFSA in revision and review. 

Additional opies ot"this ithlicatioll 1ma he obtained fr0m1: 

Publications Order Desk 
National Asociation tor Foreign Student Affairs 
1860 19th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 

(202) 462-4811 
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
 

"The Venezuelan National Scholarship Program:
 
Examining the Implementation of a Social-Educational Policy"
 

Digna Diana Gonzalez D.
 
The Pennsylvania State University
 

a. The Problem of Policy Implementation Analysis: Critical theoretical analy

sis of public policy is,and has been, a field of inquiry in ferment over the
 

last decade and a half. Urgency has been furnished by two factors: (a)The
 

advent of vast and enormously expensive programs in the social and educational
 

sectors. These programs have had an especially important function in the
 

"developing countries," particularly those attempting to achieve "modernization"
 

in an ostensibly democratic mode. (b)The tendency of previous analysis to 

reflect a debilitating,bifurcation stemming from an academic disciplinary divi

sion of labor--e.g., political scientists studying'the phases of policy develop

ment most interesting to them, with sociologists, and other behavioral scientists 

following suit. Consequently the need for unified, existentially adequate, and 

practically fruitful models of the policy process has recently prompted inten

sive interpretative, explanatory, and evaluative study. However, too much of 

this work has wanted the necessary conjunction of both theoretical rationale 

and methodologicc2 formulation and strong empirical grounding and testing in 

studies of "real world" significance. It is an important object of this study 

to assist in relieving that need. 

The general theoretical tendencies just cited have had an important history,
 

leading to a widely voiced call to focus on policy implementation as perhaps the
 

most critical juncture in the area of policy analysis. The beginnings of what
 

might be described as the precritical historical period of policy analysis are
 

found, understandably, in the first (turn of the century) efforts to examine
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social phenomena in a scientific mode. These early attempts may fittingly be
 

considered dogmatically deductive, drawn from a simplified, methodologically
 

monistic view of science, in which "the" scientific method was clear and its
 

applications to (also highly abstract and simplified) social phenomena were
 

deemed obvious. The consequence was the primacy of causal models that were
 

mechanistic, hierarchical and implausibly rationalistic. The prevailing assump

tion was that once set in motion, the policy process would issue in the proposed
 

product--intervening stages and agents being unimportant and, therefore,
 

unexamined (Weber).
 

The earliest attention to the notion of an institutionally dynamic process
 

came with the separating out of "administration." This distinction, coupled with
 

the contemporary interest in industrial process efficiency (Etzioni), led to
 

conceptualization in terms of a pyramid of control, emphasizing specificity of
 

instructions (which, of course, flew in the face of the complexities of human
 

intercommunication), tidy boundaries for institutional components, and clear
 

spheres of power and influence--again, gratuitously presumed to be accepted and
 

respected by all parties. In these terms, implementation was still relatively
 

unimportant, viewed almost exclusively from a technical perspective, and (most
 

importantly) of little or no substantive influence on the policy process as a
 

whole.
 

Thirty or forty -years of criticism, by perceptive students too numerous to
 

discuss in detail, led however to a growing erosion of confidence in such models
 

in general and particularly the failure to recognize the crucial and complex
 

role of implementation. A Rand Corporation study (1970) strongly urged examina

tion of the implementation process, without methodological recommendation.
 

Pressman and Wildavsky (1973), with their Implementation represent a significant
 

and influential shift. Though proposing no developed theoretical solution,
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these analysts documented, in a now celebrated case, the fact that implementa

tion is not divorced from formulation ano focused clearly on mechanisms designed
 

to effect the former. The analysis was, however, still unidirectional (top

down), as was that of Van Meter and Van Horn (1975), through whose work impor

tant tentative categorization of variables began to develop and appropriate
 

emphasis on human (including psychological.) factors--the participants at all
 

levels now being viewed as interactive participants, not as mere funnels for
 

policy content. Furthermore, their analysis stressed the link between imple

mentation and fundamental policy goals, providing an important warrant for quali

tative analysis and evaluation. Likewise, Hargrave (1975) and McLaughlin (1975)
 

pressed new claims: the former underlining the importance of implementation as
 

the "missing link" that vitiated policy analysis and the latter directing impor

tant attention to the quality of the interactions among participants. By the
 

late seventies, policy analysis was receiving simultaneously a broadening and an
 

opening Up, interestingly revealed, for example, in the application of game
 

theory. With Rein and Rabinowitz (1978), finally, we reach the stage of the
 

phenomenon of policy being viewed as a full-blown, circular and continuously
 

dynamic process, full of complex interactions, resting on the effective estab

lishment of consensus. Inshort, as Lipsky (1968) remarked, policy study had
 

been turned upside down, with the view that implementers may be the policy

makers receiving widespread acceptance.
 

A Model for Testing Through Application: One of the most promising recent
 

studies of policy analysis, drawing from this important ongoing controversy, is
 

that of Nakamura and Smallwood (1980). The model they propose appears to take
 

account of previous theoretical and methodological inadequacies, to be appropri

ate for the important Venezuelan setting which is the locus of this study, and
 

to be useful in examining the implementation process as the fundamental phase
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prior to, but necessary for, the "impact" studies that also need to be undertaken
 

in the future (inorder to satisfy the national interests out of which--at least
 

in part--the goals of the scholarship program arise). The Nakamura and Small

wood (N&S) model proposes to map the features of the three "macro" settings or
 

"environments" in which public policies are formulated, implemented, and eval

uated. Through this mapping of the environments we can classify the relation

ships between actors at all levels of policy development and view them in the
 

political context they require--"political" meaning (Easton, 1953) as questions
 

of value in conflict.
 

Inmore detail, the N&S rests on the following principles and definitions:
 

The policy process is an interactive system composed of (a)elements, (b) link

ages, and (c)entry and exit points. The elements comprise the three "functional
 

environments" just mentioned--I. Policy Formation; II.Policy Implementation;
 

III. Policy Eva.luation. 

In the case of public policy (with which the study is concerned) the
 

"Environment of Policy Formation" is chiefly occupied with broadly defined
 

governmental agencies as such--political leaders, legislative actors, special
 

commissions, etc.--but it also contains contextual groups and conditions, such
 

as opposition leaders, large scale national self-perceptions of problems and
 

solutions (e.g., publically voiced notions of "modernization," technological
 

needs, "man-power" requirements, etc.). The "Environment of Implementation" is
 

theoretically centered in formal mandates, but the concept takes account of their
 

probable incomplete state and the crucial perceptions, beliefs about power,
 

authority and influence (inall environments) of the actors in their particular
 

"arenas." In the "Evaluation Environment," the model advanced by N&S presupposes
 

the extended influence of the implementation process, through which vital infor

mation is generated to be used by various interested constituencies to evaluate
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the outcomes of the policy. This environment or phase is not the primary focus
 

of this study, but it will pay close attention to the fit between the actions of
 

the implementation process as concretely embodied in the actual choice or rejec

tion of candidates and the normative criteria intrinsic to the policy as formu

lated.
 

It should also be noted that these "functional environments" are themselves
 

dynamic, fluid, and overlapping, by virtue of the potentially wide-ranging activ

ities of the actors--e.g. mid-level managers do not deal or communicate only
 

with other mid-level managers, but may range widely throughout the system and
 

play an important role in both the development.and the outcome of the policy
 

under examination.
 

In each of these elements there are also sub-elements, or "arenas," the
 

principal loci of actors and their interaction. These arenas vary with the man

ner in which the policy is organized and institutionally defined.
 

In respect of "linkages," the N&S model stipulates two: "communication"
 

and "compliance." Communication is defined as the participants' awareness of
 

other actors as affecting the policy process and its outcome. This linkage is
 

especially crucial in the relation between Environment I and Environment II (the
 

principal focus of this study). Difficulties in communication may arise from a
 

variety of sources: ambiguity (sometimes deliberate), lack of clarity, lack of
 

effective mechanisms of communication, or misunderstanding on the part of commu

nicators. Compliance signifies follow-up mechanisms are used to monitor the
 

degree to which messages are accurately received, whether action responses are
 

appropriate to the messages, and systems of sanction and/or incentive. Finally,
 

there is also a potential condition in the relation of the two linkage mechan

isms that requires attention: the possibility of an overload of communication
 

and response in which the product is "noise" or "static"--i.e., in which the
 

processes are no longer mutually intelligible.
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The third aspect of the policy process, entry and exit points, while not
 

seriously addressed by this study, requires brief mention. AsN&S point out, why
 

a policy is articulated may be easier to establish than how it enters into the
 

operation of a social-political system. In the Venezuelan scholarship case,
 

entry appears to be straightforward (at least at this point) and the exit or
 

termination stage has not been formally reached. N&S, however, point out that
 

termination may result from substantive change under the institutional surface,
 

diminuation or withdrawal of resources, and similar developments and (given the
 

analysis to this point, discussed below) some acknowledgement of this process
 

may be needed--e.g., as a consequence of radically altered economic conditions.
 

b. Purpose of the Study: A principal objective in this dissertation research
 

is to test, in a highly significant "real-world" setting in an important devel

oping country, and through rich empirical data sources, the competence of this
 

interpretative and explanatory model to deal with a concrete social-educational
 

policy. N&S develop useful secondary and hypothetical applications of their
 

model. These demonstrate in a convincing fashion whether it could fit the
 

policy process. This study will demonstrate whether it does fit a highly signi

ficant case for which solid, multi-faceted evidence can be secured--for example,
 

which among their list of elements and factors appear tobe theoretically fruit

ful and practically influential.
 

At this point, it will be necessary to direct attention to the study and
 

its context in order to establish this contention.
 

c. The Historical-Social Context: The national historical-social setting of
 

the program is of great significance. Under Spanish dominion until 1821 and
 

separated from Colombia in 1830, Venezuela's early history was largely one of
 

strong military government cr dictatorship. "Modernization" may be said to have
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oegun under the dictator General Juan Gomez (ruling from 1909-1935), under whose
 

leadership oil field development began in 1922-23. Policies favoring foreign
 

business procured rapid commercialization of the nation's oil potential and by
 

1950 it was the world's leading exporter. Gomez's mantle rested on a handful of
 

surviving generals but opposition grew. In 1947 a free election raised Romulo
 

Betancourt to power briefly. His large vision was unattractive to military
 

interests and another dictatorship followed, under General Marcos Perez Jimenez.
 

Betancourt was, however, returned to office in 1959 and stable political pro

cesses for the transfer of power began to take hold, focused chiefly in two
 

moderately right and left of center parties, the Christian Democrats (C.O.P.E.I.)
 

and the Democratic Action Party (A.D.) led by Romulo Betancourt. A president of
 

large but often controversial vision, Betancourt dramatically expanded the long
 

growing notion of devoting national oil revenues to social progress--revenues
 

themselves radically increased by the formation of O.P.E.C. (under Venezuela's
 

leadership) in 1960 and further increased by the economic developments of 1973.
 

In 1974, Betancourt's successor, President Carlos Andres Perez decreed the
 

establishment of the Fundacion Gran Mariscal de Ayacucho (the Venezuelan National
 

Scholarship Foundation or FGMA). The proposal was eventually accepted by both
 

oarties and funded by the legislature. It served as an instrument of a larger
 

policy: the achievement, in a rapidly developing democratic nation, of the
 

socially desirable goals of increased national self-sufficiency, industrial
 

modernization, and social justice--all to be advanced through an expansion of
 

educational opportunity as the foundation for mobility and equity. By 1983,
 

more than 30,000 scholarships had been awarded for post-secondary level study at
 

home and abroad. This study is a critical, theoretically defined, investigation
 

of the formulation of this social-educational policy and its implementation--the
 

latter concretely manifest in the actual selections and rejections of the
 

implementing personnel as they are recorded in the FGMA's own files.
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In the case of the FGMA, three factors contribute to the problematic nature
 

of the implementation process. 
 To begin with, the broad policy constitutive of
 

the FGMA had not one but two objectives. The first was to remedy the nation's
 

serious manpower shortage by transferring as rapidly as possible the development
 

of technical creativity and competence to the nation's own people through their
 

own educational system. In fact, the original development of the FGMA ,fas not
 

independent but under the supervision of Cordiplan, the nation's manpower and
 

economic development agency. The second was to 
promote social equity by increas

ing the availability of higher level schooling especially for able candidates
 

from poor and disadvantaged populations. (These populations are chiefly rural
 

or rural-urban migrants and must be carefully identified.)
 

The second factor was that available resources, while comparatively vast
 

(especially after the OPEC revol:ution), could not be sufficient fully to accom

plish all the goals envisioned. Nor were these resources uniform or propor

tionately available--the recent downturn and devaluation in the Venezuelan
 

economy producing both an obvious expansion of need coupled with greatly dimin

ished income available. Third, as the critical literature on 
policy and imple

mentation in general suggests, and as the Nakamura & Smallwood model predicts,
 

problems are virtually bound to surface in the implementation environment.
 

Because principles and/or specified procedures for resolving the conflicts
 

between goals and the. inadequacy of resources for the meeting of all goals
 

simultaneously were not explicit in the broad policy formulations, the role of
 

the implementer/selecters is crucial and in fact creates the policy. 
 (This
 

tendency has been confirmed by the investigation to this point, though its full
 

interpretation and explanation will require much more work.)
 

In addition to these formally readily anticipatable problems in the passage
 

of policy from formulation to implementation, there are unique difficulties in
 



the environment of a developing nation. It is important to take these into
 

account because one of the important theoretical issues in this study is the
 

adequacy of models or theories from stable or even static social/institutional
 

environments to order and anticipate progress in a different setting. Perhaps
 

the most notable of these difficulties are (a)the increased significance of
 

time as the press for rapid nationalization and modernization increases and (b)
 

the fact that a program to develop leadership presupposes for its success some
 

of the leadership at lower levels it is designed to bring about. Furthermore,
 

developing countries are virtually by definition less orderly, less clearly
 

defined institutionally in terms of policy and, consequently, the practical role
 

of the implementers as de facto policy-makers is both increased and increasingly.
 

complex. Questions of power and authority and informal influence are not limited
 

by clear and accepted boundaries but are in flux.
 

As will be shown shortly,'the.data being developed in this investigation
 

will traverse a significant longitudinal span at three crucial institutional
 

levels. For the ten years from which material is being taken, there are "natural"
 

time periods: In the formative period or Policy Formulation Environment, the
 

development of the scholarship program was administratively subsumed to the
 

national planning agency. Subsequently, with independent status, the project
 

was moved forward under two different political administrations and with three
 

internal administrations. These periods also coincide with significant economic
 

cycles and with international political situations. The levels at which the
 

investigation is taking place also range from that of the presidency of the FGMA,
 

through the various department heads, and at the operating staff level.
 

It should be noted, however, that this study is not an "impact" study in the
 

sense that it does not attempt to measure the effect of the scholarship program
 

on either the situation of disadvantaged Venezuelan populations nor does it
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attempt .to assess the degree to which those actually educated through the assis

tance of the FGMA improved the economic and manpower situation of the nation.
 

Such studies are important and should be undertaken and they will profit from
 

the successful completion of this project, the results of which will be useful
 

in directing subsequent efforts at both the macro and micro levels. Nonetheless,
 

this study has important qualitative and evaluative aspects. It is qualitative
 

in that the meaning of the data will be explored in their concrete historical,
 

cultural, and political-economic context. This is made possible by the inter

view data derived from participants at all levels and the. investigator's exper

ience as a resource for interpretation. Its evaluative aspect arises not by
 

imposing externally derived normative criteria but those explicit in the policy
 

itself and in the practical weight actually'assigned by Foundation personnel to
 

certain factors in the decision-making process.
 

d. Data for the Investigation: The data for analysis comprised three primary
 

sources. (1)More than 3,000 awardees have been randomly identified, with pro

portional samples from each of the FGMA's categories: "completed," "revoked,"
 

"active-national" (funded for study at Venezuelan institutions), 
"active

international" (funded abroad, about 60% in the United States), and "completed

seeking-employment." Raw data is being manualiy transcribed from each indi

vidual's records in terms of 31 complex variables: (1)identification number;
 

(2) sex; (3)birth date; (4)date scholarship granted; (5)date scholarship com

pleted or revoked; (6)level of education being pursued (e.g., basic technical,
 

middle technical, university technical, four-year undergraduate, master's degree,
 

doctor's degree, special study programs (such as internships), or "A" level ("pre

university") study; (7)geographical location of institution attended (V'.nezuela,
 

United States or Canada; Europe; other Latin America; or other); (8)father's
 

4/ 
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education (none; incompleted primary; completed primary; incompleted secondary;
 

completed secondary; university; special (e.g., musical study); (9)-mother's
 

education (with same categories); (10) secondary school averages (both exact on
 

a scale of 1-20 and collapsed to three categories: l0.-12.99; 13.-16.99; and
 

17.-19.99); (11) socio-economic status as classified by FGMA in nine demographic
 

categories based on standard distinctions and assumed by the FGMA to be signifi

cantly correlated with income (small town, town-middle income, town-higher
 

income, city-low, middle, and high, rn tropolitan-low, middle, and high); (12)
 

whether an institutional contract arrangement is involved with a Venezuelan uni

versity, research institute, or other governmental agency to send its personnel
 

abroad--emphasis on universities and public service agencies; (13) legal 
status
 

(single, married, other--e.g., divorced or widowed); (14) birth place bypopula

tion in 10 population categories,and foreign-born, also collapsed into urban,
 

town, and rural; (15) permanent address (categorized as in (14); (16) name and
 

type of secondary school attended, public or private; (17) secondary school loca

tion by size of population; (18) name of post-secondary institution to be
 

attended; (19) reason for revocation (according to FGMA'categories--e.g., low
 

grades, failure to report, voluntary surrender, health); (20) academic areas to
 

be studiea by awardees (pure science, applied science and technology, agricul

ture, health, education, economics and business, cultural development--e.g.
 

music) in categories used by FGMA and the national Post-Secondary Planning Board;
 

(21) type of higher educational institution attended by categories drawn from
 

classifications of United States institutions (e.g., "research universities"),
 

foreign, and Venezuelan; (22) birth place address categorized by zones; (23)
 

permanent address by zones; (24) secondary school address by zones; (25) address
 

of post-secondary institution by categories of FGMA (Venezuelan zones, United
 

States geographic areas--e.g., "northeast," "central," etc.--and foreign
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countries); (26) quality/reputation of post-secondary institution (ten categor

ies constructed from rating agencies and lists); (27) enrollment size of post

secondary institution; (28) minimum SAT requirements (or non-U.S. equivalent)
 

for entrance; (29) residence by state in Venezuela; (30) birth place by state in
 

Venezuela; (31) exact degree program to be studied, using FGMA and Ministry of
 

Education categories--e.g. mechanical engineering, special education.
 

A further sample of approximately 500 rejected applicants from a single
 

year will also be taken as a guide to important future research and for what it
 

may suggest respecting the realization of ultimate policy goals. This entire
 

body of data, having been identified, transcribed on forms developed by the
 

investigator, interpreted and coded as required, will then be ready for process

ing. The completed data must first be processed descriptively before adequate
 

programs of computer analysis can be designed, in consultation with research
 

theorists such as Donald T. Campbell (who has agreed to assist).
 

The second major primary source will be semi-structured interviews with
 

approximately 41 persons at the three operational levels and from three adminis

trative periods as described above. (There vill also be interviews with selected
 

awardees.) The interviews (inCaracas) will 
include, for the "Policy Formulation
 

Environment" (inNakamura and Smallwood's terms): (1)The President of
 

Venezuela (1974-79) as the originator of the policy. (2)The Minister of Educa

tion (same period). (3)The Minister of Youth (to whose office the FGMA was
 

initially attached). (4)The Director of CORDIPLAN (the national planning
 

agency, charged with the design of the project). (5)The Director of the "Edu

cation Sector" of CORDIPLAN. (6)The principal designer of the selection policy
 

(CORDIPLAN). (7)An assistant in the designing of the selection policy
 

(CORDIPLAN). (8)Two political leaders of the opposition.
 



For the "Policy Implementation Environment": (1)The President of
 

Venezuela (1979-84). (2)The first Director of the Programa de Becas (original
 

title of the FGMA). (3)Two presidents of FGMA. (4)Five directors of FGMA's
 

selection department. (5)Three directors of the planning department of FGMA.
 

(6)Six other "implementors" (two from each FGMA administration.) (7)Twelve
 

students chosen at random (six from each political administration; three each
 

finished and unfinished). (8)The succeeding Minister of Education (from the
 

second political administration) and (9)two political leaders of the opposition.
 

In the course of these semi-structured interviews, questions such as the
 

following will be addressed as appropriate: For actors in the "Policy Formula

tion Environment": (1)What conditions within the environment (political, eco

nomic, social, and educational) directly influenced the conceptualization of the
 

scholarship program? (2)At what point, and because of what considerations, did
 

the President (Sr. Carlos Andres Perez) decide to use a presidential decree to
 

legalize the scholarship program, rather than initiating it through the legisla

ture? (3)What "directives" or "instructives" were issued by the President dur

ing this stage? Were these communicated through memoranda or mainly verbal? At
 

formal meetings or in the course of other forms of contact? (4)What part did
 

opposition political parties, and legislative bodies (the Venezuelan House and
 

Senate) play in formulating or modifying the policy? (5)What were the major
 

constraints within the environment that influenced ir hampered the actors in this
 

stage? (6)How would you characterize your personal social, political, and/or
 

economic position and how is it related to the FGMA program? (7) If you had the
 

opportunity to evaluate the effectiveness of the scholarship program, what kinds
 

of things would you look for?
 

For the "Policy Implementation Environment," the following representative
 

questions would be pursued, as appropriate: (1)How much latitude did you have
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in interpreting the selectior policy? (2)What difficulties did you confront in
 

attempting to operationalize the policy's dual gcals--(a) selecting capable per

sons to meet manpower and technical needs, and (b)to enhance equality of access
 

for lower income rural and urban individuals? (3)What kinds of "accommodations"
 

of policy has the organization undergone since the beginning? (4)What kinds of
 

organizational problems (ifany) have affected policy implementation? (5)What
 

kinds of technical problems (ifany) have affected policy implementation? (6)
 

What environmental conditions (political, economic, social, and educational)
 

affected the implementation of policy? (7)Ifyou had the opportunity to eval

uate the effectiveness of the scholarship program, what things would you look
 

for?
 

The third primary data source will be institutional and archival, including
 

personal papers, internal FGMA memoranda, correspondence, annual budgets, pub

lished reports, previous evaluations of the program, legislative records and
 

political documents. Relevant documents from agencies such as AID and the World
 

Bank will also be included in the investigation, from repositories in the United
 

States.
 

Through these three primary data bases, an additional "triangulation" of
 

observations will be possible, as well as those furnished by varying institu

tional and chronological perspectives. In this manner, focused through the
 

model, well grounded descriptive and interpretive conclusions would appear to be
 

possible, respecting the implementation process in relation to the policy formu

lation, anchored particularly strongly by the concrete acts of selection made by
 

the actors in that "environment." It is particularly important to note (follow

ing Nakamura & Smallwood's model) that vital information on the "linkages"
 

between environments ("communication" and "compliance") will be available. This
 

will be invaluable in assessing their focus on the dynamic and overlapping
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quality of the policy process and particularly on the influence of implementers
 

in the other two environments.
 

e. Contextual Studies: In addition to the gathering and processing of primary
 

data, two types of secondary data are being exhaustively researched: substantive
 

and methodological. Under the first heading, general historical reviews of
 

Venezuelan social and educational policy, contemporary (Venezuelan and other)
 

newspaper, magazine, and journal accounts from a variety of social and political
 

perspectives, and dissertation literature touching on the FGMA and the implemen

tation of social-educational policy, especially in developing countries. With
 

reference to methodological issues, the extensive recent debate on conceptual
 

and theoretical development of the field of policy analysis is thoroughly scru

tinized. Included are such researchers and critical theorists as Campbell,
 

Denzin, House, Jick, Rossi, Scriven, and Strike, as well as others mentioned in
 

this narrative.
 

f. The Role of the Investigator: Readers familiar with contemporary discussions
 

of social (and especially policy) research, will be acquainted with the emphasis
 

placed upon the contribution of the researcher herself or himself in the process
 

of investigation and interpretation. Once decried as "subjective," the investi

gator's experience and knowledge is now accorded a fundamental and heavily
 

weighted function in arriving at well grounded findings. In the case of this
 

study, this legitimate contribution is particularly important for two reasons:
 

First, access to much of this data even in its raw form would be difficult if not
 

impossible to gain apart from widespread and long-term experience in Venezuelan
 

higher education in a professional capacity, relationships of trust, and social
 

and political standing--not to mention connections through family and various
 

other communities of interest. Secondly, data are notself-identifying or
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self-interpreting. The ability to define and locate relevant material and to
 

interpret not only statistical outcomes or archival findings but the form and
 

content of the data itself, rests upon the same experience and association and
 

especially a long acquaintance with Venezuelan life and customs. (For example,
 

interpreting the relation between addresses and regions, particular schools, and
 

other demographic data, in connection with the FGMA's ostensible goals to serve
 

disadvantaged populations, is almost impossible without prior involvement in the
 

nation and the sector of social-institutional life under inspection.) The inves

tigator's position and perspective, as shown in the accompanying vita, speak
 

favorably in this regard.
 

g. Conclusion: The significance, and utility of this study, not only to the
 

scientific but to the political and social communities isample justification for
 

its support. This significance lies chiefly in three potential results: First,
 

itwill provide a detailed and empirically well-grounded examination of the
 

crucial implementation phase in social-educational policy-making and planning, in
 

an important developing nation setting. Second, itwill offer a useful example
 

of social-educational policy study as a problem in itself, including both testing
 

some interesting methodological proposals and bringing to light a highly signifi

cant body of primary data for general examination by others and in a variety of
 

other scholarly fields. Finally, itwill lay the groundwork for future research
 

dealing with the FGMA and its program--e.g., adequate studies of its impact upon
 

the Venezuelan situation; fuller internal examination and assessment of the
 

FGMA's structure and operation in the light of organizational theory and behav

ioral research; and, finally, better developed contextual accounts of its career
 

in the historical social and political setting this study will bring into initial
 

focus.
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THE EXPERIMENT IN INTERNATIONAL LIVING'S 

School tor International Training ,
 
KIPLING ROAD. BRATLEBORO. VEFMONT 05301. U.S.A. 

TELEPHONE 802-257.0326.802-257-7751 CABLE EXPERIMENT BRArTLEBORO VERMONT 1"WX ;10-33674 EXPER 

July 31, 1 

Ms. Mary Peterson
 
Field Service Committee I 3 N3
 
National Association for Foreign Student Affairs:
 
1860 Nineteenth Street NW
 
Washington, D.C. 20009
 

Dear Mary:
 

As a follow-up to our discussions with the Field Service
 
Working Group on Health Care, I enclose a proposal for a
 
NAFSA-published manual entitled:
 

IMPROVING HEALTH CARE FOR FOREIGN STUDENTS: 

A Manual of Ideas 

For Foreign Student Advisors
 

The manual would be designed to assist foreign student
 
advisors in initiating projects and workshops for the
 
international students and campus health professionals
 
in order to (1) improve the use and delivery of.health
 
care services and (2) facilitate better communication
 
between these two groups.
 

The contents would include basic information, project ideas,
 
outlines of possible workshops, and lists of nationwide
 
resources. (See attached outline.)
 

I forsee a target audience of 6,000 foreign student advisors
 
and related personnel, both NAFSA and non-NAFSA members.
 
Recipients would be encouraged to use the manual as a dynami
 
on-going workbook for projects addressing the health care
 
problems of foreign students. Other articles and sections
 
could be distributed by NAFSA in later years.
 

The format would be a bright, lively looseleaf notebook
 
with line drawings, on the order of World Education's popular
 
training manual, From The Field: Participatory Activities. 
With index tabs separating the sections, the length could 
vary from 150-200 pages, depending on the inclusion of 
resource articles. 

YEARS-BPINGING 
THE GLOBAL 

NFAMILY TOGETHER 
THE EXPERIMENT IN INTERNATIONAL LIVING 
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IMPROVING HEALTH CARE FOR FOREIGN STUDENTS:
 

A Manual of Ideas
 

For Foreign Student Advisors
 

1. Introduction/ How to Use the Manual
 

2. Overview of Health Care for Foreign Students
 
(*.itnbers of students, health professionals,
 
examples of problems, etc.)
 

3. The Foreign Student Advisor's Role
 
(with graphic model) 

4. Orienting the Foreign Student to the American
 
Health System (Ideas, examples with line drawings).
 

5. Orienting Health Professionals to the Needs
 
of Foreign Students
 

6.A 	Word About Spo.uses, International Staff and Faculty
 

7. Health Insurance for Foreign Students
 

8. Interpreter Services (Ideas, Guidelines for Using)
 

9. Sample Workshop Designs
 

10. 	Case Studies/ Role Plays
 

11. 	Audio-Visual Resources
 

12. 	Resource Books and Materials
 

13. 	Training Resources (such as language courses for
 
health professionals)
 

14. 	Trans.,Cultural Health Organizations
 

15. 	Articles & Misc. Resources
 
(such as Ohio/NAFSA Language charts)
 



This workbook format, with generous white space for notes
 
and additions, would lend itself to local adaptations. Rather
 
than prescribing a standard format for health workshops and
 
orientation programs, the manual would be a catalyst for
 
generating ideas for project that would best meet individual
 
campus needs.
 

Layout and organization in a workbook style would also
 
facilitate the production of supplements and changes in
 
later printings.
 

I anticipate that this manual would require the equivalent
 
of sixteen weeks for research and writing. This would include
 
continued research with foreign student advisors and health
 
professionals on U.S. campuses to identify problems and
 
ideas; computer data base searches for published and
 
audio-visual materials; and development of new materials.
 
My current position should allow the flexibility to produce
 
this manual in 1984.
 

The experience I bring to the project is this:
 

" Twelve years as a journalist in the U.S. and Asia.
 

Five years of cross-cultural training and training
 
design, including management.training for foreign
 
student advisors; training of Peace Corps health
 
volunteers; and core design work on Peace Corps'
 
major health training manual in 1981.
 

" 	Eight positions on health-related projects.
 

" Seven years living in other cultures (India,
 
Thailand, England and Germany).
 

" 	Fourteen months researching and testing cross-cultural
 
health materials in workshops for conferences, on U.S.
 
campuses, at health clinics and medical schools.
 

• Preliminary work completed on a Bachelor of Science
 
in Nursing degree (expected in 1984-85).
 

For the rescarch and writing of the manual, I would request
 
an honorarium of four thousand dollars for sixteen weeks'
 
work, which would include most of my research and expenses,
 
except for editingan typing of the final draft, expenses
 
for a graphic artist, travel required at times other than
 
my normal trips on Experiment business, and other items
 
upon which we agree.
 

For comparison, I note my previous experience in producing
 
training materials, including a 300-page health training
 
manual for Peace Corps, which required six months with five
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core authors, plus typists, editors and other consultants.
 
I am also aware of a similar, but smaller project now underway
 
at the University of Wisconsin fot the Educational Council
 
for Foreign Medical Graduates. This project is funded at
 
$32,000 (primarily for staff salaries) for 1 1/2 staff over
 
a four-five month period.
 

As I mentioned to you previously, I am planning to publish
 
some related culture specific materials for health professionals
 
in the future, which could involve adaptations of some minor
 
segments of the manual, such as the Guidelines for Trans-

Cultural Health Care. I would, threfore, like to discuss
 
copywrite arrangements in more detail later.
 

Attached is a tentative outline of the manual sections, which
 
would be modified as research progressed. I anticipate that
 
the project would include consultation and feedback from
 
other members of the Field Service Working Group on Health
 
Care.
 

Given the strong preliminary response and expressed need for
 
health materials of this kind on college campuses, I am
 
excited about working with NAFSA to take the next step in
 
this area.
 

I look forward to discussing the project in greater'detail
 
with you and the Field Service Committee.
 
Sincerely urs,
 

Iag i e Rang 

SIT Faculty
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The National Association for Foreign Student Affairs (NAFSA) was founded in 
1948 to develop the ,nowledge and competence of persons concerned with 
international education. Its goal is the most effective operation of interna.tional 
educational interchange in an effort to assure maximum benefits for individuals,
institutions, and society. The association serves as a source of professional
training, as a guide to standards of performance, and as a voice for international 
educational exchange programs in governmental and educational circles. 

NAFSA membership has expanded in recent years to over 5200 professionals and 
volunteers at over 1400 institutions which enroll 90% of the foreign students in 
the United States. As the NAFSA network has grown, its members have become 
more influential in communicating the important emphases and objectives
related to the U.S. education of foreign students. The transfer of skills and 
knowledge, the implications of economic interdependence, and the long-term
political and economic ties with developing countries are increasingly critical to 
NAFSAns and others in the field of international education. Where NAFSA 
believes it has been especially successful in its 37 years is in keeping these ideas 
in the forefront of its programming at the regional and national levels and in 
involving a diverse constituency of individuals involved in educational 
interchange. One of the many ways that NAFSA has achieved this goal has been 
through developing effective communication among governmental agencies, 
educational institutions, and public and private organizations. This seminar is 

je such forum for communication. 

The Education for International Development (EID) Seminars are made possible
through a cooperative agreement between the Office of International Training of 
the U.S. Agency for International Development (AID). AID's continuing support 
of the EID Program is gratefully acknowledged. 

To order further copies of this publication, write: Publications Order Desk, 
NAFSA, 1860 19th Street, N.W., Washington D.C., 20009. 

To gain further information about activities mentioned in this text, contact: 
Manager, Education for International Development Program, NAFSA. 

Copyright 1985 by the National Association for Foreign Student Affairs. All 
rights reserved. Printed in the United States of America. 
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NOTE 

derived from the contributions made in the seminar byThe contents of this report are 

those who appear on the program (see Appendix B) and all those who participated in the 

general and group discussions (see list of participants-Appendix C). In order to present a 

narrative repor the information provided by speakers and discussants has been re

arranged under chapter headings. Although only two individual contributions are made, 

the rapporteur wishes to acknowledge with gratitude the assistance given by those who 

provided notes of their presentations and of the group discussions. Any errors in the 

rearrangement of the information must be attributed to the rapporteur. 

Hugh M. 3enkins 

August 1985 



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
 

The seminar on "Strategies for Professional Integration: Strengthening Foreign 
Student/Private Sector Interaction", held on April 10/11, 1985, was one in a 
series of seminars sponsored by the National Association for Foreign Student 
Affairs in cooperation with the U.S. Agency for International Development. This 
meeting was especially significant in that it brought together those responsible 
for the education of foreign students in the United States and for the 
administration of sponsored programs for students from developing countries 
with members of the private sector of the U.S. economy. 

The purpose of the seminar was to exploit the mutual interest of these two 
groups to-explore ways of expanding current activities and seeking new methods 
of involving the U.S.' business and professional community in the education and 
training of students from developing countries. 

The seminar was particularly timely in that it reflected the increased interest on 
the part of the U.S. government and the Agency for International Development 
in finding ways to encourage and foster the development of the private sector in 
the economy of Third World nations. 

The group reviewed a number of existing programs which demonstrated the wide 
variety of ways in which the professional integration of foreign students into 
their careers in the home country and their interaction with the private sector 
may be achieved. This review also identified the different groups, both in the 
United States and in foreign countries,, that might be recruited to participate in 
this activity. 

.Despite the diversity of the programs presented, it was noted that there were a 
number of common factors among the activities. Different discussion groups 
examined five of the current approaches to the process of foreign student 
interaction with the private sector: practical training, internships, scholarships, 
cultural information-sharing, and cooperative education. From these discussions 
certain key elements were identified which must be taken into account for the 
successful development of activities in the field. Although no final 
recommendations were adopted by the seminar participants, the reports of the 
discussion groups do provide generally accepted guidelines for future activity. 

It was noted that the activities sponsored jointly by AID and NAFSA have made 
some significant contributions by supporting pilot projects in the provision of 
practical training and professional integration opportunities for foreign students 
enrolled in U.S. colleges and universities. 

Groups working in this field were encouraged to inform themselves of the extent 
of the direct or indirect support that is available from these sources. 

Hugh M. Jenkins 
August 1985 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The seminar on "Strategies for Professional Integration: Strengthening Foreign
Student/Private Sector Interaction," held on April 10/11, 1985, is the latest in 
the series organized by the National Association for Foreign Student Affairs 
(NAFSA) in cooperation with the U.S. Agency for International Development
(AID). The zeminars are designed to examine different aspects of the process of
training for development, which is a special concern of the Agency for 
International Development, and of learning in a foreign culture, which is a key
question not only for the participants in the AID programs but for all of the 
340,000 foreign students currently enrolled in U.S. colleges and universities. It
is, therefore, of prime importance to NAFSA and the members of the
educational community concerned with international educational interchange. 

Some of the seminars have addressed problems which have long been recognized 
as matters of specieJ concern, as, for example, English language proficiency.
Others, such as the one which is the subject of this report, focus on new and 
emerging aspects of the process of training persons from developing countries. 
This seminar brought together two different groups of participants. The first 
consisted of those involved with the education and training of foreign students,
includirg persons from *U.S. government agencies and foreign embassies,
members of university faculty and administration, sponsors and administrators of
foreign student education and training programs, and representatives of various 
educational associations. The second group consisted of representatives of a
number of corporations and business enterprises from the private sector of the 
U.S. economy. The purpose of the seminar was to examine the wide variety of
strategies that are available to give foreign students the opportunity to observe
and understand the role of the private sector in the U.S. economy. 

I1. PARTICIPANT TRAINING - 1985 

Participant training, initiated by AID in 1944, is now a vital element of its 
foreign assistance activities. It is based on the concept that national self
reliance derives from the development of natural resources through the 
increased training and educational development of the nation's human resources. 

The strategy and methods of providing training are under constant scrutiny by
AID's Office of International Training. The current dimensions of the training
activity - approximately 12,500 participants in 1985, involving an investment of 
$150 million in 1983  require that the programs provided are at the forefront of
development training technology and reflect precisely the interests and concerns 
of both the U.S. government and that of the participants' home countries. It is in
this context that the new emphases of the training program, as defined by the
AID administrator in 1982, included "stimulating private sector activities." 

Recent programs supported by AID's Bureau for Private Enterprise (PRE) have 
been designed to further extend the opportunities for participants to share in 
U.S. business experience and expertise. The Training Action Brief of the
President's Task Force on International Private Enterprise (Dec. 1984) calls for a 
major expansion of AID's U.S.-based training program -- to 18,000 participants 
per year - in order to increase the training related to the encouragement of 
private enterprise in the developing countries. 
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All together these initiatives constitute a significant change in the Participant
Training Program, which has previously focused on the development of the public 
sector, with trainees coming from, and going back to, government agency or 
government-related activities. The emphasis on the private sector will present 
new problems (e.g. that of re-integrating the returned trainees into the private 
sector of their country) and call for new ways of combining academic programs 
with practical and technical training experiences. This will demand a greater 
outreach into the U.S. business and professional community. 

III. PRACTICAL TRAINING/PROFESSIONAL INTEGRATION 

Practical training is an essential element in the transfer and application of skills 
and technology. The AID Participant Training Program has recognized the value 
of practical experience and for many years encowraged the inclusion of learning 
opportunities outside the classroom in the training programs offered to its 
participants. Despite this emphasis, the comprehensive study of the needs of 
foreign students tom developing countries enrolled in U.S. colleges and 
universities made in 192:0 revealed that the need least satisfied by the 
educational programs they received was for practical training. (Needs of 
Foreign Students from Developing Nations at U.S. Colleges and Universities by 
Motoko Y. Lee and others. National Association for Foreign Student Affairs, 
Washington, D.C., 1981). It is clear, therefore, that to meet this need there 
must be some innovation and expansion in the ways in which academic training 
and practical experience are combined. As the above cited study indicates, the 
problem is not one of lack of interest on the part of the foreign students but lack 
of adequate arrangements to provide suitable opportunities. To this end the 
liaison between educational institutions, the academic community, and the 
private sector must be further developed to allow foreign students on campus to 
interact with the business and professional community in the United States. In 
this way professional integration, the process of reentry into the home culture, 
with particular focus on the professional adjustments faced by an individual who 
has been trained in the United States, can be achieved. One of the few 
publications that deals with this topic directly is Professional Integration: A 
Guide for Students from the Developing World, Kevin 3. Schieffer & Mary Ann 
Hood, eds. (National Association for Foreign Student Affairs, Washington D.C., 
1984). 

Within the educational community there must be an increased awareness of the 
fact that "practical training is a valuable and integral part of the total 
educational experience of students from developing countries" (Principles for 
Practical Training Experiences for Foreign Students, National Association for 
Foreign Student Affairs, Washington, D.C., 1982). In this context education is 
not a choice between the academic and practical, but rather a blending of these 
two elements. The U.S. business and industrial community must also be made 
aware of the advantages to be derived from the training and education of foreign 
students. In addition to any practical gains, the exposure to students from other 
countries can contribute significantly to the process of developing and 
maintaining U.S. commercial interests in foreign markets. Sponsors must also 
recognize that the goals of their programs will be reached more effectively if 
the participants return home having become familiar with, and established some 
important links with, their counterparts in the U.S. business and professional 
community through the practical training they received in this country. 
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IV. THE PRIVATE SECTOR 

Resources within the private sector of the U.S. economy for the education and 
training of students from developing countries have been obscured by the obvious 
differences between the magnitude and sophistication of U.S. corporate 
operations and the existing economic conditions *inthe students' homelands. Thus 
the programs offered to these students have been influenced by a proper concern 
for the relevance of the education and training offered in the United States and 
for the problems that the student will face upon return to the home country. 
From the point of view of the foreign student and the developing country this 
apparent irrelevance is further emphasized by the present position of the United 
States as a focal point for international attention. Unfortunately, it is a 
spotlight which confuses rather than clarifies, that reveals so much that fact and 
fiction are difficult to differentiate and the true picture of the United States is 
blurred by a number of superficial and often false impressions. 

Recent reappraisals, such as that provided by the book In Search of Excellence, 
Lessons from America's Best-run Companies by Thomas 3. Peters and Robert N. 
Waterman, Jr., (Warner Books, New York, 1983), note that despite the size of 
many U.S. corporations, the initiative of small units within the corporation and 
individual enterprise are still key elements in the successful development of the 
private sector of the economy. Mr. Robbins W. Fischer, president of SoyPro 
International and member of the President's Task Force on International Private 
Enterprise, noted in his address to the seminar participants that the diversity and 
dynamism of the United States are perhaps its best kept secrets. He identified 
four characteristics which are of major importance in the American system: 
individual freedom, the opportunity for self-improvement, respect for persons, 
and the confidence in oneself and the future which generates the willingness to 
take risks. He pointed out that these essential values are universally applicable 
and underlined the need to get foreign students out into the U.S. community so 
that they might meet with and learn from those who are engaged in U.S. 
business, industry, and agriculture. (N.B. A copy of the full text of Mr. Fischer's 
speech "Sharing the Secrets of America" may be obtained from the National 
Association for Foreign Student Affairs.) 

The keynote speaker at the seminar, Mr. Jonathan Green, chairman of Green 
International, Inc., provided an excellent case history of the role that the U.S. 
private sector can play in the education and training of representatives of 
business and industry in developing countries. He reported on the activities of 
the Young Presidents Organization (YPO) which is composed of young chief 
executives - under 40 years of age - of companies thdt employ at least 50 
persons and have an operating budget of at least $4 million. The interest of this 
group in the problems of the Third World is demonstrated in the recent YPO 
mission to Indonesia which proved that the group could make an important 
contribution to the development of private enterprise in that country and that 
the process of working with the Indonesians was also a significant educational 
experience for the Americans. 

Mr. Green also emphasized the need to increase the opportunities for practical 
training for foreign students in the United States and re-affirmed that this would 
require some change in the attitude of the academic community. In this respect 
he noted that, in fact, the preparation of native U.S. students for entry into a 
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career includes a large measure of practical training. Experience shows that 
above the high school level such preparation covers, on the average, a span of 
eight years in which the four years or more spent in college or university are 
matched by an equal period of practical experience before the individual may be 
considered properly trained. 

Mr. Green stated that it was also necessary to arouse the interest of the private 
sector by demonstrating that involvement with foreign students is a practical 
way of promoting the international outreach of U.S. business. Because of the 
"human dimension" of the businesses represented in the organization and because 
of the decentralized administration of its activities through local chapters, the 
YPO is in a very good position to engender practical training opportunities for 
foreign students. At the same time, the YPO is an influential group of top 
executives which is becoming involved in international activities in a number of 
areas where the interests of the private sector and the academic community 
coincide. Thus members of the YPO might serve as guest lecturers or members 
of campus committees, facilitating a relationship which is mutually beneficial, 
and, through the participation of foreign students on campus, members of the 
YPO might have access to background information on countries in which they 
have some economic interest. (N.B. Although the membership list of the YPO is 
confidential, further information about the organization and some contact point 
may be obtained through the National Association for Foreign Student Affairs.) 

Reviewing the present and potential role of the private sector in the education 
and training of foreign students from developing countries, and taking into 
account the new emphasis .of AID on this phase of participant training, the 
seminar provided an important forum for the examination of existing programs 
and the exploration of ways in which practical training and professional 
integration, the adjustment from the role of foreign student in the United States 
to that of professional in the home country, can be intensified and encouraged. 

V. MODEL PROGRAMS 

Seven model programs were presented to the seminar participants as successful 
projects which might be adapted or replicated, and their most significant feature 
was their diversity. Opportunities for interaction with the private sector range 
from the more formal and intensive practical training experience offered in a 
cooperative educational program to one-day visits of small groups of foreign 
students to local industrial plants or business enterprises. Provided there is the 
necessary initiative and interest both on campus and in the business community, 
a wide range of resources may be mobilized. The most important factor common 
to all the programs discussed was the need for well qualified staff leadership, 
which may be provided by both paid and (in some cases) voluntary personnel. 

The following list provides a brief description of each project or program; 
further information can be obtained from the agency or institution which is 
responsible for the program or from the National Association for Foreign Student 
Affairs. With two exceptions (notably the Rotary program founded in 1905) all 
the activities described were established in the last two or three years; this fact 
offers ample evidence of the impact of the new emphasis on the interaction of 
foreign students with the private sector. 
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International Cooperative Education-Home Country Placement Program 

This multi-national version of the domestic cooperative education program is 
operated by Northeastern University, an institution with a noteworthy 
international dimension and a long history of providing practical trairling for U.S. 
students through its work-study program. Initiated in 1982, the program is still 
in the process of development; to date, six multi-national corporations have 
agreed to employ foreign students, while a network of cooperating educational 
institutions contribute to the pool of qualified international candidates available 
to the employers. Selected participants are eligible for six-month periods of 
home country employment after completing their second year of study. 
Employers are responsible for compensation at the prevailing in-country levels 
for local employees with comparable education and experience and are expected 
to provide at least half of the round-trip fare to the country where employment
is located. The participation of employers in the program stems from their need 
for qualified native talent and thus their vested interest in training nationals in 
their homeland. Institutional support involves one half-time director, assisted by 
a half-time project coordinator and half-time staff counselor, plus supportive 
services and international travel. The most common fields of study are 
engineering, business administration, and computer science. 

Community Practical Training Experience for Foreign Students in the Black Hills 

Sponsored by the Rural Ethnic Institute and *assisted by local colleges and the 
Phelps-Stokes Fund, this program, initiated in 1983, has a direct contact with 
private enterprise in African countries and seeks to provide opportunities for 
African students to interact with American Indian groups. Students are selected 
mainly from the Phelps-Stokes Fund (U.S. AID) sponsored student pool; 
employers from government agencies, educational institutions, and the private 
sector are recruited on an individual basis so that each student is matched with 
an appropriate employer. From 20-40 students participate in the program, and 
active involvement varies from one week to six months in activities ranging from 
limited observation to responsibilities for planning and designing various projects 
(architectural design, road building, geological mapping, etc.). Institutional 
support requires an annual budget of $30-40,000 for a full-time director and a 
part-time assistant, plus supportive services and travel. Most common fields of 
study are civil engineering, 
mechanical engineering. 

range management, geology, architecture, and 

INDEX (Indiana International Student Exchange) Program 

Sponsored by the Indiana Consortium for International Programs (ICIP), this 
program, which was established in 1984, brings foreign students together with 
members of business and public service establishments throughout the state of 
Indiana. A special characteristic of the program is that it provides a wide 
variety of opportunities for some 200 foreign students to make individual 
personal contact with different elements of the private sector of the U.S. 
economy. Student involvement ranges from one day, or less, to several days or 
weeks, in which the students may be engaged in document translation, 
simultaneous interpretation, data collection, research, etc. Students are 
recruited from the member institutions of the Indiana Consortium (thtre are 
7000 foreign students from 120 countries in Indiana) and participating businesses 
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7000 foreign students from 120 countries in Indiana) and participating businesses 

include manufacturers, financial institutions, and consult,-it/research firms, 
thousands of employees to firms employing fewerranging from companies with 

than 20 persons. Most of the businesses served by the program are already 

involved in export activity. The goals of the program include, for foreign 
a U.S.students, the possibility of obtaining home country employment and adding 

their curriculum vitae; for the participating companies,business experience to 
increasing business contacts in foreign countries. Institutional support invo.lves a 

half-time coordinator, plus supportive services and travel. The most common 

fields of study are business, computer science, economics, education, and 

engineering. 

Professional Development Program for Women from the Third World 

Sponsored by the Center for the Continuing Education of Women at the 

University of Michigan, this program, initiated in 1984, is designed to further the 
It provides internshipsprofessional growth of women from developing countries. 

for an average period of three months (15-20 hours per week) in which a 

participant may be engaged in some substantive task related to her field of study 
or or act as an observer of the administration and operation of a project 

program. Some 20 internships are provided and the program is designed to 
-accommodate some 30 participants. Selection criteria include: nationaiity 

female students or the wives of students from developing countries; education 
some a college or university degree; good English language skills; and 

in the home country. Participants are recruited fromprofessional experience 
the student community of the University of Michigan. The program is highly 

designed to meet the particular needs of eachindividualized. Internships 
participant are provided within the university, in the public sector or in small 

businesses or firms where one of the professsional members has taken a special 

interest in the program. Internships are complemented by bi-weekly workshops 

for the interns and individual counseling. The most common fields of study are 

health care, computer science, education, and business administration. 
support involves a half-time program director, with secretarialInstitutional 

services being provided by the Center for Continuingassistance and supportive 

Education for Women.
 

- The IDEA ProjectInternational Cultural Service Program 

network of activities sponsoredThe International Service Program consists of a 
by the Oregon State System of Higher Education. It offers a means to provide 

while using them as culturalpartial financial assistance to foreign students 
to Oregonresources to provide information about their home countries 

community, business, and school groups. Initiated in 1983, the program focuses 

mainly on those countries which are designated as part of the Pacific Rim; 

students are recruited from Oregon State institutions of higher education and 

required to provide 80 hours of service per year. Approximately 75 foreign 

the 1984-85 school year. A review of past activity,students were involved in 
which included 2500 presentations by foreign students in Oregon schools, showed 

beinga 93% positive evaluation by classroom teachers. The program is now 
include international businesses, large andexpanded to the private sector to 

small, which are involved primarily in Asian imports and exports. In this area of 

activity students provide background information on a particular culture as it 
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relates to a trade mission, marketing campaign, etc. Students from all fields of 
study are selected on the basis of financial need, ability to provide a relevant 
educational service, language ability, and geographical diversity. Institutional 
support involves the provision of the highly qualified staff needed for the 
extensive preparation, orientation, and evaluation that the program requires. 

F. Rotary Foundation Educational Awards for International Understanding 

The national Rotary Foundation Educational Awards Program, fo.Inded in 1905, is 
sponsored by Rotary Clubs throughout the United States and involves a number 
of different scholarships and fellowships (open to students in any fields of study)
and awards (directed to specific areas - e.g. teaching the handicapped, 
journaiism, and technical training). Students are recruited by Rotary Clubs in 
any country where such clubs exist. Scholarships are for one year duration and 
recipients are welcomed and oriented to the local community by the Rotary Club 
in the area of the student's institution. The provision of these opportunities to 
study in a foreign country is based on the concept that education is the best hope
for world peace. The international program of the Rotary Clubs in Southern 
California is an example of how foreign students who have received scholarships 
have opportunities to meet with members of the U.S. business and professional 
sector. There is a mutual interest embracing the international orientation of the 
local Rotary Club members and the desire of the foreign award recipients to 
provide information about their home countries. The national Foundation 
provides basic funding for the pr )gram. The local orga-nization supplements the 
foreign student's academic studf with interaction with the private sector as 
represented by the membership o! the Rotary Clubs. 

G. Foreign Student Contact Program 

3ointly sponsored by the Office of International Educatiornal Servircs (OIES) and 
the Center for Industrial Reiearch and Services (CIRAS) of Iowa State 
University, the Iowa Development Commission, and the U.S. Department of 
Commerce District Office, this program, initiated in 1975, organizes a series of 
one-day visits for groups of two to five foreign students from universities and 
colleges in Iowa to manufacturing plants in the state. Interested manufacturers 
may request visits from students from any region of the world; students are 
recruited on campus, at the orientation programs for new students, by 
announcements in the OIES Newsletter, and by word of mouth. The program 
provides a careful match between the visiting students and the hosting 
manuPicturer, and, prior to the visit, on-campus seminars help to familiarize the 
students with the manufacturer's operations and product line. Students provide 
information on their countries' government, economy, and private sector and 
discuss implications of marketing in those nations. From the visit the students 
gain an insight into the operation and management of a relatively small 
manufacturing plant. Some 30 students participate in the program each year, 
and the most common fields of study are engineering, agriculture, business, and 
veterinary medicine. Institutional support is minimal: four to six hours of staff 
time per week plus approximately $500 for travel, postage and telephone; the 
program is essentially dependent on voluntary efforts, with much of the support 
coming from business professionals interestad in developing their international 
outreach capabilities. 
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N.B. Although the above were the only model programs which were formally
presented in the seminar, information was available about other extra-curricular 
activities designed to provide opportunities for foreign students to become 
acquainted with the relationship between the government and the private sector 
in the United States. These included the Washington Center (offering 
internships and short-term seminars) and the Washington Campus (offering 
summer courses and six-day seminars). Details of these and other programs
designed to support the professional development of foreign students may be 
obtained from the sponsoring organizations or the National Association for 
Foreign Student Affairs. 

VI. KEY ELEMENTS/GUIDELINES FOR PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT 

In order to discover ways in which the model programs could be more widely 
implemented and to determine what resources could be mobilized in support of 
these activities, seminar participants reviewed programs designed to strengthen 
the interaction between foreign students and the private sector. Discussions 
focused on the different approaches demonstrated in the models: 

1. Practical training 
2. Internships 
3. Scholarships 
4. Cultural information-sharing 
5. Cooperative education 

In the discussions it bectme apperent that the activities encompass a number of 
different approaches anc a wide variety of programs. Thus it may be said that 
the model programs pre: ented in the seminar represent only a small part of the 
whole picture and that other new and equally effective programs remain to be 
discovered or implemented. For example, innovations in the field of electroni; 
communication may dramatically exten6 the resources for offering practical 
training and professioni I experiences. 

Despite the diversity of the current activities, however, there exist a number of 
common factors in the way the programs can be devised and operated, and in the 
benefits that may result. The following is a checklist of the various factors that 
should be taken into account in the development of programs in the field of 
professional integration and foreign student/private sector interaction. 

Assembling all relevant information 

Fact finding is an essential preliminary step for the successful development of 
any program that involves matching the interests of foreign students and the 
private sector. Information must be obtained about the resources and 
opportunities available in the local foreign student population and the private 
sector and about the needs and interests of both grcups. It was noted that useful 
databases already exist. These include the annual census of foreign students 
(Open Doors, published by the Institute of International Education), export
directories published by state trade and development offices, and materials 
developed by the U.S. Department of Commerce and Chamber of Commerce. 

Mobilizing existing resources 

There are a number of existing channels of communication to involve and 



or particular group in, the business and professionalmotivate a broad 'section of, 
community. These include: business and professional associations (at the 

national and international level and through local chapters); alumni of the 

educational instititution (individually and through local chapters); state and 

federal agencies concerned with international trade and foreign markets; 
an internationalorganizations such as Rotary Club and other civic groups with 

orientation; and university departments and professional schools with ties to 

those elements in the private sector related to their various fields of study. 

International organizations and foreign embassies (especially those directly 
involved in sponsorship or the administration of foreign student programs) should 
also be encouraged to share in the development and planning of activities 
designed to increase interaction between foreign students and the private sector. 

Defining benefits 

Programs must be "marketed." The benefits which will accrue to the business, 
must be clearlyprofessional, and industrial elements in the private sector 

Such benefits will include: those at the national level - such as theidentified. 

reduction of the adverse trade balance and the encouragement of U.S. citizens
 

-to gain a much needed international perspective; those at the local level such 

as the opening of new markets in foreign countries or possibl' providing access 
to an international network of private, sector employers; and those affecting 
corporations with overseas branches or affiliates - such as the discovery of new 

talent to meet foreign employment needs. For the foreign students, in addition 
to the obvious -benefit of an enhanced educational experience, there is the 
opportunity to develop contacts with prospective employers in their home 
countries and, in some cases, to secure some financial assistance for their 
studies in the United States. Other incentives may also be offered, such as 

course credits or tuition remission. 

Personalizing programs 

Programs designed to create new relationships cannot be mass produced, but 

must rather have an appeal that takes into account the individual circumstances 
meanof the participants. Academic commitments and the pressures of study 

that students must be able to find some special satisfaction in order to justify 
the necessary investment of time and energy in the program. Even though many 
members of the private sector are now more internationally minded than in 

previous years, involvement of themselves or their businesses in foreign student 
some concrete results,, such as new information about, orprograms must produce 

a new activity in, foreign markets or international relations. To achieve this 
desired result there must he personal commitment on the part of students and 

professionals. Everyone involved in these cooperative ventures must be well 

briefed and adequately prepared for their participation in the program so that 

mutual goals are reached. 

Advance planning 

Programs involving foreign students and the private sector require an 
To determine theimaginative approach and a great deal of advance planning. 


most suitable type of program, the project director must identify target groups
 

(e.g. sponsored or unsponsored students, graduate or undergraduate students, 
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fields of study, countries of origin), set reasonable goals (e.g. long terminvolvement or short term interaction), and make decisions about the characterand dimensions 3f the program (e.g. local, inter-institutional, national or eveninternational). Once these basic conditions have been determined, provisionmust be made for funding, recruitment, placement, counseling services, and
evaluation procedures. 

Adequate staff 

Programs designed to strengthen the interaction between foreign students andthe private sector require competent staff with experience in the development'of cross-cultural activities. Although the number of the staff required may vary(as it does, for example, between a cooperative education program and oneinvolving group visits to local plants), any program relating foreign students tothe local community will demand more staff time and talent than other extracurricular activities which do not involve people of different cultures. Provisionof such staff need not require a large budget: carefully selected volunteers with.the appropriate experience, such as returned Peace Corps volunteers, previousparticipants in the program, and U.S. students who have lived and studied abroad 
may be used very effectively. 

Institutional commitment 

The goals of foreign student interaction with the private sector or withprofessionals in their fields can only be achieved by a program that has somedegree of institutional support. In many cases a substantial commitment on thepart of the university is necessary to stimulate or match that required fromparticipating groups in the private sector. Institutional support should not berestricted to that provided by the foreign student services or the internationaloffice, but should be university-wide; the active involvement of faculty members
is often very important tO'the success of the program. 

Financial support 

Much creativity and flexibility is required in securing financial support. It was
noted that initial grants for the exploration of needs and opportunities can
the program off to a good start. For continuing funding 
get 

some system of costsharing might be devised, with institutional funds being supplemented or matchedby allocations from business or government sources. Funds from these sourcesmay be more easily granted from "firsthand" budgets, such as those used by acompany or agency for recruitment or the development of export markets.Seminar participants agreed that funding is a major problem, but it was alsopointed out that among the various programs designed to further -the students'professional integration and interaction with the private sector, there are thosewhich are relatively inexpensive. Although expansion and the development ofsome major program may be the ultimate goal, the importance of "low budget"ideas as a way to get started should not be overlooked. 

Educational recognition 

Participation in activities that offer methods and occasions for interaction with 
the private sector should be accepted by faculty members and sponsors as an 
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important element to build in to the foreign student's academic training 
program. Organized bff-campus activities and community service experiences 
are often recognized as a valuable part of the training programs offered to AID 
participants, and it is necessary to make the adjustment in the training program 
timetable to enable the trainees to take part in these activities. Other sponsors 
and university faculty members and administrators must be persuaded to make 
provisions for the inclusion of these extra-curricular activities in the foreign 
student's educational training program. 

.Effective publicity 

In order to receive increasing support from both foreign students and the private 
sector a program must be effectively publicized. In addition to the more usual 
means of advertising (e.g. local news media, campus press, organizational 
newsletter, etc.), strategies that might be appropriate to the particular program 
would include, for example, videotapes, presentations at "career fairs," aiJ 
roundtable discussions during visits to the foreign students' home countries. 
Maximum use should be made of individual promotion and face-to-face contacts. 
Good experiences and the success of on-going activities, as apparent in the 
regular evaluations made by foreign students and professionals in the private 
sector, can be most persuasive. 

Evaluation and expansion 

Employers, sponsors, professional and business collaborators, university staff and 
faculty members, and foreign students should all be involved in the debriefing 
and evaluation sessions that should be a regular feature of the program. In this 
way the process of evaluation will serve two purposes: that of improving the 
operation and administration of the program and that of maintaining the interest 
of all the participants. Opportunities for expansion should also be sought. The 
involvement of the private sector and the development of opportunities !or 
professional integration are activities which must not become routine. New 
initiatives and an awareness of innovations in similar programs offer new insights 
and stimulate further development. Inter-institutional cooperation and the 
organization of consortia or state-wide groupings can provide the pool of foreign 
students needed for participation in new programs or for the expansion of on
going activities. 

Working at national and international levels 

It was noted that those engaged in the task of strengthening the interaction 
between foreign students and the private sector need to "think globally and act 
locally." They should keep up to date with developments in the field of 
international educational interchange at the national and international levels. 
At the national level they must be alert to those factors which may affect 
foreign students - such as changes in the regulations of the Immigration and 
Naturalization Service - and, when the program operation or goals seem 
threatened, be prepared to advocate necessary changes. Some programs may 
offer special opportunities for interaction at the international level. These 
might include the development of programs based on non-western models or 
reciprocal programs in which the opportunities offered foreign students in the 
United States are matched by those made available to U.5. students in the 
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business and professional community in foreign countries. For these reasons, 
to remain aware of activitiesprogram coordinators should make special efforts 

and maintain contacts at the international level. Such contacts might build on 

relationships with foreign alumni and the involvement of foreign chapters of 

international organizations and associations. 

The role of NAFSA and AID 

Both NAFSA and the Office of International Training in AID, as well as other 

agencies which sponsor foreign student training and educational programs, should 

be engaged in the strengthening of the interaction between foreign students and 

the private sector of the U.S. economy. It was noted that a number of model 

programs in this field had developed from projects supported jointly by NAFSA 

and AID. In addition to any financial support that may be made available for 
and AID can be very helpful in providing encouragement"seed money," NAFSA 

an bank, andand endorsement, arranging contacts, serving as information 

facilitating communication among the organizations engaged in strengthening 
with the private sector both in the United States and foreigninteraction 


countries.
 

In this context it was suggested that NAFSA and AID might consider the 

following actions: 
-Helping to increase contact with foreign employers; 
-Arranging opportunites for discussion in foreign countries of foreign 

student interaction with the private sector; and 
-Encouraging the development of state, regional, and national consortia 

which provideto further the involvement of employers in programs 
students with opportunities for interaction with the private sector. 

It was also suggested that the programs for professional integration and foreign 
be publicized and discussed at thestudent/private sector interaction should 

regional and national conferences of NAFSA, as well as in the local workshops 

organized by members of the association across the United States. 

Vll. CONCLUSION 

It was agreed that this seminar was very timely. Coinciding with the new 

emphases in the AID Participant Training Program, it brought together those 

individuals concerned with the process of professional integration for foreign 

students and the strengthening of interaction between foreign students and 

members of the business, professional, and industrial community who are either 

interested in, or already engaged in, this activity. The model programs indicated 

the diversity and wealth of opportunity that exists in the field, so that new 
and interests ofinitiatives might be developed in accordance with the resources 


the institution or organization involved.
 

Although no formal recommendations were adopted by the seminar, the reports 

of the various small group discussions, as recorded in the section of this report 

devoted to "Key Elements/Guidelines for the Future," do provide advice and 

instructions for future action in the field. 
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CHECKLIST FOR PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT 

I. 	 Assembling Relevant Information 
Foreign student population 
Private sector opportunities 

2. 	 Mobilizing Resources 
Local - business/church/civic/alumni 
National - professional/trade/government agency 
International - organizations/embassies 

3. 	 Defining Benefits 
To foreign students: educational/financial 
To private sector: short term/long term; local/national 

4. Personalizing Programs 
Matching of interests 
Individual selection of student and private sector participants 

5. 	 Advance Planning 
Identify target groups 
Set project goals 
Determine parameters 

6. Adequate Staff 
Competency in both paid and volunteer staff 
Flexibility 
Cross-cultural experience 
Note: more time required.for administration of cross-cultural activitie 

7. 	 Institutional Commitment 
University-wide support 
Faculty involvement 

8. 	 Financial Support 
Creative fund-raising 
Initial grants for feasibility studies 
Cost sharing 
Funds from business recruitment or promotion budgets 

9. 	 Educational Recognition 
Awareness by administrators, faculty members, and sponsors 
Provision for activities in educational program 

10. 	 Effective Publicity 
Designed to appeal to specific groups 
Direct, personal promotion 
Focusing on different areas of the world 
Utilizing international forums 

(cont'd.) 



1I. Evaluation and Expansion 
Involve all participants (student and private sector) in evaluation 
Publicize successful experiences 
Do not allow programs to become "routine" 
Keep up to date with new programs and ideas 

12. 	 Working at National and International Levels 
"Think globally, act locally" 
Be alert to national and international developments in 
international education 
Foster international outreach - utilize alumni groups 

13. 	 Role of AID and NAFSA 
Explore possibilities of financial support 
Seek endorsement 
Seek contacts 
Use for exchange of information 



STRATEGIES FOR PROFESSIONAL INTEGRATION:
 
STRENGTHENING FOREIGN STUDENT/PRIVATE SECTOR INTERACTION
 

SEMINAR AGENDA 

Wvednesday, April 10, 1985 - The Brookings Institution 

1775 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.: Main Lounge 

6:00-8:00 p.m. Registration and Informal Reception for Conference Participants 

Thursday, April 1I,1985 - Carnegie Conference Center 
II Dupont Circle, N.W.: 8th Floor Room A. 

8:30 a.m. Registration; Coffee & Doughnuts 

9:00 a.m. Welcome & Introduction: Martin Limbird, Seminar Chair, Iowa State University 

Remarks: Dona Wolf, Office of International Training, Agency for International 
Development 
Jack Van de Water, EID Chair, Oregon State University 

9:30 a.m. Keynote Address 
Speaker: Jonathan A. Green, Chairman, Green International, Inc. 
"Foreign Students in U.S. Industry: Opportunities for Interaction" 

10:00 a.m. Coffee Break 

10:1 5 a.m. Presentation of Model Programs 

"Network for International Cooperative "Professional Development Program for Women 
Education:" Leonard Zion, Northeastern from the Third World," University of Michigan: 
University Frances Hays 

"Community Practical Training in the Black "The IDEA Project:" Jack Van de Water, Oregon 
Hills" (through The Rural Ethnic Institute): State University 
Thomas Katus, African Development Foundation 

Rotary Club International Programs: Elena Garate 
"The INDEX (Indiana International Student Eskey, University of Southern California 
Exchange) Program:" Kenneth Rogers, Indiana 
University "Foreign Student Contact Program:" Martin 

Limbird, Iowa State University 

11:15 a.m. Small Group Discussions of Models 

12:30 p.m. Luncheon 
Remarks: Robbins W.Fischer, President, SoyPro International
 
"Report on the President's Task Force on International Private Enterprise"
 

2:00 p.m. Report of Small Group Discussions 

2:45 p.m. Coffee Break 

3:00 p.m. Outlining Strategies for Action 
Moderator: Martin Limbird 

4:00 p.m. Adjournment 
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University of Southern California 
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Robbins W. Fischer 
President
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314 Main Street
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Jonathan Green
 
Chairman
 
Green International, Inc.
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Ellen Hastay
 
Career Counselor
 
Washington State University
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Frances Hays 

4610 Cheltenham Drive
 
Bethesda, MD 20814
 

Galen Hull
 
Pragma Corporation
 
815 West Broad Street
 
Falls Church, VA 22046
 

Thomas Katus 
eAfrian D l o a 

Development Foundation 
NW1724 Massachusetts Avenue, 


Suite 200
 
Washington, D%. 20036
 

Joyce Kaiser
 
Assistant Director
 
Participant Programming Division 

Office of International Training 
Agency for International Development 
Washington, DC 20523 
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Coordinator of Orientation &Washington, 
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Boston University Wilberforce University 
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Boston, MA 02215 

George Ulmer
Ms. Zainab Mohammed 

President

Coordinator
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mba partmen a 	 3250 Wilshire BoulevardEmbassy of Malaysia Los Angeles, CA 90010 

1900 24th Street, NW 

Washington, DC 20008 3ack Van de Water 

Director
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Oregon State University
Office of International Student Services 

Corvallis, OR 97331
133 Warfield Hall 
Miami University - Oxford Birge Watkins 
Oxford, OH 45056 Project Manager 

Participant Programming Division 
Barbara Otis 

Office of International Training
Deputy Director 

Agency for International Development.Office of International Training 
Washington, DC 20523Agency for International Development 

Washington, DC 20523 Allan Williams 

Program DirectorMr.Azizan Rais 
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Washington, DC 20052
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MEMORANDUM
 

TO: 	 The Board of Directors; Sectional Teams; Commission Members; 
Regional Council; National Conference Planning Committee; 
Task Forces on Regulatory Reform, Reorganization, Information 
Sharing, and Overseas Counsellors; Field Service Steering 
Committee; Education for International Development Committee;
 
Nominations and Elections Committee; Committee on Women
 
International. 

FRCM: 	 Marvin J. Baron and John F. Reichard
 

SUBJECT: 	 FALL LEADERSHIP (and RELATED GOVERNANCE) Meetings October 12-15, 1984 
Shoreham Hotel, (Calvert Street & Connecticut Avenue, NW) 
Washington, DC 

Site
 

The site of the 1984 FLM is the distinguished older hotel in upper Northwest 
Washington, just off Connecticut Avenue and the Rock Creek Parkway. It is
 
a few minutes walk to the Woodley Park/Zoo metro stop. One can reach the
 
Shoreham easily by metro from National Airport or Union Station. The
 
airport bus from Dulles stops at the Shoreham, and of course taxis from 
National Airport. Calvert street is a major intersection with Connecticut 
Avenue, and accordingly the Shoreham is easily approached by automobile. 
There is convenient parking at the Shoreham. 

The Meeting Schedule
 

In addition to the traditional governance groups (Board, Sections, Commissions,
 
Regional Council), a number of task forces, funding committees and association
 
committees will meet either before, during or after the FLM.
 

A provisional schedule of meeting times (note several locations outside the
 
Shoreham) is attached to this memo.
 

The 1984 schedule has been designed to permit the Sections, Regional Council,
 
and National Conference Planning Committee to have more meeting time and
 
sufficient opportunity for important consultation between meeting sessions.
 
The Commissions are reduced to one meeting period, but in the event agendas
 
are not completed during the session, members might meet again at breakfast
 
on Sunday.
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Special Meeting Components/Dimensions
 

The Executive Committee has decided to expand the "Q & A" session we
 
organized in recent years with the officers to a general (almost three hour)
 
leadership policy luncheon planning sessions on Saturday. Specific positions
 
on-such matters as association reorganization, federal regulatory reform,
 
advocacy, the status of the profession and key issues in international
 
educational exchange will be presented and debated during the Saturday plenary
 
Hopefully this experience will enable the entire leadership - in general
 
assembly fashion - to articulate issues and develop strategies and priorities
 
for the coming year.
 

A unique approach to USIA and AID liaison will be attempted. Each Section,
 
the National Conference Planning Committee and the Regional Council - and
 
other governance groups if they so elect - will be asked to structure within
 

their agendas opportunities for AID and USIA staff to meet with teams and
 
committees to consider specific issues and interaction between the
 
federal agencies and NAFSA. Those senior staff responsible for staff
 
-liaisonwith and support of the specified governance groups will communicate
 
with chairs within the next two weeks to clarify which USIA and AID staff
 
will be available at what times so that working (rather than merely infor
mational) discussions can be organized.
 

R.& R
 

It is expected that an embassy event, representing a country sending
 
significant numbers of students to the U.S., will play host to FLM partici
pants on Saturday evening.
 

A special dinner for the Board of Directors is being planned for Sunday Night.
 

Enclosures and Second Mailing
 

In addition to the tentative meeting schedule, we enclose a nearly final
 
governance list for 1984-85, which will be published in the October Newsletter
 
If you spot errors in this listing, or have additions to make to the list
 
please advise Sherie Voland or Laura Hostetler (202/462-4811) no later than
 

September 4.
 

A final meeting schedule, board agenda with Snowmass minutes and other
 

background materials will be mailed in mid-September.
 

An Action Item form is enclosed with this mailing. Action Item forms to
 

be brought to the Board at its meeting Sunday afternoon (October [4) must
 

be submitted to Jack Reichard no later than 5 p.m., Saturday, October 13.
 

Special Travel and Housing Arrangements
 

The FLM now costs in excess of $25,000 and is funded chiefly by USIA and AID,
 

which have requested NAFSA to make every economy in conducting the meeting.
 

Accordingly we advise you of two cost-paring features of the FLM, one new
 

and one standard arrangement:
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NEW TRAVEL RESERVATION SYSTEM - Following on the very successful NAFSA
 
arrangement for Snowmass with Van Slycke and Rt=side (VS&R), travel
 
agents, a decision has been made to coordinate and simplify all air
 
travel reservations for the FLM. While the system is voluntary, NAFSAns
 
who elect not to use the new system may not be reimbursed fully for their
 
travel (if VS&R could have provided a lower fare). Your contact with
 
VS&R must be accomplished by September 25 in order for NAFSA to realize
 
the lowest costs. Guidelines and instructions for contacting VS&R are
 
enclosed.
 

Room Sharing
 

While some members have complained about the requirement of rooming with a
 
fellow NAFSAn, the doubling up saves NAFSA several thousand dollars. If
 
you wish to have a single room, please indicate on the enclosed housing
 
form. Those requesting single rooms will have"$30.00 deducted (per night)
 
from their reimbursement requests due to the extra cost of the room. If
 
you have a medical reason for requiring a single room please indicate the
 
reason on the e-closed reservation form. Reservation forms must be returned
 
to the Central Office no later than Wednesday, September 5, 1984.
 

JFR/lh
 

http:have"$30.00


NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR FOREIGN STUDENT AFFAIRS
 

1984 FALL LEADERSHIP MEETING
 

Shoreham Hotel, Washington, D.C.
 

October 12-15, 1984
 

Pre and P6st Meetings, October 10-12, 16-17
 

SCHEDULE OF MEETINGS
 

(all meetings at the Shoreham Hotel unless otherwise indicated)
 

Wednesday, October 10
 

5:00 p.m. 


9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 


Thursday, October 11
 

9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 


- .M. - p:00 p.m. 


7:00 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. 


7:00 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. 


Friday, October 12
 

9:00 a.m. - noon 


8:30 a.m. - noon 


9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 


9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. 


1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. 


2:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. 


2:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. 


6:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m. 


Nominations and Elections Committee (Georgetown Hotel)
 

Committee on Women International (at NAFSA)
 

Nominations and Elections (Georgetown Hotel)
 

Education for International Development (EID) Committee
 

1985 National Conference Planning Committee (CPC) (I)
 

Task Force on Regulatory Reform (President Baron's Suite)
 

Nominations and Elections (Georgetown Hotel)
 

Executive Committee (President Baron's Suite)
 

EID Committee
 

Field Service Program Key Educational System Workshop
 

Committee (at NAFSA)
 

1985 CPC Meeting (II)
 

Task Force on Information Sharing
 

Task Force on Reorganization
 

Buffet Dinner
 

7:30 p.m. - 10:00 p.m. Section Meetings (I)
 

7:30 p.m. - 10:00 p.m. Regional Council Meeting (I)
 

over
 



FLM Schedule
 

Saturday, October 13 

7:30 a.m. Funding Chairs Breakfast (inhotel restaurant) 

7:30 a.m. Professional Council Breakfast (in hotel restaurant) 

8:45 a.m. - noon Commission Meetings (with Regional Chairs invited) 

8:45 a.m. - noon CPC Program Coordinator/Sectional Reps Consultations 

12:15 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. General Luncheon 

- Leadership Planning.1984-85 with Herbert Kells on 

Reorganization, NAFSA officers, chairs and staff 

leading discussion of regulatory reform, advocacy,
 

status of the profession and other key issues.
 

3:30 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. Section Meetings (II)
 

3:30 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. Regional Council Meeting (II) (in conjunction with
 

Sections)
 

Evening - Embassy Reception - location to be announced 

Sunday, October 14 

8:30 a.m. - 10:00 a.m. 1985 CPC Meeting (III)
 

10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. Section Meetings (III)
 

2:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. Board of Directors Meeting (I)
 

Evening Board Dinner
 

Monday, October 15
 

8:00 a.m. (continental Breakfast) - 2:00 p.m. (including sandwich lunch)
 

Board of Directors Meeting (II)
 

10:30 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. Meeting of FSP section reps (at NAFSA)
 

3:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. Task Force on Overseas Counsellors (at NAFSA)
 

Tuesday, October 16
 

9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. Field Service Steering Committee (FSSC) (at USIA)
 

- Field Service Briefing of USIA Staff
 

Wednesday, October 17
 

9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. FSSC (at NAFSA)
 



NAFSA Governance 1984-85
 

Elected Officers and Sectional Team Members
 

Presidential and Sectional Appointments
 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS - (Reichard/Voland/Hostetler) 

fficers 

resident 
resident-elect 
ice President.for 
Regional Affairs 
ice President-elect for 
Regional Affairs 
mmediate Past President 

Marvin Baron (University of California, Ber
Lee Thompson (Boulder, Colorado) 
Richard D. Downie (University of Florida) 

John Johnson (Ohio Wesleyan University) 

Robert Kaplan (University of Southern Cali

keley) 

fornia) 

emtftat Large 

lass of 1985 
lass of 1985 
lass of 1986 
lass of '1986 
lass of 1987 
lass of 1987 

Dennis-.Peterson (Iowa State University) 
Paula Spier (Antioch University) 
Joann Stediman (Columbia University) 
Marion Beane (University of North Carolina 
Beverley McChesney (Stanford University) 
James Graham (Colorado State University) 

- Charlotte) 

,ection Chairs 

DSEC 
,TESL 
:AFSS 
:OMSEC 
;ECUSSA 

Gary Hopkins (University of Delaware) 
Robert Fox (American University) 
Marvin Durham (Oregon State University 
Sharon Jensen (University of Arizona) 
Henry Weaver (University of California, Santa Barbara) 

ppointed Members 

rules LaPidus (Council of Graduate Schools in the U.S.)
 
,ugene Smith (University of Colorado)
 
bebayehu Novick, Student Member (University of Maryland - College Park)
 

3ecretary and Treasurer
 

Tames Graham (Colorado State University)
 

?a&=_ntarian 

lobert B. Kaplan (Universicy of Southern California)
 

Ex Officio
 

John Reichard (NAFSA Central) i1/
 



Executive Committee - (Reichard/Brown) 

arvin Baron (University of California - Berkeley)
 
,ee Thompson (Boulder, Colorado)
 
.1ichardDownie (University of Florida)
 
.obert Kaplan (University of Southern California)
 
John Reichard (NAFSA Central)
 

NAPSA CORPORATION - (Reichard/Brown)
Incorporated in 1976 to Hold the Washington Headquarters Property as Trustee 

for the Association
 

?resident Sanford Jameson (College Board)
 
3ecretary John Reichard (NAFSA Central)
 
reasurer Archer Brown (NAFSA Central)
 
)irectors Andrew Ball (Rockville, Maryland)
 

Robert Kaplan (University of Southern California)
 
Hugh M. Jenkins (Washington, D.C.)
 
Mary Ann Spreckelmeyer (Chevy Chase, Maryland) 

SECTION TEAMS & APPOINTMENTS 

Admissions (ADSEC) - (Adams) 

Chair Gary Hopkins (University of Delaware)
 
Chair-elect Gary Hoover (University of the Pacific)
 
Past Chair Karlene Dickey (Stanford University)
 
Team Members Judith Aronson '85 (Cornell University)
 

William Paver '85 (University of Texas - Austin)
 
Josef Silny '85 (University of Miami)
 
Virginia Gross '86 (University of Iowa)
 
Lydia Salonga '86 (University of Illinois - Urbana)
 

Lnterassociational Representatives to:
 

National Council on the Evaluation Joann Stedman '85 (Columbia University)
 
of Foreign Student Credentials -COOP Staff) David Horner '86 (Michigan State University)
 

Valerie Woolston '87 (University of Maryland)
 

National Liaison Committee - (Reichard) Valerie Woolston '85 (University of Maryland)
 

National Credentials Evaluation Project Barbara Cousins '85 (University of Oklahoma)
 
-(COOP Staff) Dorothy Demiller '86 (University of Arizona)
 

Foreign Student Recruitment Josef Silny, Chair (University of Miami) 
Informaiton Clearinghouse - (COOP Staff) Gary Hoover (University of the Pacific) 

Projects in International Education Lydia Salonga '85 (University of Illinois - Urbanz 
Research (formerly JCOW) Maxine McCarty '86 (West Coast University) 
- (COOP Staff) Gary Hopkins '87 (University of Delaware) 
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sa ation of Teachers of English - (Mashburn) 
a: Second Language (ATESL)
 

'hair 	 Robert Fox (American University)

Thir-elect 	 Ralph "Pat" Barrett (Michigan State University) 

?ast Chair 	 Pat Byrd (University of Florida)
 
ream Members 	 Mary Bruder '85 (University of Pittsburgh)
 

Robert Dakin '85 (Ohio University)
 
Barbara Matthies '86 (Iowa State University)
 
Martha Pennington '86 (University of California -tana
 
Joy Reid '86 (Colorado State University) 	 r ara,
 

Consortium of IntensiveEnglish Programs - CIEP, an adjunct activity of ATESL,
 
not a body subject to NAFSA governance
 

Chair 	 Suzanne Peppin (American Language Institute)
 

Concil of Advisers to Foreign Students and Scholars (CAFSS)-(M. Peterson)
 

Chair Marvin Durham (University of Oregon)
 
Chair-elect Jill Bulthuis (University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill]
 
Past Chair R. Michael Paige (University of Minnesota)
 
ream Members Clay Ballard '85 (University of California - Davis)
 

Bernard LaBerge '85 (VPI & State University)
 
Dan.Stracka '85 (University of Bridgeport) 
Rebecca Roach '86 (Iowa State University) 
Ann Kuhlman '86 (University of Pennsylvania) 
Michael Dean '86 (University of Wisconsin) 

Community Section (COMSEC)- (Reichard/Christopherson) 

Chair Sharon Jensen (University of Arizona)
 
Chair-elect Susan Tesseneer (Western Kentucky University)
 
Past Chair Jean Griswold (Colorado State University)
 
Team Members Nell Magee '85 (National Student Ministries)
 

Dee Schlect '85 (International Institute of Milwaukee)
 
Aaron Reinicke '86 (San Diego State University)
 
Thomas Diener '86 (University of Alabama - University)
 
Mary Goodwin '86 (Community International Hospitality Ceni
 

Section on U.S. Students Abroad (SECUSSA) - (N. Peterson/Schrader) 

Chair Henry Weaver (University of California - Santa Barbara) 

Chair-elect Joseph Lurie (New York, 1NY) 
Past Chair David Sanford (Macalester College) 

(Michigan State University)Team Members 	 Charles Gliozzo '85 

Sarah Stevenson '85 (College of St. Thomas)
 
Jitka Kaufmann '86 (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania)
 

Diane Snell '86 (Kenyon College)
 
Valerie Sellers '86 (CIEE)
 

S5nt Interest Group (STING) - (Hostetler)
 

Abebayehu Novick (University of Maryland)
Chair 
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NATIONAL COMMISSIONS 

Commission on Information Services (COMINFO) - (Louisell)
 

'hair Paula Spier (Antioch University) 
.LSEC Judith Aronson (Cornell University) 
kTESL Joy Raid (Colorado State University) 
IAFSS Rebecca Roach (Iowa State University) 
"OMSEC Thomas Diener (University of Alabama - University) 
3ECUSSA Sarah Stevenson (College of St. Thomas) 
COPPS Clark Coan (University of Kansas) 

'ommission on Policy and Practice - (L.Reed) 

'hair Robert Kaplan (University of Southern California) 
WSEC Gary Hopkins (University of Delaware) 
LTESL Robert Fox (American University) 
,AFSS Michael Paige (University of Minnesota) 
IOMSEC Jean Griswold (Colorado State University) 
)ECUSSA David Sanford (Macalester College) 
OPPS Barbara Burn (University of Massachusetts - Amherst) 
)ptional Board Member No Appointment 
at Large
 

'ommission on Professional Development (mandated) - (M. Peterson)
 

.hair Dennis Peterson (Iowa State University)
 
LDSEC Karlene Dickey (Stanford University) 
TESL Patricia Byrd (University of Florida)
 

,AFSS Marvin Durham (University of Oregon) 
IOMSEC Sharon Jensen (University of Arizona)
 
'ECUSSA Henry Weaver (University of California - Santa Barbara)
 
.IDSteering Committee Jack Van de Water (University of Oregon)
 
'OOP Steering Committee Lee Zeigler (Stanford University)
 
zield Service Steering Jerry Wilcox (Cornell University)
 

Committee 
Emmediate Past RAVP Richard Reiff (University of Georgia)
 
:OPPS Dixon Johnson (University of Southern California)
 

.ommission on Representation (COMREP) - (N.Peterson/Reichard)
 

'hair Marvin Baron (University of California - Berkeley)
 
LDSEC Josef Silny (University of Miami)
 
LTESL Mary Bruder (University of Pittsburgh)
 
.AFSS Bernard LaBerge (VPI & State University)
 
IOMSEC Aaron Reinicke (San Diego State University)
 
)ECUSSA Charles Gliozzo (Michigan State University)
 
.OPPS Cassandra Pyle (American Council on Educatiun/Council


for International Exchange of Schule-s)
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REGIONAL COUNCIL- (Brown/M. Peterson/Christopherson) 

Chair Richard Downie (University of Florida) 
Chair-elect John Johnson (Ohio Wesleyan University) 
Section Chairs-elect: ADSEC Gary Hoover (University of the Pacific) 

ATESL Ralph "Pat" Barrett (Michigan State University) 
CAFSS Jill Bulthuis (University c f North Carolina - Chapel Hill) 
COMSEC Susan Tesseneer (Western ientucky University) 
SECUSSA Joseph Lurie (New York, New York) 

Region I Christine Karlin (Evergreen State College) 
Region II Stowart Harris (University of Wyoming) 
Region III Al Mladenka (Texas Christian University) 
Region IV Juna Noronha (College of St. Catherine) 
Region V Marcus Fang (University of Wisconsin) 
Region VI Willis Griffin (University of Kentucky) 
Region VII John Rogers (University of Miami) 
Region VIII Patric a Dyer (University of Delaware) 
Region IX Charles Hayduk (Bryn Mawr College) 
Region X Barbara Cahm Connotillo (Institue of International Educatio 
Region X1 Barbara Maryak (University of Bridgeport) 
Region XII Elizabeth Coggins (Golden Gate State University) 

TASK FORCES 

Taaorce on Reorganization- (Reichard/Brown) 

Chair 	 Robert Kaplan (University of Southern California) 
Marvin Baron (University of California - Berkeley) 
Michael Fels (El Paso Community College) 
James Haas (Indiana University) 
Homer Higbee (Michigar State University)
 
Jerry Wilcox (Cornell University)
 
Hugh Jenkins (Washington, DC)
 

Task Force on Reulatory Reform - (N. Peterson/Reichard) 

Chair 	 Eugene Smith (University of Colorado)
 
Marvin Baron (University of California - Berkeley)
 
David Homer (Michigan State University)
 
Heather Olson (Georgia State University)
 
Robert Kaplan (USC)
 
Valerie Woolston (University of Maryland)
 

Task Force on Information Sharing- (Brown/Louisell)
 

Alex Bedrosian (New Jersey Institute of Technology)
Chair 

Judith Aronson (Cornell University)
 
Thomas Diener (University of Alabama - University)
 
Joy Reid (Colorado State University)
 
Rebecca Roach (Iowa State University)
 
Paula Spier (Antioch University)
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Task Force on Overseas Counsellors -	 (Brown/M. Peterson) 

Chair 	 Valerie Woolston (University of Maryland) 
Mary Ann Spreckelmeyer (Chevy Chase, Marvland) 

Sanford Jameson (College Board) 
Dennis Peterson (Iowa State Universit):: 

Richard Reiff (University of Georgia) 

Lee Zeigler (Stanford University) 
Joseph Bruns (USIA Liaison) 

STANDING COMMITTES 

National Annual Conference Planning Committee (NACPCQ - Baltimore 1985 (Brown/Voland) 

Chair Lee Thompson (Boulder, Colorado) 
Local Arrangements Coordinator Dale Gough (University of Maryland) 
Program Coordinator Kevin Schieffer (Pakistan Trai.ing Program) 
ADSEC Gary Hoover (University of the Pacific) 
ATESL Ralph "Pat" Barrett (Michigan State University) 
CAFSS Jill Bulthuis (University of North Carolina) 
COMSEC Mary Goodwin (Comunity International Hospitality Council) 
SECUSSA Joseph Lurie (New York, NY) 
STING Abebayehu Novick (University of Maryland) 
RAVP Richard Downie (University of Florida) 
RAVP-elect John Johnson (Ohio Wesleyan University) 

Membership Committee- (Worrell) 

Chair Marion Beane (University of North Carolina - Charlotte) 
Jean Delaney (University of Colorado - Boulder) 
Cathy Eaks (Riverside, CA) 
Roger Lehr (Indiana State University) 
Richard Raiff (University of Georgia) 
Michael Smithee (Syracuse University) 

Nominations and Elections Committee - (Schrader/Brown) 

Chair Beverley McChesney (Stanford University) 
ADSEC 
ATESL 

Eugene Chamberlain (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) 
Pat Byrd (University of Florida) 

CAFSS Eugene Smith (University of Colorado) 
COMSEC Jean Griswold (Colorado State University) 
SECUSSA Mary Elizabeth Gwin (University of Mississippi) 

Development: 40th Anniversary Committee - (L.Reed/Reichard)
 

Chair 	 Howard Cook (New York, New York)
 
Marvin Baron (University of California - Berkeley)
 
James Davis (San Diego, California)
 
James Haas (Indiana University)
 
Sanford Jameson (College Board)
 
Robert Kaplan (University of Southern 	California)
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?er nel Committee (including Advisory Group on Executive Staffin) - (Brown)
 

'hair Joann Stedman (Columbia University) 
Barbara Burn (University of Massachusetts - Amherst) 
Charles Ainsworth (YMCA of Greater New York) 
Ann Kuilman (University of Pennsylvania) 
Appointment pending 

lules and Resolutions Committee  (Reichard) 

'hair/Parliamentarian Robert Kaplan (University of Southern California) 
IDSEC William Stone (Washington University) 
kTESL 
,AFSS 

OMcSEC 
SECUSSA Jitka Kaufman (University of Pennsylvania) 

FUNDING COMMITTEES 

,ommittee on Foreign Students in Elementary and Secondary Schools (COFSESS) - (L. Reed) 

'hair 	 Seasmus Malin (Harvard University)
 
Burton "Bud" Bard (American Cultural Exchange)
 
H. Thomas Collins (Global Education Outreach, Ltd.)
 
Jo Ann Crandall (Center for Applied Linguistics)
 
Frank W. Fernandez (Montgomery County, Maryland Schools)
 
Mary Goodwin (Community International Hospitality Center)
 
David D-. Homer (Michigan State University)
 
Pamela Y. Latt (Fairfax County, Virginia Schools)
 

ZOOP Projects Steering Committee - (Adams) 

'hair 	 Lee Zeigler (Stanford University)
 
XDSEC 	 William Paver (University of Texas - Austin)
 
kTESL 	 Paul Angelis (Southern Illinois University - Carbondale)
 
OMSEC Johanne Glass (University of Michigan)
 
AFSS Jeanne McKinney (North Carolina State University)
 
SECUSSA Peggy Blumenthal (Institute of International Education, NY)
 

Field Service Steering Committee - (M. Petersou) 

"hair Jerry Wilcox to 12/'85 (Cornell University)
 
%DSEC David Horner to 12/'84 (Michigan State University)
 

*Kitty Villa to 12/'87 (Univarsity of Texas - Austin)
 

Joyce Valdes to 12/'84 (University of Houston)
 
*Janet Constantinides to 12/'87 (University of Wyoming)
 
Sally Heym to 12/'85 (Northeastern University)
 
Rosalie Berg to 12/'86 (Columbia, South Carolina)
 
Gail Cohen to 12/'86 (College Consortium for Int'l Studies)
 
Robert Kaplan to 12/'84 (University of Southern California)
 
Marvin Baron to 12/'85 (University of California - Berkeley
 
*Lee Thompson to 12/'86 (Boulder, Colorado)
 
Richard Reiff to 12/'84 (University of Georgia)
 
Richard Downie to 12/'85 (University of Florida)
 

*John Johnson to 12/'86 (Ohio Wesleyan Univeristy)
 

*Terms begin 1/'85
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Education for International Development - EID - (Mashburn) 

Chair 	 Jack Van de Water (Oregon State University)
 
Martin Limbird (Iowa State University)
 
Elena Garate (University of Southern California)
 
Piedad Robertson (Miami-Dade Community College)
 
Thomas Carroll (Michigan State University)
 

Government Relations Advisory Committee - (N. Peterson/Herrin)
 

Chair 	 Heather Olson (Georgia State University)
 
At Large Members 	 Gary Althan (University of Iowa
 

Peter Levitov (University of Nebraska)
 
Margaret Kidd (University of Texas - Austin)
 

ATESL Jennifer Stephens (Harvard University)
 
ADSEC John Rogers (University of Miami)
 
CAFSS David Homer (Michigan State University)
 

Eugene Smith (University of Colorado) 

OTHER COMMITTEES 
(Assignments)
 

Community College Activities Coordinator - (Worrell) 

Michael Fels (El Paso Comunity College) 

Advisory Group on Home Coumtry Employment Issues - (Adams/Brown) 

Chair 	 Margaret Kidd (University of Texas - Austin)
 
Judith-Factor (Metro International) 
Ellen Hastay (Washington State University) 
David Homer (Michigan State University) 
Jerry Wilcox (Cornell University) 

Houlihan Awards Committee - (Worrell)
 

Chair 	 Mary Ann Spreckelmayer (Chevy Chase, Maryland) 
Homer Higbee (Michigan State University 
Sanford Jameson (College Board) 
Alice Mothershead (Pasadena, California) 

International Committee on Data Collection - ICDC (with lIE, AACRAO) - (M. Peterson) 

NAFSA Representatives:
 

Chair 	 William Paver (University of Texas - Austin)
 
Michael Dean (University of Wisconsin)
 
Erlend Peterson (Brigham Young University)
 

Insurance Advisory Committee - (Balto/Brown) 

Chair 	 Brian Bates (University of the District of Columbia) 
Marie Flamme (University of California - Berkeley) 
Eric Heiberg (Georgetown University) 
Peter Williams (University of Tennessee - Knoxville) 

' 1
 



:ray_ Committee - (Reed/Reichard)
 

'or 1985-86, the 40th Anniversary Committee in conjunction with the NAFSA Corporation
 

,iill serve as the Property Committee.
 

3elf-Regulation Advisory Committee -	 ( M. Peterson/Reichard) 

4AFSA Executive Committee
 
Jerry Wilcox, as Chair of Field Service.(Cornell University)
 
,assandra Pyle (American Council on Education/Council on International Educational Exchange)
 
lerbert Kells, consultant (Rutgers University)
 

.ommittee on Research - (Reichard/Mashburn)
 

'hair 	 Barbara Burn (University of Massachusetts - Amherst)
 
Marjorie Gardner (University of California - Berkeley)
 
Robert Kaplan (University of Southern California)
 
Motoko Lee (Iowa State University)
 
Manfred Stassen (German Academic Exchange Service, DAAD)
 
Jules LaPidus (Council on Graduate Schools in the U.S.)
 

,ommittee on Women Ijternational - (Schrader) 

"hair 	 Terri Rosenblatt (Council of Chief State School Officers) 
Dannis Peterson (Iowa State University) 
Joann Stedman (Columbia University) 
Elena Garate (University of Southern California)
 
Judith-Factor (Metro International)
 

gationality, Area and Country Concerns Committee/Coordinators/Pan -ls 

rhe organization of the above groups remains under review. The following have been
 

asked to serve as transition chairs until permanent committees are appointed.
 

IAFSA/JAFSA Liaison Committee - (L. Reed)
 

Joseph Mestenhauser (University of Minnesota)
 

Zoncerns: 

:1igerian Students - (Reichard) Julie Rose (Iowa State University) 
(Mashburn) Kenneth Rogers (Indiana University)4alaysian Students -

Carole Cumps (University of Massachusetts - Amherst)Iranian Students - (Herrin) 


Panel on Educational Exchanges with 	China - (L. Reed)
 

Edward Anthony (University of Pittsburgh)
 
G. James Haas (Indiana University)
 
Leslie Palmer (University of Maryland - College Park)
 

Pierre Perrolle (National Science Foundation)
 
Ann Ritchie (New York University)
 

A Committees on Students from:
 

June Naughton (University of Hawaii)
a - APSIA - (Mashburn) 
Latin America - CLACS - (Jenkins) William Stone (Washington University) 

Elizabeth Coggins (Golden.Gate State University) 

Sub Saharan African - COSSAC -(Duval)Michael Dean (University of Wisconsin)
 

Ann Kuhlman (University of Pennsylvania)
Middle Eastern - COSMEC - (Kubovic) 



INTERASSOCIAT IONAL ASSIGNMENTS 

/STAFF 

(Not for Publication)
 

ACE Secretariat/ /Reichard
 
ACE International Commission 

CIEE/NAFSA Weaver, Spier / Browm/Reichard 

FSRIC Silny, Hoover / Adams 

ICDC William Paver, Michael Dean, Erland Peterson I M. Peterson 
IEELG IN. Peterson/Reichard 

IEE/ IEE Research Advisory /Reichard 

ISEP /Brown 

JCOW Salonga, Hopkins, McCarty / Adams/Reichard 

JNCL Pat Byrd / Reichard/N. Peterson 

NCEP Barbara Cousins, Dorothy Demiller / Adams 

NILC Woolston / Reichard 
SAUSS/AACRAO /Brown 

Student Services Associations Downie / Brown 

Unofficial Staff Linkages 

ASAE Balto 

Consortium on International N. Petgrson 
Citizen Exchange
 

COSSCO L. Reed
 

FSSC (Foreign Student Service Council)Jenkins 

GPE L. Reed
 

NASSP L. Reed
 

NCIV/Meridian House Reichard
 

PAID/ACVFS Mashburn 

PIET Mashburn 

SID Mashburn 

Student Services - Brown 
Washington Staff
 

TESOL
 

YFU Reichard
 



National Association for Foreign Student Affairs
 

REGIONAL COUNCIL TRAINING SESSION
 
March 20-22, 1985
 
Washington, D.C.
 

Weadgy, March 24 
NAFSA Central Office 
1860 19th Street. N.W. 

4:30 - 5:15 p.m. Arrival, refreshments: Meet the NAFSA Staff 
5:15 - 5:30 Welcome: John F. Reichard, Executive Vice President 

Intradacdons: Richard Downie, Vice President for Regional Affairs 
5:30 - 7:30 NAPSA Staff Round-tables: J. Kent Johnson, V.P.-Elect 

Downstairs: Station #1: 
Station #2: 
Station #3: 
Station #4: 

Upstairs: Station #5: 
Station #6: 

COOP - Liz Adams (Reception Area)
 
EID - Peggy Willens (A. Brown Office)
 
Membership - Carole Robertson (Conference)
 
Information Services/Government Relations - Virginia
 

Louisell/Carl Herrin ("The Big Room") 
Field Service - Mary Peterson (MP's office) 
K-12/Special Projects - Linda Reed (Jack Reichard's 

office) 
7:30 on 	 Adjournment/social 

Thursday, March 21 
Carnegie Foundation for International Peace 
11 Dupont Circle, 8th floor, Room A 

8:30 - 9:00 Coffee and doughnuts 
9:00 	- 10:30 International Educational Exchange: State of the Art 

Presiding: Richard Downie 

10:30 - 11:00 Break 
11:00 - 12:00 NAFSA Priorities 

Presentation: Marvin Baron, President 
Response: Lee Thompson, President-Elect 

12:00 - 1:30 p.m. Luncheon (catered) 
"Complex Sperviea Associations in Times of Change" 

Presiding: John F. Reichard 
Speaker: Herb R. Kells, Rutgers University 

1:30 	- 2:15 Personal Perspective on the Regions 
Presentation: Richard Downie 
Response: J. Kent Johnson 

2:15 - 3:45 Concurrent Sessions 
Regions: Running a Successful Region 

Panelists: Maureen A. Carn, (professional development 
planning) 

Scott Cooper, (government liaison) 
Ed Blankenship, (conference organization) 
Garland Davies (newsletter) 
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Thursday, March 21 (cont'd.)
 

2:15 -	3:45 (cont'd.) Sections: Team Training, Transition and Appointments
Presiding: Mary Baron and Lee Thompson 

3:45 - 4:00 p.m. Break 
4:00 - 5:00 Effective Advocacy: Organizing Regional and Sectional 

Constituencies 
Presenting: Norm Peterson, Executive Secretary, the Liaison 

Group for International Educational Exchange 
5:30 7:00 Reception for Participants and Invited Guests 

(at the NAFSA office) 

Dinner on Your Own 

evening Plaming for Transition: Meetings of Regional and Sectional Pairs 

Friday, March 22 
Carnegie Foundation 
11 Dupont Circle, Room A 

8:30 -	 9:00 a.m. Coffee 
9:00 - 9:30 National Finances 

Presenting: Archer Brown, Administrative Director 
Naomi Balto, Director of Finance 
Mary Peterson, Director, Field Service 

9:30 - 10:30 Concurrent Sessions 
Regions Fiscal Management 

Presenting: Naomi Balto 
Sections: 	Using NAFSA Program Funds 

Presenting: Liz Adams 
Mary Peterson 
Elizabeth Sedlins 
PeMv Willens 

10:30 	- 11:00 Break 
11:00 	- 12:00 p.m. Small Group Problem-Solving Sessions 
12:00 	- 12:30 Reports from Groups 

12:30 	- 2:00 Luncheon (catered) 
"U.S. 	Government Priorities and NAFSA" 

Presiding: J. Kent Johnson 
Presenting:Joseph Bruns, Chief, Student Support Services 

Division, U.S. Information Agency 
Dona Wolf, Director, Office of International 

Training, U.S.A.LD. 

2:00 -	 3:30 Concurrent Sessions 
Regions: Selecting and Training the Team 

Presiding: Downie, Johnson and Beane 

http:U.S.A.LD
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Friday, March 22 (cont'd.) 

2:00 -	 3:30 (cont'd.) Sections: NAFSA Structure and Sectional Priorities: How Well Do 
They 	Match? 

Presiding: Baron and Thompson 
3:30 -	 3:45 Break 
3:45 -	 4:30 Evaluation and Wrap-Up 

Saturday. March 23 
NAFSA Central Office 
1860 19th Street, N.W. 

8:30 - 9:00 a.m. Coffee 
9:00 - 1:00 Workshop on Workshops 

Presiding: Jeana McKinney, North Carolina State University 



NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR FOREIGN STUDENT AFFAIRS
 

REGIONAL COUNCIL 1984-85
 

VICE PRESIDENT FOR REGIONAL AFFAIRS VICE PRESIDENT-ELECT FOR REGIONAL AFFA 

Richard D. Downie, Director 
International Student Services 

University of Florida 

Gainesville, Florida 32611 

(904) 392-1345 


REGION I 


Christine Kerlin 

Admissions Counselor 

The Evergreen State College

Olympia, WA 98505 

(206) 886-6170 


REGION H 

Stewart Harris 

Associate Director 

Admissions 

University of Wyoming 

Box 3435 University Station 

Laramie, WY 82071 

(307) 766-2205 


REGION Il 

Al Mladenka 
Director 

International Student Affairs 
Texas Christian University 
P.O. Box 32926, TCU 

Fort Worth, TX 76129 

(817) 921-7871 


REGION IV 


June Noronha 

Director 

Office of Intercultural Programs 

The College of St. Catherine 

St. Paul, MN 55105 

(612) 690-6784 


3. K. nt Johnson, Director
 
Foreign Student Services
 
241 Slocum Hall
 
Ohio Wesleyan University
 
Delaware, OH 43015
 
(614) 369-4431
 

REGIONAL CHAIRS 

REGION V
 

Marc Fang 
Foreign Student Adviser and
 

Associate Professor of Psychology

University of Wisconsin - Stevens Point
 
Stevens Point, WI 54481
 
(715) 346-2611
 

REGION VI
 

Willis Griffin 
Director
 
Office for International Programs
 
University of Kentucky
 
117 Bradley Hall
 
Lexington, KY 40506
 
(606) 257-1654
 

REGION VI
 

John Rogers
 
Director
 
Intensive English Program 
University of Miami 
P.O. Box 248005
 
Coral Gables, FL 33124
 
(305) 284-2752
 

REGION VIII
 

Patricia Dyer 
Director
 
English Language Institute
 
University of Delaware
 
Newark, DE 19711
 
(30,, 451-2674
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REGION IX 

Charles Heyduk 
Foreign Student Adviser 
Bryn Mawr College 
Bryn Mawr, PA 19010 
(215) 645-6243 

REGION X 

Barbara Cahn Connotillo 
Managing Editor 
Publications 
Institute of International Education 
809 United Nations Plaza 

New York, NY 10017 

(212) 883-8258 

ADSEC 

Gary Hoover 
Director 
Foreign Student Admissions 
University of the Pacific 
3601 Pacific Avenue 
Stockton, CA 95211 
(209) 946-2211 

ATESL 

Ralph "Pat" Barrett 
Associate English Professor 
English Language Center " 
Michigan State University 
East Lansing, MI I8824 
(517) 353-0800 

CAFSS 

Jill Bulthuis 
Director 
International Center 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
(919) 962-5661 

REGION XI 

Barbara Maryak 
Director 
International Admissions 
Admissions Office 
Wahlstrom Library 
University of Bridgeport 
Bridgeport, CT 06601 
(203) 576-4575 

REGION XII 

.llizabeth. Coggins 
Foreign Student Adviser 
Golden Gate University 
536 Mission 
San Francisco, CA 94105 
"(415) 442-7237 

SEC1ION REPRESENTATIVES 

COMSEC 

Susan Tesseneer 
Office of International Student Affairs 
Western Kentucky University 
Bowling Green, KY 42101 
(502) 745-4857 

SECUSSA 

Joseph Lurie 
127 W.96th Street 
New York, NY 10025 
(212) 222-8023 

- Chapel Hill 



NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR FOREIGN STUDENT AFFAIRS 

REGIONAL COUNCIL 1985-86 

VICE PRESIDENT FOR REGIONAL AFFAIRS VICE PRESIDENT-ELECT FOR REGIONAL AFFA 

3. Kent Johnson, Director 
Foreign Student Services 
241 Slocum Hall 
Ohio Wesleyan University 
Delaware, OH 43015 
(614) 369-4431 

REGION I 

Raul Martinez 
Director 
International Student Services" 
Portland State University 
P.O. Box 751 
Portland, OR 97207 
(503) 229-4094 

REGION H 

Sharon Jensen 
Program Adviser 
International Student Office 
University of Arizona 
203 Nugent Building 
Tucson, AZ 85721 
(602) 621-4627 

REGION III 

Leroy Broussard 
Director of Admissions 
University of Southwestern Louisiana 
USL P.O. Box 41210 
Lafayette, LA 70504 
(318) 231-6474 

REGION IV 

John Lynch 
Director 
International Student Affairs 
North Dakota State University 
P.O. Box 5582 
Fargo, ND 58105 
(701) 237-7895 

Marian Beane, Director 
Foreign Student Services 
University of North Carolina 
UNCC Station 
Charlotte, NC 28223 
(704) 597-2407 

REGIONAL CHAIRS 

REGION V 

Charles Gliozzo 
Director 
Office of Overseas Study 
Michigan State University 
Edst Lansing, MI 48824 
(517) 353-8920 

REGION VI 

Nona Melady 
Immigration Specialist 
International Student Services 
Room "150 Hoyde Hall 
Purdue University 
West Lafayette, IN 47907 
(317) 494-5770 

REGION VII 

Helen Stevens 
Director 
International Student Services 
Florida State University 
Tallahassee, FL 32306 
(904) 644-1702 

REGION VIII 

France Pruitt 
Director 
International Programs 
George Mason University 
4400 University Drive 
Fairfax, VA 22030 
(703) 323-2001 

- Charlotte 
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REGION IX REGION XI 

James F. Lynch Robert Chudy 
Senior Assistant Director Director
 
International Students International Student Services
 
Office of International Studies University of New Haven
 
Pennsylvania State University West Haven, CT 06516
 
University Park, PA 16802 (203) 932-7338 
(814) 865-6348 

REGION X REGION XII 

Maureen Cam Ed Blankenship 
International Student Adviser Director 
Saint John's University International Student Services 
Grand Central & Utopia Parkways and Study Abroad 
Jamaica, NY 11439 Center for International Education 
(718) 990-6783 California State University - Long Beach 

1230 Bellflower Blvd., SS/ADM 204 
Long Beach, CA 90840 
(213) 498-4106 

SECTION REPRESENTATIVES 

ADSEC COMSEC 

Bill Paver Nell Magee 
Assistant Director Consultant 
Office of Admissions International Student Ministries 
University of Texas - Austin National Student Ministries 
Main Bldg., Room 7 127 Ninth Avenue, N. 
Austin, TX 78712 Nashville, TN 37234 
(512) 471-1711 (615) 251-2780 

ATESL SECUSSA 

Joy Reid Tom Roberts 
Academic Administrator Associate Director 
Intensive English Program College Center for Education Abroad 
Colorado State University Beaver College 
Fort Collins, CO 80523 Glenside, PA 19038 
(303) 491-6616 (215) 884-3500 

CAFSS 

Heather Olson 
Director
 
International Student Services 
Georgia State University 
University Plaza 
Atlanta, GA 30303 
(404) 658-2209 



NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR FOREIGN STUDENT AFFAIRS
 

REGIONAL COUNCIL 1986-87
 

VICE PRESIDENT FOR REGIONAL AFFAIRS VICE PRESIDENT-ELECT FOR REGIONAL AFI 

Marian Beane, Director 
Foreign Student Services 
University of North Carolina - Charlotte 

NOT YET DETERMINED 

UNCC Station 
Charlotte, NC 28223 
(704) 597-2407 

REGION I 

Linda Kwon 
Adviser 
International Programs 
Edmonds Community College 
20000 68th Avenue, W. 
Lynnwood, WA 98036 
(206) 771-1543 

REGION II 

Merry Ellen Turner 
Program Coordinator 
Intensive English Program 
University of Nebraska - Omaha 
Omaha, NE 68182 
(402) 554-2293 

REGION III 

Tom Hoemeke 
Director 
International Programs 
North Texas State University 
Denton, TX 76203 
(817) 565-2342 

REGION IV 

Kim Brown 
Linguistics Department 
Macalester College 
1600 Grand Avenue 
St. Paul, MN 55105 
(612) 696-6392 

REGIONAL CHAIRS 

REGION V 

Scott Cooper 
Associate Dean of Student Affairs 

and International Programs 
University of Illinois - Chicago 
1737 W. Polk, Room 203 
Chicago, IL 60680 
(312) 996-4940 

REGION VI 

Alan Boyd 
Director 
International Student and Faculty Services 
Ohio University - Athens 
Athens, OH 45701 
(614) 594-5773 

REGION VII 

Garland Davies 
Director 
English as a Second Language 
Georgia State University 
University Plaza 
Atlanta, GA 30303 
(404) 658-3648 

REGION VIII 

John Deupree 
Assistant Director 
Office of International Education 
The College Board 
1717 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W., Suite 704 
Washington, D.C. 20036 
(202) 332-1480 
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REGION IX 

Marie L. Zecca 
Coordinator 
International Services 
Temple University 
201 Mitten Hall 
Philadelphia, PA 19122 
(215) 787-7229 

REGION X 

3ohn Lembo 
Associate Director 
Office of Admissions 
Hofstra University 
Hempstead, NY 11550 
(516) 560-6797 

REGION XI 

Sam Smith 
Assistant Director 
Office of Admissions 
Boston University 
881 Commonwealth Avenue 
Boston, MA 02215 
(617) 353-4492 

REGION XII 

Gerald Martin 
International Admissions Counselor 
University of San Francisco 
2130 Fulton Street 
San Francisco, CA 94117 
(415) 666-6214 

SECTION REPRESENTATIVES 

NOT YET DETERMINED 



NAFSA 37th Annual Conference
 

Activities not listed in Conference Pruram
 

As of May 22, 1985
 

Sunday, May 26, 1985
 

11:00 a.m. ICDC Workshop Planning Session, JFR's Suite
 

Advanced Immigration Workshop, Packet Stuffing
 

Monday, May 27, 1985
 

4:00-6:00 p.m. TF on Regulatory Reform, Baron's Suite
 

7:30-10:30 p.m. GRAC Regioanl Reps and Committee Meeting, Baltimore Room
 

Tuesday, May 28, 1985
 

9:00 a.m. Burn Research Group, location TBA
 

9:00-12:00 p.m. State Department Briefing, Baltimore Room
 

9:00-9:30 a.m. Professi.onal Council, Lombard Room
 

12:00-1:30 p.m. HCE Advisory Group Meeting, M. Kidd's House
 

6:00 p.m. ATESL/AID Reception, ATESL Suite
 

7:30-9:00 p.m. ISEP Dinner and Meeting, Chespeake A
 

8: 3r0-l0' nm.. 9KYS Meetlng. Charles Room 

9:00- Mid-nite CAFSS Hospitality Suite 

p.m. ELS Advisory Group Dinner Meeting, location TBA
 

Wednesday, May 29, 1985
 

7:00 a.m. KEYS SECUSSA Participants, Cascades Restaurant
 

8:00-10:00 a.m. COOP Evaluation Committee, Hyatt Coffee Shop
 

9:30 a.m. Press Briefing on Regulatory Reform, VIP Lounge Conv. Ctr.
 

12:00 p.m. KEYS ADSEC Participants, meet @ meesage board 

11:30-1:30 p.m. ELS Language Centers Brunch, Terrace by Cony. Ctr. 

12:00-1:30 p.m. Special Interest Group on Micro-Computers, Charles Room 

12:00-L:30 p.m. COOP Committee Luncheon, JFR's Suite 

6:30-6:30 p.m. University of LasL Anglia RVLtLiof, 3alior. Racm 

6:30-8:30 p.m. Beaver College Dinner, The Chart 11cuse Restaurant
 

6:30-8:30 p.m. Hariri Foundation Reception, location TEA
 

6:30-7:30 p.m. Credential Evaluation Project Reception, ADSEC Suite
 

6:45-7:45 p.m. Exhibitors Reception, VIP Lounge Convention Ctr.
 

9:00 D.M. CWI and Regional Reps Dinner, location TZA 

9:00 ).m. FulbrightiG,'rman/U.S. E:cianuu ,c in, (X =sa)e 3 

9:0-[d c C.ASS om.\n~ci 1 oiaitm 



Wednesday, May 29, 1985 (con't.)
 

9:30 p.m. 	 BUTEC Meeting, location TBA
 

9:30 p.m. 	 Gulf States Embassies' Reception, location TBA
 

10:30 p.m. 	 InterCollegiate Holidays Reception, Columbia/Frederick Rm.
 

11:59 p.m. 	 Comm. on Staff Morale, Markert's Suite, Hyatt
 

Thursday,._My 30, 1985
 

10:30-12:00 p.m. INS Regional Adjudication Centers: A Discussion, Room C
 

2:00-3:30 p.m. ISEP Drop-In, Camden/Lombard Rooms
 

2:00-3:30 p.m. Field Service/Self Reg. Program, VIP Lounge Cony. Vtr.
 

6:30-8:00 p.m. PIER Reception, Val Woolston's House
 

6:30-8:00 p.m. SIT/EIL Reception, Calvert/Pratt
 

6:30-9:00 p.m. University of California Reception, Chesapeake
 

6:30-8:30 p.m. IIE Reception, Columbia
 

8:30 p.m. Baseball Game
 

7:00-9:00 p.m. Coordiantion Council of No. Am. Affairs, Room
 

7:00-8:00 p.m. ADSEC Team Meeting, continued in Suite
 

7:00-10:00 p.m. EID Committee Meeting, location TBA
 

p.m. Junior Staff Event, LCJ's House
 

7:30-9:30 p.m. National Association of Credential Evaluation Cmte.,Douglas
 

9:00-Mid--nite CAFSS Hospitality Room, Annapolis Room
 

9:00 p.m. 	 Language Center of the Pacific Reception, Room E
 

9:00 p.m. 	 TOPPS, Sonney's
 

Friday, May 31, 1985
 

7:00 a.m. 	 KEYS CAFSS Participants, Cascades Retaurant
 

12:00-1:30 p.m. PIER Lunch, Val Woolston's House
 

President's Reception, Baron/Thompson Suite
5:45-6:45 p.m. 


5:45-6:45 p.m. LAC Reception, JFR's Suite
 

Saturday, June 1, 1985
 

9:00 	a.m. Overseas Counselors Debriefing, Chesapeake A 

¢kshp., Calvert/Prat9:30-9:30 p.m. Committee for Univ. Studies in Israel 


10:00-3:00 p.m. Baden-Wurttemburg Refresher, Charles Room
 



± Conference 99ailye-' 
-BULLET IN 

May 28-31, 1985 
Baltimore. Maryland National Association for Foreign Student Affairs 

37th ANNUAL CONFERENCE 

Tuesday, 28 May 1985 Edited by George Bozzini and Ann Kuhlman 

Changes have been made in the ADVANCED IMMIGRATION SEMINAR. A discussion
 
of temporary positions for foreign faculty (H-i) will NOT be held. An
 
update on the Form I-721--student status form--WILL be included. In
 
addition to the published list of panelists, Dr Robert L Park of the
 
University of Maryland and the American Physical Society and Carl A Herrin
 
of NAFSA will speak. Dr Park is a professor of physics and Mr Herrin is
 
NAFSA Government Relations Coordinator.
 

IFUTURE DIRECTIONS FOR REGULATORY REFORM will meet 15 minutes before the
 
time announced in the program--at 10:15 am. The location remains the
 
Columbia Room..
 

The AID WORKSHOP on *Students Sponsored by Agencies" will be held in
 
Constellation B, not in Room D as stated in the Conference program. The
 
workshop will run from 1:00 to 4:15 pm on Tuesday.
 

ADSEC : The new chair for the session "The Lebanese System of Education
 
and the Baccalaureate II Examination," to be held on Thursday, 30 May, at
 
3:30 pm, will be Violet Benner.
 

A MICROCOMPUTER SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP is being formed. All interested
 
persons are invited to a meeting (NOT a brown bag meeting as previously
 
announced) on Wednesday from 12:30 to 1:30 in the Charles Room, 3rd floor
 
North, HYATT Hotel.
 

SECUSSA : Pre-conference workshop "Study Abroad 101: Introduction to the
 
Field and its Resources" will be held on Tuesday, at 9:00 am in the
 
Hanover Room at the Omni Hotel.
 

SECUSSA : The session "NAFSA 101: Newcomers", to be held Tuesday from
 
10:00 to 12:00 in Constellation B, will change its room during the second
 
hour. SECUSSA Newcomers (301-P) will be held in Room D, and STING
 
Newcomers (301-P) will be in CHESAPEAKE B.
 



The Committee on Foreign Students in Elementary and Secondary Schools
 
workshop "International Students in the USA: A Workshop for Secondary
 
School Administrators" will be held in Constellation D, Tuesday, 28 May
 

Also Tuesday, the session "Students Sponsored by Agencies" will be held
 
in Constellation B.
 

The BACKGROUND ON AFRICA program on Wednesday, 29 May at 8:30 am will
 
include the following panelists: Chair - Donald Easum, President of the
 
African-American Institute. Presenters include: Leslie Belay, Acting
 
Out-Reach Coordinator of the African Studies Center at Boston University;
 
Cynthia Perry, Chief of the Education and Human Resources Division of the
 
AID Bureau for Africa; Sylvester Whitaker, Director of International
 
Programs and Professor of Political Science and African Studies at Rutgers
 
University; and William Zartman, Professor of Political Science, SAIS of
 
Johns Hopkins University.
 

The FOREIGN STUDENT RECRUITMENT INFORMATION CLEARINGHOUSE STEERING
 
COMMITTEE and ADSEC are pleased to note the following presenters in the
 
1985 Pre-Conference Workshop on Foreign Student Recruitment. Although
 
listed in the ipre-conference publicity, their names were omitted from the
 
final conference program. FSRIC and ADSEC regret the error.
 

1. Susan Blackman, US Department of Commerce
 
2. Joan Borum, Educational Testing Service
 
3. Elaine Burgess, Oklahoma State University
 
4. Susan Donovan, Syracuse University
 
5. Sanford Jameson, The College Board
 
6. Mary Peterson, NAFSA
 
7. Peggy Printi, Study in the USA
 
8. Karen Lowe Raftus, College of Wooster
 

ADSEC is pleased to announce the following panel of overseas Educational
 
Advisors for the session "Overseas Educational Advisors Speak to
 
Admissions Officers":
 

Zorina Carby - USIS, Panama City 
Karin Holst - State Educational Loan Fund, Oslo 
Alain McNamara - AMIDEAST, Amman
 
Ellen Mashiko - Japan - US Educational Commission, Tokyo
 
Norma Malianga - USIS, Harare
 

The session is scheduled for Friday, 31 May, at 8:30 am.
 

All NAFSANs are urged to attend to the annual business meeting Friday,
 
May, at 1:30 pm in the Ballroom.
 

This meeting is an opportunity to hear your association's leaders talk
 
about NAFSA's future directions. Marvin J Baron, president for 1984-85,
 
will address priorities for 1985-86.
 



Come and get involved in the issues, and learn as well about the plans for
 
the future.
 

The COMMITTEE ON RULES AND RESOLUTIONS has two scheduled meetings, on
 
Tuesday, 28 May, from 2:00 to 3:00 and on Wednesday, 29 May, from 8:30 to
 
10:00 am. Any member planning to submit a resolution to the Annual
 
Business Meeting of the Association is urged to review the Standing Rule
 
on Resolutions and the "Call for Resolutions* in the February (vol. 36,
 
no. 4) issue of the - Action resolutions should have been
 
submitted in writing on or before 28 April. Referral resolutions may be
 
received by the Committee on Rules and Resolutions up to 24 hours before
 
the Business Meeting (1:30, Friday, 31 May) as can Courtesy Resolutions.
 
Members interested in submitting Referral or Courtesy Resolutions are
 
urged to meet with the Rules and Resolutions Committee at one or both of
 
the scheduled times. Members who have submitted Actions Resolutions
 
should plan to attend one or both scheduled meetings.
 

The NAFSA COOPERATIVE GRANTS PROGRAM would like to hear from you! If you
 
have ever applied to COOP for a grant or written for a model project
 
report, the committee evaluating COOP would appreciate your feedback on
 
COOP's future at a meeting this evening--Tuesday--at 8:00 in the Executive
 
Vice President's Suite at the Hyatt.
 

VOLUNTEERS ARE NEEDED TO WORK THE REGISTRATION DESK 1 1/2- 2 HOURS EACH
 
DAY TUESDAY THROUGH FRIDAY. Please contact Laura Hostetler in the
 
Convention Office in the Convention Center.
 

TEXTS OF SESSION PAPERS REQUESTED. Virginia W. Louisell, director of
 
information services, asks that presenters at conference sessions provide
 
her with a copy of their papers. These will form a body of reference
 
information in the Central Office for the study of NAFSA issues and for
 
possible inclusion in the NAFSA Nl t 

kll authors will be contacted for permission in the event there is a
 
desire to publish a paper or a portion of a paper.
 

Presenters are asked to leave text copies in the conference Press Room.
 

ADDED to the program on Wednesday, May 29, 1985 is a meeting of the
 
Special Interest Group on Micro-Computers. Interested persons are urged to
 
come to the Charles Room, Hyatt Regency 3rd floor north, as soon after
 
12:30 as possible.
 



ADDED to the program on Tuesday, May 28, 1985 is a briefing on the offii
 
of Consular Affairs and Overseas Citizens Services sponsored by the US
 
Department of State. The briefing will provide participants with
 
information about the visa issuance process and the services US embassies
 
and consulates provide to US citizens when they are abroad. The presenters
 
will be Charles Anderson, Elinor Harris, Steve Maloney and Jim Callaghan.
 
Briefing will be held in the Baltimore Room from 9:00 to noon.
 

AD to the program on Tuesday, May 30,1985 is a discussion meeting on
 
the INS Regional Adjudication Centers. It will be held in Room C at 10:30
 
am to noon.
 

ATTENTION ALL NAFSA ME:BERS: Voting cards are available at the Membership
 
Desk in the registration area. It is necessary to obtain a voting card in
 
order to vote at the Annual Business Meeting scheduled for Friday, May
 
31, between 1:30 and 3:00 pm. The Membership Desk hours are noted under
 
General Information in the conference program.
 

SENIOR FULBRIGHT US-GERMAN RECEPTION
 

On Wednesday, May 29 from 9:00-11:00 pm in the Hyatt Regency in Chesa
 
Room B, the Council for International Exchange of Scholars (CIES), wi
 
assistance from NAFSA, will host a reception in honor of the 20 visit
 
Fulbright German Administrators in International Education. CIES woul
 
like to invite alumni of the U.S. Administrators in International
 
Education Program with the Federal Republic of Germany (1979-1985),
 
representatives of U.S. institutions which have hosted senior Fulbrig
 
delegations from Germany , other German visitors attending the NAFSA
 
Conference, and other NAFSA Members interested in US-FRG educational
 
exchanges.
 

The CAFSS SUITE (Columbia Room) is being brightened by colorful Guatemalan
 
textiles - belts, blouses, bags, wall hangings, table runners- made by
 
Guatemalan refugees in Mexico. These articles make excellent gifts, are
 
inexpensive and beautiful. And profits go for a worthy cause: food and
 
medicine, and thread for the weaving of more cloth. The suite will be open
 
from 9:00 p.m.to midnight. See Dennis Peterson for more information.
 

NAFSA'S 38th ANNUAL CONFERENCE is scheduled to take place in San Antonio,
 
Texas, Sunday, 11 May through Wednesday, 14 May 1986. The '86 Conference
 
Planning Committee invites individuals wishing to present papers to subnjit
 
abstracts to Sherie Voland at the NAPSA Central Office--NO LATER THAN
 
1 AUGUST 1986.
 



DON'T MISS THE BALTIMORE NIGHT OWL TOUR
 

Make your reservation before 5:00 pm Tuesday in order to join the
 
Baltimore Night Owl Tour, scheduled to depart at 9:30 pm Wednesday
 
evening. You can join the tour directly from the Aquarium reception or
 
from the Hyatt. $11 per person includes champagne. Stop by the Hospitality
 
Table for more information on tours to Washington, DC and Annapolis.
 

TAPES FOR SALE
 

Tapes of some conference meetings will be for sale. They will be available
 
at the Business Products, Inc. table in the Pratt Street Lobby of the
 
Convention Center and will sell for $5.00 per copy during the conference.
 

THE HYATT REGENCY will serve a continental breakfast Wednesday, Thursday,
 
and Friday morning from 7:000 a.m. to 8:340 a.m. on the atrium level.
 

VAN SLYCKE AND REESIDE TRAVEL is NOT available on site, as earlier
 
reported, to reconfirm and make changes in reservations booked through the
 

Jagency. Those wishing to contact VS&R should call 800/321-7173 to make any
 
changes in flights.
 

CHECK THE MESSAGE BOARD FOR THE LOCATIONS OF SECTIONAL HOSPITALITY SUITES!
 

THE SELF-REGULATION INFORMATION SHARING SESSION will take place from
 
2-3:30 p.m. on Thursday, 30 May, in the VIP Room.
 

FLIGHT RAFFLE FOR NEW ZEALAND AND SCANdINAVIA
 
TO ASSIST NAFSA'S 40TH ANNIVERSARY FUND
 

1st prize - A pair of roundtrip tickets from Los Angeles to Auckland,
 
New Zealand
 

2nd prize - A single roundtrip ticket from New York to Helsinki and
 
one of the following cities: Oslo, Copenhagen, or Stock
holm.
 

3rd prize - A single roundtrip ticket from New York to Helsinki and
 
one of the following cities: Oslo, Copoenhagen, or Stock
holm.
 

Cost of raffle tickets: $2. donation for one ticket; $5.donation for four
 
tickets; $10. donation for ten tickets
 



WHERE TICKETS WILL BE SOLD: 
(a) 40th Anniversary Fund Table in the
Registration Area; 
(b) the International Travel Consortium Boothr 
#74, in
the Exhibit Area.
 

DRAWING: To be held at the final banquet Friday night. 
 Ticket holders are
not required to attend.
 
The raffle is made possible courtesy of the International Travel
Consortium in cooperation with Air New Zealand and Finnair.
 
Prizewinners may be restricted in their choice of travel days during peak
seasons.
 

EXHIBITS UPDATE
 

ACU Press 
 Clyde Austin 
 21a
 

AFS International/Intercultural

Programs 
 Craig Brown 
 21
 

Bridge International School. 
 Raphael Aiberola
 
Joan Rogers 
 11
 

Compu Counsel 
 Linda Galas
 
Lori Ushidate
 

* Kathy Hubbard 
 44a
 
Daytona Beach Community College 
 Eloise Calleiro 
 lla
 

Experiment in International Living/

School for International Training 
 Dawn Sewell
 

Eloise Biscoe 
 60
 
Intercultural Consultants,


International--USA 
 G Vittoria Abate 
 7a
 
International Council for Cultural


Exchange 
 Stanley Gochman
 
David Gochman
 
Ennio Giusti
 
Aruha Aragawala 
 11
 

International Honors Program 
 Joan Tiffany 
 22a
 
International Language Services, Inc. 
 Sarojni Mehta
 

Yoshiro Otsuka 
 43a
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS FOR REGULATORY REFORM will meet 15 minutes before the
time announced in the program--at 10:15 am. Wednesday, May 29. 
 The
location remains the Columbia Room.
 

ADSEC : The new chair for the session wThe Lebanese System of Education
and the Baccalaureate II EB'x;aination,, tc be held on Thursday, 30 May, at
3:30 pm, will be Violet Benner.
 

A MICROCOMPUTER SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP is being formed. 
All interested
pernons are invited to a meeting (NOT a bcown bag meeting as previously
announced) on Wednesday from 12:30 to 1:30 in the Charles Room, 3rd floor

North, HYATT Hotel.
 

ADSEC is pleased to announca the following panel of overseas Educational
Advisors for the session uOverseas Educational Advisors Speak to
 
Admissions Officerso:
 

Zorina Carby - USIS, Panama City

Karin Holst - State Educational Loan Fund, Oslo

Alain McNamara -AMIDEAST, Amman

Ellen Mashiko - Japan - US Educational Cotmissione Tokyo

Norma Malianga - USIS, Harare
 

The session is scheduled for Friday, 31 May, at 8:30 am.
 
REGIONAL BUSINESS MEETINGS - Regional Chairs ane members are reminded that
Regional business meetings are scheduled for Thursday from 2 
- 3 pm.
Please check on pages 59 and 60 on the conference program for assigned

meeting rooms.
 



All NAFSANs are urged to attend to the annual business meeting Friday

May, at 1:30 pm in the Ballroom.
 

This meeting is an opportunity to hear your association's leaders talk
about NAFSA's future directions. Marvin J Baron, president for 1984-85P
will address priorities for 1985-86.
 

Come and get involved in the issues, and learn as well about the plans fc

the future.
 

VOLUNTEERS ARE NEEDED TO WORK THE REGISTRATION DESK 1 1/2- 2 HOURS EACH
DAY TUESDAY THROUGH FRIDAY. Please contact Laura Hostetler in the

Convention Office in the Convention Center.
 

TEXTS OF SESSION PAPERS REQUESTED. Virginia W. Louisell, director of
information services, asks that presenters at conference sessions provide
her with a copy of their papers. These will form a body of reference
information in the Central Office for the study of NAFSA issues and for
possible inclusion in the NAFSA Ut 
r.
 

All authors will be contacted for permission in the event there is 
a
desire to publish a paper or a portion of a paper.
 

Presenters are asked to leave text copies in the conference Press Room.
 

& 
 to the program on Thursday, May 30,1985 is a discussion meeting on
the INS Regional Adjudication Centers. It will be held in Room C at 10:30
 
am to ncon.
 

ATTENTION ALL NAFSA MEMBERS: Voting cards are available at the Membership
Desk in the registration area. It is necessary to obtain a voting card in
order to vote at the Annual Business Meeting scheduled for Friday, May
31, between 1:30 and 3:00 pm. The Membership Desk hours are noted under
General Information in the conference program.
 

IVY LEAGUE GROUP -
We are meeting in Room 903 Hyatt on Wednesday, May 2,

at 9:00 pm.
 

" \ TJ 



SENIOR FULBRIGHT US-GERMAN RECEPTION
 

On Wednesday, May 29 from 9:00-11:00 pm in the Hyatt Regency in Chesapeake
 
Room B, the Council for International Exchange of Scholars (CIES), with
 
assistance from NAFSA, will host a reception in honor of the 20 visiting
Fulbright German Administrators in International Education. CIES would 
like to invite alumni of the U.S. Administrators in International 
Education Program with the Federal Republic of Germany (1979-1985), 
representatives of U.S. institutions which have hosted senior Fulbright
delegations from Germany , other German visitors attending the NAFSA 
Conference, and other NAFSA Members interested in US-FRG educational 
exchanges. 

The CAFSS SUITE (Columbia Room) is being brightened by colorful Guatemalan
 
textiles - belts, blousese bags, wall hangings, table runners- made by
 
Guatemalan refugees in Mexico. These articles make excellent gifts, are
 
inexpensive and beautiful. And profits go for a worthy cause: food and
 
medicine, and thread for the weaving of more cloth. The suite will be open

from 9:00 p.m.to midnight. See Dennis Peterson for more information.
 

SAN ANTONIO IN 1986
 

NAFSA'S 38th ANUAL CONFERENCE is scheduled to take place in San Antonio,
 
Texas, Sunday, 11 May through Wednesday, 14 May 1986. The '86 Conference
 
Planning Committee invites indiyiduais wishing to present papers to submit
 
abstracts to Sherie Voland at the NAFSA Central Office--NO LATER THAN
 
1 AUGUST 1986.
 

TAPES FOR SALE
 

Tapes of some conference meetings will be for sale. They will be available
 
at the Business Products, Inc. table in the Pratt Ftreet Lobby of the
 
Convention Center and will sell for $5.00 per copy during the conference.
 

THE HYATT REGENCY will serve a continental breakfast Wednesday, Thursday,
 
and Friday morning from 7:00 am to 8:30 am on the atrium level.
 

VAN SLYCKE AND REESIDE TRAVEL is NOT available on site, as earlier
 
reported, to reconfirm and make changes in reservations booked through the
 
agency. Those wishing to contact VS&R should call 800/321-7173 to make any
 
changes in flights.
 

NOTE THE LOCATIONS OF SECTIONAL HOSPITALITY SUITES!
 

ADSEC - Hyatt 503
 
ATESL - Hyatt 645
 
CAFSS - Annapolis Room, Hyatt (Wednesday, May 29 from 9 pm to 12)
 
COMSEC - Hyatt 303 
SECUSSA - Hyatt 703 



FLIGHT.RAFFLE FOR NEW ZEALAND AND SCANDINAVIA

TO ASSIST NAFSA'S 40TH ANNIVERSARY FUND
 

1st prize - A pair of roundtrip tickets from Los Angeles to Auckland#
 
New Zealand
 

2nd prize - A single roundtrip ticket from New York to Helsinki and

2R2 of the following cities: Oslo, Copenhagen, or Stock
holm.
 

3rd prize - A single roundtrip ticket from New York to Helsinki and
gal of the following cities: Oslo, Copoenhagen, or Stock
holm.
 

Cost of raffle tickets: $2 donation for one ticketj $5 donation for four
tickets; $10 donation for ten tickets
 

WHERE TICKETS WILL BE SOLDt 
(a) 40th Anniversary Fund Table in the
Registration Area; (b) the International Travel Consortium Booth, 174, in
the Exhibit Area.
 

DRAWING: To be held at the final banquet Friday night. 
Ticket holders are
 n required to attend.
 

The raffle is made possible courtesy of the International Travel
Consortium in cooperation with Aiz New Zealand and Finnair, and was
initiated for the Association by SECUSSA.
 

Prizewinners may be restricted in their choice of travel days during peak

seasons.
 

THE SELF-REGULATION INFORMATION SHARING SESSION will take place fro
2-3:30 p.m. on Thursday, 30 May, in the VIP Room.
 

THE COMMITTEE ON STUDENTS FROM MIDDLE EASTERN COUNTRIES will meet at 1 pm
Thursday, May 30 in the CAFSS Suite 
- #403 Hyatt. All interested NAFSAns
are invited to attend. 
For additional information call Ann Kuhlman 
(Hyatt
1154) or leave a message at the Message Center.
 

CAFSS HOSPITALITY -
All CAFSS members are invited to the Annapolis Room
(Hyatt) from 9 pm to midnight on Wednesday, May 29 for good company and
drinks (cash bar). An information exchange table will be set up during

the evening.
 

SECUSSA WHOLE WORLD COMMITTEE will hold its meeting on Wednesday, May 29
at 12 pm in Room 703, Hyatt.
 



SECUSSA SESSION CHANGES
 

EDUCATIONAL EXCHANGE AND THE US NATIONAL INTEREST. Wednesday, May 29
 
at 10:30 am. Denis Doyle, Fellow at the American Enterprise Institute
 
will present in lieu of Wilbert LeMelle.
 

TEACHING INTRODUCTORY LANGUAGE COURSES OVERSEAS. Wednesday, May 29 at
 
1:30 pm. Panel additions: Ron Dimberg, Asst. Dean, University of
 
Virginia; John Gutierrez, Asst. Professor of Spanish, University of
 
Virginia.
 

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS AND OPPORTUNITIES AFFECTING US PARTICIPATION IN UK
 
HIGHER EDUCATION. Thursday, May 30 at 3130'pm. Mr Peter Craggs of
 
the University of London will be present in place of Mrs. Roberta de
 
Joia of Middlesex Polytechnic.
 

SOVIET-U.S. EXCHANGES (SECUSSA/CAFSS Mini-Plenary). Friday, May 31 at
 
10:30 am. Carolyn Rogers, Program Officer at IREX, will present in
 
place of Alan Kassof. A yet to be named Soviet representative will
 
speak in lieu of Sergey M. Rogov.
 

ROOM CHANGES IN PROGRAM
 

ElaL4 ftfln NqV 922M 

18 Study Abroad 101 Omni--Hanover 
19 SECUSSA 301-P Constellation D 
19 
22 

STING 301-P 
COFSESS Workshop 

Chesaspeake B 
Constellation D 

22 EID Workshop 
and Douglass

Constellation B 
30 Credentials Evaluation 

33 
61 
66 

Quality Control 
Public Dipolmacy 
Unaccredited institutions 
Beyond the Registry 

Chesapeake A 
Chesapeake B 
Camden/Lombard 
Charles 

69 Educational Systems in 
Central America Constellation E 

(Note: at jO)

74 Update on Nigeria Charles
 
78 Annual Business Meeting Constellation A & B
 
79 Board of Directors Frederick
 



EXHIBITS UPDATE 

ISI Press Rea Christofferson 21a 

National Council for 
International Visitors Elizabeth Scott 1 

PMSI International William Wonnacott 
Maupenei Wonnacott 39 

Pro Lingua Associates Arthur A Burrows 65a 

RSK Consulting, Inc R Scott Kauftheil 66a 

St Louis University Joe Hoff 18 

NIGERIAN UPDATE: The Nigerian Concern Group will hold a meeting on Friday

at 8:30 am in the Charles Room. Chair will be France Pruitt from George
Mason University. Presenters will be: Fred Lockyear, Consultant; William
 
Bartlett, Deputy Country Officer for Nigeria; Edwina Salako; and David
 
Osaugwar Educational Attache for the Government of Nigeria..
 

Equitable Trust Bank (just north of the Convention Center in Convention.
 
Plaza Mall) will cash NAFSA-issued blue checks up to $150 with propel

NO PERSONAL CHECKS WILL BE CASHED.
 

SECUSSA DINNER-DANCE BOAT CRUISE
 

Boarding instructions: Participants are asked to begin bodceing the Ert,

W g~i on the Light Street side of the Inner Harbor at 7:30 pm on
 
Thursday, 30 May. Boat departs PROMPTLY at 8:00 pm and returns at
 
midnight.
 

WORLD EDUCATION SERIES - A CALL FOR AUTHORS
 

The World Education Series (WES) Committee has established that for future

volumes priority be given the following countri<,3 for future volumes:
 
Costa Rica, Egypt, France, Indonesia, Japan, Panama, People's Republic of
China, Philippines, Singapore and Sweden. 
If you are interested in
 
writing a WES volume, take the opportunity to discuss the project with a

member of the WES Committee. Members of the WES Committee are.: 
 Alan

Margolis, Kitty Villa, Jim Vaillancourt, Gloria Nathanson, Betty Garrett,

Gene Oliver, and Karlene Dickey. Interested persons should contact the

AACRAO Central Office, 1 Dupont Circle, NW, Suite 330, Washington, DC

20036, for more information and the application form.
 



The COMMITTEE FOR UNIVERSITY STUDIES IN ISRAEL invites you to the Israel
Day Symposium, a presentation of programs for overseas students in Israeli
 
universities. The symposium will take place on Saturday, 1 June,
following the NAFSA conference, in the Hyatt Regency, Room C, from 9:00 ar
to 5:00 pm. Please register at Booth 16 in the Exhibit Center.
 
Registration is free,
 

The BACKGROUND ON AFRICA program on Wednesday, 29 May, at 8:30 am will
include the following panelists: Chair - Donald Easum, President of the
African-American Insitute; Leslie Belay, Acting Out-Reach Director of the
African Studies Center, Boston University; Cynthia Perry, Chief of the
Education and Human Resources Division, Bureau for Africa, AID; Sylvester
Whi-aker, Director of International Programs and Professor of Political
Science and African Studies, Rutgers Uniiversity; and Soumanou Salifou,

student.
 

POLITICAL ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENTS IN CENTRAL AMERICA. 
Kathleen
Sellew, Project Manager of LASPAU9 will present in place of John Mellany.
 

LATIN AMERICAN REPRESENTATIVES AND STUDENT COUNSELORS are cordially to
attend and actively participant irn a roundtable discussion entitled "Latin
American Universities in Crisis: Himanities Vs. Technology. 
Thursday, May

30, 8:30 am, Room E, Hyatt.
 

The HOME COUNTRY EMPLOYMENT ADVISORY GROUP, in a working session "Career
Planning and Placement for Foreign Students," would like to hear Y2uL
views on meeting the career development and home country employment needs
of foreign students. Foreign student advisors, college placement
officers, and foreign students are especially encouraged to attend.
 
Thursday, 3:30 - 5:00 pm, Charles Room.
 

The COMMITTEE ON LATIN AMERICAN AND CARIBBEAN STUDENTS (CLACS) will hold a
meeting Wednesday at 12:00 noon 
in the CAFSS Suite, Hyatt 403. Anyone

interested in Latin America is encouraged to attend.
 

ATESL Date Change: 
"A Strategy for Developing Cross-Cultural Interaction
between ESL and Other Foreign Language Classesm with James R Kealey and

Sue Dechow will be presented from 10:30 to 
12:00 noon on Wednesdaz
 
(originally scheduled on Friday) in the Calvert/Pratt Room.
 

ALL SESSION CHAIRS ARE REQUESTED TO TAKE A COUNT OF PEOPLE ATTENDING THEIR
SESSION. 
THE COUNT SHOULD BE REPORTED TO THE SECTIONAL PROGRAM CHAIR, OR,
IN THE CASE OF NONSECTIONAL PROGRAMS, TO LAURA AND/OR JULIE IN THE
 
CONFERENCE OFFICE.
 



Proposals for pre-conference workshops for the 1986 Conference are being
accepted by the '86 Conference Planning Committee. Proposals should
include a preliminary budget, description of topic, estimated attendan
and proposed speakers. All proposals should be sent to Sherie Voland at
NFSA Central Office by 15 June.
 
COSSAC: The Committee on Students from Sub-Saharan African Countries will
 
meet on Thursday, 30 May, at 5 pm in the Columbia Room of the Hyatt.
 

CONFERENCE REGISTRATION LISTS
 

Beginning on Wednesday, in the Registration Area of the Convention Center
 we will have order forms for those who wish to purchase a list of all
Conference regiatrants. The list will include name, institution or agency,
address, and sectionp.l interest, and will be mailed out approximately two
weeks after the Conference. 
Cost is $10.00 and orders must be prepaid.
 

Copies of the NEW F AND M OPERATIONS MANUAL, released last Friday by the
INS, will be available Thursday at the Membership Desk in the Convention
 
Center for $3.00 per copy.
 

PLEASE CHECK THE MESSAGE BOARDI
 

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS RECEPTION. 
All students are cordially invited

.recptionat the Executive Vice-President's suite in Hyatt 1001-1003 on
Thursday from 6 to 8 pm. Reception sponsored STING.
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HALF-PRICE BASEBALL TICKETS
 

Tickets are $3.00 to see the Baltimore Orioles play Seattle on Thursday
 
evening at 7:30 pm. Meet at the Pratt Street entrance to the Convention
 
Center at 6:30 pm. Information for driving, taking buses, and sharing

taxis will be available there. Those interested in attending the game
 
should look to join a group of Ocrackerjack" NAFSAns in the Hyatt between
 
6:00 and 6:30.* * * 

ADSEC : The new chair for the session *The Lebanese System of Education
 
and the Baccalaureate II Examination," to be held on Thursday, 30 May, at
 
3:30 pm, will be Violet Benner.
 

ADSEC is pleased to announce the following panel of overseas Educational
 
Advisors for the session "Overseas Educational Advisors Speak to
 
Admissions Officers':
 

Zorina Carby - USIS, Panama City 
Karin Holst - State Educational Loan Fund, Oslo 
Alain McNamara - AMIDEAST, Amman
 
Ellen Mashiko - Japan - US Educational Commission, Tokyo

Norma Malianga - USIS, Harare
 

The session is scheduled for Friday, 31 May, at 830 am.
 

REGIONAL BUSINESS MEETINGS - Regional Chairs and members are reminded that
 
Regional business meetings are scheduled for Thursday from 2 - 3 pm.

Please check on pages 59 and 60 on the conference program for assigned

meeting rooms.
 

THE AFRICAN-AMERICAN INSTITUTE will hold a reception on Thursday, May 30,
 
in the Columbia Room (Hyatt) from 6:30 to 8:00 pm.
 

\ 



All NAFSANs are urged to attend to the annual business meeting Friday, 31
 
May, at 1:30 pm in the Ballroom. At this meeting you can hear your

association's leaders talk about NAFSA's future directions. 
 Marvin J
 
Baron, president for 1984-85, will address priorities for 1985-86. Come
 
and get involved in the issues, and learn about the plans for the future.
 

VOLUNTEERS ARE NEEDED TO WORK THE REGISTRATION DESK 1 1/2- 2 HOURS EACH
 
DAY OF THE CONFERENCE THROUGH FRIDAY. Please 
contact Laura Hostetler in
 
the Convention Office in the Convention Center.
 

REGULATORY REFORM EFFORT: NAFSAns interested in receiving the regulatory

reform promotion packet and the final Plan of Implementation are asked to
 
leave their names and addresses with the NAFSA Office in the Convention
 
Center. The packet will be mailed out next week; meanwhile, a copy is
 
available at the Membership Desk for you to read and comment on. The Plan
 
of Implementation will be distributed when finalized.
 

TEXTS OF SE3SION PAPERS REQUESTED. Virginia W. Louisell, director of
 
information services, asks that presenters at conference sessions provide

her with a copy of their papers. These will form a body of reference
 
information in the Central Office for the study of NAFSA issues and for
 
possible inclusion in the NAFSA Newslettek. All authors will be conta- 0
for permission in the event there is a desire to publish a paper or a
 
portion of a paper. Presenters are asked to leave text copies in the
 
conference Press Room.
 

ADDED to the program on Thursday, May 30,1985 is a discussion meeting on
 
the INS Regional Adjudication Centers. To be held in Room C, 10:30-noon.
 

ATTENTION NAFSA MEMBERS: Voting cards are available at the Membership Desk
 
in the registration area. It is necessary to obtain a voting card to vote
 
at the Annual Business Meeting--Friday, May 31, 1:30-3:00 pm. Membership

Desk hours are noted under General Information in the conference program.
 

SESSION CHAIRS ARE REQUESTED TO TAKE A COUNT OF PEOPLE ATTENDING THEIR
 
SESSIONS. THE COUNT SHOULD BE REPORTED TO THE S3CTIONAL PROGRAM CHAIR, OR,

IN THE CASE OF NONSECTIONAL PROGRAMS, TO LAURA AND/OR JULIE IN THE
 
CONFERENCE OFFICE.
 

NAFSA'S 38th ANNUAL CONFERENCE is scheduled to take place in San Antonin-

Texas, Sunday, 11 May through Wednesday, 14 May 1986. The '86 Confer
 
Planning Commi ttee invites individuals wishing to present papers to sunit
 
abstracts to Snerie Voland at the NAFSA Central Office--NO LATER THAN
 
1 AUGUST 1985.
 



TAPES of some conference meetings will be for sale at the Business
 
Products, Inc. table in the - En 1 _oi
Q for $5.00 per copy.
 

VAN SLYCKE AND REESIDE TRAVEL is NOT available on site, as earlier
 
reported, to reconfirm and make changes in reservations booked through the
 
agency. Those wishing to contact VS&R should call 800/321-7173 to make any

changes in flights.
 

NOTE THE LOCATIONS OF SECTIONAL HOSPITALITY SUITES!
 

ADSEC - Hyatt 503
 
ATESL - Hyatt 645
 
COMSEC - Hyatt 803 (Thursday is the last night.)
 
SECUSSA - Hyatt 703
 

Courtesy and Referral Resolutions must be received by the Chair of the

Committee on Rules and Resolutions, Robert B Kaplan, 24 hours before the

Annual Business Meeting of the Association. Since the Business Meeting is

scheduled to occur at 1:30 pm 31 May, the deadline to get resolutions to
 
Kaplan is 1:30 today, Thursday, 30 May.
 

The following presenters' names were inadvertently omitted from the 
program listing for the _ - Mary Cay Martin,
University of Chicago; Judith Aronson, Cornell University; James S. Frey,
Educational CredentialEvaluators; Karlene H. Dickey, Stanford University;

and Jerry D. Wilcox, Cornell University.
 

FLIGHT RAFFLE FOR NEW ZEALAND AND SCANDINAVIA
 
TO ASSIST NAFSA'S 40TH ANNIVERSARY FUND
 

Ist prize - A pair of roundtrip tickets from Los Angeles to Auckland,
 
New Zealand
 

2nd prize - A single roundtrip ticket from New York to Helsinki and
 
gal of the following cities: Oslo, Copenhagen, or Stock
holm.
 

3rd prize - A single roundtrip ticket from New York to Helsinki and
 
QUI of the following cities: Oslo, Copoenhagen, or Stock
holm.
 

Cost of raffle tickets: $2 donation for one ticket; $5 donation for four
 
tickets; $10 donation for ten tickets
 



WHERE TICKETS WILL BE SOLD: (a) 40th Anniversary Fund Table in the
 
Registration Area; (b) the International Travel Consortium Booth, #74, in
 
the Exhibit Area.
 

Ticket holders dLt
DRAWING: To be held at the final banquet Friday night. 

not required to attend.
 

The raffle is made possible courtesy of the International Travel
 
Consortium in cooperation with Air New Zealand and Finnair, and was
 
initiated for the Association by SECUSSA.
 

Prizewinners may be restricted in their choice of travel days during peak
 

seasons.
 

THE SELF-REGULATION INFORMATION SHARING SESSION will take place from
 

2-3:30 pm on Thursday, 30 May, in the VIP Room.
 

THE COMMITTEE ON STUDENTS FROM MIDDLE EASTERN COUNTRIES will meet at 1 pm.
 
All interested NAFSAns
Thursday, May 30 in the CAFSS Suite - #403 Hyatt. 


For additional information call Ann Kuhlman (Hyatt
are invited to attend. 

1154) or leave a message at the Message Center.
 

REGION I (WA, OR, AK AND ID) will have its regularly scheduled meetin
 

2:00 pm on Thursday, May 30 (Check your program for the location). W
 
-will ALSO meet on Friday at 2.._gV in the Atrium Lobby, 2nd floor Hyatt 


At both meetings we will discuss
where continental breakfast is served. 

Hawaii conference plans, the Portland winter mini-conference, and ideas
 

for other regional activities. Newcomers are especially welcome.
 

Christine Kerlin will represent the regional team.
 

SECUSSA SESSION CHANGES
 

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS AND OPPORTUNITIES AFFECTING US PARTICIPATION IN UK
 
Mrs. Robe.ta de Joia
HIGHER EDUCATION. Thursday, May 30 at 3:30 pm. 


Peter Craggs of
of Middlesex Polytechnic will present in place of Mr. 


the University of London.
 

SOVIET-U.S. EXCHANGES (SECUSSA/CAFSS Mini-Plenary). Friday, May 31 at
 

10:30 am. Carolyn Rogers, Program Officer at IREX, will present in
 

place of Alan Kassof. A yet to be named Soviet representative will
 

speak in lieu of Sergey M. Rogov.
 



ROOM CHANGES IN PROGRAM
 

61 Unaccredited Institutions Camden/Lombard 
66 Beyond the Registry Charles 
69 Educational Systems in 

Central America Constellation E 
(Note: at 1QftQ) 

74 Update on Nigeria Charles 
78 Annual Business Meeting Constellation A & B 
79 Board of Directors Frederick 

The presenter for *Returning Home: Developments in Re-entry Counseling'
 
(Thursday, May 30 at 10:30 am Calvert/Pratt Room is George Tillman.
 

SPECIAL SCREENING: *What Do We Know About AfriCa?", a slide-tape prograf
 
produced by the Africa Outreach Program at Boston University, will be
 
shown at 12:00 pm, Thursday, in the CAFSS Suite. The show, which lasts 3C
 
minutes, questions our sterorypes and assumptions about this highly
 
misunderstood continent and provides a focus for discussion for
 
intercultural communications groups, study abroad participants, and
 
international education professionals, and students. If you don~l have
 
tickets for the foreign visitors lunch, this short presentation is a good
 
alternative.
 

THE INSURANCE INTEREST GROUP has scheduled a special open forum to 
discuss problems foreign students experience with health insurance. 
Foreign student advisors and admissions officers are encouraged to attend 
this forum THURSDAY, MAY 30 from 4:30 to 5:30 pm in the Executive Board 
Room of the Hyatt. * * * 

NIGERIAN UPDATE: The Nigerian Concern Group will hold a meeting on Friday
 
at 8:30 am in the Charles Room. Chair will be France Pruitt from George
 
Mason University. Presenters will be: Fred Lockyear, Consultant; William
 
Bartlett, Deputy Country Officer for Nigeria; Edwina Salako; and David
 
Osaugwa, Educational Attache for the Government of Nigeria.
 

Equitable Trust Bank (just north of the Convention Center in Convention
 
Plaza Mall) will cash NAFSA-issued blue checks up to $150 with proper ID.
 
NO PERSONAL CHECKS WILL BE CASHED.
 



SECUSSA DINNER-DANCE BOAT CRUISE
 

Boarding instructions: Participants are asked to begin boarding the P
 
Welcome on the Light Street side of the Inner Harbor at 
7:30 pm on
 
Thursday, 30 May. Boat departs PROMPTLY at 
8:00 pm and returns at
 
midnight.
 

WORLD EDUCATION SERIES - A CALL FOR AUTHORS
 

The World Education Series (WES) Committee has established that for futur
 
volumes priority be given the following countries for future volumes:
 
Costa Rica, Egypt, France, Indonesia, Japan, Panama, People's Republic of
 
China, Philippines, Singapore and Sweden. 
 If you are interested in
 
writing a WES volume, take the opportunity to discuss the project with a
 
member of the WES Committee. Members of the WES Committee are: 
 Alan

Margolis, Kitty Villa, Jim Vaillancourt, Gloria Nathanson, Betty Garrett,

Gene Oliver, and Rarlene Dickey. Interested persons should contact the

AACRAO Central Office, 1 Dupont Circle, NW, Suite 330, Washington, DC
 
20036, for more information and the application form.
 

Extra seating will be available at the FOREIGN VISITORS LUNCHEON at 
1 pm

for those observing Ramadan and for others who wish Mr. McPhirson.
 

CAFSS: Presenters for the Friday, May 31, 8:30-10:00 am session "Cros
 
Cultural Counseling: Ethics and Practice in Foreign Student Advisingw

will be: Ron Cadieux, Ohio State University; George Tillman, Canadian
 
Bureau for International Education; and Kay Thomas, University of
 
Minnesota.
 

PLEASE NOTE: All invitees to the CCNAA reception will be requested to
 
present their invitations at the door.
 

LATIN AMERICAN REPRESENTATIVES AND STUDENT COUNSELORS are cordially

invited to attend and actively participate in a roundtable discussion,

"Latin American Universities in Crisis: Humanities vs. Technology."

Thursday, May 30, 8:30 am, Room E, Hyatt.
 

The COMMITTEE FOR UNIVERSITY STUDIES IN ISRAEL invites you to the Israel

Day Symposium, a presentation of programs for overseas students in Israeli
 
univer:sities. The symposium will take place on Saturday, 1 June,

following the NAFSA conference, in the Hyatt Regency, Room C, from 9:00 ar
 
to 5:00 pm. Please register at Booth 16 in the Exhibit Center.
 
Registration is free.
 

LATIN AMERICAN REPRESENTATIVES AND STUDENT COUNSELORS are cordially

invited to attend and actively partizipte in a roundtable discussior
 
entitled "Latin American Universities in Crisis: Humanities vs.
 
Technology. Thursday, May 30, 
8:30 am, Room E, Hyatt.
 



The HOME COUNTRY EMPLOYMENT ADVISORY GROUP, in a working session "Career
 
jPlanning and Placement for Foreign Students," would like to hear yqqr

views on meeting the career development And home country employment needs
 
of foreign students. Foreign student advisors, college placement

officers, and foreign students are especially encouraged to attend.
 
Thursday, 3:30 - 5:00 pm, Charles Room.
 

Proposals for pre--conference workshops for the 1986 Conference are being

accepted by the '86 Conference Planning Committee. Proposals should
 
include a preliminary budget, description of topic, estimated attendance,

and proposed speakers. All proposals should be sent to Sherie Voland at
 
NAFSA Central Office by 15 jlia.
 

COSSAC: The Committee on Students from Sub-Saharan African Countries will
 
meet on Thursday, 30 May, at 5 pm in the Columbia Room of the Hyatt.
 

CONFERENCE REGISTRATION LISTS
 

Beginning on Wednesday, in the Registration Area of the Convention Center
 
we will have order forms for those who wish to purchase a list of all
 
Conference registrants. The list will include name, institution or agency,

address, and sectional interest, and will be mailed out approximately two
 
weeks after the Conference. Cost is $10.00 and orders must be prepaid.
 

Copies of the NEW F AND M OPERATIONS MANUAL, released last Friday by the
 
INS, will be available Thursday at the Membership Desk in the Convention
 
Center for $3.00 per copy.
 

PLEASE CHECK THE MESSAGE BOARD!
 

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS RECEPTION. All students are cordially invited to a
 
recption at the Executive Vice-President's suite in Hyatt 1001-1003 on
 
Thursday from 6 to 8 pm. Reception sponsored STING.
 

The Friday morning session sponsored by the INTERASSOCIATIONAL COMMITTEE
 
ON DATA COLLECTIOK will include a condensed discussion of the purchase,

installment, operation, and maintenance of personal and mainframe
 
systems. The presentation will be made by one of the nation's leading

student records specialists and will be suitable for perscns with
 
beginning or intermediate familiarity with computers.
 

-7 



TEXTS OF SESSION PAPERS REQUESTED. Samuel Olorcunto, Editor of the
 
_ 
 is interested in publishingm
some of the papers presented at the Baltimore conference in future issues
of the Journal. Presenters/authors may contact the editor either in bcoth
77 or room 620 Comfort Inn (576-8400 ext. 620) or at PO Box 3457, 3400


Blue Spruce Road, Huntsville, AL 35810 (205-852-3767).
 

PLEASE NOTEI
 

A shuttle bus will be provided for Conference participants registered at
the BELVEDERE. The bus will pick up passengers at the Chase Street
 
entrance at 7:30 am and drop off at the Pratt Street entrance of the
 
Coinvention Center.
 

In the afternoon, Belvedere guests will be picked up at 7:00 pm to return
 
to the hotel.
 

The late evening UNBC shuttle bus will also make a stop at the Belvedere.

The UMBC shuttle will pick up at 10:30 pm at the Pratt Street entrance of
 
the Convention Center.
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ADSEC is pleased to announce the following panel of overseas educational
 
advisors for the session "Overseas Educational Advisors Speak to
 
Admissions Officerso:
 

Zorina Carby - USIS, Panama City 
Karin Holst - State Educational Loan Fund, Oslo 
Alain McNamara - AMIDEAST, Amman
 
Ellen Mashiko - Japan - US Educational Commission, Tokyo
 
Norma Malianga - USIS, Harare
 

The session is scheduled for Friday, 31 May, at 8:30 am.
 

ATESL: Doug Browne San Francisco State University, will chair the ATESL
 
session OTeaching and Testing in the ESL Classroom." Friday, 8:30 
10:00 am, in the Baltimor2 Room, Hyatt.
 

CAFSS/COMSEC: Jill Morris, AMIDEAST, Rabat, will join the panel
 
Economic, Political and Social Change in the Middle East: Impact on
 
International Exchange.* Friday, 8:30 am, Chesapeake Room, Hyatt.
 

CAFSS NEWCOMERS: Those wishing further information on the Faculty Manual
 
developed by the University of Illinois should contact Linda Lake, Office
 
of International Faculty and Staff Affairs, 303 Coble Hall, 801 South
 
Wright Street, Champaign, IL 61820.
 

All NAFSAns are urged to attend the annual business meeting Friday, 31
 
May, at 1:30 pm in the Ballroom. At this meeting you can hear your
 
association's leaders talk about NAFSA's future directions. Marvin J
 
Baron, president for 1984-85, will address priorities for 1985-86. Come
 
and get involved .n the issues, and learn about the plans for the future.
 



REGULATORY REFORM EFFORT: NAFSAns interested in receiving the regulatory
 
reform promotion packet and the final Plan of Implementation are asked n
 
leave their names and addresses with the NAFSA Office in the Conventio
 
Center. The packet will be mailed out next week; meanwhile, a copy is
 
available at the Membership Desk for you to read and comment on. The Plan
 
of Implementation will be distributed when finalized.
 

TEXTS OF SESSION PAPERS REQUESTED. Virginia W. Louisell, director of
 
information services, asks that presenters at conference sessions provide
 
her with a copy of their papers. These will form a body of reference
 
information in the Central Office for the study of NAFSA issues and for
 
possible inclusion in the NAFSA & @tj. All authors will be contacted
 
for permission in the event there is a desire to publish a paper or a
 
portion of a paper. Presenters are asked to leave text copies in the
 
conference Press Room.
 

ATTENTION NAFSA.MEMBERS: Voting cards are available at the Membership Desk
 
in the registration area. It is necessary to obtain a voting card to vote
 
at the Annual Business Meeting--Friday, May 31, 1:30-3:00 pm. Membership
 
Desk hours are noted under General Information in the conference program.
 

SESSIONCHAIRS ARE REQUESTED TO TAKE A COUNT OF PEOPLE ATTENDING THEIR
 
SESSIONS. THE COUNT SHOULD BE REPORTED TO THE SECTIONAL PROGRAM CHAIR, OR,

IN THE CASE OF NONSECTIONAL PROGRAMS, TO LAURA AND/OR JULIE IN THE
 
CONFERENCE OFFICE.
 

NAFSA'S 38th ANNUAL CONFERENCE is scheduled to take place in San Antonio,
 
Texas, Sunday, 11 May through Wednesday, 14 May 1986. The '86 Conference
 
Planning Committee invites individuals wishing to present papers to submit
 
abstracts to Sherie Voland at the NAFSA Central Office--NO LATER THAN
 
1 AUGUST 1985.
 

TAPES of some conference meetings will be for sale at the BusiLess
 
Products, Inc. table in the g 4 for $5.00 per copy.
 

VAN SLYCKE AND REESIDE TRAVEL is NOT available on site, as earlier
 
reported, to reconfirm and make cbanges in reservations booked through the
 
agency. Those wishing to contact VS&R should call 800/321-7173 to make any
 
changes in flights.
 

Mary Ann G Hood (The American University) will also be a presenter at the
 
session "Professional Integration, or Life after the Degree", 10:30-12:00,
 
Friday, 31 May, Chesapeake B.
 



FLIGHT RAFFLE FOR NEW ZEALAND AND SCANDINAVIA
 
TO ASSIST NAFSA'S 40TH ANNIVERSARY FUND
 

1st prize - A pair of roundtrip tickets from Los Angeles to Auckland,
 
New Zealand
 

2nd prize - A single roundtrip ticket from New York to Helsinki and
 
2RI of the following cities: Oslo, Copenhagen, or Stock
holm
 

.3rd prize - A single roundtrip ticket from"New York to Helsinki and
 
QfI of the following cities: Oslo, Copoenhagen, or Stock
holm
 

:ost of raffle tickets: $2 donation for one ticket; $5 donation for four
 
:ickets; $10 donation for ten tickets.
 

?HERE TICKETS WILL BE SOLD: (a) 40th Anniversary Fund Table in the
 
tegistration Area; (b) the International Travel Consortium Booth, #74, in
 
:he Exhibit Area.
 

)RAWING: To be held at the final banquet Friday night. Ticket holders are
 
12t required to attend.
 

rhe raffle is made possible courtesy of the International Travel
 
:onsortium in cooperation with Air New Zealand and Finnair, and was
 
Lnitiated for the Association by SECUSSA.
 

?rizewinners may be restricted in their choice of travel days during peak
 
3easons.
 

3ECUSSA SESSION CHANGES
 

SOVIET - US EXCHANGES (SECUSSA/CAFSS Mini-Plenary). Friday, 31 May, at
 
LO:30 am. Carolyn Rogers, Program Officer at IREX, will present in place
 
)f Alan Kassof. Sergey Karaganov, from the Soviet Embassy, will speak in
 
?lace of Sergey M Rogov.
 

ROOM CHANGES IN PROGRAM
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NIGERIAN UPDATE; The Nigerian Concern Group will hold a meeting on Friday
at 8:30 am in the Charles Room. 
Chair will be France Pruitt from Geor
Mason University. 
 Presenters will be: Fred Lockyear, Consultant; Will
Bartlett, Deputy Country Officer for Nigeria; Edwina Salako; and David
Osaugwa, Educational Attache for the Government of Nigeria.
 

Equitable Trust Bank 
(just north of the Convention Center in Convention
Plaza Mall) will cash NAFSA-issued blue checks up to $150 with proper ID.

NO PERSONAL CHECKS WILL BE CASHED.
 

WORLD EDUCATION SERIES - A CALL FOR AUTHORS
 

The World Education Series (WES) Committee has established that for future
volumes priority be given the following countries: Costa Rica, Egypt,
France, Indonesia, Japan, Panama, People's Republic of China, Philippines,
Singapore and Sweden. 
 If you are interested in writing a WES volume, take
the opportunity to discuss the project with a member of the WES
Committee. 
Members of the WES Committee are: Alan Margolis, Kitty Villa,
Jim Vaillancourt, Gloria Nathanson, Betty Garrett, Gene Oliver, and
Karlene Dickey. Interested persons should contact the AACRAO Central
Office, 1 Dupont Circle, NW, Suite 330, Washington, DC 20036, for more

information and the application form.
 

CAFSS: Presenters for the Friday, May 31, 8:3C-10:00 am session "Crosb-
Cultural Counseling: 
 Ethics and Practice in Foreign Student Advisingo
will be: Ron Cadieux, Ohio State University; Georqe Tillman, Canadian
Bureau for International Education; and Kay Thomas, University of
 
Minnesota.
 

The COMMITTEE FOR UNIVERSITY STUDIES IN ISRAEL invites you to the Israel
Day Symposium, a presentation of programs for overseas students in Israeli
universities. The symposium will take place on Saturday, 1 June,
following the NAFSA'conference, in the Hyatt Regency, Room C, from 9:00 am
to 5:00 pm. Please register at Booth 16 in the Exhibit Center.
 
Registration is free.
 

* * * 

Proposals for pre-conference workshops for the 1986 Conference are being
accepted by the 
'86 Conference Planning Committee. Proposals should
include a preliminary budget, description of topic, estimated attendance,
and proposed speakers. All proposals should be sent to Sherie Voland at
NAFSA Central Office by 15 Ju-


A DRAWING for a color television will be held at the International
Underwriters Booth (012) at Coffee Break this morning. 
Good luck!
 



CONFERENCE REGISTRATION LISTS
 

Beginning on Wednesday, in the Registration Agea of the Convention Center
 
iwe will have order forms for those who wish to purchase a list of all
 
Conference registrants. The list will include name, institution or agency,

address, and sectional interest, and will be mailed out approximately two
 
weeks after the Conference. Cost is $10.00 and orders must be prepaid.
 

Copies of the NEW F AND M OPERATIONS MANUAL, released last Friday by the
 
INS, will be available Thursday at the Membership Desk in the Convention
 
Center for $3.00 per copy.
 

PLEASE CHECK THE MESSAGE BOARD I
 

The Friday morning session sponsored by the INTERASSOCIATIONAL COMMITTEE
 
ON DATA COLLECTION will include a condensed discussion of the purchase,

installment, operation, and maintenance of personal and mainframe
 
systems. The presentation will be made by one of the nation's leading

student records specialists and will be suitable for persons with
 
beginning or intermediate familiarity with computers.
 

TEXTS OF SESSION PAPERS REQUESTED. Samuel Olorounto, Editor of.the
 
[22 gna flnr~ln _3g. ., is interested in publishing


some of the papers presented at the Baltimore conference in future issues
 
of the Journal. Presenters/authors may contact the editor either in booth
 
77 or room 620 Comfort Inn (576-8400 ext. 620) or at PO Box 3457, 3400
 
Blue Spruce Road, Huntsville, AL 35810 (205-852-3767).
 

PLEASE NOTEI
 

A shuttle bus will be provided for Conference participants registered at
 
the BELVEDERE. The bus will pick up passengers at the Chase Street
 
entrance at 7:30 am and drop off at the Pratt Street entrance of the
 
Convention Center.
 

In the afternoon, Belvedere guests will be picked up at 7:00 pm to return
 
to the hotel.
 

The late evening UMBC shuttle bus will also make a stop at the Belvedere.
 
The UMBC shuttle will pick up at 10:30 pm at the Pratt Street entrance of
 
the Convention Center.
 

DEVELOPMENTS IN EDUCATIONAL EXCHANGE WITH MALAYSIA: ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION.
 
Friday, 31 May, at 10:30 am, Room C. Additions to the panel:

Secretary-General of the Ministry of Education Tan Sri Othman bin Abdul
 
Malek, chief of the official delegation of the Government of Malaysia to
 
the 1985 NAFSA Conference; and delegation member Mr Zabri Min,
 
representing the Public Services Department of Malaysia. Other members of
 
the delegation will be introduced and will participate in the discussion.
 



THE CANADIAN BUREAU FOR INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION (CBIE), a
 
non-governmental, non-profit organization with over 90 Canadian college
 
and university members, will be holding its annual conference 17-19
 
November 1985 in the Westin Hotel, Ottawa, Canada. The theme of this
 
year's conference is "International Education and Development." MargaQ

Catley-Carlson, President of the Candaian Internaional Development Ageny
 
(CIDA), is the keynote speaker. For information please contact: Director
 
of Public Affairs, CBIE, 141 Laurier West, Ottawa, Ontario Canada, KIP
 
5J3. Telephone (613) 237-4820.
 

CBIE invites NAFSA Conference presenters to forward research findings for
 
possible publication in CBIE's 2a nnrnio_124i_ lL.
 
lQeUflr 4U 1 2nlt. Contact Director of Public Affairs at above
 
address.
 

The UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA LINGUISTICS CLUB invites you to its 5th
 
Annual Conference on Second Language Acquisition and Second Language
 
Teaching, 21-22 'Tune 1985, co-sponsored by the International Language

Institute, USF. Featured speaker will be DL_9=t_BK4ARU. For more
 
information contact Charles Bailey or Susan Henke at the International
 
Lnaguage Institute, CPR 293, University of South Florida, Tampa, Florida
 
33620. Telephone (813) 974-3433.
 

Ticket holders for the MARYLAND CRAB FEAST should know that dress will be
 
casu4. Crabs are messy, though Marylanders LOVE themi Menu will also
 
include: cole slaw, green beans, potato salad, pasta salad, fried chicken,
 
green salad, bread, fruit, beer, wine, and soda.
 

Music for listening and dancing will be provided by Windy Ridge. Tickets
 
are still available.
 

EDITORS' NOTE: As we put this final issue of the Conference Daily Bulletin
 
"to bed", we would like to thank all those who have generously assisted us
 
during the past week. We fgRljIj. thank Bill King, Ener Cunanan,
 
Shirley Wright, and Toby Frank for their specific efforts.
 

SEE Y'ALL IN SAN ANTONIO1
 

Ann and George
 



Education for International
 
Development 1984-85 Pro ram
 

.der the terms of the 

recently signed five-year 

cooperativeagreement with 

the Agency for Interna-.. 

tional Development (AID), 


NAFSA's Education for International " 
Development (EID) Program will con-
tinue to focus on aspects of foreign stu- -, 

dent education from pre-departure 
through post-return to the home coun- ' 

try. While all students from the devel

oping world benefit directly from the educational programs of students 
NAFSA's ongoing leadership in the from developing countries. During the 
general field of international educational next two years, the EID Committee will 
exchange. the EID Program is designed work on production of a video presen-
to strengthen NAFSA's initiatives in tation to focus on professional issues. 
exchange with developing countries. The 
following projects will be underway dur- * Followup career 
ing the 1984-85 contract year: assistance 

assistance 
NAFSA will initiate a study to estab-

Professional• Pofesioal Integrationnteraton lish aclearinghouse of follow-up profes-sional information, to be made available 

An estimated 6.000 students, schol-" to thousands of returned AID partici
ars. and administrators will receive and pants and other returned professionals. 
benefit from the distribution of Profes

sionalhntegration:A Guidefor Students 
front the Developing World. These team training 
guidelines for professional networking 
were prepared by NAFSA to serve as a Faculty and students at Michigan State 
practical resource for use throughout University will have the opportunity to 

merican Institute For Foreign Study. 
STUDY ABROAD IS FOR
 
YOUR FACULTY, TOO!
 

AIFS offers faculty development opportunities in conjunction with 
its College Summer School Programs Abroad. Faculty traveling with 
groups of six or seven students whom they have enrolled, have their 
expenses paid and receive additional stipends. All instruction is done 
L,."the Host University so the American faculty are free to pursue 
tl!L;!rown research during the program. 

-lost Universities include Paris, Salamanca, Strasbourg, Munich, 
Florence and Richmond College London. Similar opportunities are 
available in Asia. 

For more 	information, write or call Toll-Free 1-800-243-4567. 

Contact: 	American Institute For Foreign Study 
Gerry Thompson, Senior Vice President 
Director, College Division 
102 Greenwich Avenue, Box C 
Greenwich, Connecticut 06830 

advertisement 
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apply for Development Advisory Team 

Training (DAT) programs which will 
supplement management and commu
nication skills and provide participants 
with a deeper knowledge of interna
tional and AID development philosophy 
and procedures. 

*H tcrfr rg
studentscare 

All foreign students. including more 
than 9.00O AID participants. willbenefit 
from the proposed NAFSA publication 
on improving health care for foreign stu
dents. The manual addresses urgent 
needs in improving the use and delivery 
of health care services to foreign stu
dents and facilitates better communi
cation between health professionals and 
foreign students. EID iscooperating with 
the Field Service Program in this project. 

* Oregon model evaluation 

Foreign students in Oregon are 
involved in a pilot program designed to 
increase U.S. citizen awareness of the 
United States' role in irnternational 
development. The program involves 
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students from the developing world and settings involving potentially hundreds members of the EID Steering Commit-
AID participants as resource persons to of other participants. Incentive grants tee: Jack Van de Water (chair). Oregon
provide educational services to their forresearchalsowillbeconsideredunder State University: Tom Carroll. Michi
communities and begin the process of the competitive grant program. gan State University: Elena Garate. 
building a more informed base of U.S. For further information, contact the University of Southern California: Mar
support for international development Education for International Develop- tin Limbird. Iowa State University: and 
and foreign assistance. The EID Com- ment Program at the NAFSA Central Piedad Robertson. Miami-Dade Com
mittee will evaluate the program and Office telephone (202) 462-4814. or the munity College.
make recorr nendations for replicating
the project in other regions. 	 Some Nigerian students 
e 	 Washington seminar receiving fee payments 

El D will conduct aWashington-based 
seminar which will provide high-level During August and September, in response to a request to CAFSS and 
policy communication with important ADSEC members from the Central Office. a number of institutions have 
administrators, faculty, and members of notified NAFSA that some of their Nigerian students were receiving pay
professional associations. Forty senior- ments for tuition fees. particularly back fees. A number of school officials 
level participants will examine the issues indicated that some of their Nigerian students had information that funds 
involved in the process of professional had arrived at several of the Nigerian consulates in the U.S.. but that there 
integration for students returning to were considerable problems in getting the funds processed. A number of 
developing nations. schools have copied NAFSA in their communications to the New York 

Consulate with lists of stranded students. 
The Consulate General in New York has reminded NAFSA that all com* 	 Competitive grants and munication to them concerning students should be very specific about the

research awards sponsorship of tht student (indicating federal. state, or private funding). 

EID will again administer a compet- In sum, the NAFSA Central Office sees improvement in the financial 
itive grant program to fund pilot pro- situation for some students in some institutions, but a continuing critical 
grams directly involving hundreds of situation for many others. perhaps still a majority.
participants and to be conducted on a NAFSA staff would appreciate colleges and universities continuing to 
local basis by community volunteers and send copies of correspondence which will assist NAFSA in its discussions 
university personnel. The projects will with Nigerian officials 
serve as models to be replicated in other 

rmFeaturingI
I E Travel arrangements for Study AbroadGroups. Special low cost air transoor

tation, airport transfers, hrte! accom
modations, motcr coach touring, edu
cational sichtseeina. 
Study Familiarization program for pro
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National Association for 

Foreign Student Affairs 


The National Association for Foreign Student Affairs is a 
nonprofit membership association that provides training, 
information, and other educational services to professionals 
in the field of international educational exchange. The 
membership is composed of more than 5,000 representa-
tives of postsecondary institutions, school systems. commu-
nit), organizations and educational associations. Members 
implement association programs and participate in the 
determination of policies and activities through their Board 
of Directors and nearly 40 committees, commissions, and 
special interest groups. 

Professional Sections 
The sections are guided by elected officers, who represent 
their colleagues on the Board of Directors. New develop-
ments and operating guidelines relating to professional con-
cerns are articulated and disseminated within NAFSA 
through the sections. 

ADSEC (Admissions Section)
 
ATESL (Association of Teachers of English as a Second
Language) 

CAFSS (Council of Advisers to Foreign Students and
Scholars) 


COMSEC (Community Section)
 
SECUSSA (Section on U.S. Students Abroad)
 
STING (Student Interest Group) 


Commissions 
The commission , which reflect the basic purposes of the 
association, are charged with developing policy proposals 
and formulating plans of action on matters of concern to all 
the professional sections. 

" Commission on Information Services 
" Commission on Policy and Practice
"Commission on Professional Development 

* Commission on Representation 

Future NAFSA Conferences 

1986 San Antonio Hyatt Regency/Marriott May 11-14 
1987 Long Beach Hyatt Regency May 27-30 

1988 Washington Washington Sheraton May 31-June 3 

National Association for 
Foreign Student Affairs 

NAFSA's Twelve Regions 
The association operates through 12 geographic regions 
across the country, which provide important grassroots 
strength for the organization. Opportunities for inJividual 
involvement in NAFSA are most abundant in the regions, 
where members can become involved in professional activi
ties under the guidance of a regional chair elected 
annually, and a "team" with each of the five professional 
interest groups represented. The regions, and occasionally 
states within regions, hold annual conferences as well as fre
quent workshops on specialized topics. 
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LifeBegin t 40! 

1988 will mark NAFSA's 40th anniversary. To celebrate the
occasion, the association has undertaken amajor fundrais-
ing effort to retire the mortgage on and make major 
improvements to NAFSA's headquarters building in Wash-
ington. D.C. Your help isneeded in this effort to enable the 
association to provide more effective services to you. its
members. 

The 40th Anniversary Fund campaign was launched at the 

1984 NAFSA Annual Conference in Snowmass, Colorado. 
The first ),ear of the campaign has been quite successful. 
with an emphasis on appeals to NAFSA members and 
regions in preparation for the committee's future approach 
to corporations. foundations and foreign governments. As 
of February 1985. contributions and pledges totaled 
$111,629.50 from 442 individuals. 19 associations/organi:'a-
tions/foundations. 6" regions and 1 district. A total of 
$70.008.81 had 3ctually been received as of February 1.But 
there is a long way to go before NAFSA reaches its goal of 
$250,000 by the association's 40th anniversary in 1988-so 
please join your fellow NAFSAns in supporting this effort by 
visiting the 40th Anniversary Fund booth during the 
conference! 

The 40th Anniversary Fund booth, located in the registra-
tion area of the Convention Center. will be staffed at the 
Opening Reception following the plenary on Tuesday and 
remain open during registration hours throughout the con-
ference. Come visit the booth where you can meet with old 
friends and make new ones while sampling the special
"Life Begins at 40" drink. Its secret ingredient will make you
feel young! When you make your pledge of atax deductible 
contribution to NAFSA. you will receive your "Life Begins at 
40" button! 

40th Anniversary Fund 

Steering Committee Members 

Howard A. Cook,* Chair 
President Emeritus of International House. New York 
Marvin Baron
University of Cali fornia-Berkeley
Uvesi Caie 
James Davis* 

San Diego. California 


G.James Haas 
Past Vice President for Regional Affairs. Indiana University 

40th Anniversary FundSteering Committee Members 

SanfordJameson* 
The College Board 
Robert B.Kaplan* 
University of Southern California 

John E ReichardExecutive Vice President 

Linda A. Reed 
Director of Special Projects 

General Information 

Registration 
Conference Registration is located in the Pratt Street lobby
of the Baltimore Convention Center. The hours of registra
tion are: 
Monday, May 27 12:00 noon-5:00 p.m. 
Tuesday, May 28 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
 
Wednesday. May 29 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
 
Thursday, May 30 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
 
Friday, May 31 8:00 a.m.-12:00 noon
 

NAFSA Cenference Office and Press Room 
The Conference Office and Press Room are located in the 
Pratt Street lobby c he Baltimore Convention Center 
between the conference registration area and Exhibit 
Hall B. 
Monday. May 27 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Tuesday, May 28 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. 
Wednesday May 29 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. 
Thursday. May 30 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. 
Friday. May 31 8:00 a.m.-1:30 p.m. 

Membership Desk 
It is necessary to obtain avoting card in order to vote at the 
Annual Business Meeting on Friday at 1:30 p.m. Voting
cards are available at the Membership Desk in the confer
ence registration area. Membership Desk hours are: 
Monday. May 27 12:00 noon-5:00 p.m.
Tuesday, May 28 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. 
Wednesday, May 29 8:00 a.m.-12:00 noon 
Thursday. May 30 8:00 a.m.- 12:00 noonFriday, May 31 8:00 a.m.- 1:30 p.m. 

http:70.008.81
http:111,629.50


General Information 
Job Registry 
The Job Registry is located in the exhibit area in Hall Batthe Baltimore Convention Center. Hours of operation are: 
Tuesday. May 28 3:00 p.m.-4:15 p.m.
Wednesday. May 29 9:00 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Thursday, May 30 9:00 a.m.-5:30 p.m.

Friday. May 31 
 8:00 a.m.- 10:30 a.m. 

Exhibits 
Conference exhibits are located in Hall Bat the Baltimore
Convention Center. All coffee breaks (unless otherwise indi.cated) are located in the exhibit area. Hours of operation
are: 
Tuesday, May 28 1:00 p.m.-4:30 p.m.

6:00 p.m.-7:00 p.m. 
Wednesday. May 29 9:00 a.m.- 12:30 p.m.

2:00 p.m.-5:30 p.m.

Thursday, May30 
 9:00 a.m.-12:30 p.m. 

2:00 p.m.-5:30 p.m. 

Friday. May 31 
 9:00 a.m .- 10:30 a.m. 

Hospitality and Information Services
The Hospitality and Information Services desk islocated inthe registration area in the Pratt Street lobby of the Balti-more Convention Center. Volunteers are available to pro-vide information about the conference. Baltimore and the
surrounding area. and activities which might interest confer-
ence participants and their families and guests. 

Message Center 
The Conference Message Center is located in the PrattStreet lobby of,the Baltimore Convention Center. It consists
of a message board and a locator card file. Conference par-
ticipants are asked to record on the locator cards the loca-
tion of their accommodations as the), complete the Confer-
ence registration process. These locator cards will bemaintained by the Message Center during the conference. 
The Message Center will be open during the same schedule as Registration. 

General Information 
Conference Meeting Rooms 
Sessions of the Annual Conference will be held in the Hyatt
Regency/Baltimore, unless otherwise indicated. All Confer
ence Plenary Sessions. tile Foreign Visitors Luncheon. theOpening Reception, and the Crab Feast will take place inthe Baltimore Convention Center. Access to Halls C ,nd D
isthrough the exhibit area in Hall B. 

Sectional Hospitality Suites 
Sectional hospitality suites are located in the Hyatt Regency.Suites will be open Tuesday. Wednesday and Thursdayevenings from 9:00 p.m. to midnight. Specific locations of
the suites will be announced in the Daily Bulletin and will
he posted in the registration area in the Baltimore Conventon Center. 

Airline Reconfirmations 
\an Slycke and Reeside Travel (VS&R) is available to recon
firm or make changes in reservations booked through the 
agenq,. The VS&R desk is located in booth number 74 in 
the exlibit area and is open during exhibit hours. 

Name Tags
For security reasons, name tags are required for admission
of conference participants to all program sessions and
events held in the Baltimore Convention Center. Persons
without name tags may not be admitted. Therefore, please
 
wear name tags for all sessions. 

Conference Badges 
\Parious colored conference badges identify participant
groups:


Yellow- Diplomats and Special Guests
 
Salmon- Exhibitors
 
Blue- Newcomers
 
Green Border-Local Arrangements Committee
 

and NAFSA Staff
 
Red Border-NAFSA Officers and Board of Directors
 

Smoking 
Conference participants are urged to refrain from smoking
Inmeeting rooms. At the discretion of the session chair asmoking area may be designated if the size of the room 
and the ventilation permit. 



General Information 

Copy and Printing Policy 
Acopy machine is located in the Conference Office. The 
following policy will be in effect for all requests for copying 
during the conference: 

1. Copies cannot be made on demand. Runs of 200 or 
fewer copies will be made for the cost of 10 cents per copy 
according to the following schedule. 

N Material turned in to the Conference Office by 10:00 
a m.will be read) by 2:00 p.m. 
0 Material turned in to the Conference Office between 
10:00 a.m.and 2:00 p.m. will be read), by 5:00 p.m. that 
day. 
0 Material turned in after 2:00 p.m. will be ready by 
10:00 a.m. the next day. 

2. Requests for more than 200 copies cannot be accepted. 
Several quick copy,centers are located within a few blocks 
of the Baltimore Convention Center and can easily handle 
requests for 200 or more copies. 
3. Charges for copies may be paid by cash or check at the 
time the order is placed or may be charged to the NAFSA 
account of a section. commission, committee, etc. with 
authorization from the chair of the NAFSA group 
concerned. 

Speakers 

M. Peter McPherson 
*M. Peter McPherson. administrator of 

the United States Agency for lnremi-

tional Development in Washington. 
D.C.. was born in Grand Rapids. 
Michigan in 1940. From 196.4 to 
1966 he served as a Peace Corps 
- ,- . peru. There he coordi 

nated the School Feeding Program. 
and later worked in AID's Private 
Enterprise Office in Lima. Peru 

McPherson, who eaitied both the M.B.A. and ]aw degrees. 
was appointed to the Board for International Food and Agn-
cultural Development by President Ford in 1977. He later 
served as acting counsel to President Reagan and general 
counsel to the Reagan-Bush transition team before being 
appointed AID administrator in 1981. 

Speakers 

Chtires H. Percy 
Charles H.Percy. former Republican 
senator from Illinois, was bom in 
1919 in Pensacola. Florida, and grew 
up in Chicago. By age 29,Percy had 
risen through the ranks of Bell & 
Howell Company to become presi
dent and chief executive officer. He 
served as chairman through 1966, 
when he was elected to the U.S. 
Senate.
 

From 1966 to 1984, Percy served in the Senate. where he 
eventually became head of the Senate Foreign Relations 
Committee. His foreign policy achievements included spon
soring the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act of 1978 and lead
irng the Senate in opposing U.S. ground troop withdrawal 
from South Korea during the Carter administration. 
Recently. Percy has formed a Washington. D.C.-based trade 
consulting firm to advise U.S. corporate clients and others 
on ways to increase their business abroad. Percy also has 
been named chairman of the boards of the Institute of Inter
national Education and the Hariri Foundation, U.S.A. 

Walter Rosenblith 
Walter Rosenblith, institute professor 
- the Massachusetts Institute of 

' Technology and world renowned 
scientist, was born in Vienna. Austria 

in 1913. He was educated in France 

i, 


and the United States, and became a 
U.S. citizen in 1946. 

Rosenblith's major fields of interest 
are science and technology in the 
university and society. He has been a

major force on the Board of Foreign Scholarships and par

ticipated in the 1982 NAFSA Science and Technology Sym
posium at Snowmass. Colorado. He presently serves as for
eign secretary of the National Academy of Sciences. 

Some of Rosenblith's major international activities include 
work with the Committee on Scholarly Communication 
with the People's Republic of China and the following com
mittccs of the National Academy of Science's National 
Research Council: International Human Resource Issues, 
International Relations, International Education and Interna
tional Affairs, for which he serves as chairman He also is a 
member of the American Council on Education's Commis
sion on International Education. 



Conference Program 

Sunday, May 26 
9:00 a.m.-12:00 noon 
NAFSA Executive Committee Meeting
Executive Boardroom 

2:00p.m.-9:00 p.m. 

NAFSA Board of Directors Meeting

Calvert/Pratt Room 


Monday, May27 
Conference Office and Press Room Hours 
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Pratt Street Lobby, Convention Center 

Conference Registration
12:00 noon-5:00 p.m.
Pratt Street Lobby, Convention Center 

8:00a.m.-4:00p.m. 

COMSEC Regional Representatives Training
Charles Room 
This session will familiarize the COMSEC regional represen-
tatives with their responsibilities and opportunities relatedto that position.CoubaRo 

Chair: Nell Magee, National Student MinistriesPresenters: SharonJensen, University of Arizona 

Susan Tesseneer, Western Kentucky University 
Rosalie H. Berg, Columbia Council forInternationals 

Monday, May 27 

8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. 

Government RegulationsAdvisory Committee 
Advanced Immigration Workshop 
Room C 
Designed for professionals who are already familiar with
basic immigration regulations and procedures, Will includediscussions of M, FJ and H regulations. regulator), reform,the role of the Regional Adjudication Centers, student advo
situations and topics of current interest will be included in 
cacy and the Tax Reform Act of 1984. Complex immigration 

discussions. (Advanced registration required.)
 
Chair: 
 Margaret A. Kidd, University' of Texas at AustinPresenters: To be announced 

CollectionCAFSS/ADSEC/Intlerasso(ciationialCommittee on Data 
Computerization of Foreign Records 
CeaekChesapeake B 
Main frame and stand-alone systems, software options,
selection of hardware and development of adata base willbe discussed as the), relate to the computerization of for
eign' records. (Advance registration required.)

Chair: Bill Paver, University of Texas at Austin
 
Presenters: 
 Dave Stones, University of Texas at Austin 

Bernard LaBerge, Virgina Polytechnic Instituteand State University 

Michael Dean, University of Wisconsin-
Madison 

ADSEC 
International Admissions for Beginners, Part I
Columbia RoomForeign credentials evaluation, assessment of English proficiency, and determining financial eligiblity will be amongtopics covered by experienced ADSEC members. Will pro
vide beginners with extensive overview of foreign admis
sions practices and philosophies. (Advance registration 
required.)
Chair: Caroline Aldrich, California State University 
Presenters: Robert Brashear, University of Houston 

James Frey, Educational Credential 
Evaluators, Inc. 
Michael Fels, El Paso Community College 

15'0
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Monday, May 27 
8:30 a.m- 12:00 noon 

Commission on Information Services
Calvert Room 

Commission on Professional Development 
Pratt Room
 
Commission on Representation 

Lombard Room 


10:00 a.m.- 10:30 a.m. 

Coffee Break 

Prefunction Area, Third Floor, Hyatt
 

I1:00 a.m.- 12:00 noon 

Commission on Policy and Practice 
Executive Boardroomn 

1:00p.m.-5:00 p.m. 

ADSEC Team MeetingCalCert 

ATESL Team Meeting 

CAFSS Team Meeting 
Lombard 
COMSEC Team Meeting 
Camden 

SECUSSA Team Meeting 
Douglass 

Membership Committee 
Ex.cutive Boardroom 

Monday, May 27 
3:00 p.m.-3:30 p.m. 

Coffee Break 
Prefunction Area, Third Floor, Hyatt 

7:00 p.m.- 10:00 p.m. 
Consortium for Intensive English Programs 
CIEP Business Meeting 
Calvert/Pratt Room 
Chair: Suzanne Peppin, American Language Institute, 

Georgetown University 

Tuesday, May 28 
Conference Office and Press Room Hours 
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Pratt Street Lobby, Convention Center 

Conference Registration
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. 
Pratt Street Lobby 

Conference Exhibits1:00 p.m.-4:30 p.m., 6:00 p.m.-7:00 p.m.'Hall B,Convention Center 

NAFSA Job Registry
3:00 p.m.-4: IS p.m. 
Hall B, Convention Center 

7:30 a.m.-9:00 a.m. 
'1985-86 Regional Membership Chairs Briefing 

Calve rt/Pratt Room 

8:00 a.m.-I 1:00 a.m. 
Task Force on Information Sharing

Camden Room
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Tuesday, May 28 
8:00 a.m.- 12:00 noon 

1986 Conference Planning Committee 
Charles Room 

ADSEC

Antem AA 

International Admissions for Beginners, Part 11 
Columbia 	Room 

8:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. 

ADSEC,'ForcignStudentRcoriatment hifornation 
Clearinghousc(FSRIC) 
ADSEC/FSRIC Recruimlent Workshop 
Chesapeake A 
This workshop will examine avariety of aspects relati'e to 
the recruitment of foreign students: ethical guidelines lotrecruiting. a self-study process that precedes the decisionto recruit. the development of a marketing plan a th

development and implementation of strategies and mte-
rel optacoman ihmplemntation eregi sai n
rials to accompany the plan. (Advance registration 
required.) 

Chair: 	 Josef Silny, University of Miami 
Presenters: 	June Noronha, College of St. Catherine 

Linda Heaney, Linden Educational Services 

Diane Roney, Syracuse University 

CAFSS 
Foreign Student Advising for the Beginning 
Professional 
Room C 
Designed for the beginning foreign student adviser (le. 
than 18 months in the field). Will feature presentations on 
ethics in advising, rationale for the existence of the FSA. 51t
dent perceptions of the FSA. The afternoon session will be 
a roundtable format dealing with case studies. hands-on 
immigration forms, community inter.'-tion and other rele
'ant topics including interaction with other administratle 

offices. (Advance registration required.) 

Co-Chairs: 	Carole Cumps, University of Massachusetts-
Amherst 

Patricia Gula, University of Massachusetts-
Amherst 

Presenter 	 Clayton Naff, University of Pennsylvania 

Tuesday, May 28 
8:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. 

COMSEC
 
Intercultural Awareness Wokshop 
Constellation A 

workshop to increase general intercultural awareness and 
assist those who work with persons from other countries to 
be more effective. Through group exercises, participants
will be able to see how our values, cultural assumptions and 
thought processes often stand in sharp contrast with stu
dents from most countries of the world. (Advance registra. 
tion required.) 
Chair: Nell Mgee, National Student Ministeics 

Presenter: Robert Kohls, Washington International Center 
ADSEC 
Graduate Admissions Workshop 
Room F
Ro 
For experienced admissions staff. Participants should comeprepared to make their own contribution to discussions.bringing application forms, other relevant material. Tenta
tive topics: overview of application/admission procedures
including discussion of promotional materials, application. 

and other forms, financial certification. English proficiency
cetification). Other selected topics: computerization of 
admission offices, transfer credit; evaluation of English pro
ficiency for teaching assistants, others; Certificates of Eligi
hility.
(Advance registration required.)
Presenters: 	 Diana Lopez, University of Tennessee 

B v rej c h s e ,Saf r r'estnevereyJ. McChesney, Stanford Unversity 
Ann Fletcher, Stanford University 
Hattiejarnon, U.S. Agency for International 
Development 



Tuesday, May 28 
9:00 a.m.- 12:30 p.m. 

ATESL/Consonium for Intensive English Prograns 
Data Collection and Priorities for Intensive
English Programs 
Annapolis Room 
Information supplied by participants will be used to deter-
mine what priority issues face intensive English programs
in today's climate of program review, self-study and analy
sis. A key focal point of the workshop will be identificationof areas which require data collection and matters related to 
how staff can gather information, carry out successful analyses and create supportive networks for continued assess-ment. (Advance registration required.) 

Chair: Suzanne Peppin, Georgetown University
 
Presenters: 
 Paul Angelis, Southern Illinois University 

Adelaide Parsons, Southeast Missouri State 
University 

9:00 a.m.-2:30 p.m. 
SECUSSAStuyAigraphic 
Study Abroad 101: Introduction to the Field and 

Its Resources 

Baltimore Room 
For newcomers to NAFSA and/or newcomers to the field of
study abroad. Through mini-presentations and small groupdiscussions instructors, with the support of teaching assis-
tants. will present the basics of stud), abroad centers, design-
ing study,abroad programs, evaluating stud), abroad literature and programs. professional development and faculty
involvement in stud), abroad programming. 
Chair Levela Rickard, University of North Carolina-

Charlotte 
Presenters: Rebecca Sibley, University of Colorado-Bo'ulder 

Lily Von Klemperer, Consultant in 
International Education 
Archer Brown, NAFSA 

Tuesday, May 28 

9:30 a.m.- 11:00 a.m. 

Task Force on Reorganization 
Douglass Room, 
This session is intended to solicit the views of the general 
membership on potential restructuring of the association. 
Chair: Robert B.Kaplan, University of Southern 

California 

10:00 a.m.- I0:30 a.m. 

Coffee Beak 
Prefunction Area, Third Floor, Hyatt 

10:00 a.m.- 12:00 noon 

NASA 101: Newcomers (iirst hour) 
Constellation B 
Entry level course with a brief overview of professional
development opportunities. Introduction to NAFSA georegions and professional interest sections. Class 
participation encouraged. Prerequisite: Interest in mak
ing new professional contacts and in advancing person
ally and professionally.
 
Chair J. KentJohnson, Ohio Wesleyan University
 

Presenters: Richard D. Downie, University of Forida
 
Jennifer Lund, University of Florida
 

NAFSA 301-P: Sectional Newcomers 
(second hour) 
ADSEC: Constellation B 
ATESI- Douglass Room 
CAFSS: Calvert/Pratt 

COMSEC: Lombard Room 
SECUSSA Baltimore Room 
STING: Executive BoardroomChoice of six practica: ADSEC, ATESL. CAFSS, COMSEC.
SECUSSA, STING. Topics discussed will include, but not 



Tuesday, May 28 
10:00 a.m.- 12:00 noon 

be limited to professional section interests, concerns,priorities and plans forthe future. Help needed, involve-
ment required. 
Co-Chairs: ADSEC: Gary Hopkins, University ofDelaware 

ATESL- Ralph Pat Barrett, Michigan State 
University 
CAFSS:Jill D.Bulthuis, University of North 
Carolina 
COMSEC: Susan Tesseneer, Western 
Kentucky University 
SECUSSA:Joseph Lurie, Open Door 
International Student Exchange 
STING: Abe Novick, University of Maryland-
College Park 

10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. 

Commission on Representation
International Education and the 99th Congrs
Frederick 	Room 
Aworkshop on the major issues of the 99th Congress concerned with international exchanges-funding for
exchange programs, immigration legislation, new program

initiatives, reauthorization of on-going programs. Emphasis 
on how Congress works and how individuals and institu-tions can influence action. The Liaison Group's Congres-sional handbook is included. 

Chair: 	 Norman Peterson, The Liaison Group forInternational Educational Exchange 
Presenter: 	 Matthew Cossolotto, Special Assistant to House 

Majorit LeaderJim Wright 

Tuesday, May 28 
1:00 p.m.-2:30 p.m. 

Commission on ProfessionalDevelopment
Careers in International Education 
Columbia 	Room 
Apanel discussion on entry- to mid-level employmentopportunities in the private sector and on-campus, and an 
introduction to the NAFSAJob Registry, as well as other 
resources. 
Chair: Valerie Woolston, University of Maryland-


College Park
 
Presenters: Phillip Ives, Universit
 , of South Carolina -,nd

U.S. Information Agency 
Sherry Norton, Institute of International 
Education 
Lorenda Schrader, NAFSA 

1:00 p.m.-3:00 p.m. 

Regional Council 

Calvert/Pratt 

1:00 

ATESL 
How Universities and Language Schools CanHelp Public School ESL Programs 
Room E 
This workshop will encourage universities and languageT i ok h p wl n o rg nvriisa dl n ugschools to provide in-senice ESL training for public schoolteachers and to assist administrators in designing publicschool ESL programs. Demonstrations of teaching tech
niques for public school teachers and small group work in 
programn design will be offered.
Chair: Kay W Keys, Oklahoma State University
Presenters: Mary Ann Kearny, Kentucky English Language 

Institute 

Ronald Eckard, Western Kentucky Universiry 
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Tuesday, May 28 
1:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m. 

ATESL 
Current Events: A Course in Personalized 
Language Learning 
Chesapeake B 
This workshop will present principles and pro'ide expe-
rience in four important aspects of a current events course: 
(1)the basic principles of personalized learning (2) script 
theory and the reading of newstexts; (3) seminars and read-
ing notebooks and (4)surveys and evaluation procedures. 
Participants will develop teaching activities and evaluate 
available texts and other resources. 

Chair: 	 Ruth Hok, University of Michigan 

Presenters: 	 Joyce Zuck, University of Michigan 

Louis Zuck, University of Michigan 

PatriciaJensen, University of Michigan 

Commirtce on Foreign Students in Elemetntaiy and 
St'coldalv Schools 
International Students in the U.S.: AWorkshop 
for Secondary School Administrators 
Constellation B 
Aworkshop for secondary school principals, guidance 
counselors and representatives of central office school dis-
tricts to discuss the following foreign student issues: consid-
erations and issues for principals: admission/academic 
placement; guidance/counseling an overview of exchange 
programs and stlndards: foreign students as educational 
resources. (By invitation only.) 

Chair: 	 Seamus P.Malin,Harvard University 

Education.for ternatioalDevclopmcnt 
Students Sponsored by Agencies 
Room D 
Designeci to address specific issues which pertain to the for
eign student who is sponsored by an agency. These issues 
include (1)screening and selection in the home country. 
(2) admission to the U.S. institution: (3) English languagc 
requirements and training: (4) interaction with the foreign 
student adviser and faculty member. Orientation programs 
and financial payments will also be discussed. (Advance reg-
istration requtired.) 

Tuesday, May 28 
1:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m. 

Co-Chairs: 	 Elena Garate Eskey, University of Southern 
California 

Robert Mashburn, The Graduate School, U.S. 
Department of Agriculture 

Presenters: 	Cassandra Pyle, Council for International
 
E).change of Scholars
 

Dona Wolf, U.S. Agency for International 
Development 
Gary Hopkins, University of Delaware 
Pat Byrd, Georgia State University 
Abebayehu Novick, University of Maryland-

College Park 

2:00 p.m-3:00 p.m. 

Rules and Resolutions Committee Meeting
 
Lombard/Camden
 
Chair Robert B.Kaplan, University of Southern
 

California
 

Committee on Nominations and Elections 
Charles Room 
Chair: Beverley McChesney, Stanford University 

3:00 p.m.-3:30 p.m. 

Coffee Break 
Prefunction Area, Third Floor, Hyatt 

3:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m. 

Foreign Visitors Briefing 
Calvert/Pratt Room 
Chair. John F Reichard, NAFSA 
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Tuesday, May 28 
4:30 p.m.-6:00 p.m. 

Opening Plenary
International Educati'-rnal Exchanges and
Governments 
Convention Center, Hall C
Presiding: Marvinj. Baron, President of NAFSA, Univer-

sity of California-Berkeley 

Remarks: 
 Howard A.Cook, President Emeritus, Inter-national House. New York City 
Keynote Walter A.Rosenblith, Institute Professor,Address: Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

6:00 p.m.-7:00 p.m. 

Opening ReceptionConvention Center 

8:00 p.m.-9:30p.m. 

Cooperative Grants Program EvaluationCommittee
How Should COOP Grow in the 1980n? 
Executive Vice President's Suite
Come and tell the COOP Evaluation Committee members
about the needs of your foreign and American students ininternational enrichment programming for the remainder of 
the 1980s. Members of the committee which will makerecommendations to the COOP Program for future direc-tions. will host this meeting. Refreshments. 

Wednesday, May 29 
Conference Office and Press Room Hours 
8:00 a.".-5:00 p.m.

Pratt Street Lobby, Convention Center

Conference Registration

8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Pratt Street Lobby, Convention Center
 

C
 
0Conference Exhibits9:00 am.- 12:30 p.m., 2:00 p.m.-5:30 p.m.

Hall B, Convention CenterNAFSA Job Registry 
9:00 a.m.-5:30 p.m.

Hall B,Convention Center
 

8:30 a.m.- 10:00 a.m. 
ADSEC/CAFSS/Interassociatioalil Committee on Data 
Collection
 
Open Doors and Profiles:How They Differ and Why 
Calvert/Pratt Room
 
Discussion of the content and function of Open Doors and

Profiles based inpan on user judgments about each

publication.
 
Presenters: 	 Elinor Barber, Institute of International
 

Education

Matianthi Zikopoulos institute of International 
Education
 

Education 
ADSEC 
I-ederai Republic of Germany WES Volume
Chesapeake B
 
An AACRAO World Education Series preview by the author.

Chair: 
 Karen Lukas, University of Minnesota 
Presenter: Georgeanne Porter. Univerrirv nF i...
 

Columbia 



Wednesday, May 29 
8:30 a.m.- I0:00 a.m. 

ADSEC 
Entering the U.S.: Regulations and Immigration 
Annapolis Room 
Basic/intermediate session on importance of the 1-20 andits completion. Presenters will discuss home government
procedures concerning currency regulations, passport re-
newals, TOEFL requirements, manpower needs, dual 1-20s. 
sponsorship, etc. 
Chair: Ellis Hammond, Michigan State University 

Presenters: David Homer, Michigan State University 


Valerie Woolston, University of Maryland-
College Park 

ATESL 
Assessing the Oral English Skills of Foreign 

Teaching Assistants 

Lombard Room
 
This session will provide NAFSAns with an overview of the 
Test of Spoken English and the Speaking Proficiency Eng-lish Assessment Kit, as well as an update on the current use 
of TSE and SPEAK by universities and licensing agencies,and the score standards they have established. New pro-
gram publications will be distributed to those attending. 
Chair: Daniel L. Robertson, North Texas State 

University at Denton 
Presenters: Charles Stansfield, Educational Testing Service 

Rodney, Ballard, Educational Testing Service 
ATESL


ESLTAPresenters: 
ESL Teaching: A Constantly Changing Field 
Frederick Room 
An examination of teaching technology, strategies, and 
methods that present new information on some old 
problems. 
Chair: Jeanne Horton, Oklahoma State University 
Presenters: Garland H.Davies, Georgia State University 

Connie Perdreau, Ohio University 
Mary Nilles, New York City Technical College 

Wednesday, May 29 
8:30 a.m.- i0:00 a.m. 

CAFSS 
Institutional Models for Services
 
to Senior Scholars
 
Room E 
An overview of va.,us models of services provided to

senior foreign scholars in aspectrum of institutional set
tings, ranging from private to public, U.S. and European.

self-sponsored and sponsored. 
Chair: Clay Ballard, University of California-Davis 
Presenters: Sharon [add, Harvard University 

Axel Markert, University of Thibingen. Federal 
Republic of German), 
Lena Wallensteen, Uppsala University. Sweden 
MaryJane Roberts, Council on International 
Exchange of Scholars 

cAFSS/ATESL/Government Regtlations Advisory
Committee 
Beginning Immigration
'onstellation B 

An opportunity to learn the basics of immigration regula
tions that pertain to foreign students and scholars (forms. 
procedures regarding admission, transfer, employment.
practical training, exit and re-entry, dependents, etc.). A significant portion of the program will be reserved for questions. In addition to listed presenters, representatives of INS 
and USIA will be available as resources. 
Chair: Peter S.Levitov, University of Nebraska 

Barbara (Halpin) St. Urbain, University of the
Pacific 
a ini
 

David A. Enderlin, Northeastern University 
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Wednesday, May 29 
8:30 a.m.- I0:00 a.m. 
CAFSS/GovemiCnt Regulations Advisory Committee
Advanced Immigration Seminar 
Room C & D 
Update of new directions in the Exchange Visitor Program.Standards to be met for new programs, and work authoriza-tion guidelines for scholars. Current r..igration policies
involving visa denials and temporary positions for foreign
fa culty m a y b e d iscussed . 
Chair: Jennifer Stephens, Harvard University 

Presenters: 
 Richard Fruchterman, U.S. Information Agency 

Cornelius D. Scully II, U.S. Department of 
State 

CAFSS/Committee on Std,-SaharanAfrican Countries
Political, Economic and Social Change in Afica:
Implications for Educational Exchange 
Room FPresentations by experts in the field on social, political, andeconomic characteristics of the countries and regions ofSub-Saharan Africa, followed by questions and discussionsof the implications for educational exchange.
Chair: 
 Donald Easum, African American Institute 

Presenters: C.S. Whitaker, Rutgers University 

Cynthia Perry, U.S. Agency for Intemational 
Development 

COMSECCOMSEC Plenary
Volunteerism and Public Diplomacy
New Perspectives 

Constellation A 

Chair: Sharon Jensen, University of Arizona 

Presenter: 
 Stephen H. Rhinesmith, Rhinesmith and

Associates, Inc. 
5ECU55AColumbiaSECUSSA 

Development of Selection Guidelines for Stud),and Service in Developing Nations
Camden Room 
Panel will explore and identify issues in developing panic-pant selection guidelines. Key themes will include: designand appropriateness of projects, understanding and 

Wednesday,.May 29 
8:30 a.m.- I0:00 a.m. 
empathy of cross-cultural settings. ethical and political concerns, clarity of objectives, motivation and academic ability.As follow-up, anew SECUSSA working group will be formed 
to review issues and make written recommendations toSECUSSAns at the 1986 conference.Chair: Martin Tillman, YMCA International Student 

Service
Pr s e rs i c e 

Presenters: Howard Berry, Rockland Community College 
Gabriel lriarte, Kenyon College 
Sonia Keller,Operation Crossroads AfricaWilliam Mosher, Warren Wilson College 

SECUSSA
Does Study Abroad Make a DifferenceStudents and Their Colleges? to
 
Chesapeake A
 
Preliminary findings of the collaborative project betweenfour U.S. universities and the European Institute of Education and Social Policy to analyze what, if any, differencestudy abroad mi'es to students and their home institutions. The stud), gives special attention to those aspects ofstud), abroad programming that maximize its contribution 

to language and culture learning, academic performance, 
and professional goals and opportunities for students who 
stud), abroad.
 
Chair: 
 Barbara B.Bun , University of Massachusetts-


Amherst
 
Presenters: 
 Susan Opper, Eiropean Institute for Educationand Social Polic). Universit6 Dauphine, Paris 

Jerry Carlson, Urversity of California-
Riverside 

Commission on ProfessionalDevelopment
Motivating Foreign Students to Attend

International Ofice Programs
Room 
Participant observation isan anthropological technique thatcan provide asystematic approach to assessing present programs' presentation, content, and timing. It can also .,timulite student interest and provide an opportunity to conveythe benefits of attendance while gathering information toImprove the quality of programs.

Chair: Shevyl Moore, Iowa State University 
Presenters: To be announced 28 
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Wednesday, May 29 
8:30a.m.- !0:00 a.m. 

Rules and Resoluaions ComnmitteeOpen Meeting 

Charles RoomThe first of two opportunities to meet with the Rules andResolutions Committee to discuss proposed resolutions
and/or parliamentary procedure.Chair Robert B.Kaplan, University of Southern 

Califoria 

I10:00 a.m.- 10:30 a~m. 

-0:00 a 03 .Chair: 

Coffee Break 
Convention Center, Hall B 

10:30 a.m.- 12:00 noon 

ADSEC 
National Credentials Evaluation Project QualityControl Update 
Chesapeake Room 
Asession using evaluators and recipients of evaluations in 
than satisfactory eva~uations will be shown and discussed. 

informal give and take. Examples of satisfactory and less 
Chair: Cynthia Fish, Baruch College

Presenters: 
 Elaine Burgess, Oklahoma StateParrckJ. Kennedy, Seton Hall UniversityUniversity 

ADSEC 

Update on China
Room D 
A report on a recent visit to China under the auspiLLs ofthe National Liaison Committee and the United States Infor-mationRunning 


Chair: Linda A. Reed, NAFSA 

Presenters: arlene N. Dickey, Stanford University 

Ellen Mashiko,TheJapan-U.S.Educational 

Commission 

Wednesday, May 29 
10:30 a.m.-12:00 noon 

ADSEC
Areas of Common Concern in the Interaction of 
Placement Agencies and American EducationalInstitutions 

Roo E
Ro E
Three major perspectives by the representatives of one university and two placement agencies. Each representativewill give specific details of objectives, usual procedures, andfrequent problems as students are placed in both traditional

and non-traditional programs.
Nancy Oniz, University of Miami
 

Presenters: Ann Fletcher, Stanford University
Martha Renaud, Institute of International 
Education 

Kay liarkiess, AMIDEASTATESL 

Staying Alive: Recruiting Students for
the ESL Program

Calvert/Pratt Room
Two views of the complex problems involved in recruitingstudents for the English language program.
Chair: 
 Barbara Matthies, Iowa State University 
Presenters: Danny B.Kolker, University of Houston 

University Park 
University ParkAnthony Wang, Foundation 

Joseph 0. Davidson, University of Houston

for Scholarly 
Exchanges, Taiwan 

Julie Hu,Foundation for Scholarly Exchanges.Taiwan 
ATESConsoiumfor Intensive English Programs

Runnig a Intensive English Programso 

an Intensive English Program, Part
What are the characteristics of the modern intensive English prgram? Itmay offer amultitude of services inaddi

tion to ESL training, but does it still go unnoticed on the 



Wednesday, May 29 
10:30 a.m.- 12:00 noon 

campus? And how long does it take foreign students to 

learn English in one of these programs? The answers to 

theFe questions are examined in this session. 


Chair: 	 WilliamJex, American language Institute, New 
York University 

Presenters: 	 Mary E.Fry, University of Southern California 

Christine F Maloni, George Washington
University 

Shirley Thompson, George Washington 
University 

Earl D. Wyman, Br~gham Young University-
Hawaii Campus 

CAFSS/COMSEC/ADSEC 
Cross-Cultural Orientation: 
The Minneapolis Seminar 
Baltimore Room 
Presenters will summarize major themes and ideas pres-
ented at the Seminar on Cross-cultural Orientation in Min-
neapolis in November 1984. (Sponsored by the Council on 
International Educational Exchange and the International 
Society for Educational, Cultural and Scientific Interchange
in cooperation with NAFSA.) 

Chair: R.Michael Paige, University of Minnesota 
Presenters: Kristen Juffer, U.S. Information Agency 

David Bachner, Youth for Understanding 

Josef Mestenhauser, University of Minnesota 

CAFSS 
Increasing Faculty Involvement in International 
Exchange 
Douglass 	Room 
This session explore" the problems of faculty involvement 
and its reward in the process of administration of educa-

Chair: 	 Bernard E. LaBege, Virginia Polytechnic 
Institute and State University 

Presenters: 	 David Larsen, University of Tennessee-
Knoxville 

Joseph Navari, St. Cloud State College 

Wednesday, May 29 
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CAFSS/COMSEC
Proselytizing and the International Student:
 
Defining Issns, Seeking Solutions
 
Annapolis Room 
Panelists for this session will present an overview of the 
role of religious groups in the United States and the mis
sion and purpose of their programs for international students. In addition, discussion will explore policy and prac
tice for foreign student offices and communiy'ser.ice 

organizations. Issues arising from different p,-;itions will be 
raised and solutions explored. 

Chair: 	 Richard D. Downie, Universit; of Florida-

Gaines 'ille
 

Presenters: 	James i. Dalton, Siena College 

Arthur Everett, Association of Christian 
Ministries to Internationals (ACMI) 

COMISEC 
Public Diplomacy The Role Community Groups
Can Play in Furthering International Exchange 

Camden Room 
Discussion of expectations by USAID and USIA of commu
nity programming for foreign visitors and students. A program funded by the Development Education Program of
 
USAID. the Minnesota Awareness Profect. will be featured.
 
Chair: 	 Jean Griswold, Colorado State University 
Presenters: 	 Otto Schaler, U.S. Agency for International 

Development 

Joseph Bruns, U.S. Information Agency 

Carol Steinberg, Minnesota Awareness Project 
SECUSSA/CAFSS 
Educational Exchange and the U.S. National 
Interest 

Constellation AThe panelists will discuss major current issues confronting 
government and private policy-makers concerned with edu
cational and cultural exchange and review recent research 
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relevant to the issues. The session will focus on the U.S. 
government interest in such programs, including national 
security, the search for international understanding and the 
development of U.S. international competence. 
Chair: Richard W. Dye, Institute of International 

Education 

Presenters: Francis X. Sutton, The Ford Foundation 

Wilbert LeMelle, State University of New York-
Albany 

SECUSSA 
How to Select and Evaluate a Travel Agency 
Room C 

A panel of experienced administrators of study abroad pro-
grams will explain how they select and evaluate the perfor-
mance of travel agencies which handle various aspects of 
travel for their overseas programs. 
Chair: Jon Booth, University of Minnesota 

Presenters: Nadinne Cruz, Hamline University
Pesetersann , E College
Sheila Johnson, Eckerd College 
Arnold Schuetz, Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
and State University 

Nona Winn, Michigan State University 

STING 
First-Encounter: Culture Shock and the 
Adaptation Process 
Charles Room 
This session will address the reaction individuals display
when the) encounter unfamiliar cultural environments. In 
addition to addressing the consequences of uprooting, the 
presentation will examine the process of adaptation. The 
discussion will offer guidance to educators and community
volunteers on how to know when international students arc . 

experiencing stress and on ways to alleviate such 
difficulties. 

Chair: David Ranavale, D.C. Institute of Mental 
Health 

Presenters: Yuko Minami, San Diego State University 

Melinda Reinicke, U.S. International Universit' 

Diann Stewart, University of Kansas 

Wednesday, May 29 
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Task Force on Regulatory Reform 
Future Directions for Regulatory Reform
 
Columbia Room
 
What direction should NAFSA's regulatory reform task force 
take in the immediate future? A discussion of the task 
force's work over the past year. the current status of the 
work, and the future of regulatory reform. 

Chair. MarvinJ. Baron, University of California-
Berkeley 

Presenters: Sam Bemsen, Fragomon, Del Ray and Bernsen 
Norman Peterson, The Liaison Group for 
International Educational Exchange 

ForeignStudent Recruitment Information Clearinghouse
How Can the Recruitment Clearinghouse Help

My Institution to Recruit?
 
Frederick Room
 
The Foreign Student Recruitment Information Clearing
house (FSRIC) has developed a "Recruitment Kit" which
\will provide institutions with practical guidance in the
development and implementation of foreign student recruit
ment programs. 
Chair: Josef Silny, University of Miami 

Presenter: Elizabeth Adams, NAFSA 

Task Force on Overseas Counselors 
Information Exchange: The Overseas Adviser As 
Resource 
Room F 
Counselors from six geographical regions: Africa, Europe,
Latin America, the Middle East, the Near East and South
east Asia will be available to respond to questions on educa
tional developments, academic credentials and study 
abroad programs in their area of the world. Experienced
NASFSAns will also be available to answer advisers' ques
tions. This will be an information sharing session. 

Chair: Rene Greenwald, Institute of International
Education, Mexico City 

Presenters: To be announced 
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Committee on Women International/EdtcaiotioInternationalDevelopment frDEC 

Celebrating the International Decade for Women:Mexico City to Nairobi and Beyond
Lombard RoomThe program discusses the purposes and progress of poli-cies articulated at the first International Women's Confer.ence in Mexico City in 1975, and the plans by both govm.mental and non-governmental organizations for theInternational Conference to be held in Nairobi. Keny.a in
1985. A clispla) of materials from various org nizationhrwhich are preparing for the Nairobi Conference will alsfeatured. 

Chair: Elise Smith, Overseas Educational Fur.ndPresenters: Jane Knowles, University of Wisconsin 

Henda Gatfi, Urban and Regional Planning 
TunisiaMary Debrovir, U.S. Agency for InternationalDevelopment 

12:00 noon- 1:30p .m. 

Committee o /omen International 
International Women's Celebration LuncheonThe Chart House Restaurant 
In celebration of the 10th Anniversary of the intema-tional women's year, the Committee on Women Intema.tional will sponsor a luncheon on the theme of the Nai-
robi C o nferen c e . Part i c i p ants at t h elunch e o n,/discussion will include international women students.U.S. government representatives, committee membersand other interested NAFSAns. 
Chair Terri Rosenblau, Resources International. Inc 
Luncheon Phyllis Kaminsky, United Nations 
Speakers: Information Center 

Wednesday, May 29 
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TOEFL: Update, Systems Matching and Other 
Concerns 
Columbia Room 
Current information about TOEFL, including information*ibout systems matching; how to set up systems, avoid prokt'ms. reconcile tapes; test center operations overseas,including security; interpretation of TOEFL scores at undegraduate and graduate levels; relationship between TOEFL,nd TSE. other standardized tests. 

(hr Virginia L Gross, University of Iowa'.restnter: Russell Webster, Educational Testing Service 
ADSEC
 

Credential Evaluation: Different National 

Perspectives, Part I
 
oom E


I'irel presentation and discussion dealing with the evalua101n of foreign credentials for placement at undergraduate.rnd graduate levels, as viewed by experts from the U.S. andh0.'ir other countries. The countries represented have essenr1,ll, (th same foreign student composition. The panelists%kIll
talk about the principles and guidelines used in estab
i,hing educational equivalencies and in determining the 

air'iM.of foreign applicants.
(h-er Mariam Asseffa Mossey World Education 

Services'r,' nters Jeremy W Artenon, University College, London
John W.J. Janssen, Netherlands Universityoh n forn te r a nal Coo p er ion 
Foundation for International Cooperation
Manfred Stassen, Deutscher Akademischer
Austauschdienst 

William Kent, University of Toronto 
Rebecca Dixon, The College Board 

A7-SL
 
Marilyn Girvan, Canadian Bureau for Coopertive Approach to the Foreign TA IssueInternational Education iAtgll D 

Committee on Latin American and Caribbean Students Inresponse to complaints about foreign TAs at the Univer-Committee Meeting '-%ol Maryland, the Maryland English Institute established .,tN,-day evaluation program in 1983. The program hasCAFSS Suite 
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benefited from cooperation at all university levels: 
administration, admissions, and the academic departments. 
This panel will deal with both the evaluation procedures 
and the university's role in this program. 

Chair Nina Turitz, University of Maryland-

College Park
 

Presenters: David Falk, University of Maryland-

College Park Colleg 	 ParkCommittee 

Leslie A. Palmer, University of Maryland-

College Park 

Dale Gough, University of Maryland-
College Park 

Charlotte Groff, University of Maryland-
College Park 

ATESL/Consortium for Intensive English Programs 
Running the Intensive English Program, Part II 

Room C 

In-service teacher training is one issue of IEP administra-
tion that demands continuing attention. Ways to achieve 
the professional growth of the IEP faculty is the focus of 
this session. 
Chair 	 Robert Dakin, Ohio University 

Presenters: 	Adelaide Heyde Parsons, Southeast Missouri 
State University 

John Schmidt, University of Texas at Austin 

Marji Knowles, Colorado State University 

Carolyn Clark, University of the Pacific 

B.Jean Longmire, University of the Pacific 

~AFSSfPlacement in 
Return of Foreign Students and job i 
the Home Country 

Baltimore Room 
How do institutions respond to the needs of students in 
identifying home country employment opportunities? Wht
arenthesecialfy edsowomeseeing home countryemploymenstudent
are the special needs of women seeking home country 

Wednesday, May 29 
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employment? Isa U.S. degree universally accepted? A dis
cussion of some of the practical and philosophical issues of 
home country employment. 
Chair. MaryJacob, Mount Holyoke College 

Presenters: 	 Dona Wolf, U.S. Agency for International 

Development 
Gretchen Brainard, Intergovernmentalfor Migration 
C het t Norteat rn 

Cheryl Abbott, Northeastern University 

CAFSS/Committee on Latin American and Caribbean 
Students 

Political, Economic and Social Development in
 
Central America
 
Room F 
This topic will be presented from three points of view: the 
U.S. government (USIA). aNorth American agency working 
in Latin America (LASPAU), and academia (apolitical scien
tist). Although many subjects will be discussed, the impact 
of the Kissinger Commission's findings in Central America 
will be particularly stressed. 

Chair: 	 William S.Stone, Washington University 
Presenters: 	 Bruce Bagley,Johns Hopkins School of 

Advanced International Studies 
John Mullany, Latin American Scholarship 

Program in American Universities 

Michael Stevens, U.S. Information Agency 

Respondent: 	 Elizabeth Carter, U.S. Agency for 
International Development 

CAFSS/Government Regulations Advisory Committee 
Traveling to 	Canada: Tips for Advising Foreign
Students 
Student R 
Calvert/PrattRoom 

Foreign students studying in the United States and travel
ing to Canada pose unique advising problems for foreign

advisers. This session will endeavor to clarify the
documentation requirements for U.S. and Canadian border 
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crossing and discuss the pitfalls of such travel, including
information on third country visa applications filed with 
U.S. consulates in Canada. 
Chair: Karen Nemeth, State University of New York-

Buffalo 
Presenters: Consulate General, Embassy of Canada 

U.S. Consulate General. Canada 
U.S. Immigration Officer 

COMSEC 
Roundtable Discussion Gioups 
Constellation B 
Presentation and small group discussions on a variety of 
topics central to the functioning of community groups. 
(Continues at 3:30). 

Chair: Nancy Kopka, Michigan State University 

Presenters: NAFSA Resourices:Aaron Reinicke, San Diego State University 
e SandAn ii r ieoStatUniversity

Indivdualized Problems and Concerns: 

Rosalie Berg, Columbia Council for 
Internationals 
Building Bridges betveen Community Groups 
and FSAs: 
David Homer, Michigan State University 
Volunteers Teaching ESL: 
ArdathJagnow, Coralville. Iowa 

F,und Raising Strategies and/or Grant Proposals: 
Johanne Glass, University of Michigan 
Sharing of Communi, Programs: 
Lois Crooks, Oklahoma City. Oklahoma 

Publications,Newsletters and PR: 
Emily Wolf, Michigan State University 
Revitalizing Friendship Families: 
Joan Coleman, University of Maryland 

SECUSSA 
Teaching Introductory Language Courses 
Overseas 
Chesapeake B 
The panelists will discuss (1) whether or not introductory
language courses can be taught well overseas and whether 
summer or regular term programs are best; (2) how best to 

Wednesday, May 29 
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teach introductory programs; (3) how to integrate students 
back into regular university classes when they return from 
overseas. 

Chair: Joan Elias Gore, University of Virginia 

Presenters: Alvino E. Fantini, School for International
Training 

Ronald Dimberg, University of Virginia 
Grace Fielder, University of Virginia 

SECUSSA 
Experiences in Experiential Academic Learning 
Camden Room 
Panel will discuss positive and negative aspects of non
classroom experiential learning programs in general, with 
special reference to innovative programs currently being 
implemented by four institutions, including possibilities forserving as models for other academic and international 
exchange institutions.
 

Chair: 

ecag ntttos 

Edwin Gragert, International Christian YouthExchange 

Presenters: Lawrence Weiss, Friends World College 

Nadine Cruz, Hamline University
 
Paul Haber, World College West
 

SECUSSA 
Foreign Study Program Evaluation 
Charles Room 
This session will present various perspectives on the evaluation of both academic and non-academic components ofoverseas programs, considering the roles and responsibili
ties of the campus adviser, the sponsoring and host institu
tions. The panel will also discuss the methodological and 
ethical dimensions of program evaluation. 
Chair Karl Lindholm, Middlebury College 
Presenters: AlastairJ. Dude, University of Aberdeen 

Joan Solaun, University of Illinois-Urbana-
Champaign 
Michael Steinberg, Institute of European 
Studies 

('A
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STINGDeveloping Functional Student Organizations
and Effective Campus Leadership, Part ILombard Room 
How can astudent leadership training workshop enhance 
the quality of campus leadership, as well as increase theeffectiveness of astudent organization? This session willexplore models of current leadership development pro-
grams: goal setting techniques, leadership styles, effective 
communication strategies, fund-raising, group dynamicstraining, importance of delegating responsibility, and program planning. A training simulation will be offered. 

Chair 
 Don Driver, George Washington University
Presenters: Gary Wright, American University 

Michael Smithee, Syracuse University 
ADSEC/ATESL/CAFSS/Committe on Foreign Students inElementary andSecondary Schools 
Transition of Foreign Students from U.S. High
Schools to U.S. Colleges and Universities: Issuesand Concerns 

Chesapeake A 

Communication and cooperation between U.S. secondan 
schools and postsecondary institutions are vital in assistingforeign students who study in aU.S. high school and go onto a U.S. college or university for further education. Adminis-trators from both of these educational levels will presentviews on various issues involved in this important topic:
Chair: Seamus P.Malin, Harvard University 

Presenters: Sylvia Santana-Willoughby, Prince George's 


County Schools. Maryland
BarbaraJ. Varsa, University of Maryland-
College Park 

forInterationalDevelopmentCAFSS/Edtjcation foi eatolDvloet
Health Care for International Students: Problems,Issues, and Recommendations from Research
Findings 
Annapolis Room 

Presenters will discuss aNAFSA-funded research projectwhich focused on the health and nutritional problems offoreign students; health care services for foreign students at 

Wednesday, May 29 
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U.S. institutions: ant recommendations for policies relatedto the administration of health care services, staff training
and orientation programs.

Chair: 
 Martha Morgan, University of California-Irvine 
Presenters: Edward S.Blankenship, California State 

r n ers B eahLn 
Uniersiy-Long Beach 
AllanJ. Ebbin, University of Southern 
California 

3:00p.m.-3:30 p.m. 
C 

Coffee Break 

3:30 p.m.-5:00 p.m. 

ADSEC 
Credential Evaluation, Part I!
 
Room E
 
Description and presenters under Part I Wednesday

1:30 p.m. 

ADSEC 
Malaysia
 
Frederick Room
 
AWorld Education Series preview by the author.
 
Chair: J. KentJohnson, Ohio Wesleyan University
 

Presenter: Joann Stedman, Columbia University
ADSEC/ATESL 
Responsibilities of ESL Programs and Academic 
Institutions 
Room F 
An examination of the ESL program's responsibilities for
the college advising of foreign students and the responsibili
ties of academic institutions that receive such students. 
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Although particular emphasis will be placed on articulationwith two-year colleges, the issues to be discussed will be of
interest to admissions officers and foreign student advisersat four-year institutions as well. 

a fouran tiosi, Uss wf i ArAChair: Frank Pialorsi, University of Arizona 
Presenters: Terry Rubin, International English Institute 

Edwin Devlin, Monterey Peninsula College 

ATESLiCAFSS 
Viewing Foreign Graduate Teaching Assistants: 

Their Teaching and Training 

Convention Center, Hall C 
The presenters explore the consequences of the policiesunderlying the training of foreign TAs and offer research

findings that clarify their role in the teaching process. 


Chair: James O'Driscoll, Institute of International
Education 

Presenters: Beverley McChesney, Stanford University 
Gail St. Martin, Louisiana State University 
Kimberley Brown, Macalester College 

ATESL 
Learning English in the Classroom: Attitudes,
Techniques and Technology 

Room D 
This session looks at learning in the ESL classroom fromthree different points of view: the learner, the teacher, and 
the ESL curriculum' designer. 
Chair: Jane Woodward, University of Southern

California 
Presenters: David C.Alley, University of Georgia

Joan II.Markey, Case Western Reserve 
Jn rey , Cdesigned University 

Richard Schreck, Heidelberg College 

Wednesday, May 29 
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CAFSS 
CAFSS Instant Issues
 
Room C
Ro 

forum for discussion r current issues in the profession.Topics raised by parnic,1,ants will be addressed by members 
of the CAFSS national team and other experienced
professionals. 
Chair: Daniel Stracka, University of Bridgeport
Presenters: Joanne Clark, Tennessee Technological 

University 
David Enderlin, Northeastern University 

CAFSS/SECUSSA/COMSEC
Building an Effective Image for InternationalPrograms on Campus and in the Community 
Constellation A 
Your office is known by what it prints, says. and how well 
you and your staff perform a variety of tasks. services andprograms. Learn the importance of developing and mainaining agood image. Explore the different ways your pro
gram isperceived on campus and in the community anddiscover how to improve on image and substance with a 
professional who has managed the process.
Chair: Sally Heym, Northeastern University
Presenter: Sandra Hillman, Trahan. Burden, and Charles 

CAFSS 
International Alumni: Tracking and Follow-Up
Programs 
Chesapeake B 
Panelists will describe various mechanisms for establishing/ 
maintaining contact with alumni abroad for various pur

'poses, including the development of service programs
to further the professional integration of recentlyreturned graduates, as well as the advancement of alumni at 

later stages of their careers in the home country.
 
Chair. 
 Kenneth A. Rogers, Indiana University-

Bloomington 
Presenters: Robert Gordon, University of Pennsylvania 

Peter Briggs, University of Oregon 
Abe Weisblatt, Rutgers University 
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COMSEC 
Roundtable Discussion Groups Continued

Constellation B 

See description at 1:30 p.m.
COE CcChair 

Developing Cultural Understanding:

Dlow ro Cope With Community Backlash
Baltimore Room 

As the international student populatirn increases, incidentswhich create stereotypes and community backlash alsoincrease. This workshop was developed to help counteract
thu animosity toward international students.Presenters: Pat Russell, University of Toledo 

Cherie Mullane, University of Toledo 

COMSECiCAFSS/ATESL 
Ventures in Cooperation 
Annapolis Room 

AnnaolisRoomsachusetts.T his session is designed to acq uaint NAFSA ns with op por-tunities that enhance foreign students' professional knowl-edge and their knowledge of American culture. Existing pro. 
grams and services that supplement on-campus efforts willhe highlighted. The interconnecting ties of NAFSA andNCIV will he examined. 

Chair: Eugenia Lepley, International Visitors Center, 
Cincinnati 

Strategies and Resources for Tapping Private and~Public
Presenters:- Susan Haskell, YMCA, New YorkPblcSuesoFndg Sources of FundingMary KayeJordan, Ohio University

Faye McKay-Clegg, Georgia Institute of
Technology 
Philip C.Uncapher, National Council forInternational Visitors 

International Business Programs:SECUSSAICAFSS 

Blending Curriculum With Experience 
Calvert/Pratt Room 
This session will explore the problems associated withorganizing international business programs abroad and oncampus. In on-campus programs, special attention will he 

Wednesday, May 29 
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paid to the use of foreign students as cross-cultural resources for local businesses. For U.S. students abroad, we willexplore the problems of establishing academic programs
which tap most national businesses as resources. 

Joseph V.Navari, St. Cloud State University
Presenters: Margaret S.Shiba, Council on International

Educational Exchange 
Jay A.Vora, St. Cloud State University 

SECUSSA 
Re-Entry Orientation and Integration

Chesapeake A
 
This session will explore adjustment problems encounteredby sojourners returning from stud), abroad programs andlook at re-entry orientation models and the utilization of
returning students on-campus and in the surrounding community. Existing programs at Lewis and Clark College inPortland, Oregon, the University of the Pacific in Stockton.California, and the Scandinavian Seminar in Amherst, Mas
s a willwilleserserve as models.ir:settsy s e s
 
Chair: 
 Larry A. Meyers, Lewis and Clark CollegePresenters: Courtland Smith, University of the Pacific 

William Hoffa, Scandinavian Seminar
Clyde Austin, Abilene Christian University 

SECUSS A 

Columbia Room 
A discussion of current funding opportunities for international education in the federal, foundation and corporatesectors. Strategies for the successful approaches for fundingprojects will be emphasized. Appropriate materials will bedistributed. 

Chair: and ProgramsWalter Brown, Council for Intercultural Studies 
Presenters: Thomas Fox, Council on Foundations 

Susanna Eason, U.S. Department of Education 
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STING 
Developing Functional Student Organizations 
and Effective Campus Leadership, Part 11 
Lombard 	Room 
An overview of various models of campus international stu-
dent associations will be presented by student leaders andadvisers. This will include an in-depth analysis of individ-ual organizational origins, structure, constitution, funding,
functions, and relationship to the campus bureaucracy. Par-
ticipants are requested to bring samples of their organization's structure and constitution: 
Chair: Gary Wright, American Universi. 

Presenters: Seema Kedia, University of Maryland 


Majid Sifri, University of Maryland 
Sajjad Ahrabi, American University 
Nail AI-Jubeir, American University 
Fulya Sari, Syracuse University 
Michael Smithee, Syracuse University 
Don Driver, George Washington University 

5:30 p.m.-6:30 p.m. 

Confeence Plenay 
Conve ntion Center, Hall CPPresiding: John E Reichard, Executive Vice President, 

NAFSA 
Chair 	 Richard M. Krasno, President, Institute of 


International Education 


Speaker 	 The Honorable Charles H. Percy, Former
 
Chairman. Foreign Relations Committee,

United States Senate; Chairman, Institute of 
International Education; Chairman, Hariri 
Foundation. U.S.A . 

7:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m. 
Wine and Cheese 

The National Aquarium in Baltimore 

Thursday, May 30 
Conference Office and Press Room Hours 

8:00 a.m.-S:00 p.m. 
Pratt Street Lobby, Convention Center 
Conference Registration
8:00 a.m.-S:00 p.m.
Pratt Street Lobby, Convention Center 

Conference Exhibits
9:00 a.m.-12:30 p.m., 2:00 p.m.-5:30 p.m.
Hail B, Convention Center 

NAFSA job Registry 
9:00 a.m.-5:30 p.m. 
Hall B, Convention Center 

8:30 a.m.- 0:00a.m. 
ADSEC 
ADSEC/CAFSS Plenary 
Cooperation Between the U.S. Government and 
Higher Education in International Exchange: AMarriage Partnership or Renewable Contract 
Constellation A 
Co-Chairs: Jill D.Bulthuis, University of North Carolina-

Chapel Hill 
Gary Hoover, University of the Pacific 

r s n e s St v n Ml e , r si nj oPresenters: 	 Sceven Muller, President,JohnssHopkinsH pk s 
University 

Ronald L. Trowbridge, Associate Director,

Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs,
United States Information Agency 

ATESL 
TESOL's Standards and Programs for 
Self-Evaluation 

CeChesapeakesap eak eonB 
Presentation of TESOL's Program Standards with case stu
dies of their use in program self-evaluation. 
Chair Carolj. Kreidler, Georgetown University 
Presenters: 	To be announced 

/"
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8:30 a.m.- 10:00 a.m. 
ATESL 
Helping the Foreign Teaching Assistant:
Assessment and Training 
Constellation B 
One of the fastest-growing areas of ESI_ involves helping the
foreign TA do abetter job of teaching. The presenters inthis session report on their recent research with assessmenttesting and developmental training. 

Chair. 
 Kathleen M.Bailey, Monterey Institute of 


International Studies 

Presenters: JanetJohnson, Arizona State University 


Janet C.Constantinides, University ofWyoming 

Dan Douglas, Wayne State University 
CAFSS CAF55COMSEC 

CAFSE/ADSEC Plenary 
Constellation A
See above. 

CAFSS/Conimittee on Latin American andCaribbeanStudents 

Latin American Universities in Crisis:

Humanities vs. Technology 

Room E 
An open discussion with the conference participants from 

Latin America, North Americans living in Latin America,
and NAFSAns interested in Latin America The topic will
focus upon Latin America's embracing of technology and itsimpact upon humanities in Latin American universities. 

Co-Chairs: Anita Herzfeld, Georgetown University 


Elizabeth Coggins, Golden Gate University 
COMSEC 
International Houses: Resources for Academy
and Community 
Calvert/Pratt Room 
Chief officers and associated staff of seven international 
houses from across the country discuss resources andinsights their houses can offer-from building contacts 
with community "names" and government funding sources. 

Thursday, May 30 
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to managing the fluctuations of program response and
organizing community involvement. 
Chair. Beverly T.Andrews, International House of 

Philadelphia
Presenters: Ellen Davis, International House of 

Philadelphia
Gordon Evans, International House, New York 
Diane Cudahy, International House, University
of Tennessee 
C.Lester Stermer, International House of 
Chicago 
W. Sheridan Warrick, International House, 
University of California-Berkeley 

Networking Strategies for Community-based
 

Programs

Prgram 

An exploration of how community-based programs support

ing international educational interchange can extend their
and organizations. A discussion of the underlying purposes 
activities to and cooperate with other community groups 
and practical strategies for integrating cur efforts with thebroader agenda of education and development in our
 
communities.
 
Chair: Steve Sjoberg, World Affairs Council of Boston
 
Presenter Carol Steinberg, Minnesota Awareness Project
COMSEC
Community Reaction: Acceptance vs. Backlash
 
Chesapeake A
 
This program focuses on the concept of acceptance vs.
backlash in relation to the community ofJonesboro and theacademic community at Arkansas State University. The project enjoys ahighly organized system of project support
whose primary purpose isto promote good relations
between both communities and the Saudi Project.
Chair: Suzanne Langley, Arkansas State University 
Presenter: Sue Marlay, Arkansas State University 
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Thursday, May 30 
8:30 a.m.- 10:00 a.m. 
SECUSSA 
Linking Education Abroad Programs With 
Development Issues and Projects 
Lombard 	Room 
In Third World countries, where national development is
the top priority issue, U.S. study abroad programs have the 
unique opportunity to Icarn firsthand the problems and suc-
cesses of rural and urban development activities. This session. illustrated with slides, explores how to do so in the 
context of an academic program. 

Chair: John G.Sommer, School for International 

Training 


Presenters: Lawrence Frank, St. Lawrence University 

Hennan Kleine, Georgetown University 

SECUSSA/Government Regulations Advisoiy Committee 
Computer Conferencing forSCmuterConFe/Rc fand 
SECUSSA/CAFSS/GRAC 
Room F 
This will be an explanation and demonstration of computer-based conferencing and aprivate electronic mail sys-
tem. For those with modem-equipped computers in their
offices, this will be an opportunity to see and learn about 
electronic communications capability already existing
between and among institutions. 
Chair 	 Jon . Heise, University of Michigan 
Presenter: 	 James N. Gehihar, University of Michigan 

SECUSSA 
Transcripts from the U.K.: Analysis and Issues, 
Part I 

Columbia 	Room 
An evaluation of the various types of "transcripts" students 
receive for work done at British Universities-those issuedI 
by the university or by agency- or college-sponsored programs placing students within tle university. Panelists will
address such questions as the sufficiency of the documenta-
tion. grading scales, credit hours in relation to contact 
hours, and course levels and titling. This session is followed 

Thursday, May 30 
8:30 a.m.- 10:00 a.m. 

by asession on the search for amodel transcript. This ses
sion invites audience participation and encourages partici
pants to plan to attend both transcript sessions. 
Chair: Tom Roberts, Beaver College
 
Presenters: Gloria Kenny, Mar),mount College
 
re rGliae ,Ma tyoCollege 

Amherst 

David Rex, University of Essex, United 
Kingdom 

Jeremy Anerton, University College, London 
Cornmittee on Women International/Connission on
 
Professional Development
 
The Art of Negotiating, Part I 
Baltimore 	Room 
Background 	on the art of negotiating as avaluable personalprofessional skill; group "practical" exercise (apractice
negotiation); and acritique of negotiations. 
Chair 	 Judith Factor, Metro International 

Presenter: 	 Ellen Raider, Ellen Raider International 

Rules and Resolutions Committee 
Open Meeting 
Executive Boardroom
 
The second and final opportunity to meet with the Rules
and Resolutions Committee to discuss proposed resolutions 
and/or parliamentary procedure. 

Chair: 	 Robert B.Kaplan, University of Southern
 
California
 

Field Sen,ice Steering Conmniittee 
Health Care for Foreign Students: Practical 
Applications 
Applictios 

Campus and local strategies for improving the delivery of
culturally appropriate health care for foreign students. 
Chair: Kay A. Thomas, University of Minnesota 
Presenters: 	 Michael Smithee, Syracuse University 

Peggy Arbanas, Michigan State University 
Stephen Karel, East-West Center 
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Thursday, May 30 
8:30 a.m.- 10:00 a.m. 

COOP/FieldService/Educationfor IntemnationalDevclopment/Cominittee on ForeignStudents in 
Elementay and Secondary Schools 
NAFSA Funding Opportunities:
How to Tap the NAFSA Resources When YouNeed Funding for a Good Idea 

Camden Room 
Representatives of each of the four funding advisory corn-mittees of NAFSA will describe their focus and current pro-
jects, as well as application and proposal review proce-dures. Questions after the presentations can be continued,into thc informal "open house" which follows-
Chair: A. Lee Zeigler, Stanford University 
Presenters: Jack Van de Water, Oregon State University 

Seamus P.Malin, Harvard University 
Jerry Wilcox, Cornell University 

10:00a.m.-10:30a.m. 

Coffee Break 
Convention Center, Hall B 

10:30 a.m.- 12:00 noon 
ADSEC 
The Admissions Offer 
Annapolis Room 
Discussion of the offer of admission from various perspec-
tives: the admissions office, the foreign student adviser and

the foreign student. The issue of "conditional" 1-20s and the
mechanics of an 1-20 form (how and why they are issued.
problems with the current form revisions and INS reporting

requirements) will be addressed.
 
Chair: 
 Perry S.Akins, Washington EducationalResearch Associates, Inc. 
Presenters: 	 G.James Haas, Indiana University-


Bloomington 

Ivor M. Emmanuel, University of Illinois-
Urbana-Champaign 

Thursday, May 30 
10:30 a.m.- 12:00 noon 

ADSEC 
ADSEC Instant Issues 
Room D
 

I 	 An opportunity for open discussion of current issues in theadmission of international students. 
ChaP- Gary Hopkins, University of Delaware 

ATESL
Looking at the ESL Student Different Views
Frederick 	Room 
What student factors are the key to success in teachingESL? How important are the students' proficiency levels. cul
tural backgrounds and status in their social group? These 
questions are explored in this session. 
Chair Charles B. Foster, ELS Language Centers
 
Presenters: 
 Martha Clough, University of Houston 

Rhona Genzel, Rochester Institute of 
Technology
Donna Rice, State University of New York-

Buffalo 

ATESL 
ESL/EFL and the Federal Government:

The U.S. Agency for International Development

and the U.S. Information Agency
Room E 
The session isa briefing for ATESL on the ESL/EFL responsibilities, purposes, and activities of USAID and USIA. The 
presenters will also discuss their needs for better communi
cation with intensive English programs in the U.S.

Chair: 
 Patricia Byrd, Georgia State UniversityPresenters: 	 Dona Wol U.S. Agency for International 

eelo pm en
 
Development

Scott Murbach, U.S. Information Agency 

CAFSS 
Innovations in International Educational 
Constellation B
Presenters will report on their own innovative activities in 
international educational exchange.
Chair: Mary Peterson, NAFSA 

5 c 

/'Vt/
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Thursday, May 30 
10:30 a.m.- 12:00 noon 
Presenters: Craulurd Goodwin, Duke University 

Michael Nacht, University of Maryland-
College Park 
Sven Groennings, U.S. Department of Education 

CAFSS5

Returning Home: Development in Re-entryCounseling 
Calvert/Pratt Room 
A brief introduction to a re-entry,counselor training pro-gram developed for the Canadian Bureau of InternationalEducation, which concentrates on psycho-social issues. Anoutline of the program will be followed by evaluations andsuggestions arising from over one year's experience of
implementation in Canada and the U.S. 
Chair: George Tillman, Canadian Bureau for 

international Education 
Presenter: MarvWest-wood, University of British Columbia 
CAFSS/COMSEC 
FSAs as Intercultural Communications Trainers:Why and HowSEUA 
Chesapeake B 

Demonstration of and participation in an intercultural corn-
munications workshop designed to help others (university
staff or community persons) to communicate more effec-tively and sensitively with international students. Cop),
and/or edit this workshop for use on your campus. (It's
been clone successfully with Admissions. Registrars, Finan-
cial Services. arid University Police.) 


Chair: Jennifer A.Lund, University of Florida 

Presenters: To be announced 


COMSEC/STINGCross-cultural Communication Workshop forResidence Hall Roommates 
Charles Room 

Demonstration of a communication workshop utilizing psy-cho-social dramas and small group discussions to facilitate 
positive interaction between U.S. and foreign roommates 

Thursday, May 30 
10:30 a.m.- 12:00 noon 
Participants will experience the workshop first-hand and 
share the nature of inter-cultural relations in residence halls 
on their campuses. 

)resenters: Holly Harris, Otterbein College 

Student Participants 
COMSEC/STING
Developing a Speake-,s Bureau/International
 
Classroom
 
Lombard Room
A "nuts and bolts" presentation outlining how to build aspeakers bureau/international classroom. Topics willinclude philosophy, recruitment, orientation, publicity, community involvement, mechanics, and comments from expe
rienced student participants. 
Chair: Paula Takei, Pennsylvania State University 
Presenters: My Yarabinec, University of Southern California 

Elizabeth D. Abernathy, Foreign Student Service 
Council 

SECLISSA 

Study in Asia: Academic Systems and Program

Chesapeake A
 
Chesap ea a
 
ndia.Japan, Korea and Singapore are the focus of this
panel of both faculy members and administrators Panelists
will describe and provide updated information on the
national higher education system and discuss processesand procedures for the establishment of stud), abroad programs in these countries. Opportunities for questions 'andcomments. 

Chair Teriy Gamba Ferrier, Franklin & Marshall 

College 
Presenters: Amit Kumar Mitra, Franklin & Marshall

College 
Alex M.Shane, State University of New,,York-
Albany
John Witek, Georgetown University 

(+V
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Thursday, May 30 
10:30 a.m.- 12:00 noon 

SECUSSA 
Government Policy and Student/Scholar 

Opportunity to Study Abroad 

Room F 

Current policies-and the issues behind them-of the U.S.and major receiving nations as they influence the opportun-
ities for American students and scholars to stud), abroad, 
Chair: Norman Peterson, The Liaison Group forInternational Fducational Exchange 

Presenters: Manfred Stassen, German Academic Exchange
Service 

Norbert Blanc, Embassy of France 

SECUSSA 
Transcripts from the U.K., Part II: Search for a 
Model Transcript
Columbia Room 
This session, adirect follow-up to the 8:30 a.m. session on 
transcripts from the United Kingdom. is a workshop. and
participation in this workshop will be limited to those who
attended the preceding session. Small groups led by theworkshop faculty will devise draft forms of a model trans-
cript for work done hy U.S. students at British universities.
These models will be used by a SECUSSA Task Force on

U.K. transcripts which will be working with British universi-
ties during 1985-86 to attempt to reach uniformity in report
ing on a model standard transcript form. 
Chair: Tom Roberts, Beaver College 

Presenters: Gloria Kenny, Marymount College 
Maryelise Lamer, University of Massachusetts-
Amherst 
David Rex, University of Essex, United 
Kingdom 
Jeremy Arterton, University College, London 

Committee on Women Iteftlational'Comlissioion 

ProfessionalDevelopntn 
The Art of Negotiating, Part II 
Baltimore Room 
See description under 8:30 session. 

Thursday, May 30 
10:30 a.m.- 12:00 noon 

COOP/Field Service/Education for International 
Development/Conmittee on Foreign Students in
 
Elementary and Secondary Schools
 
NAFSA Funding Opportunities: Open House
 
Camden Room
 
This informal "question and answer" session follows from
the previous session's discussion of NAFSA's four funding 
committees. Those who wish to discuss specific fundingopportunities or project ideas with members and staff ofthe four funding programs are welcome. Persons who have 
received grants are also invited to participate. Display mate. 
rials will include representative model projects. 
Chair: A. Lee Zeigler, Stanford University 

12:00 noon-2:00 p.m. 

Foreign Visitors' Luncheon 
The U.S. Government's Role in International 
Development 
Deveom ent 

Presiding: Richard D. Downie, Vice President for 
Regional Affairs, NAFSA

Speaker M. Peter McPherson, Administrat:, United 
States Agency for lnternation~a Development 

2:00P.M.-3:00p.m. 

Meetings
 
Task Force on Reorganization
 
Calvert Room 

Research Committee 
Douglass Room 
1986 Conference Planning Committee 

Executive Boardroom 

Region I 
Chesapeake A 
Region !1 
Room C 
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Thursday, May 302:00p.rn.-3:00 p.m. 

RegionChesapeake BIII
Cesapeo e BRegion IV 

Room D 

Region V 

Region VI 

Room FRegion A 

C tel tion A 

Region Vill 

Baltimore RoomRegion IX 
Annapolis Room 

Region X 
Constellation BRegion X oFrederick Room 

Columbia RoomRegion XII 

Cooperative GrantsIntercultural In-Service Training for University 

Communities 

Charles Room
An opportunity to view a videotape produced through agrant from the Cooperative Grants Program. This videotapeisdesigned to sensitize service units on- and off-campuscampus and international students to culture-stereotyp_ 
ing and miscom munication that occurs within the uni-versity community. The videotape and accompanying
materials are available from the Cooperative Grants Pro-gram on a loan basis.ADE 

Chair: Elena Garate Eskey, University of SouthernCalifornia 

3:00 p.m.-3:30 p.m. 
Coffee Break 

Convention Center, Hall B 

Th 303:30p.m.-5.00pm 

AD-SC 

The Lebanese System of Education and theBaccalaureate II Examination 
Room D 
The Lebanese Baccalaureate IIexaminations and transfercredit for Lebanese students coming to U.S. institutions.Chair Dona Bretherick, University of California-Berkeley 

Presenters: Nabeel E Haidar, Beirut University College 
Ernest R. Griff, Michigan Technological 
University 

ADSEC 
How to Deal With Unaccredited Institutions 
Overseas 
Charles RoomThis session has two components. The first is a discussionof the various types of non-recognized or "unaccreclited"institutions which exist. These range from off-shore schools 

et up for Americans to institutions which operate withoutlocal recognition, but which are accredited in the U.S., tothose which operate without any recognition at all either inthe countries where the), might be located or elsewhere. 
The second is a discussion of current practices at variousLl.!. universities regarding the cv0luation of credentials 
from "unaccredited" institutions abroad
 
Chair: 
 Mariam Assefa Morrissey, World Education
 

Services, Inc.
Presenters: James S.Frey, Educational Credential
 
Evaluators, Inc.

Babaraj Varsa University of MarylandCollege Park
 
College Park
 

ADSECThe Role of the Four-Year Liberal Arts College inInternational Education
Douglass Room 
A report on the status of foreign students in small four-yearfrom? What are they studying? What special problems are 
liberal arts colleges. How many are there? Where are they 
unique to the small campus, and how does the schoolcope? What are the peculiar strengths of the small liberal 
arts college? 

http:p.m.-5.00


Thursday, May 30 
3:30 p.m.-5:00 p.m. 

Chair: 	 Peter Loy, Occidental CollgC 
Presenters: 	 Ann Goss, Linfield College 

June Noronha, College of St. CatherineKaren Lowe Rafus, College of Wooster 

ATESLATESL Plenary. Stages in the Spread of EnglishAction and Reaction 
Constellation B 
Peter Strevens will address the ATESL plenary on the differ-
ing responses in the U.S. and U.K. today to the English language needs of students worldwide. The provision of Eng-lish language training in U.S. universities is superior to
training at British universities, but the English language
training by the British abroad, especially by the BritishCouncil. issuperior to that conducted by the United States. 
Further. an independent sector in Britain. with BritishCouncil and university support, is providing a unique impe-tus for the rapid development of English language trainingmethodology, effective classic practice and a high level of
teaching proficiency. What the principal English languagecountries who host educational exchanges should do mosteffectively depends on man), factors: where a student comes from, the pace of English language in the country's
academic life and whether the student intends to return 
home or remain in England or the United States. 
Chair: Robert P.Fox, The American University

Presenter: 
 Peter Strevens, Bell Educational Trust. 

Carmbridge, United Kingdom 

CAFSS 

International Living Centers 
Calvert/Pratt RoomAdiscussion of various aspects of international living facili-

ties with the following presentations: 


The Foreign Student Adviser' Role in Facilitating
International Student Housing: 
Richard EReiff, University of Georgia 
Enhancing the Ex'qeriences of Students Living inanInternational Residence: 
Ann Helm, 	University of California-Berkeley 
ResidentialModels in International Living Groups:Brian Q. Silver, Duke University 

Thursday, Ma, 30 
3:30 p.m.-5:00 p. 

i AFSS 
Meeting the Academic Needs of 
international Students
 
Room E
Academic success is of the utmost importance to our inter.
national student population. This presentation will focus ospecific programs developed by anumber of institutions tcassist students to be more successful in their academic
 

' endeavors. Academic relevance of course content for this
population will also be examined, 
Chair: Ronald AJ. Cadieux, Ohio State University 

Presenters: Carol Reed, Ohio State University
Carol B.Munshower, California State 
University Fresno 

Willis Griffin, University "r'<entucky 

CAFSS 
Advocacy and Representation:
How To, When To, Why To 
Room F
A blend of theoretical and practical information will beshared by panelists representing the various levels of advocacy and representation: institutional, community, state.
 
and national.
 

College 
Presenters: 	 Norman Peterson, The Liaison Group for
 

International Educational Exchange
 

Peter Galbraith, U.S. Senate Foreign Relations 
Committee 

COMSEC/STING
Meeting Students' and Hosts' Expectations for
Home Visits 
Annapolis Room 
Students anticipating home visits and those offering home
 
hospitality do so with avariet
 , of expectations. This panel. 
consisting of international students, American hosts andrepresentatives from organizations that arrange home visits,
will explore these expectations and how they can be met to 
ensure a successful experience.
Chair: Barbara A. Brand, Washington Center 
Pre.5-cters: 	 To be announced. 

/
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Thursday, May 30 

3:0 ~m-500p~.3:
COMSEC/Committee onand Secondai, Schools 

Forein Students in Elementary
Model for intercultul Orientation 

Frederick RoomMaterials and designs will be presented of the four-phase
intercultural orientation model developed by thc Experi-
ment in International Living, funded by the President'sInternational Youth Exchange Initiative. The developmenteffort will he discussed within the context of other govern-ment-fundcd projects designed to enhance the quality ofeducational exchange programs, 

LivingCntrty 
Presenters: Julie Soqiiet, Experiment in International 

Kathleen Brion, U.S. Information Agency 
COMSEC/Conlitteeon Women InternationalCareer Issues Facing Professional Women in 
Traditional Societies
Colurrbia RoomThe director of the Hubert H. Humphrey Fellowship Pro-gram will moderate a panel of two Humphrey scholars whowill discuss personal/professional opportmnities and bar-
riers for educated women pursuing high-level professional
Chair: Zebra Avsar Keye, University of MinnesotaMichael aproductivity.Presenters: ducichae Haviland Institute of International 

Rita Sharma, Indian Administrative Services, 

UirtoZAbfacilitateVeshna Pusic, University of Zagreb, Yugoslavia
SECUSSA 

New Developments in Third World Study
Baltimore Roomn 

Following an update on study abroad opportunities andissues for Americans in Third World countries, and the 
initial efforts of SECUSSA's new Third World Committee,information. ideas, and recommendations will be solicitedfrom session participants for future committee and individ-ual NAFSA tember action. 

Chair: SECUSSA Third World Committee 

1Thursday, May 30 
30 .m. _: onop.m 

SECUSSA 
Recent Developments and Opportunities 
Affecting U.S. Participation in U.K. HigherEducation
 
Room C
An update on recent higher education trends and policy
changes which affect U.S. students in the U.K. Speakers will
show contrasted professional backgrounds and involvement
and will describe varied types of institutions. Opportuniy
for in-depth discussion.
 

Chair: 
 James Hughes, University of Kent atCanterbury. 
United Kingdom

Presenters: Margaret Westwood, University of Surrey, 
United Kingdom 
Peter Cgms, City University/London UnitedKingdom 

STING
Economic Development in the Third World:
Old Myths, New Realities
 
Chesapeake A 
Western technologyThe main thrust of the presentation will be the transfer ofto enhance the self-sufficiency 

of developing countries through the improvement of agriculturalAt the outset of the session, we will dispel thecommonly held views of ecoriotnic development. This
point will be reinforced by illuminating the effects of cultural values in the development process. The panelists will
provide both theoretical and practical guidelines on how
governments and international educational exchanges can
the challenge of Third World development
 

Chair: 
 Abebayehu Novick, University of Maryland-
College Park

Presenters: Patricia Succar, University of Maryland-
College Park 
Robert Kohls, Washington International Center 
Farid AI-Atas, University of Maryland-
College ParkRespondent: Dan Terrell, U.S. Agency for International 

Development 



Thursday, May 30 
3:30 p.m.-5:00 p.m. 
Educationfir International Development
Financial Aid for Foreign Students: 
The Oregon Model 
Chesapeake B 
Foreign students in Oregon have been paying in-state tui-tion in exchange for providing an educational service. Eva-luative information from this program will be presented and 
ideas discussed relative to applying this concept to other 
universities and to USAID-sponsored students. 
Chair: Jack Van de Water, Oregon State University 

Presenters: Judith Suit, Oregon State University


Peter Briggs, University of Oregon 

Respondent: Richard Calhoun, U.S. Agency for 


International Development 

Home Countty Employment Review Advisory GroupCareer Planning and Placement for Foreign 
Students: 	Beyond the RegistryLombard Room 
Aworking session on what is needed on your campus toassist you with the career development and home countryemployment needs of foreign students. The acvisory group
is particularly interested in meeting with FSAs. college place-
ment officers and students. Come prepared to express your
views! 
Facilitators: Margaret A.Kidd, University of Texas at Austin 

Elizabeth A.Adams, NAFSA 
r WA

Jety Wilcox, Cornell University 

5:30-6:30 p.m. 

Conference Plenary
Comparative Perspectives on Host Country
Exchange Policies 
Convention Center, Hall C 
Presiding: 	 Lee Thompson, President-elect, NAFSA, 

Boulder, Colorado 
Chair. 	 Jeanne T. Smoot, Director, Office of

Academic Programs, Bureau of Educational 
and Cultural Affairs, United States 
Information Agency 

Thursday, may 30
 
30-630 .m.
 

Presenters: ald Roeloffs, Secretary General, German 
Academic Exchange Service, Bonn 
Marilyn Girvan, Executive Director, 
Canadian Bureau for International 
Education, Ottawa 
lazuyuki Kitamur, Professor of Education,
Hiroshima University Japan 

7:00 

Committee on Latin American and CaribbeanStudents 
Committee Meeting
 
Charles Room
 

7:00 :p.m. 

SECUSSA Dinner Cruise 
Live dance band, buffet dinner and open bar aboard thePort Welcome. Advance ticket purchase required. Wednes
day and Thursday issues of the "Daily Bulletin" will give
directions for boarding. 

COMSEC Night at the Movies
 
Chesapeake A
 

look at a number of good audiovisuals, some developed
by local groups, to aid in introducing international students 
to the community's programs, resources and promotion. 
Chair: Barbara Blair, Tucson, Arizona 



Friday, May 31 

NAFSA Conference Office Hours8:00 a.m.-I1:30 p.m. 
8:00ratt
Street LobyCthrough 
Pratt Street Lobby, Convention Center 
Conference Registration
8:00 a.m.-R12:00 noon 


Pratt Street Lobby, Convention Center 

Conference Exhibits 
9:00 a.m.-10:30 a.m. 
Hall B, Convention Center 

NAFSA Job Registry 
8:00 a.m.-10:30 a.m. 
Hall B,Convention Center 

ADSEC 
Overseas Educational Advisers Speak to 
Admissions Officers 
Room D 
This session will examine the needs of foreign students 
overseas as the),explore, apply to and prepare to enroll in 
U.S. institutions. A panel of experienced overseas educa-
tional advisers will discuss ways in which institutions and 
advisers can assist the student in all phases of the proces.s 
The session will allow ample time for discussion between 
the panel and the audience. 

Chair: 	 Gary Hoover, University of the Pacific 

Presenters: 	 A panel of experienced overseas educational 
advisers. 


ADSEC 
Keeping 	International Students on Track: A 
Computerized Model for Sponsored Students 

Room E 

Participants will discuss the development of Aramco's coin-
puterized systems and methods of data collection and con-
trol for its sponsorees. The session will review the com- 
pany's emphasis on quality advising and human resources 
management and its facilitation of manpower planning 

Friday, 	May31 

8:30 a.m.-10:00 a.m. 
assessment of academic progress, attrition rates 

and estimates of graduation trends. The session will also 
cover the importance of rapid data delivery from the U.S. tothe home office of the sponsor. 

Chair: 	 Robert K.Brashear, University of Houston 

Presenters: 	 Bruce P. Browne, Aramco Service Company 
Patrick Carmichael, Aramco Service Company 

ADSEC 

Educational Systems in Central America 
Charles Room 
Educational systems in Nicaragua. El Salvador. and Hondu
ras will be discussed. 
Chair: Kitty Villa, University of Texas at Austin 
Presenter: Rene Greenwald, Institute of International 

Education, Mexico 

ADSEC 
Interassociational Committee on Data Collection 
Camiden Room
 
1his program will provide an opportunity for NAFSA
 
menbers to meet with members of the Interassociational
 
(ominittee on Data Collection (ICDC) and provide feed
hack on data needs in the field, suggestions for the
 
enhancement of Open Doors and Profiles and discussion on
 
rePorting requirements for the INS.
 
Chair: Bill Paver, University of Texas at Austin
 

Presenters: 	 Michael Dean, University of Wisconsin-

Madison 

Erlend Peterson, Brigham Young University 
ATESL
 

English Teaching Abroad:
 
Three Home Country Reports
 

Frderick 	Room 

1lie teaching of English as a foreign language is the topic of 
this session. The presenters offer reports on ESL teaching 
inSaudi Arabia the People's Republic of China and Poland. 

Chair. 	 Lois Kleinhenn Lanier, University of 
Maryland-College Park 



Friday, May 31 
8:30 a.m.- I0:00 a.m. 

Presenters: Lawrence E Bouton, University of IllinoisSusan Lewis English, George Washington 
University

John Een, XianJiaotong University, People'sRepublic of China 
Gao Lansheng, Wuhan University, People's
Republic of China 

Ahmad Ajarimah, Aramco 
Nimr A. Atiyeh, Aramco 

ATESL ~CAFSS/GCovernentTeaching and Testing in the ESL ClassroomBaltimore Room 

It has been said that testing is the "other side" of teaching.
The presenters in this session look at the relationshipbetween the two and suggest some ideas to improve theteaching and testing of reading and composition. 

Chair: 
 Mary Ann Christensen, Snow College
Presenters: Norman W Evans, Brigham Young University-

Edward Erazmus, University of Kansas-
Lawrence 

Mark O.James, Brigham Young University-
Hawaii Campus 

Economic, Political and Social Change in the
Middle 
 aasth 

Chesapeake B 
Apanel discussion of the recent dlevclopments in the Mid-dIe East (since 1979) and their implications for continuingand future students and U.S. institutions. Presentation willdent concerns.include a report from the NAFSA coordinator for Iranian stu-

Chair: Ann Kuhlman, University of Pennsylvania
Presenters: Leslie Schmida, AMIDEAST 

Carole Cumps, University of Massachusetts-Amherst 

Philip Stoddard, Middle East Institute 

Frida
 
81 
 a.m.8:30 a.m.- 10:00 am 

CAFSS 
Managing Emergency SituationsCalvert/Pratt Room
 

Presentations of cases and discussion on managing emergencies involving the hospitalization and death of students
and other crisis intervention situations. 
Chair: Janet Shepro, University of Bridgepon 
Presenters: Patricia Burak, Syracuse University 

John H.Rogers, University of Miami 

Regulations Advisory Coijtjmitte
Government Representatives:

Questions and Answers
 
Room FThis program offers an opportunity for conference participants to ask questions of representatives from the Immigra(ion and Naturalization Service, the Department of State

visa office, and the United States Information Agencygeneral counsel concerning U.S. policy and practice in thearea of international educational interchange. 

Chair: Heather EOlson, Georgia State UniversityPresenters: Marvin Baron, University, of California 
Brkeley 

Cornelius Scully Ill, U.S. Department of State 
Alice Strickler, U.S. Immigration andNaturalization Service 
Richard Fruchterman, U.S. Information Agency

CAFSS
Cross-Cultural Counseling: Ethics and Practice inForeign Student Advising

Constellation B
Thsprogram wiThis explore somewil el ofthie critical issues
involved in the counseling of international 


f l 

students andsome of the ethical dimensions and dilemmas which arise.
The role of foreign student adviser as a counselor will be
explored. 
Chair: 
 Kay A. Thomas, University of Minnesota-

Minneapolis 
Presenters: To be announced 
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Friday, May 31 
8:30 a.m.- I0:00 a.m. 
COMSEC 


Introducing "Community" to International 

Students: A Variety of Approaches 

Columbia Room 
Presenters will describe a variety of activities which utilizecommunity resources to foster an appreciation and under-
standing of American life and culture. 
Chair: Judith Factor, Metro International. 


New York City 

Presenters: Ellie Spiegel, International House.


New York City 


Sarah L. Connor, International Visitors Center
of Chicago 

COMSEC

Community Involvement in Orientation 
Annapolis Room 
The session will explore ways of using community groups
in an effective, integrated orientation program. Two differ-ent programs will be highlighted: a long-standing program
in a large, rural university and a newly-developed programat a mid-sized, urban university. 

Chair: Sharon Jensen, University of Arizona 
Presenters: James E Lynch, Pennsylvania State University 

Scott King, University of Alabama 

Higher Education in Mexico:SECUSSA 

Models for Direct Exchange 
Lombard Room
Description of higher education in Mexico today-with par-ticular attention to government attempts at decentralization
Several models for direct exchange with Mexican uni, ersi-
ties will be presented including: University of Washington:

University of Gudalajara; University of California: National 

Autonomous University of Mexico; Universvy of Wisconsin: Monterrev Institute of Technology; University of Colo-rado; University of 'eracruz. These models will provide
information on how to develop exchanges with Mexicanuniversities. 
Chair: Kathryn Hubbard, University of Washington 

Presenters: Margarita Sierra, University of Guadalajara 


Friday, May 31 
8:30 a.m.- 10:00 a.m. 

James Alexander, University of Wisconsin-Eau 
Claire 
Henry Weaver, University of California-Santa 

Barbara
 

SECUSSA/ADSEC 
U.S.-German Exchanges:
 
The Baden-Wiirttemberg Experience

Room C 
Panelists have participated in the most recent Baden-Waritemberg Seminar and administer major U.S.-German
exchanges. They will address the most important issues
 
involved in establishing and maintaining such exchanges,

including: 1) selection criteria, language skills: 2) balancing
the budget: 3) balancing the exchange in terms of numbers
 
of students; 4) course documentation and credential comparability; 5)resident directors: and 6)orientation.
 
Chair: 
 Bette Davis, University of Massachusetts-

Boston
 
oston 

Presenters: Axel Marft, Universiy of Thbingen Federal 
Republic of Germany
Elizabeth Brewer, University of Massachusetts-
Amherst 

Irma Delson Wright, Oregon State University 
Rebecca Sibley, University of Colorado 

Commission on Representation 
A Cooperative Apoc oGvrmnACoeaieApproach to GovernmentRelations: NAFSA and The Liaison Group for
International Educational Exchange
 
Chesapeake AChief executive officers of member organizations of The

Liaison Group for International Educational Exchange dis
cuss The Liaison Group and how its coordinated approach
to advocacy works in the exchange field. The Liaison
Group's current and future activities will be featured. (The 

session is co-sponsored by The Liaison Group
Chair: Norman Peterson, The Liaison Group for 

International Educational Exchange
Presenters: Jack Egle, Council on International Educational 

Exchange
 

Lewis Tyler, Latin American ScholarshipProgram of American Universities 

John F. Reichard, NAFSA 
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Friday, May 31 Friday, May 318:30 a.m.- 10:00 a.m. 10:30 a.m.- 12 noon 
Nigetlan Concerns Group
Update on Nigerian Student Affairs 	

placement; the university which utilizes acentral test andDouglass Room 	 measurements office for campus-wide course credit recognition of credentials; and the current stand on the recogni-Chair: France Pruitt, George Mason University 	 tion of the lB.
 
Chair 
 H. Gilbert Nicol, International Baccalaureate of 

North America10: 0am.-10: 0 a m.Presenters: Elaine Greenstone, Washington InternationalCoffee Break School 
Convention Center, Hall B Seamus P Malin. Harvard University

John C. Ory, University of IllinoisUrbana-Champaign 

10:30 a.m.-12 noon ATESL 
Cross-Cultural Learning in the ESL ProgramADSEC 
Constellation AHow Can You Win If You Don't Know Many factors contribute to the student's success in the ESLWhat The Game Is? Community Colleges program. This session explores the part played by cross-culin International Education 	
rural learning in given settings and the student's own cul
rural background

Chesapeake A 
Chair:Based on a recent study of international programs,at com 

Jean Engler, University of Colorado-Bouldermunity colleges, the presenter discusses the findings with- Presenters: Jamese R. Kealey, Ohio Dominican Collegefocus on organizational problems, strengths and weak-
r s n e s a .K a e , O i o i i a ol g


Sue Dechow, Ohio Dominican College
nesses and implications for the future.
Chair: 
 Eduardo Conrado, El Paso Community Coliege
Presenter: 	 JoAnne Elles, Mills CollegeMichael D. Fels, El Paso Community College Carol Chapelle, Northern Arizona UniversityADSEC 

Selecting An Intensive English ProgramThe Foreign Athlete: Eligibility and AdjustmentBaltimore Room 	 Calvert/Pratt Room 
Brief presentations will stimulate a discussion on 	

This panel isdesigned to assist sponsors who have diffiproblemsassociated with determining eligibility of foreign athletes. 
culty in placing students in effective intensive English pro-


Chair: grams. Desirable qualifications. the appropriate compo-
Joel B.Slocum, Education International 

Presenter: 

nents, and how to learn these details about a program are
Thomas Yeager, National Collegiate Athletic discussed by experts.Association 
Chair: Joyce Merrill Valdes, University of Houston-

University ParkThe International Baccalaureate: 
Presenters:Current Practices in Admission 	 Charles Kreider, Georgetown University 

Frederick Room Joy Reid, Colorado State University
David Eskey, University of Southern CaliforniaAn update and discussion of the lB from various perspectives: the international school; the university that has tractionally recognized the lB for course credit and advanced 
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Friday, May 31 
10:30 a.m.- 12 noon 

CAFSS/SECUSSACAFSS/SECUSSA Plenary.

U.S.-Soviet Exchanges: Problems and Prospects 

Constellation BA bilateral examination of the problems, successes andimplications of academic and research exchanges betweenthe Soviet Union and the United States. Presenters willexamine trends and prospects for the future of exchangesbetween the two countries. Following the presentations. 

Chair: Herbert Ellison, Kennan Institute 
Presenters: 	Allen H. Kassof, International Research andExchange Board 

Sergey M. Rogov, Embassy of the U.S.S.R. 
CAFSS 

Training for Cress-Cultural Trainers 
Annapolis RoomThis session will focus on helping trainees to understand 
some of the principles of adult learning, particularly in inter.cultural situations. Various experiential methods (that couldhe duplicated by participants) will be used to demonstrateeffective training techniques and attitudes. Useful for FSAsfor orientations and directors of international offices forstaff training. 

Chair andPresenter: Zareen Karani Lam, Cross-CultuiaI Consultan.Poona. India 

COMSEC ,CollegeCommunityVolunteer and Campus Officer:
Integrating Support Systems Related to
Immigration Matters 

Lombard 	Room 
Presentation for a basic understanding of immigration regu.lations for community workers involved with non-immni. 
grants. Practical guidelines to help determine areas requir-ing ref'rral 	to campus personnel (authorized by the Invigration and Naturalization Service for document issuarcc&as opposed to general areas of understanding and encouragement which can be provided by volunteers. includIngfinancial matters and legal documents. 
Chair: Aaron Reinicke, San Diego State University
Presenters: Ardeth Frisbey, Pennsylvania State Univers.tv 

Friday, 	May 31 
10:30 a.m.- 12 noon 

SECUSSA/CAFSS 
PlenarySECUSSA/CAFSS

Constellation B 

See description listed above. 
Committee on Women InternationalWomen in International Education
Charles RoomIncreasing numbers of women are holding directorshippositions in international education. Such responsibilityoften entails recruitment responsibilities where an individ.

ual isexpected to meet and negotiate with male diplomatsand sponsors from other countries who often have strong 
conscious and subconscious notions of a "woman's role."This session will serve as a forum for women to discuss 
situations, concerns or questions that have emerged frominteracting with foreign men in embassies, sponsoring agen.
ies. or in the classroom. 

Chair: 
Presenters: 	 Holly Harris, Otterbein CollegeTo he announced 

Elucatio,. International DevelopmentProfessional Integration or Life After the Degree 
esal

Chesapeake Be o 
Overview of the process of professional eritnoth
 
hionle country, with specific emphasis on women's issues,
alumni networking and follow-up activities.Chair: Piedad E Robetson, Miami-Dade Community 

Presenters: KevinJ. Schieflir, Hariri Foundation. U.S.A.Mayjoy Pigozzi, Institute for International
Research 
Kenneth A.Rogers, Indiana University-
Bloomington
Michael Egan, U.S. Agency for International
Development 

'.Y
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Friday, May 31 
10:30 a.m.-12 noon 

ADSEC/CAFSSATESL/Study Group on Malay'siani 
Studlet Concens
Developments in Educational Exchange with
Malaysia: Roundtable Discussion 
Room C 
An update on the government of Malaysia's policies, plans,and projections relative to students abroad; sponsored andnon-sponsored student concerns; private and public institutional programs for preparing overseas-bound students foradmission to U.S. colleges and universities with advancestanding/transfer credit; and the work of the NAFSA study 
group.
 
Chair: 
 William Smart, Oregon State University 

Presenters: 
 Baharom Othman, Malaysian StudentsDepatmnent 

Dartmedn 
Joann Stedman, Columbia University 

1:30 p.m.-3:00 p.m. 
NAFSA Annual Business Meeting
Current and Developing Issues in International 
StudentBallroomAffairs
 

Presiding: 
 Marvinj. Baron, President of NAFSA 
Reports will be given by NAFSA officers. 

3:00 p.m.-3:30 p.m. 

Coffee Break
 
Foyer, Hyatt
 

Friday, May 31 
3:30 p.m.-5:00 p.m. 

Sectional Business Meetings 

ADSEC: Room E
 
ATESL Room F
 
CAFSS: Room C
 
COMSEC: Baltimore Room
 
SECUSSA Room D 

STING: Annapolis 

7:00pm.-10:00p.m. 
DinnerClosing Dinrand Awards 

Maryland Crab Feast

Convention Center
 

Saturday, June I 
9:00 a.m.- 1:30p.m . 
Meeting of the Board of Directors 
Chesapeake A 

/
 



Exhibits Exhibits 
The display of materials at the Annual Conference and the 
advertising in the program do not constitute endorsementsby NAFSA. but provide information to the membership. For 
your convenience, a list of exhibitors' and representatives' 
addresses follows: 

Exhibitors 

ABACO International Shippers
2020 N. Racine 
Chicago, IL 60b14 

Addison-Wesley Publishing 
Company 


Wotd Linguage Division 

Reading. MA 01867 

Alemany Press 

2501 Industrial Parkway W. 
Hayward, CA 94525 
The American College of 

Switzerland 
2465 E.Bayshore 
Suite 301 
Palo Alto, CA 94303 

American Cultural Exchange 

1107 NE 45th 

Suite 315A 

Seattle, WA 98105 

American English Institute 
241 PLC 

University of Oregon 

Eugene, OR 97403 

American Institute forAmrianI~iefrHn 

Foreign Study
102 Greenwich Ave. 
Greenwich. CT 06830 
American Language Academy
11426 Rockville Pike 
Suite 200 
Rockville. MD 20852 
AMIDEAST 
1100 17th Street. NW 
Washington, DC 20036 

Anglo American Educational 

Setvices Ltd. 
16 Leinster Square 
London W24PR 

England 

80 


Representatives Booth 

Marshall Berkenbitt 64 

Patricia Sheridan 36 

John Minesinger 43 
Ernest Peter 
Nicholas Randall 
Roger W. Sterner 82 

Burton E. Bard.Jr. 57 
Linda Quist 
Sam Shepherd 

R.Tomlin 67 
I. Moye 
S.Galick 
M.Miller 
Hank Kahn 26

an2 

Gerry Thompson

Ron Koehn 

Stanley F.Pickett 4/6 
Edina L.Varsa 
Charles H. Matterson 
Toby S.Frank 
J. McCloud 51 
L.Schmida 
C. Hollister 

Peter Lowy 49 

Exhibitors 

Association for International 
and Culural Education 

P.O. Box 3457 
Huntsville, AL 35810 
Association for International 

Practical Training
217 American City Building 
Columbia, MD 21044 
Audio-Forum/Video-Forum 

Division ofJeffrey Norton 
Publishers, Inc. 

On-the-Green 
Guilford. CT 06437 
British Universities 

Transatlantic Exchanges 
Committee 

co CBEVE
 
Seymour Mews House
 
Seymour Mews
 
London W1H 9PE
 
England
 
Center for English as a 


Second Language
 
University of Arizona
 
CESL 100 Building 024
 
Tucson. AZ 85721
 
The College Board 

Office of International 

Education 
1717 Massachusetts Ave.. NW 
Washington. DC 20036 
Committee for University 


Studies in Israel
 
515 Park Ave.
 
New York, NY 10022
 
Council on International 


Educational Exchange 
205 E.42nd St. 
New York. NY 10017 
DIS Study Programs at the 

University of Copenhagen 
Vestergade 9 
1456 Copenhagen K 
Denmark 

Representatives 

Samuel B. 
Olorounto 

Staff 

Booth 

77 

10 

Staff 27 

Members 32/34 

Frank Pialorsi 11 

John Deupree 
Sanford Jameson 
Carol Sutherland 

Dos, Keren-Ya'ar 

8 

16 

Staff 35 

Niels Gottlieb 
Larsen 

33 

81 



Exhibits 

Exhibitors 	 Exhibits 
Representatives 

BoothDivision of Special Programs 	 78 ExhibitorsTimothy PerkinsCollege of Arts & Sciences RepresentativesNortheastern University 	 Boo403 Meserve 
 niall 
 EducationInstitute of nterational EdieH~adEdwin Battle 7(
Boston.MA 02115 
 809 United Nations Plaza and StaffEconomics Institute 	 New York, NY 10017consnMA s2 t Wyn 	F Owen 25OInstitute 	 Educationfor Shipboard Ch44anM.A. GriffithsPle1030 Thirteenth Street Carol BellBoulder. CO 80302 u i on Pittshurg4
Irene Morrison Forbes Quadrangle 2E
Educational Foundation for 	
University of Pittsburgh

Foreign Stud), Tess Fittleson1528 Chapala St. 
 50Kim Peters	 Pittsburgh. PA 15260
Inter Collegiate Holidays Bill GertzSanta Barbara. CA 93101 501 Madison Aor.
Educational Testing Sen,ice/ 	 30 

TOEFL 	 Russell WebsterRodne Borallar0d 23Princeton. NJ 08541 Neh York, NY 10022

Rodney Ballard for Migration
Intergovernmental CommitteeEF Lnguage Coleges. Inc. Mary Serbes 	 Gretchen S.Brainerd47 	 Luz Marina Rojas 801528 Chapala St. 	 1346 Connecticut Ave.. N.W.90nnqvist 	 Bradford FavorPeterSanta Barbara, CA 93101 Suite 711
ELS Language Centers Washington, DC 20036
Charles B.Foster5761 Buckingham Parkway 	 71 Inter-Study ProgrammesNora Saidi

Culcr City. CA 90230 	 42 Milson St. Robert Collins
Rochelle Wechter Bath BAI IDN 70 

English Language Institute Anne KaiserThe American U~niversity,	 59 EnglandTMc minleU200 
4 	 International Consultants of4400 Massachusetts Ave. Claire SylvesNW 	 Delaware. Inc. 28Waishintgton. DC 20016 	 Gar),Hopkins107 Barksclale Professional Louis ArenaGeorge Mason University France Pruitt 	

Cne 
International Programis 	 22 Newark. DE 197114400UntvemiO Prrae 	 Dean Lomis4400 Ulniv'ersit, Drive 	 "Sharon KobayashiInternational English CenterUniversity of ColoradoFairfax. VA Fairax 	 Michael Masyn22030 'A 	 Ja2 030Campus 	 .Ege 66niestyfCoraoJean C. EnglerBox 63Going Intemational/Copeland

Griggs Productions Shelly Lieberman 17 Boulder, CO 80309
International English Institute3454 Sacramento St. Anne Speake


San Francisco, A 94118 2743 E.Shaw Barbara Hamilton
GanFranSchol AFresno. 	 5Graduate School. USDA 
 William Twyford 52/54 CA 93710
Intemational Programs Division Michael Weider 	 International Enrichment 
Terry Rubin 

600 Maryland Avenue, SW. 	 Jack Ricard20 24Internation 	 10 S.463 WindjammerWas in tonWashington. DC 20024 D Naperville 	 61/63IL 60565Inaeraiole ILanug Gordon BennettalLanguage Institute Pat Ricard6056 Caro J. CargillHinchcliff International Inc. 	 42David H. Hinchcliff 72/73 University of South Florida120 5. Cayuga St. Lydia E.Maldonado 	 Bl nca A. Ponte4202 E. Fowler Ave.Ithaca. NY 14850 

Humberside College of CPR293
John PoleCoHtingham Road 	 Tampa, FL 33620Highler EducationJonPl3Tap.F362
Hull HY6 7RT International Travel Consortium Sand), MistrettaEnglandl 
 211 East 43rd Street 
Engn Suite 1303 

New York. NY 10017 
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Exhibits Exhibits 
Exhibitors Representatives Booth 
International Undenrriters/ Tom St. Denis II 12/14

Brokers. Inc Richard S.Wallach 

8027 Leesburg Pike 

Vienna. VA 22180 

.Juniata College David Birchall 41Office of International Programs William C. VockeHuntingdon. PA 16652 

Lnguage Center of the Pacific Nay Farsaci 6923046 Avenida De La Carlota Manijeh Brueggeman
Laguna Hills, CA 92653 Linda Scott 

Language Education Associates Pete Nelson 
 7 
PAO. Box 6443Arlington, VA 22206 

Lansdowne College Staff 61/63
London 
England 
Linden Educational Services Linda Heaney 68
5612 Wilson Line Elaine NossBethesda. MD 20814 

Management Training for Ginni Davis-Cook 75Development Institute Robert C. MorrisP.O Box 23975 

Washington. DC 20026-3975 

Marsh & McLennan Group Karen Schumel 45Associates 

1211 Avenue of the Americas 

New York. NY 10036 

Mid-America State Universities Millie Audas 48Association 
731 Elm 

Norman. OK 73019 

Middlesex Polytechnic Roberta deJoia 
 40
114 Chase Side 

London N14 5PN 

England 


NAFSA Central Office Staff 9
1860 19th Street. NW. 
Washington. DC 20009 
NAFSA 1986 Conference Committee 60

Planning Committee Members 
c/o Margaret A. Kidd 
International Office 
Drawer A. UT Station 
University of Texas, Austin 
Austin. TX 78712 

Exhibitors Representatives 

National Student Ministries Nell Magee
127 Ninth Ave., No. Steve Baker 
Nashville, TN 37234 
Newbury House Publishers William Brad), 
54 Warehouse Lane 
Rowley. MA 01969 
North American Association of Isabel Gouvemeur 

Venezuela Sylvia Rooney 
Apartado 60835
 
Caracas 1060
 
Venezuela
 
Scandinavian Seminar 
 WW. Hoffa358 North Pleasant Street Mary Catani 
Amherst, MA 01002 
School & Co'lege Services Thomas Lam1525 Star House 
Salisbury Road, Kowloon 
Hong Kong
Speak Easy Language Center Takayuki Shindo 
1660 Wilshire Blvd.
 
Los Angeles. CA 90017
 
Spindle Publishing Company Naresh Dewan 

Q1Central Square 
Pittsburgh, PA 15228 
Stanley H. Kaplan Educational Gwenn Drucker 

Center. Ltd. and Local Staff
 
131 West 56th Street
 
New York. NY 10019
 
Study in the U.S.A. 
 Peggy Print:: 

4022 Whitman Ave. North
 
Seattle. WA 98103
 
Temple University 
 Debra Young
Intensive English Language Guy Lemaitre 

Program Lesley Tyson
303 Mitten Hall Marie Zecca
 
Broad and Berks Sts. 
 Martha Claflin 
Philadelphia. PA 19122 
TESOL Aaron Berman 
Teachers of English to Speakers 

of Other Languages 
Box 14395 
San Francisco, CA 94114 
Translingua Inc. Mary O'Neill 
5908 Franklin Ave. and Staff 
Baltimore, MD 21207 

Booth 

65 

56 

37 

81 

83 

38 

79 

24 

2 

31 

53 

27 

85 



Exhibits National and Regional Officers 
Exhibitors 

University of California 
Consortium for English
Language Programs

P.O. Box AZ 
Irvine, CA 92716 

University of East Anglia 

University Plain 

England NR4 7TJ 

U.S. Agency for Internatonal 

Development 
Office of International Training 
Washington. DC 20523 
U.S. Information Agency 
Student Support Services 

Division 
Office of Academic Programs 
Burea u o f E d u c a tiona l & 

Cultural Affairs301 4th St., S.W.,Room 246 

Washington, DC 20547 

Van Slycke & Reeside Travel 

5100 Wisconsin Ave.. N.W. 

Suite 514 

Washington. DC 20016 

Wamborough College 

Boars illlrn 

OxfordlOXl 5ED
England 
Whole World,Travel 
17 E.45th St. #400 
New York, NY 10017 
World Education Services, Inc. 

P.O. Box 745Old C helsea Station 
New York, NY 10011 

YMCA International Student 
Service 

236 E.47th Street 

New York, NY 100 17 

Representatives Booth 

Members 62 

D.S. Williamson 29 
C.WE. Bigshy 

Staff 19 

Staff 20 

Staff 74 


A.Daitch 

Franciszka Ozog 55 

Betti Cuomo 


Mariam Assefl 40 
Morrissey
MnrvessiyyClass 

Martin Tillman I 
Susan Haskell 

1984-85 
Board of Directors 

Officers 1984-85 
President: MarvinJ. BaronUniversity of CaliforniaBerkeley 

President-elect: Lee Thompson 
Boulder, Colorado 

Past President: Robert B. Kaplan 
University of Southern California 

Vice President for Pichard D.DownieRegional Affairs: University of Florida
 
Vice President- J.KentJohnson
 
elect for Regional 
 Ohio Wesleyan University
Affairs:
 
Other Board Members
 
Chairan, ADSEC: 
 Gary Hopkins

U v er y ok i n s
 

ThairmnicanL:nRoertity
University of Delaware 
The American University
 

Chairman, CAFSS: 
 Marvin Durham 
Oregon State University

Chaimian, Sharon Jensen
 
COMSEC: University of Arizona
 
Chairman, 
 Henry Weaver 
SEC SSA: University of CalifHia-Sta Bar bara
 

SCJS 
Members-at-Large
 
Class of 1985: Dennis M.Peterson
 

Iowa Stare University

Class of 1985: Paula Spier
 

Antioch University
 
a nioch ean 


of 1986: MarCian F.BeaneUniversity of North CarolinaCharlotte 

Class of 1936: Joann B.Stedman 
Columbia University

Class of 1987: Beverley McChesney 
Stanford University 

Class of 1987: James Graham 
Colorado State University 



National and Regional Officers 

1984-85
 

Appointed Jules Lallidus 
Council of Graduate Schools 
in the U.S. 

Eugene Smith 
University of Colorado 
Ahebayehu Novick. Student 
University of Maryland-College Park 

Ex-officio John F Reichard 
Executive Vice President 

Parliamentarian Robert B.Kaplan 
University of Southern California 

New Members 1985-86 

Regional Council 1984-85
 
Region V 

Region \I1 

Region VII 

Region Vill 

Region IX 

Region X 

Region XI 

Region XII 

President Elect-
elect: 

Vice President-
Elect-elect for 
Regional Affairs: 

Members-at-Luge 
Class of 1988: 

Class of 1988: 

Regional Chairs-elect: 

Richard D Downie 

University of Florida 


Marian E. Beane 
University of North Carolina-Charlotte 

Gail A.Cohen 
College Consortium for International 
Studies, New YorkMargaret D.Pusch 
Classofn1t88eutua Prs. MUniversityM 
Intercultural Press. Maine 

Regional Council 1984-85 


Vice-President for 
Regional Affairs: 

\'ice President-
elect for Regional 
Affairs: 

Regional Chairs: 

Region I 

Region II 


Region III 

Region 1\ 

Richard D. Downie 

University of Florida 


J. Kent Johnson 
Ohio Wesleyan University 

Christine Kerlin 

The Evergreen State College 
Stewart Harris 
University of Wyoming 
Al Mladenka 
Texas Christian University 
June Noronha 
The College of Saint Catherine 

Region I 

Region 1 

RUniverstyRegion III 

Region IVRgo VJ 

Region V 

Region VI 

Region VII 

Region VIII 

Region IX 

Region X 

Region Xl 

Region XII 

Marc Fang 
University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point 
Willis Griffin 
University of Kentucky 

John H. Rogers 
University of Miami 
Patricia Dyer 
Wilhmgton. Delaware 
Charles Hecluk 

Bryn Mawr College 
Barbara Cahn 
New York 

Barbara XMatyak 
University of Bridgeport 
Elizabeth Coggins 

Golden Gate University 

Raul Martinez 

Portland State University
Sharon Jensen 

UnvSharon Arnsen
 
of Arizona
Leroy Broussard 

of Southwestern Louisiana 
John Lynch
h y c
North Dakota State University 

Charles Gliozzo
 
Michigan State University
 

Nona Melady
 
Purdue University
 

Helen Stevens
 
Florida State University
 
France Pruitt
 
George Mason University 

James Lynch 
Pennsylvania State University 
Maureen Cam 
SaintJohn's University 
Robert Chudy 
University of New Haven 
Ed Blankenship
Calif'rnia State University-
Long Beach 

,V
 



Sectional Teams 1984-85 
Admissions Section (ADSEC) 
Chair: Gary Hopkins 


University of Delaware 

Chair-elect: Gary' Hoover 


University of the Pacific 

Past Chair: Karlene Dickey 


Stanford University 

Members: 
 Judith Aronson 

Cornell University 
Josef Silny 
University of Miami 
Virginia Gross 
University of Iowa 

William Paver 
University of Texas at Austin 
Lydia Salonga 

University of Illinois 

Association of Teachers of English as a Second 
Language (ATESL) 
Chair: Robert Fox 

The American University 
Chair-elect: Ralph Pat Barrett 

Michigan State University 
Past Chair: Pat Byrd 

Georgia State University 
Members: Joy Reid 

Colorado State University 
Mary Bruder 
University of Pittsburgh 
Robert Dakin 
Ohio University, Athens 
Barbara Matthies 
Iowa State University 
Martha Pennington 
University of California-Santa Barbara 

Sectional Teams 1984-85 
Council of Advisers to Foreign Students and 
Scholars (CAFSS) 
Chair Marvin Durham
 

Oregon State University

Chair-elect: Jill Bulthuis
 

University of North Carolina-

Chapel Hill
 

Past Chair R.Michael Paige
 
University of Minnesota
 

Members: 	 Rebecca Roach
 
Iowa State University
 

Bernard LaBerge

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State 

University 
Clay Ballard 
University of California-Davis 

Michael Dean 
University of Wisconsin 
Ann Kuhlman 
University of Pennsylvania 

University of Bridgeport 

Community Section (COMSEC)
Chair. 	 Sharon Jensen 

Universiy of Arizona 
Chair-elect: Susan Tesseneer 

Western Kentucky University
Past Chair: Jean Griswold 

Colorado State University 
Members: Thomas Diener 

University of Alabama-University 
Aaron Reinicke 
American Language Institute 
San Diego, California 
Mary Goodwin 
Community International Hospitality 

Center, State College, Pennsylvania 

Nell Magee 
International Student Ministries 
Nashville, Tennesee 
Dee Schlect 
International Institute of Milwaukee 

County 
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Sectional Teams 1984-85 
Section on U.S. Students Abroad (SECUSSA) 
Chair: Henry Weaver 

University of California-Santa Barbara
Chair-elect: Joseph Lurie 

Open Door International Student 
Exchange 

Past Chair David Sanford 
Macalester College 

Members: Sarah Stevenson 
College of St. Thomas 
Charles Gliozzo 
Michigan State University 

Maryelise and Sterling Lamet 
University of Massachusetts-Amherst 
Jitka Kaufman 
Boston. Massachusetts 
Valerie Sellers 
Council on International Educational

Exchange
Exange 


Diane Snell 
Kenyon College 

American Institute For Foreign Study. 

SUPPORT
 
SERVICES FOR
 

YOUR OWN
 
INTERNATIONAL
 

EDUCATION
 
PROG R A M S
 

AIFS can give you the overseas support you need to
make your International Programs operate at optimum
levels-academically, culturally and financially. Over 
twenty years of experience in taking care ofAmericanstudents abroad give us a.nunparalleled expertise inthis complex field.
 

We can provide you with:

residence halls 0classrooms 0office space
 

administrative support 
° student counseling

adjunct faculty 9special lecturers
 a complete program of social and cultural activities
 

and much more...
 
We will tailor a program to your specific needs-fromJunior Year Abroad to Professional Development Programs. Summer sessions can be organized. We inviteyou to discuss your international education needs with us. Join the growing list of Colleges and Universities
who count on AIFS for Support Services (like Tufts, aidthe Universities of Florida, Arizona and Nevada.. justto name a few!). This year we're operating programs
in London, Paris, Florence, Salamanca and Aberdeen. 
Others cities are, of course, available. 

Stop U! and see us In the Exhibit Area. 
For further Information contact:Gerry Thompson, Senior Vice President 
Director, College Division 
American Institute For Foreign Study
102 Greenwich Avenue
 
Greenwich, Connecticut 06830
 

(203) 869-9090 



EDUCATIONAL 
SAINT MICHAEL'S COLLEGE CREDENTIALS 

Celebrating 30 years EVALUATORS, INC.
We evaluate foreign educational credentialsof TESL work 
for:
 

MASTER'S IN TESL 
 * Admission to academic programs
36 credits * Transfer of credit 

* ImmigrationADVANCED TESL Certificate Program * Professional Licensure18 credits 
0 Employment 

INSTITUTE IN TESL For further information, please contact: 
- summers only -

graduate credits 
17499INTENSIVE ENGLISH TRAINING PROGRAM 	

Milwaukee WlI 53211 

414-964-0477Intensive English courses for foreign students
conducted on a year-round basis 

American Students.Instruction given for alllevels of English proficiency Study inIsrael thisyear atBARILAN UNIVERSITY 
St. Michael's also offers Master's degrees in 

0 BceosDegrees-.
ducation, Theology, Administration and Clinical Psychology Bachelors D e brees ie3-4 years-Fluenc in Hebrew requiredAlso available M.Ed. with concentrations inTESL, Special Education, Administration, Curriculum, 0 General Studies.-


Reading and Computer Education I-year program for freshmen, sophomores andjuniors.
0 Graduate Degrees.-.
 
Masters and Doctora/.-F/uencyinHebrew required.


write: Director
i te reoras 0 	 Summer Program and UlpanCollege-level courses-Socia! and cultural activities.Box 11 gramsTESo 	 Institute for Advanced Torah Studies-St. Michael's College 

Yeshiva programfor men-Midrasha programfor women.Winooski, Vermont 05404 
Faculties: Judaic Studies... Humanities...SocialSciences (includingEducation and Social Work)...Natural Sciences-Mathematics 

... Law.
FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLEFOR QUALIFIED STUDENTS 

Office ofAc#demkc Affalr Baerian University New York Oft/ce853 7th Avenue 9New York, N.Y 10019 e (212) 315-1990 
Charteredby the New York State Board of Regents 



___________________________ 

MANHATTANVILLE 4 
S ENGLISH LANGUAGE INSTITUTE 

Locoted 25 minutes north of New York City onabeautful countrycampus inWestchester County. 
@intensive English courses 
offered at eight levels 

I Foreign Languages ________ *TOEFL & University prepeexecutive/rechnicol/industril 'fl
 

Comp..-hensive Courses in: Iprograms
I Spanuih 0 French 0 German *Japanese 9 Italian *summer youth and teacher
SRussian 0 Danish S Finnish 0 Norwegian 0 Swedish
Greek 0 Hebrew Portuguese and adozen more!rograms 

I Tpclcourse consists of12 csets(16hr)ad40pgrom 
Six starting times. Dormitory 

m text, : t z .
text. $125. •rooms ava!iabievloetruhurethroughout the-crdtdlsiu il ,J 
Drier CoursesIi Each includesyear. A fully-crdedisi-Brief Coursesandin28 languages also available. Each includes Iwith2 cassettes a phrase-guide booklet. $23.95 post paid. a 144-year traditionof excellence. 

__---____use_ 
 IFor information coil or wrire:English Courses Marilyn J.Rymnlak
introductory English: 
 Director-15SC/ELIMonhattonville College-NF
0 El Ingles Practico, 2cassettes and booklet. $26.00 
 Purchase, NewYork 105770 Ingles en Tres Meses. Vol. I. 8cassettes and 73-page U USA 

book. $85.00 (914) 694-2200U Telex: 230 199 SWIFT UR Ar: MVLI 0 Ingles para Emergencias. $13.95Dns forAr26.Speakers. 2cassettes$ 26.00 and booklet. 

* BBC intermediate audio cassette/book courses: i
00 English for Travel 0 The Language of Business0 English for the 0 English for International U" P
- Oil Industry Cooperation
 
0 Medical English 0 Export English I 


* These are intermediate-level courses priced from $20 to $60,I 
I 

* depending on length and number of cassettes. We also offer SY OXFORD ENG AN rI BBC video ESL courses. 

Survival English: ABROA 
. These phrasebook courses were produced for the Center

phrasebook. 

Our ideal location and facilities provide
 

* for Applied Linguistics and consist of 2 to 4 cassettes with 
SPEC AL PROGM UE 

0 English/Vietnamese. $24.50 
" English/Khmer, $29.50 unique opportunities for American Colleges
"]English/Hmong, $34.50 U 

who wish to send individuals or gruups.EEnglish/Canones $.50 Special rates and scholarships av\ilable.
" English/Spanish (Cuban)," English/Cantonese. $S34.50 34.50 
D English/Lao, S29.5 The Dean will be pleased to discuss your needs0WWARNBOROGH
 

Order direct or send for free catalogs from: U - U .COLL.EGE _I ~ . - . .A Wu. WgNu MO "Room F9, ITH E1 96 Broad St., Guilford, CT 06437 
NATION

(203) 453-9794 
C OFXFRD 

BOA SHILL. OXFORD OXI 5ED, ENGLAND-"Tail-- ,-
5)730901U.S. Representative: A. Daltch Tel: (208) 387 4461 



Study 	Abroad inLondon at 
Where students share the British education experience on any of 
500 courses drawn from the polytechnic's six faculties: 
Artand Design

(Fine art, graphic design, textiles/fashion, three-dimensional design,
Interior deign,film.,televi ion) 

Business Studiesand Management
(Business finance, international business administration, marketing)

Education and Perlorming Arts (Teacher training, dance, drama, music)
Engineering and Science 

(Electrical, electronic, mechanical, civil engineering, microelectro
nics, physics,air and water pollution control) 

Humanities (English literature, languages, history) 
Social Science 

(Geography,planning, economics, sociology, psycho!ogy, social work) 

extension of the 

&, MUATlw.-- our beautiful tTrent Pirk.park 

rrAn Pcademi 

[,llV##ad" program, ughti
co=nr 
28August campus on 30 minutes m 

Augu 	 central London 
Fee $850 includes single room 
and half board 

Further information on Study Abroad or Summer School 
from Roberta de Jola at Booth 40 during the NAFSA con
ference or write to Admissions Enquiries (ref C906),
Middlesex Polytechnic, 114 Chase Side, London N14 
5PN, England. Telephone 011411 886 6599. 

]IkMdfieswx Polb echilluc 

INTENSIVE ENGLISH 

LANGUAGE PROGRAM 
Thcintensive English language
Program of'lmiplc University offers a 

TJ'EMP complete program of English language
UNl'ETfl 	 instruction designed to guide non-

English speakers to functional 
competence in English. 

The program provides: 
" 6 Itvels of instruction from beginner to 
advanced
 

" small classes with professional. experienced 
ESI. instructors 

" use of the modern, fully-equipped language 
laboratory- and computer center 


" American conversation partners
 
" assistance with housing, hanking and
 

university placement 
" cross-cultural and social activities 

Institutional TOl'Fl. at the end of ever) semester 

For more information contact: 
Intensive English Language Program 
303 Mitten [fall 

7lhmple University
 
Philadelphia, PA 19122
 
(215) 787-7899 Visit us In Boot 31 

INTERNATIONAL
 
EVALUATION SERVICE
 

CENTER FOR APPLIED 
RESEARCH
 

EVALUATION AND 
EDUCATION, INC. 

(formerly INDOCHINESE EVALUATION SERVICE) 

The Center (CAREE/IES) provides to refugees and 
International applicants from all countries academic, 

professional and business community, the following
 
services:
 

EVALUATION services and AUTHENTICITY 

VERIFICATION of foreign credentials/

documents, 

For Educational, Employment, Professional, 
Licensing, and Recertification purposes. 

a 	 Specialized services for the evaluation and 
RECONSTRUCTION of past education and 
attainments when documentation is PARTIAL or 
MISSING. 

-	 Translations 

a 	 Admission and Placement COUNSELING 
services. 

0 	 WORKSHOPS (Refugee/Minority Counseling
and Cultural Awareness) available upon request. 

a 	 RESEARCH 

Write to: 
P.O. BOX 20348 

LONG BEACH, CALIFORNIA 90801 

or Phone: 
(213) 430-1105 and (213) 430-2030 



501 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022 * (212) 355-4705 

Low-Cost Student Air Fares to

to: International Program Directors SCANDINAVIA 
PNOEO: Inter-Collegiate Holidays 

& OU S USSR
RZ1: Four Good Reasons HErin 

To Travel With ICH On scheduled airlines 
to Europe, USSR and Asia too! 

areputaton for provid n 
Tours, designed especially for students,Iestbhed
quality educational travel services for can include a journey on theTrans-Siberian 

over 16years. We have arranged and meetingsi i eto uth iflights, transfers, hotel accommoda.

tIons, educational sightseeing and
other services for hundreds of study 


For Information Call:
groups from every state. WO r WOR L D C AV E L2. Ooogiae h.WHOLE WORJLD TrRAVEL
UflhOVAR'jONibeen - Inter-Collegiate hasa poneer in travel programming,developing such concepts as Study Specialists in group and individual travelFamiliarization tours for educators arrangements for the academic community. 
(our summer schedule includes 

17 E. 45th St., New York, NY 10017Israel, Romania, & Egypt), and -

specialized publications for U.S.students studying abroad (The Student Youth Passport) and Intorna
tional Students (Passport U.S.A.).
 
IR1VICE -
 Our staff of professional


3 travel counsellors backed up by our
fully computerized reservations and 

ticketing facilities enables us to S
service your study groups quickly V ROTHBERG SCHOOL FOR 

OVERSEAS STUDENTSand efficiently. 1 R OGRMSLOWEST FAiE - Our bulk buying 
ONE8YEAR PROGRAMability and special relationships with
major airlines and suppliers enables ONE YEAR PROGRAM-o college
ICH to offer the very lowest prices -, sophomores and juniors

FRESHMAN YEAR-for U.S. high
without sacrificing services. school graduatess radate s 
REGULAR DEGREESTUDIES-for college transferstudents toward B.A. and B.Sc.
degreesGRADUATE STUDIES-Master's 
Doctoral and Visiting Graduate 

0 SMME COURSES-..given 
IN in English 

aID
FE2 . For Appcation andInformatin. write. 
I ANWFE M U G ~OfficeR C M E GAYI SAmer of Academic Affairsan Fn wndsof th Hebrew University

501 Madison AvenueNew York, New York 10022 11)422 
(212) 355-4705 e (800) 223-0694 

N,ern4e_.__ 

Ad -- ___________Visit our booth at the NAFSA Conference 
ctys__ez,_
 
rse mmmm mmmm m mI 



DISCOVER HAIFA UNIVERSITY -

A WORLD OF DIFFERENCE. 

" Professional Internships 

* Classes in English and Hebrew 

* Maritime Studies 

"Arab-Jewish Relations 


"Kibbutz Experience 

"Fully Accredited 


"Extra Curricular Activities 

Office of Academic Affairs 
American Friends of Haifa University 


206 Fifth Avenue, New York,N.Y. 10010
 
Tel: (212) 696-4022 


r 

Come to the Negev!
n.GuIO n Onlversit of the Negev 

Be Beefheva, israel 
emerstdv lTravel 


overseas Study progavorvlfor American College studlen 

Courses inArchaeology and the Behavioral Sciencesat the Beersheva CampusOrcmbine kibbutz living with courses in 
0, imcmbiewih corseisraeli society and culture Wbulinand 

Commencin9 Fail, 1985 

Contact Overseas Study Progtam 
11"01UnveltyvOf'American A50oclates, the Negev 

Ben.Gu.fl U. e Suite y'* 
342 MadiSon AvenueSu 
New York, NY 1173 
Tel: 212/687-7721 

Ion
 

nywhere!
 

International Student I.D.Card
 
& Scholarship Fund
 

Study Abroad Programs:
 
U.S.S.R., China, Europe & Japan
 
International Service Projects
 

Eight Countries 

Student Work Exchanges:
Britain, France, Germany, Ireland 

& New Zealand 
High School Exchanges 

Eleven Countries 
Information Services 

& Publications: 

CIEE answers half amillion written 
inquiries each year on overseas 

opportunities and publishes: Work, Study,Abroad: The Whole World 
& Pu lc t o s 

Handbook; Where To Stay USA;
 
Volunteer! The Comprehensive Guide to
 
Voluntary Service inthe US.and Abroad,
VlnaySriei h S n bod 

Student Travel Catalog 

http:Ben.Gu.fl


International Education
 
Research Foundation
Credentials Evaluation 
Service 
Evaluation of foreign educational creden-
tials and professional records for individu-
als, licensing bodies, colleges and univer-
sities, and government agencies. Write for 
application, brochure and fee schedule, 
COMING SOON 
The Country Index 

1984 Edition 
Diagrams and outlines of educational sys-
tems for fifty countries with Placement 
Recommendations. 

Write for further Information: 
P.O. BOX 24040Los Angeles, CA 90024 

semester 
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Thank YouScholarship Competition Judges 

We would like to take this opportunity to express oursincere thanks to the judges of the Scholarship Essay Com.petition, who donate considerable time to this worthwhile
endeavor, and without whom the scholarship competition
would not be possible. 

Dr. Jayne C.Harder 
RetredYirec. ELI 
University of Rorida 

Co eiatno SercesIntrat 
University of Dayton 

Dr. Dixon C.Johnson 
Executive Direct", Inten.ao.mal
 

Student & Overseas Studies Program
University of Southern California 

Sandy Slattery
Director International Student Office 

Southern Methodist University 

Dr. James E.Tashjian-Brown
Directorof Academic & Student Services

J.Sargeant Reynolds Community College 

We invite all visa-holding international students to parti
cipate inour upcoming Fourth Annual Scholarship Competition. Scholarship Awards are given to twelve students, and 
in addition a bonus award isgiven to the International Student Office of the first-place student. 

Please see us at Booth 14 for information on the Fourth
Competition, as well as results of the Third Annual

Competition and acopy of the winning essay. 

International Underwrites/Brokcen, I
8027 Leesburg Pike Vienna, VA 22180
(800) 336-3310 (VA (703) 790-5655) 



International 
SCINDINkIN ProgramsSEMINN S 

Special Programs for Officials and Participants
Established In 1949 from Other Countries 

SCANDINAVIAN SEMINAR PROGRAMS eShort-term educational 9Advanced management
* DENMARK e FINLAND e NORWAY 9 SWEDEN * and training programs development

* Technical assistance * English Language

d@. COLLEGE YEAR INSCANDINAVIA and Consultative service Training
 

unique full-immersion year of Foreign Language 
language and culture study in 
small Scandinavian colleges-
Individual placement Graduate School, USDA 

600 Maryland Ave., S.W.S COLLEGE YEAR INAMERICA Room 134 
year of study inthe U.S. Washington, D.C. 20024(202) 447-7476 
for Scandinavian students Telex: 756563 GS INTL WSH 

ELDERHOSTEL over 60 years of continuing education 
study tours for older Americans in 
Scandinavia, France, Germany 
and Holland 

SUMMER SEMINARS 
specialized short-term The Canadian Bureau for IntetjnajEdutio,intercultural programs representing a broad network of educational 

institutions and resources across Canada, promotes
international development and intercultural

AT THE NAFSA CONFERENCE CONTACT: understanding through a wide range of activities. 

Our expertise is in: 
Bill Hoffa, Ph.D. N administration of educational and trainingExecutive Director programs for governments and private organizations 

and aMary Schnackenberg Cattani, Ph.D. services for international student/trainees 
CYS Program Cordinator U development and administration of educational 

exchange programs 
Address inquiries to: Publications and Information 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION WRITE: CBIE 
141 Laurier Ave. West 

SCANDINAVIAN SEMINAR Ottawa, OntarioCANADA KIP 5J3358 North Pleasant Street, Amherst, MA 01002 Tel.: (613) 237-4820
 

Telex: CBIE OTT 053-3255 



The University of California LgnO uao-
Consortium of 
English Language Programs 0@ e f 

Welcomes you to iD L
 
The 37th Annual
 

NAFSA Conference
 

Nine California campus locations offer 
#41.
 

English Language Programs
 
for college preparation


and professional development.
 
.q
 

For further information, contact 
Dean Keith Sexton 4;

University of California Extension
739 University Hall /jY ESBerkeley, CA 94720 E 
(415) 642-0916 

* Free University Placemet t rvic'e
 

n*s')a ,offic,.,le i,,
30 c(untnes worldwide 

* 20 ye.U' rit'Jarflt t 

INTENSIVE ESL PROGRAMS" Credentials evaluation services AT AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES" English language evaluation and 
Instructional services 

Stautig every two weeks, )ear-roundI"Governmental agencies' assistance 3 - per wek all lel beginner to advancedservices. 
S,pec'ial prelmarationl for TOEFL, SAT, (;RE, CNMATICD assists individuals, educationalinstitutions and the business community 0 Specialized m'odilar currcidumwith the difficult aspects of educational 

equivalencies; evaluating and learning theEnglish language; and understanding and vLt (frIooth or contact:dealing with governmental agencies' EF Lagaregulations, procedures and policies. I I 152 a. paollee I.152S Chapala Street
International Consultants Santla Bdarbara, CALook for 93101

Tel: (80.5) 963-9171; Telex: 658478
of Delaware, Inc. us at our
10Y Barksdale Professional Center Ulspay

Newark, Delaware display
19711 U.S.A. booth.(302) 737.8715 . 

actheprofessional approach to ESL 
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TESOL 

ETINGM 
EO""
IRSTO
i U 


- UNIVERSITY 
ESLY 12-13 


Sessions, Workshops,
Software Fair and Materials
Exhibits. Capital Ideas in aCapital City. Plan on it! 
For more information contact: 

Joyce Hutchings, Director
1985 TESOL Summer Meeting 
InterculturalGeorgetown CenterUniversity
Washington, D.C. 20057 USA
Telephone 202 625-4985 or 

625-8189 

1985 NAFSA Ue " AnuaNConference 
The University of East Anglia will berepresented at NAFSA's 37th Annual
Conference in Baltimore. Itsrepresentatives look forward to meeting
opportunities
NAFSA members to discuss t 
 orwhich exist at UEA for
well qualified students from the USA.Come and see us in the Exhibition area. 
Information about UEA is available, inadvance of the conference from: 

David Williamson 
Visiting Students Office (R100)University of East AngliaNorwich NR4 7TJ ENGLAND 

"i" 


University of East Anglia

0=- M 
NsTMU FOR AMERICAN 

UNIVERSITIES 
College Study Abroad Programs

inSouthern France and England
 

A PRO1ECE 
AVIGNON 

TOULON 
CAN TFMURY
 

For brochures write:
Institute for American Universities
 
27, Place de l'Universit6
 

13 6 25 Aix-en-Provence CEDEX 
FRANCE
 



A littlecultural
 
mistake could cost you
 

an Internationaldeal
 

Intsnatciion oaf 
Award-winning film/video series preparea internatlonal busineas travelers 

and expatriate families for uccess In foreign counlries 

l b "On target." PopsCo" 
'Should be Seen by anyone going overeas." Amoco 

"Fascinating... and very important.' CBS Morning News 

_ Postion 
Assist your entering students with: Name* Organhzaneon____

Intermediate/Advanced ESL and TOEFL 
_ Phone__ 

0 Assist your loreign students about to graduate Addres 
who are seeking admission to graduate and 

city State zippre prolessional programs. The Stanley H. Kaplan 
COPELAND GRIGGS PRODUCTIONS, 3454 Sacramento St., San Franci 94Education Center is pleased to announce 1-20 Sn , CA 118
 

INS authorization for many of our over 115 centers. 

Test preparations provided for study in:
 

SCHOLASTIC ACHIEVEMENTS TESTS (SAT) 
GENERAL GRADUATE STUDIES (GRE)

MEDICINE (MCAT)
BUSINESS (GMAT) DENTISTRY (DAT)

(LSAT)LAW NURSING BOARDS (CGNFS) 

CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANCY EXAM (CPA)
 

MEDICAL LICENSURE EXAMS (VQE ECFMG FLEX)
 

EDUCATIONAL 

TEST PREPJARATON SPECIALISTS SINC-E 1938 

For Further Information Please Contact: 

Gwenn E. Drucker
 

Stanley H.Kaplan Educatlonal Center, LTD.
10019131 W.56 Street, Now York, INNY 
(212i 977-8200
 

Centers in Mor*e than 115 Majo r US. Cities.
 

Puerto Rtico and Toronto, Canadia
 



E4 
ELS Language Centers 

America's 1 English Program 

T- ---- -i 

*20 U.S.A. Locations 
* Frequent entry dates 
* 30-hour per week program
* Complete college/unverity 

placement service 

5761 Buckingham Parkway 

Culver City, CA 90230, USA

Phone (213) 642-0988 

ELS LANGUAGE CENTERS isaccredited by theCouncil for Noncollegiate Continuing Education 

See us at booth 71 

TESOL 

TES0L/LSA

1985 Institute
 
Linguistics and 
Language in Context 
The Interdependence ofTheory, Data, and Application
A full range of introductory
and advanced courses
 
Two, three, and six week credit
 
courses
 
Workshops, symposia, conferences,
panels, meetings 

GeorgetownUniversity
 
June 2 4 -August 2,1985 
Sponsored Jointly by Teachers of 
English to Speakers of Other
 
Languages and the 
Linguistic Society of America 
For more information write:
Professor Deborah Tannen, 1985 Institute,
Department of Linguistics, Georgetown 
University, Washington,D.C. 20057 USA 



OUR RESULTS SPEAK,

FOR


THEMSELVES
 
LCP strives constantly for excellence in 
intensive English language training anduniversity preparation. 

Our success is distinguished by: 
* Specially developed transition, EnglishEnhancement and Orientation (TEEO)Program 

TOEFL, GRE and GMAT preparation and 
review coursesExceptionally qualified faculty: all hold 
M.A. or PhD. degreesComputer and business managementtraining courses 

* Individualized academic counseling and 
university placement 
Homestay with American families 

LCP offers contractual administrative
and supervisory services to sponsoring
organizations for grantees studying in 
the U.S. 
Two locations In Southem Califomia: In
Glendora, on the campus of Citrus College,and In Laguna Hills near magnificent 
beaches.
 

We Invite you to stop by Booth 69. 

Language Center of the Pacific 
23046 Ave. De La Carlota, Laguna Hills, CA 92653
Phone: (714) 5 8 1766OTelex: 181578 LCP LH
 

ANGLO
 

EDUCATIONAL SERVICES LTD 
16 Lelnster Square 

London W2 4PR 

Telephone: 01-286 5294
 
Telex: 24923
 
Teex__2_92_ 

Specialists In providing 
housing for Study AbroadGroups in Central London 

since 1971 



Audiovisual materials avai le from NAFSA 
36th Annual Conference cassette tapes 
Tuesday opening plenary session: Harlan Cleveland.
 
Plenary: Chia-Wei Woo
 
Admission of Foreign Students and Immigrants to Community and Junior Colleges

Advanced Immigration Session.
 
Assessing the Spoken English Skills of Foreign Teaching Assistants

Data Collection and Systems Development for International Students
 
Developing Institutional Policy Regarding Foreign Students-Tape I and Tape 2

Developments in Educational Exchange with Malaysia

Educational Developments in Korea 
Finances and Foreign Students
 
Foreign Visitors' Luncheon (U.S. Government Panel)

Improving Language Proficiency After Arrival in the Host Country

Integrating the Intensive ESL Program

International Programming: Models for Conviviality

Meeting the Needs of Foreign Scholars

Meeting the People: Interaction Between Host Country Students and Foreign Students
 
Predicting Academic Success
 
Record Keeping in intensive English Programs

Relevance of Study Programs to Career Plans and Reentry

Update of Educational Systems inIndonesia, Malaysia. and Singapore


For more information on borrowing the above-mentioned cassette tapes, contact NAFSA at (202) 462-4811.
 

EM Films 
The Education for International Development (EID) Program recently reviewed all films produced and bought underthe Agency for International Development (AID) contracts during the 1970s. The focus of the program has changedfrom global issues to practical training and. presently, the process of professional integration for students returning totheir developing home countries. The EID staff hopes to improve the film collection to reflect these varied concerns.If NAFSA members know of any relevant films or media resource centers, please inform the EID staff. Next year.program funds may be allocated for the purchase ofaudiovisual materials, so that an up-to-date library can be assembled

with members' help.
Ranging from an animated treatment of industrialization to a dramatic portrayal of the tragedies of hunger. 18 filmsand two slide shows are available to increase awareness and discussion of two crucial global issues: hunger andoverpopulation. Some of the films provide interesting cross-cultural information as well. for example. about rural

China, or a family in Nigeria.
The films are useful for classes in health care. global issues. znd the social sciences. Groups involved in internationaleducation and development, such as community volunteers, foreign student advisers, and professors, can benefit aswell. Some of the films may require an updated resource such as aspeaker, short film. or discussion guide to accompany

the screening.
A revised listing of the audiovisual materials available through EID will appear in the NAFSA's fall publicationsbrochuie. For further information, contact Peggy Willens. EID Program Coordinator. (202) 462-4811. 

National Association for Foreign Student Affairs Second Class Postaqe1860 19th St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20009 Washington, D.C. 



to aJdress theme 
by Lee Thompson .4_ 

'r703ex%conference settins could be 
'[i]acclaimed as ideal. but Balli-

more comes verv close to meet-
ing that decription. Vhen the 37th 
NAFS.\ Annual Conference convenes 
May 28-3 I. 1985. those in attendance 
should be niore than pleased with the 
surroundines. 

The old Inner Harbor has sprung to 
renewed life in an exciting experiment
%hich blends some of the historical 
buildings and landmarks of'the nation's 
beginnings with such recent additions 
as the colorful design of the National 
Aquarium. the Civic Center with its 
convention facilities and the World Trade 
Center To%%er. 

The Conference Planning Committee 
responded enthusiastically to the stim-
ulIs and ambiance of the site. and has 
devoted special thought to the matter of 
selectirig an appropriate theme. "Inter-
national Educational Exchanges and 
Governments: Policy and Process- was 
derived %%ith the objective of drawing 
upon the rich professional resources of 
the area. 

The conference will focus on rela-
tionships between U.S. educational 
institutions and U.S. and foreign gov-
ernments. including the sponsorship and 
funding of students and scholars: the 
impact of government regulations on 
inqtitutions invol ed in the exchange 
process: procedures and systems for 
liaison and cooperation among govern-
ments. colleges. univerrtiesand schools: 
and the present and prospective con-
nections betveen public diplomacy _.nd 
the priv.tte sector in international edu-
ca'ion. The diverse range of binational 

!I ' • '"De\eloprlienl 

I "; 
'I . ...... 
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Baltimore • May 28-3 1, 1985 
3 7h Annual Conference 

and multilateral agreements. institu-
tional linkages and consultation on 
exchanges %ill be explored in more than 
lo program sessions. Myriad oppor-

tunities exist to tap the human. educa-
tional and governmental resources which 
are concentrated in the Baltimore area. 

The formal'opening of the conference 
%%ill be late Tuesday afternoon. May 28. 
with dn all-conference plenary. Profes
sor Walter Rosenblith. an internation-
ally renowned academician and scien- , 
tist at the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technologv. will be the ke. note speaker. 
addressing the conference theme from 
an educational perspective. Rosenblith 
is uniquely equipped to address the 
theme, and is *well acquainted with 
NAFSA and its objectives. He has been 
a major force on the Board of Foreign
Scholarships and partic',ated in the 1982 
NAFSA Science and Technology S m-
posium at Snowmass. Colorado. His 
major fields of interest include science 
and technology in the university and 
society. He presently is ser%ing as for-
eign secretary of the National Academy 
of Scences. 

Some of Rosenblith's major interna-
tiunal activities include work with the 
Committee on Scholarly Communica-
tion with the People's Republic ofChina 
and the following committees of the 
National Academv of Science's National 
Research Councii: international human 
resource issues, international relations, 
international-educaion and interna-
tional. affairs. for which -he serves as 
chairman. lie also is a member of the 
American Council on Education's Com-
mission on International Education. 

A second plenary session %%ill focus 

on perspectives addressing the confer-
ence theme front a U.S. go\ernmientpolitical viewpoint. 

M. Peter MclPherson. administrator 
of the U.S., Agency for Internrrrational 

in N\Wa1shingtonl. D.C. \%ill 
he tile rmain speaker at tile Foreign \'is-
itors" Luncheor Thursday. May 30. at 
noon at the laltimore Cn. eilion Cel-
ler. McPherson has been in. ited to pres-
ent an updated policy statement on fed. 
c...raland uni\Versilt Ntrateeie in the U.S. 
in volvement ii intelnalioni edrica-
tional and training. It is expected tht 
lie \%ill elaborate on tire conrlnuing and 
future relationships of the urni'.ersities. 
Ihe ConglreVs. the adrinistraion and our 
foreign partners inthese acti ities. 

Athird plenary isschedtuled to addreSs 
comparative government vie %s on 

. 

11. Peter Alcf'heron.e hjt. idminitra
torofthe .S. A ,i'ncy]rInternational 
Development,. ant Wulter Rowihlith. 
internationallv renowned .cientivt and 
profecssor at the Massacl1setts Insti
tale oj" Technolgy. rill addh'ess con
ferees at Baltimore. 

international educational exchanges. The 
panel discussion will be led by Jean 
Smoot. director of tie Office of Aca
demic Programs ofihe U.S. Information 
Agency (USIAI. Speakers %ill include 
Karl Roeloffs. secretary general of the 
German Academic Exchange Service. 
and several other representatives from 
foreign governments and agencies.

A conference-%%ide program innova
tion %ill be the use of min;-plenary ses
sions. to be presented by each of the 
professional sections. Each of the .nini
plenaries %sillbe scheduled so that no 
other maior sessions compete for audi
ences. 

Jill Bulthuis. CAFSS Conference 
Planning Committee representative, and 
Gary Hoover. ADSEC Conference 
PlanningCommittee representative. ha\e 
cooperated to present ajoint mini-plen
ary for their respective sections on 
"'Developing and Implementing Insti
tutional Polic\ in International Educa
tion." James Holderman. president of 
the L'ni ersity of South Carolina. %%ill 
address this important session. 

CAFSS will sponqor a second Joint 
mini-plenary with SECUSS.\ to dicuss 
"'L'.S.-So\ iet Exchanges--Problems and 
Prospects." Joseph L.urie. SECUSSA 
Conference Planning Cornnittee rep
resentati\ e. has confirmed tile follo\\ inpresenters: Allen Kassof. executi\edirector of the Internationl Research 

and Ewchanues Board tIRFN, and Ser
gev Rogo. first secrerar\ ol the So let
Enlrbass\ inl \Vaihint. l. D).C. Herbert 
Ellison. secretary of the Kenran In,ti
lte for Ad\ anced Russi.in Studies %ill 
chair the Sesioi. The pturpose of the 
niini-plenar.\ is to delitc i1d discuss 
cducantorl modes inl the tW'0 coUntries. 

COMSEC Conlererice Planning
Committee epresentati . ary Good
%%in has arranged for Stephen Whires
nith. former president of .-\FS in New 
York City. to ,peak at the CO.\ISI:C
sponsored niiii-plenary. His topic %%ill 
be "Vohlrrbeerkrri ard Public l)iplo
rMIcyV-Ne' Perspecives.'" COMSIEC 

(Conltillred01 lpaVc A 
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* News a Drfs
 

New EID publication 

available from NAFSA 


Principhsfirthe Adhninistration 
ofJSponsoredStudent Prorams. 
developed through NAFSA's Educa-
tion Ibr International Development
(EID) Program is available free of 
charge from EID. NAFSA. 1860 19th 
Street. N.W.. Washington, DC 
20009. 

The six-page preliminary publica-
tion defines and outlines the roles 
and responsibilities of the various 
participants in these programs: spon-
sors. program agencies, educational 
and training institutions and spon-sored students. 

Principles was developed by the 
following EID Advisory Committee: 
Cassandra Pyle. Council for Interna-
tional Exchange of Scholars: 
Thomas Ball. Agency for Interna-
tional Development: Beth Chaffee. 
Geor.eto%%n University: Doris John-
son. AMIDEAST: David Larsen. 
University of Tennessee: Robert 
Nlashburn. U.S. Department of Agri-
ctlture Graduate School: and Larry
Zuiderna. Cornell University. 

A pre-conference workshop 
addressing issues in sponsored stu-
dent programming will take place atthe NAFSA Annual Conference in 
Baltimore. and the Principles 'ill be 
put into final form for publication
follo'. ing that %%orkshop. 

For further information reerdin-,the Priniher'Sor the p errence 
' '1orkshop.please contact Peggy il-

lens. Ell) program coordinator, at 

the NElfSA Central Office.10_146-

4811. 

JALT lt-tin conference, 

Iisucs cil for proposals 


The Japan Association of Lan-
guae Teachers O)ALi). an afliliate 
of'l'..SOl., is accepting proposals
fOr Iaper,,. demonstrations and 
%o khops thal are rele\ anlt to I'in-
gui,qcc techin!. learnin! and/or
acqui,ition for the JALTl II il annual 
conlfctince. to take place September 
14- 1 in IN¢oo. Jpan.

T\%o copies of a proposal should 
be ,tinitted, one witli the atithors' 
ille and dh', Ns. and one with no 

identilication. Also. authors should 
stilblnit separately their name. 
addre ,. plOpo,,al title, a brief 
iblstra,:t of no thore thaln 201) \%\ords. 

any technical equipment needed for 
the presentation, the approximate 
length of the session, biographical
information and a photo of the pre-senter. 

Proposals should be sent to the 
Program Chair, JALT '85. c, Kyoto
English Center, Sumitomo Seimei 
Building 8F, Shijo-Karasuma Nishi-
iru, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto 600, Japan. 
........
 _ 

11AFSA Region VII 

cali for papers 


Region VII has issued a call for 
papers for the Region VII 1985 con-
ference, to take place in Atlanta.Georgia from October 23-25, 1985. 

Abstracts for papers should be 
received by sectional representatives 
no later that April 1, 1985. Presen-
ters of proposals will be notified by
May 15. 

Persons having questions regard-
ing the conference should contact 
Mrs. Garland Davies. NAFSA 
Region VII conference chair. Geor
gia State University, Department of
English as a Second Language.
Atlanta. Georgia 30303-3083, tele-
phone (404) 658-3648. 

NAFSA's government relations 
staff undergoes change 

Following nearly two years of ser-
vice to NAFSA. Director of Govern-nient Relations-Norman Peterson has
left NAFSA to direct the Interna-
tional Educational Ex.chance Liaison 
Group (IEELG) on a full-time basis. 
In addition to his NAFSA r,ronsi-
bilities. Peterson previously had 

served half-time as executi.e secre-

tar.v for IEELG. The Liaison 

Group's newv headquarters is 1825 

Eye Street. N.V.. Washington. D.C. 

20006. telephone ()2)659-0151.


"NAFSA's governmental affairs 

vork in Washington has truly come 


of age thanks to Nori Peterson' 
outstanding work 'ith ius.'" comn-
mented Executive Vice President 
Jack Reichard. "We hale to loe 
Norm. but NAFS.\ can be proud of 
the role the association has played in 
helping (o launch IlE -LG and in 
bringing Normn into the stalY leader-
ship of the Liaison Group. 

"I EELG is an introrganizational 
e\tension of part of N.\ SA. an 
activity to which 'e intend to gi' e 
increasing attention and throu-l 
o\ hich Nori Peterson \will continue 

to work for us and our colleague 
organizations in international educa
tion." 

Peterson will continue to ser e as a professional consultant to NAF
SA's Task Force on Regulator.
Reform. Carl Herrin. ne%%ly-pro.
moted to the position of go.ernment
affairs coordinator, has become 
NAFSA's chief staff person respon
sible for government relations. Her
rin will have a new staff support
 
assistant in the near future.
 

"We will be looking to both Carl 
Herrin and Norm Peterson for lead. 
ership in the conduct of many of 
NAFSA's representational actiities 
on Capitol Hill and elsewhere in the
federal government. At the same 
time. we expect to bring members of 
the Government Relations Advisory
Committee (GRACI and the Tack 
Force on Regulatory Reform to 
Washington more regularly in 19S5 
to speak on behalf of NAFSA's cov
eminent affairs concerns and post
tions.'" Reichard concluded. 

NLC accepting applications
 
for overseas workshops
 

The National Liaison Committee
 
(NLC on Foreign Student Admissions is soliciting applications tram 
qualified persons in the field of inter
national education for participation
 
as faculty. conultants or resource
 
persons for its Overseas Workshoe,

and Consultations Project. The prc.
ect provides professional de'elu=
ment to those persons overseas '%k.hO 
are in'olved in ad'isinc forei..n
 
nationals interested in hi,her ed c.;.

lion throigh regional vorkshops
 
overseas and in the United States. i.s
 
well as through consuiltation ' i its to
 
overseas posts.
 

The NLC is i, cooperative orzanti
zation and includes the .\merican

A,,sociation of Collegiate Registr±_.",,
and Admissions Officers 
AA.\CRAO). the College llotrd. the 

Council of G'iduate Schools CG S.. 
the lnlirute of International E !!,a..
tion tIl Ei and NAFSA. It is conr
cerned ith imlrv in' the 0frces 

tuldents overseas into U.S. hiciier 
education. 

For further information. write to 
the Project l)irector. Overseas 
Workshops and Consultation Proj
ects. Office of lnternaion:l EdL,,a
lion. The College Boar1d. 1717 \Ia. 
sachu-etts A\ e.. N.\V.. Washin'gton. 
)C 20036. 
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NewW5-a3ifeffs 
lAFSA Issues 1985 Directory 

Tih' /985 NA FSA DirL'ctorvo 
fln.titlitions and Individuals inInter-

nationalI'ducationall/.ciange has 
been published and copies are being 
sent to all members. Additional cop-
ies may be ordered from NAFSA for 
$20 for members and S25 for non-
members. 

The Directory. the most compre-
hensive listing of who's who in U.S.-
foreign student and scholarly inter-
ests. lists more than 7.000 institu-
tions and individuals in international 
educational exchange. The 27th edi-
tion of the NAFSA Director" lists all 
U.S. colleges and universities enroll-
ing foreign students, according to
1983-84 enrollment data. NAFSA 
member institutions now serve 89 
percent of the foreign student popu-
lation in the United States. 

listings include names. addresses,
titles and NAFSA professional sec-
tion affiliations for all institutional 
and individual members, national 
and international organizations con-
ducting exchange activities, leaders 
of community programs serving for-
eign students, foreign embassy staffs 
responsible for their countries' stu-
dents in the United States and 
numerous universities, organizations
and professionals abroad. All indi-
Vidnals and institutions are indexed 
alphabetically for easy reference. 

Ac-ancad research fellowships 
o i:red fi India 

"l'else long-term 16-10 months) 
and nine short-term 12-3 months) 

ass ards for research in India during

the 1986-87 academic .ear are being

offlered by tihe Indo-IJ.S. Subcol-

mission on IEduication and Culture. 

Grants are a ;til,ible
in all academic 
di'ciplines c\cept clinical medicine. 
Applicaits ,nutbe Ui.S. citizens at 
tle I)ostdoctol or equ i alent 
pro,essionrl lesel. 'lEvccilly

incotraidto apply are scholars and 
pro'*sionals with limited or no prior
eXl'eric nce in Indiar. 

The applica1tion deadline is June 
15. I:l. applicatlion forms and further 
inforniation. contact tie Council for 
International B change o'Scholars. 
A..ttcntio: Indo-Anericai I'ello%%ship 
IlPogaltln. I I )upont Circle. Suite 
3t111. Washington. DC 20036. tele-
phoe (202 919-5472. 

Copies of the 1985 NAFSA Direc-
tory can be ordered from the Publi-
cations Order Desk. NAFSA. 1860 
19th Street, N.W~.. Washing~ton. DC
20009. 

AI) to expand scholarship 

program 


T~ie Agency for International 
Development (AID) is increasing the 
number of foreign nationals itis 
sponsoring for education and training
in the United States. announced M. 
Peter McPherson, AID administra-
tor. 

The number of scholarships is 
being increased from 10,000 in 1984 
to 15,000 in 1985 in an effort to coun
terbalance the Soviet Union's active 
scholarship programs for students 
from the developing world. U.S. 
government scholarship programs
worldwide declined 52 percent from 
1972 to 1982 while Soviet bloc pro-
grams, not including Cuba. tripled.
In 1982, seven Soviet bloc scholar-
ships were granted for every one 
offered by the U.S. government, 


AID's new scholarship program

will. for the first time, include a large
undergraduate component. AID will 
continue to increase its training
efforts on technical training and 
postgraduate study. 

- . 

38th Annual Conferencecall'f~r papers -206 

NAFSA's 38th Annual Conference 
is scheduled to take place in San 
Antonio. Texas. May 11-14. 1986. 
The NAFSA 1986 Conference Plan
ning Committee invites individuals 

wanting to present papers not repre-

sented by NAFSA sections. task 

f'orces. committees and organized

workshops to submit abstracts no 

later than Thursday. Atigust I. 1985. 


Abstracts should bc related to one 
Or m1ore of N.'\FSA's five profes-
sional interest sections: admissions: 
teaching English as a second lan-
guage: advising foreigrn students and
scholars: community programs: and 
ads ising U.S. students abroad. 
Papers should be limited to 45 nmin-
utes. including discussion. Work.-
shops. including demonstrations and 
audience participation, should be 
one and one-halflhours in length and 
should be directed to practical 
aspects of the field. 

By August I. 1985. send four cop
ies of a 200-word typewritten
abstract (one copy %kithyour name 
on it and three %tithouty-our name)
to: Sherie L.Voland. National Con
ference Coordinator. NAFSA. l(A,)
19th Street. N.W., Washinaton. DC 
20009. Include a letter with %our 
complete name. title, address. affilia
tion and te!ephone number (supply
the same information for any addi
tional speakers you wish to include 
in the presentation). 

Notification regarding the accep
tance of proposals will be made by
December 10. 1985. In addition. sue
gestions for panel discussions 
(including suggested panelists) are 
welcome. 

,_,,___,
 

Call for WES authors 

The World Education Series 
(\'ES) Committee of the American 
Association of Collegijate Registrars
and Admissions Officers (AACRAO)
has announced its priority list of 
countries for future publications. 
Thev are: France. People's Republic
of China. Egypt. Japan. Philippines.
Sweden. Costa Rica. Panama. Sinza
pore and Indonesia. 

Persons interested in applying as
 
WVES authors for the 1986-88 con
tract should request author arplica
tions from AACR.-\O. One Dupont
 
Circle. Suite 330. Washington. DC 
1-0036. 

Canadian Govenment cuts
 
funding for ez-,changes
 

As part of the Canadian covern
ment',,efforts to cut spending on 
federd progranis. the Dcpartment of 
the Secretary of State has reduced 
the budget of the Open llou.,e C-;n
ada program from S14 million ir 
I9, 4-,5 to SIO million in I -. 
Third ranrty organ ttio,. IIl.e the 

Canadian Burcau for Inter n itio:dl
Education (CIIIJ-.wkhich recei.. e 
contributions for travel costs ot par
ticipa nts on national Cxchangle pro
granis. have had their budget.,
reduced by almost 31) percent.

This reduction %ill affect buth the 
numbers of'students %%ho can part,.'i
pate in fUdmication Canada. the C.tM
dian University Student l-mchan..:e 
Prourarn iCUSEl' and the I-chane 
Program for I landicappcd Youlh and 
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PRESIDENT 
Richard D. Downie • 
University of Florida-Gainesville 

PRESIDENT-ELECT
Josef A. Mestenhauser 
University of Minnesota 

VICE PRESIDENT FOR REGIONAL AFFAIRS 

Marian E.Beane 
National Association for Foreign Student Affairs Univerity of Nolh CarolinaCharlotte 
1860 19th St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20009 CE PRESIDENELECT FOR REGIONAL AFIRS 

Central Office 202/462-4811 
" " 

Sally M. Hm
Northeastern Univorsity 

EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT 
John F.Reichard 

Dona Wolf
 
Director '"0
 
Office of Intefnational Training
 
Agency fop nternational Development
 
Washi,9t6n, DC 20523
 

Dear Ms. Wolf:
 

I am pleased to send you the final report of USAID's grant relationship
 
with the Yrti-na ..ssoTo* . n'Student Affairs for Cooperative

Agreemenii-AO-4081-O0,1 the period of July 1, 1984 through
 
June 30, 1985. The contraZct-vititg were carried out under the policy

guidance of the Education-for International Development Committee, chaired
 
by Jack Van de Water of Oregon State University. The staff implementation

of the contract activities was conducted chiefly by Peggy Willens under
 
the direction of Archer Brown and Linda Reed.
 

The 1984-85 contract year reflects -as does the current year- increasing
 
EID emphasis on and commitment to developing resources for professional
 
integration, sponsor - institutional relations, the need for a variety of
 
campus-based modest research projects and "telling the AID story" through

NAFSA conferences and special workshops. Inall of these areas, NAFSA is,
 
we feel, a catalyst among the major actors: the Agency, contract sponsors
 
and administrators, university administrators, and growing groups of
 
community volunteers and private sector professionals whose understanding

and support of international development are essential to the effectiveness
 
of the training available to AID-sponsored participants.
 

The recently completed three-year audit of NAFSA's USIA and AID grants has
 
produced a number of findings: (1)NAFSA did not recover a significant
 
part of its indirect costs during the 1982-85 years (we realize that budget

limitations do not permit such recovery after the fact). (2)The auditors
 
are recommending a new on-site/off-site overhead approach; we are inthe
 
process of trying to understand the accounting procedures which would be
 
used to meet this recommendation. (3)Further, there continues to be a
 
problem in approving expenditures of some funds (for recent projects) which
 
remained from contracts in force prior to the Cooperative Agreement which
 
began in 1984. EID staff were advised frequently by S&T/IT staff (including

Contract Office) that such funds, ifcommitted to projects in progress,
 
could be expended during following program years. The Contract Office has
 
recently said this procedure was not permissible without a formal contract
 
amendment. It's important that the $13,000 (approximately) be resolved
 
because the funds have been committed to projects now being completed.
 

(continued)
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Once again, let me express on behalf of the EID Committee, staff, and

NAFSA's leadership, our appreciation of the continuing support of your
 
office and colleagues.
 

.-. .
S ncerely, 


John)F. Reichard
 
'-Executive Vice President
 

enclosure
 



uring 1985-86, NAFSA expects to be able to 
D award more than $160,000 in suport of a 
variety of campus and community programs and 
activities that (1) enrich the experience of foreign 
students in the U.S.; (2) enhance the preparation 
and return of U.S. students studying abroad; arul 
(3) improve and expand the competencies of t ) 
who work with foreign students and U.S. studelits 
going abroad. This brochure describes NAFSA's four 
current major funding programs, the types of' 
activities for which support is available, and the 
application procedures for each. 

NAFSA's funding derives from the following grant 
agreements letween the association and the U.S."
F n k ggoverFnmlenlt :*Cooperative Grants Program (COOF'" 

0• ,' • Student Supl)port Services Division, U.S. Infoilli[i:ortunities tion Agency
9 Field Service-Student Sul)l)orl Services Nvi

sion, U.S. Informnation Agency
frothm Education for International Development 

Program (EID) - Office of International Rlain
a U c ernatinal evelopme ,NK-12 Program - Intetniational Youth Exchig,.
Office, U.S. Information Agency

Ai NAFSAs grant agreemens are negotiated annual
d information this brochureanly iii is, therefor.. 

based on agreements currently in effect and soI,ject to possible change.forore gn
%Funds in each grant program are awarded Ih 

NAFSA member t'olnlimitt(es which set t[criler('lia. 
initiate calls for proposals, review applications. 

re " monitor projects inl progress, and prepuare
for the appropriate government agencies. 

Unless otherwise noted, proposals may he sil 
mitted by colleges and universities, community
organizations, academic consortia, secondary 

schools, and individual iprofessionals in the field of 
internatinnal educatkiom. Membership inNAFSA is 
not a r(quirement for funding. There is noi limit
 
to the nitmlber of applications an(l or pr posals that
 
n1y he silhillitted for funding and ; award fr(,in 
one grant program does not preclude fulnding f
another NAFSA source. Ingeneral, fmding wil )
be awarded to cover the pur('lase of e(ilui orllemit 

furniture, overhead and indirect expenses. (iithT
tainment, international transporiat ion, expenses in
curred outside of the U.S., and perniiannllt staff 
posit ions. 
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fect the delivery of services to students and scholars; 
and (3) improving the intercultural re-entry process. 
The Field Service is particularly interested in en-
couraging efforts that are planned on a long-range 
basis, reach a high-level audience, involve faculty 
as well as international educational exchange profes-
',als, involve more than one of NAFSA's profes-

-hal sections and/or other educational associations, 
and make use of new technologies available, 

Specific grant programs are: 
(1) 	Professional Development Fund: accepts pro-

posals from senior international educators for 
projects meeting the criteria outlined above. 
Proposals are reviewed and awards granted by
the Field Service Steering committee, according 
to published criteria and guidelines. 
In-Service TYaining Grants: available to indi-
viduals with a minimum of six months' ex-
perience in the field to support training visits 
to other campuses or communities, or participa
tion in structured programs designed for persons 
in the field. 

(3) 	 Funding for workshops: available to support
workshops for a single campus or community 
organization, or a NAFSA region. Support may 
be requested to cover expenses of resource per
sons, administrative costs, and travel reim-
bursements for individuals attending their first 
NAFSA activity.

(4) 	TYavel Grants: available to enable professionals 
who are newcomers to NAFSA to attend their 
first regional NAFSA conference or workshop.Applications are disseminated and evaluated t)y'

imembers of NAFSA's Regional Council. 
Comnmnity Development Grants: awarded to 
community organizations serving foreign
students attending colleges and universities in

studntsattedin an unverstie incolege
order to send a volunteer (preferably a new-corer) to a NAFSA regional conference. 
comm yera NAFSA Go awred tosi regionants:
Cognitd leaders aGnto ated 
rec egicommunity erconf 


NAFSA regional conference. 
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ication for International Development 
trne purpose of EID's grants for program develop-
ment and research is to support activities which will 
either directly involve or benefit students from the 
developing world, particularly those sponsored by 
the Agency for International Development. Subject 

to agency approval, the EI) committee is inviting
research proposals which focus on two areas in 
1985-86: (1) the professional integration of the U.S. 
educated foreign student upon return to his/her 
home country and (2) technology transfer through
international education. The emphasis for both 
topics should be on students from the ve 
world who are or who have studied in the U. t 
the post-secondary level. In addition, the commit
tee 	 is interested in both research and project 
proposals which focus on a third area of interest: 
utilizing the developing world student as an educa
tional and cultural resource in elementary and 
secondary schools, in post-secondary institutions, 
and within the local and business communities. 

Proposals may be submitted by any instituti, 
group involved with developing world studel:il, ' 
the 	post-secondary level. 
Additinl Informtion

"Grants for Program Development and Research in 
Education for International Development" -a 
description of the three topics outlined above. 
"EI) Bibliography" of publications and research, 
produced with AID support. 

K-12 Pogra 
For the past two years, this progra has awarded 
Fortepas oyS.soramhs anded
 
incentive grants to r.S. secondahy schools and cor. 
munity groups working with high schools. NAFSA 
will 	submit a proposal for continuation of this prgram in spring 1985; if approved, incentive grants 
will be available for projects that (1) facilitateY' 
munication and interaction between foreignlj .
school students and U.S. citizens; (2) focus on tli,
foreign exchange student as anl educational resourcefor the school and the commiunity; and (3) prepari,frthscoladheomuiyan(3 	 rea 
U.S. high school students for study abroad in one
of the 30 countries participating in the President's
International Youth Exchange Initiative.Funded projects must involve at least (btt not ex 
clusively) one high school exchange stulent fri ,ti 
or one U.S. student going to one of the l~arti'i 
Youth Initiative countries. Preference isgiven tt ) 
fxosals which demonstrate strong c mmunit.:'\ -WAi 
linkages, increase foreign student conta(t with tie 
community, and enhance the experientce of tli 
foreign student within the school. Of special interes 
are projects which use the student as a resource ot 
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which focus on the student as the direct beneficiary
of the project. 

Additional Information.: 
"Cross-Cultural Learning Model Prograins"-- a listand description of projects funded by the K- 12 pro-pm.
Individual project reports are also available. 
. :entive Grant Information Sheet"-includes 

criteria and application procedures. 
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